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PREFACE 

IN the preparation of this volume the writer has been guided by 
the general purpose of the Series of Theological Handbooks of 
which it is a part. A continuous narrative is given in the text, 
with as much freedom from technical treatment as the subject 
allows; details and authorities are relegated to footnotes, and 
some special questions and difficulties are dealt with in notes 
appended to the several chapters. 

The chief aim which has been kept in view throughout has 
been to offer to the student of the history of Christian Doctrine 
during the first four centuries of the life of the Church such 
information with regard to the facts and the sources as will 
enable him to prosecute his study for himself. 

It is only a limited period with which the book deals, but a 
period in which the Christian theory of life-of the relations 
between God, the World, and Man-was worked out in its chief 
aspects, and all the doctrines to which the Church of Christ 
as a whole is pledged were framed. The ' authority• of these 
doctrines is only to be understood by study of their history. 
Their permanent value can only be appreciated by knowledge of 
the circumstances in which they came to be expressed, knowledge 
which must certainly precede any restatement of the doctrines, 
such as is from time to time demanded in the interests of a 
growing or a wider faith. 

That Christian thinkers have been guided at various times, 
in later ages, towards fuller apprehension of various aspects 
of human life, and fuller knowledge of the divine economy, 
must be thankfully acknowledged. But whatever reason there 
is to hope for further elucidation from the growth of human 
knowledge in general, and the translation of old doctrines into 
the terms of the new knowledge, it seems certain that the work 
of the great leaders of Christian thought in the interpretation of 

1'U 
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the Gospel during the earlier ages can never be superseded 
They were ralled upon, in turn, to meet and to consider in 
relation to the Gospel and to Jesus Christ nearly all the theories 
of the world and God which human speculation and experience 
have framed in explanation of the mystery of human life; and 
the conclusions which they reached must still be at least the 
starting-point for any further advance towards more complete 
solution of the problems with which they had to deal. Chris
tians, whether conservative or progressive, will find in the study 
of the course through which doctrines were evolved their 
strongest stay and safeguard. 

On the one hand, if defence of Christian doctrines be needed, 
it is found at its best in the bare history of the process by which 
they came into existence. On the other hand, in an age when 
other than the Catholic interpretations of the Gospel and of the 
Person of Christ are put forward and find favour in unexpected 
quarters, much heart-searching and laborious enquiry may be 
saved by the knowledge that similar or identical explanations were 
offered and ably advocated centuries ago; that they were tried, not 
only by intellectual but also by moral tests, and that the experi
ence of life rejected them as inadequate or positively false. The 
semi-conscious Ebionism and the semi-conscious Docetism, for 
example, of much professedly Christian thought to-day may 
recognize itself in many an ancient ' heresy', and reconsider its 
position. 

The mass of materials available for the study of even the 
limited part of the subject of Christian Doctrine which is dealt 
with in this book is so great that it has been necessary to exer
cise a strict economy in references to books and writers, ancient 
and modern, both English and German, from which much might 
be learned. I have only aimed at giving guidance to young 
students, leaving them to turn for fuller information to the 
larger well-known histories of Doctrine in general and the many 
special studies of particular doctrines. .And as the book is 
designed to meet the needs of English students, I have seldom 
cited works that are not accessible to those who read no other 
language than their own. 

I wish that every student of Christian Doctrine could have 
had the privilege of hearing the short course of lectures which 
Professor Westcott used to give in Cambridge. For my own 
part, I thankfully trace back to them the first intelligible con-
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caption of the subject which came before me. Some of these 
lectures were afterwards incorporated in the volume entitled The 
Gospel of Life. 

Dr. Harnack's History of Doctrines occupies a position of 
eminence all its own, and will remain a monument of industry 
and learning, and an almost inexhaustible treasury of materials. 
To the English translation of this great work frequent references 
will be found in the following pages. But the student who is 
not able to examine the evidence and the conclusions, and to 
make allowances for Dr. Harnack's peculiar point of view, will 
still, in my judgement, find Hagenbach's History of Doctrines his 
best guide to his own work on the subject, although he will need 
sometimes to supplement the materials which were available 
when Hagenbach wrote.1 He will learn a great deal also from 
Dorner's .Doctrine of the Person of Christ, from N eander's History 
of Ohristian .Dogmas and Church History, and from the works of 
the older English divines, such as Bull's .Defence of the Nwene 
Ureed anci. Pearson's Ewposition of the Creed. Works such as 
these are in no way superseded by the many excellent books 
and treatises of later scholars, some of which are cited hereafter 
in regard to particular points.• Many of the articles in the 
Dic.ti-0nary of Christian Biography (ed. Smith and W ace), the 
Dwtionary of Christian .Antiquities (ed. Smith and Cheetham), 
and Hastings' Dwtionary of the Bible are of great value, while 
for the Creeds the collection of Hahn (Bibliothek der Symbok 
und Glaubensregeln der alten Kirche) is indispensable. 

To two friends, who have special knowledge of different 
parts of the subject, I am much indebted for help in the revision 
of the proof-sheets-the Rev. A. E. Burn, rector of Kynnersley, 
and the Rev. J. H. Srawley, of Selwyn College, the latter in 
particular having generously devoted much time and care to the 
work. Their criticisms and suggestions have led in many cases 
to clearer statement of a point and to the insertion of notes and 
additional references which will make the book, I hope, in spite 

1 If he reads German he will do well to turn to Loofs' Leitfaden zum St1idium 
de.r Dogfflffl{leschichte3 (Ritschlian), Seeberg's Lehr1nich {Protestant), and Schwane'a 
DogmengeschicW (Roman Catholic). For introduction to the chief patristic 
writingR he may consult Bardenhewer's Patrologu, or Swete's Patristu Study in the 
Series ' Handbooks for the Clergy '. 

2 Special attention may be directed to two volumes of this series-Mr. Ottley'■ 
Doctrine of the Incarn.atim and Mr. Bum's lnlrodv.dion to tM Hwury of the Crud.I, 
•nd to Dr. f\wete's The Apostles' Creed. 
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of all the imperfections that remain, more useful for its purpose 
than it would otherwise have been. 

In the earlier part of the book I had also the advantage of 
the criticism of Dr. Robertson, the Editor of this Series, who, 
even when the pressure of preparation for his removal from 
London to Exeter left him no leisure, most kindly made time for 
the purpose. 

Finally, I have to thank the Syndics of the Cambridge 
University Press, and the Dean of Westminster, as Editor of the 
Series Texts and Studies, for permission to make use of various 
notes-and in some cases whole pages-from The Meaning of 
Homoousios in the 'Oonstantinopolitan' Creed, which I contributed 
to that Series (vol. vii no. 1). I have not thought it necessary 
to include within inverted commas such passages as I have 
taken straight over, but when I have merely summarized con
clusions, for which the evidence is more fully stated there, I have 
appended a reference to the volume. 

The book, as I have indicated, makes no claim to originality. 
It only aims at being a sketch of the main lines of the historical 
developement of doctrine down to the time of the Council of 
Chalcedon.1 But I am, of course, conscious that even history 
must be written from some • point of view', and I have expressed, 
as clearly as I can, the point of view from which I have ap
proached the subject in the introduction which follows. 

I believe that this point of view, from which Christian 
doctrines are seen as human attempts to interpret human ex
periences-the unique personality of Jesus of Nazareth supreme 
among those human experiences, is a more satisfying one than 
some standpoints from which the origin of Christian doctrines 
may appear to be invested with more commanding power of 
appeal. As such I have been accustomed to offer it to the 
attention of students at an age when the constraint is often felt 
for the first time to find some standpoint in these matters for 
oneself. 

But any point of view-any kind of real personal conviction 
and appropriation-. is better than none: and one which we 

1 Though much independent work over old ground has been bestowed upon it, 
and no previous writer baa been followed without an attempt to form &n inde
pendent judgement, yet the nature of the e&s11 precludes real indepeudenoe, except to 
lime extent in treatment. 
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cann11t accept may serve to make clearer and more definite, or 
even to create, the point of view which is true for us. Salvo 
;u~ communionis diversa sentire-different opinions without 
loss of the rights of communion-opposite points of view 
without disloyalty to the Catholic Creeds and the Church
th~e words, which embody the conception of one of the earliest 
and keenest of Christian controversialists and staunchest of 
Catholics,1 express a thought more widely honoured now than it 
was in Cyprian's day. 

It is in the hope that this sketch of some parts of the early 
history of Christian doctrines may be useful in some such way 
that it is published now. 

Pll.KBBOKII. 0oLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, 

ld May 1903. 

J. F. BETHUNE-BAKER. 

1 They are the words in which Augustine (de Btipliamo 17-Migne P.L. xliii 
p. 202) describe& the principles of Cypri&n. 
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IN the studies of which this book, published in 1903, was the 
outcome, I had set before myself an aim as purely objective as 
possible. I desired to ascertain, and to state as clearly as I 
could, what had been the actual course of the developement of 
Christian Doctrine so far as it was exhibited in contemporary 
documents as they have come down to us. I wanted to detect 
and to mark the stages that bridge the interval between the 
New Testament and the Council of Cbalcedon, and to understand, 
rather than to account for and explain, what the leaders of 
thought in the Church actually said and meant. Only so far 
as was necessary for this main purpose was I concerned with 
the roots of any particular elements of their thought in current 
philosophies or popular religious speculation and worship. 

It was not my purpose to vindicate the results of the 
wonderful process by which One who was undoubtedly a man 
was found by Christian experience to have the value of God ; 
and earlier ideas of God, His being and nature, were amended 
and enlarged in the light of this experience, and the doctrine 
of the Incarnation and the Trinity elaborated. Nor was I con
cerned to justify, or to claim finality for, the definitions of the 
Church of the fourth and fifth centuries, closely dependent as 
they could not fail to be on the historical knowledge and the 
philosophical and scientific conceptions of the time--knowledge 
and conceptions which I certainly cannot regard as nearer 
finality than are those of our own age when the latter conflict 
with the former. 

The problem before the Christian philosopher to-day is how 
to appraise and retain the religious values of old beliefs of the 
Church which have lost their original correspondence with con
temporary knowledge and ideas. Critical study of the origins 
of these old beliefs, such as is absent from this book, is necessary 

Jtil 
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before a valuation of this kind can be made. During the last 
twenty years much fresh knowledge has come to hand about 
these origins. Old documents have been studied by minds: not 
hypnotized by orthodox presuppositions, and fresh materials have 
been discovered or made more generally accessible. Were I 
to-day attempting to write a critical history of Christian Doctrine 
I s"hould have to draw on many sources of information which 
were not utilized by me in the years before 19 0 3. 

But owing to the restricted range of the subject dealt with 
in the book, I find but little that I should wish to alter if I 
were free to rewrite the whole. Only perhaps at three points 
would it be desirable to make modifications of any moment, if I 
kept to my original scheme. 

The real evolution of the study of the subject that has 
taken place in recent years concerns much more the very 
earliest beginnings than the succeeding history, the religious 
thought and practice of the first century and the second, the 
documents of the New Testament, rather than the writings 
of the Fathers. The Gospels and the other books of the 
New Testament are no longer so isolated as they have been 
in the past from other religious literature of their period
neither in language nor in ideas. We are able to appreciate 
more justly the originality that belongs to them when we study 
them in relation to their real background. And when we no 
longer make the portentous assumption that the Gospels are 
a photographic representation in writing of the actual facts of 
our Lord's life and the very words of His teaching, the writers 
being miraculously preserved from any of the errors and ten
dencies which affect other historians and propagandists, we are 
for the first time in a position to make a critical study of the 
origins of the Christian Religion and to form a sane judgement 
as to the real course of events. We can discriminate sources 
and strata, tendencies and purposes, points of view and schools 
of thought. To some extent at least we can detect earlier and 
later versions of incidents; we can compare different traditions 
and estimate their historical values. But nothing of this kind was 
possible for the men who framed and formulated the traditional 
Doctrine of the Church. Though some of them were peculiarly 
influenced by one or other of the many lines of interpretation 
and exposition which the New Testament reflects, yet for the 
Church it was the Bible as a whole-parts of the Old Testanient 
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quite as certainly as the New-to which Doctrine must conform. 
The Bible was accepted as it stood, without any critfoal dis
crimination, as wholly authoritative. .Accordingly, for the 
understanding of the doctrinal developements of the ancient 
Church, we have to exclude from our minds the results of 
modern investigation into the literary connexions and the 
historical value of the documents that make up our New 
Testament. Discussions about the true text and the true mean
ing of different passages were common enough, and if more 
' heretical' writings had been preserved we should probably find 
reflected in them much more of the modern historical sense than 
survived in the doctrinal system of the Church; but that 
system was built up on the assumption that the sacred books 
of the Church were infallible guides to truth, and we should not 
be helped to understand the subject before us by any othe1· 
view of them . 

.Apart, therefore, from details of minor importance, so far as 
concerns the subject of this book, it is with regard to Gnosticism, 
the Mystery Religions, and N estorianism only, I think, that 
fresh investigations since 1903 have added materially to our 
knowledge, either of the background of Christian thought and 
institutions or of the actual facts. But even here competent 
judges are by no means entirely at one as to the true inter
pretation of the new facts that have come to light, and I am 
not clear that I could amend what I have written on the 
subjects with advantage to the class of students who have found 
the book useful. 

.Accordingly, in these difficult times I have not thought it 
necessary to make alterations in the text which would entail the 
cost and labour of re-setting the book as a whole. I have 
contented myself with correcting a few misprints and supplying 
an .Appendix with references to fresh work and e,idence and 
brief indications of the new points to which the attention of 
students should be directed. Some of these ' additional notes ' 
are, in my judgement, of considerable importance. 

The Council of Chalcedon was, of course, deliberately chosen 
as the limit of the period to be treated, The decisions arrived 
at then have been normative for the Church to a degree not 
reached by later decisions. Yet the q uestiona at issue become 
far clearer in the light of the later Monophysite and Monothelite 
controversies, without study of which the real spirit and the 
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full drift of the Doctrine of the ancient Church cannot be 
adequately understood. As regards restatement of Doctrine, 
alm.ost all that happened afterwards down to the eighteenth 
century may be ignored, but not the Monophysite and Monothelite 
controversies themselves. The best short account of these 
controversies known to me is given in the third volume of 
M. J. Tixeront's excellent Histoire des Dogmes (Paris, 19 0 5-
1912), where also other controversies bearing on the nature of 
the conditions of our Lord's life on earth may be studied. 
These are live questions to-day. 

Absurd as it is, in my judgement, to permit the doctrinal 
speculations of the Church of the first or of any later century to 
fetter and control the thought of the Church of the twentieth, 
I am yet convinced that study of the early period is the best 
preparation for that reconstruction of Christian Doctrine in 
relation to modern knowledge that must be effected in the 
near future if the Church is still to offer men a Gospel worthy 
to claim the allegiance of their mind, their heart, and their 
soul, and so to engage their whole personality and become the 
faith by which they walk 

J. F. B-B. 

CAMBRIDGE, 191h November 1919 

Thirty years after this book was first published I am still obliged 
to have it reprinted without substantial alteration in the text. 
I can do so with a clear conscience, not because I have ceased to 
study the subject (inexhaustible as indeed it is), or to follow with 
interest fresh and fruitful work of many other students of it, but 
for the reasons which I gave in the preface to the second edition 
of the book. My aim was an austerely scientific aim, to offer as 
true a transcript as I could of the actual history of thought and 
events in the limited period with which I dealt, and in the light of 
the fresh evidence that has accrued since I wrote I find that very 
few corrections are needed. Had I set before myself some other 
more interesting aim, the result might have been different. As 
it is, if a reader will pay heed to the additional notes and references 
on pages 429 to 446, to which a![ in the text calls attention, he may, 
I think, have confidence that however widely he may, by further 
study, enlarge his knowledge of the period and its meaning, he 
will have little to unlearn. 

J. F. B-B. 
n,11 .4.ugu•t 1933 
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EARLY HISTORY OF 

CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

Okristian Doctrines and Theology-Heresies 

THE scope of this book is not the presentation of a system of 
dogmatic theology, but only a sketch of the history of Christian 
doctrine during the first four hundred years of its course. We 
have not to attempt to gam a general view of Christian truth so 
far as it has been realized at present in the Christian society, 
but only to trace through some of its early stages the gradual 
developement of doctrine. 

Christianity-the student of Christian doctrine needs always 
to remember-is not a system, but a life; and Christian doctrine 
is the interpretation of a life. Jesus taught few, if any, doc
trines: his mission was not to propound a system of metaphysics 
or of ethics. If the question be put, What is the Christian 
revelation ? the answer comes at once. The Christian revelation 
is Christ himself. And Christian doctrine is an attempt to 
describe the person and life of Jesus, in relation to Man and the 
World and God: an attempt to interpret that person and life 
and make it intelligible to the heart and mind of men. Or, 
from a slightly different point of view, it may be said that 
Christian doctrines are an attempt to express in words of formal 
statement the nature of God and Man and the World, and the 
relations between them, as revealed in the person and life of 
Jesus. , 

The history of Christian doctrine must therefore shew the 
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manner in which these statements were drawn up, the circum
stances which called them forth : how the meaning of the earthly 
life and experiences of Jesus was more and more fully disclosed 
to the consciousness of the Church in virtue of her own enlarged 
experience. 

The history of Christian doctrine is not concerned with the 
evidences of Christianity, internal or external ; nor with the 
proof or the defence of the 'doctrines' thus formulated. That 
is the province of Apologetics. Nor does it deal with religious 
controversy, or Polemics, except so far as such controversy has 
actually contributed to the developement of doctrine and the 
elucidation of difficulties. Thus, while we have to follow up 
the history of many heresies, we have to do this only in so 
far as they constitute one of the most impressive instances 
of the great law of ' Progress through Conflict ' which is 
written over the history of human life :-the law that the 
ultimate attainment of the many is rendered possible only by 
the failure of the few, that final success is conditioned by 
previous defeat.1 

The supreme end to which Christian theology is directed i8 
the full intellectual expression of the truth which was manifested 
to men, once for all, in the person and life of Jesus; and the 
history of Christian doctrine is the record of the steps which 

1 In this w11y 'heresies' h&ve rendered no small service to theological science. 
The defence of the doctrines impugned and the discussion of the points at issue 
led to a deeper and clearer view of the subject. Subtle objections when carefully 
weighed, and half-truthl! when exposed, became the ooo&Sion of more &OCUr&te 
st&tements. "A clear, coherent, &nd fundamental presentation is one of the strongest 
arguments. Power of statement is power of argument. It precludes misrepresenta
tion ; it corrects mis-statements" (Shedd). It is true the early Christian 'orthodox' 
writers seldom regard the influence of 'heretics' &S anything bt1t pernicious 
(e.g. Eusebius reflects the popular opinion that all heretics were agents of the 
devil, and applies to them such epithets as these-grievous wolves, a pestilent and 
scabby disease, incurable and dangerous poison, more abominable than &II shame, 
double.mouthed &nd two-headed serpents. See H.E. i l ; ii 1, 13; iii 26-29; 
iv 7, 29, 30; v 13, 14, 16-20). Yet some of the greatest of the Fathers were · 
able to recognize this aspect of the matter. See Origen Ham. w; in Num.: 
"Nam si doctrin11 ecolesiastica simplex esset et nullis intrinsecus haereticornm 
dogmatum assertionibus cingeretur, non poterat tam clara et tarn examinata videri 
fides nostra. Sed idcirco doctrinam catholicam contr11dicentium obsidet oppug. 
natio, ut fides nostra non otio torpescat, sed exercitiis elimetur." And similarly (&S 

Cyprian de unit. ecdes. 10, before him), Augustine Oonjess. vii 19 (25), could write: 
"Truly the refutation of heretics brings into clearer relief the meaning of thy 
Church and the teaching of sound doctrine. For there needs must be heresies, in 
order .that those who are approved may be made m&nifest among the weak." (Of 
Aug. de Oiv. Dei xviii 51.) 
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were taken in order to reach the end in view-the record of the 
partial and progressive approximation to that end.1 For several 
centuries men were but 'feeling after' satisfactory expressions 
of this truth. To many of them St Paul's words to the 
Athenians on the Areopagus still applied.11 Even those who 
accepted Jesus and the Christian revelation with enthusiasm 
were still groping in the dark to find a systematic expression of 
the faith that filled their hearts. They experienced the difficulty 
of putting into words their feelings about the Good-News. 
Language was inadequate to pourtray the God and the Saviour 
whom they had found. Not even the great interpreters of the 
first generation were enabled to transmit to future ages the full 
significance of the life which they had witnessed. And as soon 
as ever men went beyond the simple phrases of the apostolic 
writers and, instead of merely repeating by rote the scriptural 
words and terms, tried to express in their own language the 
great facts of their faith, they naturally often used terms which 
were inadequate-which, if not positively misleading, erred by 
omission and defect. Such expressions, when the consequences 
flowing from them were more clearly seen, and when they were 
proved by experience to be inconsistent with some of the funda
mental truths of Christianity, a later age regarded only as 
•archaisms', if it was clear that those who used them intended 
no opposition to the teaching of the Church.3 Often, it is evident, 
men were led into 'heresy' by the attempt to combine with 
the new religion ideas derived from other systems of thought. 
From all quarters converts pressed into the Church, bringing 
with them a different view of life, a different way of looking 
at such questions; and they did not easily make the new point 
of view their own They embraced Christianity at one point 

1 Professor Westcott used to define Christian doctrine as ' a p11.1tial and progres
sive approximation to the full intellectual expression of the truth manifested to 
men once for all in the Incarnation'. Cf. Gospel of Life. 

1 Acts 1727• 
1 Thus Augustine de Praedl!8tinatione c. 14, says: "What is the good of scrutin

izing the works of men who before the rise of that heresy had no need to busy them
selves with this question, which is so hard to solve. Beyond doubt they would have 
done so, if they had been obliged to give an answer on the subject." So against the 
Pelagians he vindicates Cyprian, Ambrose, and Rufinus. Of. de dMO Persever=ti<u 
c. 20, and the two volumes of his own Retractations. In like manner Athanasius 
defended Dionysius of Alexandria against the Arians (see infra), and Pelagius u 
(Ep. 5. 921) declared II Holy Church weigheth the hearts of her faithful ones with 
kindliness rather than their words with rigour"• 
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or another, not at all points ; and they tried to bring the 
expression of Christian doctrine into harmony with pre
conceived ideas. And not unfrequently it would seem that 
Christian thinkers and teachers, conscious of the force of 
objections from outside, or impressed by the conviction that 
beliefs which were widely current must contain some element 
of truth, were induced to go half-way to meet the views of those 
they wished to win. In the main, however, it would appear that 
• heresies ' arose from the wish to understand. The endowments 
of man include a mind and a reasoning faculty, and doctrine 
which is offered to him as an interpretation of the whole of his 
being-the whole of his life-he must needs try to gra.'lp with 
the whole of his nature. He must try to make it his own and 
express it in his own words, or else it cannot be real to him, it 
cannot be living. In this process he is certain to make mis
takes. And the remarkable fact about the history of Christian 
theology is that in almost every case the expression of Christian 
doctrine was drawn out--was indeed forced upon the Church 
as a whole--by the mistakes of early theologians. By their 
mistakes the general feeling of the faithful-the great common 
sense of the Catholic Church-was aroused, and set to work to 
fiud some phrase which would. exclude the error and save the 
members of the Church in future from falling into a like mistake. 
So it was that the earliest creeds were of the scantiest dimen
sions, and slowly grew to their present form, step by step, in 
the process of excluding-on the part of the Church as a whole 
-the erroneous interpretations of individual members of the 
Church. Such individuals had drawn their inferences too 
hastily : fuller knowledge, longer deliberation, and consideration 
of all the consequences which would flow from their conclusions 
shewed them to be misleading, inadequate to account for all the 
facts. Those who persisted in the partial explanation, the in
complete and therefore misleading theory, after it had been 
shewn to be inadequate, the Church called heretics, factious 
subverters of truth. Clearly they could not be allowed to 
proclaim a mutilated gospel under the shelter of the Catholic 
Church. As members of that Church they had initiated dis
cuBBion and stimulated interest, without which progress in know
ledge, the developement of doctrine-the nearer approximation 
to a full interpretation-would have been impossible. But 
when they seized on a few facts as though they were all the 
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facts, a.nd from these few framed theories to explain and interpret 
all; when they put forward a meagre and immature conception 
a.a a full-grown representation of the Christian idea of life,
then the accredited teachers of Christianity were bound to 
protest against the one-sided partial developement, and to meet 
it by expansions of the creed which should exclude the error, 
a11d to frame formal statements of the mind of the Church to 
serve as guides to future generations-landmarks 
their straying from the line of ascertained truth. 
grew, and heresies were banished from the Church. 

DOGMA 

to prevent 
So creeds 

The word properly means that which has seemed good, been agreed or 
decided upon: so an opinion, and particularly, as having been determined 
by authority, a decree or an edict, or a precept. In this ~ense it is 
used by Plato, and Demosthenes, and in the Septuagint ; and in the 
New Testament of (1) a particular edict of the emperor (Luke 21); 

(2) the body of such edicts (Acts 177); (3) the ordinances of the 
Mosaic law (Eph. 215, Col. 214); (4) the decisions of the apostles and 
elders at the 'Council' at Jerusalem {Acts 164, cf. 1528), which dealt 
particularly with ritual questions. It is nowhere in the New Testament 
used of the contents or ' doctrines' of Christianity. The Stoics, how
ever, employed the word to express the theoretical 'principles' of their 
philosophy (e.g. Marc. Aurel. Medit. 2. 3, Tavra 0"01 J.pKtfrw, d.tl 86-yp.aTa 
lUTw), and it bears a similar sense in the first Christian writers who 
used it: Ignatius ad Magn. 13, 'the dogmata of the Lord and the 
Apostles' (here perhaps 'rules of life ') ; the Didache 11. 3 (a similar 
sense), and Barnabas Ep. 1. 6, 9. 7, 10. 1, 9; and more precisely in the 
Greek Apologitlts, to whom Christianity was a philosophy of life, who 
apply the word to the doctrines in which that philosophy was formu
lated. And though much later Basil de Spiritu Sancto 27 seems to 
contrast 86-yp.am, as rites and ceremonies with mystic meaning derived 
from tradition, with IC'YJfTVYP.aTa, as the contents of the Gospel teaching 
and Scripture; yet generally the term in the plural denoted the whole 
substance of Christian doctrine (see e.g. Cyril of Jerusalem Cat. iv 2, 
where 86yp.a as relating to faith is contrasted with 1rpo.ti., which has 
to do with moral action : " The way of godliness is composed of these 
two things, pious doctrines and good actions,"-the former being the 
source of the latter; and Socrates Hist. ii 44, where 86-yp.a is similarly set 
in antithesis to ;, ~0tK~ 8,8auKa>.la). Hence the general significance-a 
doctrine which in the eyes of the Church is essential in the true inter• 
pret.ation of the Christian faith, and thenfore one the acceptance of 

,:z 
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which may be required of all Christians (i.e. not merely a subjective 
opinion or conception of a particular theologian). It is not the interpre
tation of any individual, or of any particular community, that can be 
trusted. Just as the cecumenicity of a council depends upon its acknow
ledgement by the Church as a whole, and a council at which the whole 
Church was not represented might attain the honour of cecumenicity 
by subsequent recognition and acceptance (e.g. the Council of Constan
tinople of 381); so no 'dogma' (though individuals may contribute to 
its expression) is authoritative till it has passed the test of the general 
feeling of the Church as a whole, the ' communis sensus fidelium', and 
by that been accepted. 

AtpEUw-HERESY 

Alp£ui,;;, the verbal noun from a1plw, a1p€'iu0ai, is commonly used both 
in the active sense of 'capture' and in the middle sense of 'choice'. 
It is the middle sense only with which we are concerned, and especially 
the limited sense of 'choice of an opinion'. Hence it is used of those 
who have chosen a particular opinion of their own, and follow it--a 
'school of thought', a party, the followers of a particular teacher or 
principle. 

In this usage the word is originally colourless and neutral, implying 
neither that the opinion chosen is true nor that it is false. 

So it is used in the New Testament of the 'schools' of the Sadducees 
(Acts 517) and Pharisees (Acts 155), and of the Christians-' the aipt:ut,;; 
of the Nazaraeans' (Acts 245• 14). It is true that in all these cases the 
word is used by those who are unfavourably disposed to the schools of 
thought which are referred to; but disparagement is not definitely 
associated with it. And Constantine uses it of the doctrine of the 
Catholic Church (,j alpt:uis ,j Ka00AtK17-Euseb. x 5. 21), just as Tertullian 
frequently uses 'secta '. 

But though the Christian Society as a whole may be in this way 
designated a aipt:uis, inside the Society there is no room for a1piu£tS, 
There must not be ' parties' within the Church. It is Christ himself 
who is divided into parts, if there are (1 Cor. P 3). And so, as applied 
to diversities of opinion among Christians themselves, the word assumes a 
new colour (1 Cor. 1119), and is joined to terms of such evil significance 
as Ept0iiat 'factions' and 8,xouTaulcu 'divisions' (Gal. 520). 

The transition from the earlier to the later meaning of the word is 
well seen in the use of the adjective in Tit. 310, where St Paul bids 
Titous have nothing to do with a man who is aipt:nK6, if he is 
unaffected by repeated admonition. This is clearly the 'opinionated' 
man, who obstinately holds by his own individual choice of opinion 
('obstinate', 'factious'). So the man who in matters of doctrine 
forms his own opinion, and, though it is opposed to the eommunis 
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,e118U8 fidelium, will not abandon it when his error is pointed out, ia a 
•heretic'. 

To the question What is the cause of heresies 1 different answers 
were given. The cause was not God, and not the Scriptures. 11 Do 
not tell me the Scripture is the cause." It is not the Scripture that is 
the cause, but the foolish ignorance of men (i.e. of those who interpret 
amiss what has been well and rightly said)-so Chrysostom declares 
(Hom. 128 p. 829). The cause is rather to be sought in (1) the Devil-
80 I Tim. 41 was understood and Matt. 1325 : Eusebius reflects this 
common opinion; (2) the careless reading of Holy Scripture-" It is 
from this source that countless evils have sprung up-from ignorance 
of the Scriptures: from this source the murrain of heresies has grown" 
(Chrys. Proof. Ep. ad Rom.); and (3) contentiousness, the spirit of pride 
and arrogance. 

As to the nature of their influence and the reason why God perm.its 
their existence, see supra p. 2 note 1. On the latter point appeal was 
made to St Paul's words 1 Cor. 1119, "for there must be 'heresies' 
among you, in order that those that are approved may become manifest 
among you." Heresies serve as a touchstone of truth; they test and 
try the genuineness of men's faith. So Chrysostom (Hom. 46 p. 867) 
says they make the tmth shine out more clearly. 11 The same thing is 
seen in the case of the prophets. False prophets arose, and by com
parison with them the true prophets shone out the more. So too 
disease makes health plain, and darkness light, and tempest calm." 
And again (Hom. 54 p. 363) he says: "It is one thing to take your 
stand on the tme faith, when no one tries to trip you up and deceive 
you: it is another thing to remain unshaken when thousands of waves 
are breaking against you." 

Four stages in the history of these words may be detected. 
(1) They were originally used of the old Greek poets who told their 

tales of the gods, and gave their explanations of life and the universe in 
the form of such myths. Such are the 'theogonies' of Hesiod and 
Orpheus, and the 'cosmogonies' of Empedocles. These men were the 
8£0;\oyo, of what is called the prescientific age. It was in the actions 
of the gods-their loves and their hates-that they found the answer to 
the riddles of existence. So later writers (as l'lutarch, Suetonius, and 
Philo) use the expression -ra 8EoAo-yovp.wa in the sense of 'inquiries into 
the divine nature' or 'discussions about the gods'. 

(2) Still later the words are used to express the attribution of divine 
origin or causation to persons or things, which are thus regarded as 
divine or at least are referred to divine causes So in the sense 'ascribe 
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divinity to', 'name as God', 'call God', 'assert the divinity of', the verb 
0w.\oye'tv is used by Justin Dial. 56 (in conjunction with Kvpio.\oye'tv), 
by the writer of the Little Labyrinth (0eo.\oy~utti T6Y )(ptUT6v, ovK lJna 
0e6v-' call Christ God, though he is not God '-Eusebius H.E. v 28), 
and by later writers of all the Persons of the Trinity and in other 
connexions. 1 

(3) The verb is found in a more general sense 'make religious 
investigations' in Justin Dial. 113; while in .Athenagoras Leg. 10, 20, 
22 the noun expresses the doctrine of God and of all beings to whom 
the predicate 'deity' belongs. (Cf. also the Latin 'theologia '-Ter
tullian ad Nat. II 2.) 

(4) .Aristotle describes 0eo.\oy{a as -q 1rpwT'T} r/u.\ouocf>{a, and to the 
Stoics the word was equivalent to 'philosophy '-a system of philo
sophical principles or truths. For Hellenic Christians at least the tran
sition from this usage to the sense familiar now was easy. Theology 
is the study or science that deals with God, the philosophy of life that 
finds in God the explanation of the existence of man and the world, and 
endeavours to work out theoretically this principle in all its relations; 
while Christian theology in a specific sense starts from the existence of 
Jesus, and from him and his experiences, his person, his life, his teach
ing, frames its theories of the Godhead, of man, and of the world. (See 
note on the words, Harnack Dogmengeschichte Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 202, 
Sophocles Lexicon, and Suicer Thesauru..) 

1 In relation to the Son, in particular, IJ,;o-,,,rryla. is used of all that relates to the 
divine and eternal nature and being of Christ, 118 contrasted with olK011oµla., which 
has reference especially to the Incarnation and itii consequences (so Lightfoot notes 
Apost. Fathers II ii p. 76). But this ii; only • particular usage of the term in a 
re1tricted sensB. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CmE11 DocTRINEs rn THE NEw TESTAMENT WRITERS 

The Beginnings of Doctrines in the New Testament 

CHRISTIAN theology (using the word in the widest sense) is, as we 
have seen, the attempt to explain the mystery of the existence 
of the world and of man by the actual existence of Jesus. 
It is in him, in his experiences-in what he was, what he felt, 
what he thought, what he did-that Christian theology finds 
the solution of the problem. In the true interpretation of him 
and of his experiences we have, accordingly, the true interpre
tation of human life as a whole. In tracing the history of 
Christian doctrines, we have therefore to begin with the earliest 
attempts at such interpretation. These, at least the earliest 
which are accessible to us at all, are undoubtedly to be found 
in the collection of writings which form the New Testament. 
We are not here concerned with apologetic argument or history 
of the canon, with questions of exact date of writing or of 
reception of particular books. We are only concerned with the 
fact that, be the interpretation true or untrue, apostolic or 
sub-apostolic, or later still, the interpretations of the person of 
Jesus which are contained in these books are the earliest which 
are extant. In different books he is regarded from different 
points of view: even the writers who purpose to give a simple 
record of the facts of his life and teaching approach their task 
with different conceptions of its nature; in their selection of 
facts-the special prominence they give to some-they are 
unconsciously essaying the work of interpretation as well as 
that of mere narration. "The historian cannot but interpret 
the facts which he records." The student of the history of 
Christian doctrines is content that they should be accepted as 
interpreters: to shew that they are also trustworthy historians 
is no part of his business. From the pages of the New Testa
ment there is to be drawn, beyond all question, the record of 

• 
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the actual experiences of the Christians nearest to the time of 
Jesus of whom we have any record at all. Their record of their 
own experiences, and their interpretations of them and of him 
who was the source of all, are the starting-point from which 
the developement of Christian doctrines proceeds. In this sense 
the authors of the Gospels and Epistles are the first writers on 
Christian theology.1 No less certainly than later writers, if 
less professedly and with more security against error, they 
tried to convey to others the impression which Jesus, himself 
or through his earliest followers, had made upon them. In 
him they saw not only the medium of a revelation, but the 
revelation itself. What had before been doubtful about the pur
pose of the world and of human life-its origin and its destiny 
-all became clear and certain as they studied him, and from the 
observations which they could make of him, and of his relations 
to his environment, framed their inductions. Not only from 
his words, but from his acts and his whole life and conduct, 
they framed a new conception of God, a new conception of His 
relations to mankind, a new conception of the true relations of 
one man to another. They could measure the gulf that separates 
man as he is from man as he is meant to be, and they learnt 
how he might yet attain to the destiny which he had forfeited. 
Under the impulse of these conceptions-this revelation-the 
authors of the Gospels compiled their narratives, and the writers 
of the other books of the New Testament dealt with the matters 
which came in their way. Their method is not systematic: 

1 If it were necessary for our present purpose to attempt to discriminate nicely 
between the various ideas expressed in different writings of the New Testament, 
we might begin with the earliest and work from them to the later-on the chance 
of finding important developements. We might thus begin with the earlier epistles 
of St Paul, and shew what conceptions of the Godhead and of the person and work 
of Cl1rist underlie, and are presupposed by, the teaching which he gives and the 
allusions which imply so full a background of belief on the part of those to whom 
he writes. And then we might go on to compare with these earliest conceptions 
what we could discover in the writings of later date that seemed diffe1·ent or of 
later developement. But this would be an elaborate task in itself, and without in 
any way doubting that further reflection and enlarged experience led to correspond
ing expansion and fulness and elucidation of the conceptions of the early teachers 
of the Gospel, it seems clear that some of the books of the New Testament which 
are later in time of composition (as we have them now) contain the expression of the 
earliest conceptions ; and therefore, for the purpose before us, we need not try to 
discriminate as to time and origin between the various points of view which the 
various writings of the New Testament reveal. We need only note the variety, 
and observe that the conceptions are complementary one to another, 
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it is in the one case narrative, and in the other occasional. 
But in no case are we left in doubt as to the interpretations 
which they had formed and accepted. It is, for example, absurd 
to suppose that the doctrine of the Person of Jesus which they 
held did not correspond to the teaching which they record that 
he gave of his own relation to God. And when an Apostle 
claims to have received his mission directly from Jesus himself, 
and not from me.a or through any human agency, it is obvious 
that he regards him as the source of divine authority. The 
writers of the New Testament have not formulated their 
interpretations in systematic or logical form perhaps; but they 
have framed them nevertheless, and the history of Christian 
doctrines must begin by an account of the doctrines expressed 
or implied in the earliest writings of Christians that are extant, 
and then proceed to trace through later times variations or 
developements from the interpretations which were then accepted 
as true. 

The existence of God and of the world and of man is
needless to say-assumed throughout; and it is certain that the 
doctrine of creation by God (through whatever means) was 
accepted by all the writers before us, inherited as it would be 
from the Scriptures of the Jews. Of other doctrines all were 
not certainly held by all the writers, and in the short statemeni 
of them which can rightly have a place here it will only be 
necessary to indicate the main points. We shall take in order 
God (the Trinity), Man, the relations between God and Man 
(Atonement), the means by which the true relations are to be 
maintained (the Church, the Sacraments). 

The doctrines are, as has been said, expressed in incidental 
or in narrative form, and so it is from incidental allusions and 
from the general tenour of the narrative that we infer them. 
They grow up before the reader. 

The Doctrine of God in the New Testament 

The doctrine of God, for example, is nowhere explicitly 
stated. It is easy, however, to see that there are three main 
conceptions which were before the writers of the New Testament. 
The three descriptions of God as Father, as Spirit, and as Love, 
express together a complete and comprehensive doctrine of the 
Godhead; and though the three descriptiADs are specially 
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characteristic of different writers or groups of writings, respect
ively, yet it is easy to see that the thought of God as Spirit and 
as Love is present and natural to the minds of the writers who 
use more readily the description of him as Father, which indeed 
is the title regularly employed by all the writers of the New 
Testament.1 It is the conception of God as Father that is most 
Driginal. Not that the conception was entirely new. 

The doctrine of God which is to be found in the pages 
of the New Testament has doubtless for its background the 
Jewish monotheistic belief, but the belief in the form in which 
it presented itself to the psalmists and the prophets rather 
than to the scribes and rabbis. To the latter the ancient faith 
of their fathers in one God, tenaciously maintained against the 
many gods of the nations round about them, had come to convey 
the idea of an abstract Unit far removed from all contact with 
the men and the world He had created, self-centred and self. 
absorbed, the object of a distant reverence and awe. The 
former, on the contrary, were above all else dominated by the 
sense of intimate personal relation between themselves and God; 
and it is this conviction-the certainty that such a close com
munion and fellowship exists-that the followers of Jesus 
discerned in him and learnt from his experience. But in his 
experience and in his teaching the ~onviction assumed a form 
so different from that in which the prophets realized it, that his 
conception of God seems to stand alone. Others had realized 
God as Father of the universe (the Creator and Sustainer of the 
physical world and of animate things), and by earlier teachers 
of the Jews He had been described as-in a moral and 
spiritual sense-Father of Israel and Israelites,2 but their sense 
of 'fatherhood' had been limited and obscured by other con
ceptions.8 In the experience and teaching of Jesus this one 
conception of God as Father controlled and determined every
thing. It is first of all a conviction personal and peculiar to 

1 The writer to the Hebrews is perhaps an exception, but see Heh. l2· • 129• 
2 See the references given by Dr. Sanday, Art. 'God' in Hastings' D.B. vol. ii 

p. 208 (e.g. Deut. 131 85 326, Ps. 10318, Jer. 3•,u1, Isa. 6316 648); and for the whole 
subject see, besides that article, G. F. Schmid Biblical Theology of the New 
Testanuint. 

3 In particular the image according to which Israel is depicted as Jehovah's 
bride, faithleas to her marriage covenant, is incompatible with the thought expressed 
by the Fatherhood of God. One broad difference cannot be missed. In the one 
image the main thought is the jealous desire of God to receive man's undivided 
devotion, in the other it is His readiness to bestow His infinite love on man. 
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himself,-' My Father', he claimed Him.1 But he also spoke of 
Him to his disciples as 'gour Father', 2 and so the intimacy of 
relationship which they saw he realized they came to look upon 
as possible too for them,-and not only for them-the first 
disciples of Jesus-but also for all mankind. The Fatherhood 
of God extended to the good and the evil alike, the just and the 
unjust; and to all animate things-even the fowls of the air. 
God was Father in the highest and fullest sense of the word. 
So the earliest followers of Jesus understood his teaching and 
explained his life. That they also thought of God as essentially 
spiritual will not be disputed. The idea of God as ' Spirit ' is 
in one sense co-ordinate with the idea of Him as 'Father', 
though definite expression is scarcely given to the idea except in 
the writings of St John.8 This special description or conception 
brings into prominence certain characteristics which must not be 
passed over. The absolute elevation of God above the world 
and men is expressed when He is designated Spirit, just as the 
most intimate communion between men's life and His is expressed 
when He is styled their Father. As Spirit He is omnipresent, 
all pervading, eternal, and raised above all limitations.4 He is 
the source of all life, so that apart from Him and knowledge of 
Him there can be no true life.5 

When to the descriptions of God as Father and as Spirit St 
John adds the description that is-in words-all his own, and 
declares that the very essence of the being of God is Love ; e 
when he thus sums up in a single word the revelation of the 
teaching and life of Jesus, he certainly makes a contribution to 

1 E.g. both as to natural and as to spiritual life, Matt. 1117 64• 1• 8, John 211 517, 

Cf. St Paul's frequent use of the phrase 'the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ', e.g. 
Col. 11, Eph. 11, 2 Cor. 18 1181, Rom. 156 ; cf. 1 Pet. 1',-though he commonly 
writes 'God the Father', or 'our Father'. 

1 Matt. 68• lG 102:0, Luke 688, Cf. 'Our Father', Matt. 69 ; 'Jrly Father and your 
Father', John 2017• The common addition of the designation 'heavenly', or 'that 
is in heaven', serves to mark the spiritual and transcendent character of the 
relation. 

• E.g. John 4". He alone has preserved the definite utterance of Jesus, 'God ii 
Spirit', as he alone procl&ims th&t 'God is Love'. 

'E.g. Matt. 6'• 6• 18, John 411• e John 521• 25 ; of. 517 I 73• 
6 1 John 48• Though & triune personality in the Godhead is implied if God is 

essentially Love (cf. Augustine de Trinitale vi and viii), it does not appear that 
St John's statement was charged with this meaning to himself. It seems rather, 
from the context, to be used to express the spiritual and moral relation in which 
God stands to man (cf. John 311), and not to be intended to have explicit reference 
to the distinctions within the Godhead. 
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Christian doctrine which is of the highest value. It is not too 
much to say that in the sentence 'God is Love' we have 
an interpretation of the Gospel which covers all the relations 
between God and man. And yet it is only the essential 
character of all true fatherhood that the words express. 
St John is only explaining by another term the meaning of 
Father, whatever fresh light he may throw upon the title by his 
explanation. 

And all the other descriptions of God which are to be found 
in the New Testament add nothing to these three main thoughts; 
indeed, they only draw out in more detail the significance of the 
relationship expressed by the one word Father.1 

But much more is implied as to the Godhead by St John's 
account of the sayings of Jesus in which he declared his own 
one-ness with the Father 2-teaching which obviously lies at 
the back of the thought of St Paul 8 and of the writer to the 
Hebrews:' And more again is seen in the references to the 
Paraclete, the Spirit of truth, in the Gospel according to St 
John,° and to the Holy Spirit in the other books of the New 
Testament.6 The Son and the Holy Spirit alike have divine 
functions to perform, and are in closest union with the Father. 
There are distinctions within the Godhead, but the distinctions 
are such as are compatible with unity of being. There is Father, 
there is Son, and there is Holy Spirit. Each is conceived as 
having a distinct existence and a distinct activity in a sphere of 
his own : but the being of each is divine, and there is only one 
Divine Being. Thus to say that the Godhead is one in essence, 
but contains within itself three relations, three modes of exiat-

1 As, for example, when God is described e.s holy and righteous, or as merciful 
and gracious ; as judging justly, or as patient and long-suffering. In &11 aspects 
God is absolutely good, the standard and type of moral perfection, and His love is 
always actively working (Matt. 1917, Luke 1819, Mark 548 711, John 31&). 

2 See John 1'8 147-u, er. John 1038 1320 149• 20 1524 1632, 1 John 11·•, Matt. 
1121. 

1 er. 2 Cor. 4', Col. 111, Phil. 26 (Christ the 'image• of God, and existent 'in the 
form ' of God). 

' Heh. 11 (the Son the • effulgence of the glory' and the 'exact impress of the 
very being' of God). John 1'·1, Phil. 211-8, Col !11-18, and Heh. l1·8 should be care
fully compared together. 

'John 1418-25 15~ 167·1'. 
• The baptismal commission, Matt. 2819, which co-ordinates tlie Three would be 

the simplest and most decisive evidence, but if it be disallowed there remains in 
the New Testament ample evidence to the same effect (,t0e the Pauline ,quivalen1 
2 Cor, 1314, Rom. 8211, 1 Cor. 121', Eph. 4JOJ. 
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ence, is always at the same time actively existent in three 
distinct spheres of energy : this is only to say what is clearly 
implied in the language of the Gospels and Epistles, though the 
conception is not expressed in set terms, but is embodied in the 
record of actual experience. As from Jesus himself his dis
ciples derived, in the first place, their consciousness of God as 
Father, so from him they first learnt of God as Holy Spirit; 
but their realization of what was at first perhaps accepted on 
the evidence of his experience only, was soon quickened by 
experiences of their own which seemed to be obvious mani
festations of the working of God as Holy Spirit.1 

The doctrine of a triune God-Father, Son, and Spiri~ 
is required and implied by the whole account of the revelation 
and the process of redemption; but the pages of the New 
Testament do not shew anything like an attempt to enter into 
detailed explanations of the inner being of God i.n the threefold 
relation. 

It is to this fact that we must look for the explanation of 
the subsequent course of Christian thought, and the puzzling 
emergence of theories that seem to be so utterly at variance 
with the natural interpretation of the apostolic writings that 
we find it difficult to understand how they could ever have 
claimed the authority of Scripture. There are at least three 
points which must be noted. First, the New Testament leaves 
a clear impression of three agents, but the unity and equality of 
the three remains obscure and veiled. Secondly, the doctrine 
of the Incarnation is plainly asserted, but the exact relation and 
connexion between the human and the divine is not defined; 
there is no attempt to indicate how the pre-existing Christ is 
one with the man Jesus-how he is at the same time Son of 
God as before, and yet Son of Man too as he was not before ; and 
how as Son of Man he can still continue to be equal with the 
Father. Thirdly, that the Spirit is divine is assumed, but that 
he is pre-existent and personal is an inference that might not 
seem to be inevitable. .And so it was with these points that 
subsequent controversy dealt,-controversy that resulted in re
solving ambiguities, and led to the clearer and fuller expression 
of the Christian conception of God. 

1 Such experiences are represented as beginning on the day of Pentecost, and u 
continuing all through the history recorded in the Acts of the Apostles; ud they 
'-le also implied, if not actually expressed, in most of the Epistles. 
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The Dottrine of Man in the New Testament 

In like manner, with regard to the conception which the 
writers of the New Testament, the first Christian theologians, 
had formed of man and his place in the universe, we find no full 
and systematic expression, but only a number of isolated-and 
for the most part incidental-indications of a doctrine. 

The teaching of the Old Testament must be assumed as the 
background and as the starting-point, so far at least as regards, 
on the one side, the dignity of man-as made in the image of 
God 1 and destined to attain to the likeness of God; and, on the 
other side, his failure to fulfil his destiny, and his need of super
natural aid to effect his redemption. 

At the outset it is clear that the doctrine of the Fatherhood 
of God in itself declares the dignity of human nature. Man is 
by his constitution the child of God, capable of intimate union 
and personal fellowship with God. It is on this relationship 
that the chief appeals of Jesus are based: it is to make men 
conscious of their position that most of his teaching was directed. 
It is to make them realize the sense of privilege, which it allows, 
that was the chief object of his life. It is because of this kin
ship that men are bidden to be perfect, even as their Father 
which is in heaven is perfect.2 For this reason they are to 
look to heaven rather than to earth as the treasury of all that 
they value most.8 Man is so constituted that he is capable of 
knowing the divine will and of desiring to fulfil it ; 4 he has a 
faculty by virtue of which spiritual insight is possible,6-he can 
not only receive intimations of the truth, but also examine and 
test what he receives and form right judgements in regard to it.• 
Such, it is clear, is the sense in which· the writers of the Gospels 
understood the teaching of Jesus, and the same theory of the 
high capacities of human nature is presupposed and implied by 
the general tenour of the teaching of St Paul. 

At the same time the free play of this spiritual element in 
man is hindered by the faculties which bind him to earth-the 
elements represented by 'the flesh' ; and the contrast between 

1 The phrase clearly refers to mental and moral faculties, such as the intellect, the 
will, the affections. 

2 Matt. 5.s_ • Matt. 619 11• 

• E.g. John 511• 5 E.g. Matt. 62',j· 21, Luke 11114-.-. 

• E.g. Matt. 1111 131', Mark, .. , Luke 12118• 57, John 7"' 
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them and the higher constituent is strongly expressed-' the 
spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak '.1 And so at the same 
time there is declared the corruption of human nature in its 
present state, so that sin is a habitual presence in man, from 
which he can escape only by the aid of a power which is not 
his own, even though that power must work by arousing and 
quickening forces which are already latent in him. 

As to the nature of sin the pages of the New Testament 
reflect the teaching of the Old. The account of the Fall of 
A.dam shews the essence of sin to be the wilful departure on the 
part of man from the course of developement for which he was 
designed (the order determined by God, and therefore the order 
natural to him); and the assertion of his will against the will of 
God. The result of sin is thus a disordered world-a race of 
men not fulfilling too law of their nature and alienated from 
God, who ia the source and the sustainer of their life. Exactly 
these conceptions are embodied in the treatment of the matter 
which is recorded, on the part of Jesus and the earliest Christian 
teachers, in the New Testament itself. The commonest words 
for sin denote definitely the missing of a mark or the breach of 
a law, the failure to attain an end in view or the neglect of 
principle/it And the other words which are used imply the 
same point of view: sin is a' trespass' or' transgression', that is, 
a departure from the right path which man is meant to tread; 
or it is 'debt', in the sense that there was an obligation laid 
upon man, a responsibility to live in a particular way, which he 
has not fulfilled and observed.8 This manner of describing sin 
shews that it is by no means thought of as an act, or a series 
of acts, of wrong-doing. It is rather a state or condition, a 
particular way of living, which is described as sickness,' or even, 
by contrast with true life, as death. Those who are living under 
such conditions are ' dead '. 5 Of this state the opposite is life, 
or life eternal-a particular way of living now, characteristic of 

'Matt. 2641, cf. John 38 : "That which is begotten of the flesh is flesh, and that 
which is begotten of the Spirit is spirit." Similarly 'flesh and blood' together Matt. 
1617• ('Flesh' is the name by which mankind was commonly expressed in the 
Hebrew Scriptures, with particular reference to its weaker and more 'material ' 
constituents.) 

2 The words aµ.a{YT!a and civoµ.!a.-the essence of sm (ii.1U1,p-r!c) bein~ dee.lard by 
St John to be lawlessness or the absence of law (civoµ!a.) 1 John 34• 

1 The words 1rapd.·nwµ.c, 1rapd./3=u, litf,E0..7/µ.c. 
'E.g. Matt. 9u_ 6 E.g. John 5n••. 
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which is knowledge of God and love of the brethren.1 It is to 
give this knowledge and to quicken this love that is declared 
to be the special object of the life and death of J esus.2 The 
condition of sin is one of estrangement from God and selfish 
disregard of what is due to others. It is a state which merits 
and involves punishment, and yet at the same time is its own 
punishment.8 

1 John 178 633• ' 7 336 540 and 524• 9 John 101-0 1331 1513, 1 John 48• 
1 The conception of sin expressed in St Paul's epistles, though not essentially 

different from the conceptions which are reflected in other writings of the New 
Testament, is characteristic enough to 0&11 for special notice. 

It was the common belief of the Jews at the time that the personal transgression 
of Adam was the origin of sin, and further that death came into the world as the 
penalty for sin. 

St Paul assumes this belief, The keynote to his meaning in the chief passage 
in which he discusses the matter (Rom. 512-21) is struck in the words 'through the 
one man's disobedience the many were made sinners' (ver. 19). Sin, then, entered 
the world by Adam's trespass, and death-which is the penalty of sin-followed • 
.A.nd, furthermore, death became universal, because all men sinned. 'Eq,' <i, rdvre1 
-f!µaprov can only mean 'because all sinned': but the question remains whether by 
these words St Paul means to a'58ert the personal individual sin of every one since 
Adam, or whether ho means that, in some sense, when .Adam sinned, the whole race 
then and there became guilty of sin. It is also a question which of the two concep• 
tions was familiar to Jewish (Rabbinic) thought. (See Sanday and Headlam on the 
passage, and the discussion by G. B. Stevens Tht, Paulim Theology p. 127 ff. ~ 
also H. St J. Thackeray The Relation of St Paul to Contemporary Jewish Thought 
eh. ii 'Sin and .Adam', and further 'Pelagianism' irifra p. 309.) To determine 
the question we must look beyond the mere words to the argument of the context. 
Two things are clear-(1) the universality of sin is emphasized, and its connexion 
with .Adam's sin ; (2) the redemption from sin actually accomplished through the 
one man, Jesus Christ, is treated as parallel to the results of the sin of the one man, 
.Adam. 

In both cases alike there is implied an organic unity between the representative 
and the race (whether of all men, in the one case, or of those who are 'in Christ', 
in the other case). Of. 2 Cor. 610 "one died for all, therefore all died" (i.e. to sin, 
an ethical death to be followed by an ethie&l rising-again to life). The unity which 
exists between Christ (the head of the spiritual hnmanity) and Christians is parallel 
to that which exists between .Adam (the head of the natural humanity) and all 
mankind. (Cf. 1 Cor. 1522 "as in .Adam all died, even so in Christ shall all be 
made alive".) But in regard to .Adam, at all events, St Paul does not attempt to 
define the way in which the connexion comes about. On this question the phrase 
1/p.€1/r,. -rl,cv,i q,6rrn op-yi)s, Eph. 23, must be considered. The doctrine of original or 
birth-sin has been found in it. But the context must determine the meaning, and 
three facts must be noted-(1) the order of the wart.ls shews that there is no stress on 
,t,6<Tn; (2) the expression 'children of wrath• is parallel to such Old Testament 
expressions as 'sons of death' and means 'worthy of God's reprobation' ; (3) the 
reference is to individual personal sins actually committed ; ( 4) so far as there is 
any emphasis on q,vu« the intention is to mark the contrast between the natural 
powers of man, left to himself, and the power of the grace of God in effecting 
1alvation. See the emphatic reiteration of xd.pm in the verses following. In thie 
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The restoration of the true relations between God and man, 
from which will follow the establishment of the true relations 
between man and man, is thus the purpose which Christ was 
understood to have declared to be his purpose and his followers 
believed he had achieved. 

The Doctrine of Atonement in the New Testament 

Of the nature of the atonement which he effected there is 
no formal theory in the New Testament. It is certain that 
St John, at all events, understood his Master to have constantly 
taught that the knowledge of God and, with the knowledge of 
God, the increased knowledge of man's own position, was to play 
a large part in the work. And this mental and moral illumina
tion was effected by the whole life and teaching of Jesus, while 
by his death in all its circumstances the true meaning of his 
life was brought to the consciousness of his disciples. So that 
the conception of redemption through knowledge can certainly 
claim to be among the earliest conceptions. At the same time, 
that the redemption was wrought in some special sense by this 
dt1ath of Cbrist--that the death in itself was one of the instru
ments by which the whole work of Christ became effective 
-is clearly implied by all the allusions to it.1 But the 

passage too, therefore, it is the 11ctua.l prevalence of sin in the world, as a fact of 
general experience, that is in the Apostle's mind, rather than any theory as to the 
propa.gation of sin or a tendency to sin. Cf. Gal. 26, where the Gentiles are regarded 
as sinners ,j,WE£1 i.e. belonging to the class of sinners-see Sanday and Hea.dlam on 
Rom. 519• 

Furthermore, it is clear that St Paul spea.ks of the .-dpf, in antithesis to the 
ud)µ,a,, as the seat and sphere of manifestation of this sin. He uses the expression 
in different senses: (1) literal or physical, of the body actually subjugated and 
ruled by sin, conceived as the sphere in which, or the medium through which, sin 
actually works; (2) ethical, of the element in man which is, in practical experience, 
opposed to the spiritual; (3) symbolic, of unregenerate human nature. The three 
senses tend to pass over into one another, and the :first and second, and the second 
and third, respectively, cannot always be exactly distingnished. 

But when he describes the sins of 'the flesh' he includes many forma of sin 
which have their origi:g_ in the mind or the will-see e.g. Gal. 519 ir. ; and the 
antithesis between the 'spirit' and the 'flesh' is not presented in the manner of 
Greek or Oriental dualism. (On Rom. 77-u, see Sanday and Headlam.) 

1 On the meaning of the 'blood' of Christ, see particularly Westcott Epistlu of 
8t John, where it is shewn that the 'blood' always includes the thought of the 
life, preserved and active beyond death, though at the same time it is only through 
the dea.th that the blood can be made available. On the New Testament doctrine of 
the atonement in general, see Oxenham Catholie Doctrine of~ A~ p. 108 !f. ; 
ud R. W. Dale The Atonement, with the notes in the Append~. 
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writers of the New Testament are content to treat the result 
as a fact and to emphasize some of its consequences. They 
do not attempt to explain the manner in which the result was 
obtained. 

The work of the atonement is described under various 
images and metaphors, which may perhaps be grouped in four 
classes. 

First, there is the idea of 'reconciliation' (1'amXXa,y~), ex
pressed in some of the parables, as when the prodigal son is 
reconciled to his father, and in passages in which those who 
were once enemies and aliens are said to be reconciled to God by 
the death of His Son, and to have won 'peace' and union with 
God, or 'life' in union with Him, as the result.1 

Under another image sin ia regarded as personified: man is 
held in bondage to sin, and has to be purchased or bought with 
a price out of the slavery in which he is held ; so a ' ransom ' 
has to be paid for him.1 

Again, corresponding to the notion of sin as a debt, there is 
1 The words xara>.>.ct-yil, Kctrct>.X,fo-o-eu• in this sense are peculiarly Pauline (Rom. 

519• n 1111, 2 Cor. 51s. 19• 20), and &.1roKctrct>.Mo-o-EcP (Eph. 218, Col. 120• 21), and it must 
be observed that the conception is of the world and man being reconciled to 
God (not God to man), just as it is always man who is represented as hostil• 
to God and alienated from Him. The change of feeling has to take place on 
the side of man. The obstacle to union which must be removed is of his 
making. (But see Sanday and Headlam on Rom. 511.) For the result as peace, 
see John 1421, Rom. 51, Eph. 214• 17, Col. 31D; as union with God or life in Christ, 
see esp. St John, e.g. John 311• 18 2031, 1 John 5u. 12 ; cf. Col. 31• •, 2 Tint. l1, 
Rom. 510, Heb. 1020• 

2 The chief words used to express this conception are d;,op&..i.,, 1 Cor. 620 721, 

Gal. 41 ; iEct-yopd._i.,, Gal. 313 ; >.11Tp60,, Ar'rrpo,a-,s, a,roMrpwa-u, Tit. 214, I Pet. l11, 

Eph. l1, Col. l1', Rom. 324, Heb. !i12•11 ; and >.r'rrpoP, aPrfl,UTpov, Matt. 2021 II Mark 
10<1, 1 Tim. 21• It is only in connexion with this metaphor that Christ is said to 
have acted 'instead of' us (dnl), and even here the phrase in 1 Tim. 21 is 
aPrl>.VTpoP ~1dp 1}µ.w11. He paid & ransom 'instead of' or 'in exchange for' us. In 
all other cases his death or sufferings are described as for our sakes or on our behalf 
(/,rlp 1}µ.wr), and more simply still as 'concerning' us, or 'in the matter of' sin or 
our sins (rep! 1}µ.wv or ,rep! aµ.ctprla.r, 1rEpl aµ.a.pru;;P 7/}J,WP). Th&t is to say, it is the 
idea of representation rather,than of substitution that is expressed. The conception 
is clearly stated in the words, 'if one died on behalf of all, then all died' {2 Cor. 
520); that is, in Christ the representative of the race all die, and because they have 
died in him, &11 &re made alive in him (cf. such passages as Rom. 61-11). And, 
again, it must be observed that it is not said to whom the ransom is paid. It is 
indeed only when what is simply a metaphor is pressed as though it were a formal 
definition th&t the question could well arise. One thing, however, in this respect, 
is clearly implied-the person thus ransomed and freed from bondage belongs hence
forward to his redeemer: it is only .:11 him, by union with him, that he geta hil 
freedom. See ,.g. Rom. GIA-71• 
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the metaphor of 'satisfaction'; as though a creditor was satis
fied by the payment of the debt, or the debt was remitted. This 
is the thought when death is styled the wages of sin, when men 
are declared to be debtors to keep the law; when Christ is de
scribed as being made sin for us and bearing our sins on the 
tree, and when reference is marle to the perfect ' obedience' of 
bis life.1 Yet again there is tlie conception, derived from the 
ceremonial system of the old dispensation, of the life and death 
of Christ, pure and free from blemish, as a sacrifice and ex
piation which cleanses from sin, as ceremonial impurities were 
removed by the offerings of animals of old. And so ' propitiation' 
is made.2 

A complete theory of the atonement must, it is clear, take 
account of all these aspects of the work of Christ to which the 
various writers of the New Testament give expression. But it 
is not probable that all of them were present to the minds of 
each of the writers; rather, it is probable that each approached 
the matter from a different point of view, and that none of them 
would have wished the account which be gives-the metaphors 
which he uses-to have been regarded as exclusive of the other 
accounts and metaphors which others adopted. 

The Christian theologians of later times in like manner put 
forward now one and now another aspect of the mystery, only 
erring when they wished to represent some one particular aspect 
as a sufficient interpretation in itself, or when, going behind the 
earlier writers, they tried to define too closely what had been 
left uncertain. But the Church as a whole has never been com
mitted to any theory of the atonement. The belief that the 
atonement has been effected, and the right relations between man 
and God restored and made possible for all men, in and through 
Christ, has been enough. 

1 Rom. 623, Ga.I. ~ 311, 2 Cor. 5~1, 1 Pet. 224, Phil 28, Heb. 58 109: A<J,i1m, 

'remission• of sins, Matt. 2628, Luke 2447, Acts 238 et saepe, Eph. 17, Col. l14 ; 

ef. Heh. 922• 

s This conception is expressed especially in the Epistle to the Hebrews and by St 
John. See Heb. 217 919-28 1010• 1.2. 1•· 26, and 1 John 17 22 410 ; but cf. a.lso Rem. 
3211, Eph. 52• Here too it must be noticed that the idea. of propitiating God (as one 
who is angry with a personal feeling against the offender) is foreign to the New 
Testa.ment. Propitiation takes place in the matter of sin and of the sinner, altering 
the oh&racter of that which occa.sions alienation from God. See Westcott Epi8tles 
of St Jooo, note on lMo-no-1/o.,, l°h11.11µ,6s, lh<WT1JP'""• p. 85. But see also Sanday and 
Headlam, l.c. supn,. 
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The Doctrine of the Church and of the Sacraments in the 
New Testament 

As to the means by which these true relations are to be 
realized and maintained by individuals throughout their life 
on earth, the teaching of Jesus and the practice of the first 
Christians, as recorded in the New Testament, is clear, though 
not detailed. 

Membership of the society which gathered round him in his 
lifetime upon earth was the first step to union with him. ' He 
that is not with me is against me.' 1 All who were sincere in 
their acceptance of him and their faith in him must' follow' him,1 

and thereby shew themselves his disciples. The realization of 
the 'kingdom• was to be effected through the society which he 
founded.8 And after his death, at any rate, admission to the 
society was to be by baptism, baptism into himself; and the life 
of the society was to be sustained, and its sense of union with him 
kept fresh, by the spiritual food which the sacrament of his body 
and blood supplied. The Church is thus primarily the company 
or brotherhood of all who accepted Jesus as their Master and 
Lord, and shared a common life and rites of worship, recog-

1 Matt. 1230, Luke 1128• The saying may have been intended only to give 
emphatic e:;pression to the truth that in the contest between Christ and Satan no 
one can be neutral. The side of Christ must be resolutely taken. But the inter• 
pretation which was apparently put upon the saying by those who recorded it, and 
by the Church from the first, was probably true for those days at all events. There 
might be here and there a secret adherent; but, in the main, discipleship of Christ 
and membership of the society were bound to go together, though there might be 
some interval of time between the inward conviction and the outward act. This 
interpretation is not excluded by the other saying: ' He that is not against us (you), 
is for us (you)' (Mark 940, Luke 900), though that saying was elicited by an act which 
was based on the principle that one who did not join the society could not be really 
a follower of Jesus. The chief purpose of this saying is to teach the apostles the lesson 
of toleration. One who was ready in those early days to publicly invoke the name of 
Jesus was not far from the kingdom and should not be discouraged. The half disciple 
might be won to full membership of the society. At least he should not be disowned. 

2 Note the frequency of this expression in the Gospels. 
1 The society was at first a society within the Jewish nation. On the process by 

which it outgrew its original limits, so far as it can be traced in the New Testament, 
see Hort The Christian Ecclesia. The kingdom was in one sense established when 
the first disciples 'left all and followed him' ; but they had to be trained for their 
work of spreading the kingdom (see Latham Pastor Past01'1J,m), and it would not be 
realized till all nations of the world were made disciples (cf. the parables, Matt. 
1811• 32• 88, and the commission, Matt. 2819). That the Church and the kingdom of 
God are not convertible terms in the teaching of Jesus is certaw,. See further 
A. Robert.on Regnum Dei p. 61 ff. 
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nizing their common responsibility and obligations ; and this 
company or brotherhood was one and the same society or Church 
although existing in separate local organizations. There is no 
trace in the New Testament of any idea on the part of the first 
Christians that it was possible to be a member of the Church 
without being a member of one of these visible local societies, or 
to receive in any other way whatever benefits membership of the 
Church bestowed.1 

This new society was to inherit the promises and succeed to 
all the privileges which had been granted to the special people 
of God-the Church is the ' Israel of God '. The natural 
descendants of Isaac, the ' Israel after the flesh', having proved 
for the most part unworthy of the destiny assigned to them, 
their privileges do not pass to the faithful remnant only, but room 
is found for all who by their spiritual character are rightly to 
be regarded as the true children of promise. These are all 
grafted in to the ancient stock, and take the place of the 
branches which are pruned away.11 

From another point of view the whole of this new Church is 
the body of ~rist, he himself being its head, the centre of 
union of all the different members, which have their different 
functions to fulfil, the source of the life which animates each 
separate part and stimulates its growth and progress, the guiding 
and controlling force to which the whole body is subject.8 From 
this point of view, what Christ, while he was on earth, did 
through his human body, that he continues to do through the 
Church, which since his Ascension represents him in the world. 
It is his visible body : from him it draws its life and strength, 
and through it he acts. 

And, in particular, he actR through the two great rites which 
he appointed-baptism and' the breaking of the bread'. Neither 
of these rites has any meaning apart from membership of the 
Church. Except by baptism no one could enter the Christian 
society;' that no one could remain a member of it without par-

1 If the idea finds any justification in such sayings of our Lorri &s ' He that is not 
against us is for us' (Luke 950, cf. Mark 940); 'Other sheep I have which a.re not of 
this fold' (John 1016), at all event.a there is no evidence that they were so under
stood by his early followers, 

2 See Rom. 95, 1 Cor. 1018, Gal. 615, Rom. 1118·:k. So 1 Pet. 2~· 1~. The titles of 
honour used of the {lt'ople of God a.re applied to Christians. 

1 Eph. 4t1-1s 522•12 (Col. 118• u 2111) ; cf. 1 Cor. 1212-:17, 

' Act.a 241, 1 Cor. 12u 1 u. 
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taking in the one bread which was the outward mark of union 
and fellowship 1 seems certain.2 

Baptism is thus primarily the rite by which admission to the 
Church, and to all the spiritual privileges which membership of 
the Church confers, is obtained. It is administered once for all.8 
It must be preceded by repentance of sins,4 and it effects at once 
union with Christ-membership of his body and participation 
in bis death and burial and resurrection.6 It is thus the 
entrance into a new life, and so is styled a new birth, or a birth 
from above-that is, a spiritual birth or 'regeneration'. 6 As 
such it involves the washing away or remission of sins which 
had stained the former life,7-a real purification, by which the 
obstacle to man's true relationship to God is removed and he 
occupies actually the position of sonship which had always been 
ideally his.8 

In the New Testament itself forgiveness of sins is always 
1 1 Cor. 1017• It is because it is one bread of which all partake that the many 

are one body. 
2 .Acts 242, ,s, 1 Cor. 1018· 21 1111-u. 

1 It is clear from all that is said in the New Testament, and from the very nature 
of the rite as it ia there represented, that repetition could never have been thought 
ef in those days. It is perhaps to baptism that the strong assertion in Heb. a•·6 of 
the impossibility of 'renewing again unto repentance those that have been once 
enlightened ' refers. 

'.Acts 238 830
• 5 Gal. 327 ; cf. 1 Cor. 1227

, Rom. 63• '· 

I John 33• •, Tit. 31 ; er. 1 Pet. 13 321• 
7 1 Cor. 611, .Acts 2216, Heb. 1022• So of the whole Church, Eph. 5211• 91• 
8 This is implied in the phrases, 'born anew or from above', 'begotten of God', 

1 John 39 ; ' children of God ', 1 John 31 ; 'sons of God ', Rom. 814, Gal. 3211• 27• The 
tenn vloOeo-la., 'adoption as sons', is used (Rom. git-1s. 23, Gal. 4°) in specially close con
nexion with the action of the Spirit (more closely defined as 'the Spirit of God', or 
'the Spirit of His Son'). So Tit. 31, 'the !aver of regeneration and renewing of the 
Holy Spirit•. Whether the gift of the Holy Spirit was believed to be conveyed by 
baptism, or rather by the laying-on of hands 11s a subsequent rite, is not certain. 
The words of St Peter (.Acts 238) appear to imply that the gift was a result of 
baptism. The narrative in .Acts s1•-17 clearly records two distinct rites, separated 
by some interval of time,-the first, of baptism, unaccompanied by the gift of the 
Holy Spirit; the second, of 'laying-on of hands', which conferred the gift : the fil'llt 
performed by Philip, the second by the .Apostles. From the narrative in .Acts 191-1 
a similar distinction is to be inferred, though the questions in verses 2 and 3 point to 
the closest connexion in time between the two rites. Cf. also 1 Cor. 1211• (See further 
.A. J. Mason The Relatirm of Confirmation to Baptism, and note on 'Confirmation' 
infra p. 390.) The gift of the Holy Spirit, though actually conferred by a snbse
quent symbolic rite, was naturally to be expected as an immediate sequenc~ to the 
washing away of sins which the baptism proper effected. Similarly, the writer to the 
Hebrews includes among the elementary fundamental truths familiar to all Chris
tians 'the doctrine of baptisms and of laying-on of hands', at once distinguishing 
and yet most closely connecting the two parts of one and the same rite (Heb, 62). 
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regarded as the accompaniment or result of baptism. It 
was to obtain remission of sins that Peter on the day of 
Pentecost bade the multitude be baptized 1 every one of 
them (Acts 287• 88); and 'Be baptized and wash away thy 
sins, calling upon the name of the Lord', was the counsel 
Ananias gave to Saul of Tarsus (Acts 2216). St Paul's own 
references in his Epistles to the effects of baptism shew the 
same conception (e.g. 1 Cor. 611 and Eph. 525• 26),2 and the 
allusion in the first Epistle of St Peter to its ' saving' power is 
equally strong (1 Pet. 321). 

The fullest doctrine of baptism to be found in the writings 
of the apostles is given by St Paul (Rom. 63- 11). It is above all 
else union with Christ that baptism effects-in that union all 
else is included. Baptism into Christ Jesus is baptism into his 
death, and that involves real union with him. The believer in a 
true sense shares in the crucifixion and literally dies to sin, and 
in virtue of this true union he is buried with him and necessarily 
shares also in the resurrection-the new life to God. It is 
through baptism, which he also elsewhere (Tit. 3~) directly calls 
'the bath of regeneration', that he reaches these results: and 

1 It is 'in the name of Jesus Christ' that they a.re bidden to be baptized in this 
-the first recorded-instance of Christian baptism, and all later instances of baptisms 
in the New Testament are described as in or into the single name of Jesns (or Jesus 
Christ, or Christ}; see Acts 816 19~ 1048, Gal. 327, Rom. 61, It is possible that the 
baptism was actually so effected,-in which case its validity (from the later stand
point when baptism was required to be into the names of the Trinity} could be 
entirely defended on the ground that baptism into one of the 'persons' is baptism 
into the Trinity ( of. the doctrine of circumincessio ). But in view of the Trinitarian 
formula given in Me.tt. 2819 (which it is difficult to believe represents merely a later 
traditional exp&nsion of the words which were uttered by Christ) it is possible th&t 
the e.ctu&l formula used in the baptism did recite the three names, and that the 
writer is not professing to give the formula but rather to shew that the persons in 
question were received into the society which recognized Jesus as Saviour and Lord 
&nd made &llegiance to him the law of its life. The former view had the support of 
Ambrose, and the practice was justified by him &S above (lk Spir. Sanct. i 4), and 
probably by Cyprian in like manner (Ep. 73. 17, though he is cited for the latter 
view). See Lightfoot on 1 Cor. 113, and Plummer, Art. 'Baptism' H&Stings' D.B. 

2 There is, however, no trace of any idea that baptized Christians could be 
preserved from future lapses without effort. Though St John could declare
from the idee.l standpciut-that any one who W&S truly born again was, as such, 
unable to sin (1 John 39) ; though in aim and intention sin was impossible for any 
one who w&S 'in Christ' : yet the constant moral and spiritual exhortations which 
the Apostles pressed upon the Churches, and such a confession as St Paul's, "the 
good which I would, I do not : but the evil which I would not, that I practise" 
(Rom. 719), serve to shew that the Apostles did not consider the.t the hope oJ 

forgiveness was exh&usted in baptism (cf. Jas. 514). 
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there is no kind of unreality about them-death, burial, resur
rection are all intensely real and practical. " .As many of you 
as were baptized into Christ did put on Christ " (Gal. 326• 21), and 
are become' members of Christ' (1 Cor. 615). 

The main points in this conception of St Paul were seized 
upon and utilized by subsequent writers on baptism, and became 
the text on which sermons to catechumens were preached.1 
But it was still forgiveness of sine that was commonly regarded 
as the chief gift in baptism. 

St Paul's conception of baptism was probably as original as 
any other part of his teaching; he applies to baptism his domi
nant thought of being 'in Christ', a 'new creature' in Christ: 
but from a slightly different point of view it is the same con
ception which St John expounds in his account of the conversa
tion of Jesus with Nicodemus, the main principle of which was 
also seized and expressed by St Peter. 

"Except a man be born from above (anew), he cannot see 
the kingdom of God. . . . Except a man be born of water and 
the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. That 
which is born of the flesh is tlesh; and that which is born of the 
Spirit is Spirit. Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be 
born from above." 11 Here St John reports his Master as explain
ing the birth from above to be a birth of water and the Spirit, and 
it is clear that he understood it to mean a real change of inward 
being or life. 'Becoming a child of God' and being ' begotten 
of God ' are other expressions which St John frequently uses of 
the same experience.8 

It is a new relation to God into which the baptized person 
enters. Becoming one with Christ, he also becomes in his 
measure a son of God: one of those to whom he gave "the 
right to become children of God, even to them that believe on 
his name : which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the 
flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God".' 

So too St Peter speaks of God as begetting us again (re
generating us),5 and of Christians as' begotten again (regenerated), 
not from corruptible seed, but from incorruptible ',6 and seems to 

• See e.g. Cyril of Jerusalem Cat. xx 4-7. Cyril particularly insists on the 
truth of each aspect of the rite, shewing how much more is involved in it than mere 
forgiveness of sin& 

1 John 33-6, 1 E.g. 1 John 31 5' 31, • John 11._ 11, 

• 1 Pet. l'. • 1 Pet. 1,., 
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have St Paul's teaching to the Romans in mind when he brings 
baptism and its effects into immediate connexion with the death 
of Christ in the flesh and the new life in the spirit.1 

Seen then from slightly different points of view, but all 
consistent with each other, baptism is regarded by the writers 
of the New Testament as the manner of entrance into the Church, 
and so into the kingdom of God; or as conferring a new spiritual 
life and a closer relationship to God, as of a child to a father; or 
as effecting once for all union with Christ and all that such 
union has to give. 

In like manner, as baptism, administered once for all, admits 
to union with Christ, and thus to membership of the Church, 
which is the body of Christ, so the Eucharist maintains the 
union of the members with Christ and with one another. Union 
with Christ necessarily involves the union with one another in 
him of all who are united with him, and it is as ensuring 
union with Christ that the Eucharist is treated in the only 
passages in the New Testament in which anything like a doctrine 
of the Eucharist is expressed. 

In the first of these, the earliest in time of composition, 
St Paul is writing to the Corinthians, and trying to lay down 
principles by which to determine the difficult position of their 
relation to pagan clubs and social customs connected (directly or 
indirectly) with the recognition of the pagan gods (Saiµov,a, 
deities or demons). The reference to the Lord's Supper is 
introduced incidentally to illustrate the question under dis
cussion. It is intended to point, by contrast, the real nature 
and effect of participation in a ritual meal of which the 
pagan god is the religious centre. It is impossible, the writer 
argues, to separate the meal from the god. Christians know 
quite well, he assumes, the significance of the Christian meal. 
What is true of it and its effect is true mutatis mutandis of the 
pagan meal.Z 

1 1 Pet. 318 « .. 
1 It is clear that the Christian rit.e-assumed to be understood in this way-is the 

starting-point of St Paul's argument. But he might equally well, if his argument 
had so required, have reasoned from the pagan rite to the Christian ; for recent 
studies have proved that the fundamental idea of sacrifice was that of communion 
between the god and his worshippers through the medium of the victim which was 
slain. Through participation in the flesh and blood or the victim & real union was 
effected between them, and so the divine life was communicated to the worshipper 
who offered the sacrifice. See especially Robe1-tson Smith Religim of the Stmiua, 
and Art, ' Bacrifieo ' in Jj}neycl. Brit. 
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In this connexion, accordingly, he describes the nature of 
the Christian rite 1 to which, in recording its institution, he gives 
the name 'the Lord's Supper '.2 He insists that in it there is 
effected fellowship with the blood of ChrisJ; and with the body of 
Chriat.3 It is one bread which is broken, and therefore all who 
partake of it are one body. And so, in like manner, to eat of 
the things sacrificed to demons, to drink their cup and to partake 
of their table, is to become fellows (to enter into fellowship) with 
them. Such fellowship at one and the same time with demons 
and with the Lord is impossible. The two things are incom
patible-union with demons and union with the Lord. This 
then is the main thought: the Lord's Supper means and effects 
the union with the Lord of those who partake in it. And it is 
in this sense that St Paul must be supposed to have under
stood the phrases used immediately afterwards in regard to the 
institution 4-' This is my body which is (given) for your sakes', 
and 'This cup is the new covenant in my blood'. To eat of 
the bread and to drink the cup is to be incorporated with 
Christ. But though the act is thus so intimate and individual, 
it is also at the same time general and social. There is involved 
in it a binding together of the brotherhood of Christians one with 
another. In virtue of their sharing together in the one bread 
they are themselves one body. " Because it is one bread, we, who 
are many, are one body." 6 

Another aspect of the rite as it presented itself to St Paul• 
1 1 Cor. 101u. 1 1 Cor. 1120 ". 
1 "The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not fellowship with the blood of 

Christ t The bread which we break, is it not fellowship with the body of Christ T 
Because it is one bread, we who are many are one body, for we all partake of the one 
bread" (1 Cor. 1016• 17). 

4 1 Cor. 112311• 
1 l Cor. 1017• This conception, which understands by the body not only Christ 

himself (and so a personal union with him}, but a.Isa the society of Christie.us (and 
so membership of the Church), is easily detected in lu.ter times. Cf. Didache ix 41 

Bp. Sara.pion's Prayer-Book, p. 62, S.P.C.K. ed. ; Cyprian Ep. 73. 13 ; Ang. Tract. 
in Joann. xxv 13-in all of which passages the unity of the Church with its many 
members is associated with the idea. of the lou.f formed out of the many scu.ttered 
grains of wheat collected into one. 

8 This conception of the Eucha.rist u.s a perpetual memoriu.l, expressly ordained by 
Christ himself as a rite to be observed by his followers till his coming again, is 
only found in St Paul u.nd, as an early addition to the original u.ccount of the 
institution (possibly made by the author himself in e. second edition of his work), in 
the Gospel of St Luke. It is not necessary here to attempt to determine whether 
this conception was introduced by St Paul. We need only note that it certainly 
w.s St Pe.ul's conception: the.t he clu.ims for it the express u.uthority of Christ'■ own 
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is shewn by the words, " Do this as a memorial of me ", and " As 
often as ye eat this bread and drink the cup, ye proclaim the 
death of the Lord". It had not only union with Christ as its 
effect, but also the perpetuation of the memory of his death 
according to his own command. It was to be a memorial of 
him and of all that his death signified-the broken body and 
the shed blood ; and it was to continue till his coming again. 
Such a commemoration was in its very nature also an act of 
thanksgiving, and thanksgiving was always an essential part of 
the rite.1 And if this memorial was to be observed with fitting 
dignity and solemnity, there was needed due preparation on the 
part of those who made the commemoration. They must be 
morally and spiritually worthy. So in this Tespect a subjective 
element in the rite must be observed.1 

From yet another point of view, the incidental reference to 
the Manna and the Water from the Rock as spiritual food and 
spiritual drink (the Rock being interpreted as Christ),8 shew that 
St Paul also thought of the bread and the wine (the body and 
the blood) as the means by which the spiritual life of those who 
partook of them was nourished and sustained. 

It is this latter thought that is dominant in the only other 
passage in the New Testament which treats at any length of the 
doctrine of the Eucharist-St John's account of the discourse of 
Christ on the Bread of Life.' The doctrine is worked out step 
by step. The Lord is represented as beginning with the reproof 
of the people for the worldly expectations which the feeding of 
the five thousand had aroused in them, and then (as saying after 
saying causes deeper dissatisfaction and bewilderment in the 

words delivered to him; &nd that there is no trace of any opposition to the practice 
&s indicated by St Paul's instructions to the Corinthian Christians, but on the con, 
trary that all the evidence supports the assertion that Christ himself ordained the 
observance and that the ide& of commemoration was present from the first. On the 
other hand, there is no evidence till later times that the words els 7"71" iµ.'1/• d,dµ.,w,., 
were understood to mean a sacrificial memorial (e.g. Eusebill8 Dem<mStr. L 18 
seems to conceive it so). 

1 All the accounts of the institution give prominence to this aspect, and the e&rly 
prevalence of the word (71 -~xap,OTla) &S the name for the whole service shews how 
it was regarded. 

2 Cf. 1 Cor. 112u. • 1 Cor. 101•1• 

'John 6~11'. Whatever opinion be held &S to the time when the rite w&einstit-.ited, 
&nd as to the freedom which the author of this Gospel permitted himself in interpret
ing the teaching which he apparently professes simply to record, it cannot well be 
doubted that when he wrote this account he had the Lord's Sn{>per in mind, and 
that it expreiill88 his doctrine &bout it. 
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minds of some) giving stronger and stronger expression to the 
doctrine, till many of his disciples were even driven a.way by 
the hardness of the saying. 

First of all there is only the contrast J:>etween the ordinary 
bread, their daily food, and the food which he, the Son of man, 
will give. The earthly food has no permanence, it perishes; 
the other is constant and continuous, and reaches on into life 
eternal 

Then, in reply to the demand for faith in him, they ask for 
a. sign, and hint that greater things than he has done were done 
for their fathers of old : he has only given them ordinary bread, 
but Moses gave manna,-bread from heaven. He aeclares that 
it was not Moses who gave the bread from heaven, but that his 
Father gives the real bread from heaven, and that he himself is 
the bread of God (or the bread of life) which comes down from 
heaven and gives life to the world,-hunger and thirst are 
done away with for ever for all who come to him and believe 
on him. 

'I am the bread which came down from heaven '-this the 
Jews find hard to understand, and against their murmuring the 
doctrine proceeds a step further in expression. The bread of 
life gives life eternal. Those that ate of the manna died in the 
desert all the same, but he that eateth of the living bread 
which came down from heaven shall not die but shall live 
for ever. And the bread which shall be given is the flesh of 
the speaker. 

'How can he give us his flesh to eat ? ' The objection which 
is urged leads on to much more emphatic assertions. Not only 
does he who eats this bread have life eternal, but it is the only 
way by which true life at all can be obtained. And now the 
reporter records the words which shew beyond all question that 
he has the Eucharist in mind. The Christian must both eat the 
flesh and drink the blood of Christ (' Unless ye eat the flesh of 
the Son of man and drink his blood, ye have not life in your
selves '),-that is the only food (the only eating and drinking) 
on which reliance can be placed. It is the only sustenance 
provided . 

.And then the discourse carries the doctrine a stage turther 
on, and as it were explains the inmost significance of the rite. 
It establishes union between the Christian and Christ. By its 
means the Christian becomes one with Christ and Christ one 
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with him; and because of this union he will receive life just as 
Christ himself has life because of his union with the Father. 
It is Christ himself who is eaten, so he himself is received, and 
with him the life which is his.1 

The comments which follow serve to complete the doctrine 
by precluding any material interpretation of the realistic lan
guage in which it is expressed. It is a real eating and drinking 
of the body and the blood of Christ, and a real union with him, 
and a real life that is obtained. But it is all spiritual. "The 
Spirit is that which maketh alive (or giveth life), the flesh doth 
not profit aught." 1 

The conception of the Eucharist as a sacrifice is not pro
minent in these early accounts, but the sacrificial aspect of the 
rite is sufficiently suggested. As the death of Christ was a 
sacrifice, to ' proclaim the death of the Lord ' is to proclaim the 
sacrifice, or, in other words, to acknowledge it before men and 
to plead it before God. It was 'on behalf of' others that the 
body was given to be broken and the blood was poured out, and 
through the use of these words the Eucharist is unmistakeably 

1 "He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood abideth in me and I in him. 
Even as the living Father sent me and I live because of the Father, so he that 
eateth me shall himself too live because of me." It is not easy to determine what is 
the exact significance of the phrase 'the flesh and blood', but it seems that the 
manhood of Christ must be meant. The words 'eat the flesh of Christ' must 
mean something more than have faith in him. "This spiritual eating, this 
feeding upon Christ, is the Lest result of faith, the highest energy of faith, but it is 
not faith itself. To eat is to take that into ourselves which we can assimilate 118 the 
support of life. The phrase ' to eat the flesh of Christ' expresses therefore, 118 

perhaps no other language could express, the great truth that Christians are made 
partakers of the human nature of their Lord, which is united in one person to the 
divine nature; that he imparts to us now, and that we can receive into our man
hood, something of his manhood, which may be the seed, so to speak, of the 
glorified bodies in which we shall hereafter behold him. Faith, if I may so express 
it, in its more general sense, leaves us outside Ch1ist trusting in him; but the 
crowning act of faith incorporates us in Christ." Westcott Revelation ef the Fatlwr 
p. 40. Cf. Gore The Body of Christ p. 24 : '' He plainly means tl1em to under-
1tand that, in some sense, his manhood is to be imparted to those who believe in 
Him, and fed upon as a principle of new and eternal life. There is to be an 
'influence' in the original sense of the word-an inflowing of his manhood into 
ours." And he goes on to note that "it is only because of the vital unity in which 
the manhood stands with the divine nature that it can be 'spirit' and 'life'. It is 
the humanity of nothing less than the divine person which is to be, in some sense, 
communicated to us". 

2 On the patristic interpretation of this s11ying (f!Ometimes as explaining, some. 
limes as explaining away, the previous discourse), see Gore DissertatiO'IUI p. 303 ff. 
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the mElmorial of a sacrifice.1 It is, however, only in the Epistle 
to the Hebrews that this conception is clearly implied, the 
sacrament on earth being the analogue of the perpetual inter
cession offered by the High Priest on high. 

The later statements of the doctrine during the four follow
ing centuries are for the most part, as will be seen, merely 
amplifications and restatements of the various aspects to which 
expression is given in the New Testament itself. 

1 Besides the four &eeounts of the institution, of. Heb. 1310, The words roii.-o 
1ro1<1re naturally would have the meaning 'perform this action', though the sacri
ficial significance of 1ro1<iv may possibly have been intended (viz. 'offer this'). 
But in any case, as is shewn above, the action to be performed is a commemoration 
of a sacrifice. [1ro1<1v is certainly used frequently in the LXX as the translation of 
a,s(l,1,, in a sacrificial sense, but the meaning is determined by the context, and 
there is no certain instance of this use in the New Testament. Justin (Dial. 
e. Tryph. 41, 70) is apparently the only early Christian writer who recognizes this 
meaning in connexion with the institution of the Eucharist.] 



CHAPTER III 

DEVELOPEMENT OF DOCTRINE 

WE have had occasion to speak of the growth or developement of 
doctrine. Exception is sometimes taken to the phrase, and the 
changes which have taken place have often been regarded as in 
need of justification. It is felt that a divine revelation must 
have be@ complete and have contained all doctrines that were 
true and necessary; yet iL is undeniable that changes of momentous 
importance in the expression of their faiGh have been made by 
Christians and the Church. How are the differences between 
the earlier and the later' doctrines' to be explained 1 

To this question various answers have been given. Some 
have been unable to see in the later developements anything but 
what was bad-corruption of primitive truth and degeneration 
from a purer type. The simplicity of scriptural teaching has 
been, it is argued, from the apostolic age onwards, ever more and 
more contaminated. Men were not content with the divine 
revelation and sought to improve upon it by all kinds of human 
additions and superstitions. A.hove all, the Church and the 
priests, the guardians of the revelation, perverted it in every way 
they could to serve their own selfish interests, and so was built 
up the great system of ecclesiastical doctrines and ordinances 
under which the simplicity and purity of apostolic Christianity 
was altogether obscured and lost. Such a view as this was held 
and urged by the English Deists of the eighteenth century, when 
the wave of rationalism first began to sweep over the liberated 
thought of England. It is the dominant idea of a large part of 
Matthew Tindal's Ohristianity as Old as the Oreation, and still 
inspires some of the less-educated attacks upon the Church. 
But for the present purpose this notion of universal apostasy 
may be dismissed.1 

1 It must, however, be said that it is practically the same pessimistic estimate 
of the course of the history of doctrine that underlies Ha.mack's great work on the 
aubjoot. At all events, during the period with which we have to deal he does not 

IS 
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More consideration must be given to another explanation 
which was accepted at the Council of Trent, and is therefore still 
the authoritative answer to the question given by the Church of 
Rome. It affirms that there are two sources of divine know
ledge: one, Holy Scripture; and the other, traditions handed 
down from the Apostles, to whom they had been dictated, as it 
were, orally by Christ or by the Holy Spirit, and preserved in 
the Catholic Church by unbroken succession since. According 
to this theory, the later doctrines were later only in the sense 
that they were published later than the others, having been 
secretly taught and handed down from the first in the inner 
circle of bishops, and made known to the Church at large when 
the need for further teaching arose. This is the theory of 
• Secret Tradition ' or disciplina arcani,-the latter term being one 
of post-Reformation controversy, which was applied to designate 
several modes of procedure in teaching the Christian faith. 
Between these modes we must discriminate, if we are to decide 
whether we have or have not in this practice the source of the 
developement of doctrine. In the first place it is obvious that 
some reserve would be practised by teachers in dealing with 
those who were young in the faith or in years. For babes there 
is milk; solid food is for adults.1 'Spiritual' hearers and' carnal' 
hearers need different teaching.1 Wisdom can only be spoken 
among the full-grown.8 Knowledge must always be imparted 
by degrees, and methods must be adapted to the capacity of 
pupils. This is a simple educational expedient which was of 

recognize (unless perhaps in the case of St Paul) any progressive developement of 
Christian truth, but rather a progressive veiling and corruption of the original 
Gospel through the spreading of Greek and other pagan influences in the Church. 
The disease, which he styles 'acute Hellenization' or 'secularizing' of the faith, 
wrought (he considers) deadly mischief, and obscured or even destroyed the original 
character and contents of early Christianity. It cannot, however, be claimed that 
any clear statement of the real constituents of this pure and uncorrupted early 
Christianity is given in the History of Doctrine, and till they are certainly deter
mined without question we are left with no criterion by which to distinguish the 
later changes and accretions from the original teaching. This being so, we may 
adopt the words of a distinguished critic, wl10 wrote that "where a definite con
ception, based on history, of the nature of Christianity is so wholly wanting, the 
question as to whether individual phenomena are truly Christian or a degeneration, 
corruption, and secularization of true Christianity, can only be answered according to 
personal taste" (Otto Pfleiderer Dwelopement of Theolof!Y p. 299), Such a view 
remains subjective and defies scientific treatment. (We can now, however, refer to 
What i8 ChrWianity ll 

1 Heb. 610- 1'. 1 1 Cor. 31, 1 Cor, ~. 
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course always employed by Christian teachers. The deeper 
truths were not explained at first; catechumens were not taught 
the actual words of the Creed till baptism, and were not allowed 
to be present at the celebration of the Eucharist. The spiritual 
interpretation of the highest rites was not laid bare to them.1 

And the reticence observed toward catechumene was of course 
extended to all unbelievers. That which is holy must not be 
cast to doge ; pearls must not be thrown before swine. The 
mysteries of the faith must not be proclaimed indiscriminately 
or all at once to the uninitiated. Christian teachers had ever 
before them the parabolic method of their Lord. Rather than 
risk occasion of profanity by admitting catechumens or unbelievers 
to knowledge for which they were not prepared, they would 
incur the suspicion which was certain to fall upon a secret 
society with secret religious rites. But such a disciplina arcani 
as this could not be a source of fresh doctrines, even if it could 
be traced back to apostolic times. It was always a temporary 
educational device, not employed in relation to the initiated, 
the 'faithful' themselves, and always designed to lead up to 
fuller knowledge-to a plain statement of the whole truth as 
soon as the convert bad reached the right stage. Of any 
reserve or reconomy of the truth among Christians, one with 
another, there is no trace: still less is any distinction between 
the bishops and others in such respects to be found.2 The 
nearest approach to anything of the kind which we ha.ve is 
to be seen in the higher ' knowledge' to which some early 
Christian philosophers laid claim. It was said that J eeus had 
made distinctions, and had not revealed to the many the 
things which he knew were only adapted to the capacity of 
the few, who alone were able to receive them and be conformed 
to them. The mysteries ('Ta /J,7ropp-11'Ta) of the faith could not 
be committed to writing, but must be orally preserved. So 
Clement of Alexandria 3 believed that Christ on his resurrection 
had handed down the' knowledge' to James the Just, and John 

1 The earliest reference to such reticenoo is perhaps Tertul!ian's "omnibus 
mysteriis silentii fides adhibetur" {Apol. 7) ; and his complaint that heretics threw 
open everything at once (de Pr(J,t,scr. 41). With regard to the secrecy of the Creed, 
see Cyprian Ttllitim. III 50, Sozomen H.E. i 20, Augustine Serm. 212. 

1 See Additional Note olKo,op.la. infra p. 39. 
1 See the passage from the Hypotyposeis bk. vii (not extant) quoted in Eusebius 

Eccl. Hist. ii 1. Cf. Strom. i 1, vi 7 ad fin. ; cf. Strom. v 10 ad fin. on Rom. 
1521

• :is. 
29 and 1 Cor. 28• 7 ; and i 12 on Matt. 78, l Cor. 21'. 
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and Peter, and they to the other apostles, and they in turn to 
the Seventy. Of that sacred stream of secret unwritten know
ledge or wisdom he had been permitted to drink. But this 
' knowledge ' of Clement was clearly not a distinct inner system 
of doctrine differing in contents from that which was taught to 
the many ; it was rather a different mode of apprehending the 
same truths-from a more intellectual and spiritual standpoint
an esoteric theology concerned with a mystic exposition, a philo
sophical view of the popular faith.1 There is no reason to 
suppose that it was more than a local growth at Alexandria, 
the home of the philosophy of religion, or that it was the source 
of later developements of doctrine. 

A third explanation removes the chief difficulty in the way of 
the apologist, by recognizing the progressive character of revela
tion. The theory of developement which Cardinal Newman 
worked out is not concerned to claim finality for the doctrines 
of the apostolic age. In effect it asserts that under the con
tinuous control of a divine power, acting through a super
natural organization-the Church, the Bishops, the Pope, there 
has been a perpetual revelation of new doctrines.2 Under divine 
guidance the Church was enabled to reject false theories and ex
planations (heresy), and to evolve and confirm as established truth 
all the fresh teaching which the fresh needs of the ages required. 

By this explanation those to whom the theory of perpetual 
revelations of new doctrines seems to accord but ill with the 
facts of the case, may be helped to a more satisfactory answer 
to the question. It ls not new doctrines to which Christians 
are bidden to look forward, but new and growing apprehension 
of doctrine : not new revelations, but new power to understand 
the revelation once and finally made. The revelation is Christ 
himself: we approximate more nearly to full understanding of 
him, and to the expression of that fuller understanding. Such 
expression must vary, must be relative to the age, to the general 
state of knowledge of the time, to individual circumstances and 
needs. It is impossible to "believe what others believed under 
different circumstances by simply taking their words; if we are 
to hold their faith, we must interpret it in our own language ".8 

1 See Strom. vi 15. 
t See the eSMy on the D(l'l)elopement of (Jh,ristian Doctrine, 1845, Of., however, 

C, Gore Bampton Lecturl!II p. 253. 
1 Westcott 0011Ump. Review July 1868, 
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It is quite possible for the same theological language to be at 
one time accepted and at another rejected by the Church, 
according to the sense in which it is understood. The develope
ment of doctrines, the restatement of doctrine, thus understood, 
is only an inevitable result of the progress of knowledge, of 
spiritual and moral experience. It might well be deemed a 
necessary indication of a healthy faith, adapting itself to the 
needs of each new age, so that if such a symptom were absent 
we might suspect disease, stagnation, and decay. If Christian 
doctrines are, as is maintained, formulated statements designed 
to describe the Person and Work of Christ in relation to God 
and Man and the World, they are interpretations of great facts 
of life. Nothing can alter those facts. It is only the mode in 
which they are expressed that varies. " It can never be said 
that the interpretation of the Gospel is final. For while it is 
absolute in its essence, so that nothing can be added to the 
revelation which it includes, it is relative so far as the human 
apprehension of it at any time is concerned. The facts are 
unchangeable, but the interpretation of the facts is progres
sive. • . . There cannot be . . . any new revelation. All that 
we can need or know lies in the Incarnation. But the meaning 
of that revelation which has been made once for all can itself 
be revealed with greater completeness." 1 Certainly the student 
of the history of Christian doctrines cannot discourage the 
attempt to re-state the facts in the light of a larger accumu
lation of experience of their workings. It is to such attempti; 
that he owes the rich body of doctrine which is the Christian's 
heritage, and be at least · will remember the condemnation 
passed on the Pharisees who resisted all reform or developement 
of the routine of faith and practice into which they had sunk. 
Their fathers had stoned the prophets-the men who dared to 
give new interpretations and to point to new developements; but 
what was then original and new had in a later age become con
ventional and old, and the same hatred and distrust of a new 
developement, which prompted their fathers to kill the innovators, 
led their children to laud them and to build their sepulchres.2 

As a matter of fact, we can see that such developements 
have been due to many external causes, varying circumstances 

1 Westcott Gospel of Life preface p. xxiii. The revelation iB in this sense 
continuous, present, and. progr88Sive. 

" dee Ecce Homo oh. u:i. 
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and conditions of personal life Different nationalities, owing to 
their different antecedents, apprehend very differently. The con
ception that as Christ came to save all men through himself, 
so he passed through all the stages of human growth, sancti
fying each in turn, was familiar in early days,1 and doctrine 
must correspond to the intellectual and moral and spiritual 
growth of man. To the expression of doctrine every race in 
turn makes its characteristic contribution, not to the contents 
of the Revelation but to the interpretation and expression of 
its significance. The influence of Hebrew, Greek, and Roman 
modes of thought and of expression is obvious during the early 
centuries with which we are concerned. It is indeed so obvi@us, 
for example, that it was from Greek thought that the Church 
borrowed much of the termmology in which in the fourth 
century she expressed her Creed, that some have been led to 
imagine she borrowed from Greek philosophy too the substance 
of her teaching. In disregard of the highly metaphysical 
teaching of St John and St Paul, and of the mystical concep
tions underlying the records of the sayings of Christ himself, 
it is argued that the Sermon on the Mount is the sum and 
substance of genuine Christianity; that Christianity began as a 
moral and spiritual 'way of life ' with the promulgation of a 
new law of conduct; and that it was simply under Hellenic 
influences, and by incorporating the terms and ideas of late 
Hellenic philosophy, that it developed its theology. .An ethical 
sermon stands in the forefront of the teaching of Jesus Christ: 
a metaphysical creed in the forefront of the Christianity of the 
fourth century.1 What has been said already of doctrines and 
their developement-of the finality of the revelation in Christ 
and of the graduaJ process by which expression is found for the 
true interpretation of it-recognizes the element of truth con
tained in these over-statements.3 They seem to involve a con-

1 Irenaeus ii 33. 2 (ed. Harvey vol. i p. 330), 
2 See Hatch Hibbert Lectures, and Gore Ba:mpton Lea'IIAU iv. Cf. also 

Lightfoot Epistle to the Colossians p. 125. 
1 It has been truly said that with the Incarnation of the Redeemer and the 

introduction of Christianity into the world the materials of the history of doctrines 
are already fully given in germ. The object of all further doctrinal statements 
and definitions 1s, from the positive point of view, to unfold this germ : trom the 
negative, to guard it agamst all foreign additions and influences. This twofold 
object must be kept m view. The spirit of Christianity had to work through the 
forms which it found, attaching itself to what was already in existence and 
appropriating prevalent modes of expression. Christ did not come to destroy bui 
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fusion between conduct and the principles on which it is based; 
between the practical endeavour to realise in feeling and in act 
that harmony between ourselves, creation, and God, which is the 
end in view of all religion, and the intellectual endeavour to 
explain and interpret human life so as to frame a system of 
knowledge. It is with the early attempts to frame this system 
of knowledge that the student of Christian doctrines has to 
deal They all rested primarily on the interpretations which 
were given by the first generation of Christians of the life and 
teaching and work of Christ. 

olic:ovop;ta-RESERVE 

Such an 'economy ' or 'accommodation' of the truth as is described 
above is evidently legitimate and educationally ni;cessary.1 We must 
note, however, that among some leaders of Christiar. thought, through 
attempts at rationalising Christianity to meet the pagan philosophers 
and at allegorising interpretations of difficulties, the principle was some
times extended in more questionable ways. In controversy with 
opponents the truth might be stated in terms as acceptable as possible 
to them It would always be right to point out as fully as possible how 
much of the truth was already implied, if not expressed, in th faith 
and religious opinions which were being combated It would be right 
to shew that the new truth included all that was true in the old, and 
to state it as much as possible in the familiar phraseology : such 
argumenta ad hominem might be the truest and surest ways of en
lightening an opponent. But phrases of some of the .Alexandrian 
Fathers are cited which sound like undue extensiona of such fair 
'economy'. Clement declared (Strom. vii 9) that the true Gnostic 
'bears on his tongue whatever he has in his mind', but only 'to those 
who are worthy to hear', and adds that 'he both thinks and speaks the 
truth, unless at any time medicinally, as a physician dealing with those 
that are ill, for the safety of the sick he will lie or tell an untruth as 
the Sophists say' (oi11"0Tfi iftwSerai K~V lfElls~ AEYlJ)- And Origen is 
quoted by Jerome (adv. Rufin. Apol. i 18; Migne I .L xxiii p. 412) 
as enjoining on any one who is forced by circumstances to lie the need 

to fulfil All are God's revelations-11"0}..v,rdpws ica.! 1ro}..vTplnrr,n God spoke of old. 
The Son in whom He spoke to us in these latter days He made heir of all the partial 
and manifold revelations. The student of Christian doctrines has to study the 
process by which the inheritance was slowly assumed, and .he riches of the Gentiles 
claimed for his service. 

1 See Newman Arians i 3, and hill Apoloqia. See also his essay on De'l!f,fopemem 
'!I Okriatitm DoelTVR.e. 
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of care to observe the rules of the art, and only use the lie as a 
condiment and medicine. To no one else can it be permitted So his 
pupil, Gregory of N eo-Caesarea, used language about the Trinity con
fessedly erroneous,1 and was defended by Basil (Ep. 210. 5; Migne 
P.G. xxxii p. 776) on the ground that he waa not speaking 
ooyp.a-r,Kwi but iiywvurr,Kwi (controversially}, that is, not t.eaching 
doctrine but arguing with an unbeliever; so tha:1 he was right to 
concede some things to the feelings of his opponent in order to win 
him over to the most important points.2 And Jerome himself claimed 
to write in this manner yvp.vacrr,Kwi, and cited in support of the practice 
numbers of Greek and Latin Christian writers before him, and even the 
high authority of St Paul himself (Ep. 48. 13; Migne P.L. xxii p. 502). 
So Gregory of N azianzus, in defence and in praise of Basil (see Ep. 58 ; 
cf. Orat. 43), insisted that true teaching wisdom required that the 
doctrine of the Spirit should be brought forward cautiously and gradu
ally, and that he should not be described as God except in the presence 
of those who were well disposed to the doctrine. (See further Harnack 
DG. Eng. tr. vol iv p. 116.) 

Such expressions as these might easily lead to a perversion of the 
true predagogic reticence. Yet language is, in any case, so inadequate 
to express the deepest thought and feeling on such questions, that it 
may well seem that if the true idea is secured it matters little in what 
precise language it is clothed. It is impossible to be certain that a 
particular term will convey the same idea to different people. The 
thing that matters is the idea. You want to convey your idea to your 
opponent-you may have to express it in his language. The limit would 
seem to be set only when feeling the ideas to be different you so 
express them as to make them seem the same. When reserve, economy, 
accommodation, gets beyond that limit, then and not till then does it 
become dangerous and dishonest. (See D. 0.A. Art. "Disciplina 
Arcani".) 

1 When he said Father and Son were two bnvo(q., but one Q1r"oo--rda-e, (but really 
w&m:um was then equivalent to o{Jo-(a). 

1 Cf. also Basil de Spir. Sancto 66 on the value of the secret unwritten tradition. 
See Swete Doctrine of the Holy Spirit p. 64, &nd C. F. H. JohUBtone The Book of 
St Basil on the Holy Spirit. On Reserve as taught by the later casuists see Scavini 
Thenlog. Ator. ii 23, Pascal Ldters, and Jeremy 'fa.ylor Ductor Dubil. iii 2 (Jackson 
'Basil' N. and P.-N. Fathers vol. vii). 



CHAPTER IV 

THE SOURCES OF DOCTRINE: ORAL TRADITION-HOLY 

SCRIPTURE 

THE original source of all Christian doctrines is Christ himself, 
in his human life on earth. The interpretations of him which 
were given by the apostles and earliest disciples are the earliest 
Christian doctrines. They were conscious that they had this 
work of interpretation of Christ to the world committed to 
them, and they believed they might look for the help of the 
Spirit which he had promised to send-the Spirit of truth-to 
guide them to the fulness of the truth.1 Under his guiding 
inspiration many things would grow clear as the human power 
of apprehension ex.panded, as their experience was enlarged: 
when their capacity grew greater they would understand the 
things of which their Master had told them he had many to 
say to them, but they could not bear them yet.2 For this 
function of witnesses and spokesmen-true 'prophets '-of Christ 
they would be more and more fitted by a. living inspiration 
coming from him-a spiritual illumination and elevation which 
would intensify their natural powers and quicken their innate 
latent capacity into life and activity. Such was the earliest 
idea of Christian inspiration. It shewed itself in the earliest 
apostolic teaching, the oral record of which became at once the 
'tradition' to which appeal was made. To this tradition, which 
naturally dealt both with doctrine and with practice, St Paul 
referred his converts in one of his earliest and in one of his 
latest Epistles. ' Hold fast the traditions which ye were taught' 8 

he bids the Thessalonians, 'the tradition which ye received from 
us ' ; 4 and again he urges Timothy to guard the deposit com
mitted to him.5 

By degrees this oral tradition was supplemented by the 
1 John 167• a. 
• 2 Thoss. a•. 

2 John 1612• 

• 1 Tim. f!IO, 
'1 

1 2 Thess. 21~. 
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written tradition, so that already in his exhortation to the 
Thessalonians St Paul was able to place side by side on a level 
the traditions which they had heard from him, whether by word 
or by letter, his teaching when with them and what he had 
written since. But between the two traditions there was no 
sense of discord, and we shall search in vain for any suggestion 
that one possesses a greater measure of inspiration than the 
other.1 The one and only source of the teaching was Christ; 
from him the stream flows, Scripture and ' tradition' are blended 
in one great luminous river of truth, and do not separate into 
divergent streams till later times. They were at first two forms 
of the same thing. Both together constitute the Tradition, the 
Canon or Rule of Faith.2 

But that which is written has a permanent character which 
oral tradition lacks. It is less capable of correction if error 
or misunderstanding creep in. And as more and more of the 
would-be interpreters wrote their comments and expansions, and 
Christian literature of very various merit grew, and it became 
important to exclude erroneous interpretations, a distinction was 
made between the writings of apostles and those of a later age. 
By the ' sensus fidelium '-by the general feeling of believers 
rather than by any definite act--a selection was gradually 
formed. In this process some have recognized a definite act 
of Inspiration, the 'inspiration of Selection '.8 The selection, 
representative of so many types of interpretation, thus slowly 
completed, was sanctioned by Councils, and the ' Canon' of 
Scripture (the 'Canon' in a new sense) was formed. And so 
in this way Holy Scripture came to be 'stereotyped' as a 
source of doctrine, and regarded as distinct from the interpreta
tions of the Church of post-apostolic times, whether contained 
in oral or in written tradition, which henceforth constitute a 
separate source of doctrine. So " the testimonies of primitive 
and apostolic Christianity in collected form serve as an authori
tative standard and present a barrier against the introduction of 

1 It might perhaps be inferred that in early times the oral tradition was regarded 
as more trustworthy than the written account. Cf. the Preface to the Gospel 
according to St Luke, and the Introduction to the work of Papias quoted by 
Eusebius H.E. iii 39. Cyprian apparently styles Scripture divi111U traditionis 
capu,t ~ origo (Ep. 7 4.10), appealing to it as the ultimate criterion, but this conception 
is unusual. 

1 The same terms Ka.vJ,,, regula (sc. fidei), .,,-a.pd.ao,nr, traditio, are applied to both. 
1 See Liddon's Sermon before the University of Oxford with this title. 
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all that was either of a heterogeneous nature or of more recent 
date which was trying to press into the Church" (Hagenbach). 

It is no part of our work to study the process by which 
inspired Scriptures became an inspired book, invested with all 
the authority conceded to the Jewish collection, our Old Testa
ment, which had been at first pre-eminently the Bible of the 
Christians. But in order to understand the growth of doctrine 
we must trace a little in detail the manner in which the early 
teachers of the Church viewed the authority of the Scriptures, 
their conception of Inspiration, their method of Exegesis, the place 
assigned to Tradition therein. 

Inspiration of Scripture 

Of Inspiration a formal definition was never framed. We 
can only point to personal conceptions and individual points of 
view, .conditioned by various influences and differences of country 
and education as well as of temperament. Two broad lines of 
influence may be distinguished, Jewish and Gentile. 

On the one hand there was the Jewish view of the verbal 
inspiration of their sacred writings, formed and fostered in 
connexion with the work of the scribes on the Law. .After 
the Return from the Exile and the establishment of Judaism on 
a new basis, the religious interest of the nation was enlisted in 
the work of microscopic investigation of the letter of the Law. 
The leaders of Judaism desired to regulate every detail of the 
life of the nation. Immense reverence for the Law stimulated 
the aim of securing its sanction on the minutest points and 
working them out to their utmost consequences. And so arose 
the system of exposition of the Law to make it apply to the 
purpose in view, till every letter contained a lesson. And side 
by aide with this view of the written revelation, by a process 
the reverse of that which took place in regard to the Christian 
revelation, there grew up the idea of the inspiration of the oral 
tradition as well The network of scribe-law-the traditions 
of the scribes-entirely oral-was regarded as of equal authority 
with the written law. There even arose the notion of a disciplina 
arcani going back to the time of Moses, who it was said bad 
handed down a mass of oral traditions, which were thus referred 
to divine authority. 

On the other hand was the Ethnic idea of divination ( ~ µ,avri,c~), 
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according to which the medium of the divine revelation, who was 
usually a woman, became the mechanical mouthpiece of the God, 
losing her own consciousness, so that she gave vent in agitated 
trance to the words she was inspired to utter.1 Inspiration is 
thus an ecstatic condition, during which the natural powers of 
the individual who is inspired are suspended: it is 'an absolute 
possession which for the time holds the individuality of the 
prophetess entirely in abeyance'. A typical instance of this 
kind of inspiration is described in the lines of Virgil 2-

Struggling in vain, impatient of her load, 
And lab'ring underneath the poml'rous God, 
The more she strove to shake him from her breast, 
With more and far superior force he press'd ; 
Commands his entrance, and, without control, 
Usurps her organs, and in.spires her soul. 

If in later times under Platonic or Neo-Platonic influence a less 
external conception grew up, it probably did not establish itself 
or spread beyond the circle of philosophic thought. 

The conception of Inspiration which was held by Christians 
was doubtless iB some cases influenced by these Greek and 

, Roman ideas, but it was probably in the main an inheritance 
from Judaism. This is a natural inference from the fact that 
the Jewish Scriptures were the first Christian Bible, and that 
the idea of verbal inspiration was at first associated much more 
definitely with them, and only indirectly and by transference 

· with the selected Christian literature. The early Christian 
idea was, as we have seen, rather of inspired men than of an 
inspired book ; though the transition is an easy one, as the 

· writings of inspired men would naturally also be inspired. 
When we come to definite statements on the subject we find 
now the one and now the other influence strongest. 

In Philo 3 we might expect to find a transitional theory of 
inspiration, but he seems to combine the Jewish and the Ethnic 

• views in their ex~remer forms. He applies the Ethnic conception 
of divination to the Hebrew prophets, and repeats with em
bellishments the fable of the miraculous translation of the 
Hebrew Scriptures by the Seventy. Even the grammatical 
errors of the Septuagint he regarded as inspired and rich in 

' See F. W. H. Myers •' Greek Oracles" in B88QIJla-Olassical. 
'.Aen, vi 77-80-Dryden. 
1 See William Lee Inspfrati<m of Holy Scri.ptut'e, Appendix 1, 
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capacity for allegorical interpretation-a view of literal inspira
tion with which can be compared only the assertion by the Council 
of Trent of the sanctity and canonicity of the books of the Old 
Testament and the New Testament and the Apocryphal writings, 
• entire with all their parts as they are accustomed to be read in 
the Catholic Church and in the old Latin V ulgate edition '. 
Philo's conceptions are ehewn with equal clearness in his system 
of interpretation, examples of which will be cited in their place. 

To the Apostolic Fathers the Scriptures are the books of 
the Old Testament, though if there is a reference to a written 
Gospel it is introduced by the same formula as is used in the 
other citations. Barnabas makes explicit allusions to the 
different parts of the Old Testament (' the Lord saith in the 
Prophet' or 'in the Law'), but it is clear that the whole 
collection is looked upon as one divinely inspired utterance
the voice of the Lord or of the Holy Spirit. There is of course 
no sign of a New Testament of definite books and of equal author
ity with the Old; but the Apostolic Fathers do separate the 
writings of Apostles from their own and disclaim apostolic 
authority.1 Thus Clement, in writing to the Corinthians,2 

appeals to 'the Epistle of the blessed Paul the Apostle' to them 
as authority alike for him and for them. It was 'in the 
Spirit' that he l1ad charged them against the sin of making 
parties, and Clement refers to his warnings as commanding the 
same attention which they would obviously give to the writings 
of the older 'ministers of the grace of God'. 

A passage in the Muratorian Fragment throws light on the 
current conceptions of the authority of the written Gospels · 
about the middle of the second century. " Though various 
principal ideas (prirwipia) are taught in the different books of 
the Gospels, it makes no difference to the faith of believers, 
since in all of them all things are declared by one principal 
(or sovereign) Spirit (uno ac principali spiritu) concerning the 
Nativity, the Passion, the Resurrection, the manner of life (con
versatione) [of our Lord] with his disciples, and his double 
Advent, first in lowliness and humiliation which has taken place, 
and afterwards in glory and royal power which 1s to come." 

1 Cf. W-astcott The Bible in the CJhurch, p. 86. (The citations a.re a.II anonymous. 
Clement h&S 'i.t is written', 'the Scripture saith ', 'the Holy Spirit sa.ith'; Ignatius, 
'it is written', Polycarp, no formula.) 

2 Cf. §§ 47, 8. 
3• 
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About the Bame time and later on we have some indications 
of the prevailing view of Inspiration in the writings of the 
Apologists and Irenaeus. 

To Justin, for example, Scripture is the word of God, given 
by Goo through the Word, or through the Spirit. It is the 
Spirit of God who is the author of the whole of the Old 
Testament-the single author of one great drama with its 
many actors. The prophets were indeed inspired, but the 
words which they utter are not their own. We must not 
suppose, he says, "that the language proceeds from the men 
who are inspired, but from the Divine Word which moves 
them ".1 It is to prophecy, to Scripture, that he makes his 
appeal: on the fulfilment of prophecy he relies for proof of 
the truth of the claims of Christ. 

In Athenagoras-Athenian philosopher though he was, and 
perhaps connected with the school of Alexandria-we find a 
description of the process of inspiration derived from purely 
pagan sources. The Spirit uses men as its instruments, playing 

· upon them as a flute-player blows a flute. They are entranced 
and their natural powers suspended, and they simply utter under 
the influence of the Divine Spirit that which is wrought in 
them.1 

Theophilus, however, recognizes much more fully the quality 
of the human instrument. The inspired writers were not mere 
mechanical organs, but men who were fitted for their work by 
personal and moral excellence, and on account of their fitness 
were deemed worthy to be made the vehicles of the revelation 
of God and to receive the wisdom which comes from Hi.m.3 

Tertullian too lays stress on the character of the medium 
chosen. "From the very beginning God sent forth into the 
world men who by their justice and innocence were worthy 
to know God and to make Him known-filled full of the 
Divine Spirit to enable them to proclaim that there is one 
only God . . . " and so gave us a written testament that 
we might more fully know His will.' In the Scriptures 
we have the very 'letters' and 'words' of God. So much 
so indeed that, under the influence of Montanism, he 
argued that nothing could be safely permitted for which 
such a letter or word of God could not be cited in 

1 ..A.P61. i 36 (cf. 33, and ii 10). 
1 Ad ..A.utol. ii 9 (ef. Euseb. Hist. Eccl. iv 20). 

1 L~io9. 
'Apol. 18. 
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evidence. The prrnciple that nothing is required for salvation 
which cannot be proved by Scripture 1 was not enough for 
him: rather, Scripture denies that which it does not give 
instances of, and prohibits that which it does not expressly 
permit.1 

To the Montanists the annihilation of all human elements 
was of the first importance. Prophecy must be ecstatic. Un
consciousness on the part of the person through whom the 
Spirit spoke was of the essence of Inspiration. 

Irenaeus leaves us in no doubt about his view. The inspiration 
of the writers of the New Testament is plenary, and apparently 
regarded as different in degree from that of the prophAte of 
old, whose writings-though inspired-were full of riddles and 
ambiguities to men before the coming of Christ: the accom
plishment had to take place before their prophecies became 
intelligible. Those who live in the latter days are more 
happily placed. "To us ... [the apostles] by the will of 
God have handed down in the Scriptures the Gospel, to be the 
foundation and pillar of our faith. . . . For after our Lord 
rose again from the dead the Holy Spirit came down upon 
them, and they were invested with power from on high and 
fully equipped concerning all things, and had perfect capacity for 
knowledge" 3 • • • and so they were exempt from all falsehood 
(or mistake)-the inspiration saving them from blunders-even 
from the use of words that might mislead ; as when the Holy 
Spirit, foreseeing the corruptions of heretics, says by Matthew, 
'the generation of Christ' (using the title that marked the 
divinity), whereas Matthew might have written 'the generation 
of Jesu8'' (using only the human name).4 But this inspiration 
is not of such a character as to destroy the natural qualities of 

1 

its recipients: each preserves his own individuality intact. 
To the end of the second century or to the beginning of the 

third probably belongs the anonymous 'Exhortation to the 
Greeks', which used to be attributed to Justin.5 It contains 
the following significant description of the manner in which 
inspiration worked. "Not naturally nor by human thought 

1 Of. Article vi 2 De Mrmog. 4; d6 (Jor. 2. 
3 See adi•. llMreses iii 1 and 5-Harvey vol. ii pp. 2, 18. 
•Ibid.iii 17-Harvey ii p. 83. 
G Euse.bius Hist. Eccl. iv 18 mentions two writings of Justin to the Greeks, but 

neither the extant Oratio ad Gemilts nor the (Johortalio whieh contain11 the above 
!)3Ssage is believed to be the work of Justin. 
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can rnen get to know such great and divine things, but by the 
gift which came down from above at that time (sc. under the 
Jewish dispensation) upon the holy men, who had no need of 
skill or a.rt of words, nor of any debating and contentious 
speech. They only needed to present themselves in purity to 
the influence of the divine Spirit, so that the divine power by 
itself coming down from heaven, acting on those just men, as 
the bow acts on an instrument-be it harp or lyre, might reveal 
to us the knowledge of divine and heavenly things. So it was 
that, as if with one mouth and tongue, they taught us in due 
gradation and concord one with another-and that too though 
they imparted their divine teaching to us in different places-and 
at different times-concerning God and the creation of the world 
and the formation of man and the immortality of the human 
soul and the judgement which is to be after this life." Here 
it appears that moral fitness only ie recognized as a necessary 
qualification for the medium of the revelation, and there is 
again the metaphor which seems to indicate a merely mechanical 
mode of inspiration But the metaphor should not be strained, 
and the effect of the peculiar structure of the instrument in 
determining its tone must be taken into account. 

Of the Alexandrines, whose special glory it was, in an age of 
wild anti-Christian speculation on the one side and fanatical 
literalism on the other, to lead men to the scholarly study of 
the Scriptures, Clement has little of special interest on the 
manner in which the inspiration worked. Recognizing as he 
did the action of God in the moral teaching of Greeks and 
barbarians, who had in philosophy a covenant of their own, 
he believed that the God of the Christians was also the giver 
of Greek philosophy to the Greeks, and that He raised up 
prophets among them no less than among the people of Israel. 
But it was by the chosen teachers of His peculiar people that He 
led men to the Messiah; the Word by the Holy Spirit reducing 
man, body and soul, to harmony, so as to use him-an instru
ment of many tones-to express God's melody.1 

It is from Origen first that we get an express rejection of 

1 "But he that is of Da.vid and was before him, the Word of God, despising lyre 
and harp-mere lifeless instruments-took this cosmic order-yes, and the micro
cosm man, his body and soul, and attuned it to the Holy Spirit (or by the Holy 
Spirit), and so through this instrument of many notes he sings to God." l'r<,trept. 
11b. i-Migne P. G. viii p. 60. 
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pagan conceptions in this respect. He assumes the doctrine of 
Inspiration to be acknowledged-it was the same Spirit who 
worked all along in the prophets of all ages: but it was to 
enlighten and strengthen them that His influence went-not 
to cloud or confuse their natural powers like the Pythian 
deity. By the contact of the Holy Spirit with their souls 
the divine messengers became clearer in vision and brighter 
in intuition both in mind and in soul. The preface to the 
Gospel of St Luke is cited as shewing that this was so: what 
others attempted they-the inspired writers-moved by the 
Holy Spirit actually wrote. And St Paul's own words in 
his Epistles shew that he was conscious of speaking sometimes 
in his own person and sometimes with divine authority. None 
of the objections commonly alleged against the Scriptures in 
any way invalidated their claim to be received as containing 
a true revelation of God. What seemed to be unworthy of 
God, or beneath His dignity, should be understood as an 
accommodation to the intelligence of men, and things which we 
could not yet explain we should know hereafter.1 

The method of interpretation adopted by Origen shews and 
illustrates his general conceptions. This method was partly his 
own, but largely an inheritance which he could not escape. 

The Interpretation of Scripture 

The ideas of inspiration, as applied to writings, and of 
exegesis, were formed, it has been said,2 while the mystery 
of writing was still fresh. A kind of glamour hung over the 
written words. They were invested with an importance and 
impressiveness which did not attach to any spoken words, 
giving them an existence of their own. Their precise relation 
to the person who first uttered them and their literal meaning 
at the time of their utterance tended to be overlooked or 
obscured. Especially in regard to the writings of Homer is this 
process seen. Reverence for antiquity and belief in inspiration 
combined to lift him above the common limitations of time and 
place and circumstances. His verses were regarded as having 
a universal validity : they were the Bible of the Greek races, the 

1 See <k Princip. bk. iv. Cf. Greg. Nyss. de comm. Not. p. 181 (Migne P. G. xlv). 
2 Hatch Hibl,ert Lectures, 1888, from which (p. 50 ff.) the following paragraphs 

1.re taken, 
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voice of an undying wisdom. So when the unconscious imitation 
of heroic ideals passed into conscious philosophy of life, it was 
necessary that such philosophy should be shewn to be con
sonant with the old ideals and current standards. A.nd when 
'education ' began it was inevitable that the ancient poets 
should be the basis of education. So the professors of educa
tion, the philosophers and ' sophists', were obliged to base their 
teaching on Homer, to preach their own sermons from his texts, 
and to draw their own meanings from them; so that he became 
a support to them instead of being a rival. " In the childhood 
of the world, men, like children, had to be taught by tales"
and Homer was regarded as telling tales with a moral purpose. 
The developing forms of ethics, physics, metaphysics, all accord
ingly appeal to Homer; all claim to be the deductions from bis 
writings; and as the essential interval between them, between 
the new and the old conceptions, grew wider, the reconciliation 
was found in the exegetical method by which a meaning was 
detected beneath the surface of a record or representation of 
actions. In this way a narrative of actions, no less than the 
actions themselves, might be symbolical and contain a hidden 
meaning; and thus the break with current reverence for the old 
authority and belief in its validity would be avoided. 

It is not true that this method was never challenged ; but it 
had a very strong hold on the Greek mind. It underlay the 
whole theology of the Stoical llchools; it was largely current 
among the scholars and critics of the early empire ; and it sur
vived as a literary habit long after its original purpose had failed. 

The same difficulty which had been felt on a large scale in 
the Greek world was equally felt by Jews who had become 
students of Greek philosophy in regard to their own sacred 
books. By adopting the method which was practised in the case 
of the Homeric writings, they could reconcile their philosophy to 
their religion and be in a position to give an account of their 
faith to the educated Greeks among whom they dwelt. Of this 
mode of interpretation far the most considerable monument is to 
be found in the works of Philo, which are based throughout on 
the suppositi<1l:!. of a hidden meaning in the sacred scriptures, 
metaphysical and spiritual. They are always patient of sym
bolical interpretation. Every passage has a double sense, the 
literal and the deeper. In every narrative there is a moral . 

.As an instance of this method may be cited Philo's treatment 
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of the narrative of Jacob's dream-" He took the stones of that 
place and put them under his head ", from which he extracts the 
moral, and also support for his own peculiar philosophical ideas. 
"The words", he says,1 "are wonderful, not only because of their 
allegorical and physical meaning, but also because of their literal 
teaching of trouble and endurance. The writer does not think 
that a student of virtue should have a delicate and luxurious life, 
imitating those who are called fortunate . . . men, who after 
spending their days in doing injuries to others return to their 
homes and upset them (I mean not the houses they live in, but 
the body which is the home of the soul) by immoderate eating 
and drinking, and at night lie down in soft and costly beds. 
Such men are not disciples of the sacred Word. Its disciples 
are real men, lovers of temperance and sobriety and modesty, 
who make self-restraint and contentment and endurance the 
corner-stones, as it were, of their lives : who rise superior to 
money and pleasure and fame; who are ready for the sake of 
acquiring virtue to endure hunger and thirst, heat anll cold j 
whose costly couch is a soft turf, whose bedding is grass and 
leaves, whose pillow is a heap of stones or a hillock rising a little 
above the ground. Of such men Jacob is an example: he put 
a stone for his pillow . . . he is the archetype of a soul that 
disciplines itself, who is at war with every kind of effeminacy. 
. . . But the passage has a further meaning, which is conveyed 
in symbol. You must know that the divine place and the holy 
ground is full of incorporeal Intelligences, who are immortal 
souls. It is one of these that Jacob takes and puts close to his 
mind, which is, as it were, the head of the combined person, 
body and soul. He does so under the pretext of going to sleep, 
but in reality to find repose in the Intelligence which he has 
chosen, and to place all the burden of his life upon it." 

So when Christians came to the interpretation of their Scrip
tures, under this sense of their inspiration (whether articulated 
clearly or not), they had a twofold aim before them. Filled, on the -
one hand, with the conviction of the wealth of knowledge stored 
in them, they were bound, for practical as well as for speculative 
purposes, to explore as fully as possible the depths behind the 
obvious surface-meaning; and, on the other hand, they were bound 
to explain away all that, when taken in its literal sense, was 
offensive to human reason or seemed unworthy of the Deity -

1 Philo de Somniia i 20 on Gen. 2811-Hatch Z,c. 
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Modern conceptions of careful scholarly interpretation and of the 
need of investigation into the exact sense of words, in connexion 
with the circumstances in which they were first used, were in 
those days unknown. The inspired Scriptures were separated by 
a wide chasm from all other books and writings-the heavenly 
from the earthly; and so the superficial meaning was the furthest 
from the real meaning. To the uninitiated Scripture was as a 
hieroglyph which needed a key that few possessed to decipher its 
enigmas. So from the first the method of typical and allegorical 
interpretation was practised. It was the way which some at 
least of the writers of the New Testament adopted in dealing 
with the Old, and understood that Christ himself had sanctioned.1 

And the author of the Epistle to Barnabas 2 carried on the same 
method in an elaborate application to Christ and to men of the 
imagery of the Day of Atonement. 

It was never supposed that writings, because inspired, must 
be easily understood by every one; but it was not till the time 
of Origen that a definite theory was framed which excludes from 
consideration the obvious literal sense of many passages. 

Irenaeus was content to believe that there was nothing in 
Scripture which did not serve some purpose of instruction and 
yet to acquiesce in failure to explain all passages. There is 
nothing undesigned, nothing which does not carry with it some 
suggestion or some proof. But we are unable to understand all 
mysteries ; and "we need not wonder that this is our experience 
in spiritual and heavenly matters and things which have to be 
revealed to us, when many of the things which lie at our feet 
... and are handled by our hands ... elude our knowledge, 
and even those we have to resign to God ".3 And he cannot 
see why it should be felt as a difficulty that when the Scriptures 
in their entirety are spiritual some of the questions dealt with in 
them we are able by the grace of God to solve, but others have 
to be referred to God Himself: and so it is always God who is 
teaching and man who is learning all through from God.4 The 
typical and allegorical method he condemns as used by the 
Gnostics, but he does not shrink from adopting it at times himself.5 

1 E.g. as to Elias-Matt. 1710 1', Mark 911 d'; ef. Epistle to the Hebrews all through; 
and St Paul, e.g. Gal. 422 tt. 

2 Ep. Barn. i 7. • Adv. Hae,r, ii 41-Harvey-vol. i p. 350. 
• Ibid. p. 351. See further, Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 251. 
1 The allegorical method was universally accepted, and it was only the extravagant 

employment of it by the Gnostics in aupport of their wildest conceptions to which 
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In this he is at one with most of the early Fathers, of whom it 
has been said that since they knew nothing, thought of nothing, 
felt nothing but Christ, it is not surprising that they met him 
everywhere. Their great object was to shew the connexion 
between the Old and New Covenants-that the New was the 
spiritual fulfilment of the Old. 

So Tertullian 1 could say that the form of prophetical utter
ance was "not always and not in all things" allegorical and 
figurative, and he refused to admit limitations of time in things 
connected with the revelation of God.2 And Clement of Alex
andria found rich meaning in the candlestick with its seven 
lights.3 

It is in Clement that we first find a definite theory of a 
threefold sense of Scripture.4 "The Saviour taught the Apostles", 
he says, " first of all in typical and mystic fashion, and then by 
parable and enigma, and thirdly when they were alone with 
him clearly without disguise", - the concealment which he 
practised leading men on to further enquiries. 

Origen further developed this theory.I• According to his 
teaching the Holy Scriptures are the only source from which 
knowledge of the truth can be obtained, and they convey a three
fold sense which corresponds to the tripartite division of man 
into body, soul, and spirit. First, there is the grammatical or 
historical meaning, which corresponds to the body and may be 
called the bodily sense. And, secondly, there is the moral or 
anagogical meaning, which corresponds to the soul and may be 
called the psychic sense. And, thirdly, there is the mystical or 
allegorical meaning, which corresponds to the spirit and may be 
called the spiritual sense. "The individual ought", he writes,8 

" to pourtray the ideas of Holy Scripture in a threefold manner 

exception could be t&ken. Far-fetched as the interpretations of some of the Fathers 
seem to a modern scholar, they were sane and commonplace in comparison with 
the meanings which Gnostic ingenuity discovered in plain and simple passages of 
Scripture. 

1 De Resurrectione Carn is 20 ad fin. 
~ er. 'Non ha.bet tempus Aeternitas' adv. Marc. iii 5, i 8. 
1 Clem. Al. Strom. v 6. 
• Strom. i 28 q.v. and fragment 66. "The sense of the law is to be ta.ken in three 

ways-either a.s exhibiting a symbol or laying down a precept for right conduct, or 
as uttering a prophecy." Here is the triple sense of Scripture-mystic, moral, pro
phetic. Cr. Strom. vi 15. 

• See esp. de Princip. iv§§ 1-27, esp. § 11. 
s De Princip. iv§ 11, Tr. A.-N.C. Library. 
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upon bis soul : in order that the simple man may be edified by the 
'flesh', as it were, of the Scripture, for so we name the obvious 
sense; while he who has ascended a certain way [may be edified] 
by the ' soul ', as it were. The perfect man, again, and he who 
resembles those spoken of by the apostle, when he says 'We 
speak wisdom among them that are perfect . . .' [ may receh:e 
edification] from the spiritual law, which has a shadow of goJ;)d 
things to come. For as man consists of body, soul, and spirit, 
so in the same way does Scripture, which has been arranged to 
be given by God for the salvation of men." This method of 
interpretation, Origen points out, is recognized in Holy Scripture 
-Christ distinguished between the first and second in the 
Sermon on the Mount and on other occasions ; and the allegorical 
and mystical senses were utilized in the arguments of the Epistles 
to the Galatians and to the Hebrews.1 The literal sense, how
ever, was not always possible.11 Instances of things which have 
no religious bearing (such as genealogies), or are repulsive to 
morality, or unworthy of God, or opposed to the law of nature 
or of reason, must be apiritualized by allegorical interpretation. 
They do not instruct us if taken literally, and are designed to 
call men to the spiritual explanation. So with regard to contra
dictions in the narratives of the evangelista,8 he argues that the 
truth does not consist in the 'bodily characters' (the literal 
sense). His treatment of such cases goes far to justify the 

, description of his method as ' biblical alchemy'. It is applied by 
him to the New Testament as well as to the Old. The Tempta
tion, for example, is not regarded as simple history, and precepts 
such as Take no purse 4 and Turn the other cheek 6 are not to 

, have their literal sense attributed to them. So too in respect 
of the miracles, he finds their most precious significance in the 
allegory which they include. He lays great stress on the need 
of study, which such a method obviously demands, and of attention 
and purity and reverence.6 

1 Origen cites Ga.L 4", 1 Cor. 106•11, Heb. 49• •. 

1 Ibid. § 12; cf. Hom. ii in Gen. 6. 1 er. Hom. x in Joh. 
4 Luke 104• 1 Matt. 589, and so 1 Cor. 71e. 
• er. Ath1masius de IncarnatiO'IUJ Verbi, ad fin. " For the investigation and 

true knowledge of the Scriptures there is need of a good life and a pure soul and 
Christian virtue .... He who wishes to understand the mind of the divines must 
previously wa.,,h and cleanse his soul by his life. •• , " 
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The same method of exegesis was followed, to a large extent at all 
events, by the later Eastern Fathers, especially by the Cappadocians. 
See e.g. Gregory of Nyssa de wmm. Not. p. 181 Migne, Or. Cat. 32, in 
Oant. Cant. p. 756 Migne, c. Eunom. vii p. 744 Migne. 

After Origen the first attempt at a formal statement of the principles 
of interpretation that calls for notice was that of Tyconius, an African 
Donatist (c. 370-420). He drew up seven rules of interpretation which 
Augustine a little later discussed and, with some reservations, recom
mended as useful though incomplete. (See the edition of F. C. Burkitt 
Texts and Studies vol. iii no. 1, and Augustine de Doet. Christ. iii 
chs. xxx-xxxvii. On Augustine as Interpreter, see W. Cunningham 
Hulsean Leetures-'St Austin'.) Methods very different from Origen's 
were followed by the chief leaders of the school of Antioch, but they 
were not systematized as his were. (See e.g. Theodore of Mopsuestia 
ed. Swete Introd. and Chrysostom-W. R. W. Stephens, p. 421 and ff.) 
In the West also, on the whole, a more literal and meagre method of 
interpretation prevailed, at least until the time of Ambrose, who brought 
back under the influence of the writings of Origen and Basil a richer 
and more varied treatment of the Scriptures. 

The Place of Tradition in the Interpretation of Scripture ~ 

As long as such methods were accepted it is obvious that a 
great variety of interpretations was possible, and that Scripture 
by itself could hardly be considered a sufficient guide. It could 
be claimed by both sides on most questions. Hence in con
troversy, and particularly in controversy with the Gnostics, there 
originated the definite assertion that it can only be correctly 
understood in close connexion with the tradition of the Church. 
Such a claim was quite accordant with the primitive conception 
of tradition, not as an independent source of doctrine but as 
essentially hermeneutic, forming with the written words one 
river of knowledge. 

Of the nature of this tradition somewhat different views were 
held, according as the security for its truth was found rather in 
the living personal voice of individuals (the continuous historical 
episcopate), passing on to one another from the earliest days the 
word of knowledge, or in the unbrokei: continuity of teaching 
which external descent of place guaranteed (the rule of fa,j.t~). 
The latter offered, obviously, the ea11ier test, and th1, highest 
importance was attached to it. 

Irenaeus is the first to argue out the matter. He puts the 
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question - Supposing, as might have happened, that we had 
no Scriptures, to what should we have to make our appeal 1 
"Should we not have to go back to the most ancient Churches, 
in which the Apostles lived, and take from them . . . what 
is fixed and ascertained ? What else could we do 1 If the 
Apostles themselves had not left us writings, should we not be 
obliged to depend on the teaching of the tradition which thW 
bequeathed to those to whose care they left the Churches? " 1 

We must go back to the most ancient Churches-it is here, in 
the consent of Churches, that Irenaeus sees the guarantee of truth. , 
He takes for granted that the Apostles are the ultimate authority, 
and when the question of the meaning of the Christian revelation 
is disputed it is to them that all men would agree to make 
appeal To the Apostles themselves, in person, appeal is no 
longer possible; but their representatives and successors are 
still to be found in every Church. The bishops, or the presbyters 
(for Irenaeus uses either word for the heads or governing bodies 
of Churches), were appointed at first and taught by them; and 
they in turn, generation by generation, in unbroken succession, 
have handed on to their successors the same tradition. Irenaeus 
seems to have in mind the possibility that in a particular case 
there might be some flaw in this traditional teaching-so he 
appeals to the general consensus of many such Churches. That 
in which you find the Churches of apostolic foundation agreeing, 
scattered as they are over many regions of the world-that, at 
all events, you may be sure is part of the genuine apostolic 
tradition. As an instance he points to the one Church in the 
West which was supposed to be able to claim apostolic foundation 
-the Church of Rome. The prestige which attached to it, from 
its central position in the world's metropolis, made it the most 
convenient and conspicuous test.2 Christians from all lands 
were continually coming and going, and therefore any departure 
from the tradition would be most easily detected. The Church 
of Rome was, in this way, always before the eyes of the world 
and under the judgement of other Churches, so that no innovation 

t lren. adv. Haer. iii 4. I-Harvey vol. ii pp. 15, 16. It will be noted that though 
priority is claimed for the tradition, yet it is appealed to not as an independent 
source of doctrine but as a means of determining the true sense of the Scriptures. 

t Such no doubt is the meaning of the phrase 'propter potentiorem principali• 
tatem •-• on account of its more inlluentia.l pre-eminence', i.e. its prominence and 
influence (iMd. iii 3. I-Harvey vol. ii pp. 8, 9). See also the note on 'principalis 
ecclesia' iu .Abp. Benson's Cyprian, p. 537, 
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there had any chance of escaping notice and criticism. The 
tradition preserved at Rome might therefore be regarded as 
having the tacit sanction of all the other Churches, and by 
reference to it any one in doubt might easily convince himself of 
the oneness of the apostolic tradition of the whole Church. And 
so he could say that" the tradition of the Apostles, made manifest 
as it is through all the world, can be recognized in every Church 
by all who wish to know the truth "; 1 and to the pretended 
secret doctrine of heretics he opposes the public preaching of the 
faith of the apostolic Churches ; against the mutability and end
less varieties of their explanations he sets the unity of the 
teaching of the Church; against their novelty, her antiquity; 
against their countless subdivisions into schools and parties, the 
uniformity and universality of her traditional witness.1 It is 
this which he regards as the chief instrument in the conversion 
of the nations, in conjunction with the Holy Spirit in their 
hearts. 

A similar estimate of the authority of ecclesiastical tradition 
in the interpretation of Scripture was maintained by Tertullian, 
though he gives it different characteristic expression. In dealing 
with heretics he conceives them as arraigned before a tribunal as 
defendants in a suit which the Church as plaintiff brings against 
them. He does not take their many false interpretations one 
by one and proceed to prove them wrong, though he was ready 
to do this vigorously on occasion; but he exercises the right, 
allowed by Roman law to plaintiffs in an action, to limit the 
enquiry to a single point; and the point he chooses is the 
legitimacy of the heretics' appeal to Holy Scripture. He aims, 
that is, at shewing cause why the interpretations of any one 
outside the Church should be dismissed without examination, 
apart from any consideration of their intrinsic merit. If he 
establishes this point the heretics are at once ruled out of court, 
as having no locus standi; while, if he fails, it is still open to 
him, according to the principles of Roman law, to take fresh 
action on all the other points excluded from the suit. He 
insists,8 accordingly, on this limitation of the question, and asks, 

1 Iren. adv. Haer. iii 3. 1. 
2 See further Lipsius, .Art. "Irenaeus" in D. O.B. 
3 De Praescriptione H aereticorum-'' Concerning the Limitation of the Suit again1t 

the Heretics", esp. §§ 16, 19, ed. T. H. Bindley, who rejects the common expla• 
nation of prruscriptio as meaning the 'preliminary plea' or objection lodged at 
the commencement of a suit, which-if maintained-dispensed with the need of 
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"Whose are the Scriptures ? By whom and through whose 
means and when and to whom was the discipline (the teaching 
or system) handed down which makes men Christians? Wher
ever you find the true Ch1istian discipline and faith, there will 
be the truth of the Christian Scriptures and expositions and all 
traditions," It is the Church which is the keeper and guardian 
of all these possessions, and therefore it is the Church and th!;l 
Church only which can determine the truth. Heretics have no 
right to use Scripture in argument against the orthodox, who 
alone are able to decide what is its meaning. 

Clement of Alexandria goes so far as to say that he who 
spurns the ecclesiastical tradition ceases to be a man of God.1 

And Origen, for all his elaborate system of interpretation, 
declares, in the Prologue to the work in which it is expressed, 
the necessity of holding fast to the ecclesiastical preaching 
which has been handed down by the Apostles in orderly suc
cession from one to another, and has continued in the Churches 
right down to the present time. " That alone ought to be 
believed to be truth which differs in no respect from the 
ecclesiastical and apostolic tradition." 1 

It is still the consent of Churches that is the test of truth. 
Athanasius seems to be the first to quote the 'Fathers' as 
witnesses to the faith,3 but more particularly as guaranteeing its 
antiquity than as being themselves invested with personal 
authority as interpreters. So Cyril of Jerusalem, who strongly 
asserts the importance of Scripture, recognizes the authority of 
the Church at its back. It is from the Church that the cate
chumen must learn what are the books to which he must go.' 
And Augustine was only expressing the common sentiment 
when be declared that he would not believe the Gospel if it 
were not for the authority of the Catholic Churcb.6 

entering into any discussion of the merits of a case. Praeacriptio technically meant 
a clause prefixed to the intentio of a formula for the purpose of limiting the scope of 
&n enquiry (excluding points which would otherwise have been left open for discus
sion before the judez), and at the time when Tertullian wrote it was used only of 
the pl&intiff. 'Demurrer' is thus technically wrong, and somewhat misleading as a 

title of the treatise. 
1 Strom. vii 16. 2 De Princip. Proem 1. 
1 See his letter on the Da.ted Creed in Socrates H.E. ii 37, and the Ep • 

.Etuyd. 1. 
I ' (Ja/,. iV 33. 

' • ' Ego vero evangelio non crederem, niai me catholica.e eccleaiae commoveret 
auctorit.as' (,:. EJ,,, Jlar,ieh. 6), 
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The most elaborate, as the most famous, statement of the 
case for tradition was not drawn up till towards the middle of 
the fifth century, when Vincent of Lerinum was roused by the 
apparent novelty of .Augustine's doctrines of Grace and Pre
destination to expound the principles by which the Faith of the 
Church might be determined.1 The two foundations which he 
lays down are still the divine law (or Holy Scripture) and the 
tradition of the Catholic Church. The first is sufficient by 
itself, if it could be rightly understood, but it cannot be under
stood without the guidance of the tradition, which shews what 
has been believed everywhere, always, and by all. QUQ(l ubiqm, 
quod semper, quod ab omnibus-this is the great principle on 
which Vincent takes his stand. But he recognizes that it is 
not always easy of application, and be has to support it by the 
testimony of majorities either of the Church as a whole or of 
teachers as against minorities, antiquity as against novelty, 
general Councils as against individual or local errors. If part 
of the Church separates itself from the common body, it is the 
larger society that must be followed ; if a false doctrine arises 
and threatens the Church, the best test is antiquity, which can 
no longer be misled; if in antiquity itself particular teachers or 
localities have erred, the decision of a general Council is decisive, 
if a general Council has pronounced upon the matter ; if not, the 
Christian must examine and compare the writings of the recog
nized teachers, and hold fast by what all alike in one and the 
same sense have clearly, frequently, and consistently upheld . 
.All innovations are really wickedness and mental aberration: in 
them ignorance puts on the cloak of knowledge, weak-mindedness 
of 'educidation ', darkness of light. Pure knowledge is given 
only in the universal, ancient, unanimous tradition. It is 
antiquity that is the really decisive criterion of truth . 

.As~ertions such as these might seem to be prohibitive of any 
kind of growth or progress in Religion ; but Vincent was much 

1 Adver.sw proja1UUI omnium M11Uates haereticorwm Oommonitorium, written 
&bout 434, attention having been aroused in the West to the question of tradition 
by the Donatist and Pelagian controversies. Vincent seems to have adopted some 
of Augustine'• rules, though he would use them against him. He was a member 
of the famous monaetery on the ieland near Cannes, now known ag L'fle Saint 
Honorat, from Honoratus the founder. A good analysis of the Oommonitoriwn will 
be found in Harnack DG. ii •, pp. 106-108 (Eng. tr. vol. iii pp. 230-232); handy 
editions in vol. ix ef Hurter'a S. Patrum Opuscula Sel,cta, and in the Samr,,Itfflfl 
Quellenschrijun ed. Krttger. 
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too scholarly and sound a thinker to commit himself to such a 
negation. When the argument brings him to the question,' Is 
there in the Church of Christ a progress in Religion 1 ' be 
answers, Yes; there has been great progress. And he shews 
by the images of the increase of a child and of a plant the 
nature of the progress. It is an organic growth, which consists 
in deepening rather than in change. No innovation comes in, 
for a single innovation would destroy all. Religion is strength~ 
ened with years and widened with time, and built up more 
elegantly with age; but all remains fundamentally the same. 
What the Church has always had in view has been the 
explanation and strengthening of doctrine already believed; 
greater plainness, more exact precision of statement, finer dis
crimination of sense. Aroused by the novelties of heretics, she 
has, by decrees of Councils, confirmed for posterity the tradition 
received from her ancestors; for the sake of enlightenment and 
better understanding she has embraced in a few letters a mass 
of things, and by a new term sealed the sense of the faith which 
was not new. 

Yet in spite of this high estimate of the value of tradition, 
Vincent is obliged in some cases to fall back upon Scripture. 
Heresies which are already widely extended and deep-rooted 
cannot, he sees, be disproved by the appeal to the unanimity of 
teachers : so many of them could be cited in support of erroneous 
views. Old heresies, never quite destroyed, had had opportunity 
in the long course of time to steal away the truth, and their 
adherents to falsify the writings of the Fathers. In such cases 
we must depend on the authority of Scripture only. 

It is hardly true to say that this admission involves the 
bankruptcy of tradition.1 It may rather be taken as shewing 
the £air balance of the author's mind. He does not profess to 
give an easy road to truth. He lays down criteria, almost all of 
which demand for their use no little research and patience. He 
believes that the great majority of teachers have rightly inter
preted the Christian revelation from the first, but where their 
consensus is not obvious he would decide the ambiguity by 
appeal to the Book which embodies the traditional interpretation 
of the earliest ages. He is really, in this, referring back to the 
standard tradition. A.nd there never was in those days a time 
when the leaders of Christian opinion were not prepared to 

1 As Harnack Z.c. 
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make a similar reference of disputed questions to that court, 
and to check by the authority of Holy Scripture too great 
freedom in reading into Christianity ideas that were foreign to 
its spirit. So staunch a champion of tradition as Cyprian could 
say that "custom without truth is the antiquity of error '',1 and 
that "we ought not to allow custom to determine, but reason to 
prevail " ; 2 even as Tertullian had insisted " Our Lord Christ 
called himself the truth, not the custom. . . . You may be sure 
that whatever savours not of truth is heresy, even though it be 
ancient custom ".3 

Such then were the principles which prevailed during the 
period with which we are concerned, in which the Creeds were 
framed and most of the great doctrines formulated. By such 
principles the partial and misleading explanations and theories 
were tested and banished from the Church as heresies, and the 
fuller and more adequate interpretations were worked out. It 
is the course of this progress that we have to trace. 

It was, as we have seen, from Gentile quarters that the 
chief stimulus to the actual formulation of doctrines came, and 
it is with attempts at interpretation which spring from Gentile 
conceptions that we shall be most concerned. But first of all 
must be noted certain peculiar readings of the revelation in 
Christ, and of the relations in which the Gospel stands to the 
revelation given in Judaism, which are characteristic of Jewish 
rather than of Gentile thought. 

1 Ep. 74 § 9. ~ Ep. 71 § 8. • Tert. de Virg. Vel. § 1. 



CHAPTER V 

JEWISH ATTEMPTS AT lNTERPRETATION-EBIONISM 

Oharacteristie Jewish Conceptions 

Roornn in Jewish thought were two ideas, from the obvious 
significance of which the dominant conceptions of the Christian 
revelation seemed to be drifting further and further. Charac
teristic of Judaism were its strong monotheism and its belief in 
the eternal validity of the Mosaic Law. There was one God 
and only one, a God of righteousness, far removed from the 
world ; and the ' divinity' of Christ seemed to be a kind of 
idolatry, and to have more in common with the polytheistic 
notions of the heathen than with the truth revealed of old to 
the Israelites. And again, the Law was given by God: it was a 
divine revelation ; and therefore it must have the characteristics 
of the divine, and be eternal, unchanging, and final. And 
therefore the mission of Jesus of Nazareth, if from God, was a 
mission to purify and revive the old revelation, and the Gospel 
does not supersede but only elucidates the Law. 

For views such as these it is clear some support could be 
found in primitive Christian teaching before the full force of the 
revelation in Christ was widely felt. In the teaching of Christ 
himself, as recorded in the Gospels, there is no antagonism to 
the Law: the traditions of men which were a pernicious growth 
round it are brushed aside, but the Law is treated with reverence 
and its teaching developed rather than superseded. Disregard 
of the Law by Christians of Jewish birth, at any rate, might 
seem to lack all primitive authority; and we need not wonder if 
such Christians lagged behind the progress to a purely spiritual 
interpretation of the Jewish ordinances, which was so largely 
stimulated by the constantly increasing preponderance of Gentile 
over Jewish influence in the Church.1 And the fear lest the 

1 It is clear from the Epistle of Clement that by the end of the first century all 
traces of the controversy between Pauline and J udaistic Ohristi11.J1ity had vanisbell 
at Rome and at Corinth. 
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doctrine of the divinity of Christ might endanger the truth that 
God is one was, as a matter of fact, amply justified by the 
difficulty that was experienced in finding any satisfactory expres
sion to account for all the facts. 

Ebionism 

These two ideas were the source of what are called the 
Judaizing heresies,1 the representatives of which are known as 
Ebionites.2 We have no record of their origin as a distinct and 
separate body.8 It is as schools of thought within the Church 
that Justin, our earliest informant, seems to regard them.' He 
speaks of some Christians who still keep the Law, and maintain 
that it is necessary to salvation, and would enforce it on all 
members of the Church, and of others who only observe the 
ordinances of the Law themselves without desiring to impose 
them upon all With the former he does not agree, and he thinks 
they ought to be excluded from Christian communion ; with the 
latter he has no quarrel, they are still brothers, though some 
Christians refused communion to them.5 He also speak!! of 
some who regard Jesus as Christ, the Messiah, yet pronounce 
him a man born of men, but he does not shew whether these 
were identical with the intolerant observers of the Law or not. 
The one distinction which is clear is based on the attitude to 
the La.w, milder or stricter.8 

1 'Judaizing' may not be the most accura.te designation for wha.t perhaps ill only 
in origin an archaic form of interpretatiou, but relatively to the Catholic interpret&• 
tion of the Person and Gospel of Christ it expresses the facts sufficiently ex&etly. 

2 Heb. Ebionim, "poor men": i.e. men who taught a beggarly doctrine. Cf. the 
bad sense at first attaching to the name' Christiani', 'Messiah-men'; and of. Origen 
de Princip. iv 1. 22 : 'El'i"""ctw,, rijr rrwxl)s o,ctvola.s irrfivuµ.o, • 'Efliwv "(O.p i ..-rwx~r 
Tctfl 'E!'lpctlo<S ovoµd.frrct,. 

1 Dr. Hort supposed they might have come into existence through the BCattering 
of the old Jerusalem Church by Hadrian's edict. Some, like Hegesippus, who main
ta.ined the tradition of St James, when once detached from the Holy City would in 
a. generation or two become merged in the greater Church without. Others would 
be driven into antagonism to the Gentile Church of .Asia. and become Judaistio in 
principle as well as in practice, being isolated and therefore less receptive of the 
influence of other Churches. (It should be noted that such Judaistic Christians are 
heard of only in the neighbourhood of Palestine, Syria, and .Asia Minor.) 

'Justin IXal. c. Tryph. 4.7 and 4.8.-See Hort Judaistu (Jkri.stianity p. 196, 
on whose discussion the following statf>ment of the facta is based. 

1 See Hort-the two lines, developement and supersession of the Law, in the 
teaching of Christ himself (ibid. 'Christ and the Law', Leet, II). 

• Before the time of Justin, Ignatius had had to denounce some Judaizing Chria-
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On their teaching as to the person of Christ more stress is 
laid by Irenaeus,1 who is the first to name them Ebionaeans, and 
describes them as holding a view like that of Cerinthus and 
Carpocrates, referring no doubt to denial of the divinity rather 
than to any ' Gnostic ' conceptions. All such are condemned by 
him as heretics. 

Origen 2 distinguishes two classes, and says that both rejected 
St Paul's Epistles (no doubt because of their views as to the Law). 

And Eusebius 3 after him, more precisely, makes the difference 
to consist in higher and lower conceptions of the person of Christ, 
both classes insisting on the observance of the Law. One class -
held a natural birth and the superior virtue of a plain and ordinary 
man as a sufficient explanation : the others accepted the super
natural birth, but denied his pre-existence as the Word and 
Wisdom of God (did not, that is, accept the eternal Sonship and 
the doctrine of the Logos); they rejected the Pauline writings 
and used only the Gospel according to the Hebrews, while they 
still observed the Sabbath and other Jewish customs, but also 
the Lord's Day in memory of the Resurrection. 

Later still Epiphanius' could assign different names to the 
two schools, regarding them as separate sects-Nazaraeans and 
Ebionaeans. But Epiphanius probably erred in this precision. 
There seems to be no evidence that there were two distinct com
munities with different designations. It is probable that' Nazar
aeans' was the title used by the Jewish Christians of Syria as a 
description of themselves in the fourth century and before,6 while 
' Ebionaeans ', an equally genuine popular term,6 had become the 
traditional name in ecclesiastical literature. 

That these schools of thought died hard is shewn by the 
judgement passed on them by J erome,7 who prefaces his reference 
by the words " What am I to say of the Ebionites who pretend 
to be Christians?", and then goes on to speak of some who in 
his own times were spread over the East, commonly known as 

tians who were lagging behind the revelation of Christ, refusing credence to anything 
which could not be proved from the Old Testament and anxious still to maintain the 
old associations intact. See Phila,d, viii ; Jfagn. viii-xi, and infra Gnosticism 
p. 80 note 2. 

1 Iren. adv. Haer. i 22-Harvey vol. i p. 212, and iv 52. 1, v 1. 3-Harvey vol. 
ii pp. 259, 316. 

' Contra (Jels. v 61, 65. 
• Epiph. adv. Haer. xxix and xxx. 
1 Of. llatt. 51• 

1 Euseb. Hist. Eccl. iii 27. 
" Of. Acts 24°. 
7 Ep. 112 § 13, 
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Nazaraeans, who believed in Christ, the Son of God, born of the 
Virgin Mary, and say that he suffered under Pontius Pilate and 
rose again, 'in whom', he says, ' we also believe'; but yet, he 
avers, they only pretend to be Christians, and while they want 
to be at one and the same time both Jews and Christians, they 
succeed in being neither Jews nor Christians. 

These words of Jerome plainly shew that the belief in the 
eternal validity of the Law and in the need for observance of its 
ordinances survived as anachronisms in some circles, claiming the 
name of Christian, in which the ' orthodox' explanation of the 
nature and person of Christ was accepted. 

Oerinthus and his School 

Of all the Ebionites one individual only is known to fame, 
Cerinthus-and he had almost as much in common with the 
' Gnostics ' as with them. Really he stands with his followers 
as a separate school, distinct from both. The most trustworthy 
evidence as to the time at which he lived is furnished by the tale 1 

of his meeting with St John in one of the public baths at 
Ephesus, when St John espying him rushed out, saying he was 
afraid the walls of the bath might fall and crush them, since 
Cerinthus the enemy of truth was there. 

The province of Asia was probably the scene of his activity, 
though Hippolytus, without mentioning Asia, says he was trained 
in Egyptian lore. In his teaching, side by side with the 
'Judaizing' elements, such as have been noticed (Jesus, the Son 
of Mary and Joseph, born as · other men ; circumcision and the 
observance of the Sabbath obligatory ; rejection of the writings 
of St Paul, the Acts, and all the Gospels, except the Gospel of 
St Matthew in Hebrew, or more probably the 'Gospel according 
to the Hebrews'), there stand quite different and fresh ideas, 
which are akin to the conceptions of the' Gnostics '. These have 
to do with the relations between the world and God, and between 
the human and the divine in the person and work of the Lord. 

1 Reported by Irenaeus iii 3, 4-Harvey voL ii p. 13; and twice quoted by 
Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. iii 28, iv 14). Irenaeus also says (iii 11. 7-HarTey vol. ii 
p. 40) that the Gospel of St John was directed against Cerinthus (e.g. the doctrine 
of Orea.tion by the Logos), Cf. Robert Browning A Death in the Desert. 
Epiph:mius (l.c.) says he was the ringleader of St Paul's Judaizing antagonists at 
Jerusalem. Hegesippus does not seem to have mentioned him, nor does Justin, 
nor Clement, nor Tertullian, 
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The creation, he taught, was not effected by God Himself, but by 
angels-powers distinct from God-one of whom was the God 
of the Jews and the giver of the Law. As to the person of the 
Redeemer, he held that his Sonship to God could only be due 
to his ethical merits, which qualified him for a special gift of 
grace and spiritual power. God might not arbitrarily make a 
person holy. So the man Jesus was first tested in early life, 
and then at his baptism there descended upon him, in the form 
of a dove, the Spirit of God, the power from above, the Christ 
(regarded evidently as a pre-existent personality 1), who revealed _ 
to him the Father, and enabled him to do his miraculous works, 
and before the Passion parted from him and returned to the 
place from whence he came.2 Furthermore, he taught that the 
Resurrection of Jesus was still future. There was thus only a 
conjunction between the divine and the human in him, no real 
union of the Christ and Jesus. The principal object of the 
mission was educational rather than redemptive, fulfilling the 
prophetic office of Messiah; the sufferings were human only,and 
the revelation was of doctrine. Another object, corresponding 
to the kingly office of Messiah, was the introduction of the 
millennial reign, although its realization was still future. Of the 
millennium, the thousand years' reign of Christ upon earth, 
during which his followers would be rewarded for their loyalty, 
he held most sensual and material views ; 8 but millenarianism 
was too widely accepted in the Church to be characteristic of any 
particular school of thought.' 

The Olementinu 

Besides the Cerinthians we have knowledge of another set of 
Ebionites, who certainly worked out a peculiar system of doctrine 
and usage-the men of the ' Clementines '. Their teaching is 
embodied in the writings that have come down to us under the 
name of Clement, entitled The Homilies (extant in Greek), and 
The Recognitions (in the Latin translation of Rufinus and also 
partly in Syriac); which are probably independent abridgements 
of a voluminous book called the Travels of Peter, which was 

1 There is no evidence th&t he used the Gnostic term ' Aeon ' of the Christ. 
2 Cf. the 'Gospel of Peter'. "My power, my power, thou hast deserted me!" 

This is the only dooetic element in the teaching of Cerinthus. 
1 Eus~bius, the determined opponent of' Chili.&sm ', speaka apecially of this (l.c.), 
• See i'tifra p. 68, Note on Chili&sm. 
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current early in the third century.1 This book was of the nature 
of a historical novel composed with a controversial purpose, pro
f~ssing to narrate the circumstances in which Clement became 
t,he travelling companion of the Apostle Peter, and to give an 
account of Peter's teaching. It originated among the sect of 
Elchasaites (Helxaites), who held the book Elchasai (Helxai) t 
sacred. These were probably Essenes of Eastern Palestine, who, 
after the destruction of the Temple and the abolition of the 
system of the Temple services and sacrifices, were brought to re
cognise Jesus as a true prophet, though regarding the idea of his 
divinity as a delusion. With this and other usual notes of 
Ebionism they combined some Essene tenets as to sacrifice and 
repeated purificatory waishings and abstinence from the use of 
flesh and ascetic practices, speculations about angels and a form 
of ' emanation' theory; but they were free from Gnostic notions 
of creation and docetism.3 Most characteristic, perhaps, is their 
conception of the Christ (identical with the Son of God) as the 
eternal Prophet of Truth, who appears from time to time incar
nate in perfect men. By virtue of their inward spirit men are 
akin to the divine, the highest order of existence in the created 
world ; but they have also in them earthly desire, which tends 
to lower them to earth ; and so their state becomes one of 
alienation from God, as the earth-spirit exerts its irresistible 
attraction. Therefore, to save men from utter deterioration 
must the Christ appear in successive incarnations. Wherever 
the idea of man appears perfectly in an individual, there is a 
form of the appearance of Christ-the created idea of man. His 
appearance shews God's image for the age in which it happens. 
Such incarnations were recognized in Adam, Enoch, Noah, 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Jesus. The manifestation in 
Jesus is regarded as the last, after which the Christ has per
manent repose. To his death and resurrection no significance 

1 Hort Judaistic Christianity p. 201. See also D. C.B. Art. 'Clementine 
Literature', and Dorner. 

1 See Hippol. Refut. Ha,,,r. ix 13. They professed to have obtained this book 
from the Seres, a P&rthian tribe (a mythical race like the Hyperboreans of Greek 
legend), who were perfectly pure and therefore perfectly happy, the recipients of & 

revelation which had been first made in the third year of Trajan (100 A.D. ). Helxai 
(Elchasai)-an Aramaic word meaning 'the hidden power' -was both the name of 
the divine messenger, who imparted the revelation, a.nd the title of the book in 
which it was. recorded. The book appears to have been a long time in secret 
circulation before it became known to the orthodox teachers of the Church. 

' See infra p. 75. 
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appears to be attached. His mission has an educational purpose 
only, to exhibit to men a kind of object-lesson. 

Other details of the system represented in the ' Clementine ' 
books (as well as the supposed attack on St Paul under the name of 
Simon Magus and the twisting of 'texts' of Scripture to support 
the views described) call for no further treatment here. It is 
enough to notice that it exhibits "the Judaizing principle, fur
nished with all the means of culture which the age supplied, 
gathering itself for its last stroke", and the failure of Judaism, 
reinforced by ascetic and other speculations selected from vari01,1s 
philosophies, in its attempt to capture Christianity. 

A similar endeavour from another quarter, doomed to like 
failure, comes before us next in Gnosticism. 

CHILIASM 

From the earliest times no doubt the Christian conception of 
salvation centred round two main ideas, one of which was the more 
intellectual or spiritual, and the other the more practical and material. 
The one was based on the conviction that in the person of the Christ 
there was given a full revelation of God-he was the Truth-and so 
salvation consisted essentially in the knowledge of God, as contrasted 
with the errors of heathendom and the defective conceptions of even the 
chosen people; a knowledge which included the gift of eternal life and 
all the privileges and joys of the highest spiritual illumination.1 This is 
obviously an idea which requires for its full appreciation more cultiva
tion of the mind and the spiritual faculties than the masses of men 
possess. More widely attractive was the other idea which saw in salva
tion membership of the glorious kingdom which Christ was about to 
establish on earth on his return, when a new order of things would be 
inaugurated, and for a thousand years his disciples would share the 
blessedness of human life under the happiest conditions. In this con
nexion the highest importance was attached to the doctrine of the 
resurrection of the body.2 This conception of the reign upon earth of 
the Christ differed little from the common Jewish expectation, only the 
kingdom would be composed of Christians instead of the nation of 
Israel: and the Christian hopes in regard to it were largely derived from 
the Jewish apocalyptic writings, as were their conceptions of the fate of 

1 For this idea chief support waa to he got from the Gospel according to St John. 
1 Probably the earliest indication of this is to be found in the case of the 

Thessalonia.ns, some of whom feared that their relations and friends who had already 
died since they became Christians could have no share in the Messianic kingdom 
on earth, 
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the enemies of their Lord and all who rejected his claims.1 The 
imagination pictured, and hopes were fixed on, a fairyland of ease and 
pleasure and delight. This was 'the great inheritance which the 
Gentile Christian communities received from Judaism, along with the 
monotheism assured by revelation and belief in providence ', and though 
it was destined to be gradually dissipated- partly through the anti
judaistic spirit of the Greek and Roman communities, and partly through 
the growth of higher moral and spiritual conceptions-it was for a long 
time enjoyed and tenaciously held in wide and influential circles of 
Christian life. The second coming, in glory, involving the resurrection 
of the dead, judgement of living and dead, was probably deemed immi
nent by the great mass of early Christians, and the hope of it was their 
stay in persecution, and must have greatly aided them to bear their 
sufferings, whether associated with the further belief in the thousand 
years' reign upon earth or not. (It was equally foretold as the first 
coming in dishonour and suffering; cf. Justin .Apol. i 52, and Iren. 
i 10, who distinguishes it as 1rapovula from the first t\EVO"t~.) This 
belief (so far as it was Christian rather than Jewish in origin) was based 
on sayings of Christ such as those in which he speaks of drinking with 
his disciples in his Father's kingdom (Matt. 2629), and promises that 
those who now hunger and thirst shall hereafter be satisfied (Matt. 58), 

and that faithful service shall be rewarded by rule over many cities 
(Luke 1917, 19),-sayings which received a literal material interpretation.2 

And the definite assignment of a thousand years as the extent of the 
duration of the kingdom was made by the author of the Apocalypse 
(201-1°). For a thousand years the devil would be imprisoned, and martyrs 
and all who had not worshipped the beast and were free from hi11 mark 
would come to life a.gain and reign with Christ. This was 'the first 
resurrection', and only these-it appears-would have a share in the 
millennial kingdom, of which apparently Jerusalem' the beloved city' 
was to be the centre. Among earlier writers 8 the belief was held by the 
authors of the Epistle of Barnabas,• the Shepherd, the second Epistle of 
Clement, by Papias, Justin, and by some of the Ebionites, and Cerinthus, 
according to the accounts of the Roman presbyter Caius in his treatise 
against the Montanists, quoted by Eusebius (H.E. iii 28). Of these 
Papias is one of the chief landmarks. Because of his belief in the 
millennium, Eusebius passed a disparaging criticism on his sense : 5 "I 
suppose he got those ideas through a misunderstanding of the apostolic 

1 E.g. theApooalypsesofEsra, Enoch, Ba.ruch, Moses. Cf. theApoca.lypseofPeter. 
1 Aga.inst this interpreta.tion see Origen de Princip. ii 11 § 2. 
1 There is no reference to the millennial belief in Clement of Rome, Ignatius, 

Polycarp, Ta.tian, Athenagoras, Theophilus. But we are not justified in arguing 
from their silence that they did not hold it. 

'Ep, Bam. 4, 16, 'See Euscb. H.E. iii 39. 

4 
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aecountB, not perceiving that the things said by them were spoken 
mystically in figures. For he appears to have been of a very limited 
understanding, as one can see from his discourses." The materialistic 
character of their expectations is illustrated by the famous parable which 
he gives: "The days will come when vines shall grow, each having ten 
thoUBand branches, and in each branch ten thousand twigs, and in each twig 
ten thousand shoots, and in every one of the shoots ten thousand grapes, 
and every grape when pressed will give five-and-twenty measures of wine." 

Justin shewa the belief in exacter form. The Lord, Jesus Christ, 
was to return to Jerusalem, which was to be rebuilt, and there to eat 
and drink with his disciples,1 and the Christian people were to be 
gathered together there and live in happiness with him and with the 
patriarchs and prophets.2 This belief is not regarded by Justin as an 
essential part of the Christian faith (he acknowledges that many genuine 
Christians do not hold it), but he suggests that many who reject it 
reject also the resurrection of the dead (i.e. of the body), which is 
essential For a thousand years the kingdom at Jerusalem would last 
for all believers in Christ, and then would take place the universal and 
eternal resurrection of all together and the judgement.8 In support of 
the belief he cites the prophet Isaiah 4 and the apostle John,5 and 
applies the imagery of the prophet Micah 8 to describe the happiness of 
the time when heaven and earth will be renewed,7 but it will still be 
the same eart.h, and all who have faith set on Christ and know the 
truth expressed in his and his prophets' words will inherit in it eternal 
and imperishable blessings.8 

These hopes were fully shared by Irenaeus (who derived them from 
Papias direct perhaps), 11 Melito,10 Hippolytus,11 Tertullian,12 and 
Lactantius.18 

1 Justin Dial. c. Tryph. 51. 
1 Ibid. 80. This would be the :first resurrection. 
• Ibid. 81. Justin thus recognizes a twofold resurrection, as Irenaeus does. 

Apoc. :u waa so understood. Tertullian seems to teach an immediate resurrection 
of those who are fitted for it, and a deferred resurrection of the more guilty, who 
mnst make amends by a longer course of purification in the under-world. See de 
.A.nima 58, where the suggestive thought is expressed that, as the soul must suffer, 
when disembodied, for the evil done in and by the flesh, so it may have refreshment 
on account of the pious and benevolent thoughts in which the flesh had no part. 
See also de Ru. <Jam, 42, and cf. Robert Browning Rabbi Ben EZTa. 

• Isa. 651M 11• 1 Apoc. 20'"'. 1 Mic. ,p-7 (Dial. 109, 110). 
' Dial. 113. 8 Ibid. 139. 
9 It is Irenaeus to whom we owe the parable of Papias quoted supra (see lren. 

v 33-35). The letter from the Churches of Lugdunum and Vienna also shews 
Chilia.stic ideas (Euseb. H. E. v 1 ff.). 

1o See Polycrates in Euseb. H.E. v 24. u See e.g. in Dan. h- 23, 
11 See esp. adv. Marc. iii and de Ru. Carn. 
11 I,i.t, Dit1. vii§ 11 ff. (esp. § 24). 
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The Gnostics were the first to reject such conceptions (Marcion :re
ferred them to the prompting of the God of the Jews-the only resur• 
rection possible was spiritual, partial here in this world, and in perfection 
hereafter}. The Gnostics were followed by 'Caius' and by Origen, who 
condemns the views as most absurd; 1 but the most formidable assault 
upon Chiliastic teaching was made by Dionysius of .Alexandria in his 
treatise On the Promises, rejecting the apostolic origin of the .Apocalypse, 
which was the strongest support of all Chiliastic ideas. To this work he 
was roused by one Nepos,2 a bishop in the district of A.rsinoe, who in 
the Chiliastic interest had written against the allegorical interpretation 
of the .Apocalypse, insisting that it must be taken literally.8 The opposi
tion of Dionysius seems to have been widely influential and effective in 
banishing all such materialistic expectations from the common faith of 
the Church.~ The .Alexandrian theology made them impossible. By 
the middle of the fourth century they had come to be considered 
heretical, and a final blow was struck by Augustine, who taught that 
the millennium was the present reign of Christ, beginning with the 
Resurrection, 0 and destined to last a thousand years. 

1 See <k Princip. ii 11 § 2. 1 See Euseb. H.E. vii 24. 
• The Refutatwn. of Allegorists-probably aimed at Origen. (Euseb. l.c.) 
'They died ha.rd, however, among the monks of Egypt, as is shewn by the 

surviva.l in Coptic a.nd Ethiopic of rua.terialistio Apoca.lypses which ceased to eirou
l11te elsewhere among Christians. So Ha.mack DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 30. 

5 See e.g. tu Civ. Dei, xx. "Even now the Church is the kingdom of Christ 
••• even now his saints reign with him." At an ea.rlier time Augustine h&d 
conceived of a corporea.l 'first' resmrection of the saints, succeeded by a millennial 
rest upon earth, the delights of it being spiritual enjoyment of the presence of the 
Lord. 



CHAPTER VI 

GENTILE ATTEMPTS AT INTERPRETATION 

Characteristics of Oriental Religious Thought 

THOUGH it was to Jews that the earliest attempts at interpre
tation of the revelation in Christ were committed, and to Jews 
accordingly that the earliest explanations of the person and 
work of Jesus are due, it was not long before the Gentiles came 
in to take their share in the developement of Christian doctrine. 

The first great movement which they originated came rather 
from the East than from the West; for the difference between 
the contemporary religious thought of the East and of the 
West was very marked.1 The most fundamental feature of 
Oriental thought is probably ' the schism and unrest of the 
human mind, in view of the limitations of human nature, with 
uncontrolled longings after the infinite and absorption into God' ;1 

but Hellenism found in the world so much of beauty and of 
pleasure that its aspirations after the unseen were much less 
real. Both bad in view, no doubt, the same end-the unity of 
the divine and the human; but Orientalism sought it by the 
annihilation of the human, while the method pursued by 
Hellenism certainly tended to annihilate the divine. The dis
tinction between the two was not maintained. Characteristic 
of Oriental religions are frequent incarnations (or emanations) 
of God in the most perfect form available, to teach men know
ledge of truth and conduct them to heaven; but all are transi
tory, there is no permanency about them and no true assumption 
of humanity: the human is to be absorbed in the divine. The 
Greeks, on the other hand, began from below; by virtue and 
valour men must for themselves mount up to the heights of 
Olympus and attain to the life divine, becoming as gods-the 
apotheosis of man. The divinity, such as it was, was dis-

1 E.g. Indian and Persian compared with Greek. 
2 N eander Hist. of Dori. vol. i p. 6 (Bohn), cf. (Jhurrih Hist. vol. ii. 

72 
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tributed through the powers of nature, in many gods with 
limitations, Fate-a mysterious power-at the back of all 
(polytheism); or else it was regarded as the soul of the universe, 
diffused through all things, and not to be separated from the 
world, having no existence outside it (pantheism). In either 
case there is no God, as Jews and Christians conceived of God. 

The Problem of Evil 

The distinction between the religious thought of the East 
and of the West is readily seen in the different answers which 
were given to the question of the origin of evil, which was the 
great religious question. For the Jews no answer was provided 
in their sacred writings : they were only taught that the source 
of evil was not matter, that it was not inherent in the visible 
material universe (which God, who made it, saw 'was very 
good') ; they were taught that its essence was the assertion of 
the individual will against the will of God, or selfishness ; and 
that God permitted its existence, being represented even in 
dramatic fashion sometimes as the cause of that which he per
mitted. By the writers of the New Testament no solution of 
the problem was attempted. But the Greek and Oriental 
philosophies had their answers ready. 

The metaphysical schools of Greek philosophy hardly 
grappled with the problem.1 It is the Stoics who represent the 
Greek solution, and their main object was to reconcile the fact 
of the existence of evil with the supposed perfection of the 
universe. The conclusions which they reached are expressed 
in the following theses. The imperfection of the part is neces
sary to the perfection of the whole: some things which appear 
evil are not really evil ; 2 and again, on the other hand, evil is 
necessary to the existence of good, inasmuch as one of two 
contraries cannot exist without the other (so the existence of 

1 The Eleatics assert the dogma that the One alone exists, plurality and change 
have no real heing (cf. the Parmenides). Plato did not elaborate any systematic 
treatment of the question, though apparently regarding matter as the source of 
evil-,-o µ71 b contrasted with 7/, llv (which is iden1ified with TO a-yctll6v, e.g. in the 
Timaeus). This conception was adopted by the Neoplatonists, e.g. Plotinus, and 
influenced Origen and other ChrL~tian thinkers. Aristotle deals with evil simply aa 
a fact of experience, See further Mansel The Gnostic Heresus p. 23. 

t This is illustrated by a S&ying of Seneca (Ep. 85. 30)-Grief (or pain) and 
poverty do not make a man worse ; therefore they are not evils. 
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good connotes the existence of evil, the idea of the one being 
necessary to the idea of the other). These theses, it is 
rightly pointed out,1 are not philosophical explanations of the 
origin of evil in the world, but examinations of the difficulties 
which its existence involves in relation to other facts or doctrines. 
The answer, such as it is, is negative rather than positive: evil 
is an unripe form of good, or the absence of good. It is the 
pantheistic solution, with the mark of somewhat flimsy optimism 2 

on it : the unity of nature is preserved, but the reality of evil 
and of sin is sacrificed.3 It was in keeping with the temper of 
the Greek, who worshipped nature 'naked and not ashamed', 
who was least of all men disposed to look on the gloomy side of 
the visible world, whose feelings opened out to all that was 
bright and beautiful and beneficial in nature.' The Hellenic 
mind was never much impressed by the sense of ·evil ; and con
sequently Hellenic ethics had little influence in the earlier times 
on Christian doctrine. The influence of Hebraism was too strong. 

The religious thought of the East, on the other hand, was 
much more deeply imbued with the sense of evil. Two principal 
theories characteristic of Persian and of Hindoo thought 
respectively stand out. The first is dualistic, based on the 
hypothesis of the existence of two eternal principles of good 
and of evil, between whom an original and perpetual struggle is 
maintained. The second supposes one original existence absol
utely pure, the primitive source of good, from which by con
tinuous descents (emanations) proceed successive degrees of 
lower and less perfect being, a gradual deterioration steadily 
taking place, till the final result is reached in evil, the form of 
being farthest removed from the primitive source of all existence. 

Corresponding to these two theories of existence are two 

1 Mansel l.c. 
1 With it may be compared the position of Shaftesbury as represented by Pope, 

from which easily follows the complete subordination of the individual a.nd the nega
tion of personal religion, the natural transition to atheism-

" Whatever wrong we call 
May, must be, right as relative to all 
Discord is harmony not understood, 
All partial evil universal good." 

• Hebraism, with one perfect God of righteousness outside the world, could 
realize sin. Hellenism, with no idea of perfection about its gods, had no place for 
sin in its thought: to break law, not to live in accordance with nature, was folly, 
not sin. 

' Mansel l. c. 
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different views of evil The first is embodied in the Zoroastrian 
system, according to which the material world was in the first 
place created by the power of good (Ormuzd) in the space 
between light and darkness,-first the heavens, then water, then 
in succession the earth, the trees, cattle, men : and so far all 
was good. But the power of evil (Ahriman) obtained a footing 
upon earth and attempted to counteract the work that bad been 
done by creating animals and plants of a contrary kind, and 
inflicting upon men the evils of hunger, weariness that calls for 
sleep, age, disease, and death, while leading them away from 
their allegiance to the power of good. And so the struggle 
goes on, and man alone bas the power of choosing on which 
side he will fight, and so of partaking of good or evil. 
According to thia (the Persian or dualistic) theory of the uni
verse, matter is the production of a beneficent being and not 
essentially evil ; the source of evil is spiritual, and evil is a 
terrible reality. 

Quite different is the view which follows from the Hindoo 
theory of existence. The highest and truest mode of being is 
pure spirit, and entirely good; the lowest form of being is matter, 
and entirely evil-it is indeed not properly to be called 'being' 
at all : the only reality is spirit, and matter is-to speak ac
curately-a mere appearance and illusion, inasmuch as it lacks 
true being. Yet for practical purposes matter is synonymous 
with evil, and the great aim of all religion is to free men from 
its contamination, even at the coat of their annihilation. 

Oriental Ideas applied to the (Jl,,ristian Revelatim,, 

Matter is essentially evil-this was the dominant principle 
of Oriental religious thought to which its converts to Chris
tianity clung most strenuously, though it was in flagrant opposi- . 
tion to the early Christian tradition. If matter is evil, the 
Supreme God (who is good) cannot have created the world, and 
the Redeemer (who is divine) cannot have come in the flesh. 
The creator of the world, the Demiurge, must be distinct from 
the Supreme God-either an eternal power confronting him or a 
rebellious servant. And the body of Christ was not real, but 
only seemed to be (Docetism) ; and so either the sufferings were 
only apparent, or else the Redeemer who could not suffer was 
separate from the man in whom he appeared. 
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The Gnostics-their Aims e,nd Olass11fration !J 
The 'Gnostics' were thinkers who, starting from Oriental 

principles such as these, and feeling the need of redemption by 
a special divine revelation, believed that Jesus of Nazareth was 
the Redeemer sent to save sinners, and tried to work out this 
belief and these principles into a philosophical theory of the 
universe. It is this conviction of the need of Redemption, and 
the recognition of the person and work of Christ (in however 
perverted a form), which distinguish Gnosticism in all its schools 
as a real attempt at interpretation (i.e. a religious heresy) from a 
mere philosophical extravagance.1 "The time is gone by", wrote 
one of the soundest and soberest of modern scholars,1 " when the 
Gnostic theories could be regarded as the mere ravings of re
ligious lunatics. The problems which taxed the powers of a 
Basilides and a Valentinus are felt to be amongst the most pro
found and difficult which can occupy the human mind ...• 
It is only by the study of Gnostic aberrations that the true 
import of the teaching of Catholic Christianity, in its moral as 
well as in its theological bearings, can be fully appreciated." 
They tried to find answers to such questions as, How can the 
absolute give birth to the relative ? unity to plurality '1 good to 
evil ? There is no doubt that they made ' the first comprehen
sive attempt to construct a philosophy of Christianity', and they 
have even been called the first Christian theologians. 

They were schools of thought in the Church, esoteric philo
sophers, rather than sects, still looking to find in the Gospel 
the key to the enigmas of life, with no wish to withdraw from 
communion ; asking only for freedom of speculation, and finding 
no fault with the popular modes of presenting the Christian 
faith for the people.3 But they drew a distinction between the 
popular simple faith, which was founded on authority and 

1 So Bigg ( Ohristian P[aW11,ist8 of Alem'/ldria p. 28) insists tha.t "the interest, 
the meaning, of Gnosticism rests entirely upon its ethical motive. It WaB a.n attempt, 
a serious attempt, to fa.thorn the dread mystery of sorrow a.nd pain, to answer that 
spectra.I doubt which is mostly crushed down by force-Can the world as we know it 
have been made by God t" He says '' it is a mistake to approach the Gnostica on 
the meta.physical side". 

2 Lightfoot-Preface to Ma.nsel's Gnostic Here8'ies. 
3 Yet at least, when their teaching was repudiated by the official heads of the 

Church, they became rival Churches, and were obviously regarded as competitors 
by their 'orthodox' opponents (cf. Tert. adv. Marc. iv 5). They claimed to ha.ve 
all that the Church had, and more bel!ide& 
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tradition, and the real knowledge-the Gnosis-which they them
selves possessed. The former they regarded as merely the shell of 
the Christian theory of life, while they claimed a secret tradition 
of their own as the basis of the 'Gnosis ', and jealously guarded 
it as a mystery from all but the chosen few. 1 No canons of 
interpretation, no theory of inspiration, had as yet been framed; 
and the open tradition and standards of the Church fell short of 
the aim they set before themselves-the apprehension of the 
spiritual contents of the Gospel in a spiritual manner in relation 
to aspects of life which seemed to be ignored.2 In this way they 
constituted themselves an intellectual aristocracy, for whom alone 
salvation in the full sense of the word was reserved; and they 
were therefore labelled 'Gnostics' (knowing ones) by those who 
were not willing to admit the claim. The label seems to have 
been affixed with little exact discrimination. At all events it 
is used to cover very various forms of teaching, to some of which 
it scarcely applies at all; and no satisfactory classification of the 
Gnostica can be made. A classification may be attempted based 
on two opposing views of the religion of the Jews. By some 
it was regarded as an imperfect preparation for a Christian 
philosophy, which Christianity should complete and so supersede. 
By others it was regarded as a system fundamentally hostile to 
Christianity, which Christianity was to combat and overthrow. 
So Christ was differently regarded by different Gnostic schools as 
coming either to complete an imperfect revelation or to deliver 
the world from bondage to an evil creator and governour; and 
correspondingly diverse views of the Demiurge were held. Another 
classification rests upon a broad distinction that was early 

1 From this point of view they have been called 'the fir.,t Freemasons' rather 
than the first theologians, though a closer analogy might be found in the practice 
of the Greek mysteries. 

' Loofs (pp. 70, 73) distinguishes the chief variations of Gnosticism from (a) the 
Ohristia.n tradition (i.e. the popular creed) and (b} the Christfa.n ecclesiastical philo
sophy. He notes (a.) the separation between the highest God and the Creator of 
the world (sometimes regarded as the God of the Jews in the Old Testament)-the 
emanations or series of aeons-docetic ronception of the person of Christ-cosmical 
origin of evil and corresponding conception of Redemption-abandonment of early 
Christian eschatology; and (b) salvation dependent on secret knowledge, or at least 
the Gnosis has promise of higher bliss than Faith alone can attain-a syncretio 
system in which the Christian elements are overpowered by foreign elements, 
Babylonian and Hellenic, which it continually took to itself in increasing volume~ 
supersession of the genuine apostolic tradition through unlimited allegorical exegesis 
and its secret 'apostolic' tradition. 

For fragments of Gnostic writings see especially Stieren's edition of Irenaeu,, 

4"' 
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noted-a moral difference ; some of the Gnostics being aecetic, 
and some, it was said, licentious. The charge of immorality 
has always been brought against religious opponents in all ages 
and must never be received without examination; but in this 
case it appears to be justified, some of the Gnostics indeed 
making it a principle. If matter was essentially evil and 
antithetical to spirit, and yet man in bis human life could not 
escape from it, two courses in regard to it were open to him. 
He might pursue a policy of rigorous abstinence, aiming at 
freeing his soul as much as possible from bondage to the 
material elements by which it was surrounded, and so of course 
refusing to marry and enthral new souls in the prison of the 
body! and thus he would win by ignoring, till he became 
unconscious of, the body. Or else he might adopt a •superior' 
attitude to all that was material, and abandon all attempts to 
purify the hopelessly corrupt. Deeds of the body could not 
affect the soul-' to the pure all things are pure ' : it was even 
a duty to put the body to shame and set at nought the restric
tions which had been imposed by commands of the malevolent 
being who shut up the souls of men in matter-' Give to the 
flesh the things of the flesh and to the spirit the things of the 
spirit '.1 So they would keep the spirit pure, and triumph over 
the body by putting it to the most licentious uses. 

But none of the classifications suggested 2 ( J udaizing, anti
J udaietic, Hellenizing, ascetic, licentious) are more than partial 
descriptions of these chameleon forms of thought, of which 
neither the history nor the geography can be given,3 older forms 
maintaining themselves side by side with later developements, and 
representative teachers and writers of the most diverse kinds 

J Iren. i 1. 11, 12, .,.a, <TapK1Ka. 'TOIS <TapKIKOtS ica;! 7"a. 'll'llt!Vp.a;nKa. 7"0IS 'lrllfVµa,'T&KOtt 

llrollaoo-9a, >.fyovu,. Of. Clem. Al. Strom. iii 5. 
1 Westcott (Introduction t<J tM Study of tM Gospels eh. iv) pointa out the 

relation of the different Gnostic schools to the different modes of apprehension of 
Christian principles to which the New Testament bears witness. Cerinthus and the 
Ebionites exhibit an exaggeration of the J awish sympathies of Matthew and James; 
the Docetae of the Petrina view represented by Mark (of. Peter's refusal to face the 
poasibility of the sufferings of Christ) ; Marcion of Pauline teaching if pushed to 
extreme consequences; while Valentinus shews the terminology of John if not the 
spirit. 

1 Loofs, p. 71. The greatest mixture of Eastern and Western religious and philo
aophioal thought prevailed in Mesopotamia and Syria ; and it is probable that 
Jewish and Christian conceptions working on this ' syncretic' soil produced in one 
direction the Judaizing heresies which have been lllready considered, and in the 
other these mimifold forms of the Gnosia. Both have the nme birthplace. 
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finding their way to the smaller communities as well as the 
greater centres of intercourse. 

We must be content to take, as examples, particular teachers 
and schools, without examining too closely their origin and 
mutual relations, and to frame, from accounts which are often 
defective and inconsistent with one another, such a statement of 
the case as the evidence allows. 

The Earlier Representatives of Gnostic Oonceptions 

The early Fathers almost unanimously trace the origin of 
Gnosticism to Simon Magus, the chief of the Powers (emanations) 
of God; 1 Hippolytus gives an account of a work attributed to 
him, called ' The Great Announcement ',2 and Menander is named 
as his pupil and successor. So too the Nicolaitans of the 
Apocalypse were usually considered Gnostics,3 and the Gospel 
of St John was supposed to have been written to oppose the 
Gnostic views. Irenaeus cites the saying of St Paul, 'knowledge 
(Gnosis) puffeth up but love edifieth ',4 as a condemnation of the 
Gnosis ; but it is extremely improbable that the word has any 
such associations here or elsewhere in the New Testament, nor 
does the term ' aeon ' occur in the Gnostic sense of ' emanation '.5 

In . the false teaching opposed in the Epistle to the Colossians, 
and perhaps in the Epistles to Timothy, the seeds of something 
like the Gnostic conceptions may be detected,8 but they are 
probably of Jewish rather than ' Gnostic' origin. 

The docetic view of the person of Christ, however, is 
certainly under consideration in the reference in the First Epistle 
of St. John 7 to " Jesus Christ come in flesh " and the condemna
tion of those who do not' confess Jesus'. Such as do not recognize 
the humanity of the divine Redeemer-this is what the expres
sion means-are not 'of God'; nay, they are Antichrist. It is 

1 Aots 89• 18, 1 'H 'A1r6rf,arm µ.e-yd.>..,i-Hippol. &jut. Hadr, vi 9 It 
1 Iren. iii 11. 7, se.y■ they were forerunners of Cerinthus. 
~ 1 Cor. 81, Cf. 139, and contrast 2 Oor, 116• 

• Prob&bly not till its use by Valentinus. Simil&rly 1i'Afip,,,µ.a. (Eph. 121 411) has 
no technical sense, though its use in Col. l19 29 of the totality of the divine 
&ttributes approxima.tes tow&rds the Gnostfo conception. 

s E.g. the higher knowledge, Col. 28• 18, 1 Tim. 620 ; the idea of the Demiurge, 
Col. 111. 11 ; angel-worship, Col. 218 ; asceticism, Col. 220•23 3s-D ; incipient Dooetism, 
Col. 29 ('bodily'); 11nd the evil of m&tter, 2 Tim. 215-is (matter being evil could not 
be etern&l, so the resurrection would be spiritue.l only). 

7 1 John 42• '· Cf. 2 John 7. 
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not enough to acknowledge his divinity; that he was also 'very 
Man' is of the essence of the faith. He who tries to distinguish 
the man Jesus from the Christ is far from the truth.1 

And it is a similar docetic view, which made the human 
nature and the sufferings of the Lord unreal, that roused the 
strenuous opposition of Ignatius.2 " He verily suffered, as also 
he verily raised himself again: not as some unbelievers say, who 
talk of his seeming to suffer, while it is they themselves who 
are the ' seemers '; and as they think, so it shall happen to 
them, body less and spectral as they are." 8 They who would 
make of Christ's humanity nothing but a spectre are themselves 
but spectral men. And again-with a personal appeal to his 
own experiences on his way to martyrdom, which were in vain 
if Christ had not by a real Passion won for men a real salvation 
-he insists "He was really crucified and died ...• Why, if it 
were as some godless ones (that is, unbelievers) assert, who say 
that he only seemed to suffer, while it is they who are the 
' seemers '-Why am I in chains ? "¼ It was indeed as man he 
was made manifest, though he was God.6 He must be recog
nised as one person, though having the twofold experiences of the 
human and the divine natures. " There is one Physician in flesh 
and in spirit (i.e. human and divine), generate and ingenerate (or 
originate and unoriginate), God in man (i.e. in human form) • 
fi11St capable of suffering and then incapable of suffering." 6 

To docetic thinkers the divinity of Christ presented no 

1 1 John 2". 
· t The 'Judaistio' and the 'docetic' heri'sies, which are combated by Ignatius, 

seem to be distinct. In the letter here cited there is no reference to any J udaistio 
form of error. There are only two oases in which there is even apparent conjunction 
of Judaistio and docetio ooncept10ns, and in both it is only apparent, namely, the 
Epistles to the Magnesians a.nd to the Philadolphians. In both cases he passes at 
once from argument against the Judaizen to the snpreme argument which the facts 
of the Gospel history furnish, and in this connexion lays stress on the reality of 
those facts. [ Pkilad. viii to those who said "unless I find it foretold in the Old 
Testament (the 'archives') I do not believe it", he replies "my archives are the 
actual facts" ; and Magn. viii-xi in warning against µ.110,6µ,o.ra Ta. ,ra>.aul. (we 
cannot go back, that would be to confess that we had not got grace under our 
present system,-with which compare St Paul's argument that if salvation can be 
got in the Law, then the death of Christ wa.s gratuitous) he turns them to the 
present. Look at the actual facts, from which our present grace is derived.] If 
there had been docetio teaching in these two Churches it is inconceivable that he 
woold not have expressed himself plainly and strongly in regard to it. As it is, it 
is not the reality of the humanity of the Lord to which he refers, but the reality 
of the Gospel itself-the very facts which speak for themselves. 

1 Smyrn. 2. • Trall. 11, 10. ~ Epk. 18. • Epk. 7. 
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difficulties. It was the humanity (with its close relation to 
matter) that they eould not acknowledge. It was only the 
channel by which be eame into the world. "Jesus", they said, 
"passed through Mary as water through a tube." 1 He was 
'through' or ' by means of ' but not ' of' Mary ; that is to 
say, he derived from her no part of his being. "For just as 
water passes through a pipe without receiving any addition from 
the pipe, so too the Word passed through Mary but was not 
derived from Mary." i The humanity was only the organ of 
revelation, the momentary vehicle for the introduction into the 
world of the eternal truth, and when the end was attained it 
was allowed to perish. Such denial of the fundamental idea of 
the Incarnation naturally aroused the most vigorous opposition 
wherever it was found. 

The first of the heads of schools whose names have come 
down to us is Saturninus (or Saturnilus), a Syrian (of Antioch), 
in the reign of Hadrian (117-138 A.D.). He seems to have 
believed in the malignity of matter and in the existence of an 
active principle of evil God the Father was unknowable, he 
held; without origin, body, or form; and He had never appeared 
to men. He created the angels, and seven of the angels created 
the world and man. The God of the Jews was only one of 
the angels, who kept men under his control ; and Christ came 
to abolish his power and lead men back to the truth. 

Cerdo, also a Syrian, who came to Rome a little later, carried 
out further still the distinction between the God of the Old Testa
ment and the God of the New Testament: the former was 'just' 
and could be known, the latter was 'good' and unknowable.3 It 
was perhaps from Cerdo that Marcion derived his leading thought. 

Marcion and his Followers ![ 

Marcion i is perhaps hardly to be classed with other Gnostics. 
He had no emanation theories and no such extravagant alle-

1 Iren. iii 11. 8. 
2 [OrigenJ Dial. adv. Gnosticos iv p. 121 (Rnfinus v 9). Cf. Tert. de Oarne 

{Jh,risti 20 (Hahn a p. 10) ; Theodoret Ep. 145 (Migne P. G. lxxxiii 1380B). 
1 Views similar to those of Saturninus and Cerdo seem to have been adopted late 

in life by Tatian. Bardesanes, another Syrian, at the end of the second century 
(whose hymns were in nse by the Syrian Christians till the time of Ephraem two 
centnries later), had more in common with Valentiuns. 

• The son of a bishop of Sinope in Pontns (said to have been expelled from the 
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gorizing as they indulged in; and while all the rest regard the 
redemptive work of Christ as consisting in his doctrine, whether 
treated mainly from the theoretic or from the ethical point of 
view, he laid due stress on the Passion and Death, as shewing 
the highest proof of love, and on faith rather than on knowledge. 
In this respect, at least, he was immeasureably nearer the 
Catholic standpoint than they: his interest was predominantly 
soteriological. But he and his followers were commonly reckoned 
Gnostics by their opponents, and the instinct of such men as 
Irenaeus and Tertullian was probably not much in error. It is 
at any rate certain that the dualism of the Gnostics, which was 
always felt to be destructive of all true interpretation of the 
Gospel, was carried out in some respects more thoroughly by 
Marcion than by any others. Starting from the conviction of 
the antagonism between the Law and the Gospel, he could not 
believe them both to have been given by one God : the teaching 
of the God of the J ewe and the teaching of Christ were too 
different for both to have come from the same source; and he 
wrote a book to point out the contradictions between the Old 
Testament and the Gospel. So the practical antagonism to the 
Jewish law, which some of the writings of St Paul exhibited, 
became with him theological too; and he conceived two Gods. 
One was the God of the J ewe, who made this world ; the author 
of evil works, bloodthirsty, changeable-far from perfect, and 
ignorant of the highest things, concerned with his own peculiar 
people only, and keeping them in subjection by means of the Law 
and the terror of breaking it. The other was the God of love 
and of Christ, the creator of the immaterial universe above our 
world. The God of the Jews might be said to be just, inasmuch 
as he carried out scrupulously all the provisions of the Law: 
' An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth '-' Thou shalt 
love him that loveth thee, and hate thine enemy This might 
be just, but it was not good. Goodness was the attribute of 
the God who bade men, if smitten on one cheek, to turn the 
other also, to love their enemies and to pray for their perse
cutors ; and this conception of God was new and peculiar to 
the Gospel of Christ. Things in which evil is found could not 
proceed from the good God, and the Christian dispensation 
could have nothing in common with the Jewish. Most charac-

Church by his own father, but this is probably a libel-Epiph. ad-v. Hrur. xlii 1), 
who oame to Rome in the first half, towards the middle, of the second century. 
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teristic of Marcion was this idea of the absolute newness and 
grandeur of Christianity as separate from all that had gone 
before; and his absolute rejection of Judaism and of all the 
historical circumstances and setting of Christianity. Of evolution 
or developement in religion, of a progress in the self-revelation 
of God adapted to the age, he had no notion. So, naturally, his 
conception of Jesus corresponded to his other theories. Jesus 
appears suddenly on the earth with no preliminary preparation, 
sent down by the Supreme God the Father from the higher 
regions where he dwelt.1 With a material body he could have 
nothing to do, nor with a birth ; 2 but a body in some sense 
capable of suffering he had, assumed for the special purpose of 
his mission-to reveal to men the God of Love and to abrogate 
the law and the prophets 3 and all the works of the God who 
had created and ruled their world. This God-the Demiurge 
-he conquered and cast into hell, but his influence remained, 
and it is against him that the struggle for men still lies. For 
victory in this conflict he urged the need of an ascetic and 
celibate life, that the kingdom of the Demiurge might not be 
increased. The earthly body and its desires must be kept in 
check ; it was doomed in any case to perish ; the soul only 
could attain to blessedness, and the way to it lay through 
virtue. 

The practical character of the Marcionite school no doubt 
contributed largely to its growth. In this and in its opposition 
to Judaism' its strength undoubtedly lay. It could not have 
been on moral grounds that Polycarp professed to recognize 
in Marcion " Satan's firstborn ".6 It is recorded of one of 

1 It is not clear in what relation he held Christ to stand to the Supreme 
God: perhaps he made no distinction between Father and Son-the Supreme God 
Himself appearing without any mediator in the world. (So a kind of Modalism, 
aee infra, p. 97). 

1 The birth and infancy and the genealogy he excised from the only Gospel 
which he admitted (viz. our Gospel according to St Luke amended to harmonize with 
his views). .Against this 'docetic' conception of Marcion see Tertullian iu (Ja,rn,, 
(!kristi, who maintains that Christ was as regards his flesh and body altogether one 
with us (CIYIU)IJ,fflatW and conviscera.tw). 

1 Christ was not the Messiah of whom the prophets conceived. Their Christ wu 
11 warrior king come to save Israel, ours was crucified to save the world. 

• They regarded the Church as still in the chains of the Law-' sunk in 
Judaism'. See Tert. ad'IJ. Marc. i 20-" They say that Marcion by his separation 
between the Law and the Gospel did not so much introduce a new rule of faith as 
restore the old rule when it had been falsified." 

• The tale is told by Irenaeus (iii 8. 4). Marcion had known Polycarp in the 
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Marcion's most distinguished followers 1 that he maintained that 
those who had their hope set on the Crucified would be saved, 
only if they were found doers of good works. His teaching 
proved extraordinarily attractive. Justin declared it was 
diffused through every race of men.2 Tertullian compared the 
Marcionites, who had " churches" with bishops and presbyters 
and songs and martyrs of their own, to swarms of wasps 
building combs in imitation of the bees.3 As well as their 
own churches and organization, they had their own Canon of 
Scripture, based on the conviction that Paul alone had under
stood the teaching of Jesus; ' and some of their alterations and 
corrections exerted a disturbing influence on the text which 
was current outside the Marcionite communities.5 The popul
arity and permanence of the movement (there were Marcionite 
churches in existence till the seventh century) is of great 
significance in the history of the interpretation of the Christian 
revelation, although the interpretation which was championed 
at the time by Justin and Irenaeus and Tertullian prevailed.• 

Oarpocrates and kis Followers 

Another of the ' Gnostics ' who really stands in some 
respects alone is Carpocrates,7 a Platonic philosopher at Alex-

East; but Polycarp passed him when they met at Rome. "Do you not know me f" 
cried Marcion. "I know [you to be) Satan's firstborn" was Polycarp's uncompro
mising answer. 

1 Apelles (with his companion Philumene, a 'prophetess ') - opposed by 
Rhodon (see Euseb. Hist. Eccl. v 13), Hippolytus, and Tertullian (de OarM OhriBti 
6, 8). 

2 Ap. i 26. 
3 Le. the Catholics (Tert. adv. Marc. iv 5). 
'Their Bible had no Old Testament, and only a mntila.ted edition of the Gospel 

according to St Luke and of the ten Epistles of St P&ul (Gal., 1, 2 Cor., Rom., 1, 2 
Thess., Eph., Col., Phm., Phil.}, the Pastoral Epistles being rejected. Marcion's 
own book, the 'A,n8lunr, w&s &!so standard. 

1 See Rendel Harris Codex Bezae, p. 232. 
6 The writings of Irenaeus and Tertullian only &re extant, though Justin 

Dialogue 80 describes the Gnostic schools. Eusebius mentions also works by 
Theophilus of Antioch, Philip of Gortyna, Dionysius of Corinth, Bardesanes, 
Rhodon, and Hippolytus. 

7 Mentioned in the list of Hegesippus (Euseb. H.E. iv 22). Our chief authority is 
Irenaeus i 20; ii 48-H. vol. i pp. 204 If., 369 f.; cf. Clem. Al. Strom. iii 2. Dorner 
calls him 'a religious genius'. A part from the nsual. Gnostic notions of a special 
secret doctrine and of emanations of angels and powers, the lowest of whom had 
created the world, the theory of Carpocrates derived its special character from an 
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andria, early in the second century: the sect which he founded 
being still active at Rome in the time of Irenaeus, who took 
elaborate pains in his refutation of their teaching. In common 
with Marcion he held the view that redemption was only possible 
for him who had the sense to despise Judaism, and that it was 
to be found in escape from the control of the powers who ruled 
the material world. Not through any obedience to their laws, 
but through faith and love would man be saved. Works were 
'indifferent '-having no moral value-good or bad in human 
opinion only; that is to say, the human standard is untrustworthy. 

This antinomianism seems with Carpocrates to have remained 
theoretic, and he inculcated a life of perfect purity (the 
reproach of licentiousness is not supported by the oldest 
sources of information). But his followers carried out the 
principle into practice, and became proverbial for deliberate 
immorality, indulged in without scruple.1 Indeed it was the 
Gnostic's duty to enlarge his experiences of every kind of life 
to the utmost. So taught his son Epiphanes, and the Cain
ites, who got their name from taking the murderer of Abel as 
their hero. They and the Ophites 2 absolutely inverted the 
commonly accepted notions of good and evil, and of the Old 
Testament all through. The creator of the world beiDg regarded 

ada.pt&tion of the Platonic conception of Recollection ('Avcl,uv11<Tu) expressed in the 
great Phaedrus myth (Plato Phaedrua 246 If.}. The souls of men had been carried 
round the immaterial heavens, and in their course had been granted vision of the 
supra.sensual Ideas (Truth, Beauty, Virtue, and the like, as they really, i.e. spiritu. 
ally, exist~ To their recollection of what they then saw, the souls, when joined to 
bodies, ~we all their knowledge of higher than mundane things. Those tl1at are 
able to reach the Ideas receive from above a spiritual ' Power' which renders them 
superior to the powers of the world. Such a power was received by Homer and 
Pythagoras, and Plato and Aristotle, and Peter and Paul, as well as pre-eminently 
by Jesus-the perfect ma.n; and every soul which like Jesus was able to despise 
the powers of the wol'ld would receive the same power. With this conception went 
also that of Transmigration of souls :-he who has lived in perfect pmity goes on 
death to God; but all other souls must expiate their faults by passing successively 
into various bodies, till at last they are saved and reach communion with God. 

1 See p. 78 supra. 
2 Ophiani (Clem., Orig.), Ophitai (Hippol., Epiph.}-i.t. worshippers of the 

serpent; or Naassenes (the Hebrew form of the same word) (see Iren. i 28. 3-H. 
vol. i p. 232). Hippolytus says they were the first to assume the name 'Gnostics ', 
asserting that they alone knew the deep tliings (v 6). No names of individuals 
are recorded. The use of the serpent 11.s II religious emblem (a relic of Totemism) 
wu.s common in countries which were specially receptive of Gnosticism (e.g. among 
the l'hoenicians e.ud Egyptians). The serpent represented the vital principle of 
nature ; and the figure of II circle with a snake in the middle (like the Greek letter 
8) symbolized the world. It was 111id that the Ophites allowed tame snakes to 
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as an evil power, acting in hostility to the Supreme God, the 
Fall became the emancipation of man from the authority of a 
malevolent being: the serpent was the symbol of true wisdom 
and freedom, wishing to be man's friend against the jealous 
Jehovah; and so the usual reading of the Old Testament was 
reversed-the bad characters becoming good, oppressed by the 
servants of Jehovah. 

Of sects with these general principles there were many 
varieties and degrees. In principle probably, and in practice 
certainly, they are the furthest removed of all the Gnostic 
schools from the Catholic view of the purport of the Christian 
revelation, and exhibit the greatest admixture of foreign ele
ments.1 

TM &kool of Basilules 

For the finest representatives of the Gnostic philosophy of 
life we must turn to v~ry different men-Basilides and Valen
tinus. 

Basilides was probably of Syrian origin, but taught at 
Alexandria in the second quarter of the second century. Of 
his system very different accounts are given : 2 for the present 
the following may be taken as a general description. 

The Supreme God, the unbegotten Father, could only be 
described by negations. To reach to knowledge of Him it was 
necessary to ascend through a long series of grades of spiritual 
being which had emanated from Him. Of these the highest 
-the first emanations from Him-were a group of eight (the 
first Ogdoad), comprising in descending order Mind (or Reason 

crawl about and 'sanctify' the Eucharistic bread ; and their teaching and actions 
no doubt encouraged the belief of the heathen in the tales of debauchery practised 
at the Christian love-feasts. 

1 One of the chief Gnostic works that is extant seems to belong to this Ophite 
school (though there are in it no signs of its inimoral practices). It is entitled 
Pistil! S<phia, i.e. Sophia penitent and believing, and is extant in a Coptic version, 
though incomplete. It is thought to have been written originally in Greek 
c. 200 A.D. The work is composed in the form of a dialogue in which the 
disciples, male and female, put questions to Jesus and elicit answere giving ex
pression to Gnostic conceptions. There is a Latin translation by Schwartze, and 
an English translation published by the Theosophical Publishing Society. 

'The Basilides of Irenaeus is described as an emanationist and dualist; the 
Basilides of Hippolytus as an evolutionist and pantheist (Stoic and monistic). So 
Bigg (p. 27) says the aeons have no place at all in his system, following the 
account of Hippolytus &fut. Haer. His teaching was probably understood, or 
developed by his followers, in different ways. 
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in itself), Reason or Word or Speech (the expression of Mind), 
Understanding (or practical Wisdom), Wisdom, Power, Virtues, 
Chiefs, and A.ngels.1 These made or comprised the first heaven, 
the highest region or grade in the spiritual world; and from 
them as source proceeded, in succession, each in turn from the 
one immediately preceding it, a series of emanations and 
heavens. till there were in all no fewer than three hundred and 
sixty-five gradations of spiritual being.2 The lowest of these 
heavens is the one which is seen by us. Its angels made and 
rule the terrestrial world we know. Their chief is the God of 
the Jews (the Ruler), who wished to make all nations subject 
to his, but the other heavenly powers arrayed themselves 
against him, as the other nations arrayed themselves against his 
nation. But for the redemption of man there was needed the 
entrance of some superior power from the higher worlds into 
the lower terrestrial world; and the Father, seized with com
passion, sent forth his first-born 'Mind' (the first of the 
emanations), who is Christ, to deliver all who believe in him 
from the powers that rule the world. He appeared in human 
form, uniting himself with the man Jesus at his baptism: the 
man Jesus not being the Redeemer, but merely the instrument 
selected by the redeeming God for the purpose of revealing 
himself to men. It was only in appearance that he was sub
jected to death upon the Cross, and those who believe in the 
Crucified One are still under the dominion of the rulers of the 
world. The body must needs perish, the soul only is immortal; 
and for this reason Christ suffered his bodily nature to perii:111 
and be resolved into formlessness, while the constituents of the 
higher nature ascended to their own region.3 So all who are 
capable of redemption are gradually illuminated by the divine 
light of knowledge, and purified, and enabled to ascend on high : 
and when all who are capable are redeemed the rest will be 
involved in utter ignorance of all that is above them, so that 
they have no sense of deficiency or of unsatisfied desire, and 
thus the restoration of all things will be effected. The ethical 

1 Novs, Altyos, if>pOY1J<ns, !.o<f,la, A6vaµ,,s, 'A.pETal. 
t The whole spiritual world, the totality of spiritual existence, is thus expressed 

by the mystical watchword ofwn found on Gnostic gems, ' Abraxas' (the Sun
God), which stands for 365 according to the Greek reckoning by letters of the 
&lphabet (a=l, /j=2, p=l00, f=60, s=200). 

1 It wu also said that he did not suffer himself to be crucified, but substituted 
Simon of Cyrene in his stead, 
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work of man is the extirpation of all traces of the low grade of 
life which cling to him, as appendages which mnst be torn away.1 

The strength and the weakness of the system of Basilides 
has been well appraised when it is said that of all the Gnostic 
systems it "least recognizes any break or distinction between 
the Christian revelation and the other religions of the world. 
His leading thought is the continuity of the world's develop
ment-its gradual purification and enlightenment by a pro
gressive series of movements succeeding one another by a 
fixed law of evolution. But while the system thus gains in 
philosophical unity, it loses in moral and religious significance. 
No place is left for the special providence of God, nor for the 
freewill of man: there is almost a Stoical pantheism, quite a 
Stoical fatalism .... The Supreme God is impersonal, capable 
of no religious relation to man, introduced ... to give the first 
impulse to the mechanical movement of the world's self
developement. . . . As he is elevated to the position of an 
absolute first principle, he is stripped of the attributes which 
alone can make him the object of moral obedience or religious 
worship." 1 

The V alentinians 

Similar to the teaching of Basilides, at least in many of its 
chief conceptions, was the system of Valentinus,8 who lived at 
Alexandria and in Cyprus till towards the middle of the 
second century he came to Rome, and only late in his life, it 
is said, seceded from the Church. His system seems to have 
been the most comprehensive and the most eclectic of all, but 
three leading ideas may be detected. From Plato comes the 
conception that the higher existences of the terrestrial world 
have their superior and real counterparts in the celestial 
world, the earthly shadows only imperfectly reflecting the 
ideal substances. From the pantheistic philosophy of India 

1 So Isidorus, the son of Basili<les, if not Basiiides himself. 
1 M1msel Gnostic Heresies p. 165. 
1 Of the Valcntinian school there are some literary remains. His disciple 

Heracleon is the earliest commentator on the gospels,-fra.gments of his work on 
St John's Gospel are extant (see the edition of .A. E. Brooke Texts and Studi& vol. i 
no. 4). .A letter by Ptolemaeus, another disciple, who roused tho opposition of 
Irenaens, is given by Epiphanins (adv. Haer. xxxiii 3-7); and also an extract from 
an anonymous work (ibid. xxxi 6, 6). Fragments from Valentinus are in Clem. 
Strom. ii 8, 20 ; iii 7, 13 ; vi 6 ; and Hippolytus vi 29-37. lrenaeua gives a 
det&iled account of the system {i 1-21) and a. criticism of it (ii). 
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he derived the thought that the origin of material existence 
was due to an error or fall or degradation of some higher mode 
of being-a transient blot on the perfection of the absolute. 
This thought he nevertheless combined with the belief derived 
from Judaism that the creation of the world was to be 
attributed to the wisdom of God, regarded nearly as a separate 
personality as in the later writings of the Jews. 

The term 'aeons ' seems to have been used first by Valentinus 
to denote the personifications of the divine attributes,1 which all 
together formed the whole spiritual world to which the name 
Pler&ma was given (the totality of spiritual functions and life
ideal being). Of these aeons, thirty in all, there were three 
orders; the first of eight, the second of ten, the third of twelve. 
They proceeded always in pairs,2 male and female; the first pair 
in each successive order from the lowest pair in the order 
above it. The first order, the Ogdoad, represent the original 
existence of the Divine Being, in his absolute nature, inscrutable 
and unspeakable, and in bis relative nature, manifesting him
self in operation. The second order, the Decad, represent the 
action of the Deity through bis attributes in the formation of a 
world-ideal, primary, and immaterial. The third order, the 
Dodecad, represent the divine operations in nature or grace. 
All these are of course supra-sensual, immaterial, ideal: the 
spiritual types and patterns and realities,8 as it were, of any
thing that afterwards came within the range of human experi
ence. In this way all existence is conceived as having its 

1 AICwn, probably from Plato's use of the singular 'aeon' to express the ever
present form of the divine existence prior to time,-so applied by Valentinus to 
the manifestations of this existence, 

1 Each of these pairs is the consort (o-vti,yos) of the other. Their names are as 
follows. The Ogdoad.-!'App11rot (or Bu06s or 1Iar11p a')'i••,iros) and l:<')''1 (or'E•vo,ct 
or Xd.p,s); Noiis (or IIctT'lP or MoPO')'<v-rys) and 'A11.,j0e,ct (forruing together the highest 
tetrad, from which proceeds a second tetrad) ; Ab-yos and Zw'l ; • AvOpwros and 
'EKKA?JO"lct [the ideal man, the most perfect expression of the divine thought, is the 
Gnostic spiritual man, separated from the rest as the Church {the ideal society) 
is from the world]. The Decad-BuO,os and Mlf,s; 'Ayf/pctTos and "E,wou; AOTo
,PU')S and 'H8ov'1 ; 'A,clv,iros and l:,/-yKpcto-1s; MovO')'<v11s and MctKctplct. The Do
decad-1Ictpd.KA1)TOS and IIlo-r,s; Ilctrp11<01 and 'E\rts; M11Tp<Kos and 'A')'&..,,..,,; 
Alw•tos and l:uveo-11 ; 'EKKA170-,cto-nds and M<iKctp16r.,,1, 0<A1jTOS and "I-orf,la. The term 
Bv861 (the abyss) for the first great cause, expresses the infinite fulne5s of life, 
the ideal, where the spirit is lost in contemplation, See lrenaeus, i 1. l (Epiph. 
adv. Haer. xxxi) ; of. Tert. adv. Valent. 

1 It is in connexion with this conception, with special reference to the idea 
that the crucifixion under Pontius Pilate was only of the animal and fleshly 
Christ-a delineation of what the higher Christ had experienced in the higher, 
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origin in the self-limitation of the Infinite, and it is of supreme 
importance that each form of being should remain within the 
limits of its own individuality, keeping its proper place in 
the evolution of life. This principle is personified in Horos 
(Boundary), the genius of limitation, who fixes the bounds of 
individual existence and carefully guards them against dis
turbance. Even in the spiritual world this function bad to 
be exercised, for there too there was in idea an archetype of 
the fall and redemption of the world. Of all the aeons one 
only was, by the will of the Supreme, cognisant of his nature 
-Mind, the first of the pair which proceeded immediately 
from him. In the others arose a desire for the knowledge 
which Mind alone enjoyed, and in the youngest of all the 
aeons, Sophia (Wisdom), this desire became a passion. Then 
Horos came, to fulfil his function, and convinced her that the 
Father was incomprehensible by her; and so she recognized her 
limitations and abandoned her design. And in order to prevent 
any recurrence of the kind a new pair of aeons issued from 
Mind, Christus and the Holy Spirit, who conveyed the same 
truth to all the aeons, and they then combined to produce a 
new aeon-Christ, ' the most perfect beauty and constellation of 
the Plerom.a '. This is the prototype of the process of redemp
tion in the world. 

The design which Sophia abandoned was itself personified 
and banished to the region outside the Pleroma (or spiritual 
world), which is styled the Kenoma (the region void of spiritual 
being). As the result of this fall of the lower Sophia ( or Acha
moth) in some way or other 1 life is imparted to matter, and 
the Demiurge (Jaldabaoth) who creates the lower world we 
know is formed, and the first man Adam. In man is deposited, 
through the agency of Achamoth, a spiritual seed, and it is to 
redeem. this spiritual element and draw it back to its proper 
spiritual home that the last emanation from the aeons, the 
Christ, by his own wish and with their consent, assumes a 
spiritmal body I and descends from the Pleroma. As Saviour he 

the real, world-that Tertullian styles them Christians in imagination rather than 
in reality. "Ita omnia in imagines urgent, plane et ipsi imagina.rii Christiani" 
(adv. Valent. 27; cf. Ignatius loc. cit. supra). 

1 The accounts differ in details. All that is clear is that -Ii Kfrw r:rorf,fo., as having 
been in the Pleroma, has in her something of the spiritual or real existence, and 
therefore imparts to the matter into which she falls the seed of life. 

1 This is what was visible in Jesus. .According to Irenaeus (i 1. 18-H. vol. i p. 
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awakes the soul of men out of sleep and fans into flame the 
spiritual spark within them by virtue of the perfect knowledge 
he communicates ; and, as the consort of Achamoth, by the sign 
of the cross leads back the souls that he reseues out of the 
power of the Demi.urge into the region of spiritual life. And 
so there is a restoration of the heavenly element in the human 
frame struggling to return to its native place, and the material 
part is dissolved. But it is not all men who are capable of 
such redemption. By Valentinus the nature of man was con
ceived as threefold: the bodily part (itself twofold, one subtle, 
hylic, and one gross, earthy), the soul derived from the Demiurge, 
and the spirit derived from Acbamoth. And men themselves 
fell into three classes according as one or other of these elements 
prevailed. The spiritual were only a select few from among men, 
and they were certain of salvation; the bodily were incapable 
of salvation; the others, forming an intermediate class between 
the two extremes, might either rise to the higher or sink to the 
lower lot. By the introduction of this middle class Valentinus 
intended no doubt to soften the hardness of the line of demar
cation between the Gnostic and all other men. But the principle 
remained the same, and the general feeling in regard to it was 
fairly expressed by Irenaeus 1 when he declared that it was 
"better and more expedient for men to be iguorant and of little 
learning, and to draw near to God through love, than to think 
themselves very learned and experienced and be found blas
phemers against their Lord ".'I. 

The Influence of Gnosticism on the Developement of Christian 
Doctrine 

It is not easy to compute exactly the influence of Gnosticism 
on the developement of Christian doctrine. It is certain that its 

61) the nature of Christ, a.a conceived by Valentinus, was fourfold: (1) a ,,,.,.,;;µa. 
or spiritual principle (such as was derived from Acha.moth); {2) a ,j111x1/ or animal 
soul derived from the Demiurge; (3) a 'heavenly' body, formed by a special 
dispensation, visible, tangible, pa.ssible, not of the substance of the Virgin-who 
was only the channel by which it came into the world; (4) the pre-existent Saviour 
who descended in the form of a dove at the Baptism and withdrew with the spiritual 
principle before the Crucifixion, (There was thus no real humanity or body ; it was 

only apparent, docetic.) 
1 lren. ii 39-H. vol. i p. 345. 
1 Of the school of Valentinus was Theodotus, whose writings were well 

known to Clement. See th• Krarpta ea: Scriptu ThMdoti (extracts made perhapa 
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triumph would have meant the overthrow of Christianity as a 
historical religion and the disruption and ruin of the Church. 
It is said that its influence was almost entirely negative-in 
that it discredited Dualism and the negation of the human free 
will and Old Testament criticism, and by its appeal to apostolic 
writings and tradition which were not genuine occasioned the 
formal establishment of genuine apostolic standards in the 
Church.1 If, however, it is difficult to point to any definite 
positive influence of Gnostic thought on the developement of the 
doctrine of the Church (which had, of course, begun and went 
on independently); it seems probable that it played an im
portant part in rousing or stimulating interest in Christianity, 
as not only the practical way of salvation but also the truth and 
the way of knowledge in its widest sense ; and that it did much 
to introduce studies, literature, and art into the Christian Church,2 

and to force the great teachers to shew that in Christianity was 
contained the essence of all the truth there was in the pre
Christian religions.3 

To this end, at any rate, some of the greatest devoted their 
energy, and in the working out of the doctrine of the Divine Logos,' 
and of his Incarnation in Jesus Christ, there was found-as a sub
stitute for the wild conceptions of the Gnostics-the expression 
which seemed to the more philosophical and cultured Christians 
to satisfy the unique conditions of the Gospel revelation.6 

But there were other difficulties in the way of the accept
ance of the Logos doctrine, and strong currents of thought and 

by Clement for his own use) ; Migne P.G. ix pp. 653-698. An account of his 
system in Bigg l.c. p. 31 ff. 

1 E.g. Loofs, p. 73. 
2 See King Gnostic Gema. So Dorner Person of (Jkrut Eng. tr. vol. i p. 254 

writes "hardly any one could wish that the Church might have escaped the Gnostic 
storms". 

8 See Harnack's account of the results-DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 317. 
'Before Gnosticism the term Logos (of. St John's Gospel) seems to have been little 

used and taken rather in the sense of Reason. Christ was more commonly spoken of 
in this connexion as the Wisdom (cf. 1 Cor. l24, Col. 28, Matt. 1419, Luke 1815 11411). 

1 Domer (i p. 252) points out the witness both of Ebionism and of Gnosticism 
to the Christological conceptions of the early Church. Ebionism asserted that the 
genuine Church truth held only the humanity of Christ. This clearly shews that 
the humanity was universally acknowledged-otherwise Ebionism could not, in 
laying streas on this, have claimed a Christian character. Gnosticism, on the other 
hand, proposed to find the deeper meaning of Christianity by emphasizing the higher 
element in Christ. This presupposes that the Church recognized this element, bni 
did not give it adequate expression from attaching weight also to the humanity. 
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feeling to be stemmed before the haven of agreement could be 
reached. 

MANICHEISM 

Manicheism was a school of thought in some of its chief features 
closely akin to Gnosticism, aiming at similar ends; but it is not easy to 
give in short compass a satisfactory account of it. A few notes on its 
connexion with the history of Christian doctrine must suffice. 

(1) The source of nearly all Christian accounts is the Acta Arch~lai, 
which professes to report dialogues between Manes and Archelaus (a 
Bishop of Carchar in Mesopotamia) in the reign of Probus (supposed to 
have been composed in Syriac and translated into Greek, but probably 
spurious and composed in Greek in the fourth century-now extant in 
a Latin translation from the Greek, long fragments of which are quoted 
by Epiphanius adv. Haer. !xvi 6, 25-31; cf. Cyril Cat. vi 27 ff.). More 
is to be learnt from Titus, Bishop of Bostra, in Arabia (c. 362-370), who 
wrote four books against the Manichaeans (the first two of which are 
extant in Greek, and all in a Syriac translation). He derived his infor
mation from a book of a follower of Manes, but softened down the 
doctrines so as not to give offence, and thereby opened the way to mis
understanding. But most trustworthy is the testimony of Mohammedan 
hfatorians of later times (ninth to twelfth centuries), who had better 
opportunities of information about the literature (Babylon having been 
the birthplace and remaining the centre of the movement till the 
tenth century, the head of the sect residing there), while they had 
no polemical purpose, being led to their investigations by a genuine 
scientific curiosity. For the form which Manicheism assumed in the 
West the w~rks of Augustine on the system are the chief authority.!f 

{2) Manes was born about 215 at Ctesiphon, whither his father had 
moved from Ecbatana. Originally an idolater, he had joined the sect 
of 'Ablutioners' (who also laid special stress on vegetarianism and 
abstinence from wine), and Manes was brought up in this sect, and it.a 
essentially ascetic character was the chief mark of the hybrid type of 
religion which he conceived. He first came forward as a teacher at a 
great festival in March 242, and preached for years in the East of 
Babylonia, and in India and China, obtaining favour in high quarters 
-from officers of state and the king himself. :But between 273 and 
276, through the hostility of the Magi, he was put to death as a 
heretic, and flayed, and his head was set up over a gate still known by 
his name in the eleventh century 

(3) The religion was essentially dualistic, based on the contrast 
between light and darkness, good and evil, conceived in poetical form 
(as was usual in the East) as a struggle between personal agents, 
and elaborated in a manner somewhat similar to that of the Gnostic 
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cosmologies. No distinction was drawn between the physical and the 
ethical, and thus "religious knowledge could be nothing but the know
ledge of nature and its elements, and redemption consisted exclusively 
in a physical deliverance of the fractions of light from darkness .•. 
Ethics became a doctrine of abstinence from all elements arising from 
the realm of darkness" (Harnack). The powers of darkness or evil 
sought to bind men (who always had some share of light) to themselves 
through sensuous attractions, error, and false religions (especially that of 
Moses and the prophets); while the spirits of light were always trying 
to recall to its source the light which was in men, by giving them the 
true gnosis as to nature-through prophets and preachers of the truth, 
such as .Adam, Noah, Abraham, Zoroaster, Buddha, Jesus (in some form), 
and Manes himself-who was held to be the last and greatest prophet, 
the guide, the ambassador of light, the Paraclete, by whose instrument
ality the separation of light from darkness is accomplished. Practical 
religion thus became a rigorous asceticism, abstaining from all sensuous 
enjoyment (the three seals, the ,ignaculum oris, manus, et sinus-the 
mouth, the hand, the breast-symbolized the complete abstinence from 
everything containing elements of darkness), practising constant fasts (in 
all about a quarter of the year) and ablutions and prayers four times a day. 
Such an asceticism, however, was only possible for comparatively few, 
and a twofold moral standard was permitted, only the • perfect' 
Manichaeans-the elect-fulfilling these strict rules, while the lower 
class of secular Manichaeans, catechumens or hearers (auditores), were 
only required to avoid idolatry, witchcraft, and sensual vices, and to 
kill no living creature. Worship consisted exclusively of prayers and 
hymns; they had no temples, altars, or images. 

(4) To the difficult question why Manicheism spread so far and 
wide, Harnack gives the answer that its strength was due to the combi
nation of ancient mythology and a vivid materialistic dualism with an 
extremely simple spiritual cultus and a strict morality-supplemented 
by the personality of the founder. It retained the mythologies of 
the Semitic nature-religions, but substituted a spiritual worship and a 
strict morality. It offered revelation, redemption, moral virtue, and im
mortality and spiritual blessings, on the ground of nature-religion; 
while the learned and the ignorant, the enthusiast and the man of the 
world, could all find a welcome. .And it presented a simple-apparently 
profound and yet easy-solution of the pressing problem of good and 
evil. 

(5) Why it should have gained recruits among Christians is a 
further question. To Western Christians there were great obstacles in 
the foreign language and the secret script in which the books were 
written, and they must have derived their knowledge from oral sources. 
Manes himself seems to have been very little influenced by Christianity; 
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as presented by the Church he must have regarded it as full of errors, 
but he probably drew from the forms it had assumed among the followers 
of Bardesanes and Marcion. His system had points of contact with 
the ancient Babylonian religion-one of the sources of all the gnosis of 
Western Asia, transformed by Christian and Persian elements into a 
philosophy of the world and of life (Buddhism seems to have made no 
contributions). The doctrine of the Incarnation was rejected; yet the 
Western Manichaeans succeeded in giving the system a kind of Christian 
colour, while retaining its rigid physical Dualism, its rationalizing 
character, and its repudiation of the Old Testament. At its first 
appearance in the Roman Empire it was probably as a sect originating in 
Persia, an inveterate enemy and object of fear to the Roman government, 
that it was denounced by an edict of Diocletia.n, e. 287 or 308. Eusebius 
knew little about them, but by the middle of the fourth century they 
had spread widely in the empire, particularly among the monks and 
clergy of Egypt and North Africa. Owing to their principle of mystical 
acceptance and interpretation of orthodox language, they could hold the 
position of Christian bishops or conform outwardly to Mohammedan 
rites. Besides the distinction between Electi and AuditoretJ there was 
a carefully graduated hierarchy of travelling missionaries, deacons, 
presbyters, seventy-two bishops, and twelve apostles-with a thirteenth 
(or one of the twelve) representing Manes as head of all. Severe 
laws against them were promulgated by Valentinian (372) and Theodosius 
(381 ), but they were very active in the time of Augustine, who was for 
nine years an auditor. They also reached Spain and Gaul, through 
Dacia, along the highroad to North Italy (they were feared and 
denounced as pseudo-eulesia by Niceta of Remesiana + e. 414-see his 
'Sermon on the Creed' Migne P.L. Iii. p. 871); and at Rome 
itself their doctrines had a large following. Active measures against 
them were taken by Leo, supported by the civil power, and edicts of 
Valentinian m and Justinian made banishment, and even death, the 
penalty. Yet Manicheism lasted till far on into the Middle Ages in 
East and West. [See D. C.B. Art. 'Manichaeans ', and Harnack DG. 
Eng. tr. vol. iii p. 316 ff. I am also indebted to a lecture by .hot. 
Bevan.] !I 



CHAPTER VII 

ATTEMPTS TO MAINTAIN, ON ' MONARCHIAN' LINES, ALIKE THE 

ONENESS AND SOLE RuLE OF Gon AND THE D1vrn11'Y Oil' 

CHRIST 

MONAROHIANISM 

IT was in conflict with Monarchianism that the doctrine of the 
Logos (and of the Trinity) was developed. Against Gnosticism, 
with its number of 'aeons' intermediate between God and 
Creation, the champions of the primitive Christian faith in the 
second century were driven to insist on the sole and independent 
and absolute existence and being and rule of God. " On the 
Monarchy of God " was the title of a treatise written at this 
time, it is said, by Irenaeus to a presbyter of Rome, Florinus, who 
had been led to Gnostic views. One God there was, and one God 
only, who made and rules the world, and Christians could recog
nize none other gods but Him : and it was possible to hold this 
belief without believing that this one God was the maker 
of evil.1 

So, in origin, Monarchianism was an ' orthodox ' reaction to 
an earlier tradition. But it was soon turned against the orthodox 
themselves.2 

The doctrine of the divinity of Christ, accepted at first with
out precision of statement by the consciousness of Christians, 
when subjected to closer logical examination, seemed to be 
irreconcileable with the belief in the unity of God, and so to 
endanger the dominant principle that God is One. Many who 

1 The full title of ths treatise is given by Eusebius H.E. v 20, 'Concerning 
Monarchia, or that God is not the Author of Evil Things•. It is clear (though 
Eusebius misunderstood the difficulty of Florinus) that lrenaeus wrote to shew that 
the belief in a single first principle did not necessarily lead to the conclusion that 
evil was His work. 

1 So Tertullian adv. Praz. l says that the Devil, who vies with the truth in 
various ways, makes himself the champion of the doctrine that God is One, in order 
to manufacture heresy out of the word 'one'. 

IHI 
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differed in other waye agreed in their dread of undermining this 
belief. Tertullian describes them as "simple folk (not to call 
them shortsighted and ignorant) of whom the majority of believers 
is always composed", who "since the very Creed itself brings 
them over from the many gods of the world to the one true 
God, not understanding that He is to be believed as one, but in 
connexion with His own ' economy', are afraid of the divine 
' economy '.1 And so they keep saying that two-yea, three
gods are preached by us, while they themselves profess to be 
worshippers of the one God. We hold fast, they say, to the 
Monarchy". So Hippolytus described Zephyrinus, on account of 
similar fears, as "an ignorant man inexperienced in the defini
tions of the Church " ; and Origen wrote of the matter as one 
" which disturbed many who, while they boasted of their devotion 
to God, were anxious to guard against the confession of two 
gods ".1 Such men accordingly were called' Mon.archians ', and 
during the third century the Church had to devote itself to the 
attempt to attain a true conception of God, consistent with the 
unity of His being, and yet with the divinity of Christ. 

To Monarchians two alternatives were open. They might 
:lefend the monarchy by denying the full divinity of Christ, or 
reducing it to a quality or force: or else they might maintain 
the divinity to the full, but deny it any individual existence 
apart from God the Father. So we find two classes of Monarchians, 
akin respectively to the Ebionites and to the Gnostics. The one 
class (rationalist or dynamic Monarchians 3) resolved the divinity 
of Christ into a mere power bestowed on him by God, while 
admitting his supernatural generation by the Holy Spirit, and 
regarded Jesus as attaining the status of Son of God rather than 
by essential nature being divine. Of such were the Alogi, 
Theodotus, Artemon, and Paul of Samosata. The other class, 
merging the divinity of Christ into the essence of the Father, 
recognized no independent personality of Christ, regarding the 
Incarnation as a mode of the existence or manifestation of the 
Father. To this class belong Praxeas, N oetus, Callistus, Beryllus, 
and Sabellius. They are known as 'Patripassians' (see infra 

1 ol1<ovoµl«-the providential ordering and government of the world, so the plan 
or system of revelation, so especially the !nc&rnation. Tert. adv. Pr=. 3. 

2 Origen on John 22• 
1 Harnack labels them 'Adoptionist ', but the title does not seem to be specia.lly 

appropriate to them, and it belongs peculia.rly and by common consent to a mode of 
thought of later date. !f · 
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p. 10 3 n. 2), or Sabellians (from the chief exponent of the system 
in its most developed form), or 'modalistic' Monarchiana, 

THE A.LO01 

The earliest representatives of these Monarchians seem to 
have been the 'Alogi ', so called because they rejected not the 
Logos doctrine altogether, but the Gospel of St John, which was 
its strongest apostolic witness. They believed Cerinthus to have 
been the author of it, and based their doctrine on the Synoptic 
Gospels only, accepting the supernatural birth, and in some 
sense the divinity, but not the developed Logos doctrine, nor the 
doctrine of the Holy Spirit. They did not, probably, admit 
distinctions within the Godhead; such deity as resided in Christ 
being the deity of the Father, pre-existent therefore, and 
brought into peculiar union with the man Jesus, but whether in 
that union remaining personal or being a mere force seems not 
to be determined. And so the Alogi were possibly the point of 
departure for both forms of Monarchian thought ; but very little 
is known about them, and it is not clear that they ever existed 
as a definite sect at all.1 !] 

(a) 'DYNAMIC' MONARCHIANISH 

The Tlieodoti,a,ns 

Theodotus, the first representative of the dynamic Monarch
ians whose name is recorded, was described by Epiphanius as an 
'offshoot of the heresy of the Alogi ', and by the author of the 
Little Labyrinth as 'the captain and father of this God-denying 
heresy'. In common with the Alogi he laid most stress on the 
reality of the human nature and life of Christ and the Synoptists' 
record, and while refusing the title God to him believed he was 
at baptism endowed with superhuman power.2 He was a 

1 'Alogi' is a nickname coined by Epiphanius adv. Haer. Ii. It is uncertain 
from what source he derived his inform&tion about this school of thinkers, and it is 
possible that, with his love for rigid classification, he is mistaken in representing 
them as a definite sect. But Irenaeus adv. Haer. iii 11, H. ii p. 51 (misunderstood 
by Harvey of the Montanists) seems to justify his account in this respect. 

2 He is said by Tertullian de Praes!YI', 53 to have regarded Christ as a mere man, 
though born of the Virgin. Bnt neither he nor any of the school really held Christ 
to be an ordinary man. Their creed was probably: JesUB miraculously born, 
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leather-seller of Byzantium who came to Rome, and was excom
municated by the Bishop Victor (c. 195), himself a 'modalist'. 

The same views were held by a second Theodotus, a banker 
at Rome, a student of the Peripatetic philosophy and a critic 
and interpreter of Scripture 1 in the time of Zephyrinus 
(199-217). 

The Theodotians regarded the Logos as identical with the 
Father, having no personal existence of bis own, but only the 
'circumscription' 2 of the Father attaching to him from eternity 
in which alone we are enabled to know God. That is to say, 
the Logos is a ' limitation ' of the Father-the infinitude of God 
brought, as it were, within bounds. In effect, the Logos is God 
in the aspect of revelation to man. It was the image of the 
Logos that Christ bore. In becoming incarnate in him the 
Logos took not only flesh but personality from man, and used it 
for the purpose of his mission. The person of Christ is thus 
entirely human, with the Logos as controlling Spirit. Similar 
incarnations had taken place in the prophets . 

.Arlemon 

Artemon (al . .Artemas), a later member of the school at 
Rome, asserted that it was an innovation to designate Christ 
'God', appealed to Scripture and the Apostles' preaching, and 
tried to prove that all the Roman bishops down to Victor had 
been of his opinion. This attempt to claim the authority of 
Scripture and tradition for such views was vigorously contested 

equipped by baptism, and prepared for exaltation by the resurrection (so that the 
title God might be given him when risen) ; stress being la.id on his moral develope• 
ment (,rpoKcnnj) and the moral proof of his sonship-by growth in character he grew 
to be di vine. 

1 On the biblical criticism and textual 'corrections' and dialectic method of the 
Theodotians, see Euseb. H.E. v 28. 13, quoting the Little Labyrinth. The author 
of this refutation of their tea.ching charged them with falsifying and corrupting 
the Scriptures, and with preferring Enclid and Aristotle and Galen to the sacred 
writers. The charge may be true ; but it is at least possible that they were genuine 
biblical critics making bona jide attempts to secure the true text in an uncritical 
age, and to apply scientific methods of interpretation. So Harnack is disposed to 
hail them as better scholars than their opponents (DG. Eng. tr. vol. iii p. 25), 
They themselves, in tnm, after the time of Zephyrinus, brought a counter-charge 
against the Roman Church, accusing it of having recoined the truth, like forgers, 
by omitting the word 'One' with 'God' in the primitive Creed (so Zahn ..d.po8tld 
<Jrud Eng. tr. p. 36). 

1 repi."fpo.oJ,r, is the word used, see infr11, p. 110 n. 1, 
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by the author of the Little Lahyrinth,1 who aimed at shewing 
that from the earliest times Christians bad rei;ra.rded (lbrie:t as 
God, and he succeeded so far at least tha.t this form of Mon
archianism soon passed into obscurity in Rome. The explana
tion that Christ was supernaturally born, superior in sinlessness 
and virtue to the prophets, and so attainini;r to uuique '.'l.ignity, 
but yet a man, not God-this was felt to be no adequate 
interpretation of the power he wielded in his lifetime and ever 
since over the minds and hearts of men. Yet in the West it 
lingered; and the hold which it had is sbewn by the fact that 
Augustine, a little time before his conversion, actually thought it 
was the Catholic doctrine. "A man of excellent wisdom, to 
whom none other could be compared" he thought a true descrip
tion of Christ, "especially because he was miraculously born of 
a virgin, to set us an example of despising worldly things for the 
attainment of immortality". . . . And he held that he merited 
the highest authority as a teacher, " not because he was the 
Person of Truth, but by some great excellence and perfection of 
this human nature, due to the participation of wisdom ".1 

Paul of Samosata !I 
Of this dynamic or rationalist Monarchianism the most 

influential teacher was a Syrian; Paul of Samosata,-a man of 
affairs as well as a theologian, for some years Bishop of Antioch 
and chancellor to Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, to whose kingdom 
Antioch at this time belonged.8 Following Artemon, and laying 
all stress on the unity of God as a single person, he denied any 
'hypostasis' of the wisdom or Logos of God-regarding the 
intelligence or reason in the human heart as analogous. The 

1 Anonymous, perhaps by Hippolytus (c. 230 or 240); extracts in Euseb. H.E. 
V 28. 

1 Augustine CQ11fessim1, vii 19 (25], ed. Bigg. 
• See Euseb. H.E. vii 30. He W&S appointed bishop in 260, and deposed on 

account of his heretical views by the Council held at Antioch in 268 or 269, two 
previous synods having proved ineffective. He refused, however, to submit to the 
decree of deposition, and would not vacate the episcopal residence, and so became 
the cause of the first appeal by the Church to the civil power, technically on a 
question of property. After the fall of his protectress Zenobia in 272 Aurelia.n 
decided against him; the ecclesiastical fabrics were to belong to the bishop who 
was recognized as such by the Bishops of Italy and Rome. Political motives, as well 
as eoclesia.stical, probably contributed to this decision. Paul's fall w.a one of the 
tarly victories of Rome. 
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Logos therefore could not ever come into personal existence ; 
even though he might be called the Son of God, such a title was 
only a description of the high nature of the power of the divine 
Logos. A. real incarnation of the Logos was thus impossible ; 
He existed in Jesus not essentially or personally, but only as a 
quality.1 The personality of Jesus was entirely human; 2 it was 
not that the Son of God came down from heaven, but that the 
Son of man ascended up on high. The divine power within 
him grew greater and greater as the course of his human 
developement proceeded, till at last through its medium he 
reached divinity.3 Whether this goal was attained after the 
Baptism or not till after the Resurrection is not decided; 
but the union, such as it is, between God the Supreme and 
Christ the Son of God is one of disposition and of will
the only union possible, in the thought of Paul, between two 
persons. 

He was thus represented as teaching that Jesus Christ was 
'from below', and that the Son was non-existent before the 
Nativity; and the synods which considered his conceptions were 
at pains to maintain the distinct individual existence of the 
Logos as Son of God before all time, who had himself taken 
active personal part in the work of Creation, and was himself 
incarnate in Jesus Christ.• 

His condemnation by no means disposed of his views.6 If we 
cannot say with certainty that he is the direct ancestor of 
Arianism, we know that A.rius and the chief members of the 
Arian party had been pupils of Lucian (a native of the same 
city of Samosata), who, while Paul was bishop, was head of the 
theological school of Antioch, and seems to have combined the 
Monarchian adoptionism of Paul with conceptions of the person 
of Christ derived from Origen 6 ; while in the great theologians of 

;'Antioch, a century later still, a portion of the spirit of Paul of 

l 0~/C O~O"IW~wr d}.)l.c /CaTC ,ro,6rq-ra. 
'So Eusebius says "he was caught describing Christ as a man, deemed worthy 

in surpassing measure of divine grace". 
1 Cf. A tbana.sius d6 Synodis 26, 45, quoting the Macrostich, EK 1rpo,co1rfis n(Jeo-

1ro,f)<Tlla,-if avlJpdnrov -yl-yove l/e6s. See Hahn 8 § 159. 
• See Hahn 8 § 151. See note on Panl's use of ~µ.oov<Trns injTa p. 111. 
1 Harnack points to the Acta A rchela,i §§ 4g, 50, as shewing the prevalence ot 

similar conceptione in the East at the beginning of the fonrth century. The 
Council of Nicaea, by ordering the re baptism of followers of Paul, treated them _a.I!, 

not being Christians at all. 
8 See Additional Note on Lucian in,fra p. 110. 

5 
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Samosata lived again, and in the persons of a Theodore and a 
Nel'>torius 1 was again condemned. 

(l-) 'MODALISTIC' MO}IARCHIANISM 

'.!'he rationalist or 'dynamic' form of Monarcbian teaching 
was so obviously destructive of the real divinity of Jesus that it 
can scarcely have been a serious danger to the faith in the 
Incarnation. Much more likely to attract devout and earnest 
thinkers was the ' modalistic ' doctrine. While maintaining the 
full divinity of Christ it was safe from the reproach of ditheism, 
and free from all connexion with emanation theories and 
subordination. The doctrine of an essential or immanent 
Trinity (the conception of three eternal hypostases) had not as 
yet been realized in full consciousness. The chief concern of 
the exponents of Christian doctrine had been to establisl! the 
personal pre-existence of Christ and his esse"1tial unity with the 
Father (against Ebionism), and so the distinction between him 
and the Father might be somewhat blurred; and though, of 
course, opposition to Ebionism was never carried so far as to 
ignore the real humanity of Christ, still it would tend to relegate 
to the background the evidence for the distinction between the 
Father and the Son which is implied in the incarnation. And 
to all who felt the infinite value of the atonement effected by 
Christ-the power of the death upon the Cross-the theory 
which seemed to represent the Father Himself as suffering would 
appear to furnish a more adequate explanation of the facts than 
Ebionism had to offer.2 So it is easy to understand the great 
impression which was made by the earliest representatives of the 
'modalistic' school of thought, Noetus and Praxeas,3 both of 
whom came from Asia Minor (the home of Monarchian views) 
to Rome towards the end of the second century. 

1 Paul seems to be differentiated from N estorius chiefly by the denial of the 
personality of the Logos. 

2 The 'unreflecting faith' of the Church and the vagueness of its doctrine at 
this time is shewn in the phrases used by Irenaens (e.g. 'mensura Patris filius ') and 
Clement of Alexandria (e.g. 'the Son is the countenance of the Father') and Melito 
(lhM ,rhro•Oe• v,ro oef,iif itrpa71"Alnoos). 

'0,1r know!e<lge of ;:soetus ,·omes from Hippolytus (Ref. Haer. ix ad init., x 23 
(72), and the speci&l treatise c. Noet.). Hippolytus does not mention Pra.xeas, 
agamst whom Tertnllian wrote as the originator of the hnesy, without mentioning 
Noetus. Probably Praxeas had founded no school at Rome, and Hippolytus ha.cl 
no knowledjle of him. !,l 
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Praxeas and Noetus 

Praxeas, already a ' confessor ' for the faith, was welcomed 
in Rome, and with the information be was able to give of the 
excesses of the Montanists in the East proved to be a strong 
opponent of the new movement which was then threatening the 
order of the Church. The 'modalism' which he represented was 
for some time prevalent and popular at Rome, and it appears 
that the erroneous character of his teaching was not discovered 
till after his departure to Carthage. Early in the third century 1 

Tertullian wrote against him (using his name as a label for the 
heresy), and in epigrammatic style described him as having done 
'two jobs for the Devil at Rome',-" He drove out prophecy and 
introduced heresy: he put to flight the Paraclete and crucified 
the Father". In this rhetorical phrase he expressed the infer
ence which was promptly drawn from the teaching of Praxeas 
and N oetus. If it was the case that the one God existed in 
two 'modes', and the Son was identical with the Father, then 
the Father Himself had been born, and had suffered and died. 
Hence the nickname Patripassians,2 which was generally applied 
in the West to this school of Monarchians. In word, at all 
events, it was unfair. While denying the existence of any real 
distinction in the being of God Himself (which would amount, 
they thought, to 'duality', however disguised), they seem to have 
admitted a distinction (dating at least from the Creation) between 
the invisible God and God revealed in the universe, in the 
theophanies of the Old Testament, and finally in the human 
body in Christ; and the name Father was restricted to the in
visible God, who in revelation only could be called the Logos or 
the Son. 

A compromise perhaps was found 3 in the theory that the 

1 The exact date is uncerta.in-c. 210, Harnack. 
2 Origen explains Patripassiani as those who identify the Father and the Son, 

and represent them as one person under two different names. They did not them
selves accept the inference; e.g. Zephyrinus avowed, "I know one God Christ Jesus, 
and besides him no other originate and passible ",-but also, "It was not the Fa.ther 
who died, but the Son". In two cases only that are known to us was the Creed 
expanded (to exclude the idea that the Father suffered) by the addition of the words 
'invisibile' and 'impassibile' to the first article : viz. in the Creed of the Church of 
Aquileia. (Hahn 8 p. 42), and in the Cresd of Auxentius, the semi-Arian predecessor 
of Ambrose as bishop of Milan, whose Creed may be the baptismal Creed of 
Cappa.docia. (Hahn s p. 148). 

1 Possibly by Callistu.~, whose modified 'Pmxeanism' Tertullian is thought to be 
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Father, unborn, invisible (though as Spirit, as invisible God, He 
could not suffer), somehow participated in the sufferings of Christ, 
the Son who was born-" The Son suffers, the Father however 
shares in the suffering " ; though really in such a compromise 
the essential principle of Modalism would be lost.1 

N oetus, however, when brought face to face with the logical 
issue, seems to have scorned all compromise. There was one 
God, the Father, invisible or manifesting Himsalf as He pleased, 
but whether visible or invisible, begotten or unbegotten, always 
the same. The Logos is only a designation of God when He 
reveals Himself to the world and to men. The Father, so far 
as He deigns to be born, is the Son. He is called Son for a 
certain time, and in reference to His experiences on earth ; the 
Son, or Christ, is therefore the Father veiled in flesh, and it was 
the Father Himself who became man and suffered. The dis
tinction seems accordingly to be not merely nominal, but is 
connected with the history and process of redemption, though it 
leaves the Incarnation dependent on an act of will. The two 
great aims of these Monarchians-to safeguard the unity of God 
(against what they regarded as the ditheistic tendencies of their 
opponents), and to uphold the divinity of Christ-are curiously 
shewn in the two different versions which have come to us of the 
answer which N oetus made to his assailants. "Why l what 
harm have I done 1 I believe in one God "-so Epiphanius 
reports him ; or " Why ! what harm am I doing in glorifying 
Christ? "-as Hippolytus gives his words.1 

Sabellius and hu Followers 

For these two aims so much support could naturally be 
obtained, that in spite of excommunication the teaching of 
Noetus was carried on by his pupil Epigonus and later by 
Cleomenes and Sabellius as heads of the party at Rome. What 

&ttacking under the n&me of Praxeas. "Filius patitur, pater vero compa.titur." 
"Compassus est pater filio." 

1 It involves a distinction in the person of the Lord between Christ the divine 
and Jesus the hum:m-the latter suffering actually, the former indirectly; the 
latter being the Son {the flesh) and the former the Father (the spirit). Cf. Irenaeus, 
Hahn I p. 7. Cf. the Arian conception-the Logos comJJatitur with the human 
whiohpatitiir in the person of Christ. See H11hn 8 § 161 (the Synod of $irmium 
357), and infra pp. 180, 181 notu. 

2 rl olJ, Ka.Ko• ,re,ro£17Ka.; lPa. 9,011 8~dfc.,-Epipha.niUB. -rl oli• Ka.Ko,, ,rou;), BoEdfw, 
""" Xpurr6•-Hippolytll8. 
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exactly each contributed we cannot tell: even of Sabellius the 
full accounts belong to the fourth century.1 To him the developed 
form of the teaching-embracing the whole Trinity-seems to 
be due,2 and it is by his name that the champions of the theory 
were best known throughout the East (' Patripassians ' or 
'Monarchians ' being the usual designation in the West). 

God is, according to his teaching, essentially one, and the 
Trinity which he recognizes i■ a Trinity not of essence but of 
revelation; not in the essential relations of the Deity within 
itself, but in relation to the world outside and to mankind. The 
relations expressed by the three names are co-ordinate, forming 
together a complete description of the relations of the one self
evolving God to all outside Him. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 
are simply designations of three different phases under which the 
one divine essence reveals itself-three names of one and the same 
being.8 He seems to have adopted the language of the Church 
so far aB to speak of three 'persons', using the term 1rp6uonra, 
but in so different a semie (meaning parts or roles of manifesta
tion rather than 'persons') that the word was altogether dia
credited in the East. These different parts or functions were 
assumed to meet the varying needs of the occasion ; one and 
the same God appearing now as Father, now as Son, a.nd 
now as Holy Spirit. The account that Basil gives implies a 
merely temporary assumption of each part, but it is possible that 
Sabellius taught 4 that God had, rather, put forth His activity in 
separate stages : first, in the 'person' of the Father as Creator 
and Lawgiver; secondly, in the 'person' of the Son as Redeemer 
(in the work of the Incarnation up to the Aecension); and 
thirdly, after the redemption was effected, in the 'person' of the 
Spirit as giver and preserver of life. In any case it is clear 

1 He was by birth a Libyan of Pentapolis in .Africa, active at Roma in the early 
part of the third century (c. 198-217). Of his writings, if he wrote 1mything, 
phrases ma.y be extant in Hippolytus (Ju/. Ha,,,r, ix) and in Athanasius (e.g. Or. c • . ,fr. 
iv)-th, earliest accounts of him. Cf. Ba.sil Epp. 210, 214,235; Epiph. adv. Haer, 
62. It ii probable that ideas of which Marcellus was the origina.tor ha.ve been 
erroneously attributed to him, but Atha.nasius (l.c. esp. §§ 13, a, 25) certainly says 
that conceptions of expansion and contraction were taught by Sabellius, ud not, 
as some have 11rgued, that their natura.l consequences were Sabellian. 

2 It is possible that he went beyond Noetus only in including the Holy Spirit in 
his theory, 

8 He enn coined a word vlwfir"',o (Son-Father) to exclude the thought of two 
beings. 

4 As Harn11ck understands Epiphaniua and AthanMius, 
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that there is no permanence about such' personalities'. There is 
no real incarnation ; no personal indissoluble union of the God
head with the Manhood took place in Christ. God only mani
fested Himself in Christ, and when the part was played and the 
curtain fell upon tha.t a.et in the great drama there ceased to be 
a Christ or Son of God. This conception of a merely transitory 
personality of Christ 1 (which seems to involve the negation of 
an eternal personal life for any one) is essentially pantheistic. 
All the Monarchian theories really strike in this way at the 
root of the Christian interpretation of life. If God Himself, as 
final being, as a. whole, so to speak, comes forth in revelation 
and nothing is left behind, then God passes over into the world 
and becomes the world, and nothing but the world is left. 
It is clearly impossible, on any Christian theory of the world 
and of the divine economy, that God should exist even for a 
moment only in a single mode, or that the Incarnation should be 
only a temporary and transient manifestation. 

And, further, Sabellianism, in recognizing only a Trinity in 
human experience, disregards the fact that such a Trinity of 
revelation is only possible if the very being of the Godhead, 
which is thus revealed, is itself a Trinity. 

Partial Sympathy with Sabelliani.sm at Rome 

In Rome, though the fierce opposition of Hippolytus t got 
little support, and Callistus 3 at first was favourable to the 
modalistic conceptions, Sabellius was condemned and excommuni
cated, and the Monarchians soon found few followers in the 
West,' though, as Harnack points out, the hold which they had 
had for twenty or thirty years on the Roman Church left a per
manent mark. It was Rome that condemned Origen, the ally 
of Hippolytus. Rome was invoked against Dionysius of Alex-

1 Contrast with it the Catholic interpretation according to which Christ is the 
etern&I centr11 of regenerated humanity. 

t See esp. kf. Haer. bk. ix, and see Additional Note on Hippolytus injru, p. 108. 
1 Callistus was bitterly att&oked by Hippolytus for his protection of the school 

of which Epigonus and Cleomenes, and later on Sabellius, had been head. It is 
probable that Callistus, as Zephyrinus before him, simply wished to secure as much 
tol11r11tion and comprehension as possible, to protect the Church from the rabus 
theologorum (as Harnack phrases it). The compromise which he attempted has 
been 11lluded to above. He was ultima.tely driven to excommunicate the leaders on 
either side, both Sabellius and Hippolytus. 

• Cyprian could cla.ss Patripassiani with ' ceter&e haereticorum pestes ' (Ep. 78, 4), 
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andria. Rome and the West were chiefly responsible for the 
oµ.oovaw1, formula of Nicaea (so long opposed as Sabellian). 
Rome received Marcellus, who carried out the Sabellian prin
ciples, and rejected -rpe'i,; u-rro<FTd<Fet,; and supported the Eusta
tbians at Antioch. And finally, it was with Rome that 
.Athanasius was most at one. Indeed, Sabellianism no doubt 
prepared the way for the Nicene theology-the full recognition 
of the truth underlying the principles of modalism being a 
necessary step in that direction ; though it also led immediately, 
on the other hand, to the developement of the Origenistic Christ
ology in the direction of Arianism. One of the intermediate 
stages-the prelude to the Arian struggle-was the controversy 
between Dionysius of Alexandria and Dionysius of Rome. 

NOVATIAN 

That the Sa.bellian view did not prevail at Rome is seen from the 
treatise On the Trinity by N ovatian, the most learned of the presbyters 
of Rome in the middle of the third century. It is the theology of 
Africa-an 'epitome of Tertullian's work ', as Jerome styled it. It pro
fesses to be an exposition of the Rule of Faith, and as such includes "a 
doctrine of God in the sense of the popular philosophy, a doctrine of the 
Trinity like Tertullian's (though without all his technical terms), and 
the recognition of the true manhood of Christ along with his true God
head" (Loofs). His doctrine of the Trinity can, however, still be 
described as 'economic' rather than essential. Though he regards the 
existence (or generation) of the Son as eternal in the past, he speaks of 
the future consummation as though the distinction of persons (Father 
and Son) would cease. The idea of communio substantiae (op.o-ova-lu.) is 
combined with that of subordination. It is clear that he makes it his 
special concern to oppose Sabellianism, and to maintain the personality 
of the Son. So he keeps the personarum distinctio, speaks of Christ as 
secunda persona post patrem and of the proprietas personae suae, and 
regards the union in its moral aspect as concord. He even speaks of the 
Son as proceeding from the Father when the Father willed. But at the 
same time he insists on the substantiae communio. In respect of the 
person of Christ he is concerned to maintain both the true deity and the 
true humanity-the filius dei and the filius hominis. The union is 
emphasized-the filius hominis is made by it the filius dei-but the 
nature of the union is not discussed. The doctrine of the Logos falls 
into the background. [The authority of Jerome de Vir. Ill. c. 70, who 
names the treatise as N ovatian's, while he notes that many "who did 
not know" thought it was Cyprian's (or Tertullian's) may be accepted.. 
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in spite of more modern doubts ; cf. Harnack Gesch. der altchristl. 
Litteratur i 652-656. The treatise is printed in Migne P.L. iii 
885-952. With it may be compared the Tractatus Origenis discovered by 
Batiffol and ascribed by Weyman to Novatian, though Dom Butler with 
greater probability assigns it to an anonymous writer of the fifth or 
sixth century. See J.T.S. vol. ii. pp. 113 ff. and 254 ff., vi 587, x 452.] 

This work of Novatian is described by Harnack as creating for the 
West a dogmatic vade mecum. See also A. D'Ales Novatien J.T.S. 
xxvii 86. 

THE THEOLOGY OF HIPPOLYTUS 

It is worth while over against the theories of the N oetians and 
Babellians to set the theory of their uncompromising opponent, Hippo
lytus-whose own theology gave almost equal offence and was charged 
with ditheism. It is to be found in his Refutatio HatreBium and in his 
sermon against Noetus (which was earlier and less definite, but expresses 
the same views, often in the same words). For his Christology, see 
especially Ref. Haer. x 33, and c. Noet. 10-15. The following is a sum
mary of Dollinger's account in his Hippolytua and Callistus. 

God-one and only-originally was alone, nothing contemporary 
with him. .All existed potentially in him and he himself was all. 

From the first he contained the Logos in himself as his still un
sounding voice, his not yet spoken word, and together with him the yet 
unexpressed idea of the universe which dwelt in him. 

This Logos-the intelligence, the wisdom of God-without which 
he never was, went out from him according to the counsels of God-i.e. 
tre ~0i.A71uev, Ka9w, ~0iA71uev-in the times determined beforehand by 
him, as his first begotten-prince and lord of the creation that was to be. 
He had within him as a voice the ideas conceived in the Father's being, 
and in response to the Father's bidding thereby created the world in its 
unity o.p£UKWV 0ECf)o 

The whole is thus the Father, but the Logos is a power proceeding 
from the whole-the intelligence of the Father, and therefore his oliula, 
whereas the world was created out of nothing. 

There was thus another God by the side of the first, not ae if there 
were two Gods, but as a light from the Light, water from the Fountain, 
the beam from the Sun. He was the perfect, only-begotten Logos of 
the Father, but not yet perfect Son: that he first became when M became 
man. Nevertheless God already called him Son because he was to be 
born (c. Noet. 15). 

Hippolytus thus distinguishes three stages or periods of developement 
in the second hypostasis-the Logos :-

(1) He is still impersonal-in indistinguishable union with God as 
the divine intelligence : potentially as the future personal 
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Logos-and inherently as the holder of the divine idea~ 
(patterns after which the universe was to be created). 

(2) God becomes Father, by act of will operating upon his being
i.e. he calls his own intelligence to a separate hypostatic exist
ence, placing him as E-rEpo, over against himself : yet only in 
such wise as a part of a whole which has acquired an exist
ence of its own-the whole remaining undiminished : as the 
beam and the Sun. The Logos has thus become hypostatic 
for the purpose of the manifestation of God in creation : and 
the third moment ensues. 

(3) The Incarnation-in which he first completes himself as the true 
and perfect Son ; so that it is also through the Incarnation 
that the idea of the divine Fatherhood is first completely 
realized. 

Objectionable or doubtful points in this view are-(1) the existence of 
the Logos as a person is ,rpoatwvw, before all time, but not from eternity 
at8w,; (2) strict subordination : the Son is merely a force to carry out 
the Father's commands; (3) the Trinitarian relation is not original in the 
very being of God, but comes into existence through successive acts of the 
divine will; (4) his representation of the Logos as the Kocrµ.o, vo'>'jT0!1-

the centre of the ideas of the universe or the universe conceived ideally, 
-which is foreign to primitive Christian tradition, being borrowed from 
Philo,-is not really balanced by his maintenance of the substantial 
equality of Father and Son. 

Specially objectionable is (3) (an idea which was later a ma.in prop of 
.Arianism), as it leaves open the possibility for the Logos to have re
mained in his original impersonal condition, and so for the Son never to 
have come to any real hypostatic existence, i.e. for God to have remained 
without a Son. Hence arose later the fierce contest for or against the 
proposition that the Father brought forth the Son by an act of his own 
free-will : on which see infra p. 194. 

And thus Hippolytus was viewed with suspicion, although the 
Church was wont then to be very tolerant of attempts made by 
Christians of philosophic culture to explain the mystery of the Trinity 
by the help of Platonic speculations. 

BERYLLUS 
A kind of midway position seems to have been occupied by thinkers 

of whom we have a representative in Beryllus, lli~hop of Bostra in 
Arabia, a learned writer and administrator of high repute. Almost all 
that we know of his teaching is expressed in a sentence of Eusebius 
(H.E. vi 33; cf vi 20) recording that "be dared to aE\Sert that our 

s* 
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Saviour and Lord did not pre-exist in an individual existence of his 
own 1 before his coming to reside among men, and that he did not 
possess a divinity of his own, but only that of the Father dwelling in 
him". This seems to indicate a semi-Monarchian or conciliatory 
tendency, rejecting the doctrine of the hypostatical existence of the 
Logos, but repelled by the hypothesis of an incarnation of God the 
Father Himself, and so seeking a solution in the recognition of (1) a dis
tinct personality after-though not before-the Incarnation, and (2) 
an efflux from the divine essence of the Father rather than whole 
deity in Christ. Thus a divine power was, as it were, sunk into the 
limitations of human nature and so became a person. Dorner regards 
Beryllus as a connecting link between the Patripassians, who allowed 
no 7TfK}U'W1rW side by side with the 7TaTpuc~ Oe6T71;;, and Sabellius, with 
his recognition of a distinct 7rp6CTw7Tov or 1Tepiypacpf, both of the Logos 
and of the Spirit. Origen is said to have convinced him of his error 
at a synod held c. 244. 

MONARCHIAN EXEGESIS 

The Monarchians claimed, of course, to have the authority of 
Scripture on their side. Praxeas seems to have depended chiefly on 
the texts :-" I am the Lord, and there is none else : beside me there is 
no God" (Isa. 455); "I and the Father are one" (John 1030); "Shew 
us the Father . • • Have I been so long with you • • • and dost 
thou not know me 1 I am in the Father, and the Father in me " 
(John 149-10). Against his interpretation of such passages, see Ter
tullian chs. xxi-xxiv. Other texts which Noetus used were Ex. 36 

202, Isa. 446 4514, Bar. 386• Rom. 95 (Christ-God over all)-see Hippo
lytus contra Noetum. 

LUCIAN 

Lucian appears, after the deposition of Paul, to have been in a state 
of suspended communion for some time, but to have been ultimately 
reconciled to the bishop. He was a man of deep learning and ascetic 
life, held in the highest honour by his pupils, and his death (7th 
January 312), as one of the last victims in the persecution begun by 
Diocletian, won for his memory universal esteem. For our know
ledge of his teaching we have little first-hand evidence. On two vital 
points he seems to have been much nearer the Catholic doctrine than 
was Paul, recognizing the personality of the Logos and his incarnation 

1 ,ca.r' l3lav owla.r ,rep<"fpa<f,fw-,rep<"fpa.</di primarily 'limit-line', 'circumscription', 
10 used of personal individual existence, regarded as a 'limitation' of absolute 
existence. 
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in the historical Christ (in whom he was as soul, having taken to him
self a human body). But none the less he did not regard the Christ 
as essentially one with the eternal God, clinging t.o the conception of a 
perfect human developement (1rpoK01n7) as the means by which he reached 
divinity; and he seems to have distinguished between the Word or Son 
in Christ (the offspring of the Father's will) and the immanent Logos
the reason of God. So it is said to have been counted a departure from 
Lucian's principles to acknowledge the Son as 'the perfect image of the 
Father's essence', though this phrase is used in the Creed of the Council 
of Antioch (341), which was believed to have been based on Lucian's 
teaching, if not his very composition. (See Sozomen H.E. iii 5 and 
vi 12; but possibly it was the fourth Creed, in which there is no such 
clause, that was Lucian's, and not the second. So Kattenbusch, see 
Hahn 8 p. 187.)![ 

He is probably fairly described as 'the Arius before Arius ' 
(Harnack DG. ii p. 182), and among his pupils were, besides Arius him
self, Asterius, the first Arian writer, Eusebius of Nicomedia, Theognis 
of Nicaea, Maris of Chalcedon, and Athanasius of Anazarba. His 
activity in textual criticism and exegesis is certain, whether there was 
actually produced in his famous academy a revision of the text of the 
New Testament (the 'Syrian' Text) or not (see Westcott and Hort 
Introduction to the New Testament pp. 138, 182). 

PA UL OF SAMOSATA AND THE TERM bp.oo-6u,~ !I 
The Council which condemned Paul condemned also the use of the 

word Homoousios to express the relation between Christ and God the 
Father. But whether it was that Paul had used the word himself, or 
that he was able to produce ingenious arguments against it, must remain 
uncertain. The accounts of Athanasius, Hilary, and Basil are at 
variance. 

Athanasius (de Syn. § 45), having said that he has not himself seen 
the bishops' letter, accepts the statement of the Semi-Arians that it 
was rejected because it was taken in a material sense, and Paul used 
the sophistical reasoning that "if Christ did not become God after start
ing as man, he is Homoousios with the Father, and there must be 
three Ousiai, one principal and the two derived from it", so that to 
guard against such a piece of sophistry they said that Christ was not 
Homoousios - the Son not being related t.o the Father as Paul 
imagined. 

Hilary (de Syn. §§ 81, 86) implies that the word was used by Paul 
himself to express the idea that the Father and Son were of one single 
and solitary being. (But this seems to be more like the teachini;( of 
Sabellius than the teaching of Paul.) 
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It seems possible that objection was taken to Paul's reasoning that 
the Logos was one person with God as the reason is one with man, on 
the ground that the doctrine of the Church required one God but more 
than one 1rpouc.11rov, and that to meet this objection he declared that he 
recognized such 1rp6uw1ra-God and Christ standing over against each 
other as Homoousioi-meaning alike personal (o-tiu{a being taken in the 
sense of particular, individual being); (To8£ Ti). This would be, in the 
opinion of his opponents, to introduce a human personality into the 
Godhead, and so the word would be rejected, (It is of course quite 
clear that if o-tiu{a were taken in the sense of substance or essence, 
Paul could not have accepted the term.) 

Basil (Ep. 52 [30])-so far agreeing with the account that Athanasiua 
gives-regards Paul as bringing an argument against the word which 
was certainly familiar in later times, viz.-that if Christ was not made 
God out of (after being) man, but was Homoousios, then there must 
have been some common substance (Ousia) of which they both partook, 
distinct from and prior to the divine persons themselves, and that out of 
it two beings-the Father and the Son-were produced as two coins 
are struck out of the same metal. 

The term may therefore have been withdrawn as being likely to 
perplex weak minds. So Bull Dej. N. G. ii I and Newman Arians eh. i 
suggest. In any case, as Athanasius insists, caring, as always, little for 
the words and much for the sense, it was capable of being understood 
in different ways, and it was rejected in one sense by those who con
demned the Sa.mosatene and championed in another sense by those who 
resisted the Arian heresy. "It is unbecoming to make the one conflict 
with the others, for all are fathers ; nor is it pious to determine that 
the one spoke well and the others ill, for all of them fell asleep in 
Christ" (de Syn. § 43). "Yes, surely each Council has a sufficient 
reason for its own language." 

[The tradition that the use of the term fJp.oo~uios was considered 
and disapproved by the Council of Antioch has recently been questioned 
by Dr. Strong in the Journal of Theological Studies vol. iii p. 292. 
There does not seem, however, to be sufficient reason to doubt what 
Athanasius, Hilary, and Basil accepted as an awkward fact which they 
had to explain as best they could, though the Acts of the Council con
tain no reference to the matter, and the positive evidence for it comes to 
us from Arian sources.] 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE DIONYSII 

'.L'HE result of the struggle with the Monarchian tendency, which 
emphasized unduly the unity of the Trinity, was to mark more 
precisely the distinctions and gradations, so that in some cases a 
pronounced system of subordination ensued. In the West, as 
we have seen, the conviction of the unity of essence was too 
strong for other elements to overpower it; but in the East the 
fear of Sabellianism and the loss of the personal distinctions 
which it involved led to the use of phrases which were hardly 
consistent with the equality of the persons and unity of essence. 

A conspicuous example of this tendency we have in Diony
sius 'the Great', Bishop of Alexandria (247-265 A.D.), who 
was equally distinguished as a ruler and as a theologian..1 In 
controverting Sabellianism he used expressions which later on 
became the watchwords of the Arian party. In his anxiety to 
maintain the personality of the Son and his distinction from 
the Father, he said the Son did not exist before he was begotten 
(or came into being); that there was a time when he did not 
exist; and he styled him with reference to the Father a thing 
made (or work), and different (or foreign) in being (ovuia), and 
so not of the same being with the Father (homoousion). Jesus 
himself had said "I am the vine, my Father is the husband
man ", and so it was right to describe the relation between 
him and the Father as analogous to that of the vine to the 

1 He took a leading part in all the controversies of the time, concerning the 
lapsed, re-baptism, Easter, Paul of Samosata, Sabellianism, and the authorship of 
the Apocalypse. Many of his letters, festal (br,.-Tol\a.! iopTa.<rnKa.l) and others, are 
mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome (the sixth and seventh books of the history of 
Eusebius are mainly based on them), but nearly all are lost. Only fragments a.re 
extant, e.g. of II treatise 1r,p1 <f,6.-ews-11 refutation of materialism and the theory 
of atoms, of the 1repi bra.-yyel\,wv-a thorough rejection of millennial expectations 
&nd a vindication of the 11llegoric11l interpretation of the prophetic descriptions of 
the Messianic kingdom (a11d incidental denial of the Johannine authorship of the 
Apocalypse). 

us 
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husbandman, or that of the boat to the shipbuilder. He insisted 
on the fact that there were three distinct hypostasea in the 
Godhead, and for these and other similar expressions he was 
charged with error by some members of the Alexandrian Church, 
and the judgement of the Bishop of Rome, his namesake (Bp. 
259-268), was invoked. A synod, accordingly, was held at 
Rome,1 which condemned the views reported to it, proclaiming 
the verbally simple creed that the Father, Son, and Spirit exist, 
and that the three are at the same time one; and a letter was 
written by the bishop I expressing the sentiments of the synod, 
exposing the erroneous nature of the arguments on which 
other views depended, and asking for an explanation of the 
charges. In reply Dionysius of Alexandria composed four books 
of ' Refutation and Defence' against the accusation made by his 
assailants and in justification of the doctrine he bad taught. 
He carefully explained that the phrases used by him, to which 
objection had been taken, were only illustrations, to be interpreted 
in close connexion with their context. He gave them, he says, as 
examples cursorily, and then dwelt on more apposite and suit
able comparisons. "For I gave the example of human birth, 

1 So .A.th&na.sius implies, de Syn. 43 ; but cf Art. 'Dionysius of Alexandri&' 
D.a.B. 

2 Ath&na.sius de Du:r. Nie. 26 gives &n extmct from it. What more there was 
can only be inferred from the reply of Dionysius of Alexandria, of which considerable 
quotations of the most important passages are preserved in Athanasius de Senten
tia Dionysii (of. de SyMdis 44 and de Deer. Nie. 25), who was at pains to prove the 
orthodoxy of the great bishop whose authority the Arians claimed. The teachers 
condemned by the Bishop of Rome are "those who divide and cut in pieces and 
del!troy the most sacred doctrine of the Church of God, the Monarchy, dividing it 
into three powers (as it were) and partitive 'hypostases' and three godheads, •.. 
1111d preach in some sense three gods, dividing the holy Monad into three hypostases 
foreign to each other and utterly separated". The faith which he maintains is '' in 
God the Fathi,r all-sovereign, and in Christ Jesus His Son, and in the Holy Spirit, 
&nd that the Logos is united with the God of the universe ; . • • for it must needs 
be that the divine Logos is united with the God of the universe, and the Holy Spirit 
must be contained {repose) and dwell in God ; and further, it is absolutely necessary 
that the divine Triad be summed up and gathered together into one, as into & 
summit, I mean the all-sovereign God of the universe" (Ath. de Deer. 26). It 
should be noted that Dionysius of Alexandria in the passage quoted uses the words 
01uryev,is ( and <T,ryyev,ir) and oµ.o,f,v,ir as though they were near equivalents to oµ.oov<Ttor. 
This usage is significant. It shews, at least when regarded in connexion with the 
whole discussion of the question at issue, that he had not fully grasped the concep
tion, which was traditional in the West, of the one fflostantia of Godhead existing in 
three pet·slYrl,(U. He thought more naturally of the three personae of the same genus 
and nature ; that is to say, he was more ready to acknowledge the generic than the 
-ntial onenesa of the Godhead. See further vnifra. p. 236, Note on fnro1Trrusu. 
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evidently as being homogeneous, saying that the parents were 
only other than their children in that they were not them
selves the children, ... and I said that a plant sprung from a 
seed or root was other than that from which it sprang, and 
at the same time entirely of one nature with it; anct that a 
stream flowing from a well receives another form and name
for the well is not called a river, nor the river a well-and that 
both existed, and the well was as it were a father, while the 
river was water from the well. But they pretend not to see 
these and the like written statements, ... and try to pelt me 
with two unconnected expressions like stones from a distance, 
not knowing that in matters unknown and needing preparation 
for their apprehension, frequently not only foreign but even con
trary proofs serve to make the subjects of investigation plain." 1 

The word 'homoousios' he could not find in the Scriptures, but 
the sense, as expounded by the Bishop of Rome, he could find 
and accepted. The word 'made' he insisted was applicable to 
some relations between the Father and the Son, but when he 
said the Father created all things he did not reduce the Son to 
the rank of a creature, for the word Father was to be under
stood to be of significance in relation to the divine nature itself: 
that is to say, it includes the Son in the creative power ; and 
when he has said Father he has already implied the Son even 
before he names him-the idea of Father connotes the idea of 
Son. He also shews his meaning by speaking of the genera
tion of the Son as 'life from life', and uses, to express the 
relation between the Son and the Father, the image of a bright 
light kindled from an unquenchable light. The life, the light, is 
one and the same. To the charge of tritheism, and of dividing 
the divine 'substance' into three portions, he answers that "if, 
because there are three hypostases, any say that they are parti
tive ( divided into portions), three there are though they like it 
not, or they must utterly destroy the divine Trinity". 2 So, he 
concludes, "we extend the Monad indivisibly into the Triad, and 
conversely gather together the Triad without diminution into the 
Monad". 

It is obvious that the difference between the two bishops 
was a difference in the use of terms rather than in doctrine.3 

1 .Ath. de Sem,t. Dion. 18. 2 Basil de Spirit'!/, S. 72. 
3 Dionysius of Rome contented himself with shewing the false consequences of 

the teaching •ttributed to Dionysius of .Alexandria. .Athanasius at II later date, 
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The fact that the one was accustomed to speak and think in 
Greek and the other in Latin is almost enough in itself to 
account for the misunderstanding. 

Ova-ta-Being, Existence, Essence-was used in two senses, 
particular and general. In the first sense it meant a particular 
being or existence or essence, and so in such connexions as this 
was almost equivalent to our word individual or 'person'. To say 
that the Son was of the same ovu[a as the Father would, in this 
sense of the word, be saying that they were one person,-and 
so plunging straightway into all the errors of Sabellius ; and 
these were the very errors against which the Alexandrine was con
tending. But ova-la was also used in the more general sem;e of 
the being or essence which several particular things or persons 
might share in common. This was the sense in which the 
Roman understood snbstantia, the Latin equivalent of the term, 
and in this sense Dionysius of Alexandria (though much more 
willing to declare unity of nature, i.e. much less than substantia 
meant) was induced to agree to proclaim the Son of one oua-ia 
with the Father. 

Again, the word v7roa--raa-ir,-hypostasis-could bear two 
different meanings. Primarily it was that which underlay a 
thing, which gave it reality and made it what it was. It was 
generally used by Greeks as almost equivalent to ouuta in the 
general sense of underlying principle or essence or being, and 
the two words are interchangeable as synonyms long after the 
time at which the Dionysii discussed the matter. But 'hypo
stasis' (as ova-la) could als0 be used of the underlying character 
of a particular thing-of a particular essence or being--of 
individual rather than of general attributes and properties, and 
so it might bear the sense of 'person'. In the general sense the 
Trinity was of course one hypostasis-one God ; there could be 
only one existence or essence that could be called divine. But 
in the more limited and particular significance of the term the 
Christian faith required that three 'hypostases' should be con
fessed, three modes of the one being, three ' persons ' making 
up the one divine existence-a Trinity within the Unity. 

The matter was still further complicated as regards the 
terminology of East and West by the unfortunate translation 
of the Greek terms into Latin. Abstract terms (as abstract 

with fuller knowledge, vindicates the perfect orthodoxy of his predece.ssor, whethe, 
his language might be misunderstood or not. 
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thought) found little favour with the concrete practical Roman. 
The proper rendering of ovaia was 'essentia' ('being', 'exist
ence' in the general sense), but though a philosopher here or 
there (as Cicero) might use the word, it never got acclimatized 
at Rome,1 and the more concrete term 'substantia' (substance) 
-with some suggestion of material existence-usurped its 
place. But this was the very word that was the natural equi
valent of the Greek 'hypostasis'. When Dionysius of Rome 
was told that his brother-bishop spoke of 'three hypostases ', he 
could not fail to think he meant three 'substances', so dividing 
up the essence of the Godhead and making three separate Gods, 
whereas he only meant to express the triune personality. A 
Latin would of course have said three ' personae' (persons), but 
the Greek 'TT'poar,nrov had (as we have seen) too bad a history, 
-the Sabellian use of it suggesting merely temporary roles 
assumed and played by one and the same person, as he pleased. 

It was long before Greek-writing theologians themselves 
came to agreement to use the word 'hypostasis' always of the 
special characteristics and individual existence of each 'person' 
in the Trinity, and to keep ovala to express the very being (or 
the essence of the nature) of the Godhead. Till this was done, 
and the Latina realized that by 'hypostasis ' the Greeks meant 
what they meant by 'persona', and by ovata what they meant 
by ' substantia ', there remained a constant danger of misunder
standing and suspicion between the East and the West. 

The correspondence between the Dionysii rather exposed 
this danger than removed it. It was only a few years later, in 
spite of it, as we have seen, that a council of bishops at Antioch 
withdrew the word aµoova,o'> from use. The great influence of 
Origen in the East supported the tendency to emphasize the 
distinction of persons even at the cost of their unity, so that at 
Alexandria itself Pierius, his successor, taught that the Father 
and the Logos were two ovaiat and two natures, and that the 
Holy Spirit was a third, subordinate to the Son ; and Theognostus, 
in the time of Diocletian, worked out still further the subordination
elements in his theory. Pierius was the teacher of Pamphilus, 

1 Seneca (Ep. 58. 6) apologizes for using the word and shields himself under 
Cicero's name, who also used indoloria, saying, '' licet enim novis rebus nova nomina 
imponere" (see Forcellini); and Quintilian (ii 14. 1, 2) speaks of it and entia together 
with oratoria (to represent /rqrop1K1J) as equally harsh translations, but defensible on 
the ground of the poverty of language resulting from the banishment of tenilll formed 
from the Greek. 
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the presbyter of Caesarea, whose great collection of books and 
devotion to the memory of Origen were inherited by Eusebius, 
-the spokesman and leader of the great majority of Eastern 
bishops in the controversy which, during the following century, 
seemed to threaten the very foundations of the Christian faith. 
That they did not more quickly appreciate the issues-the 
inevitable results of Arianism and the necessity of a precise 
and definite terminology to exclude it-was due to their theo
lo~ical lineage: men of whose orthodoxy they had no doubt, 
whose teaching they revered, whose children they were, had used 
some of the very terms in which Arius clothed hie explanation 
of the person of Christ. 

Before, however, we pass on to the Arian controversy we 
must retrace our steps in order to review the course of the 
developement of the doctrine of the Logos which had been in 
progress all through the Monarchian teaching. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE LOGOS DoCTRINJI: ![ 

IN tracing the developement of the Logos doctrine we are at once 
:ionfronted by the statements in the preface to the Gospel 
according to St J ohn,1 which in untechnical and simple language 
':leem to cover-and if their authority be accepted to decide
all the vexed questions which Monarchianism raised. The 
eternal pre-existence, the personality, the deity-all are stated 
in the first three clauses which describe the Logos in his divine 
relations in eternity before Creation. The second stage, if we 
may say so, is then set before us-the Logos in relation to 
Creation and to man, before the Incarnation: in which he is 
declared the universal life, the light of mankind-in continuous 
process coming into the world, though unrecognised by men. 
And thirdly, the same personal, eternal, and divine being is pro
claimed as having become flesh and thereby in his Incarnation re
vealed himself and God to men. In this connexion the derivative 
character of his being and deity is first suggested:-it is the highest 
form of derived being, that of an only Son of his Father-whose 
being is at once derivative and yet the very same as that from 
which it is derived, equal in deity, on a level with its source. 

Wherever the Gospel according to St John was current, 
there was witness borne that should have precluded all notions 
of imperfect deity or separate nature or external being of the 
Logos in relation to the Father, while at the same time his 
individual personality was clearly marked. The language used 
to express the eternity of the personal distinction is perhaps 
less obviously decisive, and misunderstanding might more easily 
arise in this than in other respects. 

That the doctrine was not fully realized, even by well
instructed leaders of Christian thought, is obvious; and its full 
application to the interpretation of the person of Jesus was not 
easily made. Now to one aspect and now to another pro-

1 See W eatcott Gospel according to St Johf/. 
119 
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minence is given. Now one relation, now another, is empha.sized 
by different writers. The limitations of human thought and 
experience are such that we are perhaps justified in saying in 
such cases that only the particular aspect, the particular relation, 
was grasped by the writer or thinker in question. But such an 
inference-in view of the scanty character of the material avail
able for our consideration-is at least always precarious; and it 
is often far too readily assumed (in the case of early Christian 
writers) that the particular aspect of the question which is 
presented was the only one with which the writer was familiar. 
It would probably be nearer the truth, as it would certainly be 
more scientific in method, to regard as typical and comple
mentary, rather than as mutually exclusive, the following few 
representative points of view of the doctrine of the Logos. 

In every case the historical Jesus Christ is identified with the 
Logos. The chief induction is this: Jesus was the Logos, or at 
least the Logos was in Jesus. That is the primary explanation 
of his person which is implied, whatever else is said. But 
inasmuch as the title Logos readily suggested the idea of reason 
ruling in the universe, when it was treated as the chief expres 
sion for the person of Christ there was great risk of too close 
or exclusive connexion with the universe, and so of the divine 
power of life in Christ being regarded as a cosmic force. 1 This, 
and failure to distinguish precisely the individual personality of 
the Logos, were the chief difficulties in the way of the application 
of the induction. But it is surely going astray to reproach the 
writers of this period-or at least the apologists-with transform
ing the genuine gospel of Christ into natural theology. They 
were anxious, of course, to find what common ground they could 
with the Greeks or Romans whose hostility they desired to dis
arm, and so they naturally presented the doctrine of the Logos 
to them in the form in which they would most readily receive 
it. .And, broadly speaking, the doctrines which are common to 
'natural theology ' and to Christianity were those which it was 
most necessary for them to set forward, pointing as they did to 
Christ as the centre of all, and to the confirmation of these 
doctrines, and the new sanctions in support of them, which the 
coming of Christ into the world supplicd.2 

1 To this effect Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. i p. 330. 
~ See further on this point J. Orr The Progress of Dogma pp. 24, 48, 4.9 ff., 

&gainst Harnack's view (DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii pp. 169-230). 
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The Ignatian Epistles 

In the epistles of Ignatius references to the doctrine are 
only incidental. Jesus Christ is the Logos "who came forth 
from silence " 1-the only utterance of God; " the unlying 
mouth by which the Father spake truly "; 2 he is "God made 
manifest in human wise ".8 The one God" manifested Himself 
through Jesus Christ His Son".' It cannot be said that these 
phrases, which Ignatius has used in the few hastily written 
letters which are all we have, give evidence of any clear con
ception of distinct personal relations between the eternal Son and 
the Father.6 The central idea of Ignatius is the conquest of 
sin and Satan and of death, the renovation of man, in Christ, by 
virtue of his divinity in union with his manhood-the beginner 
of a new humanity: but he is content to insist on both divinity . 
and humanity without attempting to distinguish the relation of 
the divine to the human. In the chief passage in which he 
makes reference to this relation he uses language which in a 
later age would have been judged heretical, as it might be 
understood to mean that the distinct personality dated from the 
Incarnation only. 

"There is", he writes,6 "one Physician, fleshly and spiritual, 
begotten and unbegotten, God in man, true life in death, both 
of Mary and of God, first passible and then impassible, Jesus 
Christ our Lord." A.nd " Our God Jesus the Christ was borne 
in the womb by Mary according to the dispensation of God, of 
the seed of David, yet of the Holy Spirit: who was begotten 
and was baptized." 7 It seems that these sentences could not 
have been written by one who had clearly formed in his mind 
the conception of the eternal generation of the Son, or even 
perhaps of his pre-existence in the personal relation of sonship 
to the Father (n.b., first passible, and then impassible). Un
begotten the Logos, the Son, never was in his relation to God 
the Father-which is the relation of which the word is used. 
Yet Ignatius was obviously not really of opinion that the 
Logos first became a person at the Incarnation. He speaks 
of Jesus Christ "who was before the ages with the Father 
and in the end appeared ''.8 A.ud the explanation is to be found 

1 Magn. 8. 2 Rom. 8. 3 Eph. 19. • Magn. 8. 
1 There is some justification for the description of his theology a.s 'modalistic.' 
• Eph. 7. 7 Ibid. 18. 8 Magn. 6. 
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partly in a laxity in tho uso of terms due to some indistinct
ness (rather than inaccuracy) of theological conception; and 
partly also in the close similarity in the Greek of the words 
ingenerate or unbegotten and unoriginate or without origin. 
The doubling of a single letter changes the latter into the 
former, which Ignatius wrote, though he really meant the latter. 
By classical writers the distinction was always observed, but in 
Christian writings the one word used by Ignatius seems to have 
sometimes done duty for both.1 We may feel sure that Ignatius 
did not intend to deny the existence of the Son in eternity, 
although the generation of which he speaks is that in time of 
the Virgin. 

The chief effect of his mission is to bring to men knowledge 
of God, but that knowledge gives incorruptibility to those who 
become "imitators of the Lord", and "in all chastity and 
temperance abide in Jesus Christ both in the flesh and in the 
spirit '',2 breaking the one bread " which is a medicine that 
gives immortality-a remedy against death-giving life in Jesus 
Christ for ever ". 

1 Cf. Justin Dial. c. Tryph. 5 and 8. The words in question are oi;lPwos and 
d')liPP'1TOS, Against the argument that the interchange of the words is due l;o clerical 
error in the manuscripts-the 11 being wrongly repeated or omitted, see Lightfoot 
JgnatiV,B vol. ii p. 90. Lightfoot points to the disousaion by Athanasius in 359 (de 
Syn. 46, 47 on the meaning of oµootl,rior) of the twofold sense of oi')'ivP,,,..or-{l) that 
which exists but was not generated and haa no originating cause, and {2) that which 
is uncreate. In the latter sense the word is applicable to the Son, in the former it 
is not; and so he says both uses are fonnd in the Fathers, and therefore apparently 
contradictory language may be orthod0&, a different sense of the word being in
tended. (In the other passages referred to by Lightfoot, de Deer, 28 and Or. c. Ar. 
i 30 (written earlier c. 350-355 and c. 357-358), it seems certain, as he implies, that 
the word under discussion is 4')'£P'1TOP, So Robertson insist.& that in the later passage 
(de Syn. 46, written in 359) Athanasius wrote 4')'EP'1Tos, not d.')'in,,,,..or. See hi■ 
note 'Athanasius' N. and P-N.F. p. 475.) Properly d.')'i11,rros denies origin, and 80 

maintains eternal existence; while oi')'c!w,,,..os denies generation or parentage and 
thereby the ontological relation of Father and Son in the Godhead, whether in time 
or in eternity. The Arian controversy cleared up any uncertainty there was; and 
the Son was declared to be ')'•n,rr6s, but not ')'EP'11"6s (" begotten, not having come 
into being"); and when the Arians tried to confuse the issue, saying the two words 
were the same, they were told that this was so only in the case of creatures, not in 
regard to God. (Epiph. a.d11. Haer. lxiv 3). In this way the Father only was O.')'e PP'7Tos, 
but the orthodox had no liking for the phrase and were disposed to retort npon the 
Arians that it was unscriptural (Epiph. ad11. Haer. lxxii 19). When, however, the 
fear of Arianism had passed, it became a convenient term by which to express the 
relation between the Father (d.')'iiw11Tos} and the Son ("Y•1111,rros, but not ,-.Pwor)
Ligh tfoot l. c. 

• Evh.. 10, 20, 
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The writer of the letter to Diognetus 1 declares the Logos to 
be no servant or angel or prince, but the .Artificer and Creator 
Himself to whom all things are placed in subjection, sent by the 
Almighty in consideration and gentle compassion, as a king 
sends his son, himself a king-so God sent him as God and as 
man to men, with a view to his saving them, yet by persuasion 
not by constraint. The purpose of his mission was to reveal 
God to men, since till he came no man had really known God. 
It was His own only Son that He sent in His great mercy and 
loving-kindness and long-suffering, the incorruptible, the im
mortal, the Saviour able to save. That he distinguished the 
Logos as a person seems obvious from such expressions, though 
in almost the same breath he says that God (the Father) "Him
self revealed Himself", and "Himself in His mercy took upon 
Himself our sins "-phrases which shew at least how close, in 
his thought, was the union between the Father and the Son. 
And the function of the Logos previously to the Incarnation 
seems to be conceived particularly in relation to the world
it was the very Lord and Ruler of the universe who was sent, 
"by whom He created the heavens, by whom He enclosed the 
sea in its own bounds, whose secrets all the elements faithfully 
keep, from whom the sun received the measure of the courses 
of the day to keep, whose bidding to give light by night ,he 
moon obeys, whom the stars obey as they follow the course of 
the moon, from whom all things received their order and limits 
and laws (to whom they are subject), the heavens and the things 
in the heavens, the earth and the things in the earth, the sea 
and the things in the sea, fire, air, the void, the things in the 
heights, the things in the depths, the things in the space be
tween. Him it was He despatched to them." 

We probably ought, however, to recognize in such a passage 
as this, addressed to a heathen, a Stoic philosopher, an eloquent 
amplification of the majesty of the messenger and of his intimate 
connexion with the eternal universe rather than evidence that · 
the writer was not familiar with the conception of the immanent 
relations of the Logos and the Father in the inner being of the 
Godhead 

1 Ep. ad Diog,ittum vii-x. 
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Jmtin Martyr 

A much more systematic treatment of the doctrine is found 
in the writings of the Greek Apologists. Justin Martyr, in the 
DialogU6 with Trypho,1 gives deliberate expression to the chief 
conceptions in clear view of the objections to them from the 
monotheistic standpoint. 

He insists that Christians really hold monotheism inviolate 
and yet recognize true deity in Christ. Some of his phrases 
imply that the Logos existed with God before the creation 
potentially only, coming to actuality when the world was made; 
but he also speaks of him in relation to God before creation as 
"numerically other" (or distinct), and as "being with the 
Father '',"·-i.e. as an individual person. All his highest titles, 
Glory of the Lord, Son, Wisdom, Messenger, God, Lord, Word, 
are his by virtue of his serving the Father's purpose and being 
born 8 by the Father's will. Yet he is not the absolute God, 
who is unoriginate.8 The Logos has come into being. It might 
thus appear that there was a time when he was not, that his 
coming into being depended on the Father's will, and that the 
being of God was in some way impaired by the separate (or dis
tinct) existence of the Son. To exclude this inference the analogy 
of human experience is cited. When we put forth Logos (reason 
or speech) we generate Logos, not, however, by a process of 
curtailment in such a way that the Logos within us is impaired 
or diminished when we put it forth. And again, in the instance 
of fire being kindled from fire, the original fire remains the 
same unimpaired, and the fire which is kindled from it is self
existent, without diminishing that from which it was kindled. 
No argument, accordingly, can be brought against this inter
pretation of the person of Jesus-that be is indeed the Logos 
who was with God from the beginning and was His vehicle of 
creation and of revelation through the old dispensation-on the 
ground that such a conception detracts from the unity and 
fulness of being of the Godhead. 

~ F~.., ~ eh. f!l-Ot,tn's p,E~.ion 
' This when arguing that it was to him personal1,v tl-at the words "Let us make 

man •· were addreS8ed. 
; It is uueerta.in heie and frequentl:9 th1oughout the Di.ilogne whether Justin 

W"llte the word meaning 'come into being' or the word 'be born' (i.e. "fOf/T6t or 
-,~vv71T6s), even if he discriminated between them at.eJI, though in some cases the con
text is decisive as to the particul&r sense intended. See ,upra on Ignatius p. 122 n. 1, 
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But though Justin, with the other Greek Apologists, may be 
said to start from the cosmological aspect of the problem, yet 
the ethical interest-the soteriological aspect of the question
is really very strong with him. The one chief mission of the 
Logos in all ages has been to interpret the Father to men. He 
it was who appeared in all the instances recorded in the history 
of the Jews. In him every race of men has had a share ; 1 he 
was present among them from the first, disseminated as seed 
scattered among them,2 and those who, before his birth as the 
Christ in the time of Cyrenius and his teaching in the time of 
Pontius Pilate, lived in accordance with his promptings (i.e. with 
Logos) were Christians, even though they were deemed godless; 3 

and those who lived otherwise (without Logos) were hostile to 
Christ and to God. It is because they all partook of the Logos 
that they are all responsible. It was because through dis
obedience to his guiding they had received corruption so deeply 
into their nature as to be unable to recover that the Logos at 
length assumed flesh.4 The essential life was united with that 
which was liable to corruption, in order that the corruption 
might be overpowered and cast out and man elevated to im
mortality.6 In Christ, and in Christ only, the whole Logos 
appeared, and fully revealed the Father so that all might know 
Him. It is in this fact that the newness and the greatness of 
the revelation in Christ are seen. And so Christ, the first-born 
of all creation, has become also the beginning (the principle) of 

1 See .A.pol. i 4'6. The Logos (Reason} is the divine element in a.ll men-the 
Rea.son within them (a.lmost the conscience). 

i Cf. Apol. ii 13 : o unpµ,a,nKos IIEfos M-yos. It wa.s the seed of the impla.nted 
word that enabled them to see clearly realities (cf. ii 8). 

• He names among others Socrates and Heracleitus a.nd Abraham and Elija.h. 
4 That Justin fully recognized the humanity of Christ, and a.sserted it strongly 

against Docetic tendencies, is pa.tent. The Logos wa.s made man (Dial. c. Tryph. 
102, ;\6-yol' dvopw6Els). The question has, however, been raised-Did he recognize a 
human soul in Christ! There is no doubt he speaks of uwµ.a,, ;\6-yos, and ,Puxfi (body, 
Logos, soul) a.s the constituents of his person, a.nd he uses ,Puxfi in the sense of tux."1 
4;>.cryos, the animal principle,-so tha.t it might be inferred from this phrase that 
he regarded the Logos a.s taking the place of the human (rational} soul or spirit or 
mind. Bnt he may have used the popular division of man into 'body and soul' 
rather than the more precise and teohnioa.l threefold division into uwµ,a,, ,Puxfi, 
'll'Vevµ,u.. There is, however, nothing to shew that the question had ~ver presented 
itself to Justin's thought. .All tha.t can certainly be maintained is that he regarded 
the ma.nhood of Christ a.s comnlete ~nd would not havf •.nnsciously used expressions 
which were inconsistent therewith. 

1 Fragment-Otto vol. ii p. 550 (Corp • .Apol. iii p. 256). The genuineness of 
the fra.gment is, however, disputed. 
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another race,-the race which is born again by him through 
water and faith and wood (the t1·ee), which possesses the secret 
ot the cross} Those who are thus prepared beforehand and 
rel?flllt for t,heir sins will escape (be acquitted in) the Judgement 
of God which is to come. 

Tatian 

Tatiau was, both as his pupil and in thought, closely con
nected with Justin. In his defence of Christian doctrine To 
the, Greeks 2. he is at pains to try to express the relation of the 
Logos to the Divine Being (the inner nature and existence of 
the Deity) and the manner in which he has a personal distinct 
existence without impairing the unity of the divine existence. 
He states the matter as follows :-" God was in the beginning 
(at the first); and the beginning (the first principle),3 we have 
been instructed, is the potentiality 4 of the Logos. For the 
Lord of the universe, who is himself the essence 6 of the whole, 
in so far as the creation had not yet come to be, was alone: 
but inasmuch as he was all potentiality,' and himself the 
essence of things seen and things unseen, in corn pany with 
him were all things. In company with him, through the 
potentiality of the Logos, the Logos too, who was in him, himself 
essentially was (inre,:rT17uev, subsisted). By the simple will of 
God the Logos springs forth, and the Logos, proceeding not 
without cause, becomes (OT comes into being as) the first-born 
work of the Father. Him (i.e. the Logos) we know to 
be the first principle (beginning) of the world. He came 
into being by a process of impartation, not of abscission : · for 
that which is cut off is separated from that from which it 
is cut; but that which has imparted being, receiving as its 
function one of administration,6 has not made him whence he 
was taken defective. For just as from one torch there are 

1 c. Tryph. 138. 
2 Oratio eh. v (al. vii and viii). His own title was simply TcmaPoO ,rp3s 

EXX.,vas. The text of Otto iB followed (but see ed. Schwartz). 
3 fi iipxij-' beginning', and also first cause or guiding governing principle. 
• ouvap.u. The conception is that the Logos was not actually, but only poten• 

tially, ellJ.SteuL (bvvJ"''' not tv•n•lv-). 
0 ii ~1ro<TTct«m-"that which makes things what they are and gives being or 

reality to them." See on the 0<1'1'1'~ of the Dwnysii p. 116. All things 
were potentially in Him. 

• "The part of olxovoµ.l.a. ", administration of the world, revelation. 
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kindled fires many, and the light of the first torch is not 
lessened on account of the kindling from it of the many 
torches ; so too the Logos, by coming forth from the poetmtiality 
of the Father, has not made Him who has begotten him destitute 
of Logos. For I myself speak and you hear, and I who con
verse with you certainly do not become void of speech (Logos) 1 

through the passage of my speech from me to you." 
The Logos is here regarded mainly in relation to the world, 

as the principle on which it was made, and the vehicle of 
revelation. Personal existence seems to attach to the Logos 
in this connexion only The hypostatic distinction in the 
being of God before Creation-and essentially-is not ex
pressed. The pre-existence is only potentialt(the only distinc
tion is that of the Father from His own reason)-God is all in 
all; the Logos is in him, but so are all things, and it is only 
when God wills that the Logos proceeds to personal being for 
the work which is assigned him., 

Theophilus 

A very similar view to that of Tatian appears to have been 
held by Theophilus a little later.2 He was probably the first 
to use the actual term Triad (Trinity) 3 and to apply Philo's 
terms 'indwelling' (or 'immanent') and 'proceeding' (or 'pro
jected' or •transient')• to the Logos. Till God willed to 
create the world the Logos dwelt in Him, in His inner being, 
as counsellor-His mind and intelligence-this is the only 
kind of pre-existence which appears to be recognized, and it 
is not clear in what way the Logos could be distinguished 
from the Father. Before Creation He begat him ' vomiting 
him forth' :-He begat him as " proceeding, first-born of all 
creation; not himself being made empty of the Logos, but 

1 The twofold sense of 11.6-yos, reason and the expression of it in speech, must be 
borne in mind; but the dominant thought in this passage is of the outward 
expression. 

2 His Defence of Christianity ad .Autolycum, see esp. ii 10 and 22. 
• The Triad named is "God and his Word and his Wisdom", of which the three 

days which passed before the lights in the firmament of heaven were created are said 
to be types. 

' i11litd.8eros and Tpo,popuc6s. The 1lBe of these terms is of Stoic origin, marking 
the two senses of 11.6-yos (reason and word), so mental and uttered or pr=nced. 
As representing two aspects of the same truth the U89 is recognized, but neither 
term ~lated from the other would be ..,..curate. 
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begetting Logos and continually consorting with his Logos ".1 

The Logos is clearly regarded as the medium for the Father's 
work in the world and among men. Always with God, he is 
the principle of all things. The Father Himself cannot be 
contained in space-but the Logos can ; and so he assumed in 
the world the part 2 of the Father-the Lord of all. 

The Distinction of the Logos from the Father cosmic rather 
than hypostatic 

Neither Justin nor Tatian nor Theophilus, accordingly, 
would seem to have clearly conceived a hypostatic distinction 
in the being of God Himself :-the distinction is found ex
ternally in relation to the world, and there is danger, on the 
one hand, of the Logos being identified with God. His essence 
( (J1)a-[a ). as it were, rests eternally in God-immanent : his 
hypoatasis 1s conceived only in the work of revelation. And so, 
on the other hand, as a personal existence it may be argued 
that the Logos is not really God, but only a manifestation of 
Him, and the Christology of the Apologists has thus been said 
to fall short of the genuine Christian appreciation of Christ
inasmuch as " it is not God who reveals Himself in Christ, but 
the Logos, the depotentiated God, a God who as God is sub
ordinate to the highest God" (Loofs). The limits within which 
this criticism of the Apologists may fairly be accepted have 
been already noted at the outset.3 

.A.thenagoras : his fuller recognition of the conditions to be 
accounted for 

In Athenagoras is found a clearer view of the personal 
existence of the Logos (or the Son) before Creation, and a fuller 
perception of the problem how to secure the unity and yet 
assign its due place to the distinction. 

It is the chief concern of Christians, he writes, " to know 
God and the Logos who comes from Him: to see what is the 
unity of the Son in relation to the Father, what the communion 
of the Father with the Son, what the Spirit; what is the union 
(lvroa-,,;;) of all these and the distinction (ow£p€cn,;) of the 

1 This idea of continuous generation has soruething in common with Origen's 
doctrine of the eternal generation. 

1 The word used is 1rp6rronro11, • See supra p. 120. 
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united-the Spirit, the Son, the Father: 1-" proclaiming at 
the same time their power in unity and a distinction in their 
order ".2 This distinction is more clearly conceived of as in
dependent of the creation of the world than by the other 
Greek Apologists. He speaks of the whole divine sphere as 
itself a 'perfect world' (,coap,o,;), and God as being in Himself 
all to Himself, so that there was no necessity for the world we 
know to be created. The disiinctions in the being of God are 
thus conceived as self-existent, and the part which the Logos 
afterwards plays in the work of creation he only playa because 
he is already in idea all that was required for the exercise of 
the special work of creation. The term 'generated' (' a thing 
begotten '), and the epithet ' first' in connexion with it, are 
applied to him, yet " not as having come into being (for from 
the beginning God, since He is eternal Mind, had in Himself the 
Logos (reason), since He is eternally possessed of Logos (rational)); 
but as having proceeded forth as idea and energy (i.e. in exercise 
of the idea) ".3 "God's Son is the Logos of the Father in idea 
and in operation." He has thus a previous relation to the 
Father, as has the Holy Spirit-and the three names represent 
eternally existing distinctions within the being of the Divine 
itself. It is in this clear repudiation of the conception that 
the Logos first acquired a personal existence in connexion with 
the creation of the universe (while he fully recognizes his opera
tion therein), that A.thenagoras seems to furnish a link between 
the earlier less precise and the later more exact expressions of 
the Christian consciousness. Precision of terminology is first 
to be found in Tertullian, but his contemporary Clement, and 
Irenaeus before him, make important contributions to the de
velopement of the doctrine. 

lrenaeus 

Irenaeus is one of the most conspicuous figures in the history 

• Leq. 12 (for Son he writes ..-a,s). The best edition of Athenagoras is tha.t of 
E. Schwartz, Leip7,ig 1891 (Texte -und Untersuckunqen iv Bd. 2 Heft). 

2 Leq. 10. So "who would not be perplexed", he writes, "to hear described as 
'atheists' men who believe in God the Father and God the Son and the Holy Spirit, 
and decla.re their power in unity and their distinction in order"; and again, "the 
Son is in the Father a.nu the Fa.ther in the Son by unity and power of the Spirit" 
(the conception expressed by the later term ..-ep,xwpr,,m, see infra p. 226 n. 2). 

1 Ibid. The terms are lilla. and ivep-y«a-the latter being the actualization of the 
former. 
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of the early Church. It is unnecessary here to enlarge on the 
importance of the various parts he played. His thought was no 
doubt mainly moulded by his Eastern origin and built up on a 
foundation of early traditions and modes of thought current in 
Asia Minor,1 though largely developed and determined in opposi
tion to Gnostic theories.2 

It was Gnosticism that led him to lay such stress on the 
eternal coexistence of the Logos with the Father, to repel the 
idea that he was ever 'made', and to discriminate creation from 
generation, rejecting anything of the nature of an emanation as 
a true expression of the relation between the Logos and the 
Father. Nor does he ever tend to identify the divine in Christ 
with the world-idea or the creating Word or Reason of God. 
He is familiar with the conception of a twofold generation,8 and 
uses the terms Son and Logos alike-interchangeably (the 
Logos being always Son). He conceives of the Logos as the 
one great and absolute organ of all divine revelations from all 
time (so that in them it was not God Himself but the Logos 
who appeared), and apparently of some kind of subordination 
of the Logos,-but he is prevented by his religious feeling and 
his consciousness of the limitations of the human understand
ing from carrying far his investigations into the nature of the 
relations between Father and Son. They are a mystery. The 
Father is God revealing Himself ; the Son is God revealed. 
The Father is the invisible of the Son, while the Son is the 

1 E.g. he held to the early millenni&l expecl:.a.tions (ad-!>. Hal!r. v 5 and 25 ff., 
ed. Harvey). 

3 See Loofs Leitfader,, • p. 91 ff. He points to Asia Minor as the scene of the 
greatest spiritual activity in the Church in the second half of the second century 
(cf. the Apologists: Melito of Sardis, Apollinarius of Hierapolis, Rhodon-a pupil of 
Tatian in Rome, Miltiades, Apollonius, and other Montanist writers, whose names 
are unknown), and as the home of a special theology, of which he notes the follow
ing characteristics :-(a) The clear recognition of the distinction between the Old 
and the New Testaments. (b) The concern to make Christ the centre to which the 
whole history of the divine olKovoµ!a. converges. (c) The appearance of modalism 
which resulted from the close connexion of its Christology with the popular con
ception that Christ had brought perfect knowledge of God (the revelation of Christ 
-the revelation of God), and (as he styles it) the paradoxical contrasting of the 
real death anti. real hm,yanity of Christ with his immortality and deity. (d) The 
connexion of the knowfedge of God with the assurance of immorl:.a.lity, based on 
the saying, 'This is eternal life, that they should know Thee' (John 173); yet an 
essentially physical expression of the means of salvation. 

8 The generation from eternity, whereby the Godhead exists both as Father and 
as Son in itself; and afterwards the generation in time, when the Son became man, 
-;,Aing born into the world. 
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visible of the Father. But the personal distinction is strictly 
maintained: and he insists that it is one and the same person 
-Jesus Christ---the Logos-the Son of God-who created 
the world, was born as man, and suffered aud ascended into 
heaven, still man a11 well as God. 

The deepest interest of Irenaeus (however) does not seem 
to be centred in speculations of this kind, but in the Incarna
tion as the fulfilment of the eternal purpose of God which 
was manifested when He created man in His image after His 
likeness. Irenaeus marks the distinction between the image, 
which connotes reason and freedom, in which man was made, 
and the likeness, which is the capacity for immortality, to which 
he was destined to attain. A course of developement was thus 
set before men by the Creator, following which they would 
become in very truth as He Himself was: but man in the 
exercise of his freedom, using the power which the ' image' 
gave him, departed from the course assigned him, and by 
his transgression (in the Fall) became subject to death and 
could no longer reach the goal of immortality. To restore to 
him the power of which he had been deprived was the purpose 
of the Incarnation, so that what had been lost in Adam might 
be recovered in Christ Jesus. In him the final predestined 
developement was realized,-it had been interrupted, but he 
resumed and completed it. It is Irenaeus who first expresses 
the thought which others after him delighted to emphasize
" On account of his infinite love he became what we are, in 
order that he might make us what he himself is." He summed 
up in himself the whole race and the whole course of develope
ment, completing thereby the whole revelation of God to man, 
and by passing through all stages of human life consecrated 
each and all. In this way in the person of Christ Jesus
the Person of the Logos become man-the whole race is again 
united to God, and becomes capable of attaining to incorrupti
bility. The possessor of immortality actually united him!!lelf 
with human nature, so that by adoption be might deify it and 
guarantee it the inheritance of life. He thus brought about 
the condition which God had ordained from the beginning
the realisation of which the entrance of sin had checked. So 
it is that Jesus Christ--he who is God and man-is the real 
centre of all history. He is the person who, as man, first 
attained the dest.i.natio.t1 set before the race. Special mean~ of 
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reaching this consummation are offered to individuals in the 
institution of the Sacraments of Baptism (which gives for
giveness of sins) and the Lord's Supper (partaking of the 
Eucharist our bodies no longer are corruptible but have the 
hope of the resurrection),-but there is also the mystic pre
sentation which is summed up in the pregnant saying, " the 
vision of God is the life of man ".1 The real life is the 
knowledge, the vision, of God. This knowledge, this vision, 
the Incarnation of the Word gave to men, and not only to those 
who actually saw him in his incarnate life upon earth, but also 
to all who afterwards should see him with the eye of faith
" They who see God will partake of life. It was for this reason 
that the infinite and incomprehensible and invisible otfered him
self to be seen and comprehended and contained by the faithful, 
so that he might give life to those that contain and see him by 
faith." z For them too the invisible is made visible, the incom
prehensible comprehensible, and the impassible passible. But 
faith-believing in him-involves the doing of his will ; 3 and it 
is, in turn, by the fulfilment of his commands, by obedience to 
him, that we learn to know him more completely. For the 
knowledge which is possible for man is essentially moral,4- the 
affinity between man and God is based on character. "Exactly 
in proportion as God is in need of nothing, man is in need of 
communion with God; for this is man's glory-to persevere and 
continue in the service of God." 6 

It is his strong hold on the conception of the unity and 
continuity of God's purpose and revelations of Himself thus 
manifested in the Incarnation as the natural sequence and 
culmination of the design of creation, not necessarily conditioned 
by the fall of man, that is most characteristic of the thought of 
Irenaeus. He was apparently the first of the great church 
teachers to follow up the clues which St Paul had given 6 in 
this respect. 

1 Irenaeus adi·. Haer. iv 84. 7 (ed. Harvey). 2 Ibid. iv 84. 6. 
8 Credere autem ei est facere ejus voluntatem (ibid. iv 11. 8). 
4 Ibid. l.c. and iv 34, 
& Ibid. iv 25. 1 (ed. Harvey). Harnack finds in Irenaeus two main idea.s

(1) The conviction that the Creator of the world and the Supreme God are one and 
the same; (2) the conviction that Christianity is real redemption, and that this 
redemption was only effected by the appearance of Christ. But these twn ideas are 
pa.rt of the stock-the very root-of all Christian thought. 

1 E.g. in the EJiistle to the Ephesians 110 811• 
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The thought and teaching of Clement of Alexandria is in 
several ways closely akin to his, and comparison of the one with 
the other is instructive. Clement's travels before he went to 
Alexandria had taken him to ground familiar to Irenaeus in his 
earlier life before he settled down at Lyons, and there was much 
in common between the two contemporary teachers of the 
Egyptian and the Gallican Churches. 

The characteristics of the Alexandrine school are clearly 
marked in Clement, one of its chief representatives. Its love 
of learning, its sympathy with intellectual activities, its enthus
iasm for knowledge of every kind as the only avenue that would 
lead to true interpretation of the Gospel ; its no less sincere 
recognition of the need of faith and of love in the search after 
truth, its desire to bring the whole of human life consciously 
under the rule of Christ, and to apply to every domain of 
thought and conduct the principles embodied in his life and 
teaching: these characteristics shew themselves in the work of 
all members of the school, and the result is an interpretation of 
the Gospel which is at once inclusive of the best Greek philo
sophical thought and genuinely Christian. 

(Jlement of Alexandria 

It was Clement who elevated "the idea of the Logos, who is 
Christ, into the higheRt principle in the religious explanation of 
the world and in the exposition of Christianity ".1 "Christianity 
is the doctrine of the creation, training, and redemption of man
kind by the Logos, whose work culminates in the perfect Gnostic." 
But the perfect Gnosticism with Clement is the true knowledge 
of God, which is to be reached by disciplined reason. His 
' Gnostic' is no visionary, no mystic. " Though the father of 
all mystics, he is no mystic himself." 1 

The doctrine of the Logos is the centre and mainspring of 
the whole system of Clement. 

He was eternally with the Father, who never was without 
him as Son. The being which he has is the same as the being 
of God the Father.2 He is the ultimate beginning (cause or 

1 C. Bigg TM Christian Platonists of A le=ndria eh. iii p. 98 f. 
2 "One mnst assume", says Harnack, "that the word [Homoousios] was really 

familiar to Clement as & designation of the community of nature both with God 
and with men, possessed by the Logos." He certainly wrote (Strom. jy 18) with 

6 
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principle) of all things that are, himself without beginning (or 
origination). He is author of the world, the source of light and 
life, in a sense himself at the head of the series of created beings, 
but, by reason of his divine being, specifically different from 
them. He is the interpreter of the Father's attributes, the 
manifestation of the truth in person, the educator of the human 
race,1 who at last became man to make men partakers of his 
own divine nature. 

That Clement thus held clearly a distinction between the 
Logos and the Father need not be argued. The real question 
which calls for consideration is whether he did not also so far 
distinguish between the Logos as originally existent and the 
Logos who was Son of God as to conceive two persons,2-the 
Logos proper who remains unalterably in God (the Logos 
immanent), and the Son - Logos who is an emanation of the 
immanent reason of God (the Logos proceeding forth in 
operation). 

He is said to have written,8 "The Son-Logos is spoken of 
by the same name as the Father's Logos, but it is not he who 
became flesh, nor yet the Father's Logos, but a certain power of 
God, as it were an effluence from the Logos himself, who became 
mind and visited continually the hearts of men." This, how
ever, is the only passage in which such a distinction is obviously 
drawn,4. and its real meaning is so obscure that apart from the 
context (which is not extant) it is impossible to use it in support 
of a view which is really contradicted by the whole conception of 

reference to the Valentinian doctrine of a peculiar race sent to abolish death, who 
were themselves saved by nature, that if this doctrine were true then Christ had not 
abolished death unless he too was homoousios with them, and in another place 
(Strom. ii 16) that men are not 'part of God and homoousioi with God• (implying 
that the Son was homoousios with God). 

1 Of the Greeks through philosophy, of the Jews through the Law, and after
wards, in Christ, of all who accept his teaching through faith leading up to know
ledge, through knowledge to love, and through love to 'the inheritance'. See e.g. 
Strom. vii 2 and vii 10. "The Greek philosophy, as it were, purges the soul and 
prepares it beforehand for the reception of faith" (Strom, vii 3 ; cf. i 13). 

1 So Harnack (DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 852) says that in many passe.ges he 
"expresses himself in such a way that one can scarcely fail to notice a distinction be
tween the Logos of the Father and that of the Son". See also Loofs Leiifaden p. 107. 

1 In the Hypotyposeis (Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 352). 
4 ln Strum. v 1 Clement seems to me to be certainly objecting to the term M1os 

rpoq,op11<01 as applied to the Son, on the ground that it depreciates his dignity, and not 
(as Harnack and Zahn take it) himself sanctioning a distinction between the hijtwr 
~6-yos iv6uJ.11n-os and the lower ~6,yor 'll'po,f,op,,c6r. 
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Clement's great trilogy-the conception of the Logos, one and 
the same, from the beginning to the end of things, drawing men 
to faith, training them, and at last bringing them to the full 
knowledge of God. 

Here, as in all similar cases, the only safe canon of criticism 
is that which bids us interpret the less known in a sense in 
keeping with the more known ; and we must assume that the 
doubtful expression was less well said rather than let it subvert 
the whole purpose and aim of the mass of its author's work. 
The general conception of Clement was certainly that the Logos 
-eternally equal with, but distinct from the Father, as His Son 
-was manifested all through the world's history, and at last was 
incarnate in the person of Jesus Christ. He cannot have in
tended, by any phrase that the exigencies of any particular line 
of argument may have brought to him, to evacuate that main 
idea of its proper force and consequences.1 

1 The pmlogue to the EzhOTtat'W/1, to the Greeks is really quite decisive-

The Word is the harmonious, melodious, holy instrument of God (Ezhortation 
to the Greeks i). 

Inasmuch as the Word was from the first, He wu and is the divine source of 
all things. 

He has now assumed the name of Christ • , , the cause of both our being at 
first and of our well-being. 

This very Word has appeared as man, He alone being both, both God and 
man. 

The Saviour, who existed bsfore, hu in recent days appeared-He who is in 
Him that truly is-the Word-has appeared ••• as our teacher ••• 

He pitied us from the beginning ... but now he a.ocomplished our salvation. 
Our ally and helper is one and the sa.me-the Lord, who from the beginning 

gave revelations • • • but now plainly calls to salvation. 
The teacher from whom a.11 instruction comes (ibid. xi). 

And Clement puts these words into the mouth of Jesus, the one great High 
Piiest of the one God his Father-an appeal to men, "Come to Me, that you may 
be put •.• under the one God and the one Word of God •.. I confer on you 
both ths Word and the Knowledge of God, my complete self .•.• This am I ••. 
this is the Son, this is Christ, this the Word of God • . • I will give you rest '' 
( ibid. xii ad fin.). 

Our Instructor is like His Father God • . • God in the form of man , •• the 
Word who is God, who is in the Father (Paetl. i 2). 

"The good Instructor ••. the Word of the Father, who made man ••• the 
Saviour • • . 'Rise np' he said to the paralytic" (ibid.). 

"One alone, true, good, just, in the image and likeness of the Father, His Son 
Jesus, the Word of God, is our Instructor" (ibid. xi). 

" The W orcl Himself is the manifest mystery : God in man and the man God. 
And the Mediator executes his Father's will: for the Mediator is the Word, who is 
common to both-the Son of God, the Saviour of men : His Servant, our Teacher" 
(ihiit. iii 1:. 
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There are frequent references to the Son being what he ie 
and exercising the functions he exercises ' by the will ' and 
' according to the will' of the Father, but they are obviously 
intended rather to safeguard the authority of the Father than 
to limit the power of the Son. Such phrases do not imply 
any non-Catholic conception of the subordination or ' inferiority' 
of the Son to the Father. 'l'hey express the complete moral 
harmony between the Father and the Son; they exclude anything 
like dualism, anything that would mar the unity of the divine 
being; they certainly do not support any notion of temporal 
origin of the Son or of his derivation from any other source 
than the very essence of the divine.1 

The influence of Clement on the developement of doctrine 
was, however, not exercised so much directly as through his more 
famous pupil Origen, whose greater ability and untiring labours, 
continued over fifty years, made him the chief representative of 
the Alexandrian school. 

Before, however, we pass to him, we must turn our attention 
to the great representative of the Church of Africa-in geo
graphical position situated between Gaul and Egypt, but 
separated from each by sea and desert, and no less isolated 
by antecedents and character. The differences between the 
Churches of Africa on the one hand and Gaul and Egypt on 
the other is reflected in the thought and teaching of Tertullian 
on the one hand, and Irenaeus and Clement on the other. In 
passing from Clement to Tertullian we pass from sentiment and 
imagination to practical precision and legal reasoning, from 
poetry to prose. Instead of picturesque description we have 
attempts at accurate definition. We leave the mystic atmosphere 
of the Logos doctrine, with its blended beauties and obscurities. 
its lights and its shadows, and come into the region in which it 
is overpowered by the doctrine of the Sonship-the doctrine 
which is much more obviously in harmony with human analogies 
and experience, and by its greater simplicity was found to be 
much more easily grasped by the practical Western mind. 

1 In the Stromateil (vii 2) he definitely calls him the paternal Word, declares 
him to be always everywhere, being detained nowhere ; the complete paternal light 
• • • before the foundation of the world the counsellor of the Father • . • the power 
of God as being the Father's most ancient Word before the production of all things 
and His wisdom. "The Son is", he says, "so to speak an energy of the Father", 
but this is said to shew that "being the Father's power, he easily prevails in what 
be wiahea ", 
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From this time forward the explanation of the person of 
Christ and of his relation to the Godhead as a whole, which was 
furnished by the Logos doctrine, tended more and more to recede 
into the background of theological thought. The main ideas had 
no doubt in large measure passed into the common stock, but 
the name was less and less used, and attention was concentrated 
rather on the group of ideas which the title Son suggests. The 
more philosophical conception gives way to the one which can 
best be brought to the test of conditions with which every one is 
familiar. 

So the conception of the Sonship occupies the chief place in 
the thought and exposition of an Origen no less than in that of 
less speculative and more prosaic theologians like Tertullian 



CHAPTER X 

TERTULLIAN 

IT is in Tertullian that we first find the accurate definition and 
technical terms that passed over into Catholic theology, winning 
prompt acceptance in the West and securing-when the time 
came-the grudging but certain approval of the East.1 With 
his legal rhetorical training and ready application of forensic 
analogies to the expression of doctrine, and his genius for terse 
and pregnant description, be effectively moulded the Latin 
language to the service of ecclesiastical needs, and fashioned the 
formulas of the later orthodoxy. The terms seem to come to 
him so readily that one would suppose them already familiar, 
were it not that no earlier traces are found. 

It will be remembered that he was a chief opponent of the 
modalistic form of Monarchianism, which he understood to 
mean that the Father Himself suffered; and it was under the 
provocation of this Monarchian teaching that his own concep
tions were expressed and probably worked out. 

Tertullian was perhaps less a philosopher than a jurist, and 
we are helped to understand his theory-his expression of the 
Christian doctrine of God and of the Person of Christ-by the 
legal use of the terms he employs.2 'Substance' (substantia) 
meant ' property' -the sense in which we use the word when 
we speak of 'a man of substance '-a man's possessions, estates, 
fortune, the owner's rights in which were carefully protected by 
Roman law from invasion or infringement. 'Person' (persona) 

1 See infra p. 166 n. 1, on the influence of the West (through Hosius) in framing 
the Nicene formula. It is an 'epitome' of Tertullian that was made by Novatian, 
whose treatise On the Trinity was a dominant influence in the West. Soit was Ter
tullian's doctrine that Dionysius of Rome pressed on his namesake of Alexandria. 

1 See Harnack IJG. ii3 p. 285 Jf.(Eng. tr. vol. iv pp. 122, 123). But the passages 
cited infr11, shew that the conceptions and expressions of Tertulliau were by no 
means entirely controlled by legal U11age, and the philosophical sense of the terms 
must &lso be borne in mind. 

lllS 
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meant a being with legal rights, a' party', an 'individual', whose 
being as such was recognized by law as one of the facts of which 
it took cognizance, a real existence (res) within its own limitations. 
Such a person's position or circumstances would be his status, or 
condition (status, condicio),-perhaps even his nature (natura or 
proprietas), when looked at from a more inward point of view,
and obviously a number of persons might occupy the same status, 
or be in the same condition, or have the same nature. So too 
there might be various kinds of ' substance', each marked by 
special characteristics or' properties' (in the sense of that which 
is proper or peculiar to each) or 'nature' (proprietas, natura). 

Thus, if these human analogies be applied to the interpre
tation of the Christian revelation, one substance is divinity-all 
that belongs to the divine existence. This is, as it were, one 
piece of property; but, following still the human analogy, there 
is nothing to hinder its being held in joint ownership by three 
individuals with the same rights in it on equal terms. And so 
the description of the divine existence would be one substance 
shared by three persons in one condition ( una substantia, tres 
personae, in uno statu). But there is also another substance-all 
that belongs to human existence, all that is owned by men 
qua men. This is another piece of property, and, still from the 
point of view of Roman law, there is nothing to hinder one 
and the same person from holding at the same time two quite 
different pieces of property. So the two substances, divinity 
and humanity, might be owned, and all the rights and privileges 
attaching to each exercised and enjoyed, at one and the same 
time, by one and the same person, Jesus Christ.1 Thus there is 
no contradiction or confusion of thought in speaking as regards 
the being of God of one substance and three persons,1 and as 

1 Melito (de Inearn. (Jhristi (Routh Rel. i p. 121)) uses oilrrto. as Tertulli&n uses 
substantia iu this connexion, and speaks in regard to Christ of Ta.s ow o.liToG 
u{lrr!o.s-the two realities, Godhead and manhood, which were his. 

2 Tertullilln seems, however, to avoid the use of the word personae in this 
connexion, using tres alone to express 'the three•, without adding 'persons' in 
the ca.se of the Trinity; just as later .A.ugnstiue, while feeling compelled to speak of 
three 'persons', apologized for the term and threw the responsibility for it on to 
the poverty of the language (de Trinitate v 10, vii 7-10; see infra). · Tertulli&n 
bas the definite expression only when it cannot well be omitted-e.g. when support
mg the doctrine of the Trinity from the baptismal commission, he writes "nam nee 
semel, sed ter, &d singula nomin& in person&s singulllB tinguimur" (adv. Prar,;. 26). 

On the other h&nd, he has no scruple &bout using the term perstma of Jesus 
Christ, both man and God-combining in himself the two 111il,atantitu, but one 
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regards the constitution of the person of Ohrist of two sub
stances and one person, he being at once God and man (JJeus et 
homo). 

In this way the unity of the Godhead is strongly marked ; 
it is one and the aame divinity which all three share alike. 
This ia " the mystery of the providential order which arranges 
the unity in a trinity, setting in their order three-:Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit-three, however, not in condition (status) 
but in relation (flrad11,s), and not in substance but in mode of 
existence (forma), and not in power but in special characteristics 
(species); yes, rather of one substance and of one status and 
power, inasmuch as it is one God from whom these relations and 
modes and special characteristics are reckoned in the name of 
Father and of Son and of Holy Spirit". 1 

When Tertullian passes from this juristic sense of substttnce 
to the wider philosophical use of the term, and declares that he 
always maintains in regard to the Godhead" the substance in 
three (persons) who together form the whole '',2 yet it is always 
with him something concrete-a particular form of existence. 
It has of course a particular character or nature of its own; 
but it is not its nature-rather its nature exists in it, and, in 
part at least, in other similar substances. " Substance and 
the nature of substance", he writea,S "are different things. 
Substance is peculiar to each particular thing; nature, however, 
can be shared by others. Take an example : stone and iron are 
substances ; the hardness of stone and of iron is the nature of 
the two substances. Hardness brings them together, makes them 

person. Of. ad1', P'f'UI(). 27 "Videmns duplicem statum, non confusum, sed con
iunctum in una persona, deum et hominem Jesum." 

1 .A.dv. Pr=. 2. Trea autem mm statu 1ed gradu, neJ: 1ubstantia sed forma, me 
potutate aed specie. Apparently by gradus (relation or degree) is meant "the order 
whereby the Father exists of Himself, the Son goes forth immediately from the 
Father, and the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father through the Son ; so that 
the Father is rightly designated the first, the Son the second, and the Holy Spirit 
the third Person of the Godhead. And by the expressions forrncu and species 
(forms and aspects) he seems to have meant to indicate the different modes of 
subsistence (rporov1 ilrclpfEwr), whereby the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit 
subsist in the same divine nature" (Bp. Bull Dif. N. (J, ii, vii). 

Between • species' and 'forma' there is no perce1Jtible difference, at leaat 
Cicero (Op. 7, cited by Forcellini) says the same thing is signified by 1pecie1 as 
by Jonna, which in Greek is 1/Ua.. 

1 Unam substantiam in tribus cohaerentibus (adtt. Prax. 12). 
• D, .A.nima 32. Similarly (adv. Praz. 26) he distinguishes "lletween a,ubstantia. 

aud the auidemia. or proprietatu -uniu,cuiuaqiu mbatantiae. 
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partners; substance sets them apart (that is to say, hardneee
their 'nature '-is what they have in common; substance ie 
what ie peculiar to each) .... You mark the likeness of nature 
firet when you observe the unlikeness of substance,"-that ie 
to say, that you must first recognize that they are two things 
(as to substance) before you can compare them (as to nature). 
• Substance ' can, accordingly, never have to Tertullian the 
meaning 'nature',1-the thing itself cannot be its properties. 
And eo, in working out the doctrine of the Person of Christ, by 
the expression ' two substances ' he does not mean simply two 
natures in any indefinite sense, but that the one person is both 
God and man, enjoying the two distinct possessions of deity and 
humanity. 

It is in describing the nature of the relation between the 
Son and the Father that he most loses sight of the legal sense 
of the term ' substance', and employs it to express a particular 
form of existence; which is, however, still regarded as concrete. 
"The Son I derive", he says," from no other source but from the 
substance of the Father ",1 where the substance of the Father is 
only an exegetical periphrasis for the Father Himself-His own 
being: so that he can use the single word, " We say that the 
Son is produced (projected) from the Father, but not separated 
from Him ".8 He who is emitted from the substance of the 
Father must of course be of that substance,' and there is no 
separation between the two. The Word is " always in the 
Father ... and always with God ... and never separated 
from the Father or different from the Father". He speaks, it 
is true, of the Father as being ' the whole substance', while 
the Son is ' a derivation from, and portion of, the whole ', and 
so ' made less' than the Father ; 6 but his only purpose is to 
mark the distinction between them as real, and not as in
volving diversity between them or division of the one substance. 
The relation between them may be illustrated by human 
analogies. The root produces (emits) the shrub, the spring the 
stream, and the sun the ray. The former is in each case, as 
it were, the parent, and the latter the offspring : they are two 
things, but they are inseparably connected. The being of both 
is one and the same. That which proceeds, moreover, ie second 
to that from which it proceeds, and when you say 'second' 

1 See further Journal of Theological Studies vol. iii p. 292 and vol. iv p. 440. 
1 .Adt,. Prax. ,. 1 Jbid. 8. • Ibid, 7. 1 Ibtd. 9. 

6* 
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you say tta.t there are two. It is in order to mark clearly 
the distinct personality of the Son that he calls him 'second'. 
There is no suggestion or thought of subordination, in any 
other sen11e than in regard to origin, and even that is merged 
in the unity of substance. In the case under consideration 
there is a third. " The Spirit is third from God and the Son, 
just as the fruit which comes from the shrub is third from the 
root, and the river which flows from the stream is third from 
the spring, and the ' peak' of the ray third from the sun." 1 

There is, moreover, a sense in which the Father is one, and 
the Son other, and the Spirit yet other; as he who generates is 
other than he who is generated, and he who sends than he who 
is sent. Yet there is no division of the one substance, though 
there are three in it, and each of the three is a substantive 
(substantial) existence out of the substance of God Himself.2 

Seizing the Monarchian watchword, he turns it against 
themselves, and insists that no rule or government is so much 
the rule of a single person, so much a ' monarchy', that it 
cannot be administered through others appointed to fulfil their 
functions by the monarch. The monarchy is not divided, and 
does not cease to be a monarchy, if the monarch's son is 
associated with him in the rule. The kingdom is still the 
king's; its unity is not impaired.1 

That God was never really alone (since there was always 
with Him the Logos as His reason and word) is shewn by the 
analogy of the operation of human thought and consciousness,' 
and by His very name of Father-which implies the existence 
of the Son; He had a Son, but He was not Himself His Son
as well as by numerous passages of the Scriptures. But 
between Him and the Son there was no division, though they 
were two (and though it would be better to have two divided 
gods than the one' change-coat' God the Monarchians preached). 

The treatise against Praxeas is more technical in phraseology 
and definitely theological in purpose than the Apology,6 which 
was intended for more general reading ; but in the Apology he 

1 .tldv. Pra;,;. 8. Yet it is a 'trinitas uniua divinitatia', See de Pudwitia § 21. 
1 Ad,;, Praz 26, and cf. ibid. 25. "So the connexion of the Father in the Son 

and of the Son in the Paraclete produces three coherent one to the other. And 
these three are one thing (unum), not one person (unus); as it was said, 'I and the 
Father are One (unum) ', in regard to unity of substance, not in regard to singt larity 
of number." 

• .J.th. Praz. 8. ' Ibid. 5, ' See Apol, 21, 
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expresses the same thoughts in somewhat different language. 
God made the world by His word and reason and power (virtus). 
This is what Zeno and Cleanthes also said, using the word Logos 
-that is, word and reason-of the artificer of the universe. 
The proper substance of the Logos is spirit. He was produced 
from God, and by being produced was generated, and is called 
Son of God, and God, because his substance is one and the same 
as God's. For God too is spirit. As in the case of a ray being 
shot forth from the sun, the ray is a portion of the whole sun; 
but the sun is really in the ray, because it is a ray of the sun; 
and the substance of the ray is not separated from the sun ; but 
the substance of the sun is extended into the ray: so that which 
is produced from spirit is spirit, and from God God, just as 
from light is kindled light. So the Logos is God and God's 
Son, and both are one. It was, as it were, a ray of God which 
glided down into a certain virgin, and in her womb was fashioned 
as flesh, and was born man and God blended together.1 The 
flesh was built up by the spirit, was nourished, grew to man
hood, spoke, taught, worked, and was Christ. 

The relation between the spirit and the flesh in the consti
tution of the person of Jesus Christ he discusses in the treatise 
against Praxeas.2 

It was not that the spirit was transformed (transfiguratus) 
when he became flesh, but that he 'put on' flesh. God, as being 
eternal, is unchangeable and incapable of being transformed. 
To have been transformed would have been to have ceased to 
be God ; but the Logos never ceased to be what he was to 
begin with. If the Logos had really become flesh by any 
process of transfiguration and change of substance, then Jesus 
would have been a new substance formed out of the two 
substances flesh and spirit, a kind of mixture, a tertium quid. 
But there was no kind of mixture; each substance remained 
distinct in its own characteristics-the Vv ord was never any-

1 ' Homo deo mixtll!!.' Tertullian did not mean that t11e two together ma.de 
& third thing. He expressly repudiates the conception, using the illustration of 
elcctrum, a compound of gold and silver, neither one nor the other (see adv. Pra:i:. 
27) ; and he emphasizes the distinct parts played by the divinity and the humanity 
respectively as clearly as Leo himself (Ep. ad Flav.) more than two hundred years 
later. But had he lived in Leo's time he probably would not have used this phrase. 
See infra p. 243 n. 3 and p. 247, 

2 Adtv. Prax. 27. Cf. also ,u Carne Christi, esp. § 18, where he insists on the 
distinct origin of the spirit and the flesh and discuRses the interpretation of John 31 

e.s spoken by Christ of himself, shewing that each remains what it waa. 
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thing but God, the flesh was never anything but man. He who 
was Son of God as regards the spirit was man and son of 
man. "We see", he says," the double status, the two not con
fused but conjoined in one person, God and man (Jesus) .... " 
This is Christ. " And the peculiar properties of each substance 
are preserved intact, so that in him the spirit conducted its own 
affairs, that is, the deeds of power and works and signs, ... 
and the flesh underwent its sufferings, hungering in the instance 
of the Devil (the Temptation), thirsting in the instance of the 
Samaritan woman, weeping for Lazarus, sorrowful unto death ; 
and finally it died." It is clear, he insists, that both substances 
ex:eroised their functions each by itself. Qux flesh and man 
and son of man, he died ; qua Spirit and Word and Son of God, 
he was immortal. " It is not in respect of the divine substance, 
but in respect of the human, that we say he died." 1 

It may thus be fairly said that the later developed orthodox 
doctrine of the Trinity and of the Person of Christ-even 
in details-is to be found in Tertullian. Certain crudities of 
thought may perhaps be detected,! but as having developed and 
created a series of most important doctrinal formulae which 
became part of the general doctrinal system of the Catholic 
Church, his importance cannot be overestimated.8 

1 Adv. Pro;;,;, 29, where he argues against the conception that the Father 
'suffered with' th1J Son, on the main ground that in the divine substance (which 
was all the Father and the Son had in common) the Son himself did not suffer. 
On the part,, played by the two substances see also de Oarne Ohristi (§ 5 ), 
where the doctrine of the communicatio idiomatum is expressed for the first 
time.!( 

ei Harnack (DG. Eng. tr. vol. iv p. 121) notes as obvious the following: (1) Son 
and Spirit proceed from the Father solely in view of the work of creation and revela
tion; (2) Son and Spirit do not possess the entire substance of the Godhead, but 
&re 'portiones' ; (3) they are subordinate to the Father; (4) they are transitory 
manifestations-the Son at last gives back everything to the Father ; the Father 
alone is absolutely invisible, the Son can become visible and can do things which 
would be simply unworthy of the Father. But this criticism seems to emphasize 
unduly particular expressions in relation to others, and to be corrected by the 
excellent summary of the treatise adv. Prax. which follows it (Harnack DG. Eog. 
tr. vol. iv p. 122). 

1 Of. Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 235. So Bull could write (Def. N.O. bk. ii 
eh. vii, Ox. tr. }, " Read only his single work against Praxeas, in which he treat, 
fully and professedly of the most holy Trinity ; he there a.s~erts the consubstanti
ality of the Son so frequently and so plainly, that you would auppose the aufaor 
had written after the time of the Nicene Council." 



CHAPTER Xl 

0RIGEN 

ORIGEN is one of the great landmarks in the history of doctrine.1 

He was the first of the theologians whose work is really known 
to us to attempt the scientific systematic 2 exposition of the 
Christian interpretation of life. And however much the know
ledge of previous controversies may have stimulated his own 
thought and aided to determine his exposition, he has the great 
advantage over previous theologians that his work was not im
mediately called forth by apologetic motives and the exigencies 
of controversy. He was able to face the problems with the 
schclar's and the teacher's aim of clear and simple exposition 
only. There is no sign of haste or of heat about his work. 
He had not got to • score ' a victory over dangerous enemies, 
within or without the Church : he had not to use argumenta ad 
hominem; he had perhaps some obiter dicta to recall,8 but his 
opinions were quietly formed, and there is little reason to doubt 
that even those which were not accepted by his own or later 
generations represented his deliberate and reasoned convictions. 
His system was built up on Tradition-as embodied in the 
Scriptures and the custom of the Church-but he put his own 
mark upon it all and aimed at giving it his own expression. 

1 Harne.ck says we can clearly distinguish in the history of dogma three styles 
of building, and names as the masters of these styles, Origen, Augustine, and the 
Reformers (DG. i p. 10). 

2 This seems to be the fa.et, although it is true that "his writings represent an 
aspiration rather than a ~ystem, principles of research and hope rather than 
determined formulas" (Westcott 'Origenes' D. a.B., an article of the highest 
nlue. Cf. his Essay on Origen in Juligiom Thought in thd West). See also 
particularly C. Bigg Tiu Christian Platonistl of Al~ (Bampton Lectures, 
1886), esp. pp. 152-192 ; but for the study of the conceptions of Origen the 
most helpful book is still perhaps that of Redepenning, with its rich quotations 
from his writings. 

1 Of. the aaying of Jerome, that in some of his earlier treatises, written in tht 
immaturity of youth, Origen was 'like a boy playing at dice'. !I 

146 
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It is in his great w1iting 1rep, <lpxwv (de Principiis) that this 
expression is chiefly to be found.1 

Basing the whole of bis work on "the teaching of the 
Church transmitted in orderly succession from the Apostles, and 
remaining in the Churches to the present day", he first lays down 
a summary of the rule of faith as expressed in• the Scriptures, 
and declares that every one must make use of elements and 
foundations of that kind if he desires to form a connected series 
and body of doctrine, following up each point by means of 
illustrations and arguments, whether found in holy Scripture or 
ruscovered by a correct method of deduction. He then proceeds, 
not without digressions and repetitions, to set out in three 
successive books the doctrine of God, of creation and providence, 
of man and redemption ; and in conclusion, in the fourth book, 
he examines the questions of the inspiration and the interpreta
tion of the Bible. The book was obviously not written for the 
simple believer, but for scholars who were familiar with the 
speculations of the Gnostics and of other-non-Chri&tian-philo
sophers. ![ 

In his interpretation of the Christian revelation, accordingly, 
Origen started from the philosophical conception, to which Plato 
and the N eo-Platonists had given currency, of the One and the 
Many. The One represents the only real existence, the Source 
of all being: the Many represents the Universe with all its 
varying forms of apparent being, none of which have any real 
existence apart from the One from which they are derived. 
They do, however, in various ways pourtray the One, and in 
them alone can He be understood: for the One, the self-existent, 
the source of all that really is, is a living Person. In His 
absolute nature and being He is unknowable by man (or any of 
the Many), but He is relatively knowable so far as He is revealed 
through the medium of the universe which derives its existence 
from Him and in some measure reflects His nature and attributes. 
Such relative knowledge as is in this way attainable shews Him 
to be not only one, without origin, the cause of all that is, but 
also spiritual and eternal, and above all else absolutely good. 
His very essence is love. From this ethical conception, which 
is at the back of all his theology, Origen argues that He must 

1 Besides the de Principiis (228-231 ), th6 most important works in which hi! 
theological teaching is set forth a.re the <Jommentaries ,m St John (228-238), the 
Ctmtra (Jelsum (249), and the de Oratione. 
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impart Himself. Love cannot be thought of, except as givmg. 
Goodness desires that all shall share in the highest knowledge . 
.And so there must be some medium, some channel, by which 
He effects the revelation of Himself. .As the required organ He 
chose the Logos.1 It is for the very purpose of revealing God 
that the Logos exists,2 and for this reason he has a personal 
subsistence side by side with the Father,8 and must be (if he is 
to reveal Him truly), as regards his being, of one essence with 
God. He must be in his own being God, and not only as 
sharing in the being of God.4 He is thus, as being the perfect 
image of God, the reason and wisdom of God, himself too 
really God. 

His generation as Son is effected as the will proceeds from 
the mind, as the brilliance from the light, eternal and everlasting. 
It cannot be said that there was any time when the Son was 
not. No beginning of this generation can be conceived-it is 
a continuous eternal process.6 It is this conception of a con-

1 It is only in connexion with the revelation of God that Origen conceives, or 
at least expounds, the Trinity. God is goodness-the a.,},-o 6.-ya.06v : He must there• 
fore reveal Himself. Origen does not, 11.B later on .Augustine did, derive the 
essential Trinity from this conception of Love as the very being of the Godhead, 
so that a plurality of PeIBons was a necessary inference from this main character
istic. It is only the Trinity of revelation (God in relation to the world) that he 
sets forth. See infra pp. 204, 228. 

i See ~.g. de Prine. i 2. 6. 
• lbid. i 2. 2. "Let no one imagine that we mean anything impersonal. , 

The only-begotten Son of God is His wisdom existing as a hypostasis." 
4 Pamphilus (Apology jar Origen c. 5 tr. Rufinns) quotes him as using, in his 

Commentary on the Epistle to lhe Hebrews, the very word 0µ006,nos to express the 
identity of being of the Father and the Son, "And these similitudes •• , shew 
most clearly that the Son has communion of essence (substance) with the Father ; 
for an effiuence (aporrhoea) is evidently homooudios, that is, of one essence (sub
stance) with the body of which it is an effiuence or vapour.'' Cf. also de Prine. 
i 2. 5, "the only one who is by nature a Son, and is therefore termed the Only
begotten" ; i'bid. i 2. 10, "in all respects incapable of change or alteration, and 
every good quality in him being essential and such as cannot be changed and con• 
verted '' ; ibid. i 2. 12, "there is no dissimilarity whatever between the Son and the 
Father''. Of. the similitude of the iron heated by the fire (ibid. ii 6. 6), and of 
the statue (ibid. i 2. 8). 

~ "Who • • • can suppose or believe that God the Father ever existed even for a 
moment without having generated this Wisdom (which is His only-begotten Son}" 
(i 2. 2). "His generation is as eternal and everlasting as the brilliance which is 
produced from the sun" (i 2. 4 ; cf. i 2. 9} ; and "No one can be a father without 
having a son" (i 2. 10; cf. iv 28). And in Jerem. Hom. ix 4, "The Father did 
not beget the Son and let him go from the Source of his generation (6.,ro ri)s 
-,,vfoews ain-ov, i.e. Himself the Father,--or perhaps 'after, or in consequence of, 
his generation'), but He is always begetting him (6.el 'YE""\l a.in-6,).'' 
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tinuoue timeless process that brings the idea of the gen.':'ration 
of the Son, which earlir,r thinkers had expresserl. into the sphere 
of living reality. It ceases to be an act in time, and b~comes 
an action outside time-living and moving and real. Jt. is 
Origen's chief permanent contribution to the doctrine of the 
Person of Christ. 

The Son is indeed said to be begotten of or by t,he wiH of 
the Father 1-but within the being of the ]father no contmdfotion 
could be thought of-Hie will is of His very essence. And so, 
though there should be an act of will, there would be also an 
inner necessity for it, and the Son would be equally truly said 
to be begotten of the essence of the Father.2 

The function of revelation is also exercised by the Holy 
Spirit,• who is the most exalted of all the beings that have 
come into existence through the Logos.~ 

These three existences together constitute the Trinity, which 

1 E.g. de Priw;. i 2. 6, "who is born of Him, like an &et of His will proceedi.ng 
from the mind". 

i Loofs (Leitjadffl1 p. 125) sets in antithesis various phrases, extracted from 
different contexts, to sbew the subordinate rank of the Son in relation to the Father. 
The Father a.lone is d-yi,,71Tos (de Prine. i 2. 6 ; in Joh. 28), the Son in relation to 
Him a KTfrrµ,o., [Justinian is the only anthority for the assertion that Origen styled 
the Son a. 1CTla-µa.. Origen certainly never meant it in any Arian sense.] 

The Father is a.iJT6fJ,os and d).710111or 0,61 (in Joh. 23), the Son is 6dTEpor 
e,61 (c. Oels. 5. 39) and ~,or riis BevTEpevooo-71s fMTO. -ro11 /Jeo, -rwv 5/\0111 Ttµ.f/s (ibid. 
7. 57). 

The Father is <lra.pa.XACKT01f d-ya./Joi, the Son is EilCWP 4')'a.lJoT71TOf -roii /Jeou, ci).).' 

ofJK a.lrroa.')'0,116s (ck Prine. i 13). [But this antithesis must be corrected by reference 
to ck Prine. i 2. 10 and ii 6. 5, 6.] 

The Father is o /Je6s, the Son is /Jelis (in Joh. 22), and prayer should be made to 
the Fathe1 only (de Orat, 15). [But nevertheless the Son is equally with the 
Father an object of worship, Father and Son being two actualities tjj ~1roa-Taa-e,, 
but one in unanimity and harmony and sameness of purpose (c. Oels. 8. 12). So 
worship is offered to Christ as he is in-as he is one with-the Father, And it is 
really only the highest form of petition which Origen says is to be addressed to the 
Father only in the Son's name. (See Bigg l.c. p. 185.)] 

In the case of such a writer &e Origen it is peculiarly dangerous to isolate 
pa.rticula.r phrases :-it is of course just the error into which the Arians fell. They 
must be studied always in their context and in their connexion with contemporary 
thought, if their general scope and proportion is not to be misconceived. (Of. 
Westcott l.c. p. 133.) Any summary statement of his teaching must therefore 
be peculiarly precarious. 

'De Prine. i 3. 4, "All knowledge of the Father is obtained by reveiation of 
the Son through the Holy Spirit", but "we a.re not to suppose thi.t tne dpirit 
derives his knowledge through revelation from the Son·•. .He Jl!UI die same know. 
ledge and, just like the Son, reveals it to whom he wiit. 

• &e O<>mm. in Joh, i 3 &nd infra p. 202. 
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in its real inner being transcends all thought-essentially of 
one Godhead, eternal and co-equal.1 

But in manifestation to the created universe a difference 
between the Persons may be seen, at least as to the extent of 
their action. "God the Father, holding all things together, 
reaches to each of the things that are, imparting being to each 
from His own; for He is absolutely. Compared with the Father 
the Son is less, reaching to rational beings only, for he is second 
to the Father. And the Holy Spirit again is inferior, extending 
to the saints only. So that in this respect the power of the 
Father is greater, in comparison with the Son and the Holy 
Spirit; and the power of the Son more, in comparison with the 
Holy Spirit ; and again the power of the Holy Spirit more 
exceeding, in comparison with all other holy beings." 2 

As regards the Son, in particular, it is clear that Origen 
maintained his distinct personality,3 his essential Godhead {KaT' 

ova-f.av t'uTt- 0eo<,), and his co-eternity with the Father (a€£ 
7evvaTaL o O'OJT~P WO TOU '1TaTpoi;): though he placed him as 
im intermediary between God and the universe, and spoke of 
the unity of the Father and the Son as moral, and insisted on 
the Father's pre-eminence (vm,pox1) as the one source and 
fountain of Godhead, in such terms as to lead many, who 
believed themselves his followers and accepted his authority, to 
emphasize unduly the subordination of the Son.' 

1 Seede Pri'Tl,I), i 3. 7, nihil in trinitate rnajus minusve (though Loofs, op. c. p. 126, 
regards Rufinus as responsible for this clause, it seems certainly to express the 
conviction of Origen with regard to the mutual relations of the three Persons in 
their inner being). See further infra p. 201, on the Holy Spirit ; and on the 
impossibility for men of understanding anything but the Trinity in its manifests. 
tions (revelation), see the strong assertions de Prine. i 34 and iv 28. 

~ De Pri'Tl,I). i 3. 5, Gk. fr. Of. Athanasius ad Serap. iv 10, and Origen de 
Prine. iv 27 f. 

• This (namely, that the Son is not tl1e Father) is certainly the meaning of the 
passage de Oratione 15 : fr•pos Kar' o~ulav K«l vroKElµevov rov rarpos-o~ula being 
used in its primary sense of particular or individual existence. 

'Bigg (op. c. p. 181) insists that to derive the Subordinatfonism which is a note 
of Origen's conceptions from metaphysical considerations is to wrong him. "It is 
purely scriptural, and rests wholly and entirely upon the words of Jesus, 'My 
Father is greater than I', 'that they may know Thee the only true God', 'None is 
Good save One'. The dominant text in Origen's mind was the last. Hence he 
limits the relativity to the attribute to which it is limited by Christ himself. The 
Son is Very Wisdom, Very Righteousness, Very Truth, perhaps even Very King; 
but not Very Goodness. He is Perfect Image of the Father's Goodness, but not the 
Absolute Good, though in regard to us he is the Absolute Good .•.• Where he 
pronounces his real thought, the difference between the Persona is conceived not u 
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'lhe special affinity in which the Son stands to rational 
beings estabiishes the fitness ot the Incarnation, and through 
t.he human soul 1 the divme Logos was united with the man 
Christ Jesus-perfect manhood, subject to the conditions of 
naturai growth, and pertect divinity becoming one in him, while 
ear.h nature still remains distinct. To describe this unity he 
was the tirst to use the compound word God-Man (E'>EavOpwwo~), 
and the relation between the two natures was expressed by the 
image of the fire and the iron, when the fire heats and pene
trates the iron so that it becomes a glowing mass, and yet its 
character is not altered-the fire and the metal are one, but the 
iron is not changed into something else.2 

So, through the union of the divine and the human nature 
effected in the Incarnation, all human nature was made capable 
of being glorified, without the violation of its proper character
istics. The work of Christ was for all men. It was so revealed 
that it could be apprehended according to the several powers 
and wants of men-he was' all things to all men'. His mani
festation to men is present and continuous. He is ever being 
born, and is seen as each believer has the faculty of seeing
and as each reflects him he becomes himself a Christ-an 
anointed one. For the union of man and God accomplished 

quantitative nor as qualitative, but as modal simply. The Son q'll,fl, Son is inferior 
to the Father qua Father ... , He could not, he dared not, shrink back where the 
Word of God led him on. He could not think that a truth three times at least 
pressed upon the Church by Christ himself might safely be ignored. To his 
dauntless spirit these words of the Master seemed to be not a scandal but a flash 
of light." 

1 See ru Prine. ii 6, 3. It is II impossible for the nature of God to intermingle 
with a body without an intermediate instrument", and the soul is II intermediate 
between God and the flesh". The human soul with which the Logos was united was, 
according to Origen's conception of the creation of all souls before all worlds at the 
beginning of creation, the only soul which had remained absolutely pure, by the 
exercise of free choice in its pre-existent state. Irrespective of Origen's peculiar 
tlheory of the origin of the soul, it is to be noted that he was one of the first 
Christian thinkers to see the importance of the recognition of the human soul in 
Christ. See <k Prine. ii 6. 3, 5, where he explains how the nature of bis rational 
ROul waa the same as that of all other souls (which can choose between good and 
evil), and yet clung to righteousness so unchangeably and inseparably that it bad no 
susceptibility for alteration and change. See further on this point infra A.pollin
&riani,m n. 242, and Not~ p. 247. 

1 See <k Pri,u;. ii 6. 6. The human soul is the iron, the Word is the fire which 
18 constant. The sonl placed perpetually in the Word, perpetually in God, is God 
in all that it does, feels, and understands • • • and so possesses immutability. Yet 
the two natures remain distinct (ibid. i 2. 1; ii 6. 3). 
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absolutely in Christ is to be fulfilled in due measure in each 
Christian as Christ had made it possible. His work is effi
cacious for the consummation of humanity and of the indi
vidual-both as a victory over every power of evil and also as 
a vicarious sacrifice for sin; for the whole world, and for 
heavenly beings (to whom it may bring advancement in blessed
ness), and for other orders of being in a manner corresponding 
to their nature.1 

Origen's doctrine of the Logos and the Sonship was an 
attempt to recognize and give due weight to all the conditions 
of the problem, so far as a human mind could realize them. 
Origen himself might see at once the many sides and aspects of 
the problem and succeed in maintaining the due proportion; 
but be was obliged to express himself in antithetical statements, 
and his followers were not always successful in combining them. 
They tended to separate more and more into two parties, a right 
wing and a left wing-the former laying more stress on the 
assertion of the unity of being of the Trinity (as Gregory Thau
_maturgus), the latter on the distinctness of personality and the 
subordination of the persons in regard at least to office. 

It appears to have been the ' subordination' element in tb~ 
Cbristology of Origen-with its safeguard against Sabellianism 
and its zeal for personal distinctions in the Godhead-that was 
most readily appropriated by his admirers in the East. And many 
of his phrases lent themselves at first sight more readily to the 
Arian conceptions of a separate essence and a secondary god, 
than to the Nicene teaching of identity of essence and eternal 
generation from the very being of the Father. Yet it cannot be 
doubted that Origen is really explicitly against the chief Arian 
theories, and at least implicitly in harmony with the Nicene 
doctrine of the Person of the Son.1 Nevertheless the sympathies 
of his followers in the East-in the great controversy which 

1 Westcott (l.c.), who refers (for the statements in this paragraph) to c. Oel,. 
iv 3 f.·, 15; vi 68; iii 79; ii 64; iv 15; vi 77 ; iii 28; iii 17. On his theory of 
the atonement see in/ra p. 337. 

9 The matter cannot be better put than it was by Bp. Bull De/. N.O. ii, ix § 22 
(Oxford translation) : "In respect of the article of the divinity of the Son and 
even of the Holy Trinity, [Origen] was yet really catholic ; although in his mode of 
explaining this article he sometimes expressed himself otherwise than Catholics of the 
present day are wont to do ; but this ii! common to him with nearly all the Fathers 
who lived before the Council of Nice." Cf. also Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 374: 
"To Origen the highest value of Chriat's person lies in the fact that the Deity haa 
here condescended to reveal to us tM whole /ulness of his essence. • • . " 
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broke out early in the following centul'y-were rather wiLh the 
Arians than with their opponents. 

ORIGENISTIC THEOLOGY AND UO.NTROVEBSIF,H 

Among the special conceptions and theories of Odgen, which lsd at 
a. later time to his condemnation as heretical (apart from misconception 
of his doctrine of the Trinity), are these. Moral evil is negative, a state 
from which good is absent, rather than a positive active force. All 
punishment is disciplinary, designed to effect the reformation of the 
sinner. Christ made atonement for the sins of all, and all will in the 
end be saved-all created beings, even Satan. There is no break in 
the moral continuity of being. All souls were created-each by a 
distinct fiat-at the beginning of Creation as angelic spirits: the souls 
of men sinned in their first condition and for their apostasy were trans
ferred into material bodies, and their mundane existence is a disciplinary 
process (pre-existence and fall of the soul). There are more worlds than 
ours-the heavenly bodies are inhabited. The resurrection will be 
purely spiritual. God is Spirit, and all representation of Him under 
human form or attributes is untrue to His real nature. 

Conceptions and theories such as these may have contributed to bring 
about the condemnation of Origen at Alexandria in his lifetime, though 
ecclesiastical irregularities were the pretext. 

Some of them were certainly attacked very soon by theologians 
who had no prejudice against a philosophic Christianity (as Methodius, 
Bishop of Olympus in Lycia, a martyr in the persecution under 
Maximin), and abandoned or corrected by' Origenistic' bishops them
selves. (Socrates (ILE. vi 13) quite unfairly speaks of them as 'cheap' 
critics, who were unable to attain distinction on their own merits and so 
endeavoured to attract attention by carping at their betters. He names 
Methodius first, and then Eustathius of Antioch, and Apollinarius, and 
Theophilus.) 

The attack of course produced defenders. Chief among the champions, 
who included his successors Pierius and Theognostus, were Pamphilus 
and Eusebius of Caesarea, who together composed an elaborate Defence 
of Origen (of which one book only is extant, in the Latin translation 
of Rufinus), based on the distinction between speculation and doctrine. 
They shewed that on the essential points, on which the teaching of the 
Church was certain, Origen was ' orthodox' ; and that his freedom of 
speculation was exercised only in relation to subsidiary questions. 

In the Arian controversy many 'Origenistic' bishops, who were in 
great force in Palestine, were to be found on the side of the supporters 
of Arianism (1\farceilus pointed to him as the originator of the mis
chievous mixture of philosophical speculations with the doctrines of the 
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faith-see Zahn Marcellus p. 55ff.); and after a time (though not, it 
seems, in the early stages of the struggle) the authority of his great 
name was definitely claimed by them; and Athanasius, accordingly, 
argued against their inferences, and cited passages from his writings to 
prove that he was 'Nicene' rather than Arian, insisting that much that 
he had written was only 1:1peculative and experimental, and that only 
what he definitely declares ought to be taken as the real sentiment of 
the 'labour-loving' man (de Deer. 27; cf. ad Serap. iv 9 ff.), and highly 
approving his doctrine of the Trinity. What Basil and Gregory of 
Nazianzus thought of him is shewn by their selection from his works, 
the Philocalia, which included passages from the de Principiis; while 
Gregory of Nyssa adopted many of his speculations, and at least some 
of the Commentaries were translated into Latin-even by Jerome, who 
in his earlier days was full of admiration for him. 

On the other hand, Epiphanius numbered him among the heretics 
and developed and emphasized the charges which Methodius had brought 
against him. (See esp. Ancoratus 13, 54, 55, 62, 63, and adv. Haer. lxiv.) 
But it must be remembered that Epiphanius was in sympathy with the 
Egyptian monks represented by Pachomius, who were specially repelled 
by Origen's repudiation of all anthropomorphic conceptions. 

It was Epiphanius who, going to Palestine in 394, convinced Jerome, 
in spite of his previous admiration for Origen, of the unorthodox char
acter of his writings, and stirred up the bitter strife which followed 
between him and his former friend Rufinus, and led to the condemna
tion of Origen by Anastasius, Bishop of Rome (though probably not at 
a formal synod), after Rufinus had translated into Latin the Apology of 
Pamphilus and the de Principiis. After much wrangling, and a change 
of sides by Theophilus, Bishop of .Alexandria, who had supported the 
Origenists but was terrorized by the anthropomorphist monks, various 
synods condemned Origen and his writings (at Alexandria in 400, in 
Cyprus a little later, and at Chalcedon c. 403 in .effect-in the person of 
Chrysostom, who was attacked because of his sympathies with Origenists). 
Still more distrust and suspicion were engendered by the supposed con
nexion between Origenism and the teaching of the Pelagians (Jerome 
regarded the two as closely allied), and his name was bandied about in 
the course of the christological controversies of the following years. 
Augustine was always opposed to anything that savoured of his teaching, 
and Leo the Great regarded him as justly condemned, at least for his 
doctrine of the pre-existence of the soul. But admiration for him was not 
crushed out, and early in the sixth century a revival of enthusiasm for 
his teaching led to disturbances among the monks o" Palestine, and 
about the years 541-543 he was again condemned by a synod of bishops 
held at Constantinople (the 'Home' Synod), in obedience to the rescript 
of the Emperor Justinian, who had drawn up an elaborate statement 
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llf hi11 81'l'!lrtl, a "P.fntation of them, and anathemaa on all his followers 
(Hahn 8 p. 227). Whether this condemnation was or was not renewed at 
the Fifth General Council which met in 553 cannot be determined. The 
belief that it was hllB prev~iled from an early date, and he is included 
amo.u.g ofoer lleretics in the eleventh of the anathemas ascribed to the 
Council (Hahn8 p. Hi8), but there is some reason to think that the name 
is a later insertion, and no direct evidence that his opinions were con
sidered on that occasion. In any case, though the ideas of Origen have 
found supporters in all ages, Origenists as a party were effectually stamped 
out. [See A.. W. W. Dale • Origenistic Controversies' D.G.B., and C. 
Bigg op. c. pp. 273-280. l 

See Huetius Origeniana n eh. iv § I ff. ap. Lommatsch xxiv I ff. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE AruA.N CONTROVERSY 

Introductory 

BY the beginning of the fourth century it seemed that, though 
fixity of theological terminology had not yet been secured, 
the lines of interpretation of the person of Jesus Christ 
had been safely and firmly laid, and so the developement of 
doctrine might quietly proceed, keeping pace with enlarged 
experience and able to meet new conditions as they arose. The 
old religions and the old philosophies of the world had contri
outed to the process of interpretation what they could. The 
minds which had been trained in the old schools of thought had 
been brought to bear upon the Gospel and its claims. Some
times they had, as it were, laid siege to it and tried to capture 
it, and so to lead it in their train. But assaults of this kind 
had all been repelled. The Church as a whole, while welcoming, 
from whatever sources it came, the light that could be thrown 
on the meaning of the revelation in Jesus in its fullest scope, 
had preserved tenaciously the traditional explanation and accounts 
of his life and of the Gospel history. So it was able to test all 
newer explanations by the earliest tradition, and though erron
eous ones-faulty or partial-might win adherents for a time, 
the communis sensus fidelium had rejected in the end any that
when tested by fuller experience of their significance-were seen 
to be ~nconsistent with the principles which were involved in the 
ancient faith and institutions of the Church. 

But when, at the beginning of the fourth century, persecu
tion ceased, and the Church won peace and protection from the 
State, the ordinary course of developement was interrupted. The 
influence of pagan conceptions was felt with fresh force within 
the Church, and victories which seemed to have been already 
achieved had to be fought for and secured again. No sooner 
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had outward peace from persecution been won than the inward 
peace of the Church was shattered by the outbreak of the Arian 
controversy. It was in and round this controversy that all the 
forces of the old religions and philosophies of the world were 
massed in the effort to dictate an interpretation of the Christian 
revelation which would have nullified the work of the Church 
during previous centuries. The long continuance of the contro
versy was also due in part to the ambiguities and uncertainties 
of much of the teaching which had been prevalent in the East, 
which made men doubtful whether the Arian conceptions were 
really such innovations on the traditional faith as they seemed 
to the few who led the opposition to them. Thanks to the clear 
and simple teaching of Tertullian, the Western Church was never 
in such doubt, and Arianism never gained such hold in the 
W eat as it did in the East. That the leaders of the Church of 
Alexandria, where it originated, were able to detect its real 
nature at the outset was probably due in no small measure to 
the memories of the discussion in the time of Dionysius and the 
influence of the W astern tradition which was then asserted. 

The controversy was so important and the questions raised 
are of such permanent significance that we must trace its course 
at length, at least in regard to its chief features and the main 
turning-points of the history.1 !! 

.Arius and his Tea.ching 

Arius, like all the great heresiarchs, whatever defects of 
character he may have had, undoubtedly wished to carry to 
greater perfection the work of interpretation of the Christian 
revelation. He aimed, with sincerity and all the ability at his 
command, at framing a theory of the Person of Christ, which 
would be free from the difficulties presented to many minds by 
current conceptions, and capable of providing a solution of some 
of the problems by which they were met. 

He tried to interpret the Christian revelation in such a way 
as to render it acceptable to men whose whole conception of God 
and of life was heathen. In doing this he shewed himself to be 
lacking in real grip of the first principles of the Christian con· 

1 On the history of Arianism the works of Professor Gwatkin are invaluable
Studiu of Ariamism, 1st ed. 1882, 2nd ed. 1!100, and The .Arum OuntrQf/ersy in the 
eeries 'Epochs of Church History'. 
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caption, and in sound judgement and insight; but the long 
continuance of the controversy, and the wide acceptance which 
his theories won, prove clearly how great a need there was for 
further thought and teaching on the points at issue.1 

Before tracing the history of the controversy we must note 
what were the principles on which Arius based his thought.1 

1 An excellent sketch of the developement of the doctrine of the Person of 
Christ up to the time of Arius is given by Professor Gwatkin (Studies of .Arianism 
p. 4 ff.). Inherited from Judaism and the Old Testament was the fundamental 
principle, with which Christians started, of the existence of God, His unity and 
distinction from the world. At a second fundamental doctrine of their own they 
had the revelation of this God in Jesus Christ-the Incarnation and the Resurrection. 
They had an instinctive conviction that the fulness of the Lord was more than 
human, the life that flowed from him more than human life, the atonement through 
him an atonement with the Supreme Himself, the Person of the Lord the infinite 
and final revelation of the Father. So his divinity became as fixed an axiom as 
God's unity-and of his humanity there was of course no doubt. The problem was 
how to reconcile this view of Christ's person with the fundamental principle of the 
unity of God. At first bare assertions were enough; but, when the question of 
interpretation was raised, new theories had to be tested by Scripture; and the two 
great tendencies, which are innate in human thought, emerge: the rationalist, 
which questions the divinity and so the incarnation; and the mystic, which, recog
wsing full divinity in Christ, regards it as a mere appearance or modification of the 
One, and so endangers the distinction between him and the Father. By the fourth 
century it was becoming clear that the only solution of the problem was to be 
found in a distinction inside the divine nnity. Neither Arianism with its external 
Trinity, nor Sahellianism with its oeconomic Trinity, S&tisfied the conditions of the 
problem. So it was necessary to revise the idea of divine personality and to 
acknowledge not three individuals but three eternal aspects of the Divine, in its 
inward relations 111 well as in its outward relations to the world (that is, three 
eternal modes of the divine being, God existing always in three spheres). But this 
was just what the heathen could least do. Here was experienced the greatest 
difficulty in the pre-Christian conception of God which prevailed in the world, and 
which converts brought with them-namely, the essential simplicity-singleness-of 
His being (cf. the Sabellian Trinity of temporal aspects (.,-po<Tw,ra.) of the One; and 
the Arian Trinity of One increate and two created beings). Insistence on the Lord's 
divinity was leading back to polytheism. The fundamental idea of God at the back 
of all must be rectified before the position was secure. 

1 The extant writings of Arias are few-a letter to Eusebius of Nicomedia (Theo
doret H.E. i 4 or 5), a letter to his bishop, .Alexander (Epiph. ad-v. Haer. lxix, and 
Ath. de Syn. 16), extracts from the Thalia (Ath. Or. c. Ar. i, ii, and de Syn. 15}, 
and a ·Creed (Socr. H.E. i 26, and Soz. H.E. ii 27). Asterius seems to be 
regarded by Athanasius (see Or. c. Ar. i .30-33, ii 37, iii 2, 60, and de Deer. Syn. 
Nie. 8, 28-31) as the chief literary representative of Arianism (for his history see 
Gwatkin, p. 72, note), but we have only quotations from his writings in the works 
of Athanasius and in Eusebius Ca.ea. contra Harcellum (who had written against 
Asterius). Philostorgius, a Ennomian, of Cappadocia. (c. 368-430), wrote a. history 
in twelve books of the time from the appearance of Arius to the year 423, in which 
he defended Arianism as being the original form of Christianity. Of this there are 
extant many short pieces and one long passage (see Migne P. G. lxv 459-638). The 
letter of Eusebius of Nicomedia to Pa.nlinus (Theodoret H.E. i 5) is of importance. 
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To be included in hie theory there Wall God, and the Son of God, 
and the Son had to be accounted for in such a manner as not 
to endanger the unity of God. For his strongest interest was 
the maintenance of Monotheism ; and a first principle with him 
was the' simplicity '-the singleness-of God, as being absolutely 
One and transcendent, far-off, unknown, inaccessible, and incom
municable, hidden in eternal mystery and separated by an infinite 
chasm from men. God willed to create the world; but in virtue 
of His nature he could not directly create the material universe, 
and so He created the Logos for the purpose as His Son. (This was 
the reason for his existence.) The Son of God is therefore before 
time and the world, independently of the Incarnation, and distinct 
from the Father--a middle being between Him and the world. 

Two lines of reasoning by which Arius came to his results 
must be remarked. In the first place, accepting as true the 
Catholic teaching that Christ was the Son of God, he argued by 
the analogy of human experience that what was true of human 
fatherhood was true of the relation between God and His Son. 
In the case of human fatherhood there is priority of existence 
of the Father; therefore in regard to the Father and the Son 
there is such priority of existence of the Father. Therefore 
once there was no Son. Therefore he must at some time, 
however remote, have been brought into being. 

For the refutation of Arianism proper the writings of Ath&nasius &re of peculiar 
importance (a useful summary of the teaching of Arius in the letter of Alexander on 
the Synod of 321 in the tract-probably composed by Athan&sius-called the 
Depo~tw Arii; see also the letter of Alexander in Theodoret H.E. i 3). Basil's 
Epp. 8, 9 &re full of interest, and besides there &re the writings of Hilary, Gregory 
of N11zia.nzus, and Phoehadius. For the tenets of the Anomoeans see Basil's five 
{T three) books against Eunomius, and Gregory of Nyssa's twelve, written after Basil's 
death in reply to the answer of Eunomiua. Other champions of orthodoxy are repre. 
sented to us only by fragments. 

For a short statement of wh&t Arius himself a&id of his own conceptions, see 
his letter to Eusebius of Nicomedia, his 'fellow-Luci&nist', the 'truly pious' 
(e6.-efi*), given by Theodoret H.E. i 4 (5). "We say and believe, and have taught 
and do teach, that the Son is not unbegotten, nor in any way part of the unhe• 
gotten; and that he does not derive his subsistence from any matter; but that by his 
own wish &nd counsel he has subsisted before time and before ages as perfect God, 
only begotten and unchangeable, and that before he was begotten or created or pur
posed or established he was not. For he was not unbegotten. We are persecuted 
because we s&y that the Son has a beginning, but that God is without beginning, •• , 
and likewise, because we say that he is of the non-existent. And this we say because 
he is neither part of God, nor of any essential being." In this phrase there is no 
doubt reference to the notion supposed to be contained in the term OJJ.oo{,a-&Of of some 
owla. prior to Father and Son--6 terti'll,fll quid-in which they both alike had part. 
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And in the second place, as to the nature and manner of this 
divine Sonship, .A.rius held that the isolation and spirituality of 
the Father was a truth to be safeguarded above all else. But 
the idea of generation was inconsistent with this primary prin
ciple; for generation not only ascribes to the Father corporeity 
and passion (feelings) (which are human attributes) and involves 
some kind of change (whereas the divine must be thought of as 
absolutely immutable), but also it would imply unity of nature 
between the Father who generates and the Son who is generated, 
and so the singularity of God would be destroyed. Ingenerate
ness must accordingly be of the very essence of divinity, and the 
Son could not have come into being from or out of the essence 
(or being) 1 of the Father, but only by a definite external process 
or act of the Father's will. But ex hypotkem there was then 
nothing in existence but the Father, and therefore the Son was 
called into being out of nothing. This exercise of the Father's 
will was equivalent to a creative act, and the Son therefore was 
created by the Father.11 

By these lines of reasoning the Arians were convinced that 
the Son was not eternal and was a creature,8 though coming 

1 For other objections to this expression, see infra p. 171 n. 1, 
2 To say that the Son was begotten or born 'of the will' or • by the will' of 

the Father seems to have been a common way of speaking before this time, and the 
expression is in itself quite free from objection. So, for example, Justin wrote ,car& 
riJ:,, roG ,ra:rpor 1r41'1"WP ,cal OE0"1r6rov e,oii {Jov"ll.'lw 6,a 1rap/Jl:,,011 IJ.i,8pt,nrot cl1r,rcv,j/J17 
(Apol. i 46), and used similar expressions (Dial. c. Trypk. 63, 85); Origen, see 
supra p. 148; and Novatian (less accurately) 'ex quo (sc, the Father), quando ipse 
voluit, sermo filius natus est', Cf. the Creed in the Apostolic Constitution, vii 41-
Tov 1rpo a/it,.,.,., euoorcll'- rov raTpos 'Y"""'TJ/Jlna. It waa only when the 'will' was 
unnaturally placed outside of the 'being' of the Father, and the expression • of the 
will' was employed in opposition to 'of the being' of the Father, to denote a later 
and external origin, that it ceased to be used by careful writers as a true and proper 
description. See further additional note p. 194. 

1 A typical instance of Arian logia seems to be furnished by Asterins in this 
connexion. He wrote a tract (see Ath. Or. c. Ar. i 30-33) of which the main 
thesis apparently was that there could not be two cl'Yl"vra, He then defined 
d"thvroP as TO µ71 1ro,'l/6li, dXX' dd ~", and proceeded to argue that aa the Father 
alone was d"tivr,roi, it was to Him alone that the description ou 1rt»'IJUli, d>.X' dd 6" 
applied. That description was thus not true of the Son ; and therefore as it was not 
true to say of him 'not made but always (eternally) existent', he must have been 
made and have come into existence at some remote period. 

The formula 4"'tfll'IJ1"0II, as sounding more philosophical and having traditional 
Mnction, became a plausible substitute for the original phrases of the Arians when 
they were driven from 'out of nothing' and 'once he was not', See Ath. fk Deer. 
28, and Or. c. .A.r. i 32. And so objection was taken on the part of their opponents 
to any 11t1eh use of the words "''Yfll'IJ1"011 and -ylvvro:,,-.g. by Athanasiue ck Deer. 81 : 
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into existence before time 1 and before all other creatures, and 
not like other creatures (inasmuch as they were all created 
mediately through him, while he was created immediately by 
the Father's will). Yet since be was a creature, and in this 
sense external to the being of the Father, he must be subject to 
the vicissitudes of created beings, and so he must be limited in 
power and wisdom and knowledge. With free-will and a nature 
capable of change and morally liable to sin he must depend on 
the help of grace and be kept sinless by his own virtue and the 
constant exercise of his own will. 

Yet, nevertheless, though in all these ways inferior to the 
Father, he was really Son of God and an object of worship. 
And he it was-the Logos-who, taking upon him a human 
body with an animal soul, having been the medium by which the 
whole universe was originally created, was afterwards incarnate 
in the person of Jesus Christ.2 

Such was the theory by which Arius sought to conciliate the 
pagan and the Christian conceptions of God and the universe.' 
It seems to us quite clear that the Jesus to whom such a theory 
could apply would be neither really human nor really divine, 
and this was obvious at the time to some of the ablest and 

"Nowhere is [the Son] found calling the Father Unoriginated; but when teaching 
ns to pray, he said not, 'When ye pray, say, 0 God Unoriginated ', but rather when 
ye pray, say, 'Our Father, which art in heaven'." .And "He bade us be baptized, 
not into the name of Unoriginate and Originate, not into the name of Uncreate and 
Creature, but into the name of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit "-though at the same 
time it is of course allowed that the term U noriginate does admit of a religious use 
(ibid. 32). 

1 For this reason they were careful to say only 'there was once when he was not' 
(f)v ,rore lfre ov,c ?7v), and not 'there was a time when he was not'. Of. their phrase 
ILXP6PWS ,rp~ 1rciVTWV -ye,n1//eh (.A th. de Syiwa. 16). 

2 The Logos took the place of the human rational soul, the mind, or spirit. See 
infra on the Human Soul of Christ p. 247. !I 

1 .Arius seems, in part at least, to have been misled by a wrong use of analogy, 
and by mistaking description for definition. All attempts to explain the nature 
and relations of the Deity must largely depend on metaphor, and no one metaphor 
can exhaust those relations. Each metaphor can only describe one aspect of the 
nature or being of the Deity, and the inferences which can be drawn from it have 
their limits when they conflict with the inferences which can be truly drawn from 
other metaphors describing other aspects. From one point of view Sonship is a true 
description of the inner relations of the Godhead: from another point of view the 
title Logos describes them best. Each metaphor must be limited by the other. 

The title Son may obviously imply later origin and a distinction amounting to 
ditheism. It is balanced by the other title Logos, which implies co-eternity and 
inseparable union. Neither title exhausts the relati-Ona. Neither may be pressed 
so far as to exclude the other. 
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most far-seeing and intelligent of the leaders of Christian 
thought. But the doctrine of the Church had not yet been 
defined with exactitude : if it was not really confused, it was at 
any rate lacking in precision of terms ; and to many it seemed 
that reason and Scripture alike gave strong support to the Arian 
conclusions. 

All passages of Scripture which imply in any way that 
Christ was in the category of creatures; which ascribe to him, 
in his incarnate state, lack of knowledge or growth in know
ledge, weariness, or sorrow, or other affections and states 
of mind; which teach some kind of subordination of the 
Son to the Father-the Arians pressed into the service of their 
theory.1 

Athanasius in particular is at pains to refute their exegesis, 
or to cite other passages which balance those to which alone 
they give attention. We may take three crucial cases in which 
to test th~ Arian arguments. 

(1) Prov. 822- 25 (LXX, which was regarded as authoritative 
by nearly all on both sides), The Lord created me a beginning of 
his ways/or his works, before time (the age) he founded me in the 
beginning . . be/ ore all kills he begets me. On this passage we 
have the comments of Eusebius of Nicomedia in his letter to 
Paulinus (Theodoret H.E. i 5 (6)). The manner of his begin
ning, he says, is incomprehensible; but " if he had been of 
Him, that is, from Him, as a portion of Him, or by an eman
ation of His substance (ovu{a), it could not be said that he 
was created or established . . . But if the fact of his being 
called the begotten gives any ground for the belief that, having 
come into being of the Father's substance (essence), he has 
also in consequence sameness of nature, we take note that it 
is not of him alone that the Scripture uses the term begotten, 
but that it also thus speaks of those who are entirely unlike 
him by nature. For of men it says, ' I begat and exalted 
sons, and they set me at nought ' (Isa. 12), and ' Thou hast 
forsaken the God who begat thee' (Deut. 3 218) ; and in other 

1 Among the chief pa.ssa.ges to which they appealed were these :-For the unity 
of God, Deut. 6', Luke 1819, John 173 ; for the nature of the Sonship, Ps. 45s, 
Matt. 1228 , 1 Cor. 12'; for the creation of the Logos, Prov. 822 (LXX), Acts 200, 

Col. 1u, Heh. 32 ; for his moral growth and developement (1rp0Ko1r,j), Luke 2", 
Matt. 25391r., Heh. 56• 9, Phil. 261!·, Heb. 14 ; for the possibility of change (ro rp,rrrov) 
a.nu imperfection of knowledge, Ma.rk 1382, John 1134 1331 ; for his inferiority to the 
Father, John 1428, Ma.tt. 27'", (Cf. Matt, U'i'I 2639 2818

, John 1227, 1 Cor. 1528.) 
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places it says, • Who is he that begat the drops of dew ? ' 
(Job 3828), not implying that the nature of the dew is derived 
from the nature of God, but simply in regard to each of the 
things that have come into being, that its origination was accord
ing to His will. There is indeed nothing which is of His sub
stance (essence), yet everything has come into being by His will, 
and exists even as it came into being. He is God ; and all things 
were made in His likeness, and in the future likeness of His 
Word, having come into being of His free-will.-.All things have 
come into being by his means by God. .All things are of God." 
The combination of apparent reasonableness and slippery argu
ment in this exegesis speaks for itself. 

(2) Col. 1 lli, Who is the image of the invisible (unseen) God 
wpooT0To1Co<; warT'TJt; ,c7{U'erot;. If the last three words were isolated, 
their meaning might be doubtful, and it might be supposed 
that the 7rpooToToKot; (first-born) was included in the 'ITarTa ,cTUTtt; 

(all creation). The .Arians took the passage so, and explained 
it as teaching that the Son was a creature, though created 
before all other creatures and superior to them. But the con
text shews plainly that though the intention is clearly to 
describe the relation in which Christ stands to the created 
universe, yet the 7rproTo-ro,cot; does no.t himself belong to the 
1'TUT&t;. Such an attribution would be inconsistent with the 
universal agency in creation ascribed to him in the words im
mediately following-' in (or by) him were created all things', 
and with the absolute pre-existence and self-existence claimed 
for him in the same breath, 'he is before all things' (atl-rot; ea-riv 

wpo wavTCi>V). It would also be inconsistent with many other 
passages in St Paul.1 

1 See Lightfoot's note ad loc. He aTgnes that the word is doubtless used with 
reference to the title 1rpwr6'yovos given to the ">.6-yos by Philo, meaning the arche
typal idea of creation, afterwards realized in the mat€rial world ; and with reference 
to its use as a title of the Messiah in the Old Testament (Ps. 8928}, implying that 
he was the natural ruler of God's household with all the (Hebrew) rights of primo
geniture. Priority to all creation and sovereignty over all creation are thus the 
two ideas involved in the phrase, and patristic exegesis was on these lines until 
the Arian innovations. In opposition to them the Catholie Fathel's sometimes put a 
strnined sense on the phrase, and would apply it to the Incarnate Christ rather 
than to the Eternal Word, so being obliged to understand the 'creation' of the new 
spiritual creation,-against which view see Lightfoot. Cl also AthaH>taius (k 

Deer. 20, and Basil on the text adv. Eunom. iv ; and against the secondary 
meaning of sovereignty over creation, see Abbott International Critical Oom
menta'f"IJ ad loc. All that the phrase can be said with certainty to mean is 'born 
before all creation (or every creatuTe) •. 
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(3) John 1428, My Fatker is greater than L This 
saying of Jesus seemed to the Ariana conclusive proof of his 
inferiority to the Father and of the secondary character of his 
divinity. To Athanasius and those like-minded with him it 
had exclusive reference to the state of humiliation of the Incar
nate Logos, voluntarily undergone and accepted when he 
' emptied himself ' ; and the fact that he could use such a 
phrase was proof of his divinity. In the mouth of a created 
demi-god (such as the .Arians conceived) it would be unmeaning 
and absurd. So Basil (Ep. 8) argues that the saying proves 
the oneness in essence-" For I know that comparisons may 
properly be made between things which are of the same nature. 
• . . If, then, comparisons are made between things of the 
same species, and the Father by comparison is said to be 
greater than the Son, then the Son is of the same essence 
as the Father." 

Tke Outbreak of the Controversy and its History up to tke 
Council of Nicaea 

The immediate cause of the outbreak of the controversy ii!! 
not known.1 Arius was a presbyter of the Church of Alexandria, 
highly esteemed for his learning and gravity of life. He had 
been a pupil in the famous school of Lucian of Antioch, who 
seems to have combined in his theology the subordination 
element in Origen's doctrine of the Person of Christ with a 
leaning to the Monarchianism of Paul of Samosata.9 About the 
year 317 his teaching excited attention, and exception was taken 

1 Professional jealonsy has been assigned as the cause. Theodoret (H.B. i 2) 
says Arius was disappointed in his expectation of succeeding to the bishopric. He 
was certainly not free from intellectual vanity. He probably thought the teaching 
of Alexander unsound and Sabellian, and perhaps attacked it as such. But it may 
have been his own teaching that aroused opposition. (Controversy in the fourth 
century was not trammelled by rules of courtesy to opponents, and Athanasius 
himself describes the Arians as madmen, or fanatics, and enemies of God and 
of Christ, and-frequently in allusion to scriptnral similes-as dogs, lions, wolves, 
chameleons, cuttlefish, leeches, gnats, hydras. See also the Historia, .Arianwrum of 
Athanasius.) Many of the same ideas, and the same terms and texts, are found 
current and matter of controversy in the middle of the third century. See the 
Correspondence between the Dionysii supra p. 113, and the extracts in Ath. de 
Deer. 25-27, 

1 "It is not clear that Lucian of Antioch was heretical "-Gwatkin 8tudiu q/ 
Arianum I p. 17. It will be borne in mind that the style of exegesis at Antioch 
was literal, and that the Lucianists thought that logic could settle everything. 
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to its character. The bishop, Alexander, seems to have been at 
nrst conciliatory; but Arius was convinced that he was right 
and would not yield. Persuasion and argument having failed, a 
synod was summoned in 321, and Arius was deposed from his 
office. He enlisted support, however, both in Egypt and farther 
afield--especially from fellow-pupils in the school of Lucian, 
many of whom occupied positions of power and influence. In 
particular, he won the sympathy of Eusebius,1 bishop of the 
capital, Nicomedia, and high in the emperor's favour, who called 
a Council at Nicomedia, and issued letters to the biehops in 
support of Arius. Many of the bishops, following the lead of 
Eusebius, thought Arius had been unjustly treated, and the 
deposition of the presbyter assumed more serious proportions. 
The rulers of the Church of Alexandria were put on their 
defence. They had to justify their actions. Accordingly, 
Athanasius, a deacon of the same Church, drew up at once a 
note of the proceedings at the synod of 3 21, with the signa
tures of the bishops present appended, and Alexander sent it 
out to place the facts before the bishops of the Church at large.1 

Meanwhile the emperor, whose one wish was for peace and the 
unity of the Church, was induced to intervene, and sent in 3 24 
a letter to Alexandria exhorting the bishop to restore peace to 
the Church; that was, to readmit Arius to his office. But the 
bearer of bis letter, Hosius, the Bishop of Cordova, one of his 
chief advisers, had to return to him with a report which put a 
different complexfon on the matter, and Constantine sent a 
rebuke to Arius. But feeling was too much roused by that 
time for any one's intervention to be decisive, and, probably on 
the suggestion of Hosius, a Council of the whole Church was 
summoned by the emperor to meet in the following year 
(325) at Nicaea, in l3ithynia.8 In this way it was hoped that 
the mind of the Church on the points at issue might be 
expressed. 

1 Cf. the letter of Arius to hiru (Theodoret H.E. i 4), and his letter to Paulinus 
of Tyre ( wid. i 5-or 5 and 6), 

2 This is the treatise known as the Depositio Arii among the writings of 
Athanaaius. It is described by Robertson (' .Athanasius' Nicene and P08t-Niu™ 
Fathers vol. iv) as the germ of all the anti-Arian writings of Athanasius. 

s The bishops assembled numbered three hundred and eighteen, about one-sixth 
of the whole body of bishops. The Council lasted about three months. 
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:J.'ke Council of Nwaea and its Creed 

But the mind of the Church was not made up. The actual 
form of the question at issue was new and technical-a question 
for experts; and all the bishops were not experts. The Arians 
called Christ God, and Son of God, and offered him worship; 
and they professed entire allegiance to the teaching of Scripture. 
It might well seem to the mass of the bishops assembled in 
council that the Arians were sound at heart, and that technical 
details should not be pressed against them. This was the atti
tude of the great majority, composed of the bishops of Syria 
and Asia Minor. Largely influenced by as much of the teaching 
of Origen as they understood ; dreading above all else Mon
archianism and any Sabellian confusion of the Persons, and 
seeing something of the kind in the opponents of Arius, they 
simply did not realize the gravity of the crisis. They were very 
unwilling to go beyond the Scriptures, or to impose a new test, 
or to add to definitions ; and they wished to be lenient to Arius 
.1.nd his friends. They wished to maintain the status qw, and 
they did not see that Arianism was utterly inconsistent with the 
traditional interpretation.1 With them, however, so far as 
voting power went, the decision lay ; and in the person of 
Eusebius, the great Bishop of Caesarea, they found a spokesman 
and leader, whose historical learning and research and literary 
talents could not but command universal respect. 1 

1 To this 'middle' pe.rty the name 'Conservativea' h&e been given. The label 
is & useful one, and true in the sense explained above ; bnt it is capable of 
misleading, and if we nse it we must guard ourselves against the inference that 
the opponents of Arius were in any sense innovators. The real innovation was 
Arianism, and its uncompromising adversaries were the tme Conservativea. This 
became quite clear in the course of the controversy, while many of the 'middle' 
party at Nicaea leant more and more towe.rds the Arian side. It is therefore only 
in this limited sense, and with this temporary application, that the description holds. 

s Ensebins, c. 260-340, a native of Palestine, probably of Caessrea, spent his 
early life at Caeaarea, where he was fortunate in the friendship of the presbyter 
Pamphilus, who left to him his great collection of books. At the time of the 
Council he was beyond queation the most learned man and most famous living 
writer in the Church (Lightfoot, Art. D.O.B., q.v.). His teaching may fairly be 
taken as representing the prevailing doctrine of the Trinity and the Person of 
Christ, which made it possible for many to vacillate between Subordinationism and 
Sa.bellianisro, and shewed the need for more precise definitions. Domer describes 
his doctrinal system as a chameleon-hued thing-a mirror of the unsolved problems 
of the Church of that age. It was the Arian controversy which compelled men to 
enter for the first time on a deeper investigation of the questions (see Dorner Persm 
of Okrise Eng. tr. div. i vol. ii pp. 218-227). But on the main points he is explicit 

7 
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Prominent in support of Arius were two Egyptian bishops, 
Secundus of Ptolemais a.nd Theonas of Marmarica, unfaltering 
in their opinions to the end; and with them at heart three othe1 
bishops, pupils of Lucian-Eusebius of Nicomedia, Tbeognis of 
Nicaea, and Maris of Chalcedon, and a few more, 

Of the resolute opponents of Arianism, .Alexander, the Bishop 
of Alexandria, was of course the centre, with Athanasius as his 
' chaplain' and right-hand. But the most decisive part in the 
opposition seems to have been played rather by Hosius 1 of 
Cordova, as representative of the Western bishops, .and Eusta
thius of Antioch, and Marcellus of Ancyra, with a few other 
Eastern bishops. The test which was at last agreed upon eman
ated apparently from this small group.~ 

Agreement was not easy. That the Arians proper were in 
a minority was evident at once. The heart of the Church re
pudiated the terms they freely UBed about their Lord and Saviour. 
But, as the question had been raised and the matter had gone so 
far,it was necessary to do more than simply negative the conclu
sions which they drew. Arian logic forced some closer definition 
on the Church. A positive statement of what the Church 
believed was required, as well as a negation of .Ar.ian teaching. 

against Ariimism, namely-(1) tha.t the Logos 'WIIS not II m,rp,a. like other creatnres, 
and (2) that there was not a time when he W&S not ; thwgh Jae speaks of ihe Fathlll' 
11s pre-~istent before the Son, 11,nd of the Son as a aecond existence &lld seoond C3iUllll. 

His alli&nce with tha Arian party-so far as it went-was probably largely due to 
personal friendships, and to his deep-rooted aversion to the 'Sabellianism' of 1\far
oellus and others on the opposite side. And he followed what .seemed at the time 
to be the policy of 'compreliension '. (Cf. Socrates H.E. ii 21, where passages are 
cited to prove his orthodoxy against those who charged him with .Arianizin.g.) 

1 The Western Hshops present were few, but thoroughly representative. Africa 
was represented by Caecilian of Carthage, Spain by Hosius of Cordova (the 
capital of the southern province, Baetica), Gaul by Nica~ius of Die ( Dea Vocontiorum, 
a colonia on the road from Milan to Vfonne), Italy by the two Roman Presbyters and 
the Bishop Mark, metropolitan of Calabria, P11nnonia by Domnus of Stridon. 

Hosius had been for years the best known and most respected bishop .in the 
West (born in 256, he had already presided at the Synod of Elvira in c. 806), and 
as such had been singled out by Constantine as his adviser in ecclesiastfoa.l affairs. 
It is probable that after the emperor ha.d opened the Council with the speech recorded 
by Eusebius ( Vit. Const. iii 12), Hosius presided, and the term dµoo6,nos is only the 
Greek equivalent of the Latin uniu., trUbstantiae, with which all Latin Christians 
were familiar from the days of Tertullian and N ovatian. On H osius, see P. B. Gams 
Kirchengeschickte von Spanien vol. ii div. i, esp. p. 148 ff. It was more by word 
and by deed than by writings that he fought for the faith of the Church, but 
Athanasins has preserved a letter which late in life he wrote to the Emperor 
Constantius, urging him to abandon his policy of protection of the Arians and 
persecution of their opponents {ffist. Arian. § 44). 
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It was in drawing up this that the difficulty was felt. The 
majority of the bishops assembled in oouncil were very unwilling 
to employ new terms not sanctioned by tradition, not hallowed 
by apostolic use, But all the familiar scriptural phrases which 
were suggested in succession were accepted by the .Arians. They 
could put their own interpretation on them. The historian of 
the Council draws a viv.id picture of the aoene-tbeir nods and 
their winks and their whispers, and all the evasions by which 
they endeavoured to maintain their cause and elude condemna
tion, Little progress was made till the friends of Arius produced 
a creed in writing which was really Arian, and proposed that the 
Council should endorse it. It was torn in shreds amid the angry 
cries of the bishops.1 At all events the Council was not Arian. 

At last Eusebius of Caesarea read out what was probably the 
Baptismal Oreed of his Churoh,11 in the hope that it might be 
sufficient and that all would accept it. The Creed was recei\•ed 
with general approval, but it was not precise enough to exclude 
the possibility of Arian interpretation, and the emperor-· no 
doubt prompted by one of the Alexandrine group (probably 
Hosius) - proposed the addition of the single word ' Homo
oueios ' ( of one ' substance'). Its insertion led to a few other 

1 See Theodoret H.B. i 7. 
1 The Creed is given by Socrates H.E, i, 8 {Hahn I p, 257), in the letter which 

Eu1ebius wrote to his Church expl&ining the proceedings at Nioaea, He de11Cribe11 
the Creed as in accordance with the tradition which he had tecei•ed from his prede; 
cessors in the see, both wheu under instruction &nd a.t the time of his b&ptillm, with 
his own knowledge lea.rat from the sacred Scriptures, a.nd with hill bt1lief 1111d teach
ing u presbyter and as bi.ahop. The na.turaJ. inference from his letter ill that it Wll8 

the very Ba.ptismal Creed of the Church of Oaese.rea (e.nd probably of all Palestine) 
that he recited, but it is possible that he gave e. free &dapt&tion of it, expanding 
some 9.lld omitting or ourtailing other clauaes (see Hahn• pp. 131, 132), The words 
as to the Son are, "And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Logos of God, God from God, 
light from light, life from life, only [begotten} Son (ulov µo,o,,,vij), first born bdfore 
all creation ( ,rportlrroKoJ' ..-liu>1s nlo-Ewt ), begotten from the Father before all th6 
&ges, by means of whom too all things came into being, who on aooount of our 
salvation was incarnate {ua.p,cw(U,T11,) and lived as a man among men (i• 6.vOpllnrocs 
TOAL'l"IIIO'd.,t,€~0,-the metaphor of citizenship in a state had faded, and the wore). 
mean1 simply 'lived', or at most' lived as one of them'), and suffered 1111d ro&e 
~a.in. on the third dr.y1 and went up to the Father, and will come again in glory to 
jndge living and dead . ." To the Creed Eusebius added an a.asertion of the individual 
existenoo of each person in the Trinity (the Father truly Father, the Son truly Son, 
and the Holy Spirit truly Holy Spirit), with an appeal to the baptismal comtniasion 
(Matt. 2819), which was no doubt intended to be taken to heart by any who, in 
opposing Arianism; might tend to slide unawares into 'Sabellian' error. For this 
&nti,Babellfan declaration, hgwever, in the Creed of. the Council there was aubstituted 
an anti-Arian anathema. 
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small alterations; and at the end was added an express repudia
tion of the chief expressions of the Arians.1 

The Creed thus modified was in its final form as follows: 2 

"We believe in one God the Father all-sovereign,8 maker 
of all things both visible and invisible. And in one Lord 
Jesus Christ the Son of God, begotten from the Father as 
only-begotten God' from God, that is from the [very] 
being of the Father 5 [or 'begotten from the Father as only 

1 In drawing up the Creed of Nicaea from the Creed of Eusebius the following 
phrases were struck out: (1) llhyo11-which represented the vague Eusebian Christology, 
instead of which the Sonakip was to be brought prominently forward ; (2) rp,4rlrr0Kol' 
rdn1s ICTWft.lS and rpo rd'IITt.lP TWII alw11ti111 fK TOV 1r0.Tp0t "(e'(EIIP1J}lho11, because sus
ceptible of .Arian interpretation ; (3) e11 6.110pw,ro,s ra-,.1T•vo-dµe110-,,, because too vague, 
not expressing explicitly the real manhood. Modifications of phrases, in effect new, 
were the following : TOIi vlc\11 Toil 8eou, and "(Ellllf/Obrra. fK TOD raTpcls µ011cry,-,,fj (instead 
of -,.,s-,011 and later on in the Creed vM11 µ011cry•11fj), and ba119pr.,r-fi,ra-,,Ta, Three 
phrases only were quite new &dditions: TOIJ'rlirr,11 fK Tfjs oiltrlas roil ra.rp6r, "'(fl'Pf/81!11ra 
OU 1rOlf/8fl"l'Q, and oµooiia-101' T~ ra.rp!. 

1 The Creed agreed to by the Council must not be regarded as a full and complete 
statement in aymbolio form of the faith of the Church at the time. The express 
puritose for which the Council was summoned was to examine the Arian doctrines, 
and to declare the authoritative teaching of the Church on the matters in dispute
not to frame a new Baptismal Creed for all. The Creed may be said to have been 
:.ilnited by the ' terms ofreference ', and therefore it deals at length with the doctrine 
of the Person of Christ and with nothing else : and there is even no statement on 
the birth from the Virgin, nor on the suffering nnder Pontius Pilate, which were 
certainly part of the common tradition, and contained in the Baptismal Creed of 
Eusebius, though omitted by him too, as immaterial to his purpose, in his letter to 
his people. Of. also the First Creed of Antioch, Hl, at the end of which are the 
words "and if it is necessary to add it, we believe also concerning the reaurrection 
of the flesh and life eternal ". 

1 ra.vroKpd.rwp, the termination signifies the active exercise of rule-' all-ruler', 
'all-ruling'. In the New Testament it is used in the Apocalypse (<i 11eas ci r., nine 
times) and in 2 Cor. 618 (quotation of LXX, Amos 411 =Lord of Hosts). All-mighty 
-simply possessing all power, apart from any notion of its employment-is 1rano
a11,,a.µos. Both words are represented by the Latin omnipotem. 

• That this is the construction intended is strongly maintained by Hort Two 
Dislerlationa p. 61 ff., as also that the clause 'that is, of the essence of the Father' 
explains• only-begotten', being designed to exclude tlie Arian interpretation of it 
as expressing only a unique degree of a common relationship. See Additional Note 
p. 195. Athanasius, however, never dwells on µ011cry,,,fj and always treats the 
clause 1!1< r,js ova!as Toii raTp6s as a mere exegetical expansion of fK Toil rarp6t or iK 
8eoii (aee next note), and the order of the clauses is extremely awkward if Dr. 
Hort's interpretation be right. However familiar the collocation ltO"O"fEP>i 8,6,, 
was at the time, I am not confident that it was intended here, and the more 
generally accepted rendering, which is given in the text as an alternative, may be 
accepted with less misgiving. 

• iK Tf;t ovir!as Toit 1ra.Tp6s. Ova-la here certainly means the inmost being of the 
Father, his very self. The translation 'substance' which comes to us through the 
Latin (substsntia=essentiS:) is not satisfactory. 'ERsence' hardly conveys to English 
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(Son), that ie from the being of the Father, God from God'], 
light from light,1 very God from very God,I begotten, not 
made,8 sharing one being with the Father,' by means of 
whom all things came into being, both the things that are 
in heaven and the things that are on earth: who on account 
of us men and on account of our salvation came down and 
was incarnate, became man,5 suffered, and rose again on the 
third day, went up into heaven, and is coming to judge living 
and dead And in the Holy Spirit. 

ears the real meaning, and 'nature' too is strictly quite inadequate. The phrase 
is intended to mark the eSl!ential unity of the Son with the Father, declaring that 
he ha.s his existence from no source external to the Father, but is of the very being of 
the Father-so that the Father Himself i, not, does not exist, is not conceived of as 
having being, apart from the Son. So it i11 that .Athanasius (ck Deer. 19) says 
the Council wrote 'from the ess,mu of God' rather than simply' from God•, ex
pressly to mark the unique unoriginate relation in which the Son stands to the 
Father, in view of the sense in which it is true that all things are 'from God', Of 
nothing originate could it be said that it was 'from the esse11Ce of God•. The 
essence of the Father is the sphere of being of the Son. He is inseparable from the 
essence of the Father (ibid. 20), To say 'of the essence ~f God' is the same thing 
i.s to say ' of God ' in more explicit language ( ibid. 22). 

1 In this phrase there is taken into the service of the formal Creed of the Church 
a familiar analogy-the sun and the rays that stream from it-to shew that, though 
in one way they are distinct, there is no kind of separation between the Father a.nd 
the Son. The being, the life, tha.t is in the Son is one and the same a.s the being 
that is in the Father ; just as there ia no break between the ray of light which we 
see and the source of all our light in the sky. The ra.y is not the sun-but tl1e 
light is the same, continuous, from the sun to the ray. The simile iUDBtrates 
equally both 'of the essence' and 'one in essence' (Ath. d, Deer. 23 and 24). 

1 In these words the analogy is dropped. It is no mere reflection of the divine 
being that is in the Son. Father and Son a.like are really God-each and individually. 

1 It is generation, and not ereation, by which the Son exists: as it is &Sllerted 
later that be was himself the agent through whom Creation was effected. 

'op.oovu,ov T,i ra.Tpl. The ooula. of the Son is the oilula. of the Father: as far as 
oixrla. goes, no distinction can be made between them. Yet it is a distinct existence 
which the Son has in relation to the Father. So, as be rijs ol,ula.s Toii ra.Tpos expresses 
the one idea, oµ.oo{xnov Ti; ra.Tpl safeguards the other ; and Basil was able to insist 
tha.t the latter phrase, so far from a.greeing with the Sabellian heresy, is pla.inly 
repugnant to it. "This expression", he says, "cca-rects the evil of Sabellius: for 
it does away with the sameness of the hypostasis (i.e. the oneness of person-rl,, 
Ta.11Tonp-a. r/jt uroo-Tdo-t<dt-according to Basil's limited UBe of i,,rl,a-,aqir), and intro
duces the conception of the persons in perfection. For a thing is not itself of one 
essence with itself, but one thing with another."-Basil EJ:p. 52 (and see Bull op. c. 
p. 70), 

' bu.11fJpOJ1t'{yra.vTa.. The preceding phrase uu.ptc<dfJbra., 'was incarnate', 'became 
flesh', wa.s not enough in view of the Arian Christology (see supra p. 160), So 
this term was added. The Son, whose oixrla. is the same a.s the Fa.ther's, became 
-. Wha.tever is necessary to human 111,ture-.U that makes man man, all th
conatituenta of a normal human existe-he took upon himself. 
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".And those that say there was once when he was not, 
and before he was begotten he wae not,1 and that he came 
into being out of nothing, or assert that the Son of God 
is of a different essence (subsistence) or being,1 or created, 
or capable of change or alteration 1-the Catholic Church 
anathematizes." 

This Creed was signed by all the bishops present except 
Secundus and Theonas; 4 and when shortly afterwards e.n imperial 
decree was issued banishing A.rius and those who did not accept 
the decision of the Council, it seemed that .Arianism was disposed 
of. But this result was far from being effected. 

1 It seems certain that the thesis here anathematized 'he waa not before he wu 
begotten ' Js the Arian thesis equivalent to the denial of the eternity of the Sonshif 
(i.e. which negatives the Catholic doctrine of the etem11l generation-the existence 
from eternity of the Son aa Son-and upholds the Arian conception expressed in the 
previous clause 'there was once when he was not'). The anathema is thus intended 
to maintain simply the eternity of the existence of the Son-though he ls Son yet 
he never had a beginning (contraated with the Arian 'because he is Son, therefore 
he must have had a beginning'). [Some early writers, however, including 
Hippolytus (c. Noet. 10) and Theophilwi (ad .Autol. fi 10-22, and iupra p. 127) 
seem to conceive of the existence of the Lord (as Word) before he became l'!on-as 
though he was only generated Son at a later stage, at the beginning of all things: 
a.nd Bull (Dif. F.N. iii 5-8) argues th11t the generation thus spoken of was only meta: 
phorical, and that in harmony with such a. mode of representation the Nicene anathema 
has not reference to the Arlan thesis stated above, but expressly maintains (in this 
sense) that "the Son wair (though not yet, strictly speaking, generated) before hll! 
gmef'atum, "-this generation being only one of a sueceesion of events in time by 
which the real and eternal truth wH shadowed out. See Robertson ..4thi:intlnm 
pp. 343--347.] 

The anathemae are of cons!dera.ble value fOI' the elueidatfon of the Creed, 
shewing preoisely at what misinterpretation particular phra.ses of the Creed were 
directed. Statementll a.nd denials thus go together ; a.ncl any uncertainty as to the 
meaning of the positive definitions is removed by the negatin pronouncements that 
follo1v. · 

~ <!E hlp,n wM-r4.u€w, i owl1u. The words are cert&in1y used a.a BJllonyms, 
as they were by Athanasius till the Conneil at Alexandria in 3112:. in repeat
ing the a.uthema {de Deer. 20) he ha.s only i( hlpa.s ow-Ea.i, shewing that to 
him at least no new conception was a.dded by the alternative lnrt>tTT4.an,.. It 
was perhaps intended for the West (=.mbstantia). See Additional Note on 
b,r&na,rn imfra p. 235. 

1 ,rp•=~• ll 4'.\oLltlTo~. In these words we paS!I from metaphyl!:lcs to ethies,-and 
the chief ethical inference of the Arians from their metaphysical theory is rejected. 
See supra p. 160. In virtue of the divine being which was his, Jesus Christ 
(although man as well as God) WM slnlesa and incapable of moral change or 
alteration of character. How he could be at one and thll' same time both man 
and God, the Creed does not attempt to explain. It is content to repudiate the 
Arian teaching, which was inconsistent ,nth his being God; See iiifm p. 250, 

'So Theodoret. Soen.te.,, however, says all e,i:cept iive. 
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The. Reaction after Nicaea-pers®al and doctrinal 

The victory over Arianism achieved at the Council was 
really a victory snatched by the superior energy and decision 
of a small minority with the aid of half-hearted allies. The 
majority did not like the business at all, and strongly dis
approved of the introduction into the Creed of the Church of 
new and untraditional and unscriptural terms.1 They might be 
convinced that the results to which .Arianism led were wrong; 
but probably few of them saw their way to a satisfactory logical 
defence against the Arian arguments. A test of this kind was a 
new thing, and sympathy for Arius and its other victims grew. 
A reaction followed in his favour. This was the motive of the 
first stage in the complicated movements of the time between the 
two first General Councils of the Church. Sympathy with Arius 
connoted dislike of the chief agents of the party which procured 
his condemnation, and Athanasius and Marcellus z were ;ingled out 
as most obnoxious. They had to bear the brunt of the attack. 

1 The objections to the new terms eK T'1f oilo-l,u and oµ,,0611,os were numerous. 
(1) There was the scriptural (positive) objection which every one could appreciate. 

The '!fords ltere not to be found in the inspired writings of the evangelists and 
.Apostles. Ev•ry Oreed hitherto had been oomposed of scriptuml words, and men 
ha.d not been pinned down to a particular and technical interpretation. (Thi.a 
objection Athanasius meets in de Decretis 18, where he turn& the tables on the 
objectors, asking from what Sarlpt11res the Arians got their phrases if oOK llvtwv, 
• ., ,rvrf 6r, 001:. ~" and th11 like, 11nd shewing that scriptural expressions offered no 
mea.ns of defence &gainst such novel terms. The bishops had to ' oollect the sellll8 

of the Scriptures '-ibid. 20.) 
(2) There was the 'traditfonal • or ecclesiastical (negative} objection. The use 

of the word op.oo6111rn had been condemned at the Council of Antioch in 269 (see 
1111,pra p. 111), (Athanalli.us, however, claims 'tradition' for it-see de Der;r. 25; 
and insists that it is used in a. different sense from that m which Paul used it, and 
that it is a true interpretation of Scripture.) 

(S) There was the doctrinal objection. To all who held to the conception of the 
singleness-the simplerity-of the divine existence, to all who took oil<rla. in the 
primary sense of particular or individual existence, it was difficult to see any but 
a •Sabellian • meaning in the word which implied common possession of the divine 
Ofllrla.. Ditheism (and Tri theism) all were agreed in repudiating, but this word seemed 
to imply that the persons were only temporary manifestations of the one ofo-la. 

(4} There waS the philosophical objection, The words implied either that there 
was some ouo-!a prior both to Father a.nd to Son, which they shared in common (&nd 
then this 0011-la would be the first principle and they would be alike derived from it); 
or else they connoted II materialistic conception, Father &nd Son being as it were 
parts or pieces of one liMla. (This objection being based on the identific11tion of 
oflrrla with ~rBoi or 11}..;,,J See Ath. Or. c. .Ar. i 14, De Syn . .Arlm. et Stl, !il: 
Hilary dt Pule Orient. 68. 

2 See Additional Note on Maroellns, p. 190, 
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After years of intrigue and misrepresentation Arius was 
recalled and would have been reinstated but for his sudden death, 
and Athanasius and Marcellus were exiled (336 A.D.). Allowed to 
return on the death of the emperor, they were again within two 
years sent into exile, and the way was cleared for an attempt to 
get rid of the obnoxious Creed-the terms of which so relent
lessly excluded Arian conceptions. The reaction ceases to be 
so personal, and becomes more openly doctrinal-a formal 
attack upon the definition oµoovuwr; under cover of the pretexts 
to which reference has been made. 

Attempts to supersede tl,,e Nicene Oreed-Oouncil of Antioch 341 

The opportunity was found at the Council of Antioch in 341, 
when some ninety bishops assembled for the dedication of 
Constantine's 'golden church '. The personal question only came 
up for a moment, when a letter from Julius, Bishop of Rome, 
urging the restoration of Athanasius and Marcellus, was read; 
but the Council resented his interposition and proceeded to con
sider forms of Creed which might be substituted for the Nicene. 
Four such Creeds were produced,1 all of them carefully avoiding 
the terms by which Arianism was excluded. The first of the 
four, though prefaced by a e:pecious repudiation of Arian 
influence (how should bishops follow the lead of one· who was 
only a presbyter?), was 'Arianizing' not only in its avoidance of 
auy expressions which Arians could not have accepted, but also 
in its explanation of 'only begotten', and its marked attribution 
of the work of the Incarnate Son to the good pleasure and 
purpose of the Father. The majority of the Council, however, 
were not prepared to offer this as a substitute for the Creed of 
Nicaea, and a second Creed more acceptable to the ' moderates 
was adopted by the Council in its stead. Its sbews exactly how 
far the average 'orthodox ' bishop of the time was prepared to go 
in condemnation of Arian theories and in positive statement of 
doctrine. It is as follows :-

" In accordance with the evangelical and apostolic tradition 1 

we believe in one God, Father all-sovereign, the framer and 

'They are given in Ath. de Synod. 22 ff., and Socr. H..E. ii 10 (Hahn I p. 188 ff.) 
1 The appeal which is made throughout to Scripture and Tradition (though the 

authors are forced to admit some non-scriptural words) carries with it the tacit 
,ondemnation of the new Nicene terms. 
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maker and providential ruler of the universe. And in one 
Lord Jesus Christ His Son, the only-begotten 1 God, by means 
of whom [were] all things, who was begotten before the ages 
(worlds) from the Father, God from God, whole from whole,2 
sole from sole,3 complete from complete, king from king, lord 
from lord, living Logos, living wisdom, true light, way, truth, 
resurrection, shepherd, door, unchangeable and unalterable, 
invariable image of the deity-both beiiig (essence) and purpose 
and power and glory-of the Father,' the first-born before every 
creature 11 (or the first-born of all creation), who was in the 
beginning by the side of (with) God, God the Logos, according to 
the saying in the Gospel: And the Logos was God-by means 
of whom all things came into being, and In whom all things 
consist: who in the last days came down from above and was 
begotten from a virgin, according to the Scriptures, and became 
man, a mediator between God and men, apostle of our faith and 
captain of life, as he says: I have come down from heaven, not 
to do my own will, but the will of Him who sent me.8 Who 
suffered on behalf of us and rose again on the third day, and 
went up into heaven and took his seat on the right hand of 

_ the Father, and is coming again with glory and power to judge 
living and dead. And in the Holy Spirit, who is given for 
comfort and hallowing and perfecting to those that believe, 
even as our Lord Jesus Christ commissioned his disciples, 
saying: Go ye forth and make disciples of all the nations, 
baptizing them into the name of the Father and of the Son and 

1 'Only-begotten' roust in this case certainly be joined with 'God', which other
wise would stand in &n impossible position. See rupra p. 168 n. ,. 

1 These words are directed against any notion of partition of the Godhead, as 
though & portion only of the divine were in the Son and the entirety of the Godhead 
were thereby impaired. God is entire and the Son is entire. 

• I.e. the son 11.lone was begotten by the Father alone, all else being created by 
the Father not alone, but through the Son whom He h&d first begotten a.Ione. See 
Ath. ,k Deer. 7. This phr&ffil is in accord with the Ari&n explanation of /MJVO"(u/Js, 
and became a favourite formula of the Anomoeans. 

' This is the nearest equivalent to the discarded oµ.oow,ov. The passage should 
perhaps be punctuated with a colon after 'nne.Iter&ble', but the four words which are 
bracketed &re clearly explanatory of the 'deity' of the Father, of which the Son is 
said to be the unvarying image. el,cC:,v means the complete representation, &nd 
elicw,, rijs owlets Tov TrctTp6s, if fairly interpreted, might suffice to exclude Arianism ; 
but Arians could accept it &S being practically true. 

1 There is nothing in the Creed to exclude the Arian interpretation of this phrase. 
See IUJ)ffl p. 162. 

• This emphatic reference to the Father's will would be agreeable to Ari&ns. 

7* 
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of the Holy Spirit--clearly meaning 1 of a Father who is truly 
Father, and of a Son who is truly Son, and of the Holy Spirit 
who is truly Holy Spirit, the names not being applied in a 
general sense (vaguely) or unmeaningly, but indicating accurately 
the peculiar exiatence2 (?individuality) and rank and glory belong
ing to ea.eh of the [three] named-namely, that they are three 
in existence (1 individuality), but one in harmony.8 

"Inasmuch therefore as this is the faith we hold, and hold 
from the beginning and to the end, before God and Christ we 
anathematise every heretical evil opinion. And if any one, 
teaches contrary to the sound right faith of the Scriptures, 
saying 4 that there was or has been a time .Jr season or age 
before the Son was begotten, let him be anathema. And if any 
)ne says that the Son is a creature as one of the creatures, or a 
thing begotten as one of the things begotten, o.r 11, thhig made as 
one of the things made, and not as the divine Scriptures have 
handed down the aforesaid articl~ one after another-or if any 
one teaches or preaches differently from the tradition we 
received, let him be anathema.. For we truly and reverently 
believe and follow all the things drawn from the divine 
Scriptures which have been banded down by the prophets and 
apostles." 6 

This Creed seems a. clumsy and cumbersome substitute for the 
clean-cut clauses of the Creed of Nicaea. Vague and verbose 
accumulations of scriptural phrases are no compensation for the 

1 Anti-Sa.bellian. The names coITespond to permanent numerical distincti1ms 
within the Godhead. 

• 1,,,,.1,uTO,fT,v. The word here probably comes eloae to the meaning 'personal 
exist.ence •. See the history of its use p. 235. 

3 This expression, which really makes the u.nity of the three persollS moral rather 
than essential, has been described (Robertson AtlutnasiUB p. xliv) as a.n artfully 
chosen point of contact betwoon Origen, on the one sida, and Asterius, Lucian, and 
Paul of SalllOll&ta, on the other side. It was protested against at Sardiea 343 (see 
Hahn• p. 189) a.s implying a blasphemOlJB and corrupt interpretation of the saying 
' I and the Father are one'. 

• None of the assertions here anathematized was made by the leaders of the 
.Ariana. The expressiollil used represe:nt jwt t.hose subtle distinctions which seemed 
to Atb&nasius to be m.erely slippery evaaions of direct issues. 

• On the authority of S01.omen {H.E. iii 5, vi 12) this Creed lil .supposed to 
have been composed by Lucian, and to h&ve won acceptance under cover of his 
distinguiiihed name. If it was so, the anathemas at the end and (probably) & few 
phrases in the body of the Creed must have been a.ddoo by thoae who produced it at 
.Antioch. The L11Cia.nic origin of thB Creed bas, how1Wer, be.en called in queation in 
recent times, and the latest suggestion is that Sozomen was mistaken. awl confused 
this (the Seoond) with the Fourth Creed aaaigned t.o this Council, which migh:t be 
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loss of its well-balanced terse expressions. The spirit of its 
framers is shewn by their constant appeal to the Scriptures, and 
by the weakening down of the anti-Arian definitions. In effect 
such a Creed as this is powerless against Arianism, and ta.kea. 
thiugs back to the indeterminate state in which they were before 
the outbrea.k of the controversy. In ~e Creed itself there is 
probably not a single phr~ ,which Arians could not h~ve 
accepted.. The strongly worded rejection of a merely ' nominal' 
Trinity reflects .the fear of Sabellianism by which the framers of 
the Creed were haunted, while their explanation of the nature 
of the Unity of the Godhead is compatible with different grades 
of deity. And the anathemas of the Creed of Nicaea., while 
apparently retained in the main, are so modified that, though 
they seem to put Arian teaching under the ban, they condemn 
positions which nobody, of any party, wished to maintain. Such 
is it is, however, it was approved by the Council as ite official 
statement, and is known as the Creed of the Dedication. 

A third formula, which was signed by all, is notable only for 
ita condemnation of Marcellus, both by name and by the addition 
oi clauses emphaaizing the personal and permanent e:s:istence of 
the Son. But it was the personal profession of faith of a single 
bishop, and not intended apparently as a complete creed. 

Yet a fourth Creed was drawn up by a few bishops a little 
later, after the Council had really separated, and sent-as if 
from the synod-to the Emperor Constans in Gaul. It is much 
shorter than the Second, the scriptural phrases and appeals being 
curtailed or omitted. The eternity of the kingdom of the Son 
is strongly maintained against Marcellus (though he is not 
named), and the Nicene anathema against those who say 'out of 
nothing or out of a different essence (v?Toa-Tacn~)' is qualified by 
the further definition 'and not out of God', so that though 
inteuded to be more acceptable to Nioenes it became the basis 
of the subsequent Arianizing confessions of the East. 

Luoianic. [The -argument is that the C1eed iu · tha,Apo,tol!c Oomtwr1,ti,G'll,8 vli 41 
(Hahn I p. 139) is -Luclim'a, and that the Fourth Creed of .Antioch more closely 
resembles this Creed than the Second does. But the re~emblanoe is not in BllY case 
a.tall close, and the attribution of the C1·eed in the Apostolic Constitutions to Lucia11 
is quite hypothetical-(though lta basis ma.y well have been the old Bap~i&mal Creed 
of Antioch).] The assumption of a mistake seems unnece-ry. The hishops' state
ment that they had found it in the writings of Lucian (see Sozomeu) would not be 
lnoonsiltient with its ha"ting been touclted. up hne and there before th11 Council 
approved it. (See Hahn a pp . .189 IIJld 1841) 
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Oppontion of the West to any New Creed-Council of Sardica 343 

Constans refused to receive the deputation. The Western 
bishops were averse to any tinkering with the Creed, and, in the 
hope of putting a stop to it, Constans, with the assent of Con
stantius, summoned a general Council to meet at Sardica.1 The 
Council met in 343, but the division between East and West 
revealed itself at once. The W astern bishops refused to ratify 
the decisions against Athanasius, and the Eastern bishops there
upon withdrew and held a Council of their own at Philippopolis, 
at which they reaffirmed the condemnation of Athanasius and 
approved a Creed which was substantially the same as the Fourth 
of Antioch with the addition of new anathemas.1 

The Westerns, left to themselves, declared Athanasius and 
Marcellus innocent of offence and protested against the wicked
ness of their accusers. An explanation of the Nicene Creed was 
proposed but not adopted (though it is included in the circulai 
letter announcing the proceedings of the Council).8 In its stead 
a denunciation of any one who proposed a new Creed was agreed 
to. The Faith had been declared once for all and no change W118 

to be considered-this was the attitude of the Western bishope 
throughout the whole period of the controversy from the Council 
of Nicaea onwards. 

Renewed .Attempts to secure a non-Nicene Creed 

But in the following year (344-345) another synod that 
met at Antioch to deal with the case of the Bishop Stephen put 
out a fresh edition of the Fourth Creed of 341 (actually drawn 
up early in 342), with such expansions of the anathemas and 
such elaborate explanations intended to conciliate the West that 
it reached unprecedented dimensions and was known as the long
lined or 'prolix' Creed (the Macrostich).' The positive senti-

1 In Dacia, in the dominions of Constans, between Constantinople and Serna-the 
modern Sophia in Bulgaria. According to Theodoret H.E. ii 6, two hundred and 
fifty bishops met; according to Socrates and Sozomen, following Athanasius, about 
three hundred: but see Gwatkin's note as to the real number present (Studies oJ 
Arianism. 1 p. 125). Hosius, Athanasius, and Marcellus were among them. 

1 Hahn 8 p. 190 {11 Latin version). 
• See Theodoret H.E. ii 6-8, and Hahn I p. 188. 
'µ.aKpotTnxot lK8•tT<t--flo Sozomen {H.E. iii ll) says it w"8 called, The Creed 

ill given by Socrates H.E. ii 19, and Halm I pp. 192-196. 
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ments contained in it are for the most part unexceptionable : as 
when the eternal Sonship is maintained and the Arian phrases 
are rejected as unscriptural and dangerous and intruding on the 
incomprehensible mystery of divine processes, and the subordina
tion of the Son is asserted but balanced by words declaring him 
to be by nature true and perfect God and like the Father in all 
things; 1 or when the expression 'not begotten by the will of 
the Father ' is denounced in the sense that it imposes necessity 
on God, whereas He is independent and free and unfettered in 
His action ; or when the mutual inseparable union of Father and 
Son in a single deity is proclaimed. Yet the Nicene position 
is being covertly turned all through, and the real sympathies 
of the authors of this Creed are shewn in the incidental use 
of the phrase 'like the Father in all things' (which was soon 
to become the watchword of the 'Semi-Arian' party), and in 
the peculiarly strong expressions which are used in condemna
tion of Marcellus and Photinus 9 and all who thought as they 
thought. 

In 346 Athanasius was recalled from exile and for the next 
ten years enjoyed a hard-won period of peace. This suspension 
of hostilities was mainly due to the political troubles of the 
time, which absorbed the energies of those friends without whose 
help the enemies of the Nicenes could do little against them. 
During this time, however, two events of the first importance 
occurred. 

Pacification of tlu ' Conservatives' by Condemnation of Plwt1nus 

In 3 51 a synod was held at Sirmium at which Photinus, the 
chief follower of Marcellus, was condemned and deposed.3 This 
meant the final overthrow of the ideas attributed to Marcellus. 
In future the ' Conservatives' had nothing to fear from that 
quarter. They could breathe freely again so far as Sabellianism 
was concerned. And so they were at liberty to reconsider their 
position in relation to their Arian allies, with whom the dread of 
' confusion of the persons ' had united them, and to reflect whether 

1 The use of this phrase T,i Ta.Tpl Ka.Ta. Tcina. 5µ.o,ar is notable, but it does not 
occur conspicuously till 359 (eee infra, p. 182). 

2 :2:KOTtwos, 'Son of Darkness• rather than 'of Light '-his opponents' perversion 
ofhiB name, it seems-is the form which Athanasius gives. 

• For the Creed of thia synod (the Fourth of Antiooh with new anathemu) 
eee Hahn I p. 196. 
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after all Arianism was compatible with the doctrine of the Lord's 
divinity. 

De,v,lopement of Extreme Form of Arianism 

By the death of Constans in 350 Oonstantius was left sole 
emperor, without the restraining influence of any collaitgue of 
Nicene convictions ; and, as soon as he had secured his position 
against revolt, he was free to indulge to the full hi11 own fanatioal 
Arian sympathies. And so, under these favourable conditions, 
there was fostered an extremer developement of Arianism (winning 
adherents in the West as well as in the East) than might other~ 
wise have found expression, the leaders of the new party being 
Aetiua,1 Eunomius,2 and Eudoxim1.1 

At Councils held by Oonstantius in 853 at A.des, after the 
defeat and death of Magnentius, and in 8 5 5 at Milan,4 the con.:. 
damnation of Athanasius wae voted; and in 356 took phice a 

:I Aetius aotively attacked the teaching of the semi-Arian bishops Basil of Aneyra 
and Eustathius of Sebaste. Gallus, who was at the time in charge of the GpvernlllQttt 
11t .antiocb, ordcreq biIU to be put to death by 'crlllifragium ', l;11it he "'118 rescued by 
the intercession of friends. .A short treatise in forty-seven theses, and a pref~ 
written by him defending his use of the watchword dv6µ,o,os against misrepre• 
1entation of his oppone11ts, are preurved in Epiph. tUlv. Hru,,, l:u:vi, and letten 
to CPW1taqtius in Socr, U,E. ii 3ii, IJ\l WIMI llQnd11mned flt Anc~ h1 31'>3 and ,.t 
Constantinople in 360; recalled bl Julian and ma.de a bishop; but he had cbiiquered 
fortunes till his death in 367 (see Socr. H.E. ii 35, and Diet. C!hristia,n JJiog. • .Aetius'). 

~ Eunonrlus, the pupil and seeretary of Aotius, was the ehief exponent of Ano
moeanism. His writings were numerous, but were regarded as so blasph,111011, ih.At 
successive imperial edicts (from the time of Arca.dins in 398, four years after his 
death) ordered them to be bnrnt, and made the possession of them a capital crime. 
Agajpst hiDl in partioqlar Bl!.~il aud (:lr-egory wrot~. (See Art, D,(J./l.) 

z Eudoxius, described by Gwatkin (op. cit. p. 175 n.) as 'perhaps the worst of the 
whole g11,ng •, 1 disdpll) of .4.11timi 1md fri,nd of EunomiM, 11nd !l-fter him th11 Jeader 
of th!l Anomoean party, Wll,S ordai:p_ed and made Bishop of Germanic• (on th• 
confines of Syria, Cilicia, and Cappa.docia) after the deposition of Eustathius (881), 
who. had refused him orders 1111 unsound in doctrine. Haring improperly prooured 
his electio11 to thei SIIQ of Antipcll (8-l7-848), b, man~ged to hold his poaitfo,:i till 
359, when the Council of Seleuceia deposed him; but by court influence he was 
appointed patriarch of Constantinople in 360 in succession to Macedonius, and by 
the favour or Oo11stantius ,md Valeng was able to Pesist opposition till his death in 
370. H11 ~~m• to bve bee1;1 eJ1tfoely llt11km.g \l) reverence, ,u<i incredibly 1111lf• 
confident (sfle Art. D.O.B.). 

• See 8oz. H. E. iv 9. Only some half-dozen bishops opposed and protested, and 
were exiled by imperial dMl'M. Soeratee, however (H.E. ii 36), repre2ents the 
protest as effectual. It was on this occasion, when the orthodox bishops refused to 
sign the epndemnation of Atha.nasiUB as being against the eanon of the Church, that 
Constantius made his famo~ utterance "Let my will be deemed the Canon", 
Gwatkln (p. 149) says "the Council ••• only yielded at l1.11t to open ,iolenee ', 
Three bishops, including Lucifer of Calaria, were exiled. 
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sa.vage assault on his Church at Alexandria, his narrow escape 
and retirement into exile in the desert, and the apparently com
plete overthrow of the Nicene party in the East. This third 
exile of Athanasius lasted till 3 6 2, and during this time the fate 
of Arianism was really settled, though twenty years more elapsed 
before the victory was fin.ally won, 

The ultimate issue was made clear by the effect of the 
[Second] Council of Sirmium in 357. Under the leadership of 
Valens,1 Ursacius,1 and Germinius,2 the bishops agreed to a Creed 
which hints that the Son is not really God, declares with em
phasis the superiority of the Father and the subjection of the 
Son along with all other things, and for bids the use of the term 
' substance ' or ' essence ' (being) in any form, whether ' of one 
substance• or • of like substance (or being)', on account of the 
difficulties to which such terms have given rise, and because they 
are not to be found in the Scriptures and transcend human 
knowledge.• Buch a declaration was of course a strongly Arian 
manifesto ; ' Anomoean • even in effect, since it condemns • of 
like essence' no less than the Nicene 'of one essence'. And 
as such it was at once denounced, and by the name which 
Hilary, the great champion of the Nicene Faith in the West,' 

1 V11lens and Ursacius h&d been persons! disciples of Arlus, prob&bly during his 
exile ihto lllyrfouln after Nicaea. Later on they found it politic to profess 'Mn• 
serv11ti'l'e principles' (see Soer. H.E. ii 87), and seetb. to ha'l'e held 11 very cotlfu8ed 
doctrine. In 347, 11t II Council at Hila.n, they confessed the falsehood of the 
charges against Athanasius, but that there was no genuine recimtlltion of Arian 
views is proved by their pa.rt in the Sitmiu111 'blasphemy'. Afttlt that, they 
formed tho Homoe&Il party in the West (.Aeacius in the East), on what seemed to 
be the lino of least resists.nee, and accepted the ' Dated Creed ' at the Sitmium 
conference in 859, where V11lens distinguished himself by trying to omit the word$ 
,caml. 'll'"d.ra.. They were 11t Ariil1inum and Nice, and V&lens by artful dillsembling 
and jugglery with words succeeded in getting Arfanizing phrases &dopted. Valen.~ 
was Bishop of Mursa in Pannonia and Ursa.cius of Singidunu.m (Belgrade). 

1 Gertb.inius was Bishop of Sirmium. 
1 'l'he Creed is in Hahn I p. 199 (L&tin), a.nd (Greek) A.th. de Syn. 28 ; Socr.· 

!I.E. ii. 30. 'Oµ.ornJ,no·~ occnrs here for the first time. 
4 Though the West nev<Jr felt thutress of the Arian controversy to the same extent 

as the East, and W!ls fortunate in having-for some time-emperors who favoured the 
Nicene rather than the Arian ea.use, yet the work of Hilary, a religious layman elected 
Bishop of Poitiers in 353 (' the Athanasins of the West'), &nd Ambrose in establish
mg the Homoousian doctrine :tnust not be passed by in any account of it, history. 

Arianism was strongly (and at times violently} championed in Gaul by such men 
as Ursacius, Valens, and Saturninus; and after the Council of Milan in 855, a.t 
which the condemnation of Ath11na.sius wa.s pronounced, Hilary and a number of 
other bishops withdrew fro:tn comttJunion with the three, who thereupon, by repre-
1111nt&tions (probably false) to the emperor, secured a.n edict banishing Hilary to 
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suggested-' the blasphemy of Sirmium ' 1-it has since been 

Phrygia (356). The exile lasted three years, and during it Hilary carried on the 
war against Arianism by his writings, de 8ynodu (conciliatory as .Athanasill8 waa 
i;owards semi-Arians, who seemed really to a.ccept the Nicene teaching but to stumble 
at the Nicene terms) and de Trinuate. .And on his return, till his death in 360, by 
zeal tempered by tact and mutual explana.tions of uncertain terms, he effectively 
won over the waverers and reduced the Aria.n pa.rty to the smallest dimensions. 
(See J. G. Cazenave 'Hilarius Pict&T.', D. O.B. ; and for his doctrinal teaching 
especially Domer Doctrine of:lu Peracm of Ohrist Eng. tr. diT. i vol. ii p. 399 ff.) 

Ha.rdly less importa.nt was the work of Ambrose later-like Hilary, a la.yman 
suddenly elevated to the episcopate to be a pilla.r of the Faith (Bishop of Milan 
374-397). The successor of the Aria.n bishop Auxentius, and unflinching in his 
resista.nce by word and by deed to Arianism, however supported in imperia.l circles, 
he steadily maintained the Catholic teaching against all heresy. As a diligent 
student and warm admirer of the Greek theologie.ns, especially Basil, he exerted all 
his great influence to secure the complete victory of the Nicene doctrine in the West. 
(See especially lh.ftdead 6lnat1M11ffll (ed. Hurter, vol. 30) and D, 8piritu 8.) 

1 The blasphemy of Sirmium runs as follows: "Since there was thought to be 
eome dispute concerning the faith, all the questions were ca.refully dealt with and 
examined at Sirmium, in the presence of our brothers and fellow-bishops Valene, 
Ursacius, and Germiniua. It is certain that there is one God, all-ruling and Father, 
as is believed through the whole world, and His only Son Jesll8 Christ, the Lord, 
our Saviour, begotten from (the Father) Himself before the ages: but that two gods 
cannot e.nd ought not to be preached, for the Lord himself said 'I shall go to my 
Father and to your Father, to my God and to your God' (John 2017). Therefore there 
is one God of all, as the Apostle taught: 'Is God God of the Jews only f is He not 
also of the Gentiles ! Yea, of the Gentiles &!so. Since there is one God, who ju.stifiea 
the circumcision from faith and the uncircumcision through faith' (Rom. 3211• '°). 
And everything else too waa concordant and could not be at all discrepant. But 
as regards the disturbance caused to some or many with regard to substance, which 
is called in Greek usia, that is-to make it more clearly understood-homo'Ul'W7!,, or 
the term ~. no mention at all of it ought to be made and no one onght to 
preach i~for this cause and reason, that it is not contained in the divine Scriptures 
and that it is beyond human knowledge, and no one can declare the nativity of the 
Son, concerning whom it is written 'Who shall declare his generation I' (Isa. 538). 

For it is plain that only the Father knows how he begat His Son, and the Son how 
he was begotten by the Father. There is no uncertainty that the Father is greater: 
it cannot be doubtful to any one that the Father is greater than the Son in honour 
and dignity and renown and ma.jesty, and in the very name of Father, since he 
himself testifies-' He who sent me is greater the.n I am' (John 1418). And no one 
ia ignorant that this is Catholio-that there are two persona of Father and Son, 
that the Father is greater, the Son subject along with all the things which the 
Father subjected to Himself; that the Father has not a beginning, is invisible, is 
immortal, is impassible ; that the Son, however, has been horn from the Father, God 
from God, light from light-the Son whose generation, as has been said before, no 
one knows exoept his Father; that the Son of God, our Lord and God, himself, as 
is read, took upon him flesh or body, that is, man (humanity), from the womb of 
the Virgin Mary, even as the angel proclaimed. And as all the Scriptures teach, 
and particularly the Apostle himself the master (teacher) of the Gentiles, (we know) 
that from the Virgin Mary he took man (humanity), by mean11 of which he shared 
in suffering. Futhermore, the chief thing and the confirmation of the whole faith 
is that a Trinity should always be maintained, as we read in the Gospel, 'Go ye and 
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known.1 It was much too late in the day to seek to make peace 
by snatching the bone of contention away. A coalition formed 
with such an idea was bound to fail ; but it did much worse
it played into the hands of Arianism, and, whatever the East 
was, it was not really Arian. And so the coalition fell to pieees. 
Its Arian members had gone too far, and in the moment of 
victory they lost their half-unconscious allies. At a synod held 
at Antioch early in the following year, it is true, the flagrant blas
phemies of Aetius and Eunomius were allowed by the president, 
Eudoxius, to paBB ; but the moderates (' Conservatives ') were the 
more stimulated to take immediate a.ction. 

Protests of the Moderates in the East 

They held a counter meeting at Ancyra under :Basil, the 
bishop, at which they anathematized in general every one who 
did not faithfully confess the essential likeness of the Son to 
the Father, and in particular (with reference to numerous 
passages in the Gospel according to St John) all who so mis
interpreted the sayings of Jesus as to conceive him to be 

unlike ' the Father.• The anathemas covered all the extreme 

baptize all oations in the name of the Father aod of the Son and of the Holy Spirit' 
(Matt. 2819). Entire and complete is the number of the Trinity. And the Par&elete 
the Spirit is through the Son, and he waa sent and came aecording to the promise 
to. build np, to teach, to sanctify the Apostles and all believers." 

(It will be noted that the Father is here stated to be invisible and incapable of 
suffering, and the Son in contrast to Him is regarded as passible, joining in the 
rmll'ering of his human nature. The Son as a divine being is contrasted with the 
human nature which he assumed. A reference in the explanation of the Creed 
which was offered at Sardica in 343 in order to repudiate Arian conceptions (Hahn 1 

p. 189), "This (ac. the Spirit) did not suffer, but the hnma.n na.ture {4v9pw-ros) which 
he put on suffered-which he asanmed from Mary the Virgin, the human nature 
which is c11psble of snffering", shews that Ariana ta.ught that the divine nature 
itsel( in the Incarnate Christ shared the suffering. That is, no doubt, the view in
tended here. Suoh teaching obviously makes the divine nature of the Son (passible) 
different from the divine nature of the Fa.ther (impassible), and as suob it was 
repudiated by the opponents of Arianism. The later ex&et te&ehing of Cyril of 
.Alexandria and Leo on the snbject (see im,/Ta pp. 268, 290) was a.lready in some con
nexions expressed by AthanasiUB (Or. e. AT, iii 31-33), as it had been previously by 
Tertullian (see. '"'P"°' p. 144).] 

1 See Hila.ry 1k Sy-nodia 11 and ad,,. OOMtantium 23, HosiUB, Bishop of Cordova 
-to whose suggestion the term Homoousios at Nicaea was probably due-was present 
at this synod, and was compelled by violence to sigo the Creed (see Soz. H.E. iT 6). 
So Hilary could call it a.lso 'the ravings of Hosius ', a. singularly uncharitable 
obiur dictum in Tiew of all the facts and the great services of Hosius. 

' See Hahn I p. 201. 
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Arian thMea, and the emphatic declaration that the Son was 
like the Father even in essence (i.e. in his very being) was 
at this juncture just the bridge which was needed to lead 
wanderers back to the Nicene faith in its fulness. But now 
the 'moderates' went too far for the temper of the time. The 
good effoots of their action were largely undone when they 
procured a sentence of exile against Aetius, Eudoxius, and a 
large number of the Anomoean party, whom Conetantius obliged 
thetn to recall after an Arian deputation had put their case 
before him. And so there was a, deadlock, a.nd a compromise 
had to be found. 

The Homoean Oompromw 

A new party was formed-the party of compromise
intended to be the rallyittg-point of all moderates, with the 
watchword 'like in all respoots ', and the prohibition of 
technical tertns. Thie compromise, promoted by .Acaaius, Bishop 
of Caesarea, was accepted by Basil of Ancyra (the president of 
the laa.t Connoil) and the Emperor Constantiua. To draw np a 
Creed embodying it, and to prepare the bU.0inees for a great 
ecumenical Council to aooept it, & conferenM was held at 
Sirmium, under the presidency of the emperor, in the month of 
May 359.1 The Creed which was approved is 'moderate' in 
tone, and unusually strong in its declarations as to the eternal 
generation of the Son (' before all the ages, and before all 
beginning, and before all conceivable time, and before aU com
prehensible being (or substance)'}. But it only Mys, 'like the 
Father who begat hitn, aceording to the Scriptures', and 'like 
the :£lather in .all things, as the holy Scriptures say and teach'; 
and it forbids all mention of the term 'substance' (or essence 
or being) in reference to God, on the ground that though it was 
used in a simple or innocent sense by the Fathers, yet it was 
not understood by the people and caused difficulties, and was 

1 This was the third assembly 11.t Sirmium within the dl!Cll.de, 11.nd the ~ I, 
oomiitonly counted the • third ' of Sirmiuru (there was, h<1Wevcr, one drawn ttp 
11.t S!l'ttlinm aga,inst Photfnus- In 347, whioh, strictly speaking, is the first ()f 

Sirruium-see Hefele C()'ll,ncils ii 192). It was probably composed by Mark, Bishop 
of Ar6thusa, perhaps in Latlu, but this cannot be proved (see Hahn• p. 204, and 
Bnrn lntrud. Hilt. Creeds p. 92). The framers of the Creed prefixed a cl11usi, giving 
the d&te of its publication (' the eleTenth day before the Calends of June '=May 
22). To their opponents (see Ath. de 8,yr,,. 3) it seemed ridiculous to date the 
Catholic faith, and &S ' the Dated Creed ' it is commonly known. The Greek of it 
is given in A.th. de Syn. 8 ; Socr. H.E. ii 37 ; H&hn • p. 204. 
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not conta.ined in the Scriptures. Such was the Creed 1 by 
which it was hoped to unite all parties and bring back 
harmony to the Church. But though the ' Cabinet;,.,meeting ' 
of Sirmium oould agree, the new party of 'Homoeans' (or 
'Aee.cians ', or 'semi-Arians 1) did not really unite the Church. 
Hone@tly interpreted, the formula. ' like in all things ' would 
oover 'like in substanee (essence, being)' and e:1clude all 
difference ; i yet the very word ' like 1 ooems to connote !!Orne 
difference, and the divine ovula of Father and Son was one 
and the same. But the emperor meant thi('I formula to be 
accepted, and with a view to greater ease of ID&nipulation the 
bishops were summoned to meet in two synod3--0ne for the 
Westerns at Ariminum and another for the Easterns at Seleuceia. 

The Western synod met," Ursacius and Valene representing 
the Homoean cause. But the biahopa were so far from accepting 
the Dated Creed that they reaffirmed the Creed of Nicaea, with 
a declaration in d@fenoe of ovtJ'la, anathematized Arianism, and 
<;ondemned the Homoean leaders (who e.t once went off to the 
emperor to secure his support), · and sent a. deputation to Con-

1 The Creed is of further interest 118 being the first whfoh contained the clause 
on the Desoont into nades-'' and went down into the nether wGrld and set 
iB order thuigs the.H ( .. a e1Ce'i,rt PlKo•o~,ja-~PT<J), end when the <.luor-lr.~r~ qf ~ 
MW him they wer!l !!-ifrighted" {Job 3a17 LXX)--& claus.e whicl) probably ~hell'.~ .t~e 
influepce of Cnil of Jerusalem, whu refers to the Descent several times, and in hie 
list of ten dagmata includes it as explanatory of the burial (e.g. <Jat. iv 11, 12). 

• Basil of Anoyra, one of the 'cabinet', Mt it necesi!&ry tit dr11,w up 11, st11teTJ1i,nt 
thli.t the fQrmwa llM1911 K4T4 ..-4vTA Teally embraGea everything, and i~ eno11¥h w 
exclude any difference between Father and Son. He shews at length that though 
the bare term 060-la. is not contained in either the old or the new Scriptures, yet 
its sense ii everywhere. The Son la not called the Word of God as a mere force 
qf exp~~sion (Mrr;,ip. AEKT,,c,j) of G11d, bnt .h~ ill 8Pll (11, dllfi~ite hyposissil!) !l-n\i 
ther,ifore ova-ta., and ~o the Fathers ~lied him. He then goes on to descnb11 and 
to argue against Arlan and semi-Arian tenets, 'and, referting to the attempt tc 
proscribe ova-let, says they wished to do away with the name ova-la. in order that it 
it were no longer uttered by the mouth their he:resy might grow in the hearts of 
men. He 'suspects they will be eaught writing 'lik• in will and purpose', but 
'unlike in 060-/11, '. But if they bl/'Tl4 ft.de •ooept ' like in all things', then they 
gain nothing by getting rid of the term. For it makes the Son like the Fath!!!" 
not only in regard to purpose and 'energy', as they define it, but ,lso in regard 
to his original being and his peraonal existence, and in ,~gard to his very being 
as Son. In & word, he declares the formula 'in all things' embr110es absolutely 
evel'ything and admits of no difference. See Epiphanins Haer. lXII: iii 12-21! 
(esp. 15). [It is the theology of Basil or Ancyra expressed in this treatise th&t 
Harnack regards as ultimatdy adopted, with developements, by the Oappadocians 
Basil and the Gregories. See i,,,jra p, llllJ.] Sae Additi!)Jla) Note on oµo,otlcr,Kand 
th11 Homoeana tnfra p. 1112. 

1 l!lee Boer. H.E. ii 87 ; A.th. de Syn.. 8 If., ,ul Aft,01 3. 
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etantius to explain affairs and urge that no change ought to be 
allowed. The emperor shewed all honour to Ursaciue and 
Valene, and sent back the other deputation with a dilatory 
reply, so that at last the bishops of the Council, without being 
formally dissolved, returned to their cities. And then some
how or other at Nice in Thrace, near Hadrianople, a few 
bishops (whether the original deputies, or the partisans of 
UreaciUB 1 only, is uncertain) published as the work of the 
Council of Ariminum a revised translation of the Dated Creed,1 

in which the expression 'likeness ' is weakened by the omission 
of • in all things •. 

Meanwhile the Eastern synod met at Seleuceia. The majority 
were • moderate' and wished simply to reaffirm the Creed 
of the Dedication of 341. But the leading spirit was Acacius, 
and in view of the present distress caused by the difficulties 
with regard to Homo-ousion and Homoi-ousion and the new term 
Anomoion (un-like), a declaration was put forward 8 rejecting all 
three terms and anathematizing all who used them, and simply 
declaring the likeness of the Son to the Father, in the sense 
intended by the Apostle when he said (Col. 116), " who is the 
image of the unseen God". And the Creed concludes with an 
assertion that it is equivalent to the one put forward at 
Sirmium earlier in the year. The leaders of the extreme Arian 
party were thus conjoined with the upholders of the Nicene faith, 
and all alike were put under the ban. It was of the proceedings 
of this year that Jerome said, " The whole world groaned and 
wondered to find itself Arian ".' 

A Council held immediately afterwards at Constantinople 
(Dec. 359) completed the work, and early in the year 360 the 
modified form of the Dated Creed, which had been signed at 

1 Cf. Socr. l.c. with Ath. de Syn. 80, 
2 Hahn I p. 205. Tha phrases now run, 'like the Father according to the 

Scriptures' and 'even as the holy Scriptures say and teach', and the expresaion µla. 
fl'TrO<TT04&r also is forbidden. 

1 Hahn I p. 206. This declaration was not really accepted by the 1ynod, which 
the Qu11estor Leonaa dissolved, as agreement seemed impossible ; but the principle 
of it was IIS!lented to by the deputies sent to Constantius from the synod. (A 
majority of the Council even deposed Acacius, Eudoxius, and others ; bnt their 
sentence was disregarded.) 

'Jerome Dial. adv. L1tjf. 19 (Migne P.L. xxiii p. 172). On the Councils of 
Ariminum and Selenceia (and the whole queation), see the great work of Athanubn 
d4 S,noclw, written while he wu in exile (359), before he heard of the aubeequeni 
prooeedillp, referm011 to which were afterwarda iDlerted. lta re&l aim was io 
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Nice (with ' in all things ' omitted), was issued as the faith 
of the Church 1-and the victory of Arianism in the Homoean 
form was apparently complete. .As representative and scape
goat of the Anomoeans, Aetius was abandoned-excommunicated 
and deposed; but Eudoxius and Acaciua triumphed. 'Comprehen
sion• was secured on these conditions. The Homoean formula 
allowed the freedom which was desired, and admitted all who 
repudiated the unlikeness of the Father and the Son. It was 
the 'authorized • Creed for the next twenty years, though all 
the time the way back to the full acceptance of Homo
ousion was being prepared. 

Gradual <Jonversion of &mi-.A.rians and Oonvergenu of Parties 
to tke Nicene Definitio11. 

The first turning-point was the death of Const.antius in 
361. In the early part of the following year Athanasius re
turned to his see and held a synod at Alexandria, at which the 
Creed of Nicaea was of course presupposed. The synod decided 
that all that should be required of Ariana who wished to be re
admitted to communion I was that they should accept this test, 
and anathematize Arianism and the view which spoke of the 
Holy Spirit as a creature.• The Arian teaching as to the con
stituents of the person of Christ came under consideration, and 
the integrity of his human nature and its perfect union with 
the Word was asserted.' Furthermore, in connexion with the 
convince the genuine semi-Ari&na that nothing but l,J1,0ofxno11 would suffice, &nd 
th&t it really was what they meant (§§ 41-54). 

1 Hahn I p. 208. It was at this Council that MacedoniWI, Bishop of Alex• 
&ndria, ordained by Arian bishops in opposition to P&nl &nd Athanasius, wa.s 
deposed. See infra • Doctrine of the Holy Spirit' p. 212. 

s Lucifer of Calaris, who had been exiled to Egypt, was present at the Council. 
He could not agree to the Arian■ obtaining wniam a poenitenUa. Hence his aehism. 
He too had conaecrated Paulinus in opposition to Meletius at Antioch. !I 

1 The Arian thesis with regard to the Son was being extended to the Holy 
Spirit, and apparently some, who were now willing to accept the Nicene teaching 
as to the Son, still wished to be free from any similar definition as to the Holy 
Spirit, and to distinguish between them in regard to deity. See infra pp. 206, 209. 

' This was in opposition to the christological conceptions already noted (supra 
p. 160), which were destined to excite greater attention when championed in 
another interest by .Apollin■rius. "They confessed", writes Athanuiu.s, "that 
the Saviour ha.d not a body without a soul, nor without sense or intelligence ; for 
it was not possible, when the Lord had become man for us, that his body should 
be without intelligence; nor was the salvation effected in the Word himself a 
,a.lvation of body only, but ohonl &!so" (Tom. ad .Ant. 7), 
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m.Ol!lt • practical • probli::m before the Council-the position of 
affairs at Antioch, the dissensions between the Nicene party 
(Eustathians) al1d the Homoiousian party (Meletians)- the 
meaning of the word • hypostasis • in relation to the Godhe!l.d 
was dii:mussed. It wae reoognized that two usages were current, 
and that questions or words ought not to be allowed to divide 
lhosa w-ho rea,lly agread in idoo.. Both ' one hypostasis • and 
, tbrell hyposta111is' could be fJaid in a. pious sense. The 
·former was in . aclOOrdance with the usage of the Creed of 
Nicallii., in which the word is an equivalent for ol'la-la; the 
latter was equally accurate when the phrase was used to 
signify not three divine 'substances' (three gods), but three 
eternal modes of the existence of the one divine substance 
(three 'persons'), ln the East there had been some disposition 
to use the word ' hypostasis ' in this latter sense-the usage 

1,vhioh finally prev-ailed ; · but since the time of the Dionysii the 
question had not arisen; and to get behind the terms to the 
sehse in which they were used, and so to reveal to the disputants 
tthe merely verbal nature of their. apparent difference, was a. 
-oonl!piouous auccess achieved by Athanaeiue.1 

But hardly was the Council over when Athanasius was again 
·expelled by Julian from hia diooose-to return a little more 
than a year later by the new emperor's oonsent. 

In 363 a. Council at Antioch too reaffirmed the Creed 
.of NiC11,e1t)2 but with a aignificant explanation of. the keyword of 
the Creed. Hotnoousion, suspected by some, has received from 
the Fathers a safe , interpretation-to signify 'that the Son 
was begotten from the ovulct of the Father ' and ' that he is 
like the Father in 6tu£a' ; and they add that it is not taken 
"in any sense in whioh it is used by the Greeks, but simply to 
repudiate the impious Arian assertion in regard to Christ that 
-he was' from nothing'. : 

4 short-lived revival i:,f Arianism marked the year. ,364, 
and. some l'enewal of persecution by the' Augustus' Valens in 

• · 1 See the aooount Of the Counoil in th~ Letter which he wrote to the Chu'rch of 
· Antioah (the 1''1tntts 114 AlitioCMn()a)-' calru and ·conciliatory, the crown of his 
career '=urging them to~• Both sides &re represented as agreeing to give up 
the use of the tenns in dispute And to be content with the expression of the 
faith contained in the Greed of Nicaoo: ' 

2 Thie was the 'ltork of the Aelieiails, t,:, gain the support of Meletius, who was 
, in high, eatimation with the EII1peror Jo\'ian. Theit &cbllpt&nce of the Nicene 
Oroed may therefore have bel!ll te 11oil!e ettent opportunist, S6e Socr. H.B. iii 2f 
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the following year drove Athanasius again into banishment for 
the winter, but the revolt of Prooopins and the indignation of 
the people of .Alexandria led to his speedy recall early in 366, 
and the remaining seven years of his life were free from any 
such disturbance . 

.A Council was held at Lampsacus in the autumn of 364, at 
which the formula ' like in essence' was accepted, but its sup
porters were powerless to take decisive action against opponents 
who were favoured by Valens. Imperial influence effectually 
barred the way to the complete establishment of the Nicene faith, 

In 375 Valentinian was succeeded by Gratian, who was 
entirely led by .Ambrose; but it was not till Valene was killed 
in 378, and Theodosius-a strong Nicene-was appointed by 
Gratian in his place, that the unanimity of the emperoJ."8 made 
possible for the Church as a whole the restoration of the Creed 
for which the struggle bad been so long maintained. 

Final Victory of the Nicene Interpretation at the Council 
of Constantinople 

The Council which met at last in 3 81 1 at the capital, Con
stantinople, solemnly ratified the faith of the Council of Nicaea 

1 Only Eastern bishops were present, and Meletius of A11tioch, who was held 
in universal. estimation (though he had been so much distrusted in the West), was 
a.ppointed to preside. Gregory of Nazianzus bad already been some time in Con• 
stantinople, hard at work building up the Nicene faith in his Church of the 
Anastasia, since Gratian's edict of toleration in 379 had made it possible again to 
give the Catholics of Constantinople a diocesan administrator. But as bishop on!y 
of the insignificant Sasima, he had hardly ecclesiastical rank enough to preside. 
The first act of the Council was to appoint him, much against hiA will, Bishop of 
Constantinople; and on the death of Meletius, shortly after the beginning of the 
synod, he naturally took the place of president. When, however, the synod 
insisted on electing a successor to Meletius, and so continuing the schism a't 
'Antioch (in violation of the agreement that when either of the two bishops 
MeletiUB and Paul died, the survivor should be acknowledged by both psrties) ; 
and when the Egyptian bishops (who probably desired the recognitfon of Maximus, 
an Alexandrine, who had been previously secretly com;ecrated Bishop of Constanti
nople) protested against Gregory's appointment as a violation of the Nicene canon 
which forbade the removal of a bishop from one see to another ; Gregory insisted 
on resigning · and was succeeded by N ectarius. See Hefeie Councils vol. ii p. 340 ff. 

The West had no part in the Council, and it was not till 451 that it took rank 
·u eeumenica.l-the Second General Council-and then-only in respect of its decrees 
on faith (the canons as to the status of the Bishop of Constantinople not being 
accepted at Rome). 

In preparing the way for the acceptance of the Nicene definitions the work of 
G1·egory and Basil and Gregory of Nyssa-the Cappadocian Fathers-had been of 
highest nlue. See f1uther in regard to them Chapter XIII. · 
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in its original shape,1 and condemned all forms of Arian teach
ing ; and edicts of Theodosius were issued-in accordance with 

1 No new Creed was framed (see Socr. H.E. v 8, and Soz. H.E. vii 9). An en
larged Creed, afterwards known u the Creed of the Council of Constantinople, was 
apparently entered in the Acts of the Council (which are not extant), as it was read 
out from them at the Council of Chalcedon. Possibly it was the Creed professed 
by Nectarius on his baptism and consecration as Bishop of Constantinople during 
the progress of the Council See Kunze Das nica11.isch-kunsmnt,i1Wpolitanillche 
SymJ,ol, and A. E. Burn Guardian, March 13, 1901. POSllibly Cyril of Jerusalem, 
whose 'orthodoxy' had been more than doubtful {he certainly disliked the test
word homoousios), and who on this oocasion publicly proclaimed his adherence 
to the homoousian formula (see Socr. l.c.), recited in evidence of his opinions the 
form of Creed which was in use in his Church-a form based upon the old Baptismal 
Creed of Jerusalem (which can be gathered from his catechetical lectures on it ID 

348-350)-revised and augmented from the Creed of Nicaea about 862, after he 
was reinstated in his bishopric. And this Creed, being approved by the Council, 
was entered in the Acts-though not intended for publication a.nd genera.I use; 
and then, inasmuch as it was manifestly useful in view of later developements of 
teaching as to the Holy Spirit, it passed into wider currency, and came at length 
to be regarded as a Creed drawn up on this occasion by the authority of the 
Council itself. (As early as the very year following the Council a synod of 
bishops who met at Constantinople, in a letter to Damasus, Bishop of Rome, 
referred to 'a more expa.nded confession of the faith ' recently set forth in Con
stantinople.) It is certain th&t a Creed almost identical with that which tradition 
came to attribute to the Council was in existence seven years before the Council 
met, when it WIIS appended to an exposition of the Faith (styled o 'A'"fK11pr,,r6s
At1COratus-the Anchored One), composed by Epiphanius, Bishop of Salamis (Con
stantia), in Cyprus. The connexion of Salamis with Jerusalem (its metropolis) wonld 
lead to the use of the same form of Creed in both places. Epiphanius seems to 
regard it as the faith of the 318 bishops who met at Nicaea; but it is scarcely 
possible that such an error could have been made at the Council itself, and there 
is no evidence that the enlarged Creed was adopted by this Council except the 
unsnpported statement of the deacon Aetius at the Council of Chalcedon seventy 
years later. At tl1is Council of Chalcedon the genuine Nicene Creed wu received 
with enthusiasm as the baptismal confession of all (it had apparently been adopted 
u such in the first ha.If of the fifth century), but the so-called Constantinopolitan 
only as the true faith. It is obviously not based on the Nicene Creed, though 
in close agreement with its teaching as to the Person of Christ. Thus it does not 
contain the clause iK T,jr oil<rlas TOO 1ra.Tp6s, one of the most contested of Nicene 
phrases, nor 'God from God• (though this wu afterwards inserted in the Western 
ver;;ions of the Creed) ; nor ' things in heaven and things in earth•, in the clause 
attributing creation to Christ. The first of these clauses could be dispensed with 
more easily when there was no longer danger of Sabellian ideas threatening the 
personality of the Son ; and though it is true that no words so effectually pre
clude the possibility of the Homoean interpretation of the Creed, yet .Athanasius 
always insisted that they were only an explanation of iK Too nTp6s (see Addi
tional Note), To snm up--{1) All the historians of the Council say that it was 
(only) the Nicene Creed that was affirmed. (2) There is no evidence during the 
seventy years after the Council that anybody thought there had been an enlarged 
Creed drawn up then. At Ephesua in 481 no mention was made of any but the 
Creed of Nicaea. (3) The enlarged Creed in question was in existence seven years 
before the Council, and was probably drawn up still earlier (perhaps c. 362). (4) It -
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the decisions of the Council-forbidding Ariane to occupy the 
existing churches or to build new ones for themselves. 
Attempts were made to bring Arians over and unite them to 
the Church; but, when they proved unsuccessful, the heresy was 
rigorously suppressed by force and expelled from the greater 
part of the empire.1 

has as its basis not the Nieene Creed, but the Baptismal Creed of Jerusalem (being 
&D enlarged edition of the latter with Nicene corrections and amendments). See 
Hort Two Diuertations. It is possible that before the time of the Council of 
Chalcedon it had been taken into use as the baptismal Creed of the Church of Con
stantinople (so Kunze argues op. cit.). The traditional view of the origin of the 
' Constantinopolitan ' Creed has re,:ently been again championed by a RullSian 
scholar, Professor Lebedeff, of Mosoow (aee JQ'U,rn,al of Theological Studies vol. iv 
p. 285), who considers that the Creed given in the Ancoratm was really the Nieene 
Creed, as Epiphanius describes it, and that the form in which it now stands in the 
texts is due to the work of a copyist who interpolated into the original Nicene 
form additions from the (genuine) Constantinopolitan Creed. His argument will 
need careful examination ; but meanwhile at all eventa the view stated above holds 
the field. See also infra pp. 214-217. 

1 Though Arianism was thus banished from the Church of the Roman Empire it 
beoame the faith of the barbarian invaders of the empire and of the Gothic soldiers 
in the armies of the empire. The whole Gotltlc nation (with their successive rulers, 
Alaric, Genaeric, Theodoric) were Arians from the days of the great work among 
them of the Arian bishop Ulphilas. The Lombards were Arian till the time of 
Queen Theodelinda, at the end of the sixth century. So were the Visigoths in Spain 
till the time of King Reccared (the Council of Toledo in 689 was intended to 
emphasize the national renunciation of Arianiam ; and the unconsoious addition, 
on this occasion, of the words it a Fuio to the clause on the procesaion of the 
Spirit well illustrates the intention). The Franks alone of Teutona were free from 
.Arianism. 

The familiar form of the Gloria in all Western liturgies in which the three 
Persons are co-ordinated-inste&d. of other variable forms-also witnesses to the 
struggle. And the Creed which contains the Homoouaion was first ordered to be 
used before the Eucharist to guard against Arian intruders. 

Of the causes of the failure of Arianism, Prof. Gwstkin writes ( op. cit. p. 265): "It 
was an illogical compromise. It went too far for heathenism, not far enough for 
Christianity. It conceded Christian worship to the Lord, though it made him no 
better than a heathen demi-god. As a scheme of Christianity it was overmatched 
at every point by the Nicene doctrine, as a concession to heathenism it was out
bid by the growing worship of saints and relics. Debasiag as waa the error of 
turning saints into demi-gous, it seems to have shocked Christian feeling less than 
the Arian audacity which degraded the Lord of Saints to the level of hia creatures.•• 
In breadth of view and grasp of doctrine Athana.sius was beyond comparison 
superior to the Arians. Arianism was indeed " a mass of presumptuous theoris
ing, supported by scraps of obsolete traditionalism and uncritical text-mongering
and, besides, a lifeless system of unspiritual pride and hard unlovingneaa ". 

The viotory of o,u.oouO'<os was clearly a victory of reason. It was, further, the 
triumph of the conviction that in Jesus of Nazareth had actually been revealed a 
Saviour in whom the union of humanity and deity was realized. 

And there is no doubt that "Arian suocesses began and ended with Arian command 
of the palace". ".Arianism worked throughout by Court intrigueand military outrage." 
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MARCELLUS 

The chief authorities for the teaching of :Marcellus, the chief repre
sentative of the supposed Sabellian tendencies of the Nfoene Christo
logy, are two treaties of EU11ebius of Caesarea (wntra Ma1·cellum and 
de Ecclesiastica Theologia), which contain extracts from his own work 
On the SubJection of the Son; a letter to Julius in Epiphanius Haer. 
lxxii; fragments of a writing of .Acacius against him, and a Creed of 
the Marcellians, also in Epiphanius, l.c. (Migne P.G. xlii 383-388, 
395-~00). In Athanasius Or. c. Ar. iv (as Newman thinks, and Zahn 
insists) the system of Marcellus is probably attacked (without his 
name). See Th. Zahn Marcellus von Ancyra, Gotha, 1867. !I 

He was l3ishop of Ancyra in Galatia (perhaps as early as 315), and 
at Nicaea was one of the minority whose persistence secured the inser• 
tion of the test-word l>p.oovuta<;; and after the Council he wrote his 
treatise TtEpl T17~ -rav 11iav im-o-ra'l'7i~ against Asterius the literary repre
sentative of the Arians. His own interpretation, however, was by no 
means to the mind of the dominant (Emiebian) party, and was called 
in question at successive synods at Tyre and Jerusalem, and at Con
stantinople in 336, when he was deposed from his office on the charge 
of teaching false doctrine. Eusebius of Caesarea took in hand the 
refutation of his theories, and from his treatises it appears that Mar
cellU8 agreed with the .Arians that the conceptions of Sonship and 
of generation implied the subordination of the Son, who was thus 
generated-'-he must haYe bad a beginning and be inferior to the 
Father; he could be neither co-equal nor co-eternal. The notion of 
Sonship was accordingly improperly applied to the divine in Christ; 
it referred only to the person incarnate, as the use of the term in 
Scripture sllewed. Of the eternal-the divine-element in Christ 
there was one term only used : not Son, but Logos. The Logos is the 
eternally immanent power of God, dwelling in him from eternity, 
manifested in operation in the creation of the world, and for the 
purpose of the redemption of mankind taking up a dwelling in Christ, 
and so becoming for the first time in some sense personal. The 
God-man thus coming into being is called, and is, the Son of God ; but 
it is not accurate to say the Logos was begotten, nor was there any Son 
of God till the Incarnation. The title Logos is the title which mUBt 
dominate all others, expressing as it does the primary relation. The 
relations expressed by other titles (e.g. 1rpw-ro1"0Kot} are only temporary 
and transient. When the work which they indicate has been effected 
the relations will cease to exist. The relation of Sonship will disappear: 
it is limited to the Incarnation and the purposes for which the Logos 
became incarnate, and the Logos will again become what he was from 
eternity, immanent in the Father. 
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Jl'Ol' theotie, Buch all the1te little suppol't eould be 11.lfpected ; they 
had too lJlllah in common with Sabellianil!m-the bugbear of the East. 
M•rcellm1 wa,11 regarded as teaching that the Son had no real per1on
ality 1 but WM meraly the e:xternal manifestation of the Father. 

[Har11-~k names follr cont8mporary objections to his system :,......(1) 
That he called only the lncarnite Person the Son of God; (2) 
that he taught no i:11&1 pte.-e~istence ; (3) that be asijumed an 
end Qf the kingdom of Christ; ( 4) that he talked of an extlln• 
sfon Qf the indivisible Moood..] 

Basil desotibe61 his teaching as a II hereey diaroetrieally opposite to 
that of Arius ", and saya he attacked the very existence of the only• 
begottiin Godhead and erroneously understood the term I Word ' 
(iJnplying that he taught no permanent exis~nee of the Only.begotten, 
b11t only a temporaFy 'hypost!\!ois '). See Epp. 69, 125, 263. 

It ii impossible to determine how fal' the pioturtt of Marcellus, which 
Em1ebiUB give!i, is coloured by tho widespread fear of Sabellian views 
in the East. Either Marcellus was p,n arch-int_ri~r and trimmer, as 
11-0me do not hesitltte to fi'tyle him, or he was much misrepresented. 

It must bo home in mind that opinion bad snaroely yet been 
definitely formulated as to th.,. 11ternity Qf the Son's distinot existenoo 
in the future. St P1ml's word13 (1 Co1 16~8) 'then shall the Son himaelf 
too be subjected to him that subjected all thingt, to him, in order th.al 
God U1ay he all in all' might be under¥tood to point to an ultimate 
absorption of the Son in the Father, TPrtullian, at any rate, and 
N ovatian after him, bad taught that the Son, when his work was 
accomplished, would again become mingled with the Father-ceasing to 
have independent existence (see Novatian de Trin. 31). And probably 
the West wae more influenced by N ovatian's work than by any other 
system.atfo wol'k on doctrine. So thli.t on this point too support might 
be expected, in general, fwm the W eitt, 

In any case it w clear he could bo11st, a1;1 Jerome(de Vir. ul, 86) B.$SertB 
that he boasted, that he was fortified by conununfon with Julius and 
.A.thanasius, the chief bishops of the cities of Rome and .A.lexa.ndria; 
and Athana1:1iu.s could never be induced to condemn him by name ii.t 
all events, and late in life when an inquisitive friend questio:t1ed him 
about :Marcellui, he would only meet an appeal with a ciuitt sm.ile 
(Epiphanius, who tells the tale, adu. Haer, l::uii 4), In 340 a l!ynod at 
Ronie, under J ulim1, pronounced him orthodo:x ; and it is also certain 
tbAt tM Council of Sardica in 343, when the Eastern bfahops had 
withdrawn, declared him orthodox. "The writings of our fellow
miniater, M,ncellus ", they wrow, " were also read, and plainly evinced 
the duplicity of the adherents of Eusebius; for what Marcelh,1s had 
.smi.ply suggested 811 a po~t of enquiry, they .aecu,ed him of professing 
as a point. of faith. The •tatei,ients which hP ha-d made, both befoni 
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and after the enquiry, were read, and his faith was proved to be orthodoL 
He did not affirm, as they represented, that the beginning of the Word 
of God was dated from his conception by the holy Mary, or that his 
kingdom would have an end. On the contrary, he wrote that his 
kingdom had had no beginning and would have no end" (Theodoret 
Hist. Eccl. ii 6-N. and P-N.F.). 

Hilary indeed declares that at a later time, by some rash utterances, 
and by his evident sympathy with Photinus, he came to be suspected 
by all men of heretical leanings ; but in face of the evidence it is 
difficult to suppose him heretical at the earlier time, however strong 
the extracts in Eusebius (who was clearly biassed) may seem. 

What the followers of Marcellus said for themselves may be seen 
from a statement of belief which was presented on behalf of an 
'innumerable multitude' by a deputation from Ancyra, sent to .Athan
asius, in or about the year 371 (shortly before the death of Marcellus), 
under the leadership of the deacon Eugenius (see Hahn I p. 262). 
They expressly anathematize Sabellius and those who say that the 
Father Himself is the Son, and when the Son comes into being then 
the Father does not exist, and when the Father comes into being then 
the Son does not exist: and they proclaim belief in the eternal personal 
existence of the Son, as of the Father and the Holy Spirit; adding a 
further anathema on any who blasphemously taught that the Son had 
his origin in the Incarnation in his birth from Mary. They thus 
clearly maintain the eternal Sonship and the reality of the three lnrou
TMni of the Deity. 

HOMOIOUSIOS AND THE HOMOE.ANS 

To say that the Son is 'like' the Father is not at first sight open 
to objection. The expression had been widely current without protest . 
.Athanasius in his earlier treatises against the Arians was content to 
spee.k of the Son as being like the Father (see e.g. the Depositio .Arii, 
e. 323, and the Expositio Fidei, 1 328 A.D., Hahn 8 p. 264), and in 
argument with .Arians he does not disallow the term even later (Or. c. 
Ar. ii 34, c. 356-360; cf. ad. A.fros 7, c. 369). But at this later time 
he used it himself in general only with qualification (e.g. Or. c. Ar. ii 
22, Ka-ril ... &vra, and i 40, iii 20 ; but alone ii 17). 

So Cyril of Jerusalem in his Catechetical Lectures (c. 348-350), 
while insisting on the necessity of scriptural language, and contradict
ing the doctrines of .Arius (without mentioning his name), protests 
against terms of human contrivance (Oat. v 12) and uses 'like the 
Father' either 'according to the Scriptures' or 'in all things'. 

But as early as de Deer. 20 (c. 351-355) Athanasius had written 
that by aaying the Son was "one in owl«" with the Father the 
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Council meant "that the Son was from the Father, and not merely 
like, but the same in likeness • • . " his likeness being different 
from such as is ascribed to us : and he proceeded to shew (§ 23) that 
mere likeness implies something of difference. "Nor is he like only 
outwardly, lest he seem in some respect or wholly to be other in 
olia-{a, as brass shines like gold or silver or tin. For these are foreign 
and of other nature, are separated off from each other in nature and 
virtues, nor does brass belong to gold . . • but though they are con
sidered like, they differ in essence." And later, de Syn. 153 (c. 359-
361 ), he argued altogether against the use of the term 'like' in 
connexion with otxTla on the ground that 'like' applies to qualities 
rather than to 'essence'. 

So Basil after him in Ep. 8 (perhaps dependent on de Syn.), c. 360. 
" We in accordance with the true doctrine speak of the Son as neither 
like nor unlike the Father. Each of these terms is equally impossible, 
for like and unlike are predicated in relation to quality, and the divine 
is free from quality. • • • We, on the contrary, confess identity of 
nature and accept the one-nesa of essence. • • • For he who is essen
tially God is of one essence with Him who is essentially God." So it 
was that when the partial truth of ' likeness' was put forward as the 
whole truth, the expression had to be abandoned. No form of like
ness will really do. It would apply to some qualities and attributes 
perhaps; but in being God (that is, in their ovuia) Father and Son 
were not like but the same-of one ovu{a: in their special attributes 
and individual characteristics they were not lik&-they were distinct 
wocrrcfu-ns. 

THE MEANING OF HOMOOUSIOS IN THE 'CONSTAN
TINOPOLITAN' CREED 

Dr. Harnack (following Dr. Zahn and Prof. Gwatkin to some 
extent) maintains that though Homoousios triumphed at the Council 
of Constantinople and finally won its place in the Creed of the 
universal Church, yet it was accepted in the sense of Homoiousios. 
He speaks accordingly of the 'old' and the 'new' orthodoxy, the 
'old' and the j;i,ew' Nicenes-the 'old' being represented by the 
champions of l>p.oovu,os at Nicaea, and by the West and Alexandria, 
the 'new' by the Antiochenes, the Cappadocians, and the Asiatics. 

Of old, he argues, it had been the unity of the Godhead that had 
stood out plain and clear : the plurality had been a mystery. But 
after 362 it was permitted to make the unity the mystery-to start 
from the plurality and to reduce the unity to a matter of likeness, 
that is, to interpret Homoousios as Homoiousios, thus changing the 
'substantial' unity of being into a mere likeness of being. 
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This is, in effect, to say that it w11,s permitted to believe in three 
beings with nature& like each other, ovula. receiving a sense nearer to 
'nature ' than to ' being '• Instead of one Godhead, existing permanently 
in three distinct forms or spheres of existence, there are three forms 
of existence of like nature with one another, which together make 
up the Godhead. 

It would indeed be atrange if expert theologians, after so long a 
controversy, at last agreeing to reject homoiollllios in fa\rour of the Nicene 
hom:oousini!, str&ined out the term and swallowed the eense. It would 
indeed be a scathing satire on the work of councils and theologian& 
It would be proof of strange inoompetenc~ and blindness on the part 
of the historians of doctrine that such a conclusion of the Arian 
controversy should only have been discovered in the nineteenth 
century. 

But this new reading of the history is a paradox. It is not really 
supported by the evidence cited in its favour. The facts when 
patiently reviewed confirm the old historical tradition and do not 
justify the new hypothesis, according to which the Church has all 
these centuries been committed to an essentially tritheistio interpret&• 
tion of the Person of her Lord. [See further "The Meaning of 
Homoousios in the 'Constantinopolitan' Creed" Text, atld Studia 
vol. vii no, 1.] 

"BY THE WILL OF THE FATHER" 

The teaching that God called the Logos into personal existence by a 
decree, by the free action of His will, involves ideas that are inconsistent 
with· the Catholic interpretation of the Gospel. It conceives . .God as 
already ~xistent as a Person by Himself alone, so destroying the TrinF
tarian idea of the personality of the Godhead; and declares that Gvd, 
who had been thus alone, after a time brought forth the · Logos, which 
he had hitherto borne within himself as one of his attributes (his in
telligence), and endowed it with a hypostatie existence, and the Logos 
thue became a Being distinct from God Himself. The generation of the 
.Logos is thus represented not as necessary, founded in the very being of 
God; nor a.s eternal, although it is prior to all time : but as accidental, 
masmuch as the Logos might have been left, as originally, impersonal. 
So the Son might never have come to a real hypostatic existence, and 
tbere might. not have been the relation of Father and Son in the God
head. That is to say, the Christian conception of God would be only 
aefacto true, and would not be grounded in the \rery essence or being 
ot the Godhead. 

lf it were the case, as the Arians taught, that the Son was created 
by the will of the Father', then the· counsel· and will preceded tlHI 
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ct'03tion; and thus the Son is not from all et.ernity, but bas come into 
being. There was a time (though not 'time' as we know it) when he 
was not. Therefore he is not God as the Father is. "It was an 
Arian dialectical artifice (see Epiphanius Ancar, 51) to plaee before the 
Catholics this alternative :-God produced his Son either of free will or 
not of free will. If you say ' not of free will ', then you subject the God
head to compulsion. If you say 'of free will', then you must allow that 
the will was there before the Logos. Ambrose (de FidlJ iv 9) answered 
that neither expression was admissible, for the matter concerned neither 
a decision of the divine will nor a compulsion of God, but an act nf the 
divine nature, which as such falls under the idea neither of compulsion 
nor of freedom. To ~e same effect .Athauasius (Or. c. Ar. iii and de 
tkcr. Nie. Syn.) argued that the generation, as an act of the divine 
nature, goes far beyond an act of the will {cf. Greg. Naz. Theol. Or. iii 
3 ff.), .And Cyril of Alexandria makes a distinction between the con
comitant and the antecedent will of the Father; maintaining that the 
former, but not the latter, is concerned with the generation of the Son 
(~paJ-Wi fJlA.ffCTlli, not 1rpovyov1'-EY.,,-SOO de Trin. ii p. 56)." 

So Dollinger writes, but he goes on (Hippolytm and Callutm Eng. 
tr. p. 198) to shew that, though the Catholics contended vigorously 
against the Arian teaching on this point, the Trinitarian self-determina. 
tion of God must not, of course, be represented as a merely natural and 
necessary process; that is to say, as a process in any sense unconditioned 
by His will "In God, in whom is found nothing passive-no mere 
material ,ubstratum, who is all movement and pure energy, we can con
ceive of no activity, not even directed towards Himself, in which the 
will also does not share. The eternal generation of the Son is et once 
necessary (grounded in the divine nature itself, and therefore without 
beginning), and also at the same time an act of volition (voluntaria). 
That is, the divine will is one of the factors in the act of begetting. 
Not without volition does the divine essence become the Father and 
beget the Son. But this volition is not a single decree of God; not 
something which must be first thought or determined, and then carried 
into effect: but it is the first, essential, eternal movement of the divine 
will operating on itself, and the condition of all external, that is, 
creative, acts." 

Movoyo,~;-UNIGENITUS, UNICU S 

The word p,ovoyu,17-;, according to the original and dominant use of it 
in Greek literature, and by the prevailing consent of the Greek Fathers, 
was applied properly to an only child or offspring. So Basil adv. 
Eunom. ii 20 explains it as meaning o p,ovoo; y&vTJ0d,;, and repudiates 
the meaning o p,ovo~ -irapa p.6YOV yEvOp,EVO~ (or YEVY1j0El~) which was 
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arbitrarily put upon it by Eunomius. The special kind of unicity 
which belongs to an only child is latent in the word in the few usages 
in which it is not apparent, as when it is used of the Phcenix, or by 
Plato Tim. 31B with olipav&s (as made by the Father of all, ib. 28c), 
and by tater writers of the 1e&u-p.o1:. In a few cases only the word is 
loosely applied to inanimate objects that are merely alone in their kind, 
as if it were connected with -ya,01:. 

The paraphrase µl,vos -YO'llr/f}E{s, which Basil gives, is essentially true 
to the sense, hut the passive form goes beyond µovo-yanfi:. So probably 
does unigenitu,; and ' only-begotten ' is still narrower in meaning. If 
it is connected with vi&s, 'only Son', as in the .Apostles' Creed, would 
be the nearest equivalent in English. If it is connected with (h&s, 
'only' would not, of course, be a possible translation: 'sole-bom' might 
express the meaning more exactly. 

Unicus was the rendering of µ.ovoyw-f,,; throughout the Bible in the 
earliest Old Latin versions, but it was supplanted by unigenitus in some 
forms of the Latin before the time of Jerome in the five passages in the 
New Testament in which it has reference to our Lord (namely John I 14• 18 

316• 18, I John 4°). Nearly all the native Latin Creeds have filium 
unicum eius, though unigenitus is used in translatioilll of comparatively 
late Greek creeds. Even Augustine uses unicua more readily, and 
when he has unigenitu, he explains it as equivalent to unicus. But 
in the course of time the more explicit word prevailed, except in 
the .Apostles' Creed. So we have /ilium unicum in the Apostles' Creed 
(English 'only'), but fil,ium unigenitum in the Latin translations of the 
' Constantinopolitan ' Creed (English ' only begotten'). See Hort Two 
Dissertatiom. 



CHAPTER XIII 

TnE DOCTRINE oF THE Ho1v SPIRIT AND THE TRINITY 

The Course through which the Doctrine went 

IN tracing out the history of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit we 
are confronted by a course of developement similar to that which 
is seen in the history of the other great Christian doctrines. 
The experiences of Obrist himself, and such teaching in regard 
to them as he gave his disciples, were sufficiently understood to 
secure recognition of the most important principles. It is clear 
that the earliest teaching and some at least of the earliest writ
ings of the Apostles were conditioned by belief in the personality 
and divinity and manifold operations of the Holy Spirit.1 And 
this faith has beyond all question always remained implicit in 
the life of the Church ; and whenever the Church as a body has 
been called on to give expression to the Christian theory of life 
-to interpret the Christian revelation-she has never been for 
a moment in doubt as to her mind upon this point. She has 
had no hesitation in declaring that in the Christian conception 
of the existence of the One God there are included three persons 
-that Father, Son, and Holy ~pirit are alike and equally essen
tial to the idea of the one Godhead. As to the exact relations 
existing between them, the exact mode of existence, she has not 
wished to lay down definitions, and she may perhaps have been in 
doubt. In regard to the Holy Spirit, as in regard to the Son, she 
was ultimately forced to some measure of definition. Meanwhile 
individual thinkers without exact guidance sometimes strayed a 
little aimlessly and missed the path, in spite of the indications 
afforded by earlier teaching and existing traditions and institu-

1 Whatever opinion may be held as to the date of the Johannine writings, the 
Acts of the .Apostles and the Epistlas of St Paul seem to give decisive evidence 
in regard to belief in the Holy Spirit which was daily acted on in the practice and 
life of earliest Christian communities. 

8 
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tions. In seeking unguardedly for closer definition they some• 
times reached results inconsistent with main principles, or in 
devoting attention to particular lines of reasoning they ignored 
others. 

Tracing out the history of the doctrine, therefore, means 
tracing out the teaching of some of the few individual thinkers 
or teachers whose writings happen to bear upon the subject; 
until, quite late in the day, there arose a school of teachers that 
consciously questioned the main principles of the faith of the 
Church, and educed the unmistakeable expression of what had 
often hitherto been only half-consciously held. 

Tke IJoctrine of the Spirit in the Bibl~ 

.As to the teaching of the Bible with regard to the essential 
nature of the Holy Spirit there can be no doubt. It is explicit 
and unanimous in its witness that he is divine.1 "But to the 
further enquiry, whether this Divine Spirit is a person, the reply, 
if on the whole decisive, does not come with equal clearness 
from the earlier and the later books. The Old Testament 
attributes personality to the Spirit only in so far as it identifies 
the Spirit of God with God Himself, present and operative in the 
world or in men. But the teaching of Christ and of the Apostles, 
whilst accentuating the personal attributes of the Spirit, dis
tinguishes the Spirit from the Father and the Son." 1 

" The Spirit of God as revealed in the Old Testament is God 
exerting power. On this account it is invested with personal 
qualities, and personal acts are ascribed to it •.•. The Spirit 
. . . is personal, inasmuch as the Spirit is God. There is, 
besides, a quasi-independence ascribed to the Spirit, which 
approaches to a recognition of distinct personality, especially in 
passages where the Spirit and the Word are contrasted. But 
the distinction applies only to the external activities of these 
two di vine forces ; the concept of a distinction of Persons within 
the Being of God belongs to a later revelation." 2 

Functions of the Holy Spirit are recognized in the Old Testa
ment in nature, in creation and conservation ; in man, in the 

1 See Swete 'Holy Spirit' in Hastings' D.B. for a full statement of the biblical 
presentation of the doctrine whioh is here only BUmmarily and partially sketched 
in relation to the later expressions of the doctrine, Cf. also supra pp. 11-15-

1 Ibid, ; cf, Ps. 438 5 78 1397, Isa. 4818 639• 10, 
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bestowal of intellectual life and prophetic inspiration and moral 
and religious elevation-while all his gifts are to be bestowed 
upon the Messiah. 

In the New Testament his work is recognized in the Con
ception, Baptism, and Ministry of the Lord; and in all the 
xapt<Iµ,am which he bestows on individuals and the Church. 

Some ambiguity in the expression of the doctrine may be 
observed when St Paul calls him also the 'Spirit of Christ' 
(Rom. 87) (a phrase which he also uses of Christ's human spirit, 
Rom. 14; of his pre-existent nature, 2 Cor. 317 ; and of his 
risen life, 1 Cor. 1545); while in some cases the Holy Spirit is 
apparently identified with Christ (Rom. 89• 10), since through the 
Spirit the ascended Lord dwells in the Church and operates in 
believers. 

'1'he Doctrine in the Early Ohwrck 

Incidental references in the writings of the Apostolic Fathers 1 

shew the same teaching; but in The Shepherd of Hermas, which 
contains many allusions to the Holy Spirit, language is used 
which identifies the Spirit with the Son.2 

Some of the Apologists were so much concerned to expound 
the doctrine of the Logos 3 that they not only fail to dwell on 
the Holy Spirit, but even refer to Christ himself much that 
would have been more accurately attributed to the Holy Spirit; 
and in some cases they shew a disposition to rank the Spirit 
lower than the Son.4 

1 E.g. Clement 1 Ep. 2. 48, 58, a.nd frequently of his inspiration of Scripture, 
as a.lso Barnabas constantly (e.g. 9, 10). So Ignatius recognizes his distinct per. 
sonality, his procession from God, his mission by the Son, his operations in the 
Incarnation, and in members of the Church (l'rfaqn. 13 ; Philad. 7; Eph. 17, 18, 9; 
;Smyrn. 13). He is included in the doxologies in Man-t. Polyc. 14, 22, and Mart . 
.Ign. 7. See Swete 'Holy Ghost' D.O.B., an article which so thoroughly covers the 
field that a subsequent worker over the ground can probably reach no true results 
that are not already carefully stated there. Here, for the most part, a short sum
mary of them is all that is possible. 

2 See Swete ibid. 
3 See supra p. 124. This is true perhaps especially of the tea.cbing of Justin 

Martyr in regard to the M-yos ,nrepp.r1TcKos. He also says that the Word himself 
wrought the miraculous conception (.Apol. i 33). Similarly Theophilus speaks of 
'the Word, being God's Spirit' coming down on the prophets (ad Autol. ii 33), and 
the writer to Diognetus used similar expressions. 

• E.g. Justin, "We place the Spirit of prophecy in the third order", but in the 
same breath "for we honour him with the Word" (µrra. M-you np.wp.,v-Apol. i 13; 
cf. 60 ; see a.lso .Apol. i 6) ; and Tatian describes the Spirit as the minister of the 
Son ( Oratio ad. Graec. 13). 
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Conspicuous among those of these early writers who are 
known to us stand Theophilus, who is the first to use the term 
Triad (Trinity) in reference to the Godhead (though it must be 
noted that he does not actually name the Holy Spirit),1 and 
Athenagoras, who sees in the Spirit the bond of union by which 
the Father and Son coinhere, and implies the doctrine of his 
essential procession by the image in which he describes him as 
an effiuence from God, emanating from Him and returning to 
Him as a ray of the sun or as light from fire.2 

Gnostic thought upon the subject shews points of contact 
both with Catholic doctrine and with the heretical theories which 
were rife in the fourth century. The excesses of the Montanists, 
champions as they were of the present reign of the Spirit in the 
world, led no doubt to some unwillingness to fully recognize the 
place of the Spirit in the divine economy, but the movement was 
probably still more influential in stimulating interest on the 
matter and arousing thought. 

T.he Montanist conception of a special age in which the Holy 
Spirit ruled implied at least a full sense of his personality and 
divinity, and it was not inconsistent with a belief in his eternal 
existence. But neither eternity nor persnnal existence, in any 
true sense, was assigned to the Spirit by any of the Monarchians. 
As Spirit, he was merely a temporary mode of existence of the 
one eternal God, in his relation to the world. 8 

Meanwhile Irenaeus had vigorously repudiated Gnostic 
misconceptions, and by the aid of various images had partly 
pourtrayed the relation of the Spirit to the Father 4 and to the 
Son,11 and had described his work as Inspirer and Enlightener, in 
the Church and in the Sacraments. And Tertullian at the end of 
the second century had expressed in all its essential elements the 

1 As the Triad he names 'God and his Word and his Wisdom' (ad .A.utol. ii 15}. 
1 "The Son being in the Father and the Father in the Son by the unity and 

power of the Spirit" (Leg. 10 and 24). 
1 This is true, of course, particularly of the school of Sabellius. The earlier 

Mon&rchians, i;o far as we know, paid little attention to the doctrine of the Spirit. 
See further supra p. 105. 

' The Son and the Spirit are the two hands of God. The Son is the Offspring, 
the Spirit is the Image of the Father : the Son is His Word, the Spirit His Wis
dom. Together they minister to the Father, as the hands and intellect minister to 
man, not as though created or external to the Life of God, but eternal as God Him
self. See adv. Haer. esp. iv praef. and chh. 14 and 34 ed. Harvey. 

a This particularly in relation to men, since the Incarnation, of whfoh the gift of 
the Spirit is a fruit (ibid. iii 38, v 36). See further Harvey's Ind~ 'Spirit', 
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full Catholic doctrine of the relations between the Three Penons 
in the one Trinity, linked together in the one divine life.1 This 
is the first attempt at a scientific treatment of the doctrine. 

The deity, personality, and distinct mission of the Holy 
Spirit were certainly recognized (if with some individualities of 
conception or expression) by Cyprian, Hippolytus,2 Novatian, and 
Dionysius of Rome. 

Whether Clement of Alexandria formally investigated the 
doctrine or not we do not know; but he certainly conjoins the 
Holy Spirit with the Father and the Son in worship and praise, 
and so implicitly recognizes Him as a divine person, and regards 
Him (though sometimes not clearly distinguishing him in this 
respect from the Word) as the source of inspiration and illu
mination and as imparted in the Sacrament of Baptism.8 

Origen' s Expreuion of the Doctrine 

A more systematic exposition of the doctrine was undertaken 
by Origen; and in treating of some of the problems it suggests 
he was led into language (as in regard to the Son) which the 
Arians afterwards pressed to conclusions destructive of the 
conception of the Trinity. His standpoint in the matter is 
sbewn in his great work On first Principles, which he prefaces 
by a statement of the points clearly delivered in the teaching of 
the Apostles;' Third among these points he says: "The Apostles 
related that the Holy Spirit was associated in honour and dignity 
with the Father and the Son. But in his case it is not clearly 
distinguished whether he is to be regarded as generate or in
generate,I• or also as a Son of God or not; for these are points 

1 See aupra p. 140. This doctrine is expressed particularly in his tract against 
Pra:i:ea.s. See §§ 2, 4, 8, 25, 30. 

2 See Bupra p. 108. 
8 See esp. Paed. iii 12, i 6 ; Strom. v 13, 24. 
'He says they delivered themselves with the utmost clearness on points which 

they believed to be necessary to every one, leaving, however, the grounds of their 
statements to be examined into by those who should receive the special aid of the 
Holy Spirit; while on other subjects they merely stated the fact that things were so, 
keeping silence as to the manner or origin of their existence, in order to leave to 
their successors, who should be lovers of wisdom, a subject of exercise on which to 
display the fruit of their talents. De Pri'll,C, Preface 3-Ante-Nicene Christian 
Library. 

5 The Greek of this passage is not extant. Rufinus translates 'natus an innatus', 
which represents 'Y"""'l'Tor 1) cl.-ylvv,rror, Jerome, however, has 'factll8 a.n infeetua ', 
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which have to be enquired into out of sacred Scripture according 
to the best of our ability, and which demand careful investi
gation. And that this Spirit inspired each one of the saints, 
whether prophets or apostles; and that there was not one 
Spirit in the men of the old dispensation and another in those 
who were inspired at the advent of Christ, is most clearly taught 
throughout the Churches." This passage is highly instructive; 
but it is uncertain whether Origen intended to say ' generate or 
ingenerate (begotten or unbegotten)', or 'originate or unoriginate'. 
The former expression might only imply some uncertainty as to 
the exact phraseology which should be used to describe the 
relation of the Spirit, as one of the persons of the Trinity, to 
the others. But the latter expression would at least cover the 
conception that the Holy Spirit, as belonging to the class of 
things that had come into being (been made or created), was not 
truly God. For further elucidation of Origen's meaning we 
must look elsewhere. In his commentary on the Gospel accord
ing to St John he discusses at length the passage in the prologue, 
"All things came into being (were made) through him", and 
asks, Did then the Holy Spirit too come into being through 
him 11 To this question he says there are three possible 
answers-The first: Yes, if the Holy Spirit belongs to the class 
of things that have come into being, since the Logos is older 
than the Spirit. The second : for anyone who accepts this Gospel 
as true, but is unwilling to say the Spirit came into being 
through the Son-that the Holy Spirit is ingenerate.2 The 
third: that the Holy Spirit has no being of his own (personality) 
other than that of the Father and the Son.3 The third and the 
second answer Origen rules out, on the ground that there are 
three distinct 'hypostases', and that the Father alone is ingenerate.1 

It remains therefore that the Spirit has come into being through 
the Logos, though he is higher in honour and rank than all the 
things that have come into being (by the agency of the Father) 
through the Logos. .And Origen goes on to suggest that this 

which points to the Greek -yev?p"3r ~ d-yiv?p"or (originate or unoriginate). The fre
quent confusion of the words would justify Rufinus if, as some suppose, he found the 
latter in his text and interpreted it a;i the former. See supra p. 122 n. 1. 

1 Origen Comm. in Joh. i 3, ed. Brooke vol. i p. 70 f. 
t 6.-yevvwov, but the argument requires rather a.-ylvwo11, unoriginate, the opposite 

of-yevw611, to exclude Him from the ola.ss of -yev,rr(l. 
1 µf/8~ ou,1fav r<Pcl. tita, u<f,etrrr1va, -rov a.-ylou 1r11evµa-ros &Jpav 1rapa. r3v ,ra,rlpa Ka.I 

rbv vi6v. 
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perhaps is why he is not also called 'Son' of God; since the 
Only-begotten alone is from the beginning Son by nature, and 
his ministry is necessary for the personal existence of the Holy 
Spirit, not only for his very being but also for his special 
characteristics which he had by participation in Christ (his 
wisdom, for example, and rationality, and justice). It is also 
the Holy Spirit who provides what may be called the material 
for the charismata (the various gifts and endowments) which are 
given by God to those who, on account of the Spirit and of 
their participation in him, are called 'holy' (saints)-this 
' material • being actualized by God and ministered by the agency 
of Christ and having its subsistence in accordance with the Holy 
Spirit.1 

It is thus clear that Origen regarded the Fourth Gospel as 
teaching that the Spirit owes his origin to the medium of the 
Son, and that therefore he is in the order of the divine life 
inferior to the Son ; and indeed this is the inference which he 
explicitly draws from the consideration of passages of Scripture 
which seem at first sight to give to the Spirit precedence in 
honour above the Son 2-" He is to be thought of as being one 
of the ' all things' which are inferior to him by means of whom 
they came into being, even though some phrases seem to draw 
us to the contrary conclusion." It is, however, no less clear that 
at the same time he regarded the Spirit as a divine hypostasis, 
removed high above the category of creatures; and he carefully 
guards (for instance) against the idea that the Holy Spirit in any 
way owes his knowledge and power of revelation to the Son, 
implying that he has it in virtue of his very being. ".As the 
Son, who alone knows the Father, reveals Him to whom he will, 
so the Holy Spirit, who alone searches the deep things of God, 
reveals God to whom be will." 3 The Son alone bas his being 
direct from the Father, but he is not therefore-in Origen's 
thought-a creature. Nor is it necessary that all things that 
have come into being through the Son should be creatures.4 

1 To this thought Origen is led by the passage in 1 Cor. 124 ll'· : "There are 
differences of charismata, but the same Spirit: and there are differences of ministra
tions, and the same Lord : and there are differences of workings (modes of bringing 
to actuality), and it is the same God who works all things in all." 

2 Passages examined are Isa.. 481•, a.nd the Sin age.inst the Holy Spirit 
(Matt. 12:r•). 

8 De hiM. i 34. 
• Of. d6 Prine. i 33 : "We have been able to find no statement in Holy Scrip-
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The special idea of creation does not seem to be present to 
Origen'a mind in this connexion. It is rather origination 
simply that he is dealing with. This is the primary meaning 
of the word he uses-the word on which he is commenting; 
and it is really the origination of the Spirit through the Logos, 
and consequently his inferiority in order to the Logos, that he is 
concerned to maintain. 

He does indeed definitely extend to the Spirit1 the conception 
of eternity of derivation which he realized of the Son; and it seems 
clear that, wherever he speaks of the Spirit as in any way inferior 
in rank or order, he has under consideration only human experience 
of the Trinity (God as manifested in revelation), and is not 
attempting to deal with the inner being and relations of the 
Godhead/Ii But though, as is probable, be was not in this respect 
far removed from the ' orthodox ' Catholic faith, it is certain that 
his language lent itself to misconception and may be said to 
anticipate Arius; and some of his pupils are said to have repre
sented the Spirit as inferior in glory to the Father and the Son.8 

Gregory Tkaumaturgus 

One of the most famous of them, however, Gregory of 
N eo-Caesarea,4 strongly asserted the unity and eternity of the 
Three-" a complete Trinity, in glory and eternity and reign 
not divided nor estranged. There is therefore in the Trinity 
nothing created or serving, and nothing imported-in the sense 
that it did not exist to start with, but at a later time made its 
way in ; for never was there wanting Son to Father nor Spirit to 
Son, but there was al ways the same Trinity unchangeable and 
unalterable." Here too the Spirit seems to be associated ea-

ture in which the Holy Spirit could be said to be a thing made or a creature •••• 
The Spirit of God which moved (was borne) upon the waters is no other than the 
Holy Spirit." 

1 See de Prine. i 34 : "The Holy Spirit would never be reckoned in the unity 
of the Trinity, i.e. along with the unchangeable Father and His Son, unless he had 
always been the Holy Spirit." 

~ See e.g. such strong assertions as de Prina. i 37 : '' N othiug in the Trinity can 
be called greater or less .•.. There is no difference in the Trinity, but that which 
is called the gift of the Spirit is made known through the Son and operated 
(actualised} by God the Father." 

1 See Swete l. c. 
4 Known as Thaumaturgus, the evangelist of Pontus and Cappadocia. See his 

Creed (Hahn I p. 253), composed probably soon after 260. 
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pecially closely with the Son, as he is in the preceding clauses 
of the Creed which describe him as " having his existence from 
God and appearing through the Son, the Image of the Son, 
perfect (image) of perfect (Son); Life-the first cause of all 
that live; Holiness-the provider of hallowing, in whom is made 
manifest God the Father who is over all and in all, and God the 
Son who is through all ". The derivation of the Spirit is thus 
referred to God through the Son as medium, but the thought 
that such derivation implies any inferiority of divine attributes 
is absolutely excluded. 

J>ionysius of .Alexandria 

.And Dionysius of Alexandria was equally emphatic in regard 
to the co-eternity of the three bypostases. Each of the names 
is inseparable and indivisible from the next. .As he had insisted 
that the names Father and Son connoted each other, so that he 
could not say 'Father ' without implying the existence of the 
Son, so he says : 1 " I added the Holy Spirit, but at the same 
time I further added both whence and through whom he pro
ceeded. Neither is the Father, qua Father, estranged (a7T'l'JAA-o
TptroTat) from the Son, nor is the Son banished (a7TpKtuTat) from 
the Father; for the title Father denotes the common bond. Aud 
in their hands is the Spirit, who cannot be parted either from him 
that sends or from him that conveys him. . . . Thus then we 
extend the Monad indivisibly into the Triad, and conversely 
gather together the Triad without diminution into the Monad." 

Eusehius of Caesarea 

Eusebius of Caesarea shews in his references to the Holy 
Spirit the same unconscious Arian tendency that marked his 
action in the controversy as to the person of the Son. The 
Spirit is third in dignity as well as in order-the moon in the 
divine firmament, receiving all that he has from the Word ; his 
very being is through the Son. " He is neither God nor Son, 
since he did not receive his genesis from the Father in like 
manner as the Son received his ; but he is oue of the things 
which came into being through the Son." Yet he transcends 
the whole class of things that have come into being. Eusebius 

1 See Ath. de Sent. Pionys. 17, and supra p. 115. 
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seema not to discriminate between the procession and the 
mission of the Holy Spirit, and uses the same term both of him 
and of the Son.1 

Pke Arian Tke.ories expressed but not emphasized, and for 
a tirne ignored 

At the Council of Nicaea the battle raged round the doctrine 
of the Godhead of the Word-the doctrine of the Holy Spirit 
was not under direct consideration. " The opinion on this 
subject in the hearts of the faithful was exposed to no attack" ; 2 

so the simplest expression of belief was enough,3 and little more 
found place in any of the many Creeds (Arian and Semi
Arian) which were drawn up in the following thirty years. 
But by degrees, as individuals began to question the deity 
of the Spirit, the Arians extended to him the phrases they 
applied to the Son-a 'creature', 'divided from the being 
(essence) of Christ'; as indeed in The Thalia Arius had already 
declared that the essences of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit were 
of their very nature distinct, alien, and separate. " Assuredly 
there is a Trinity with glories not alike. , . . One is more glorious 
than the other with glories to infinitude."' 

But though Arius expressed himself in this way, all attention 
was for many years concentrated on the doctrine of the Son; 
and teaching went quietly on in the Church on the lines on 
which it had proceeded before the time of Arius. 

The Church Teaching in the Middle of the Fourth Century
Cyril of Jerusalem 

An excellent specimen of such instruction is furnished by 
the Catechetical Lectures of Cyril of Jerusalem shortly before the 
year 350.6 

At the very outset he makes his appeal to Scripture. In 
view of the danger of the sin against the Holy Spirit, and of the 

1 Swete l.c. The pa.ssages referred to are Pr~p. Evang. vii 16; de Eccl. 
Tkeol. iii 6. 

2 Basil Ep. 125, in explana.tion of the a.bsence of any detailed profession of faith. 
1 See ,upra p. 4, on the willingness of the Church to a.cquiesce in simple 

' Creeds' till forced to exclude erroneous interpretations by closer definition. 
4 See Ath. de Syn. 15. 
• These lectures to catechumens (Oat. xvi 11nd xvii) are really the first 1ystem• 

,tic attempt to present the doctrine of the Spirit that we have. 
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fact that the Holy Spirit spoke the Scriptures, and Mid about 
himself all that he wished or all that we could receive, we may 
well limit ourselves to the teaching of Scripture (§§ 1, 2). 

He disclaims the attempt to accurately describe his being 
(hypostasis), and will only mention misleading ideas of others so 
that his pupils may not be seduced from the right path and 
all together may journey along the king's highway (§ 5). 

It is really sufficient for salvation for us to know that there 
is" one God the Father, one Lord his only Son, one Holy Spirit 
the Comforter". We need not busy ourselves about his nature 
or being ( q,uaw ~ {nrournuiv ),-as it has not been written we had 
better not essay it (§ 24). 

Accordingly Cyril devotes himself for the most part to 
enumerating various beneficent operations of the Spirit before 
the Incarnation, in and during the life of Christ on earth, and 
in the Apostles and the faithful ever since.1 All through he 
appeals to present experience of the wonderful power with 
which he works, and i1:1 at pains to point the lesson that, varied 
as are the modes in which his energy is manifested, it is one and 
the same Spirit who spoke through the prophets of old of the 
coming of Christ; who, when he bad come, descended upon him 
and made him known; who was with and in the Apostles; who 
illuminates the souls of the just, and supplies the force whick 
purifies or strengthens according to the need ; who bestows all 
the varied graces and virtues of Christian life,2 directly and 
through the appointed channels of the ordinances and sacra
ments of the Church,8 the 'good Sanctifier and Ally and Teacher 
of the Church', the true Enlightener. 

At the outset he warned his hearers that it was of 'a 
mighty power divine and mysterious' that be was about to 
speak, and his whole treatment of his subject is conditioned by 
his recognition of the full divinity of the Spirit. Only in one 
connexion, however, does be at all elaborate this point, and that 

1 In Oat. xvi he cites instances chiefly from the Old Testament; in Oat. xvii 
from the New, especially the Gospels and the Acts (time failing him for more). 

2 See particularly Oat. xvi §§ 111, 19, 20, 30, xvii 36, and the fine passage 
xvi 12, in which, applying the words of Job. 738 and 414 to the Spirit, he declares 
the Spirit the souroe of all that is beautiful in moral and spiritual life, as it is on 
water that the varied charm and loveliness of the life of nature depends. 

8 He is himself given to us in Baptism when he seals the soul (Cat. xvi 24), and 
in the Chrism (Cat. Myst. iii 2, 3), &nd effects the consecration of the elelllents in 
the Eucharist, so that the very body and blood of Christ is received (ibid. iii 3, iv 8, 
v 7) ; and he ia the giver of various gifts and graces for ministry. 
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by way of negation, when he declares that none of the things that 
have come into being is equal in honour with him. None of 
the ordar of the angels has equality with him. He has no peer 
among them; they are contrasted with him as recipients of a 
mission of service: whereas he is ' the divinely appointed ruler 
and teacher and sanctifier' of all angelic orders.1 But he also 
insists that the gracious gifts which he gives are all the gifts of 
the one God-" there are not some gifts of the Father and some 
of the Son and some of the Holy Spirit . . . the Father freely 
bestows them all through the Son together with the Holy Spirit" ;2· 
the Holy Spirit is honoured along with Father and Son; and 
comprehended in the Holy Trinity, and all three together are 
one God. " Undivided is our faith, inseparable our reverence. 
We neither separate the Holy Trinity, nor do we make confusion 
as Sabellius does." a 

Over against Sabellian 'confusion ' he expresses repeatedly 
the distinct personality of the Spirit. He states with emphasis 
that it was by his own initiative that he descended upon Christ. 
He draws attention to the directly personal action attributed to 
him in many instances.'-" He who speaks and sends is living 
and subsisting (personal) and operating." .And once he drives 
home the teaching of such incidental comments in the words: " It 
is established that there are various appellations, but one and the 
same Spirit-the Holy Spirit, living and personally subsisting 
and always present together with the Father and the Son; not 
as being spoken or breathed forth from the mouth and lips of 
the Father and the Son, or diffused into the air; but as a 
personally existing being, himself speaking and operating and 
exercising his dispensation and hallowing, since it is certain that 
the dispensation of salvation in regard to us which proceeds 
from Father and Son and Holy Spirit is indivisible and con
cordant and one." 1 

With regard to the procession, he quotes the report of the 
discourse of the Lord contained in the Fourth Gospel, bidding 
his pupils attend to it rather than to the words of men ; 6 and in 
another passage he brings together two sayings of Christ to shew 
that the Son himself derives from the Father that which he 

l See esp. xvi 23 and viii 5, e:li:cluding the idea that th~ Spirit was among the 
oovXa of the Son, 

2 xvi 24. 1 xvi 4 ; of. iv 16, • E.g. xvii 9, 28, 33. 34. 
• xvii 6. • xvii 11, 
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gives in turn to the Spirit.1 More than this he did not think 
fit to say to catechumens, even if he was prepared at all to 
define more closely the mystery of the relation between the 
Holy Spirit and the Father and the Son. 

The Need for .Authoritative Guidanee on the Doctrine 

The first clear indication that the question was becoming 
ripe for synodical consideration is seen in the anathemas 
appended to the Creed of the Synod of Sirmium in 351 2 against 
any one who styled the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost ' one 
person' (7T-pouonrov), or spoke of the Holy Spirit as the 'unbe
gotten God', or as not other than the Son, or as a 'part' (µ-epoc;) 
of the Father or of the Son, or described the Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit as ' three Gods'. 

The Teaching of .Athanasius 

Some years later the growth of the doctrine that the Spirit 
was merely a creature, and one of the ' ministering spirits', 
superior to the angels only in degree, was reported by Sarapion, 
Bishop of Thmuis, in the Delta, to Athanasius, who was then in 
exile in the desert. Athanasius in reply drew up a statement of 
the doctrine of the deity of the Spirit.8 

The particular assailants of the doctrine of whom Sarapion 
told him professed to regard the Son as divine, and this furnishes 
Athanasius with his chief argument all through. The relation 
of the Son to the Ji'ather is admitted in the sense of the Creed 
of Nicaea, and the relation of the Spirit to the Son in the 
sense of the Scriptures. These are the two premisses. Athan
asius sets himself in various ways to shew that the Homoousia 

1 xvi 24: "All things were committed to me by the Father", and "he receives 
of mine and shall declare it to you". 

2 Hahn 3 p. 108. 
3 He sent four letters in all (ad Sarapirmem Orationes iv)-the first a long one, 

the second and third intended to be simpler (the second really deals with the 
Godhead of tl1e Son, while the third summarizes the first), and the fourth in reply to 
objections (particularly with regard to the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit). [A 
convenient edition of the letters in Bibliotheca Patr. Graec. dogmatica, ed. Thilo, 
vol. i.] 

The opponents of the doctrine against whom he argues he calls Tropici (Meta
phoricals), because they would interpret a.s tropes or metaphors the passages of 
Scripture in which the doctrine was expressed. 
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of the Spirit is a necessary inference from them. On this theme 
he rings the changes. It recurs with each fresh argument, in 
answer to each objection. The Spirit is the Spirit of the Son 
and has the same unity with him as the Son has with the 
Father. If therefore the Son is not a creature, it is impossible 
that his Spirit can be. And further, as it is impossible to 
separate the Spirit from the Son, their doctrine would introduce 
into the Trinity a foreign and alien nature, so that they really 
destroy the Trinity and really come to a Duality instead. Their 
error as to the Spirit involves necessarily error also as to the 
Son, and error as to the Son involves error as to the Father 
(i 2; cf. i 9 and 21). The Trinity as a whole is' one God' (i 17) 
indivisible and homogeneous. The term ' Spirit' is used in 
various senses in the Scriptures; but, when the Holy Spirit 
is meant, the article or some further designation (such as 
'Holy', 'of the Father', 'of the Son') is always added to the 
mere term Spirit; and it is only passages in which the word 
occurs by itself that even seem to lend themselves to their 
interpretation (i 3, 4). To prove this he cites a great number 
of instances from Old and New Testaments alike.1 And later 
on he argues that the giver of life, and of all the endowments 
which the Spirit confers, can be no creature, but must be divine 
(§§ 22, 23). 

Nor is there any more support in Scripture for the view that 
he is an angel2 (i 10-14). 

But driven from Scripture, as they could find nothing to 
their purpose there, they go on, out of the overflowing of their 
own heart, to produce a new argument :-if not a creature and 
not an angel, if he proceeds from the Father, he must be called 
a Son; and so the Word would not be 'Only-begotten', and there 
will be two brothers in the Trinity. Or yet again, if he is said 
to be the Spirit of the Son, then the Father is grandfather of 
the Holy Spirit (§ 15). It is against these inferences that 
Athanasius works out the doctrine of the procession of the 
Spirit, though he protests against being compelled to enter 
upon such questions at all. He begins by shewing that human 

1 The passage which he starts from as typical of the passages in which they 
supposed he was represented as a creature (but which, Athanasius says, do not refer 
to him) is Amos 411• 

2 The chief passage on which they depended was 1 Tim. 521, "I charge thee 
before God and the Lord Jesus Christ and the elect angels" (arguing that, as the 
Spirit is not expressly mentioned, he must be included among the angels), 
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analogies will not apply-a human 'father• is always the 'son' 
of another (he has been son before he in turn became father); 
but in the Trinity this is not so, there have been always both 
Father and Son, each always remaining the same (§ 16).1 

It is on Scripture that we must depend, and Scripture 
describes the Father as the Fountain, and the Son as the River, 
and we drink of the Spirit; or the Father as the Light, and the 
Son as the radiance, and with the Spirit we are illumined. 

The Father alone is wise, the Son is his Wisdom, and we 
receive the Spirit of wisdom. In no case can one be separated 
from another. When we receive life in the Spirit, Christ 
himself dwells in us, and the works which he does in us are 
also the works of the Father (§ 19). All things which are 
the Father's are also the Son's ; therefore the things which are 
given us by the Son in the Spirit are the Father's gifts. They 
are given from the Father, through the Son, in the Holy Spirit 
(§ 30). All come from one God (cf. iii 5). 

The Spirit is the Son's own image, and he is said to proceed 
from the Father,2 because he shines forth and is sent and given 
by the Logos (7rapa Tau }..6,yov) who is from the Father(§ 20). 
He is the Son's very own (£Swv Tav vloii) and not foreign to God 
aevav TOV 8eov) ( § 2 5 ). 

He is said to be in God Himself and from God Himself. 
Now since, in the case of the Son, "because he is from the 
Father, he is (admittedly) proper to the essence of the Father 
(tow,;- T1Jo;- aiJcr{a,;- aihaii); it follows in the case of ths Spirit, that, 
since he is admitted to be from God, he is proper to the Son in 
essence (£Stov ,caT' ava-[av Tov vlou). . • • lie is proper to the deity 
of the Father.8 • • • In him the Trinity is complete 4 (§ 25). Of 
the Trinity, which is like itself and indivisible in nature, and 
of which the actions and operations are one (§ 28), the holintss 
also is one, the eternity one, the immutable nature one (§ 30). 

This is the ancient tradition and teaching and faith of the 
Catholic Church, received from the Lord, preached by Apostles, 

1 Cf. iv 6. The Father is always Father, and the Son e.Iways Son, and the 
Holy Spirit is and is called al ways Holy Spirit . 

• The terms are 1rapa (or ix) TOV 'll"C!.Tpos o«l. TOU vloiJ. 
a He is also in Him (iv 4). 
• The Scriptures further prove his divinity by shewing him to be immutable and 

invariable and ubiquitous(§ 26; er. iii 4). So too his functions prove his difference 
from men-the principle of sanctification cannot be like that which it sanctifies : 
the source of life for creatures cannot itself be a creature. 
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and preserved by the Fathers,-it is the very foundation of the 
Church-and no one who falls away from it can be, or can be 
said to be, any longer a Christian. This was the foundation 
which the Lord himself bade the Apostles lay for the Church 
when he said to them ' Go ye and make disciples of all nations, 
baptizing them into the name of the Father and of the Son aml 
of the Holy Spirit' (§ 28). 

Those who dare to separate the Trinity and reckon the Holy 
Spirit among created things are as audacious as the Pharisees 
of old who attributed to Beelzebub the works of the Holy Spirit 
-let them take heed lest along with them they incur punish
ment without hope of forgiveness here or hereafter (§ 33). 

Hilary of Poitiers 

At the same time as Athanasius was expounding the doctrine 
in the East, Hilary of Poitiers, a representative of the Nicene 
faith in the West, was maintaining similar teaching in more 
systematic form 1 in his treatise On the Trinity, written during 
his exile in Phrygia. Particularly noteworthy is what he says 
of the procession. The Father and the Son are his authors. 
He is through (per) him through whom are all things (i.e. the 
Son), and from (ex) him from whom are all things (i.e. the 
Father) .... The Spirit receives from the Son and so from the 
Father also, so that he may be said to receive from each ; but 
Hilary does not decide whether receiving connotes proceeding, nor 
does he venture to speak of a procession of the Spirit from the 
Father and the Son. His own phrase is ex Patre per filium.2 

The Theories of Macedonius 

The chief representative known to us of the Arian teaching 
with regard to the Holy Spirit is Macedonius, who bad been 
appointed Bishop of Constantinople after the deposition and 
subsequent murder of Paul (a Nicene), but was himself in turn 

1 The importance of the grea.t dogmatic work of Hilary (358 or 859)-at a. time 
when comparatively few Christians in the West could read such treatises as those 
of Athanasius in Greek-can hardly be exa.ggcrated, whatever blemishes in the 
execution of the work there may ha.ve been, a.nd though Augustine was destined to 
overshadow and supersede Hilary. (Ang. De Triiiitate was published more than 
fifty years later, c. 416.) See Cazenove 'Hila.rius Picta.viensis' D.O.B. 

1 See Swete 'Holy Ghost' D.O.lJ. 
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deposed by the Synod of Constantinople in 360.1 In his 
retirement he is said to have elaborated the theories connected 
with his name ; teaching that whereas the Son was God, in all 
things and in essence like the Father, yet the Holy Spirit was 
without part in the same dignities, and rightly designated a 
servant and a minister similar to the angels.2 If not true God 
he must be a creature. The favourite argument seems to have 
been a reductw ad absurd1tm: the Holy Spirit is either begotten 
or not begotten; if not begotten, then there are two unoriginated 
beings-Father and Spirit; if begotten, he must be begotten 
either of the Father or of the Son-if of the Father then there 
are two Sons in the Trinity (and therefore Brothers); if of the 
Son, then there is a Grandson of God, a 0eo~ viwvo~.• 

The JJoctrine declared at the Council of Alexandria 3 6 2, and 
subsequent Synods in the East and in the West 

The question came before a synod for the first time at 
Alexandria in 362, on the return of Athanasius from his third 
exile.' The view that the Holy Spirit is a creature and separate 
from the essence of Christ was there declared anathema, " for 
those who, while pretending to cite the faith confessed at Nicaea, 
venture to blaspheme the Holy Spirit, do nothing more than in 
words deny the Arian heresy while they retain it in thought". And 
all present agreed in the faith in" a Holy Trinity, not a Trinity in 
name only, but really existing and subsisting, both a Father really 
existing and subsisting, and a Son really and essentially existing 
and subsisting, and a Holy Spirit subsisting and himself existing : 
a Holy Trinity, but one Godhead, and one Beginning (or prin
ciple); and that the Son is co-essential with the Father, as the 

1 The synod dominated by Acacius at which, in the Arian interest, the strict 
Homoeau formula ('like' only) waa agreed to, and Semi-Arians and Anomoeans 
alike were suppressed. Macedonius and others (e.g. Basil of Aucyra and Cyril of 
Jerusalem) were deposed really because they were Semi-Arians, to whom the striet 
Homoean formula seemed 'Arian', but nominally on various charges of irregularity. 
See Hefele Council11 vol. ii p. 273, and supra p. 185. 

1 So Soz. H.E. iv 27. His followers were known as Macedonians or Pnenma.
tomachi (contenders against the Spirit) or Marathouians, from Marathonius, Bishop 
of Nicomedia, a chief supporter of the teaching. 

1 See e.g. Greg. Naz. Or. Theo[. v 7, and Athanasius fflpra p. 210. 
4 See fflpra p. 185, and Ath. ad .Antiochenos, esp. §§ 5, 6. Note the cla.im to 

hold the Nicene faith along with the 'Macedonian' doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Cf. 
Theodoret H.E. iv 3. 
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fathers said ; while the Holy Spirit is not a creature, nor foreign, 
but proper to, and inseparable from, the essence of the Father and 
the Son. . . . For we believe that there is one Godhead, and that 
its nature is one, and not that there is one nature of the Father, 
to which that of the Son and of the Holy Spirit are foreign." 

From this statement it seems clear that a more ample pro
fession of faith in the Holy Spirit than the Creed of Nicaea 
supplied was at this time required as a condition of the restoration 
of Arians to communion. Special circumstances were in view and 
were provided for in this particular way. But there is no proof 
that any fresh definition was pressed upon others. There is, on 
the contrary, evidence to shew that Athanasius approved of the 
policy of non-intervention which Basil followed in the matter.1 

About this time the same faith was embodied in a letter to 
the Emperor Jovian,2 declaring that the Holy Spirit must not be 
separated from the Father and the Son, but rather glorified together 
with the Father and the Son in the one faith of the Holy Trinity, 
because there is only one Godhead in the Holy Trinity. 

A few years later (366 ff.), synods at Rome under Damasus 
condemned the Arian or Macedonian conceptions, and maintained 
the Trinity of one Godhead, power, majesty, and essence; and the 
profession of faith addressed to the Eastern bishops, which was 
published by one of these synods in 3 6 9 ,3 was in 3 7 8 ( or 3 7 9) 
subscribed by a hundred and forty-six Eastern bishops at 
Antioch. 

The Epiphanian Creed 

The heresy, however, gained ground, and the need for an 
expansion of the Creed to cover this fresh subject grew urgent. 
A short expression of the general traditional belief was already 
in existence in the Creed contained in the .Ancoratus' of Epi-

1 Basil waa suspe-cted and attacked by the monks because of his reserve in speak
ing of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Athanasius wrote in his support and 
defence, urging his children to obey him a.s their father, and to consider his inten
tion and purpose (his olKovoµ,la.)-" to the weak he becomes weak to gain the weak". 
He is utterly astonished at the boldness of those who venture to speak against 
him (Ath. Epp. 62 and 63; Basil Ep. 204). 

1 Theodoret H.E. iv 3. Dr. Robertson 'Athanasius' lxxxiv n has shewn that 
Theodoret is mistaken as to a synod being held in 363; but the letter remains. 

8 This is known as the 'Tome of DamBSUS '. The anathemas repudiate in detail 
all false idea.s about the Spirit and maintain the divine attributes of each person of 
the Trinity (see Hahn» p. 271}. They shew what teaching was current. 

• Hahn I p. 134. But as to the origin of thia Creed see supra p. 188 n. 1, 
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phanius, Bishop of Salamis in Cyprus, which: was published in 3 7 4. 
It declares in simple untechnical phrase the divine personality of 
the Spirit, as one to be worshipped and glorified together with 
the Father and the Son ; his procession from the Father; his 
pre-existence as the source or power of life and the Inspirer of 
the prophets; and his operation in the Incarnation of the Son. 

Simple and unsystematic as the language of this Creed is, it 
clearly recognises the personality, the eternity, and the divinity 
of the Holy Spirit ; and his chief functions. 

(a) The Personality. He is co-ordinated with the Father and 
the Son, the same form of words being used-ei<. lva 0eav 7TaTipa 

\ ' rl I \ r f \ t \ ,,_, \ r1 -,ea, e,~ eva ,cvpiov . . . Tov vwv-,ca, EVi' TO 7rvevµa TO arywv. 
He too is ,cvpiov as the Son, and he proceeds J,c TOV 7TaTpo~ (i.e. 
J,c Tr/~ oV<Tla~ TOV waTpo~, he was therefore in the Father). He 
is worshipped and glorified together with (uvv) .•. as a person. 

(b) The Eternity. This is implied in the phrases which 
shew the personality, particularly by the present J,c7ropevoµevov, 
which connotes neither beginning nor end; also, to some extent, 
by the operations attributed to him, especially the title troowo,ov. 

(c) The Divinity. He is placed on a level with the Father 
and the Son, styled Lord, said to be in the Father, and to be 
worshipped as only one who is God can be-along with the 
Father and the Son. 

(d) His Operations. He is the source of all real life (making 
alive-Giver of Life), the source of inspiration of the prophets, 
the agent in the Incarnation of the Son; and by collocation he 
is the source of the graces which the ' holy ' Church administers. 

(e) His relation to the Godhead is simply described in the 
words 'proceeding from the Father '.1 

1 The 'procession' is stated to be from the Father, and the Eastern theologians 
generally laid stress on the derivation of the Spirit from the Father ( without denying 
it from the Son also, but preferring the expression 'through the Son' as medium
as Tertullian in the West had said a Patre per filium). So Epiphanius never uses 
the word •procession' to express the relation of the Spirit to the Son. He only 
says that he receives of him 'proceeding from (lK or d.,ro) the Father and receiving 
of the Son' (rou Tlou ),,&,µ,fJa.11011; cf. John 1526 and 1614). But he does not hesitate 
to say that the Spirit is 'from the Father and the Son' and' from the same essence' 
or Godhead (always using the prepositions iK or 'll"a.pd.; see Ancor, 8, 9, 67, 73, 
69-70 ; adv. Haer. lxii 4), 

It will thus be seen that though, in common with the Greek Fathers, he does not 
express the processi()'II, from the Son, he comes nearer in his language than others to 
putting the Father aud the Son together as the joint source of derivation of the Spirit. 

In the West, Ambrose, writing a little later (381) (aee de Sp. S. i 11) makes 
the derivation of the Spirit dependent on the Son ; and the declaration of Cyril of 
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Compared with the Creed of Nicaea (which, however, was only 
intended to deal with the doctrine of the Person of Christ, see 
supra p. 168 n. 2) all these clauses are new, except the one bare 
statement of faith ' in the Holy Spirit '.1 But they only amount 

Alexandria that the Spirit is the Son's very own (Anathema ix against Nestorins 
-Hahn I p. 315) was approved by the Council of Ephesus in 431. 

The first definite denial that the Holy Spirit receives his essence from the S1Jn 
(as well as from the Father) was expressed by Theodoret in answer to Cyril's 
anathema. If, by the Spirit being the Son's very own, Cyril only meant to describe 
him as of the same nature and proceeding from the Father, he would agree and 
accept the phrase as pious; but if he meant that the Spirit derived his being from 
the Son or through the Son, then he must reject it as bfasphemous and impious. 
Cyril in reply justified his expression (without going into Theodoret's charge), on the 
ground that the Spirit proceeds from God the Father but is not alien from the Son, 
who has all things along with the Father according to his own declaration, "All 
things that the Father hath a.re mine-therefore said I to you that He shall take of 
mine and shall declare it to yon". And the Council of Ephesus, at which hie 
anathemas were approved, condemned a Creed of Theodore of Mopsuestia. (Hahn 1 

p. 302), which incidentally denied that the Spirit had received his being through the 
Son. But the question was not further examined or discussed for some time in the 
East. [On Theodore's peculiar conceptions of the Spirit see Swete l.c. p. 127.]'1 

Augustine (see infra), ai;id Leo after him (Ep. xciii 1), taught 'from the Father 
and the Son', and this became the conception so thoroughly accepted in the West 
that the additional words expressing it appear to have been inserted in the Creed in 
its Latin version without the insertion attracting attention. At a Council held at 
Toledo in 589 (summoned by Reccarcd, king of the Visigoths), to emphasize the 
national renunciation of Arianism, the Creed was quoted with the words 'et Filio' 
added. There is no evidence to shew that the addition was intentional; the Creed 
was little known in the West at the time, and the Council no doubt supposed that 
the La.tin version recited was II true translation of the original Greek. It was 
further ordered that the Creed should henceforward be recited before the Pater 
noster in the Eucharist. As a defence aga.iHst Arianism the addition was eminently 
useful, and the doctrine it taught was emphasized by several subsequent synods. It 
was contained in a local creed put forth by a synod at Hatfield in 680. But it was 
not till after the middle of the eighth century that the doctrine of the procession 
was formally debated at a Council: first in 767 at Gentilly, near Paris, when 
some Eastern bishops were present, and the question was not regarded as urgent : 
then in 787 at Nies.ea, when the doctrine of the procession 'from the Father 
through the Son' was approved: then in 794, at a great assembly of Western 
bishops at Frankfort, when the cultus of images approved at Nicaea. was disallowed 
and the doctrine of the procession from the Son was reasserted and supported by the 
influence of the Emperor Charles the Great : and again in 809, at a Council at .Aix, 
at which both the doctrine and the interpolation in the Creed were vindicated. The 
Pope, Leo III., however, while agreeing in the doctrine, refused to sanction the addi
tion of the words et Filio to the ancient Creed of the Church, authorized by a General 
Council and universally received ; and, though the use continued elsewhere in the 
West, it was not till two centuries later that it found its way into the Church of 
Rome. Meanwhile it had been one of the matters of controversy that led to the 
breach of communion between the Church of the East and the Church of the 
West. [On the form of the Creed at Toledo see Burn Introd. to Creeds p. 115.] ![ 

1 The Creed contains all the chief Nicene clauses a.ud anathemas. 
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io a scanty summary of the teaching which, as is shewn above, 
an ordinary presbyter gave his catechumens before any con
troversy as to the Holy Spirit arose. (The words rov 7rapa
""-'fJTOV which are in Cyril's own Creed have dropped out.) 

And, indeed, Epiphanius himself declares that this was the 
faith which was handed 'down' by all the holy bishops, together 
above three hundred and ten in number '-that is, by those who 
composed the Council of Nicaea: a statement which is literally 
inaccurate, but no doubt conveys the truth as regards the 
convictions of the bishops in question. 

This Creed, no doubt, was the Baptismal Creed in use in 
Salamis (and probably throughout Palestine), but Epiphanius 
also gives a longer one 1 (probably composed by himself), more 
a paraphrase than a creed, which was required of candidates 
for baptism who had been or were suspected of still being 
connected with any of the heresies then rife. With regard to 
the Holy Spirit its terms are these : " .And we believe in ( el~ 
TO •.. ) the Holy Spirit, who spake in the law and preached 
in the persons of the prophets and came down upon the Jordan, 
sreaking in the apostles, dwelling in the saints ; thus we believe 
in him (ev avr!ji), that he is the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of God, 
the perfect Spirit, the Spirit Paraclete, uncreated, proceeding 
from the Father and received I from the Son and an object of 
faith", - and in the anathema appended to the Creed the 
catechumen is required to repudiate, in regard to the Holy 
Spirit also, all the Arian phrases which the Nicene Council 
anathematized in regard to the Son. 

There was thus, it is clear, abundant teaching being given 
in the Church to counteract the effects of the theories of the 
Macedonians, and the way was prepared for the full assertion of 
the doctrine of the Trinity by a General Council. 

Basil's Treatise on the Holy Spirit 

.About the same time, in reponse to the prompting of his 
friend .Amphilochius, Bishop of Iconium, Basil wrote his treatise 
on the Holy Spirit (37 4-37 5). 

He begins by explaining that he had been criticized because 

1 Ha.hn • p. 135. 
• A v&riant re&ding gives the &etive senBe •receiving'; of. John lt>1'. The phrnse 

is first found here. 
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he had used two forms of the doxology, "to God the Father 
through the Son in the Holy Spirit ", and " with the Son together 
with the Holy Spirit"; 1 that the two forms were regarded as 
mutually inconsistent, and the latter as an innovation. .Aetius 
had framed a rule by which the use of the prepositions in 
Scripture was governed, and argued that the difference of use 
corresponded to, and clearly indicated, a difference of nature(§ 2); 
and according to this rule the first form of doxology only was 
legitimate-God being widely differentiated from the Son, and 
both from the Spirit. 

In the first place, therefore, Basil argues that the rule is 
imaginary, and that no such distinction holds in the use of the 
sacred writers ; and, having established this point, he infers that 
the use of identical terms should shame his opponents into 
admitting that no difference of essence either exists (§ 11 ). 

He insists that the Church knows both uses and does not 
depreca1e either as destructive of the other. Sometimes with 
(µ1mi), sometimes through (Sui), is the more appropriate; accord
ing as, for example, praise or thanksgiving for blessings received 
through the Son is the more immediate purpose (§ 16). 

Then, after an enquiry into the real meaning of the expres
sion ' through the Son ', he passes on (§ 2 2) to his chief subject 
-the doctrine of the Spirit, in the Scriptures, and in the un
written tradition received from the Fathers. .After a glowing 
description of the nature of the Spirit and the manifold forms of 
his gracious influence and varied gifts (the crown of all of which 
is said to be ' abiding in God, likeness to God, and the supreme 
desire of the heart-becoming God'), he meets in succession 
objections urged against his being ranked with God in nature 
and glory.2 In the course of the review of the evidence of 
Scripture and tradition he is led to conclusions such as the 
following :-

" He who does not believe in the Spirit does not believe in 
the Son, and he who does not believe in the Son does not believe 
in the Father." " In every operation the Spirit is conjoined with 
and inseparable from the Father and the Son." 8 In every dis-

1 a,a TOV vloi) EP T'I} a.-yl'I} 7rPEU/J,0.TI and µ,e-ra TOV vlo[) <FVP T'f 1rveuµ,a.n re;; a-yl'I}, 

2 Among other interesting points in the course of the discussion are the 
description of the effects of Baptism(§ 26; cf. § 35), the references to baptism into 
Christ only (§ 28), the value of the secret unwritten tradition (§ 66). 

8 To express with some show of 'worldly wisdom' the idea that the Spirit was 
not co-ordinate with Father and Son but subordinate to them, the opponents of the 
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tribution of gifts the Holy Spirit is present with the ·Father and 
the Son, of his own authority (in his own right), dispensing in 
proportion to the deserts of each. And in our own experience, 
in the reception of the gifts, it is with the Holy Spirit-the dis
tributer- that we first meet ; and then we are put in mind of the 
Sender (that is, the Son); and then we carry up our thoughts to 
the fountain and author of the blessings (§ 37). It is through 
the Spirit that all the dispensations are carried out-Creation, 
the Old Covenant, the Incarnation in all its circumstances, the 
ministry of the Church, the future Advent(§ 39; cf. 49). 

The Spirit's relation to the Father is thus essential and 
eternal. There is no doubt about the distinction of the three 
persona and the unity of essence. The one Spirit, conjoined through 
the one Son with the one Father Himself, completes the adorable 
and blessed Trinity (§ 45). 

The Spirit is from God . . . he comes forth from God: 
yet not by generation as the Son, but as the spirit of his 
mouth. But he is also called the Spirit of Christ, as being 
in respect of nature made his own ( rpKeu£Jµ,evov tcaTa T~v <f,v,nv 
aimji § 46); he is as it were an ' intimate' of the Son. He is 
thus in some sense through the Son; but Basil indicates rather 
than expresses this conception. 

After shewing at length that the prepositions in question 
have been and may be used indifferently, he points to the 
advantages of 'with' (uvv § 59). It is as effectual as 'and' in re
futing the mischief of Sabellius and establishing the distinction of 
persons, and it also bears conspicuous witness to the eternal com
munion and perpetual conjunction which exists between them. 
• With ' exhibits the mutual conjunction of those who are associ
ated together in some action, while 'in ' shews their relation to 
the sphere in which they are operating (§ 6 0). 

Other reasons are then given for glorifying the Spirit, and 
the treatise concludes with a sombre picture of the state of the 
times, in which self-appointed place-hunters first get rid of the 
dispensation of the Holy Spirit, and then allot to one another 
the chief offices in all the Churches. 

doctrine adopted a curious verbal subtlety and argued that he was not 'numbered 
with' them, but was 'numbered under' them, and that co-numeration suits things 
equal in honour, but sub-numer .. tion things relatively inferior (§§ 13, 41, 42). 
Basil says this doctrine of sub-numeration introduces polytheism into Christian 
theology (§ 47). Number has not really any place in the sphere of the Divine, 
Cf. also Greg. Naz. Or. Theol. v 17 ff. 
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Gregory of Nyssa-Quad non sint tres Dei 

The same teaching was being given by Gregory of Nyssa 
too about the same time. The devoted younger brother of Basil, 
of whom he constantly speaks as his 'master', while not intending 
to depart in any way from his brother's teaching, he certainly gave 
it somewhat more formal expression in some connexions, and con
tributed largely to win currency for the 'Cappadocian' theological 
distinctions. 

As in his treatise on Common Notions (Migne P.G. xl v pp. 
175-186), so in his letter to Ablabius, That there are not three 
Gods (ibid. pp. 115-136),1 written about 375, he works out the 
position that ' God' is a term indicative of essence (being), not 
declarative of persons (not 7rpO<l"oYTrrov i>7JAWT£Kb1I but ovula,;; 
u71µ,avn,clw); and therefore it is, and must be, always used in 
the singular with each of the names of the persons. So we say 
'God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit', and 
if we insert the conjunction ' and ' between the clauses it is only 
to conjoin the terms which declare the persons, not the term 
which indicates the singularity of the essence. The three terms 
express the three modes of being, the three relations ; but the 
being remains one and the same, and the term expressing it must 
therefore always be used in the singular. 

The analogy of human nature and the common use in the 
plural of the term 'man', which expresses it, no doubt presents a 
difficulty. (This was the question Ablabius had put to Gregory.) 
But strictly, it is an abuse of language to speak of so many 
'men' ; it would be more accurate to describe each individual 
(Peter, James, John) as a 'hypostasis' of 'man'. Only in this 
case we tolerate the inaccuracy, because there is no danger of 
our thinking that there are many human natures, while in re
spect to the Deity we might be thought to have some community 
of doctrine with the polytheism of the heathen. This is a solu
tion of the difficulty sufficierrt for most men. Yet the difference 
of use may be justified by a deeper reason. The term ' Godhead' 
is really significant of operation UveP7Eta) rather than of nature. 
And the operations of men (even of those who are engaged in 
the same spheres of work) are separate and individual, whereas 
the operations of the Godhead are always effected by the Three 
together "without mark of time or distinction-since there is no 

1 .An English translation in 'Gregory of Nyssa' N. and P-N. F. 
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delay, existent or conceived, in the motion of the divine will 
from the Father, through the Son, to the Spirit ". " In the case 
of the divine nature we do not learn that the Father does any
thing by Himself in which the Son does not work conjointly, or 
again, that the Son has any special operation apart from the 
Holy Spirit ; but every operation which extends from God to 
the creation, and is named according to our variable conceptions 
of it, has its origin from the Father, and proceeds through the 
Son, and is perfected in the Holy Spirit." 

An objection wh1cl1 Gregory foresees might be brought 
against this argument--4.hat by not admitting the difference of 
nature there was danger of a mixture and confusion of the 
persons-leads him to his most characteristic statement of the 
distinction between the parsons as based on a constant causal 
relation. "While we confess the invariable character of the 
nature, we do not deny the difference in regard to that which 
causes and that which is caused (T~V /€aTa TO atnov /€a£ alnaToV 
iiacpopav), wherein alone we conceive that the one is dis
tinguished from the other-namely, by our belief that the one 
is that which causes, and the other of or from that which causes . 
.And we apprehend yet another difference in that which is of or 
from the cause: for one (part) is directly from the first, and 
another (part) is through that which is directly from the first 
. . . so that in the case of the Son the fact that he is Only
begotten remains undoubted and does not throw doubt on the 
fact that the Spirit is from the Father, inasmuch as the media
tion (or intermediate position sc. between Father and Spirit) of the 
Son guards for him the fact that he is Only-begotten, and does 
not exclude the Spirit from his relation of nature to the Father." 
At the same time, the difference in respect to causation denotes 
no difference of nature, but only a difference in the mode of 
existence (e.g. that the Father does not exist by generation, and 
that the Son does not exist without generation). It does not 
touch the question of existence-of nature. That he exists we 
believe first-viz. what God is : then we con~ider how He is. 
"The divine nature itself is apprehended through every concep
tion as invariable and undivided; and therefore one Godhead 
and one God, and all the other names which relate to God, are 
rightly proclaimed in the singular." 

In this argument it is clear that the absolute co-eternity and 
co-equality of the Three Persons is recognized. The idea of 
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causation serves only to distinguish the three modes of existence. 
God is one (o e€o,;); but within His being there ia Cause 
(To al'Tiov), to which the name 'Father' corresponds, and there 
is caused (To ahiaTov), which includes the immediately caused 
(ro '1t'pouexw<; €IC 'TOV '1t'pwrou) to which the name 'Son. corre
sponds, and the mediately caused (rd out TOV '1t'pouexw<; €IC TOV 
'1t'pwTou) to which the name 'Holy Spirit' corresponds. The 
Holy Spirit is thus in such wise 'from the Father', that he is 
also 'through the Son'. And this connexion of the Spirit with 
the Son and the Father is Gregory's teaching also in his other 
writings, though not always in the same terms.1 

A year later, in 376, a synod at Iconium, presided over by··. 
the bishop to whom Basil had written, decided that the Nicene 
Creed was enough, but that in doxologies the Spirit should be 
glorified together with the Father and the Son ; and the doctrine 
of the Spirit was laid down as Basil had taught it. And his 
treatise itself was at this time formally sanctioned and confirmed 
by a synod in Cappadocia.1 

The prevailing uncertainty reflected in the Sermo™ of 
Gregory of Nazianzus 

The uncertainty, however, which still prevailed is clearly 
reflected in one of the sermons which Gregory of Nazianzua 

1 Cf. the Oratio Oatechdica ii, " an essential power existing in its own propor 
person, but incapable of being separated from God, in whom it is, or from the Word. 
of God, whom it accompanies" ; On th6 Holy Spirit (Migne xlv p. 1304), be Tou Oeoii 

i,rn, Kai Tov XP<<TTou in,, KaOwr "(rypa1rTa, ; " not to be con founded with the Father 
in being unoriginate, nor with the Son in being only-begotten"; the image of a 
separate flame burning on three torches-the third flame caused by that of the first 
being transmitted to the middle and then kindling the end torch ; "proceeding 
from the Father, receiving from the Son"; "The Father is always Father, and in 
Him the Son, and with the Son the Holy Spirit"; and On the Holy Trinity (cf. Basil 
Ep. 189 OT 80), in which the main argument is that the identity of operation seen 
in regard to Father and Son and Holy Spirit proves identity of nature or essence. 

He also touches the line of argument which Augustine afterwards worked out so 
fully (see infra p. 228)-the analogy of onr own nature, in which certain shadows 
and resemblances may be detected that go to prove the existence of a Trinity in the 
Deity. (See e.g. Oratio Cat. i-iii.} 

It is to be noted that Gregory of Nyssa does not claim that the o6<Tla of the God
head in itself can be known, but only its lJul,µ.aTa or -y,,01p£,r µ.aTa. See de OommunibUll 
Notionibus (Migne xlv p. 177), Refut. alt. lib. Eunomii (ibid. p. 945}, Quod non 
lint tres dii (ibid. p. 121). So, among others, Augustine ffl Joh. Tract. xuviii 8, 
"ego sum qui sum, quae mens potest capere I" 

2 Hefole Councils vol. ii p. 290, 
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preached at Constantinople about the year 380, while engaged 
in his noble task of building up again a ' Catholic' congregation 
in the city which had so long been given over to the Arians. 
"0£ the wise among us", he says, "some have held the 
Holy Spirit to be an Energy, others a Creature, others God. 
Others again have not decided which of these he is- out of 
reverence, as they say, for the Scriptures, because they lay down 
nothing precise upon the point. On this account they neither 
concede to him divine veneration, nor do they refuse him honour; 
thus keeping in their disposition concerning him to some sort of 
middle way, which, however, is in effect a very wretched way. 
Of those, however, who have held him to be God, some keep this 
as a pious opinion to themselves (are pious so far as opinion 
goes), while others have the courage to be pious in expression of 
it also. Others I have heard in some kind of way mete out the 
Deity, more wise in that they conceive and acknowledge the 
Three as we do, but maintain a great distinction between them, 
to the effect that the One is infinite both in respect of being and 
of power, the second in respect of power, but not of being, the third 
circumscribed in both of these relations." 1 And while for him
self he insists as strongly as possible on his essential eternity 
and equality with the other persons of the Godhead-which 
cannot be complete, and therefore cannot be Godhead without 
him(§ 4)-he is certainly God, and if God necessarily co-essential 
with the Father (§ 10); and while he sweeps away all inquisi
tive and petty reasonings about his generation and origin by 
appeal to the Lord's own words as to procession, and refuses to 
enquire into its nature or to attempt to invade the mysteries of 
the divine existence-it is enough to know that he is not be
gotten but proceeds: yet he seems to regard the uncertainty of 
former times with no little sympathy, as in harmony with the 
appointed order of developement in the revelation of truth
" the Old Testament proclaimed the Father clearly, but the Son 
more darkly ; the New Testament plainly revealed the Son, but 
only indicated the deity of the Spirit.11 Now the Holy Spirit 
lives among us and makes the manifestation of himself more 
certain to us; for it was not safe, so long as the divinity of the 
Father was still unrecognized, to proclaim openly that of the 

1 Greg. Na.z. 0'1'. 81 § 5 (Or. Theol. v § 5). 
1 La.ngua.ge of this kind might have aeemed to the Montanists of earlier times to 

support their ma.in conceptions. 
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Son ; and, so long as this was still not accepted. to impose the 
burden of the Spirit, if so bold a phrase may be allowed." 1 

From the point of view of Gregory the Macedonians would 
be lagging behind the necessary-the divinely appointed-course 
of developement of revelation of the nature of the Godhead. 
And before, and at the time of, the Council of Constantinople in 
381 every effort was made to win them over to the recognition 
of the truth and the unity of the Church-unfortunately in vain 

The Council of Constantinople 

Amongst the bishops who were present there appears to 
have been no uncertainty as to the doctrine of the Church; 1 

they reaffirmed the Nicene Creed with an explanation 3 of various 
points of doctrine, among which the Godhead of the Spirit was 
affirmed, and every heresy was declared anathema; 4 and the 
emperor gave authoritative expression to their conviction and 
decision when he issued the command-at the close of the 
Council-that " all the chur,,,hes were at once to be surrendered 
to the bishops who believed in the Oneness of the Godhead of 
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit". 6 

And so the faith in the triune personality of God W'!l.S 

proclaimed against the last attempt of Arianism, and the Catholic 
interpretation established-one God existing permanently and 
eternally in three spheres of consciousness and activity, three 

1 Ibid. § 26 ff. See the whole of this Sermon, esp. §§ 9, 10 ant 28 for the testi
mony of Scripture to the Holy Spirit. 

2 They included (besides those mentioned) Cyril of Jerusalem, Helladius the 
successor of Basil at Caesarea, Gregory of Nyssa, and Amphilochius of Iconium-all 
well veraed no doubt in the Catholic doctrine, 

1 This is not extant, but the synod which met at Constantinople in the following 
year states tha.t the Council had put forth a tome, and at Chalcedon they were said 
to have communicated their decisions to the Westerns (Ilefele ii p. 348), It jg not 
certain to which of the Councils-in 381 or in 382-some of the canons attributed to 
the Council of 381 belong. The synodical letter of the Council of 382 (to Damasus 
and other Western bishops), excusing themselves from attending a. Council at Rome, 
jg given in Theodoret H.E. v 9, and again declares the faith that there is "one god
head, power, and essence of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit ; the 
dignity being equal in three perfect hypostases (,hro,mf.,-~.,-,~) and three perfec, 
versons (,rpouw,ro,r)". 

4 The heresies specified are those of the Eunomians or Anomoeans, the Arians or 
Eudoxia.ns, the Semi-Arians or Pneumatomachians, the Sabellians, Marcellians, 
Photinians, and Apollinari&ns. 

• " One and the same Godhead in the hypostasis of three Persons of equal 
honour and of equal power; na.mely, the Father, the Son, a.nd the Holy Spirit."
Soz. H.E. vii 9. On July 30, 881, 
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modes, three forms, three persons : in the inner relations of the 
divine life as well as in the outer relations of the Godhead to the 
world and to men. 

From this time forward it was only in connexion with the 
procession of the Spirit that any fresh developement of the doc
trine is to be noted. But it was so lucidly summed up, and in 
some of its aspects so appealingly presented by Augustine, that a 
short statement of his summary of it may be given in conclusion.1 

Augustim's Statement of the Doctrine !1 
The aim of his treatise is to shew that " the one and only and 

true God is a Trinity, and that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are 
rightly said and believed to be of one and the same substance or 
essence" (i 4). First of all the proof from Scripture is detailed, 
and passages which are alleged against the equality of the Son are 
examined (14 ff). By the way, the puzzle how the Trinity is said 
to operate in everything which God operates, and yet particular 
actions are attributed exclusively to particular Persons is noted. 
With regard to the Holy Spirit, special stress is laid on the use 
in connexion with him of the verb "'11,aTpeve,v (which i1' used of 
divine service): and interesting distinctions are drawn with regard 
to the Incarnate Son between the forma JJei and the forrna servi, 
in explanation of passages in Scripture in which he is spoken of ae 
less than the Father-some things being said according to ' the 
form of God', and some according to ' the form of a servant•. 

To elucidate the relations to the Trinity of the Son and 
the Holy Spirit in their operations, he examines the appearances 
recorded in the Old Testament, whether they were of the Trinity 
or of individual Persons, and decides that though some corporeal 
or outward means were adopted we cannot rashly affirm which 
Person it was that appeared.2 

1 The next Latin writer on the subject after Hilary was Amhrose, the spiritual 
fathu of Augustine, in the year of the Council of Constantinople. He answers 
objections and sets forward such arguments as have already been noticed. He 
teaches procession from the Son as well as from the Father, but not expressly an 
etern&l procession from the Son. Augustine completed the presentation of the 
doctrino for the West. He had stated it shortly in the sermon he preached before a 
Council at Hippo in 893 (see de JNde a Symbolo, 16 ff.), and again a few years 
later in a Sermon to ca.techumens (§ 13), and also in his sermons on the Gospel of 
St John (see Tract. xcix esp. 6 ff.); but it was not till after the year 415 that he 
published the treatise On the Trinity, at which he had been working at intervals 
for many years, and in which he gave to the doct1foe the fullest expression. 

1 Bk. ii ; the means being further considered in bk. iii. 
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Just as the Son, though said to be sent by the Father, is flqua.I 
and consubstantial and co-eternal with the Father-the difference 
between the sender and the sent being only that the Son is from 
the Father, not the Father from the Son-so too the Holy Spirit 
is one with them, since these three are one, and he proceeds 
not only from the Father but also from the Son.1 The Lord 
himself says of the Spirit ' whom I will send unto you from the 
Father' to shew that the Father is the beginning of the whole 
divinity or Deity: and though this sending of the Holy Spirit 
is eternal, yet there was a special sending such as had never 
been before after the glorification of Christ-a sending which 
was made plain by visible signs. In the case of such sensible 
manifestations, it is true that the working of the Trinity cannot 
be seen as indivisible ; just as it is impossible for men to name 
the Three without separation by the intervals of time which 
each name, Father-Son-Holy Spirit, occupies; yet the Three 
work indivisibly (§ 30).2 It is possible to predicate of God 

1 Bk. iv§ 27ff. 
2 To the thought of the inseparable operation and interoommumon of the Three 

Persons, which Augustine expressed here and again in bk. viii ad init., lat.e.r 
theologians applied the term np<XWP"l<m. Both senses of the verb xwpi,v, 'move' 
and 'contain', are included in its meaning. The persons interpenetrate each other, 
and each contains the other. "The Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, while 
they a.re in very deed three Persons, still do not by any means exist as three men 
separately and apart from each other, but they intimately cohere together and are 
conjoined One with Another, and thus exist One in the Other, and so to speak 
mutually run into and penetrate each other" (Bull Dif. N.O. bk. ii eh. ix),
&nd so the numerical unity of substance is maintained. Latin equivalent.a of the 
term are thus either cireumincessio (the three mutually pervade each other) or 
circuminsessio (the three mutually contain or rest in ea.eh other). 'Interpenetra.tion' 
or 'coinherence' are perhaps the nearest English representatives of the term. The 
whole Trinity is present in each of tlie Persons-each is full and complete, and 
each includes the others : a notion of personality which is so different from 
ordinary human experience that Augustine shrinks from the use of the term at 
all ( infra v 10 ). The scriptural basis of the doctrine is to be found in the 
Gospel a-ccording to St John 118 1000 and 1410• 11 ("the only-begotten Son which is 
in the bosom of the Father", and "I am in the Father and the Father in me •.• 
the Father that dwellcth in me") : and Athanasius used it against the Arians 
(see Or. c. Ar. ii 33, 41, and especially iii 1-6), and quoted Dionysius of Rome 
as expressing the same thought (in langua.ge very near to the later technical term), 
"For it must needs be that with the God of the universe the divine Word is 
united, and the Holy Ghost must repose and habitate in God" (lµ,tf>1"-oxc.1pew rep 6ecp 
Ka.1 lvo,a.,ra.r,0ai-in Deo 1nanere et habitare), and supporting it by the same passl'l.ges 
of Scripture (de Decretis § 26), Similar expression is given to the doctrine in the 
Macrostichos (Antioch, 345) § ix. "J<'or we ha.ve believed that they (the Father 
and the Son) are conjoined with one another without medium or interval and exist 
insepara'Jly from one another, the Father entire embosoming the Son, &nd the Son 
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according to substance '-that is in respect to Himself (as good, 
great), or 'relatively '-that is, in respect to something not 
Himself (as Father in respect to the Son, and Lord in respect 
to the Creature). Whatever is spoken of God 'according to 
substance ' is spoken of each person severally and together of 
the Trinity itself-which is rightly described as one essence, 
three hypostases or persons; though the term ' persons ' is only 
used for want of a better way of expressing the facts (bk. v, 
§ 10). "For, indeed, since Father is not Son, and Son is not 
Father, and the Holy Spirit, who is also called the gift of God, 
is neither Father nor Son, they are certainly three. And so it 
is said in the plural, 'I and the Father are one '-for he did 
not say' is one' as the Sabellians say, but 'are one'. Yet when 
it is asked what the three are (quid tres), human utterance is 
weighed down by deep poverty of speech. All the same, we 
say three 'persons', not that we wish to say it, but that we may 
not be reduced to silence." It is simply, as he says further on 
in his essay,1 recurring to the same subject, "for the sake of 
speaking of things that are ineffable, that we may be able in 
some way to say what we can in no way say fully "-especially 
against the devices of errors of heretics-that the terms ' one 
essence and three persons' are permissible. The persons are not 
the Trinity, but the Trinity can be called also (the) Holy Spirit, 
because all three are God, and Spirit, and Holy. He is the gift 
of both the Father and the Son, the communion of them both, 
called specially what they are called in common (§ 12).1 This 
communion or unity or holiness, which links each to the other, 
is properly called love (vi 7), for it is written ' God is Love'. 
And herein may be seen how the Persons in the Deity are 
three and not more than three: One who loves Him who is 
from Himself; and One who loves Him from whom He is ; and 
Love itself. And in this Trinity is the supreme source of all 
things, and the most perfect beauty and the most blessed 
delight (§ 12). 

After a further consideration of some of the aspects of the 
question already reviewed (bk. vii), and a short recapitulation 

entire depending upon and adhering to the Father and alone perpetually (continu
ally) resting in the Father's lap." Hahn I p. 195. 

1 JJe Trin. vii§§ 7-10. 
1 They are together the only beginning (principium) of the Holy Spirit (§ 15), 

He ie II gift, given in time, but also eternally existent (as II gift may exist before 
It is given) (§ 16}. 
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of tLe argument (bk. viii), in which he emphasizes the perfect 
equality of all the 'Persons' and the completeness of each in 
respect of Deity (no one in the Trinity, nor two together, 
nor even all three together, being greater than each one 
severally); Augustine passes on to the most characteristic 
argument of his essay. On the ground that man is the image 
of God, he is led to look for indications of a Trinity in his 
constitution-since Scripture also points to this method of 
attaining to knowledge of God, the "invisible things of Him 
being understood ever since the creation by the things He has 
made''.1 

At the outset he argues that it is by love that we really 
arrive at knowledge of the Trinity, and love really implies three 
things and is in itself-as it were-a trace of the Trinity. 
"Love is of some one that loves, and with love something is 
loved. So here are three things: he who loves, and that which 
is loved, and love.2 What else then is love but as it were a 
life that links together or seeks to link together some two 
things-him that loves, to wit, and that which is loved." This, 
then, he says, is where we must look for what we are seeking
we have not found it, but we have found where it is to be 
sought (viii 14). 

So in the creature, step by step, he seeks through certain 
trinities-each of their own appropriate kind, until he comes at 
last to the mind of man-traces of that highest Trinity which 
we seek when we seek God. And first (bk. ix 3, 4-8) he finds 
a trinity in the mind of man, the knowledge with which it 
knows itself, and the love with which it loves itself and its own 
knowledge.8 These three are one and equal and inseparable; 
they exist substantially and are predicated relatively; they are 
several in themselves, and mutually all in all. The knowledge 
of the mind is as it were its offspring and its word concerning 
itself, and the offspring is not less than the parent mind, since 
the mind knows itself just to the extent of its own being ; a11.d 
the love is not less since it loves itself just to the extent of 
its knowledge and of its being.~ 

1 Rom. 120• Cf. Wisd. 131•6 (bk. xv§ 3). 
' A.mans, et quod amatur, et amor. 
3 Mens, notitia qua se novit, amor quo se notitiamque suam diligit. 
• Nee minor proles, dum tantam se novit mens quanta est: nee minor amor dum 

tantum se diligit quantum novit et quanta est (ix 18). 
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Other trinities may be seen in the mind-in memory, under
standing, will 1; in sight-the object, the act of seeing or vision, 
the attention of the mind or the will which combines the two 
(though these are not equal nor of one essence, and belong to 
the sphere of the outer man which is not an image of God 2); 
and in connexion with sight, in the mind itself-the image of 
the object seen which is in the memory, the impression formed 
from it when the mind's eye is turned to it, the purpose of the 
will combining both (but this trinity also-though in the mind 
-is really of the outer man, because introduced from bodily 
objects which are perceived from without 8). Later on in the 
treatise" this instance is applied in a somewhat different form, 
the example of the Faith or Creed when learnt orally being 
taken, and the trinity found in memory (of the sounds of the 
words), recollection (when we think thereon), and the will (when 
we remember and think) combining both. 

Yet another peculiar kind of trinity is found in knowledge 1 

-of which there is the higher (wisdom), dealing with things 
eternal; and the lower, of things temporal, in which the whole
some knowledge of things human is contained, enabling us to so 
act in this temporal life as to attain in the end to that which 
is eternal. In considering first the lower knowledge, he describes 
how man is made in the image of God, and how he turns away 
from that image and by gradual steps sinks lower and lower, 
sinking often in thought and imagination, even when not intend
ing to carry the sin out into act. And so, starting from the 
incidental premiss that all men desire blessedness, he goes on to 
shew how it may be attained by faith in Christ, and so is led 
to expound the reasons for the Incarnation and the Passion.6 

Then, reverting 7 to the discussion of the trinity in memory, 
intelligence, and will, he declares that it is in the noblest part 
of the mind that the Trinity, which is the image of God, is to 
be sought-that part of the mind which is the sphere of the 
higher knowledge. It is here that be finds the surest indication 
of the Holy Trinity-in the inmost being of the mind which 
remembers and understands and loves itself, but above all 
God, and so is brought into most intimate relation to Him. 
So it is that the constitution of man himself, made in the 

1 Memoria, intelligentia, voluntas suimetip.,ius (x). 
1 xi 2-1 O. a xi 11 ff. ' Bk. xiii. 
• Bk. xii. • Bk. xiii. 7 Bk. xiv. 

Q 
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image of God, bears witness to the truth of the doctrine of the 
Trinity. 

The main thesis of the treatise is thus apparently concluded; 
but it is of the Trinity itself, not only of evidence for its 
existence, that Augustine writes ; and in the last book he adds 
largely to what he has before said in regard to the Holy Spirit, 
particularly as to his relation to the Father and the Son. 

The Holy Spirit, he says,1 according to the holy Scriptures, 
is neither of the .Father alone nor of the Son alone, but of both; 
and so he intimates to us a mutual love wherewith the Father 
and the Son reciprocally love one another. The love is, indeed, 
proper to each individually and to all collectively ; yet the Holy 
Spirit may be specially called love, as the Son only is called 
the Word, and the Holy Spirit alone the gift of God, and God 
the Father alone He from whom the Word is born and from 
whom the Holy Spirit principally proceeds. He adds 'princi• 
pally' (i.e. as beginning or principle), because we find that the 
Holy Spirit proceeds from the Son also. This was the Father's 
purpose and design-he gave this to the Son (namely, that the 
Spirit should proceed from him too), not subsequently to his 
generation, but by begetting him: He so begat him as that the 
common gift should proceed from him also, and the Holy Spirit 
be the Spirit of both (that is, the Spirit proceeds from the Son 
by virtue of the Father's gift to the Son in his generation
both alike eternal). The Holy Spirit may thus be specially 
called love; as similarly the Word of God was specially called 
also the Wisdom of God, although both Father and Holy Spirit 
also are Wisdom. No gift of God is more excellent than love. 

And it must not be supposed that the Holy Spirit is less 
than the Father and the Son, because they give and he is given. 
Even though he were given to no one, he is himself God and 
was God, co-eternal with the Father and the Son, before he was 
given to any one. And when he is given as a gift of God, it 
is in such a way that he himself, as being God, also gives 
himself. 

It is certain that the procession of the Holy Spirit is from 
both Father and Son apart from time. We neither say the 
Holy Spirit is begotten nor do we say he is unbegotten (for 
the latter term, though not found in the Scriptures, is con
veniently Q.pplied to the Father alone); and we abhor tha idea 

1 Bk. xv§ 27ft'. 
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that he is begotten of both Father and Son. What we say is, 
that he proceeds eternally from both, without any kind of 
interval of time between the generation of the Son from the 
Father and the procession of the Spirit from the Father and the 
Son. This the Son and the Spirit each has from the Father.1 

This is certain, but we must be on our guard against too 
much reasoning. We must not press too far the analogy between 
the image of the Trinity in us and the Trinity itself. Many 
questions can only be understood when we are in bliss, and no 
longer reason but contemplate. It is in love, he implies, rather 
than in reason, that the solution of difficulties is to be found. 

So in the prayer with which he closes the treatise he asks 
for increase of remembrance, understanding, love.2 

Mr. Burn draws my attention to the fresh end vigorous treatment of 
&be doctrine by Niceta of Remesiana in Dacia (near Palanka in Servia), 
a great admirer of Basil His treatise was written, Mr. Burn thinks, 
soon after 381, as part of the third book of his Libelli instructionis. (It 
is printed in Migne vol. Iii p. 853, under Mai's mistaken title de Spiritu, 
sancti potentia.) He begins by reference to the puzzles put forward by 
some as to whether the Spirit was 'born or not born', and directs his 
argument against those who style him a creature. He appeals to the 
words of Scripture to decide all such questions, and makes some inter
esting applications and interpretations of texts (e.g. Col 126, Rom 81~, 

John 2022 1613, 1 John 21, 1 Cor 1424). Scripture and all his operations, 
whether benignant or awe-inspiring, shew his full Godhead. He is to 
be worshipped and glorified with the Father and the Son with one and 
the same worship. ·when we worship one, we worship all; and by so 
doing we do not add to the glory of the divine majesty, but thereby we 
acquire glory for ourselves. To this faith we must hold fast, and be 
true to our profession in the Mysteries 'Holy, holy, holy is the Lord 
God of Hosts'. 

SUBSTANTI.A 

Subdantia, the verbal nonn from substo, means 'that which underlies 
a thing', 'that by which any~hing subsists or exists', 'the essence or 
underlying principle by which each res is what it is'. So things which 

1 Here he refers to his Sermon on St John's Gospel-in Joh. Tract. xcix: 6 ff., 
where he insists that the saying "proceeds from the Father" does not exclude 
procession also from the Son. 

2 With Augustine's statement of the doctrine may be comparnd the statement oi 
Hilary de, Trinitate esp. ii 29-35, viii 25, ix 73, xii 55, 
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have subnantia are contrasted with those which only have an imagina1y 
existence, being fashioned by illusory or unreal thought, like Centaurs 
or giants (Seneca Ep. 58) :-a contrast which shews the meaning of 
substantia to be 'real existence'. And again, it is said that before you 
can enquire about a man, vYho he is, you must have before you his 
substantia (sc. his real existence, the fact that he is) : so that you cannot 
make the question of his being a subject of examination (Quintilian 
vii 2. 5). That is to say, substantia denotes real existence, as to the 
particular form or character of which enquiry may be made. So, too, 
substantia and qualitas are distinguished as subjects of investigation 
(ib. 3. 6); and in this way it comes about that the substantia of a thing 
is an easy periphrasis for the thing itself. 

A secondary sense of the term-' property', 'patrimony', 'fortune'
has been sufficiently referred to in the text in connexion with Tertullian's 
usage (see supra p. 138). 

It is in its primary sense that it was adopted for doctrinal purposes 
in connexion with the attempt to describe the Godhead. It had to do 
duty, as we have seen (supra p. 117), for both olirr[a and i-1r6rrTarr1s. 

Both words alike are rendered substantia by the Latin translator of 
Irenaeus, the sense expressed being the substratum of a thing or being, 
having of course particular qualities or form, but conceived of as apart 
from its qualities or form. 

The regular philosophical sense on which the doctrinal use of the 
term is really based is seen, for example, in Tertullian de Anima 11, 
where he distinguishes between the soul as substantia and its acts or 
operations; and in the adjectival forms which he employs, for instance, 
de Res. Carn. 45 and adv. Prax. 7, 26. [He discusses the relation 
between the ' old man ' and the ' new man ' and argues that the differ
ence is moral not substantial; that is to say, the substantia man is the 
same. And commenting on the l\Ionarchian wish to avoid recognition 
of the Son as a distinct entity (substantivus), he declares that he is a 
substantiva res, whereas ' the power of the Most High ' and the like are 
not, but only accidentia substantiae. Or again 'faith' and 'love' are 
not substantiva animae but conceptiva,-that is not the substantia but 
the concepts of the substantia.] 

This difference which Tertullian defines between substantia and the 
nature of substantia (see also supra p. 140, and cf. p. 235) practically held 
its ground through the later developements of Latin theology. Sub
stantia is the term regularly employed to express the being of God
the Godhead in itself, as a distinct entity. The substantia has its own 
natura which is inseparable from it, but the substantia is not the natura. 
The retention of the distinction is plainly perceptible in the expression 
of the doctrine of the Person of Christ-the union of the Godhead and 
the manhood. Latin theologians shrink from speaking of the union of 
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the two 'natures' merely. If they do not actually employ the term 
,ubstantia (speaking of the substantia of Godhead and the substantia of 
manhood as united in the Person of the Son), they use some other 
phrase to represent it rather than natura. Thus forma Dei and jorma 
,ervi are preferred by Hilary, 118 filius Dei and filius hominis by 
Novatian and Augustine; and Leo, though he freely uses utraque 
natura, is careful to mark his full meaning by adding et substantia to 
natura, and by interchanging with it the expression utraque jorma 
(forma conveying a more definite conception of an actual entity-a 
substantial existence-than natura). Vincent, too (Commonit. xii, xiii), 
owing to this clearness of Latin usage, was able to put the case in 
regard to the Christological controversies which Leo had in view 
without the ambiguities with which it was confused for Greeks. He 
describes the error of Apollinarius as the refusal to recognize in Christ 
two substances (duas substantias), the one divine and the other human; 
whereas N estorius, pretending to discriminate the two substances in 
Christ, really introduces two persons : and he sets out as the Catholic 
faith 'in God one substance, but three persons; in Christ two 
substances, but one person'. Using substantia throughout, defined 
either as divina or as humana, and retaining Tertullia.n's distinction, he 
can al.so speak with perfect h1.cidity of the natura of the substance. 

So too in the Chalcedonian definition of the doctrine, in terms 
entirely consonant with the teaching and discrimination of Latin 
theologians from Tertullian to Leo, first there is recognized in the 
person of Jesus Christ the two substantiae of Godhead and manhood 
(he is unius substantiae with the Father secundum deitatem, and also 
unius substantiae with us secundum humanitatem), and then it is 
declared that the one person exists in the two natures. (S.ie further 
Texts and Studies vol. vii no. 1 pp. 65-70.) 

PERSON A-1rpOO"W'l!"OV 

The history of the word persona outside ecclesiastical use is clear. 
First, it is an actor's mask; then, by an easy transition, the part the 
actor plays, which is represented by his mask; then, any part or r~le 
assumed by any one without regard to its duration. Secondly, it is the 
wrulicio, status, munus which any one has among men in general, and in 
particular in civil life. And so it is the man himself so far as he has 
this or that persona, Thus slaves, as not possessing any rights of citizen
ship, were regarded by Roman law as not having persona : they were 
,hp6o-w'll"O£ or persona carentes. (Cf. the phrase personam amittere 'to 
lose rank or status ' and the V ulgate rendering of 7p6o-w1T"ov Aaµ,(3&.vuv
viz. respicere or aspicere personam.) It is this second sense of the word 
by which ecclesiastical usage is controlled; and the most important fact 
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to notice is that it never means what 'person' means in modern popular 
usage, even when it seems to be used very nearly in the sense of 
' person', and when it has no other representative in English. It 
always designates status, or character, or part, or function: not, of 
course, that it is conceived as separate from some living subject 01 

agent, but that attention is fixed on the character or function rather 
than on the subject or agent. It is always a person looked at from 
some distinctive point of view, a person in particular circumstances ; 
that is, it conveys the notion much more of the environment than of 
the subject. It expresses in its ecclesiastical usage in a single word 
precisely what Basil's -rp&1ro,; v1ra.pt£w,; denoted, and what k6CTTaui,; was 
ultimately narrowed down to mean. 

The history of 1rpouw1rov is similar, as to its primary uses, to that of 
persona. In the New Testament the regular sense of the word is 'face': 
either literally (of living beings or trop. of e.g. the face of the earth), of 
as equivalent to 'presence'. It is also found in the phrase 1rpouc,nrov 
kµ./3&.vnv and cognate expressions, which have been referred to above; 
while it is used in some special senses by St Paul-e.g. (1) the outward 
contrasted with the inward, as in 1 These 217 where it means nearly 
'presence', and 2 Cor 512 where it denotes 'outward show' or 'de
meanour' as contrasted with real feeling; (2) the phrase w 1rpouw1r"! 
XptCTTou, 2 Cor 210 46, where it stands for 'character' or 'part'; (3) 
2 Cor 111 where it is almost exactly like Tertullian's persona. But 
it is probably as a translation of the Latin term that it is first found in 
connexion with Christian doctrine, and there seems to be no reason in 
the nature of things why it should not have served Greek theology as 
persona ultimately served the La.tins. Only, it was entirely spoiled for 
doctrinal purposes by the use which Sabelliua and his followers made of 
it and its derivatives (see supra p. 105). 

When it had once been definitely employed to express the conception 
of distinctions in the Godhead which were merely temporal and external, 
different parts played in the process of self-revelation to the world and 
to men by one and the same Person, it was almost impossible that it 
should ever be adopted to denote distinctions which were eternal and 
rooted in the very being of the Godhead, entirely apart from any relation 
to the created universe and the human race. Like the Latin persona, it 
was just the word that was wanted to express the thought of the three 
relations in which the one God always exists, the three distinct spheres 
of being-each representing special functions-which together make up 
the divine life. There was no reason why it should not have connoted 
all the notion of permanent 'personality' which properly attaches to the 
names of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. It could easily have been safe
guarded in use from liniitation to merely temporary r6les {or parts or 
characters or functions) assumed simply for particular purposes. But 
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Sabellius st.ole the word away ; and Greek theologians were left without 
any suitable way of expressing the conception, till they could agree 
among themselves to use another term which properly meant something 
quite different, and could win general acceptance for the artificial sense 
which they put upon the term they used. {See further Texts and 
Studies voL vii no. 1 pp. 70-74.} 

Ovula.-'Y 7rOCTTO.CTti 

The word ovuta. expresses primarily real existence, actual being
that which actually is. As used by Plato it was the special characteristic 
of the Ideas-the realities (ra. 011-ra.) as contrasted with the appearances 
on earth (-ra. cpa.ivap.wa.): the Ideas by imitation of which, or participation 
in which, things as we know them are what they are. And each class 
of things has its own particular ovu{a., namely, the Idea-so far, that is 
to say, as anything but the Idea can be regarded as existent at all. 

But it was Aristotle, rather than Plato, who fixed for later times the 
usage of the word. To him (besides having commonly the meaning 
'possessions', 'property', as substantia in Latin} it is equivalent to -ro 
E!vm; but particularly he uses it to express real concrete existence--"To 
ov, -ro &1r.\.wi ov. It is the first in the series of categories, 'substance': 
and to it attach, and from it are distinguished, all conceptions of quantity 
or quality, all attributes or properties (crvp./3E/3T/Ko-ra.). And thus, in 
accordance with Aristotle's inductive method, it is primarily and properly 
descriptive of individual particular existence-each particular entity (the 
-ro3E n): and this primary sense is distinguished as 1rpwr11 ovula. But 
inasmuch as there may be many examples of one particular ovu{a., it 
may signify that which is common to them all-to whole species or 
classes : and this secondary sense of the word is distinguished as 
8Ev-rlpa. ovula.. 

These are the two main usages of the word. It always expresses 
substantial existence. It may be used of the whole entity, or of the 
'matter' or the 'form' of which every perceptible substance is conceived 
by Aristotle as consisting. Or it may be used where for the immediate 
purpose it seems that the sense required might be conveyed by cf,vuii or 
'nature '-the sum total of the attributes or properties (uvp./3</31JK0-ra). 
But it is never employed as a mere synonym for cpvuii. It always 
means much more, including cpvu,i perhaps, but logically to be dis
criminated from it. 

'Y1r6crra.u,s, as a philosophical term, is a later and much more rare 
word. Aristotle only uses it in its literal meaning of 'a standing 
beneath' or 'that which stands beneath' (i.e. either of the action of 
subsiding, or of that which remains as a result of such action, viz. 
'sediment'). But the philosophical usage of the term is derived directly 
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and naturally from an earlier and not uncommon use of the verb of 
which it is the noun. The oficr{a was said to exist at the outset, to be 
the underlying existence (v<j,.crrava,); and so the noun woCTTacric; was a 
possible equivalent for ovcrfa, expressing the essential substratum, the 
'foundation' of a thing, the vehicle of all qualities. The earliest 
examples of its use are found in Stoic writers, and thenceforward both 
words, ovcr{a. and tJ7l"ocrracric;, were current without any clear distinction 
being drawn between them. But ovcr{a. was by far the commoner term, 
i,7!"oCTTauic; being comparatively rarely found. So Socrates (H.E. iii 7) 
could say 'the ancient philosophical writers scarcely noticed this word', 
though ' the more modern ones have frequently used it instead of 
ovuta '. It was, however, as has been stated supra p. 117, the equi
valent of irroUTauic; (viz. substantia) which was acclimatized in the Latin 
language more readily than the equivalent of ouu{a (viz. essentia), and 
therefore substantia was all through the normal term by which Latin 
theologians expressed the conceptions for which oflufo stood. 

The LXX translators of the Old Testament employed the word to 
express the 'g1·ound or foundation of hope '; and it was introduced into 
Christian theology by the writer of the Epistle to the Ilebrews. In his 
phrase xa.paKTTJP 'nJ'i tJ7!"o<TTaut:w<; aflroii (Heb. !8), woura.utc; is exactly the 
equivalent of oflu{a ('being', 'essence', 'substance', as in the µ{a ovu{a 
or una substantia of later technical theology); and so it was expounded 
by the later Greek theologians, who would themselves have used ovu{a 
there instead and have kept i'.i7!"ocrra.u,c; to express the characteristics of 
the existence of the 'persons' of the Trinity. The same metaphysical 
conception is seen in the definition of 'faith ' as eA7!"t(o,,..fvow kouraui<; 
(Heb. ll1)-viz. that which gives reality to things hoped for, the faculty 
by which we are able to treat as realities things which are as yet only 
objects of hope-and probably in the other passages in the New Testa
ment in which i,7rorrrao-t<; occurs (Heb. 314, 2 Cor. 94 1111-in which at 
least the meaning 'subject-matter', 'the matter of' is possible; cf_ the 
Vulgate and Tyndale's versions). 

So ovufo. and tJ7!"ouracr,, remain in use side by side. Origen was the 
first to attempt to discriminate between them; but the use of wo<TTa.u,, 
as the equivalent of ovu{a. was too firmly rooted to be much shaken. 
The supposition that Dionysius of Alexandria was familiar with a 
different usage, and that rpl,s tJ7l"OUTaueis meant to him exactly what it 
meant to the Cappadocian fathers, is no doubt extremely attractive; but 
the temptation to antedate in this way the developeruent of precision of 
terminology in this connexion must be resisted. The fragments of the 
correspondence between him and Dionysius of Rome that are extant 
shew that he had not arrived at the conception of such a clear dis
tinction. He realized three forms of existence more vividly than one 
substantial entity of Deity (see supra p. 114 n. 2). So great was hia 
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reputation, that if the discrimination had been in any way due to him, 
it is impossible that it could have died out in the great theological school 
of his see; and the whole history of the subsequent century proves 
conclusively that no more at Alexandria than anywhere else in the East 
had the implied precision of terms been attained. 

So the framers of the Creed of Nicaea and its anathemas still used 
o{,ula and vrrocrra1ns as synonyms, and as synonyms still the Arianizing 
parties in the Church in subsequent years put both words alike under 
the ban. (So Athanasius de Deer. 20, repeating the Nicene anathema, 
has only l! fripas oucrfos; and in one of his latest writings ad Afros 4, 
refuting the objections brought against the words as non-scriptural, he 
says" koa-Tacn; is ouu{a and means nothing else but simply being." And, 
though most of the creeds devised as substitutes for the Creed of Nicaea 
are content to forbid the use of ova-ta without mention of koa-Taui,;, 

the Synod of Constantinople in 360 declared against koumui; too, 
evidently regarding the words as synonymous-see the Creed in Hahn 3 

p. 209.) 
It was at the Synod of Alexandria in 362 (see supra p. 186), presided 

over by Athanasius, that formal recognition was first conceded to the 
usage d the word kocrrauts which made it possible to speak of the 
Trinity as Tp£t<; -inrocrra<r£i,;, while still being faithful to the definitions 
of the doctrine at Nicaea; though at the same time the older and 
original usage, according to which µ{a v'7T"oa-Tauis only could be said, 
received like recognition (see Ath. ad Antiochenos 5, 6, and Socr. H.E. 
iii 7). By this time many 'orthodox' theologians were becoming 
accustomed to the usage of the two terms ova-Ca and k6a-Tau,s, where by 
ouula expresses the existence or essence or substantial entity of the 
Trinity as God, and k6umui; expresses the existence in a particular 
mode, the manner of being of each of the 'Persons'. The Cappadocian 
fathers, more than any others, contributed to securing currency for this 
distinction. Basil of Caesarea, in particular, clearly defines the sense of 
-inroCTTaULS as TO lolws kyoµ.£vov-a special and particular sense of ouu{a. 

It denotes a limitation, a separation of certain circumscribed conceptions 
from the general idea. "Not the indefinite conception of o{,u{a, which, 
because what is signified is common to all, finds no fixity, but that 
which by means of the special characteristics (or properties) which are , 
made apparent gives fixity and circumscription to that which is common 
and uncircumscribed (Ep. 38)." And again (Ep. 214): "Ouula has 
the same relation to koUTauis as the common has to the particular. 
Every one of us both shares in existence by the common term of ovu[a 

and by his own properties is such or such an one. In the same 
manner, in the matter in question, the term ol!u{a is common, like 
goodness or Godhead or any similar attribute (i.e. it is not 'goodness' 
or any attribute); while v'71"6uraa-L<; is contemplated in the special 

9* 
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property of Fatherhood, Sonship, or the power to sanctify." That is 
to say, b,;oOT«<TLS expresses the particular mode of existence or special 
function. 

So the two terms passed together into Catholic use to express 
respectively the one Godhead and the forms of its existence. There is 
p.{o. ovu{o. and TpEi:c; b,;0070.uw;;, or pla oiJu{o. lv TpLulv wouTaa-Euo•-one 
substance or essence or entity, in three su bsistencies or forms or modes or 
spheres of existence or consciousness: one God permanently existing in 
three eternal modes. The ovu[a of Father and Son and Holy Spirit is 
one and the same. Both Father and Son together with the Holy Spirit 
are the Godhead. The one Being exists in three forms, or spheres, or 
functions, The one God is tri-personaL (See further Texts and Studie, 
vol. vii no. I pp. 74-81.) 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE CHRISTOLOGICAL CONTROVERSIES-APOLLINARIANISM 

The Results of the previous IJevelopements 

As a result of all the controversies on which the Church 
pronounced at the Council of Constantinople, it may be said 
that the Christian conception of God was clearly enough de
fined. From the observed facts of human experience-the 
experiences of the people of Israel recorded in their sacred 
books, the experiences of the life on earth of Jesus of Nazareth, 
observed and interpreted by his immediate followers and their 
successors, the experiences of those same disciples and subse
quent generations, the experiences of the continuous life of the 
Christian society through more than three hundred years-the 
deduction had been drawn. As an interpretation of human life, 
and of experiences which were felt to connote the workings of 
God in the world, the experience of the whole Christian revela
tion, the doctrine of the Trinity was framed. 

The facts of human experience, thus marshalled and ex
amined, pointed to the existence of one Supreme Being, at once 
outside the world and in the world, eternally existing and 
manifesting Himself in three modes of existence-three spheres 
of being-represented by the three names, Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit: the three names representing three eternal re
lations existing within the Godhead, and manifested in operation 
in the universe and in the world of hnman experience. 

The three eternal relations or modes in which the One God 
simultaneously exists and operates are distinct, and are capable 
of being distinguished in human thought and experience, and are 
to be attributed respectively to Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 
These three 'Persons' together form the One Godhead. 

So much of definition of experience and description the 
Church had reached. But it cannot be said there was yet 
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any precise and clear conception of personality. And this diffi
culty, not even yet surmounted, was at the root of the next great 
controversy to which the Church was led. 

At the outset of the sketch of the controversies up to this 
time, it was stated that the Catholic doctrine of the Person of 
Christ, as ultimately framed, took note of four main factors
his full and perfect divinity, his full and perfect humanity, the 
union of the two in one person, the relations existing between 
the two when united in the one person. 

By the time the Arian controversy ended, the first two 
explicitly and the third implicitly of these four factors had been 
fully recognized in the doctrine of the Trinity; but the attempt 
to examine the relations existing between the two natures in the 
incarnate Son was attended by no less serious troubles. The 
uncertainty as to what constituted a 'nature' was as great as 
the uncertainty in regard to a 'person'. 

This uncertainty is the keynote to the debates of the fifth 
century, in the prelude to which Apollinarius played the leading 
part.![ 

The Points of Departure of A.pollinarius and His Theories 

-Apollinarius 1 had been a chief champion of the Nicene 
doctrine against the Arians, and it was in opposition to them 

1 Apollinarius, Bishop of Laodicoa, in the latter half of the fourth century, was 
son of the grammatista (schoolmaster) of Berytus, and afterwards presbyter of 
Laodioea, who undertook the composition of Christian works, in imitation of the 
old classics, when Julian's educational laws precluded Christians from studying and 
teaching the ancient Greek and Latin literature. In this work the son helped his 
father, and also wrote in defence of Christianity against Julian and Porphyry, 
and against heretics, such as the Arians and Marcellus, besides commentaries on 
Scripture and other works, of which only fragments are extant in the answers of 
Gregory Naz. Epp. ci, cii (to Cledonius), Gregory of Nyssa AntirrhetiC'US adv . ..A.poll. 
and Ep. ad Theophilum adv. Apoll., and Theodoret. Of. also Epiphanius adv. 
Haer. lxxvii, 'Athanasius' 0()11,tra Apoll. (Eng. tr. Bright Later Treatises of St 
Athanasius, probably not the work of Athanasius-see Driiseke Zeitsclvrijt f. wiss.
schaft. Theologie 1895 pp. 254 ff.-but written while the controversy was at its 
height), Theodoret Ji'abulae Haer. iv 7, v 9, 11, and Basil Ep. 263 (very vague). 
Jerome was among his pupils in 374, and he was at first on terms of warm friend
ship with Athanasius and Basil, on account of his learning and support of the Nicene 
party in the Arian controversy. His, or a similar, doctrine was condemned by a 
synod at Alexandria in 362, but the doctrine docs not seem to have been widely 
known till about 371, and he did not secede frum the Church till 375. The condemna
tion was renewed by synods at Rome, under Damasus, in 377-378, and by the 
Second General Council in 381 ; and imperial decrees were issued prohibiting the 
public worship of Apollinarians 388-428, till they became absorbed in the Church or 
the Monophysitcs. He died in c. 392. See P. Schaff Art. 'Apollinarius' D.C.B. 
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that he was led to devise his peculiar theory. Two motives in 
particular determined him. 

First, the Arian teaching of the possibility of moral change 
in Christ, by which the Logos was subjected to the course of 
growth and developement of character, and the decision for good 
was in every case the free act of a will that might have chosen 
evil. From such a theory of free will and freedom of choice it 
seemed to follow that the redemption effected by Christ was 
only the work of a finite being, making himself redeemer by his 
own free act, and therefore not really effective for the human 
race, except as shewing how such redemption might be won. 
And no human soul could be entirely free from the taint of 
human weakness. Zeal for the full true deity and perfect sin
lessness of Christ by very nature was thus a foremost motive to 
A pollinarius. 

A second motive was conditioned by the ambiguity of ter-

It is also probable that some writings of Apollinarius were intentionally attri
buted by his followers to various 'orthodox' fathers, in order to gain currency for 
them. One of the earliest essays in literary criticism deals with this matter. Under 
the name of Leontius of Byzantium (485-543), a contemporary of Justinian, thern 
is extant (Migne lxxxvi 2 p. 1948) a critical study-of the authorship of writings 
attributed to Gregory Thaumaturgus, Julius, Athanasius, which contain teaching 
other than that of the Chalcedonian Definition. The writer decides (chiefly on the 
ground that they contain sentences which his disciples quoted as from his works) 
that three of them were by Apollinarius-(1) The K<mx. µ,epo~ 1rl,rm Hahn 3 p. 278, 
an exposition of the faith, ascribed to Gregory Thaumaturgus; (2) some letters 
ascribed to Julius of Rome; (3) a Creed on the Incarnation Hahn 3 p. 266-aseribed 
to Athanasius, accepted as Athanasian, and followed as such by Cyril of Alexandria 
-containing the formula µ,la. <f>vrr,s Tau lleov M-yov rrE1YapKwµh71 (one incarnate nature 
of the Divine Word), but quoted from by writers against Monophysites as a composi
tion of Apollinarius. In the judgement of the writer of this study (who seems not to 
have been Leontius, but perhaps John of Scythopolis, c. 500, who did investigate 
genuine remains of Apollinarius) the fraud passed because the Church was ready to 
welcome teaching as to the one nature of the incarnate Son. This example of early 
literary criticism has recently been followed by a modern scholar, who argues that 
whole treatises have been so dealt with, and assigns to Apollinarius, as well as the 
Creed above named and fragments of a work on the Incarnation, the correspondence 
with Basil (Epp. 361-364 in Basil's Works), the last two books of Basil's Treatis6 
against Eunomiu3 (written c. 360, thoroughly orthodox, especially in regard to the 
Holy Spirit), Dialogues on the Holy Trinity (assigned variously to Athanasius, 
Theodoret, and others), and the 11'Epl Tp«£/ios under the name of Justin (which clearly 
cannot be earlier than this time, while Gregory Naz. refers to a treatise of Apollinarius 
on the Trinity). None of tl1ese writings, however, shew any of the peculiar theories 
known as Apollinarian. See further 'Apollinarius von Laodicaea' J. Draseke, 
Texte und Untersuchungen (Gebhardt und Harnack) 1892 ; and article in Church 
Quarterly October 1893. And on the date and authorship of the work adversu., 
fraudes Apollinistarum see Loofs Ter£te u. Unt. iii 1, 2. On the correspondence 
with Basil see Texts and Studies vii I p. 38 ff. 
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minology already noted. To Apollinarius it seemed that a 
complete 'nature' was the same thing as a 'person', A com
plete divine nature and a complete human nature joined together 
meant two persons joined together. If, therefore, Christ had all 
the constituents of humanity, the two complete natures thus 
supposed would make two persons, for there could not be a 
composition of his person out of two. (The current teaching 
of the union of full divinity and full humanity in one person
two wholes in one whole-he regarded as an absurdity.) 

It was this fear of a double personality, and of a human 
freedom of choice in Christ, that dominated the thought of 
Apollinarius. 

Now, the freedom of choice resided in the mind or spirit, or 
rational human 'soul ', in the higher sense of the term.1 This 
was the determining and ruling element in human nature, 
necessarily instinct with capacities for evil-in virtue of which 
developement-good or evil-was possible. Furthermore, it 
was this that differentiated one man from another-the seat 
or centre of the power of self-determination, and therefore 
of all real personal distinction-and constituted independent 
personality. 

If Christ possessed no human soul there would be in his 
person no sphere in which freedom of choice could be exercised, 
and there would be no human personality to be combined 
with the divine. There would be only the divine Logos 
himself, as the sole determining power, in the person of the 
incarnate Christ. 

This, therefore, was the interpretation which commended 
itself to Apollinarius as a way of escape from all the difficulties. 
Christ was actually God become man. A real union of the 
Logos with a rational human soul there could not be, because 
either the human being thus united would preserve his own will 
distinct (and so there would be no true union of the divine and 
the human), or the human soul would lose its liberty and be, 

1 He followed the threefold division of man, to which Plato gave currency, into 
body, soul (irrational or animal-the principle of life), and spirit (or rational soul, 
the controlling and determining principle). Of. I Thess. 523, Gal. 511. But some of 
his opponentll (' Athanasius' and Gregory or Nyssa) expressly disallowed this three, 
fold division, maintaining that Scripture recognized only a 'dichotomy' into body 
and soul. {They refer to the account of the Creation of man in Genesis and to the 
Ggspel narrative of the death of the Lord-while his body lay in the grave, he went 
with his soul into Hades.) See Adv. Apoll. i 14, and Antirrhet. 8, 35. 
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as it were, absorbed.1 The Logos therefore occupies the place of 
the human rational soul, taking to himself a human body and 
an animal soul, becoming himself the controlling power and 
principle thereof, and completely filling and animating the human 
elements with the higher life of God. In this way the unity 
of the person was preserved,2 though the person was "neither 
wholly man nor wholly God, but a blending of God and man"; 8 

and the Scriptural teaching was maintained-" the Word became 
flesh" (not spirit), and God was" manifest in the flesh".• 

Objections to kis Theories and kis Def enee of them 

To this theory the obvious objection was soon taken, that 
the ~soul' was the most important element in human nature, 
and that, in denying to the person of the Christ a human soul, 
Apollinarius was emptying the Incarnation of its meaning and 

1 See Note 'The Human Will in Christ' infra p. 249. 
1 It will be noticed that in two particulars Apollinarius was in harmony with 

the ultimate verdict of the Church-(1) In rejecting the personality of the human 
nature ; (2) in finding the centre of personality in the Logos (1me infra p. 294). 
It must further be observed that the formula. µlo. q,6,ns Toii IJ,ofi X&-yov ,uuo.ptc.,,.. 
fU"'f/, "one incarnate nature of the God-Word", attributed to Apollina.rius and 
adopted by Cyril (see infra p. 274), is widely different from the formula., "one nature 
of the Word incarnate" (µla. q,rJ,ns roii /Jwv Xii-you rT<tra.pK.,µlvov). The former 
phrase includes the 'flesh' in the nature which is defined as one, and so it was 
used by Cyril without implying a. new nature neither divine nor human (for he 
said, '" 0110 q,6trewv), But to Apollinarius it probably did connote the idea of a. 
fresh and uniquely constituted na.tnre. Cyril believed the phrase to have been 
used by Atha.nasius in a. treatise on the Incarnation, which was, however, probably 
written by Apollinarius, and a.scribed to Athana.sius by his followers (se, Note 
on p. 241 /fUpra), 

~ oi!n 4vOp.,1ros ~os, o{Te /J•hs, dXM O,oii ,ea.I dvOpd,1rou µ!fu. This mode of 
expression, 'mixture ' or ' blending ', had been used in all good faith in earlier 
times, e.g. by Tertullian Apol. 21 homo deo mixtus, Cyprian de idol. vanit, 11, and 
Deus cum homine miscetur, Lactantius Inst. iv 13 Deus est et homo, e;i; utroqiu genere 
permixtu,. Origen speaks of the union of the two natures as an interweaving 
(uwvq,alveuOa.,) and a. ,cpo.<res or civ&.,cpa.<rn (Contra Oels. iii 41, of. de Prine:ip. ii 6.3). 
So Irenaeus adv. Haer. iii 19.1, and others, down to the two Gregoriea, who both 
use the terms u{ryKpo.uLS and civ,iKpauu, and nearly approach the idea of a. transmu
tation of the human nature into the divine (as Origen l.c.), though they express 
definitely the duality of the natures (q,u<r«s µl!v ouo, /Jd,s tca.l 4,0p.,1ros). Even 
Augustine says, "Man was linked and in some small way commingled with 
(commixtus) the Word of God, to effect the unity of person" (de Trin. v 30). 
None of the opponents of Apollina.rius express the manner of the union satis
factorily ; though they do maintain the entirety both of the Godhead and of the 
manhood. 

'To this Gregory of N&zianzus replied Ep. ci that 'flesh' was here used for 
human nature, th11 put for the whole-indp,cwu,s really meant El'Q.vl/p.tnr.,<ris. 
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making it unreal.1 If his theory were true, the highest faith 
and deepest convictions of Christians were delusions. God had 
not become man : He had only, as it were, put on a garment of 
flesh. 2 (And, further, the spirit or soul, which, as he argued, was 
the seat of sin, needs redemption as well as the lower soul and 
body of man. That whicl:i. transgressed was that which stood 
most in need of salvation.3 . 

Yet Apollinarius undoubtedly held the person so composed 
to be human as well as divine, and maintained that since the 
Logos was himself the archetype of all human souls the objec
tion to his theory could not be upheld. The Logos occupied no 
external or foreign position in relation to man, but was the 
very truth of human nature. All human souls were in a way 
adumbrations of the Logos, and therefore when the Logos him
self was present in a human body, the very highest and truest 
form of human existence was realized. 

This extremely interesting and subtle argument met with 
less acceptance than might, perhaps, have been expected. The 
recognition of the natural affinity existing between too human 
soul and God might have smoothed the way to a really satis
factory doctrine of the Person of Christ. But the particular 
expression which was given to the thought was certainly open to 
the gravest suspicions. Apollinarius denied to Christ a human 
soul. That was clear; and the consequences of the denial were 
readily appreciated. Against such a mutilated humanity in 
Christ the faith of the Church revolted. The Incarnation was 
the assumption of the entire human nature-sin only excluded, 
as being no part of a perfect human nature; 4 and the argument 
of Apollinarius was ingenious rather than convincing. 

1 See Additional Note to this chapter on 'The Human Soul in Christ' p. 247. 
2 Christ was only 8€0, <Ta.pKo</>6pos-God clad in flesh (just as later on, by con. 

trast, Nestorianism was said to teach an 6.vOpw1ras Oeatf,6pos-a man bearing with him 
God-but on this latter phrase see infra p. 276). Ignatius had used the word 
ua.pKorp6pos of Christ (ad Smyrn 6). 

8 See e.g. 'Atl1.' contra ApoU. i 19; and the retort of Gregory Naz. Ep. ci 'If 
only half Adam fell, then that which Christ assumes and saves may be half also', 
and that if Christ could not have had a human soul, because the soul is 'under 
condemnation' (through sin), still less could he have assumed a hnman body: 
what he did not assume remains unredeemed. Of. note following. "Those who do 
away with the humanity and the image within cleanse only our outside by means 
of their new spectral pernon " Ep. cii. 

• The question how entire manhood could be compatible with entire sinlessness 
In Christ is dealt with at length in 'Ath.' contra Apoll. bk. ii-the answer being 
that the humau nature assumed was a.11 that God had made, a11d this excluded sin, 
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He was indeed accused by Gregory of N azian zus arnl Gregory 
of Nyssa 1 of actually teaching that the flesh of the Lord was 
pre-existent, that his body was accordingly of a celestial sub
stance, not formed from the Virgin, but a portion of the divine 
essence clothed in matter. The saying, "No one has ascended 
into heaven but he that came down from heaven, the Son of 
Man who is in heaven", he was said to have interpreted as if 
he was the Son of Man before he came down, and came down 
bringing with him his own flesh which he had had in heaven, 
being, as it were, itself eternal and made co-essential with him. 
Such teaching would be, of course, in effect the old Docetism, 
and the prospect would be nothing short of a revival of Oriental 
mysticism, which would virtually deny Jesus Christ as come in 
flesh.1 

But in his own words to the Emperor J avian, he 
emphatically condemns as ' insane ' the teaching that the flesh 
of Christ is consubstantial (co-essential) with God, and "came 
down from heaven", and therefore was not really derived from 
the Virgin. 

The wild theory attributed to him, therefore, must have been 
an unauthorized inference from his real teaching, possibly made 
by his own adherents, going farther than their master, and 
applying to the whole human nature what he said of the spirit 

which was tho work of the Devil. Cf. Greg. Nyss. Ep. adv . .A.poll. "Though he 
was made sin and a curse on account of us ... and took our weaknesses upou him, 
••• yet he did not leave the sin and the curse and the weakness encircling him 
unhealed .•.• Whatever is weak in our nature, and subject to death, was mingled 
with the Godl1ead and became what the Godhead is." Se6 infra, pp. 246, 247. 

1 A Creed, still in use among the Armenian Christians, is remarkable for the 
clear and copious language in which it precludes Apollinarianism: "Came down 
from heaven and was incarnate, was made man, was born of the holy Virgin Mary 
through the Holy Spirit completely-so as to take a body and sottl and mind, 
and everything that there is in man (or all that goes to make a man) really, and not 
in seeming , , • went up into heaven in the very body, and sat on the right hand 
of the Father, will come in the very body." The Creed is given in Greek in 
Hahn• p. 151 ff., cf. p. 137, and is regarded by Hort (Two Dissertations p. 116 ff.) 
as the 'Cappadocian' Creed at the end of the fourth century, composed perhaps 
about 366-369, at Tarsus (where Apollinarian teaching at Laodicea might well be 
known earlier than elsewhere) by Silvanus (the teacher of Basil and of Diodorus), 
and introduced by Basil into the churches of Cappadocia, and thence into the 
Church of Armenia (whose patriarchs were consecrated at Caesarea, the Cappadocian 
capital, till the end of the fourth century, the Church owing its origin at the 
beginning of the century to Oappadocia). For other views of the origin of this 
Creed see Hahn• Appendix p. 154. 

2 See Greg. Naz. Ep. ci, ccii, Bl!d Bright St Leo or, th~ lncamution I:'· 518. 
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only.1 This was indeed an inference that might be easily, if 
carelessly, drawn from his own assertion, that the flesh of 
Christ-while really derived from the Virgin-might be called 
co-essential with the Word, because of its close union with 
him ; from the close connexion, on which he insisted, between 
all human nature and the Logos who was the means by which it 
was originally made ; and from his use of phrases such as ' God 
is born', 'God died',' our God is crucified '.2 

It was the Apollinarian use of phrases such as these that 
was peculiarly abhorrent to Diodorus of Tarsus and Theodore 
of Mopsuestia, the leaders of the thought of the school of 
Antioch at the end of the fourth century and the beginning 
of the fifth ; and the opposition which they roused was followed 
by the years of controversy on which the Church at last pro
nounced at the Council of Chalcedon. 

It has been stated 3 that the manner of the union of the 
two natures in Christ was not satisfactorily expressed by the 
opponents of Apollinarian theories. Gregory of Nyssa, in par
ticular, frequently uses expressions which imply the absorption 
of the human into the divine, so that the special characteristics 

1 It should, however, be noted that Hilary of Poitiers, in his treatise de Trinitatd 
(written c. 356-359 in Asia Minor, to expound the teaching of the Church against 
Arianism), does not hesitate to use the expression 'heavenly body' {corpus cooleste) 
of the body of Christ, and to say that his flesh was from heaven (caro ilia. de coelis 
est), c 15; x 73. The creation of the human soul of Christ we.s ree.lly a work of 
the Logos (Hilary held 'creationism' as to the origin of souls), and it was .only the 
material of the body that he derived from his mother. But the material is at first 
a formless mass, and only becomes a body by the operation of the animating form. 
giving soul: and this soul was really of his own creation, so that be was himself the 
fashioner (conditor) of his body (ipse corporis sui origo est, c 18), and therefore it had 
a heavenly origin. {He is, however, quite clear that from the Virgin was derived 
the earthly material of the body).-See further Dorner D.P.O. Eng. tr. I ii p. 402 ff. 

2 It was in view of such expressions that the theological principle known as 
com.municatio idiomatum (dnl8o,m 16,wµaTwv) was finally worked out (see infra 
p. 293), though the conception was already fully expressed by Athanasins Or. c. Ar. 
iii 31, and by Tertullian before him. The opponents of Apollinarius refnsed to 
associate the sufferings of the Christ with his divine nature. The Apollinariana 
therefore argued that their opponents held that he who was crucified had nothing 
divine in his own nature, and that their refusal to associate the sufferings with the 
divine nature involved the recognition of two persons-one human and one divine, 
one a Man who suffered and one a God who could not suff@r. This inference was, of 
course, repudiated at once, and the doctrine was laid down, as clearly as at a later 
time, that there was one Person and that he underwent the different experiences in 
virtue of his two different natures. See especially 'Ath.' aav • .J.poll, and Greg. 
Nyss. Antirrhet. 27, 52, 54. 

• See p. 243 n. 3, p. 244 n. 4, 
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of the human nature disappear. He says 1 "The firstfruits of 
the human nature assumed by the almighty Godhead, as one 
might say-using a simile-like some drop of vinegar com
mingled with the infinite ocean, are in the Godhead, but not in 
their own peculiar properties. For if it were so, then it would 
follow that a duality of Sons might be conceived-if, that is, in 
the ineffable Godhead of the Son some nature of another kind 
existing in its own special characteristics were recognized-in 
such wise that one part was weak or little or corruptible or 
temporary, and the other powerful and great and incorruptible 
and eternal." This is to say that the human nature is so over
powered by the divine, that it no longer remains in any effective 
sense an element in the being of the Person of the Incarnate 
Son. It is a full and complete human nature that is assumed; 
but the effect of the union is represented here in a manner 
inconsistent with any real human probation and developement. 
Where can real human experiences come in, if the manhood, 
which is the sphere of them, is so transformed ? 

Such a presentation of the matter by so distinguished a 
theologian shews how much had yet to be done before a satis
factory doctrine of the Person of Christ could be framed Other 
passages in Gregory no doubt go far to correct the expressions 
which he uses here, as, for example, when he ridicules Apollinarius 
for attributing all the experiences of the Incarnate Person to the 
Godhead; 1 and 3 where he defines µ,tfir; (as used by Apollinarius) 
to mean ' the union of things which are separated in nature'. 
But if this passage were taken by itself it would be Eutychianism 
before Eutyches. It as little recognizes for practical purposes a 
true human nature in Christ as did the teaching of Apollinarius. 
Such conceptions could not be allowed to pass without protest : 
there was need for a N estorius to play his part in the develope
ment of doctrine and secure once again-even at his own cost 
-the faith of the Church in the manhood as well as the 
Godhead of the Saviour of men. 

THE HUMAN SOUL IN CHRIST 

If the doctrine of the Incarnation is not to be emptied of its true 
significance, if the full humanity as well as the full divinity of Jesus ia 

1 Ep. odv. Apoll. (Migne xlv p. 1276). 
I Antirrlut. 24. Antirrlut. lit, 
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to be maintained, it, seem~ to be obvious that he must have had a human 
soul as well as a human body: if the term soul be used to mean, as 
it is in this connexion, without more modern precision of definition, 
the higher element in human nature that controls and determines 
thought and action-the mind, the reason, the spirit, the will. A 
human nature robbed of this constituent would be merely animal. It 
is inconceivable that any of the contemporaries of Jesus and first 
preachers of the Christian revelation should have been in any doubt 
about the matter. But the thinkers of later generations, under stress 
of their sense of the essential evil of matter and all things connected 
with the body, formed theories of the person of Christ which excluded 
the human nature altogether; and then the defenders of the doctrine of 
the Incarnation were naturally led to lay chief emphasis on the reality 
of the human body and its visible experiences. Had the question been 
raised, it seems possible, indeed, that their opponents, the 'Gnostics ', 
might have accepted the theory of a human soul while still denying 
the reality of the human body. But the distinction between soul and 
body seems not to have been thought of in this connexion. (Yet see 
Tert. de Carne Christi § 10.) "The Word became flesh" was the 
simplest expression to hand, and this antithesis offered the readiest 
distinction The Word-his essential divinity: the Flesh-from which 
all human characteristics came. So it seems to have been the 'flesh' 
which was regarded as the source of all human feelings and experiences 
by those who insisted most strongly on the human nature: and the 
antithesis 'fleshly and spiritual' stands for 'human and divine.' To 
Ignatius, for example, this contrast comes naturally (see the passages 
cited aupra p. 121). It waa the reality of the body or the flesh that 
was denied, and it is in terms of the body and the flesh that he 
maintains the human nature. And Irenreus (adv. Haer. iii 22. 2), 
in speaking of his experiences of fatigue and grief and pain, says that 
they were signs or tokens of "the flesh, assumed from earth, which he 
recapitulated in himself, saving that which he himself had formed". 
So, too, Justin Martyr, anxious to maintain the truth of Christ's 
humanity, like that of other men, made use of phrases which ex
pressed his possession of body or flesh, and of the animal soul (if!vx~); 
and it seems certain that he intended to assert his full entire manhood. 
But he speaks of him as being constituted out of body, the Logos, and 
soul-whence it might be inferred that he regarded the Logos as taking 
the place of the rational soul or spirit. [It is, perhaps, possible that he 
may have meant body and soul to express the whole human nature, 
though he commonly accepts the threefold division of man, in which 
'soul' is used to express the animal principle.] 

Tertullian is the first to give unmistakeable expression to the 
Catholic conception. It was easier for him to avoid mistakes, as he 
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adopted the twofold division of human nature into body and thinking 
soul, as animating principle (see de Anima e.g. 27, 51). But he also 
maintained the soul to be the real essence of man, and explicitly argued 
that if Christ was to be the redeemer of men he must have united to 
himself a soul of the same kind as that which belongs peculiarly to men 
( cf. de Carne Christi 11 ff.). 

Origen, as we have seen (supra p. 150), had a definite theory in 
regard to the human soul with which the Logos was united. 

The Arians were the first to frame an explanation of the person of 
Christ which, while admitting as constituents a human body and an 
animal soul (1/;vxv d>..oyo,), expressly excluded the rational soul (voii,, 
,n,ruµ.a) and supposed its place to be taken by the Logos, thus and so 
far anticipating Apollinarius. It was in accordance with this theory 
that they preferred the description in the Creed ' made flesh ' 'in
carnate' (ua.pKw8wTa.) to the term' made man' (lvm·Opm1r~ua.vTa.) which 
their opponents were constrained to introduce : the 'flesh' they fully 
admitted, but they knew that the latter term would pin them down to 
the human soul as well, as they could not exclude from ' man' the 
very constituent which raises him above all other created things. 

It was reserved for Apollinarius to take up their theory in this 
particular, and to try to turn it against their teaching in other respects, 
while professedly maintaining the full humanity of Christ by the 
ingenious argument noted above. 

THE HUM.AN WILL IN CHRIST 

Probably the most important result of the Apollinarian controversy, 
as regards the developement of doctrine, was the strengthening of the 
conviction that the manhood of the Lord was complete, including a 
human soul. This conviction, at least when consciously realized, 
involved the recognition of a human will ~d of the possibility of a real 
moral probation and developement, as regards his human nature, in 
Christ. Such a recognition of a human will seemed to Apollinarians to 
be an obstacle to the personal unity of the Logos (see supra p. 242)
two whole wills could not coexist together. This was one difficulty 
which their opponents had to meet. 

They dealt with it sometimes by arguing that the denial of the 
human free will led to still greater difficulties. Thus Gregory of Nyssa 
(Antirrhet. 45) declared that if the human soul of the Lord did not 
possess free will (the power of choice and self-determination), his life 
could neither be a real example and a moral pattern for us, nor could 
it effect any gain for the human race. But sometimes a different line 
of reasoning was adopted, as by Gregory of Nazianzus (Ep. ci 9), who 
admits some incompleteness of the human mind relatively to the divina 
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mind. Our mind, he says, is a complete whole (TEAE£ov} and possessed 
of sovereign power (~y~p.ovtKov}; that is to say, it has sovereign power 
over the animal soul and body. Relatively to the rest of us, it is 
sovereign and complete. But absolutely it is not so ; it is God's slave 
and subject. In relation to His rule and honour, it is inferior and 
incomplete. (So a hill, while complete in itself, is incomplete in com
parison with a mountain; and a grain of mustard seed in comparison 
with a bean, although it may be larger than any other seed of the same 
kind.) So a relative incompleteness of the human mind (soul) is 
recognized, in relation to the Godhead of Christ, in virtue of which the 
problem of the coexistence in his person of two complete wholes (the 
human mind and the divine) is set aside. Viewed absolutely, it is not 
a case of one whole crowding out another whole. So the two wills 
may be acknowledged without fear that the one must yield place to 
the other. (But see also Or. Theol. iv 2.) 

But the question had also to be considered, not only in regard to the 
unity of person, but also in regard to the freedom of the person from 
sin. It was an ethical question as well as a metaphysical problem. 
Could the Lord have a human soul (and the human will which it 
implied) and yet be sinless (xwpls ap.a.PT{as) 1 

HOW CAN CHRIST BE 'COMPLETE MAN' AND 
'WITHOUT SIN'7 

The fulleat consideration of this question is to be found in 
'.Athanasius' adv. Apoll. ii 6 ff. (cf. i 17), in reply to the .Apollinarian 
objection" If He assumed human nature entire, then assuredly He had · 
human thoughts. But it is impossible that in human thoughts there 
should not be sin. How then will Christ be ' without sin' 1" The 
answer given on the ' orthodox ' side is first---that God is not the maker 
of thoughts which lead to sin, and that Christ attached to himself only 
what he himself had made. .Adam was created rational by nature, free 
in thought, without experience of evil, knowing only what was good. 
He was capable of falling into sin, but was endowed with power to 
withstand it, and in fact ha<l been free from it. It was the Devil who 
sowed in the rational and intellectual nature of man thoughts leading to 
sin, and so established in man's nature both a law of sin and death as 
reigning through sinful action. Thus it became impossible for that 
nature, having sinned voluntarily and incurred condemnation to death, 
to recall itself to freedom. Therefore the 8on of God assumed this 
inward nature of man, not a part of it only, but the whole of it (for sin 
was not a part of it---but only a disposition infused by the Devil), and 
by his own absolute sinlessness emancipatbd man's nature henceforward 
from sin. 
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The Apollinarians, however, were not to be silenced so easily. They 
declared that the nature which had become accustomed to sin, and had 
received the transmission of sin, could not possibly be without sin. 
That is to say, they argued that human nature had become tainted by 
sin-the intelJectual nature of man was incapable of escaping sin : and 
therefore there was no human nature free from sin for Christ to assume 
(such seems to be the meaning of their objection§ 8). Its natural bias 
was to sin, and the human nature of Christ could only have escaped sin 
through the overpowering constraint of his Godhead- a constraint 
which would in effect destroy the freedom of will. The writer insists, 
on the contrary, that sin is not of the essence of manhood, and that the 
victory was won through the human nature which had once been 
defeated: Jesus went completely through every form of temptation, 
because he assumed all those things that had had experience of tempta
tion; and it was not with the Godhead, which he knew not, but with 
man, whom he had long ago seduced and against whom he had ever 
since directed his operations, that the Devil engaged in warfare, and, 
finding in him no token of the old seed sown in man, was defeated. It 
was the form of man as at first created, flesh without carnal desires and 
human thoughts, that the Word restored or renewed in himself. The 
will belonged to the Godhead only. (This passage was adduced at a 
later time by the Monothelites, but the context shews clearly that the 
writer fully recognized a human will in Christ, and only intended to 
maintain that all the volitions of the human nature in him were in 
harmony with the will of the divine nature.) 

Apollinarians have no right whatever to say 'it is impossible that 
human nature which has once been made captive should be set free 
from captivity'. In so doing they ascribe impotence to God and power 
to the Devil. 

Such in brief is the answer which was given. It may, perhaps, be 
said to fairly meet the Apollinarian objection. But this writer does not 
seem to have faced the question "If the human nature which was 
assumed was not a nature so far fallen as to be ea pable of sinning, 
although remaining free from sin, how can the Incarnation and the 
perfect obedience of the Incarnate Son have effected the redemption of 
fallen man 1 What more did it do than exhibit an example of man as 
he was before the Fall, as he might have been if there had been no Fall t 
How could a mere example of sinless humanity, preserved all through 
from sin through union with the Godhead, avail to save men whose 
nature was already sinful 1" 

Gregory of Nyssa, however, does seem to regard the human nature 
assumed by Christ as fallen (sinful} human nature. So he writes 
(.Antirrhet. 26 Migne xiv p. 1180) "For we say that God who is 
essentially free from matter and invisible and incorporeal, when the time 
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of the consumm:1tion of all things was drawing near, by a special 
dispensation of love toward men; when wickedness had grown to its 
greatest; then, with a view to the destruction of sin, was blended with 
human nature, like a Sun as it were making his dwelling in a murky 
cave and by his presence dissipating the darkness by means of his light. 
For though he took our filth upon himself, yet he is not himself defiled 
by the pollution: but in his own self he purifies the filth. For, it 
says, the light shone in the darkness, but the darkness did not over
power it.1 It is just what happens in the case of medicine. When 
,:mrative medicine is brought to bear upon the disease, the ailment yields 
and vanishes, but it is not changed into the art of medicine." 

And he recognizes progress of the human nature (Jesus) under the 
influence of the divine wisdom (Christ) with which it was united (ibid. 
28). So again he maintains with reference to Lk. 2242 'Not my will, 
but Thine be done', that there was in him the human will which shrank 
from pain as well as the divine will (though the latter always prevailed), 
the human weakness as well as the divine strength. The Lord made 
his own 'the lowly things of human fearfulness', and gave proof of his 
possession of our nature by sharing in its affections (ibid. 32). (Of. 
'Ath.' de Incarn, et c. Arian. 21.) And again (ibid. 53) "In his great 
long suffering he endured not to repel from communion with himself 
our nature, fallen though it was as the result of sin, but to receive it to 
himself to give it life again.'' 

That is to say, the human will, though fallen, is able by union with 
the divine will to realize its true power. In this conception the solution 
of the problem may be found.![ 

•THE ATHAN.ASIAN CREED' 1 

Recent investigation has firmly re-established the traditional view of 
the unity of the Q,uicumque vult as against the theory advocated by 
Prof. Swainson and others, that the Creed wa!! composite, formed out of 
separate parts-expositions of the doctrine of the Trinity and of the 
Incarnation. There are no indications of such patchwork about it: 
early commentaries on the Creed as a whole are in existence; and the 
'two-portion' theory depends on the evidence of mere fragments of 
texts and assumptions which are quite inadequate to prove it. 

There is also general agreement that it is to the south of Gaul that we 
must look for its origin, and great probability that its birthplace and early 
home was the famous monastery of Lerinum, founded by Honoratus, of 
which Faustus and Vincent and Hilary of Aries were members. 

1 This seems certainly to be the sense in which Gregory understood the passage 
fohn 13-ou KaTCil.a.fJ•• contrasted with ,ha">,.a{Jwv above. 

t See Hahn 1 p. 174. 
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It is further recognized that the Creed is prior to Eutychianism, 
though some of its phrases are clearly applicable to a similar form of 
thought; but there is still dispute as to whether it is really directed 
against N estoria.n or against Apollinarian conceptions, 

It must suffice here to indicate reasons for the conviction that it 
is Apollinarianism that is opposed, and to cite the chief christological 
passage from the Creed for examination, as bringing i.i.1to focus the 
different points in dispute throughout the controversy which has just 
been reviewed. It is as follows :-

" .. Dominus noster Jesus, Dei filius, Deus pariter et homo est. 
Deus est ex substantia Patris ante secula genitus, homo ex 
substantia matris in seculo natus : perfectus Deus, perfectus 
homo, ex anima rationali et humana carne subsistens, aequalis 
Patri secundum divinitatem, minor Patre secundum humani
tatem. Qui licet Deus sit et homo, non duo tamen, sed unus est 
Christus : unus autem non conversione divinitatis in carnem, sed 
assumptione humanitatis in Deum; unus omnino non confusione 
substantiae, sed unitate personae. Nam sicut anima rationalis et 
caro unus est homo, ita et Deus et homo unus est Christus."!J 

Let us see (1) what is opposed, (2) what is maintained. 
(1) Opposed is conversion of divinity into flesh, and confusion of 

substance (which means 'confusion of God and man' as passages in 
Vincent and Augustine clearly shew ). To these charges N estorians 
were certainly not open. Apollinarians as certainly were, in their 
desire to avoid the risk of a double personality. 

(2) Maintained is the completeness of the Godhead and of the 
manhood (the former being in substance the same as the Father's, the 
latter in substance the same as his Mother's), and the assumption of 
humanity into God, in such a way that there are not two persons, but 
one ; that one being both God and man. 

That is to say, we may recognize to the full the two natures 
(though it is the inclusive term substantia that is used), without fear 
that by so doing we shall be involved in recognition of a double 
personality. 

There is nothing here that would hit Nestorians. The completeness 
of the humanity (as well as of the divinity) was a cardinal tenet with 
them, and they at any rate did not raise the difficulty of the union of 
the two substances in a single person. 

The real aim of the Creed is to uphold (1) two complete substances, 
(2) united in one person. This is exactly what we should expect from 
an opponent of Apollinarianism (see e.g. Vincent Commonit. xii, and cf. 
Note on 'Substantia' supra p. 233); and the incidental phrases ex 
substantia rnatris, in seculo nafos, ex anirna rationali et humana carne, 
and the reference later on in the Creed to the Descent into Hell (on 
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which much stress is laid by writers against Apollinarius), favour the 
conclusion that the composition of the Creed may be assigned with 
the greatest probability to the period during which Apollinarianism was 
rife, preceding the outbreak of Nestorianism in 428 A.D. 

(The best collection of materials for the study of the problems 
connected with the Creed is to be found in G. D. W. Ommanney 
A Critical Dissertation on the Athanasian Oreed 1897, side by side 
with which should be read A. E. Burn The Athanasian Greed Texts 
and Studies vol. iv no. 1, where a lucid statement of the history of 
criticism of the Creed is given in the Introduction. "\Vaterland's 
Critical, Histor!J is still valuable.) 



CHAPTER XV 

NESTORIANISM·!I 

The Theological Schools of Alexandria and Antioch 

IN these controversies, as in others, considerations which were 
really outside the main questions came in to complicate 
and embitter the relations between the two parties. Personal 
and ecclesiastical rivalries played their usual disconcerting part, 
and permanent differences in the mental constitution of men 
were refll)cted in the two great schools of thought which were 
engaged. The Alexandrian school had lost much of the scholarly 
instinct and interests which had characterized its representatives 
in earlier days, and the inheritance had passed to Antioch. The 
mystic tendency was to be found at Alexandria, the rational at 
Antioch. The theologians of Alexandria fixed their attention 
almost entirely on the divine element in the person of Christ, 
and so asserted in the strongest terms the unity of the divine 
and the human in him. While confessing the duality, they 
emphasised the unity. The human nature was taken into 
organic union almost as if it were absorbed with the divine : 
though the union was a mystery, incomprehensible. By the 
teachers of the school of Antioch, on the other hand, attention 
was concentrated in the first place on the human element. The 
completeness of the human nature of the Lord was certain, even 
if its separate personality was thereby implied. The tendency 
at Antioch was thus to separate the natures and explain the 
separation-to confess the unity but emphasise the duality. 

Cyril, if himself untainted by the extreme conclusions, was 
at least an exponent of conceptions that easily led to the view 
of Christ as a composite being-a confusion of God and man
the Logos having absorbed humanity--one person and one 
nature. N estorius, in his teaching, was only carrying on the 
traditions of the school of Antioch, which tended to see in 

265 
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Christ a man who bore the divine nature, or the Logos joined 
to human nature-two persons and two natures. 

Diodorus and Theodore 

These traditions had been formed and maintained by the 
great teacher Diodorus of Tarsus (t 394) and his more 
famous pupil Theodore, the teacher in turn of N estorius, and 
probably the real originator of ' N estorianism ', He seems to 
reflect both in his life and teaching the best spirit of the 
school of Antioch. For ten years after his ordination 1 to the 
priesthood by Flavian, Bishop of Antioch, he devoted himself 
to the pastoral work of the office, and to assiduous teaching and 
writing, first at Antioch and afterwards at Tarsus (c. 383-393). 
During this time he established so high a reputation that he 
was chosen as Bishop of Mopsuestia in Oilicia, and until his 
death, thirty-six years later (c. 428), his fame as a scholar and 
bishop continually grew. He died "in the peace of the Church 
and in the height of a great reputation"; retaining to the last 
the warmest affection of Chrysostom and the highest regard of 
the emperor. An excellent scholar, far-famed in his day as a 
pillar of the truth and a commentator on the Scriptures,2 and 
honoured as a bishop and administrator, he may thus be taken 

1 Theodore was born at Antioch, of distinguished parentage, abont 350. He 
was a pupil also of the famous sophist Libanius (also a. na.tive of Antioch), in 
whose school he began his lifelong friendship with that other pupil of Libanius, 
whose eloquence won for him the name of Chrysostom (the 'John' who should 
have succeeded his master 'if the Christians had not stolen him'), In early youth 
he was caught by the prevailing enthusiasm for monasticism, and went from the 
feet of Libanius to the ascetic and studious life of the cloister ; but his ardour 
soon cooled, and he returned to the prospect of office and honours in public life, 
and even wished for marriage. Chrysostom succeeded in dissuading him from such 
a change of purpose, and at the age of thirty-three his ordination took place 
(c. 383). 

2 He is said to have composed Commentaries on the Psalms (noticeable for their 
free investigations into questions of authorship and date), and on other books of the 
Old Testament, as well as on the New Testament-some of which are still extant in 
Syriac or Latin translations, if not in their original Greek, though of many there are 
only fragments left. (He became to the Nestorian-East Syrian-Church the great 
exponent and critic of the Scriptures, and his works were at once translated ir..to 
Syriac.) But besides these commentaries he wrote a large number of dogmatic and 
controversial treatises, and, in particular, one On the Incarnation, of which frag
ments are extant{' Against the Incarnation' an opponent a century later styled it). 
See Migne P. G. !xvi and lxxxvi ; Leontius c. Nest, et Eutych. iii 43 ; and H. B. 
Swete Theodore of Mopsuestia on the Minor Epistles of St Paul Appendix A vol. ii 
pp. 293 ff. 
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as a good representative of the theological thought of the 
Eastern Church at the end of the fourth century. The views 
to which he gave expression-though some took exception to 
them - commended themselves to the Christian scholars of 
his time, and shew us the stage in the developement of the 
doctrine of the Person of Christ which had then been reached. 
It was left for a general council after his death to condemn 
his teaching (though not himselfl) and to hunt to death his 
pupil Nestorius-who was elected Patriarch of Constantinople 
in the very year in which Theodore died-when he gave expres
sion to the same or similar thoughts. Not till a hundred years 
after his death was the anathema pronounced which marked him. 
as a heretic, outside the Catholic Church.1 

His characteristic conceptions can be clearly seen in the 
fragments, which are still extant, of his work On tl,,e, Incarnation. 

In one of the longest of these 8 he discusses the nature of 
the indwelling of God in Christ. It is clear, he argues, that 
God does not dwell in all men, for it is promised as a special 
privilege to those that are holy (the saints) (Lev. 2612). Some 
have supposed that the indwelling spoken of is the indwelling 
of the ' being' of God. If this were so, the being of God would 
have to be limited to those in whom he is said to dwell, if the in
dwelling is to have any special significance: in which case he would 
be outside all else. This, however, is absurd, since He is infinite, 
everywhere present, and cannot be locally circumscribed. Or 
if we admit that He is everywhere, then by using the expres
sion ' being' in this way, we should have to concede to every
thing a share in his indwelling too :-to everything, not only to 
men, but even to irrational things and those that have no soul 

1 A confession of faith drawn up by him was la.id before the Council of Ephesus 
(431), and attacked by Charisius, a presbyter of Philadelphia, It had, he said, 
been sent by the N estorians in Constantinople to some Quartodeciman heretics in 
Lydia, who wished to return to the Catholic Church, and had misled them into still 
greater errors than those from which they were to be brought. See Hahn I pp. 
302-308, This creed was regarded by Cyril (Quod un:us est Ohrist'U8 § 728) and 
by Marius Mercator (Migns P.L. xlviii p. 877) as the recognized statement of the 
Nestorian position. 

2 At the Fifth General Council, at Constantinople, in 553 :-a contrast to the 
earlier verdict which was voiced in the cry often heard in the churches, "We 
believe as Theodore believed ; long live the faith of Theodore I " (Cyril Al. Ep. 69). 

3 The extant fragments were collected and edited by 0. F. Fritzsch, 1847, 
and a.gain by H. B. Swete l.c, This passage is from the seventh book of the 
work On the Incarnation, quoted by Leontius (485-543) e. Nut. et Eutych. iH 4.3 
(Migne P. G. l:uxvi l pp. 1267-1396). ![ 
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(or life). So both alternatives are equally absurd, and it is clear 
that we must not speak of the indwelling as of the ' being ' of 
God. Others have described the indwelling as the indwelling of 
the energy (force, activity, operative power) of God. But this 
supposition brings us face to face with precisely the same diffi
culties-the same alternatives. The only way in which the 
truth can be expressed is by the use of the term complacency 
(or good pleasure or approval).1 The indwelling of God is the 
indwelling of the divine approval. With the disposition of 
some God is well-pleased ; and in or by His pleasure in them, 
His approval, He dwells in them. By nature, as has been 
said, He cannot be limited or circumscribed; He is omnipresent: 
'near' and 'far' are words that cannot be applied to Him. 
But in this moral relation He is near some and far from 
others. There is a divine aloofness and separation from those 
who have not affinity to the divine nature. A divine indwelling 
is established in those who are by character, by moral disposition, 
worthy of it. Of this 'indwelling' there are grades: in some 
it is closer than in others, according as they have a closer or 
less close affinity to him. It is the same indwelling in the 
apostles and the just as in Christ. But Theodore repudiates, 
as the height of madness, the idea that the indwelling in Christ 
was comparable in degree to the indwelling in the saints. For, 
in the first place, the fact of his sonship to God, he declares, 
removes him to another plane. It means that God united 
with Himself entirely the man that was assumed, and prepared 
him to partake with Him of all the honour which he who dwelt 
in Him-who is son by nature-shares. The sonship thus 
brings Christ into a uniquely close relation to God, who dwells 
in him in a unique degree. This indwelling furthermore, in 
the second place, began, in accordance with the divine fore
knowledge, with the very first formation of the manhood in 
the Virgin's womb (in the case of the 'saints' the idea seems 
to be that they must prove their worthiness first), and shewed 
itself in his quick discernment of good and evil and his constant 
and easy choice of good and hatred of evil 2-in all of which 

1 The terms used are ovCTla., e•en«a., and d,aoKla. Of. the earlinr use of the 
terms (Je}.fiµ.a,n, po,ill.ij, and the like, in connexion with the generation of the Son, 
So rv6oKi'i' ••• "l'"'TJOiVTa. in the Creed of the Apostolical Constitutions, Hahn 1 

p. 140. 
2 Thus, though contending against Apollinarian denial of moral freedom in 

Chri~t. Theodore does not allow the idea of liberty to result in liberty of choice, 
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he received the co-operation of the divine Word, proportioned to 
his own natural disposition. Thus be advanced to the most per
fect virtue, the pattern of which he afforded us, being appointed 
as it were for us a way to that end. And, thirdly, the union 
which he enjoys with God is indissoluble. 

Such is the general account which Theodore gives of the 
relation between the two natures in Christ 1-the human and 
the divine. He does not shrink from the term unification
union ( evoocrir; ), though he often uses a word which means 
'conjunction' (uvvacfma) rather than 'union.' It was his use of 
this term rather than the other to which exception was taken 
by his opponents. An extract which we owe to them enables 
us to understand his drift. It would be quite unfitting, he says, 
to speak of 'mixture' of the natures, for each retains indis
solubly its own characteristics. ' Union' is the proper term, 
through which the natures concur to form one person, so that 

but rather conceives the idea of the higher liberty, which consists in the un
changeable harmony of the human will with the divine--& kind of liberty which 
practically excluded all sin (Hefele Councils vol. iii p. 5). Comp. Augustine'& 
,:onception of free will, &s freedom to do always that which is right-see in/Tap. 310. 

1 Dr. Swete sums up the teaching of Theodore upon this point, as exhibited in 
his commentaries on the Pauline epistles, in the following sentences:-

" In Jesus of Nazareth the invisible Word, the Only-Begotten of the Fathor, 
manifested Himself, dwelling in the Man, and inseparably united to Him. The 
Man Christ •.. is thus the visible image of the invisible Godhead; a.nd on 
account of his union with the true Son of God, he possesses the privileges of a 
unique adoption, so that to him also the title Son of God belongs. . • • But if 
it be asked, in what sense God dwelt in this Man, we must reply that it was by a 
special disposition towards him, & disposition of entire complacency. God, in His 
uncircumscribed nature and essence, fills the universe, nay, is all in all ; in Christ 
He dwells in the person of the Word by & moral union, so unexampled and complete, 
that the divine Word and the humanity which He &SSumed are constantly regarded 
as being one person. The Man who thus became the habitation of God the Word 
received at his baptism the further indwelling of God the Holy Ghost, by whose 
power he wrought miracles, attained to moral perfection, and accomplished all that 
was nooessary for the salvation of mankind" (TheodlJ,re of Mopsuutia on the Mi11,()f' 
Epistles of St Paul vol. i pp. lxxxi ff.). 

And, pointing out the source of Theodore's doctrinal errors, he says: "With 
the true estimate of the evil of sin, the necessity for an actual Incarnation of the 
Eternal Word disappears; a man indissolubly united to God through the permanent 
indwelling of the Word suffices for the work of vanquishing death" (ibid. p. lxxxvii). 

In connexion with Theodore's "defective estimate of sin", it is to be noted that 
Marius Mercator charged him with being one of the originators of Pelagianism, and 
that he received Julian of Eclanum and other Italian bishops, when they were 
banished from their sees by Zosimus in 418 for refusing to accept the condemnation 
of Pelagius and Coelestius (see infra p. 320 n. 2). Theodore, however, afterwards 
concurred in the condemnation of Julian. 
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what the Lord says in the case of husband and wife, "They 
are no longer two, but one flesh ", we too might reasonably 
say of the conception of union, " they are no more two persons 
but one "-the natures of course being distinguished. For just 
as in the case of marriage, the fact that they are said to be 
one flesh does not prevent their being numerically two (the 
sense in which they are styled 'one' is evident); so in i,he 
case before us the unity of the person does not preclude the 
difference of the natures (the fact that the person is one 
does not prevent the natures being different). This is how the 
matter stands-When we consider the natures separately, we say 
that the nature of the divine Word is complete, and the person is 
complete, for we cannot speak of a distinct existence (inrocnacnr;) . 
as impersonal ; and we say that the human nature and person 
likewise is complete: when, however, we have regard to the con
junction of the two, then we say that there is one person. 

The conception of personality may not be very precise
the difference between ' nature ' and ' person' not exact or 
definitive-but Theodore certainly means to recognize (and other 
passages have the eame effect) the divine and the human nature 
in Christ, and the unity of his person. The one person has 
for its constituents the divine Word (the God-Word) and the 
humanity-each in its entirety; the person resulting from the 
union of the two is one,1 

When his exposition was represented as implying that there 
were two sons (the human element in Christ was son in one sense,· 
and the divine element-the God-Word-in the fullest sense), he -
expressly repudiated this inference from his teaching. His main 
desire had been to provide for a free moral developement in the 
Saviour's manhood, and to preclude the errors of Apollinarian 
theories. 

The Outbreak of tM Controversy-Nestorius at Constantinople 

Such were the literary and theological traditions in which 
N estorius was trained. This was the environment in which, as 

1 Dorner's view is that "Theodore never really arrived at the conception of 
volitions and thoughts, which were at once divine and human (divine-human): for 
he supposed the two natures (represented by him, a.t the same time, also as two 
persons), as to their inmost essence, to continue separate and distinct .•. Strictly 
apeiking, the two persons were one only in outward appearance, as the image of 
ma.rriage shews ! " (Doct. of tM Person of (Jhrist Eng. tr. Div. ii vol. i p. 47), 
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a member of the monastery of Euprepius near Antioch, he won 
so great a reputation for eloquence and austerity that he was 
elected Patriarch of Uonstantinople; and thither be went in 428 
with his chaplain Anastasius, a presbyter of Antioch, and an 
adherent of Theodore's views. At Constantinople he at once 
began an active campaign against heresies, which was sure to 
rouse up animosities; but it was apparently 1 his chaplain who 
actually kindled the flame, by preaching against the use of the 
title 'Theotokos ' 2 applied to the Virgin Mary. The title had 
been in use for many years,8 but now apparently, as a result of 
the increasing tendency to pay her homage, it was being brought 
into new prominence ; and when Anastasius declaimed against 
it, " Let no one call Mary ' Theotokos ' ; for Mary was but a 
woman, and it is impossible that God should be born of a 
woman", the fanatical feelings of the crowd were stirred, and the 
title became at once the watchword of a party. 

Nestorius followed up his chaplain's attack.' 'Theotokos' 
was held to savour of heathenism and to be opposed to the 
scriptural phrases which could be applied.5 Mary was mother 
of the human nature only. God alone was Theotokos. All 
that could be properly be said of Mary was that she was the 
receptacle of God and gave birth to Christ.0 The divine and 
human natures were distinctly separated. There was only a 
' conjunction ' of them-an 'indwelling ' of the Godhead in the 

1 So Socrates H.E. vii 32 relates. The exact circumstances are not quite certain. 
2 0eoT6Ko$ {Lat. deipara, dei genetrix)-' Mother of God' is the common English 

translation, but the word means more pre.cisoly 'who gave birth to God'-God· 
bearer. Cf. German 'Gottesgebiirerin '. It is not really equivalent to µ,11rl]p 0<ou 
which W&B used at a later timo. As Dr. Robertson writes-" In the Greek word 
0,oToirot the component 0e6s is logically a predicate, and as such is absolutely 
justified and covered by the C11tholic doctrine. On the other hand, in the English 
phrase Mother of God, 'God' is practically a subject rather than a predicate, and 
therefore includes logically the person of the Father." See also infra p. 262. 

1 It had been used by Origen, Alexander of Alexandris, Eusebius ( V.O. iii), 
Athanasius (e.g. Or. c. Ar. iii 33), Cyril {Cat. x 19), and others. 

'The sermons of Nestorius (five adv. dei genetri'.cem Mariam and four adv. 
haeresim Pelagi'anam) are extant in a Latin translatiun in the works of Marius 
Mercator, an African orthodox layman, who was in Constantinople at the time and 
took great interest in the controversy. His other works were diligently destroyed, 
and only fragments are extant as quotations in the writings of opponents, e.g. in 
the Acts of the Council of Ephesus, and in Cyril Al., especially his five book■ 

against the hl1'sphemy of Nestorius. The twelve anathemas in answer to Cyril'• 
are only extant in the translation of Marius . 

• e.g. the c1rar01p cµfiTOIP of Heh. 71• 

• The terms tha.t could be used were 0eot6xos and x.puP10ToKor. 
10 
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man, resulting in a moral and sympathetic union. " T separate 
the natures, but the reverence I pay them is joint", are the 
words in which Nestorius defended his teaching.1 

Such a union is rightly described as 'mechanical• and as 
due to the arbitrary exertion of the divine power, by which 
natures incongruous and incompatible in their essence had been 
brought together in an artificial alliance rather than a living 
union. 

The Title 0eaT6~o~ 

To refuse to the Mother of the Lord the title ' Tbeotokos ' 
was doubtless to deny her a title of honour that was rightly 
hers; but it w,ts much more than this. The English translation 
' Mother of God' brings into undue prominence the thought of 
the glory of her motherhood ; the Greek term fixes attention 
rather on the Godhead of him who was born. To deny that she 
was Theotokos was really to deny that he who was born of her 
was God 2 as well as man. The abruptness of the English 
phrase does not attach to the Greek, which effectually guards 
the interpretation of the revela.tion in Christ that sees in him 
Very God made man, and teaches that the Son of God in 
assuming manhood from the Virgin lost nothing of the Godhead 
which was eternally his. A.t the same time it is worthy of note 
that it guards equally well against an opposite error from that 
which is now before us-he who was born of Mary must have 
been man aa well as God. 

Cyril of .Alea:andria--Denwnoiation of the Nestorian Tea.eking 

The natural deduction from the denial of the title was 
indeed speedily made. Cyril 8 of Alexandria declared that some 
of his monks refused to call Christ God, styling him only the 
instrument of divinity ; and later on he charged N" estorius with 
denying the divinity of Christ. A.t Easter 429 he issued 
an elaborate exposition of the doctrine, and stirred up the 

1 Separonatura.s, sed conjungoreverentiam. Cf. the reply of Noetus fflpra p. 104. 
1 See on this point and for the whole question the admirable notes to Blight's 

Sermom of Leo on the Incarnation (note 3 pp. 127, 128), and his Waymarks in 
<Jhurch Hist,01'?/, pp. 180, 181. 

• For the history and character of Cyril see the Church Histories and W. 
Bright's article in D.0.B. He was certainly the best theologian of all who were 
engaged in this controversy. !I 
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Egyptian monks and clergy in Constantinople and the la.dies 
of the court, and engaged in a heated correspondence with 
Nestorius. Throughout the controversy, though Cyril bad no 
doubt the better case, his methods of conducting it were most 
unamiable; and he cannot be acquitted of the suspicion of being 
prompted by worldly motives, and jealousy of the rising see of 
Constantinople, as well as by the desire for theological truth. 
To Nestorius Apollinarianism was a • red rag', and he was less 
dignified in manner than his chief assailant ; but impetuous as he 
was, he would have accepted, instead of 'Theotokos ', a term thali 
perhaps sufficiently defined the tbeory,1 had the controversy been 
less a o,utrance. As it was, Cyril secured from Celestine, the 
Bishop of Rome, the formal condemnation of Nestorius, by a 
Council held in August 430; and, having ratified the sentence at 
a Council of his own at Alexandria, he sent it to Constantinople in 
November, with a long expository letter and a dozen anathemas, 
which constituted an attack upon the whole school of Antioch.2 

The letter, though couched in somewhat arrogant and dictatorial 
terms, is of high importance as a statement of the doctrine which 
is the basis of the anathemas. N estorius responded to it by 
twelve counter-anathemas.8 

Oyril's .Anathemas and the .Answers of Nestorius 

These two sets of anathemas reveal sufficiently clearly the 
points at issue. 

i Cyril maintains that Emmanuel 4 (the Incarnate Son) is 
truly God, and that therefore the Holy Virgin is ' Theotokos '
for she has generated (in fleshly wise) the Word of God who has 
become flesh. N estorius replies that he who is Emmanuel is not 
to be called God the Word, but rather • God with us ', in the 
sense that, by the fact of his union with our constituents 
received from the Virgin, he dwelt in the nature which is like 
ours ; and the Holy Virgin is not to be called Mother ' of God 

1 Viz. Xp<tTTo-ro,cos or 0,o66xos. 
2 The letter is given in Heurtley de Fide et Symbolo as the ' third letter' to 

Nestorius pp. 182 ff. It is also known as the Epi,stola Synodica. The anathemas are 
given in Hahn I pp. 312-316 with the Latin translation of Marill8 Mercator. (The 
English in Hefele (JOU1T1,ci,/,s iii p. 31 ff. who, however, follows a different text,) 

8 These are only extant in the Latin translation of Marius Mercator-Hahn 1 

VP• 816-318. 
• 'God with us' -i.e. the Incarnate Person, both God and man. 
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the Word', but 'of him who is Emmanuel'. Nor is God the 
Word himself to be said to be changed into flesh, which he 
received for the purpose of manifesting his deity, so that he 
might be found in bearing as a man. 

ii. Cyril maintains that the Word of God the Father was 
hypostatically united with flesh, and with His own flesh is one 
Christ-one and the same God and man together. N estorius 
replies by an anathema on any one who, "in the conjunction of 
the Word of God which was made with the flesh, says that a 
change from place to place of the divine essence was made, and 
that the flesh was able to contain the divine nature, and that it 
was partially united to the flesh ; or again ascribes to the flesh an 
infinite extension, so that it could contain (or receive) God, 
though the divine nature cannot be contained within the limits 
of the flesh '',1 and says that the same nature is both God 
and man. 

iii. Cyril condemns the view of those who m the case of the 
one Christ divide the hypostases (? persons or substances) after 
the union, conjoining them only by a conjunction of dignity, or 
by an arbitrary act of authority or power, and not rather by a 
concurrence or combination of them such as effects a 'natural ' 
union. Nestorius infists that Christ, who is Emmanuel, is not 
to be called one in. regard to nature, but in regard to the 
conjunction (of the natures); ,and that out of both' substances' 
(that of the God-Word ~1d that of the man assumed by 
him) there is one combination-the Son, and that the sub
stances still preserve this combination without being ' confused' . 

. [Nestorius probably used both ovu[a and hypostasis.'l. He under
stood Cyril to mean a union into one nature, though he 
really meant a real union into one being, one hypostasis, as 
opposed to a moral or external union. N estorius was anxious to 
uphold the permanent distinction between the divine and the 
human, and to repudiat,e any mixture or merging of one in the 
other, and to him there were still two hypostasu in the one 

1 The La.tin is very obscure "in infinitum incircumscriptam divina.e n&turae 
coextenderit caruom &d capiendum Deum ". Perh&ps the Greek was d.1r,pl-ypa.<f,011 T,)s 
/Mas tf,vtTeUlf. 

ll In the correspollding anathem& of Cyril, Marius M. translates v1r6na.,m by 
mbstantia, though in others he has msiatentia. If Nestorius wrote inr/xrra,qir (and 
not ow,a.), it was probably in the sense of ou,rla., &ocording to the older usage; 
and so it was rightly rendered by 8'1lbstantia. (Marius :M. has esxentia once
Anath, ii.) 
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Christ. Cyril meant nearly what we mean by person, Nestorius 
meant what Latins meant by substantia.] 

iv. The Scriptures contain sayings about Christ by himself, 
and by others of him, some of which seem to apply to him as 
man, some as the Word. Cyril condemns the method of 
interpretation which would separate these sayings into two 
classes, and apply them respectively to the two persons or 
hypostases (the man and the Word) conceived of separately from 
each other.1 Nestorius replies that Christ is of both natures, and 
that to apply these sayings, as though they were written of one 
nature, is to attribute to the very Word of God human affections 
and passions. 

v, vi, vii, viii Cyril protests against calling Christ ' a God-bear
ing man' 2 (rather than truly God and the one Son by nature), 
or calling the Word the God or Lord of Christ; or saying that 
in Jesus as man the Divine Word operated, and that the glory of 
the Only-begotten was attached to him as something foreign. Nor 
may we say that the man who was assumed is to be worshipped 
and glorified together with the Divine Word, and together with 
him be called God, as distinct from him ( different from that in 
which he is); but one worship and one doxology is to be offered 
to •Emmanuel'. N estorius, on the other hand, declares it 
anathema to say that after the assumption of man the Son of 
God is naturally (by nature) one; or after the Incarnation to 
name as God the Word anyone but Christ, and to say that the 
'form of a servant' which was with God the Word did not have 
a beginning but was uncreated as He is, instead of acknowledging 
it to have been created by him as its natural lord and creator 
and God. Again, we must not say that the man who was created 
of the Virgin is the Only-begotten who was born from the womb 
of his Father before the Day-star; whereas he is acknowledged 
by the title of Only-begotten by reason of his union with him 
who is by nature the Only-begotten of the Father. And, on the 
question of worship, Nestorius replies that it cannot be offered to 
the 'form of a servant' itself, which is reverenced only in virtue 
of the fellowship by which it is conjoined and linked together with 
the blessed and naturally sovereign nature of the Only-begotten. 

ix. Cyril repudiates the teaching that the one Lord Jesus 
Christ received glory from the Spirit, and used the power which he 

1 Of. on this point Leo's Letter to Flavia-n, § 5, infra p. 290. 
1 See note on fJeO<f,opos a119pW1ror infra p. 276. 
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ha.d through him as other than his own (external), and received 
from him the power of action against unclean spirits, and of 
performing his miracles on men; and declares that the spirit 
through which he wrought these signs was 'his very own', 
(This is against the .Antiochene teaching with regard to the Holy 
Spirit, especially Theodore's-see supra p. 216 n.) The anathema 
of N estorius, on the other hand, is directed against those who say 
that the Holy Spirit is consubstantial with the ' form of a 
servant,' and do not rather explain the miracles of healing and 
the power of driving out spirits by the connexion and con
junction which exist between the Spirit and God the Word from 
his very conception. 

x. Cyril condemns the view that it was not the Word of 
God himself who became our high-priest and apostle, but the 
'man born of a woman', regarded separately as distinct from the 
Word ; and also the view that he offered the sacrifice for himself 
as well as for us. Nestorius declares that the high-priesthood 
and apostleship are Emmanuel's rather than the Word's, and 
that the parts of the oblation ought to be separately attributed to 
him who united and to him who was united, assigning to God 
what is God's and to man what is man's.1 

xi, xii. In conclusion, Cyril requires the confession that the 
Lord's flesh is life-giving and belongs to the Word of God the 
Father. It must not be regarded as belonging to some other, 
who is merely conjoined to Him or enjoys a divine indwelling: 
it is life-giving in that it has become the Word's own-the 
Word's who has power to bring all things to life. .And we must 
confess that the Word of God suffered in the flesh, and was 
crucified in the flesh, and tasted death in the flesh, and became 
first-born from the dead. Nestorius, on the other hand, insists 
that the flesh which was united to the Word of God is not life
giving by any property of its own nature ; that God the Word 
was not made flesh as touching his ' substance' ; and that the 
sufferings of the flesh must not be attributed to the Word of 
God and the flesh in which he was made together, without 
discriminating between the degrees of honour which belong to 
the different natures. 

1 This means apparently that the Logos, who unites, offers the sacrifice of the 
manhood, which is united, But Hefele seems to understand the anathema 
differently, and certainly in an earlier sermon N estorius had protested against the 
idea that God could act as High Priest. 
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The Significa'TUJe of these A.nath,ema,s-the Reception given to them 

It is clear that, in regard to nearly all the points involved, 
each of the disputants was setting in the most unfavourable 
light what he regarded as the natural premisses or conclusions of 
his opponent's teaching. Scarcely ever does N estorius meet the 
anathema by a direct negative. He suspects that there is at 
the back of it an idea which he regarded as false, and it is this 
latent error that he denounces. In the same way the anathemas 
of Cyril seem to deal more with possible inferences from 
Nestorian teaching than with the actual tenets of Nestorius. 
These anathemas of Cyril were indeed by no means universally 
acceptable.1 They were read and approved, it is true, with 
the letter to which they were appended, at the Council of 
Ephesus ; but a request that the same approval should be given 
at Chalcedon was passed over. 

Cyril:s Dogmatw I.ettwr 

Greater authority attaches to an earlier letter (the • Second' 
or 'Dogmatic' Letter, written in the first months of the year 
430),1 which was formally sanctioned by both Councils. Cyril 
sets himself the task of expounding what the Creed really means 
by the 'Word of God' being 'incarnate and made man', and 
what it does not mean. 

It does not mean that there was any alteration in the nature 
of the Word, or that it was changed into man as a whole (body and 
soul); but rather that" the Word united hypostatioally to himself 
flesh ensouled (animate) with a reasonable soul, and in a manner 
indescribable and inconceivable, became man, and was called 
• Son of man ', not simply by an act of volition or complacence, 
nor yet in the sense that he had merely adopted a role ; but 
that while the natures which are brought together to form 
the true unity are different, out of both is one Christ and Son. 
Not that the difference of the natures is destroyed by reason of 
the union ; but rather that the Godhead and the manhood, by 

1 At the·tirna itself they were supposed to be 'Apollinarian' (esp. the third 
and the twelfth), and as such were opposed by the Antiochene school in general, 
and particularly by John of Antioch &nd Theodoret of Cyrrhus (on whom see 
w,fra pp. 284, 286). 

1 The letter is given in full in Heartley de Fide et Symbolo p. 182 ff., &nd the 
greater part in H&hn 8 p. 310. 
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means of their inexpressible and mysterious concurrence to form 
a union, have produced for us the one Lord and Son Jesus 
Christ." It is in this sense that, though existing before the ages 
and having an eternal generation from the Father, he is said to 
have had also a generation of the flesh, since for our sakes and 
on account of our salvation be united human nature with 
himself as a kypostasi,s and came forth from a woman. This 
does not mean " that in the first place an ordinary man was 
generated of the holy Virgin, and that afterwards the Word 
came down upon him "; but it means that, " since a union was 
effected in the womb itself, he is said to have undergone a 
fleshly generation, inasmuch as he made hie own the generation 
of his own flesh ". 

The sense in which he suffered and rose again is similarly 
explained. The divinity, inasmuch as it is also incorporeal, cannot 
suffer, and it was not in regard to his own nature that the divine 
Word suffered blows, or piercings of nails, or the other wounds. 
" But since it was the body which had become his own that 
suffered these things, he himself is said to have suffered on our 
behalf. For he who cannot suffer was in the body that was 
suffering." In like manner the Word of God is by nature 
immortal and incorruptible, and life and life-giving. "But 
inasmuch as it was his own body which by the grace of God tasted 
death on behalf of everyone, he himself is said to have suffered 
that death on behalf of us-not, of course, that he experienced 
death as regards his own nature-it were madness to say or 
think such a thing-but that ... his flesh tasted death." 
Similarly it was his body that was raised again, and so the 
resurrection is called his. 

The Logos with the flesh and body which are his own is 
absolutely one, and so it is one Christ and Lord that we confess; 
and as one and the same we worship him (i.e. not as though we 
worshipped a man together with the Logos)-not making any 
distinction in this respect between the Logos and the manhood. 
Indeed, if any one takes objection to the hypostatic union, either 
as incomprehensible or as unseemly, he cannot escape the error 
of speaking of 'two sons'; but the one Lord Jesus Christ must 
not be divided into two sons. Nothing is gained either by 
speaking ominously of a union of persons-" for Scripture has 
not said that the Logos united to himself the person of man, but 
that he became flesh ; and to say that the Logos became flesh is 
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precisely to say that he partook of blood and of flesh just as 
we do." That is to say, the manhood which he assumed was 
impersonal, but the mode and the result of the union was 
personal 1 Furthermore, he remained God all through, and the 
human generation in time did not in any way detract from the 
divine generation in eternity. "He made our body hie own and 
came forth from a woman as man, not having lost his being 
God and having been born of God his Father, but even in the 
assumption of flesh remaining (continuing to be) what he was." 2 

Such, Cyril declares, has always been the accurate account of 
the faith of the Church, and, in conclusion, he adds an explana
tion of the use of the term ' Theotokoe' as meaning what he 
has expressed. "It was in this sense that the holy fathers have 
been bold to speak of the Holy Virgin as ' Theotokos' : not in 
the sense that the nature of the Logo1:1, or his deity, received from 
the Holy Virgin the beginning of its being; but in the sense 
that the holy body was born of her and rationally ensouled 
(received a rational soul); and therefore the Logos, being hypos
tatically united to this body, is said to have been born as regards 
the flesh." That is to say, the Virgin is the Bearer of God, 
because she bore him who is God as well as man, though she is 
the Mother of the Saviour in regard to his humanity only. 

Earlier Teachi'Tl{J in the Church on tke Su1J:ject. Tertullian, 
Origen, .Athanasius 

With regard to the main issue there can be no doubt that 
Cyril was right in claiming for this teaching the support of the 
fathers of the Church. He was indeed using almost the very 
words of Tertullian 8 of old, and of the greatest of the teachers of 
Alexandria before his own time. 

Origen, without any sense of saying anything that was not 
universally allowed, declared that the Logos " while made man 
remained the God which he was" 4-and again, "the Son of 

1 See Note on 'The Impemonality of the Human Nature_ of The Lord' p. 294. 
1 See Note on ' The Ke•wcru ' p. 294. 
1 Tertnllfon (as we have already seen supra p. lH) had been the first to give 

expression to the doctrine, Leo, at a later time, is simpl_v restating his teaching 
11lmost in his very words. See esp. e.g. adv. Praz. 27, "Deus autem neque desinit 
esse, 11eque sliud potest esse. Sermo a.utem dens, et sermo domini ma.net in aevum, 
persever&ndo scilicet in sua forma." Cf. also Greg. Naz. Theol. Or. iv. esp. 20 ff. 

• Origen <k Princip. preface, § 4. 

IO" 
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God, through whom all things were created, is named Jesus 
Christ and the Son of man. For the Son of God is said to have 
died-in respect, namely, of that nature which could admit of 
death ; and he who is announced to be about to come in the 
glory of God the Father with the holy angels is called the 
Son of man. And for this reason, all through the Scriptures, 
not only are human predicates applied to the divine nature, 
but the human nature is adorned by appellations of divine 
dignity." 1 

And, with regard to the sufferings and other experiences of 
the human nature, Athanasius wrote: 1 "For this reason the special 
properties of the flesh, such as to hunger, to thirst, to be weary, 
and the like of which the flesh is capable, are predicated of him 
(or are described as his)-because he was in it; while, on the 
other hand, the works which are proper to the Logos himself, 
such as to raise the dead, to restore sight to the blind, and to 
cure the woman with an issue of blood, he did through his own 
body. The Logos endured the infirmities of the flesh as his 
own, for the flesh was his ; and the flesh ministered to the 
WOi'ks of the Godhead, because the Godhead was in it, for 
the body was God's. . . . When the flesh suffered the Logos 
was not external to it, and therefore the passion is said to 
be his ; and when he wrought divinely the works of his Father, 
the flesh was not external to him, but in the body itself the 
Lord did them." And he proceeds to give instances-just the 
same as those which Leo afterwards adduced-to shew how, 
though the different experiences and works were accomplished 
by one and the same divine and human person, it was in 
virtue now of the manhood and now of the Godhead.8 

TM Council o/ Epkesus, 431, and the Victory of. Cyril, 

The emperor, Theodosius, was under the influence of Nestorius, 
and accused Cyril of disturbing the peace and trying to sow 

1 Origen de Princip. ii 6 3. Hefele (Councils vol. iii p. 8) cites from the (Jom,. 

mentary on the Epistle to the P.mna?l8 the note, "Through the indissoluble unity 
of the Word and the flesh, everything which is proper to the flesh is ascribed also 
to the Word, and what is proper to the Word is predicated of the flesh." 

~ Ath. Or, e. Ar. iii 31-33 ; cf. iv 6, 7 ; and incidentally, <h Smt. Dionys. 26 
"For he himself permits the special properties of the flesh to be predicated of him, 
that it may be ahewn th11t the body was not another's but his very own." 

1 Of. 11lso Epiphanius .d11CO'l'Q/,, 36 and 95; adv. Haw, lxi.r. 24, 42, lxxii 23. 
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@edition ; but by general consent a council was summoned to deal 
with the questions at issue, to meet at Ephesus at Pentecost in 
the following year. 

Nestorius with his bishops, and Cyril attended by as many 
as fifty of his, arrived at Ephesus before the time appointed, and 
within a few days of Pentecost there were gathered together 
most of those who had been summoned. But there were still 
some very important absentees. John, the Metropolitan of 
Antioch, and the bishops of his province, had been delayed on the 
journey, and sent word that they were coming as quickly as 
they could. When, however, the days went by and they did 
not arrive,1 Cyril and his friends determined to open the Synod; 
and in spite of the protests of the imperial commissioner and 
some seventy bishops (including Theodoret of Cyrrhus), and the 
refusal of Nestorius to appear, a session was held (on June 22nd) 
from early morning into the night, and the excommunication of 
N estorius was decreed by a unanimous vote of two hundred. 
Some acts of violence against N estorius and his friends were 
committed by the people of Ephesus, but they were provided 
with a guard by the imperial commissioner. A few days later, 
John of Antioch arrived with forty Syrian bishops, and at once 
held a council and deposed Cyril and Memnon of Ephesus for 
their disorderly proceedings. Cyril's party continued to hold 
sessions, and both sides endeavoured to secure the emperor's 
support, the Antiochenes, in particular, charging Cyril with 
Apollinarianism and violence and injustice. The emperor decided 
to confirm the depositions on both sides, and early in August 
Cyril and Memnon, as well as Nestorius, were arrested at Ephesus 
and imprisoned. The majority and their friends at once made 
fresh representations to the emperor; and at last, after receiving 
deputies from both sides at Chalcedon, he ordered the release 
and restoration of Cyril and of Memnon; while Nestorius was 
to remain at his old monastery of Euprepius, whither he 
had already been sent, and a new bishop was appointed in his 
place. 

Cyril had thus, partly by the inherent merits of his cause, 
1 It is reported (see ~efele Councils vol. iii p. 45) that two bishops of th~ 

province of Antioch said that John had bidden them tell Cyril not to wait for 
him, and it has been inferred that John wished not to be present at the con• 
demnation of his former priest and friend. But, as the same two bishops signed 
the protest against the subsequent proceedings of Cyril, the &00ount m11.8t ~ 
:received with suspicion. 
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but partly also by the aid of bribes or customary presents 1 to 
some of the great officials of the Court, secured his own position 
in the East, while he had been strong all through in the support 
of the West, through the Bishop of Rome. 

Terms qf A.greement between Cyril and tM A.ntiocMnes. 
The Union Creed 

But the Antiochenes were by no means satisfied, and Cyril 
saw that it was necessary to divide them if possible, and to 
win over the Metropolitan-the natural leader of the Syrian 
opposition. He and those who were most anxious for peace and 
concord were steadfastly determined not to recognize Cyril till 
he had given satisfactory explanations, and with this end in 
view, after much discussion, an envoy (Paul of Emesa) was 
despatched to Alexandria in 433, bearing with him a form of 
creed to serve as a test, which Cyril was to be required to accept. 
This creed 2-intended to unite the Antiochenes and to be an 
Eirenicon to their opponents-contains the following declarations 
on the points at issue: "We confess therefore our Lord Jesus 
Christ the Son of God, the only begotten, complete God and 
complete man, of a rational soul and body: begotten of his 
Father as touching his Godhead before the ages, but all the 
same in the last days, on account of us and on account of our 
salvation, of Mary the Virgin as touching his manhood: co
essential with the Father as touching his Godhead and all the 
same co-essential with us as touching his manhood: for there has 
been effected a union of two natures-therefore we confess one 
Christ, one Son, one Lord. In accordance with this conception 
of the unconfused union we confess the Holy Virgin to be the 
bearer of God (Theotokos), because God the Word was incarnate 
and made man, and from the very conception united to himself 
the temple which was received from her. And of the expressions 
of evangelists and apostles concerning the Lord, we know that 
theologians apply some generally as referring to one person, and 
discriminate others as referring to two natures; and those which 

1 So hi.a apologists (e.g. Hefele) prefer to style them. The abbot Eutyches first 
comes before us aa Cyril's agent in this matter. The monks of Co_:stantinople, under 
Dalmatiu■ the Archima.ndrite, were also strong and even violent allies. 

2 See Hahn• p. 215. In the main it was the same &a one previously sent to the 
emperor, probably composed by Theodoret. 
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are of a divine character they refer to the Godhead of Christ, 
and those that are low Iy to his manhood." 

This statement certainly seems to favour the Antiochene 
rather than the Alexandrian point of view-but the title 
Theotokos is expressly admitted, and 'union' is used instead of 
' conjunction'; and Cyril accepted the Creed and embodied it in 
his reply, John on his part agreeing to the judgement pro
nounced against Nestorius, and anathematizing his • infamous 
doctrines •. Cyril further defended himself in his letter t against 
misrepresentations, and particularly requested John to join in 
checking the senseless ideas of a mixture or blending of the 
Logos with the flesh, or of any change at all in the divine 
nature, "for that remains ever what it is and never can be 
changed". 

Dissati,sfaction with tM Definitions o-n both, sides. Oyril's 
Vindication of them 

The ' union ' which was thus brought about failed to satisfy 
many on both sides. Of Cyril's former adherents there were 
some who thought that he was now accepting N estorian errors; 
eome merely misunderstood the terms which were used; while 
others-the forerunners of Monophysite conceptions-consciously 
disapproved of the teaching which Cyril represents. Accordingly, 
in a series of letters,' he defended the 'union', insisting that 
there were two natures, and yet there was a complete but uncon
fused union of the two, and that the doctrinal statement agreed 
upon simply excluded misapprehensions of the doctrine which he 
himself had constantly repudiated. The Nestorians were right 
in teaching two natures; their error lay in their not acknow
ledging a real union of the two. So, now that the Orientals 
agreed in allowing no separation of the natures, only teaching a 
distinction between them in thought, they were really accepting 
what he himself meant by the phrase " one incarnate nature of 
the Logos ". So, too, with regard to the predications in Scripture, 
they did not say "one class refer only to the Logos of God, the 
other only to the Son of man " ; but they said "the one refer 
only to the Godhead, the other to the manhood "-and in saying 

1 The letter known as Ladffltur Codi (Heurtley de Fide et Syni'bolo p. 
199 ff.). 

1 To Acacius Ep. 40, Eulogius Ep. 44, Valerian Ep. 50, and Successus Ep -l5 
(Migne lxxvii p. 181 tr.). See Hefele Councils vol. iii p. HO If. 
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eo they were right, ascribing both alike to the one Son (who is 
both Son of God and Son of man). 

Inasmuch as Cyril thus clearly recognizes the distinction 
between the natures, and insists that there is no kind of mixture 
of one with the other (though holding the union to be so com
plete that in the incarnate Christ the distinction is apprehended 
rather in our own thought than in his person), it seems to he 
certain that the expression "one incarnate nature of the Word " 
is intended to denote the unity of the person. The centre of 
this personality was the Logos who "remained always what he 
was" before the Incarnation. 

And this was the teaching for which a large number of the 
' N estorian ' bishops were not prepared. It seemed to them to 
endanger the full recognition of the manhood of Christ. They 
would not anathematize N estorius; they would not accept the 
compromise in which apparently some were able to acquiesce 
without giving up their old ideas ; and they would not recognize 
Cyril as orthodox. 

Tiu Strength and the Weakness of Nestori,ani,sm, 

The real strength of N estorianism lay in its clear perception 
of the reality of the human nature of the Lord. The Saviour . 
of men really went through the normal experiences of the life 
which man must live. At a time in the developement of doctrine 
-in the work of interpretation of the Person of Christ-when 
there was once again danger lest the full and complete humanity 
of the Redeemer should fail to win theoretic recognition, and 
an interpretation of his Person should be accepted which would 
practically be a denial of the Incarnation in its true significance, 
N estorianism rendered service to the Church. It insisted that 
the human experiences of the Lord were really human. But 
what it gave with one hand it took away with the other. Its 
theory failed to cover the deepest conviction of the Christian 

, consciousness that in Jesus God and man had really been 
\ brought together in a vital and permanent union, never hence
. forward to be dissolved : that the chasm between God and man 
had been bridged over, so that all who were united with Jesus 
were united with God Himself. The Nestorian theory only 
provided for an external union, which was understood to be an 
alliance of two distinct beings. And so the Incarnation was as 
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much emptied of its meaning as it was by any theory which 
failed to provide recognition either for the complete manhood 
or for the complete Godhead of the Saviour. But though 
Nestorianism was inevitably condemned, the Church had still to 
seek for a clearer conception of the relation between the God
head and the manhood and of their union in one Person. 

Nestorians were at all events convinced that Jesus Christ 
was both God and man ; that in him the experiences of both 
natures were fully represented. Nor can they be accused of 
exaggerating the distinction between the divine and the human 
natures and functions. They did not realize that distinction too 
vividly; but they failed to realize the idea of God becoming 
man-one who was eternally God entering upon the sphere of 
human life. In this respect at all events a fundamental issue 
was made clear by Cyril The Catholic interpretation of the 
Gospel is based on the idea of God condescending to be born as 
man; a divine Person stoops to assume human nature and live a 
human life, without ceasing to be divine. About this conception 
there is a unity which is never for a moment in danger of 
dissolution. But the very starting-point of Nestorian thought 
excluded the possibility of unity. Indeed, N estorians started not 
from one point, but from two, and the lines of their thought mn 
always parallel, side by side. There was Man, and there was 
God. Both were persons, and the conjunction in which the 
two were brought together was only one of relation (uxe:r,td, 
uvvaef>em). And so they never reached a clear conception of a 
Person living in two spheres of consciousness and experience.1 

To this conception Cyril seems really to have attained, though 
there were some difficulties of terminology which he did not 
altogether overcome. 

As a theory of the Person of Christ, N estorianism is weak 
and inadequate, so far as it fails to realize the union of manhood 
and Godhead as actually effected in a single Person who lived 
the life of men. But as against any theory which in any way in 
effect, if not intentionally, tends to annul the entirety of the 
manhood of Jesus, Nestorianism is strong, and makes its appeal 
direct to the heart of men. It is a mistake to regard it as 
merely ' rationalistic '. 

1 They 'could not see tha.t the distinction between the two spheres of existenoe 
might be mainta.ined without a.bandoning or denyinit the unity of their subiac.t' 
(W. Bright The Age of th,, Father• ToL ii p. 281). 
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And so it won and retained ite hold over great number11 of 
men. 

Suppre88'ion of Nestorianism within the limits of the Empire 

Against those who were not to be won over by explanations 
and negotiations, the Patriarch of Antioch at last appealed for the 
aid of the civil power. N estoriue in 43 5 was turned out of his 
monastery and banished to Petra in Arabia, and a little later to 
Ptolemaie, a kind of Siberia, to which the worst criminals were 
eent.1 The emperor ordered all hie writings to be burnt, and 
hie adherents all the more eagerly disseminated those of Diodorue 
and Theodore, and translated them into other languages (Syriac, 
Armenian, and Pereian). Many bishope were deposed and expelled 
from their sees, and, in consequence of the stringent measures 
adopted, the N estorian heresy was soon suppressed throu0hout the 
whole of the Roman Empire. For a time it found a refuge in 
the school of Edessa, but, when this famous centre of theological 
learning was closed by the Emperor Zeno in the year 489, 
Nestorianism lost its last hold in the Empire.2 

By these means the controversy was silenced for the time. 
But the theological tendencies which prompted it were too 
opposed to admit of. easy combination, and on the death of Cyril 
the extreme champions of the oneness of the natures, whom he 
had been able to keep in check, broke loose ; and, when the 
controversy which resulted was closed, the Church had lost 
another band of enthusiastic, if mistaken, Christians. 

8eo<f,opo,; dv0pwrro,; 

In a note on the use of the title 0Eorf,opo, by Ignatius, as a second 
name for himself (o Kal 0,orf,opo,) Lightfoot writes (Apostolic Fathers, 
IgnatiU8 vol. ii p. 21) "This word would be equally appropriate to the 
true Christian, whether taken in its active sense (O<orf,&pos bearing God, 
clad with God) or in its passive sense (OE&rpopo<; borne along by God, 
inspired by God} "; citing in support of his comment the words of 
Clement Al. (Strom. vii 13) 0Ero, cf.pa. o ')'VWO"T£K6<; Kat -rjS17 aria,, Owrf,opwv 
,cat Oiorf,opovp.EIIO<;. 

But he proceeds to shew that Ignatius certainly used the word in 

1 IIe w&& still alive in 439 when Socrates wrote his history, and a Coptic MS. of 
the life of Diosoorus says he was summoned to the Oonncil of Ohalcedon in 451. 
It seems unlikely that he lived so long, but when and where he died is unkuowu. 

s l:j,ee Additional Note-" The N estori4n Church" p. 2ill. 
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the active sense (as other similar compounds such as va.o<f>opOi, -xpuno
cf,opo<;, aapKo<pop<l~ V£Kpoc/Jopo<;); and that it was so interpreted universally 
till a very late date, when the legend grew up that Ignatius was the 
very child whom our Lord took up in his arms (Mark 936 and II s). 
He also cites passages proving that the metaphor of 'bearing God' or 
'bearing Christ' was familiar to early Christian writers, and that it is 
this sense rather than that of 'wearing God' as a robe that is intended, 
though the Syriac translator rendered it 'God-clad' and St Paul's 
metaphor of ' putting on Christ' might suggest that image. 

The word has also commonly, if not universally, been understood in 
~e active sense in the phrase /J.v0pm1l'o<; (ho<f,opo, as used in the Christo
logical controversies of the fourth and fifth centuries, and so it has been 
taken in the foregoing account to mean 'a man who bears God with 
him', implying that the man, so to say, was prior in time, and was 
favoured with the special choice of God, who is pleased to dwell in him 
-a man in whom God dwells. 

But Dr Robertson writes that he holds that this ie a mistake, and 
that the word is here passive in sense, 'God-borne' i.e. inspired.1 

There ia only room here for a brief statement of the question. 
The phrase seems to be first used by Apollinarians as a taunt which 

they cast at the doctrine of their opponents, charging them with 
worshipping an 3.v0pw1l'O'i 0Eocpop0i, and maintaining that the tru, 
object of worship was rather a 0Eo,; uapKo,popos. (See Greg. Naz. Ep. 
102 where the allusion is brought in incidentally to shew the absurdity 
of the Apollinarian position by an interchange of uiip, and /1.v0p(J)1l'o,; in 
one of their own expressions.) The antithesis shews that the word is 
used in the active sense. 

It is again as a taunt that we meet it next, though in a sense the 
tables are turned. .Apollinarians said that the Christ of the 'orthodox' 
was a 'God-bearing man'; but now it is N estorians against whom the 
charge is brought that they preach a 0Eo,popos /J.v0pw1l'o'i, and this by 
Cyril who was himself suspected-not without reason as far as his 
language went--of .Apollinarian tendencies. The historical antecedents 
of the phrase suggest, accordingly, that it is the active sense that is still 
intended-' a man bearing with him God '. It was certainly understood 
and used in this sense by later writers (see passages cited in Suicer's 
7"/iesaurus); and thus interpreted it expresses concisely the objections 
which are constantly reiterated against Nestorians-viz. that they made 
the manhood (the man) the starting-point, so to say, of their doctrine, 
and conceived of Christ as a man, with whom God was joined in some 

1 It must be noted that, whether the compound is active or passive, the general 
sense 'inspired' would hold. If active, the idea is that of a man who beara within 

,_him God, and so has with him a divine guide. If passive, the idea is that of a 
man who is upheld and sustained by the divine light and strength. 
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other way than in that of a real union (avvrtef,E1a, not O'(l)ITt<:); so that 
his Person was composed, as it were, of a man and a God-the Son of 
Man and the Son of God. So their opponents argued that the sense in 
which they applied the term 'God' to the individual human person 
whom they called Christ could not exclude the notion of two Sons. 
The idea of the indwelling of God Kar' &ooKlav in a human being 
was the source of their doctrine of the Person of Jesus Christ. 1 

And so their Christ was fairly described by the nickname dv0pW1ro,; 
0Eoef,6poc;. 

li the word be passive-0E6ef>opoc;-it would not convey this sense. 
In the term 'a God-borne man' God is put first. There is God, and he 
takes up and bears with him a man. The objection that the doctrine 
implied two persons might still hold good, but the point of view would 
not be the same aa that from which opponent.a of N estorianism set out. 

But, nevertheless, it seems to have been in the passive sense that 
Cyril applied it to the Nestorian tea.:hing. Dr Robertson points out 
that the anathemas must be interpreted by the 'covering I letter to 
which they were appended. That letter is the substratum of the 
anathemas. And, in the passage in the letter which corresponds in 
positive exposition to the statements which are negatived in the 
anathemas, Cyril quotes two sayings which are apparently the sayings 
of Nestorius-(1) o,a r6v <j)opowra r6v <f,opovp.EVOV ut{3w, 8,a 'T6V .16pa'TOV 
1rp0<rK1'VW 'T6V opwp.Evov, (2) a A1jcp0El<; T4i 1'.a/36.,,,,., <Tlr/XP'lp.a'Tl{n (},6c;. 
(That is, 'On account of him that bears I reverence him that is borne; 
on account of him that is unseen I worship him that is seen', and 'He 
that is taken up is called God (shares in the name of God) along wiili 
him that took him up'.) In these sayings there is no doubt that the 
active agency is ascribed to God throughout. It is God that bears, man 
that is borne. It is God that took up, man that was taken up. The name 
God, which properly belongs only to him that takes, is extended by 
virtue of the new association to him that is taken. The crvUTo,xla of 
ideas is unmistakeable. The 'man' is, as it were, passive throughout. 
And the phrases in the anathemas, which repudiate such ideas, are at 
least patient of the same interpretation (viz. 0,6cpopoi dv0pW1ro-;---ws 
a.v0pr,J1rov lv11pyiju0ai 1rapa rov ecov 1'.6yov 'T6V 'I"/O'OVP--'T(W ava1'.71cp0wra. 
/J.v0pw1rov crvµ.1rpoqK11V€£U()a, 8,w ,,.ii 0,qj Mr'l' . . . Ka~ <Tlr/XP1/p.aTl{nv 
(),ov w<; lnpav b, h-lplJl ). I 

We must therefore recognize that Cyril meant (),ocpopoc;, in the 

1 See 8'11,]JN Theodore's exposition of the doctrine. 
1 Dr. Robertson also points out th&t in the instance from the lkurpta TModoti 

27 (Tli B,o,f,opo• ;-Lvea-8a., TOV 4,fJpw'll'OII 1t'porrexws ·••novµ.e,011 brli roii icvpCov Ka.I 
•a.fJd.rep tTwp.a a.in-oD ;-,v6µ.evov) which Lightfoot quotes in support of the aotive 
sense, he has overlooked the drift of the passage, and that the word is ther~ 
p&ssive (Bdrpopo•), being explained by EP<fYYovp.••o• fnrd roD Kvplov. 
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passive senee. As applied to Ne!!torian teaching the phrase 8£6q,opos 
J.118pOY1ros is probably his own coinage. It is not probable that Nestorius 
or his followers would have ehosen it as their own expression of their 
doctrine, though the saying of N estorius-if it be hi!!, which Cyril 
quotes, would seem to give him justification for the phrase. 

But in the active sense, 8Eocp6po,;; lf.v0pw1ros, the phrase was so 
convenient and concise an expression of the Nestorian doctrine, a11 
commonly understood, that it was seized upon and regularly used in 
later times as a label for the famous heresy. And therefore, though
as Dr Robertson has convinced me-with some sacrifice of historical 
accuracy, I have given the phrase the sense which it has universally 
been believed to bear, from the days of Marius Mercator (see supra 
p. 261 n. 4), who slips in the gloss id, est, Deum ferentem, down to 
the present time, 

THE NESTORIAN (EAST-SYRIAN) CHURCH 

The expelled bishops laid the foundation of the great East-Syrian 
Church. A temporary refuge was found by N estorians in the great 
school of Edessa, which had been famous for generations as the literary 
centre of Christianity for Armenia, Syria, Chaldaea, and Persia. At the 
time of the Council of Ephesus (431) its head was a Persian, Ibas, an 
ardent disciple of Theodore of Mopsuestia. After the Council he was 
expelled by the bishop Rabulas (who had himself been Nestorian at 
first), and spread translations of Theodore's works among the Christians 
in Persia. In 435 he was elected Bishop of Edessa, in succession to 
Rabulas, and a great etimulus was given to Nestorianism. The school 
was finally dissolved by the Emperor Zeno in 489, but it was transferred 
(to flourish more freely than ever) to Nisibis, where already, under 
Barsumas, a Nestorian school had been founded, and the support of the 
Persian king was secured for Nestorian Christians only. In spite of 
occasional persecution, N estorian schools and misBionaries rapidly spread 
in Persia and India, and even far into China (where a bilingual inscrip
tion in Chinese and Syriac, found by the Jesuits at Singanfu, relates 
that a Nestorian missionary laboured as far back as the year 636). The 
Nestorian Church, strongly established in this way by the end of the 
fifth century, and always famous for its educational and missionary 
enthusiasm, had become in the eleventh and twelfth centuries the 
largest Christian body in the world-the Christian Church of the far 
East. The Patriarch (or Catholicos) resided at Seleucia-Ctesiphon, and 
later at Bagdad, and was acknowledged by twenty-five metropolitans (or 
archbishops) as their spiritual head. The Khalifs of Bagdad protected 
their Christian subjects, and important offices of state were often filled 
by them ; but when a Tartar race of sovereigns succeeded, bitter perse• 
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cution broke out, and at last the invasion of Tamerlane in the fourteenth 
century spread universal devastation, and almost blotted out the Church. 
Only a fragment--& nation as well as a Church-survived; and, in spite 
of almost incredible persecution and suffering, still survives in the moun
tains and plains of Kurdi~tan (partly in Turkey and partly in Persia). 
The Euphrates valley expedition of 1835 first brought their existence to 
the knowledge of the West, and, in response to repeated appeals from 
the Catholicos for help, Archbishop Benson founded an educational 
mission to restore and build up, if possible, free from N estorian error, 
something of their ancient state. (See "Archbishop's Mission to the 
Assyrian Christians" Annual Report, published by the S.P.C.K.) 



CHAPTER XVI 

EUTYCHIA.NISM 

THE difficulty of finding a suitable expression of the union of 
the two natures in the person of Jesus Christ, which should 
recognize fully the earliest conviction, that, though one person, 
he was yet both God and man, was shewn again within a few 
years of the condemnation of N estorian teaching. This time 
it was teaching of an opposite kind that called for correction. 

Cyril died in 444, and was succeeded by Dioscorus, who 
had, in an exaggerated form, all the bad qualities which have 
been attributed to Cyril, without his undoubted learning.1 The 
Archbishop of Constantinople was Flavian, a moderate man, 
averse from controversy, desiring peace and quiet for the Church. 
But peace was not to be had when followers of Cyril were not 
content to use his language and abide by the qualifications which 
explained it. On the contrary, there were some who seem 
to have made it their business to scent out traces of Nestorianism 
in men who were reputed orthodox, and so to wound their good 
name. 

The Teaching of Eutyches--his Condemnation 

It was one of these who caused the renewal of the strife
Eutyches, who had been an enthusiastic follower of Cyril, and 
was archimandrite of a monastery outside Constantinople, and 
high in the imperial favour. He had fallen under suspicion of 
Apollinarian tendencies already, and at an ordinary synod of 
thirty-two bishops, held at Constantinople in November 448, a 
charge was brought against him by Eusebius, Bishop of Dory
laeum-a former friend and ally in the contest against 

1 He seems to have been violent, Tap&eious, and scandalously immoral (see the 
evidence adduced at the Council of Chalcedon-Hefele Councils vol. iii 323 ft). Ho 
brought all kinds of charges against Cyril, and confiscated his money 11.nd property 
on the ground that be had impoverished the Church. 

~1 
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Nestorianism-that he confounded the natures, and scandalized 
many of the faithful by his teaching. Eutyches was invited to 
attend before the synod and offer explanations. Again and 
again he refused to appear, and sent evasive answers to the 
messengers who were despatched to summon him ; but at last 
he came. The question was put to him : " Dost thou confess the 
existence of two natures even after the incarnation, and that 
Christ is of one essence (oµ,oovcnov) with us after the flesh?" 
After trying to evade a direct answer, Eutyches declared that he 
had never hitherto used the latter phrase (though the Virgin from 
whom the flesh was received was of one essence with us), but 
that he would do so, if required by the synod. (He had really 
held the human nature to be assimilated, deified, by the Logos; 
so that the body was no longer of the same essence as ours, but 
a divine body 1-so the human nature was as it were transmuted 
into the divine.) And at last he was obliged to admit that he 
confessed that the Lord was of two natures before the union, 
but after the union he confessed one nature. When required to 
anathematize all views opposed to the one declared by the 
synod (that Christ was of one essence with us as regards the 
flesh, and of two natures), he answered that though he would 
accept the manner of speech required, he found it neither in 
Holy Scriptures nor in the Fathers, and that therefore he could 
not pronounce the anathema which would condemn the Fathers. 
And he appealed to the writings of Athanasius and Cyril 
in support of his own teaching,S saying, ' before the union they 
speak of two natures, but after the union only of one '-though 
all the same he repudiated all change and conversion of one 
into the other. As it was only in so equivocal a fashion that 
Eutyches would accept the test, the synod decided that he did 
not really hold the orthodox faith and pronounced his deposition 
and excommunication. 

Appeal to the West and Gounter-Attaek on Flai>ian 

Eutycbes maintained his ground and offered a stubborn 
resistance. Enjoying already the emperor's sympathy, he 

1 ThIB view was represented ae if he said that the Logos had brought his body 
from heaven (~vw8ev). This he denied that he held. 

2 Some of the writings on which he depended were really Apollinarian, fraudu
leutly ascribed to others. See .,,ipra p. 241 n,ite. 
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wrote to Leo, the Bishop of Rome, in ingratiating terms, and 
tried to secure his support. Leo, however, waited till he had 
heard the other side, and then wrote briefly to Flavian, con
demning Eutyches, and promising full and complete directions 
in the matter. Feeling ran high in Constantinople. The 
emperor supported Eutyches and required of Flavian a pro
fession of belief, in answer to the charges of Eutcyhes. Flavian 
in reply drew up a statement,1 in which he declared his faith 
in the twofold generation of him who was " perfect God and 
perfect man, . . . of one essence with the Father as regards his 
Godhead, and of one essence with his mother as regards his 
manhood. For while we confess Christ in two natures after 
the incarnation from the Holy Virgin and the being made man, 
we confess one Christ, one Son, one Lord, in one subsistence and 
in one person ; and we do not refuse to speak of one nature of 
God the Word, if it be understood to be one nature incarnate 
and made man, inasmuch as our Lord Jesus Christ is one and 
the same (person) out of both (natures)." Flavian here was 
careful to use the phrase ' one nature ' with the qualification 
which Cyril too had added, ' one incarnate nature '. Eutyches, 
on the contrary, did not shrink from acknowledging 'one 
nature of the incarnate God made man •. 

The Council of Eplwsus 

Against the wish of Leo and of Flavian, Theodosius II 

summoned a Council to meet at Ephesus, and, with the hope of 
determining the judgment of this Council, Leo wrote to Flavian 
the letter he had promised before.2 The letter was written on 
June 13, and the Council met in August, with Dioscorus as 
president. Dioscorus was attended by a strong body of 
Egyptian bishops and monks, who all behaved with scandalous 
violence. They cried out against Eusebius for dividing Christ 
-' Burn him alive ; as he divides Christ, let him be divided 
himself l' Flavian was 'mobbed' by the monks of Barsumas; 
Dioscorus refused to have the letter of Leo read; the state
ments of Eutyches were received with applause. The Council 

1 Hahn I p. 320. The letter containing it wM sent to the emperor in the spring 
of 449. 

1 Hahn I p. 321 lf. An English translation in Bright St. Leo on. the Incarnation, 
aud iu the English translation of Hefele (CO'lfflCil., vol. iii 225 ff.). See infra u. 288. 
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aE!serted that after the incarnation the distinction between the 
two natures no longer existed, Eutyches was declared orthodox 
and restored, and all his opponents were deposed. Fla'fian 
appealed against the decision, supported by the Roman legates, 
who protested and retired in haste. The signatures of many of 
the bishops were extorted by threats and physical force. It 
seems certain from the evidence, even when allowance is made 
for some exaggeration, that the result was only reached by 
insolent intimidation which proceeded to personal violence ; and 
when the news reached Leo, he at once denounced the action of 
Dioscorus, and later on declared that a Council characterized by 
such ' brigandage ' 1 was no true Council at all. 

Victory of the Eutychians through the Emperor's Support 

Theodosius, however, supported Dioscorus and his party, and 
applauded the decision of the Council He denounced Flavian, 
Eusebius, and the others as N estorians, and deposed and exiled 
them.' Theodoret, who had not been at the Council, was included 
in this sentence, and his writings were forbidden to be read. 

The result of the stringent edict which was issued was 
hopeless dissension in the East. Egypt, Thrace, and Palestine, 
on the one side, held with Dioscorus and the emperor ; on the 
other side, Syria, Pontus, and Asia protested against the treat
ment of Flavian and the acquittal of Eutyches. With them 
was Rome ; and Leo, excommunicated by Dioscorus, excommuni
cated him in turn and demanded a new Council. As long as 
Theodosius lived nothing could be done, though the sympathies 
oi Pulcheria were on the other side. His death in July of the 
year following the Robber Synod (450) opened the way to the 
end of the wretched wrangle. 

The Council of Ohalcedon 

Pulcheria and her husband, Marcian, favoured the cause 
which Leo repreli!ented, and the exiled bishops were recalled. 

1 'Latrociniurn' Ep. 95 (to Pulcheria), dated July 20, 451 :-hence the name by 
which the Council is known to history, 'the Robber Synod' (.-,;vooos A1/<TTP,.1<TJ). 

i Some accounts declare that Flavian died three da.ys after the Council from 
the results of the violPnce of which he wa.s the victim, and at Chalcedon Barsumaa 
was denounced as his murderer. Other accounts say he W&S exiled and died ai 
Epipa, a city of Lydia, perh•ps by a violent death. 
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A synod was held at Constantinople, at which the bishop, 
Anatolius, signed Loo's letter to Flavian-by this time widely 
known and warmly welcomed by such men as Theodoret and 
other leaders of the Antiochenes ; and a General Council was 
summoned to be held at Nicaea.1 Thither in the summer of 
451 the bishops and the papal legates journeyed; but to suit 
the convenience of the emperor {whose presence was required 
at the capital) the Council was transferred to Chalcedon. A 
number of sessions were held between the 8th October and 
the 1st of November, about six hundred bishops and others 
being present.I 

At the outset the papal legates protested against the 
presence of Dioscorus, and the commissioners (who were in 
charge of the business arrangements) directed him to sit apart 
from the others, as not entitled to vote. All the documents 
relating to the case were read. While this was proceeding, the 
introduction of Theodoret, by command of the emperor, caused 
a violent outbreak of angry protests from the party of Dio
scorus (who taunted him as' the Jew, the enemy of God') and 
counter-accusations from his friends.8 Quiet was with difficulty 
restored by the commissioners, who declared "such vulgar shouts 
were not becoming in bishops, and could do no good ". Over the 
proceedings at Ephesus a heated debate took place, and many 
of the bishops who had been present disavowed their share in 
the decisions, declaring that they had been induced, through fear 
of the violence of Dioscorus and his monks, to act in violation 
of their real belief and judgement. Dioscorus declared that 
Flavian had been justly condemned, because he maintained that 
there were two natures after the union ; whereas he could prove 
from Athanasius, Gregory, and Cyril, that after the union we 
ought to speak of only one incarnate nature of the Logos. " I 
am rejected ", he cried, " with the Fathers ; but I defend the 
doctrine of the Fathers, and swerve from it in no respect." He 

1 Leo now wished to dispense with a. Council, a.nd simply by his legates, in con• 
junction with Anatolius, receive into communion all suspected bishops who would 
make profession of the orthodox fa.ith. Even earlier he had apparently wished to 
adopt this course, and only to hold a. Council if it failed. 

1 Yet the West wa.s represented only by the Roman legates and two Africa.n 
bishops. 

1 Theodoret had written a dialogue (sa.tirizing the monks, Cyril's supporters, 
and a.ccnsing the whole party of being mere Apollinaria.ns) between 'Epa.v,a-r,js {a 
scrap-collector-one who picks up scraps of heresies, like Eutyches} and 'Op66-
a~,. 
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was willing to accept the expression 'of two natures' (i.4 
formed out of the two), but not to say 'two natures' still (i.e. 
existing in two natures), since after the union there were no 
longer two. 

By the close of the first session a large majority of the 
Council agreed that Flavian had been unjustly deposed, and 
that it was right that the same punishment should be meted 
out to Dioscorus. 

At the second session the Creed of Nicaea was read and 
received with enthusiasm as the belief of all, and the Creed 
then first attributed to the Council of Constantinople was 
approved, and after it the second letter of Cyril to Nestorius 
and his letter to John of Antioch. Then came the letter of 
Leo to Flavian, in a Greek translation. This too was received 
with approval as the faith of the Fathers-" Peter has spoken 
by Leo ; thus Cyril taught! Anathema to him who believes 
otherwise." But the letter did not pass at once. Some pas
sages seemed to some of the bishops 'Nestorian ', and it was 
only after diecussion and explanation that it was accepted.1 

At the third session, on October 13, the formal deposition 
of Dioscorus was pronounced, and at the fourth the condemna
tion of Eutychianism was renewed.1 At the fifth session, on 
October 22, a definition of the faith was agreed to, not to add 
to the faith in any way or substitute a new confession for the 
old ones (which a canon of the Council of Ephesus forbade), but 
to refute the innovations of Nestorius and Eutyches.8 The 
formula was drawn up by a committee of bishops in consulta
tion, and begins with a declaration of the sufficiency of the 
Creeds of Nicaea and Constantinople, had not some attempted 
to do away with the preaching of the truth and to pervert the 
mystery of the incarnation of the Lord, and denied the term 
God-bearer as used of the Virgin; while others introduced a 
confusion and mixture, and senselessly imagined that there was 
only one nature of the flesh and of the Godhead, and rashly 
maintained that the divine nature of the Only-begotten was 

1 Discussion, and ultimate acceptance on its merits, was not quita what Leo 
would have wished, 

1 Dioscorna, deposed and exiled, died in Paphlagoni11 in September 454. Eu
tyches wu also exiled, but probably died before the sentence was carried out. 

• The statement is given in Heurtley d.s Fide et Symbolo p. 23 ff., a translation 
and part of the Greek in Hefele Councils vol. iii p. 346 ff., aud the deciaive claUll88 
of the definition in Hahn I p. 166. 
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become passible by the confusion or mixture. Therefore, the 
synod " opposes those who seek to rend the mystery of the 
incarnation into a duality of Sons, and excludes from participa
tion in the holy rites (or from the sacred congregation) those 
who dare to say that the Godhead of the Only-begotten is 
capable of suffering. It sets itself against those who imagine 
a mixture or confusion in regard to the two natures of Christ, 
and drives away those who foolishly maintain that the form of 
a servant which was assumed from us is of a heavenly essence 
or any other than ours ; and it anathematizes those who fancy 
two natures of the Lord before the union and imagine only one 
after the union. 

" Following, therefore, the holy Fathers ", the declaration 
runs, " we confess and all teach with one accord one and the 
same Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, at once perfect (complete) in 
Godhead and perfect (complete) in manhood, truly God and 
truly man, and, further, of a reasonable soul and body; of one 
essence with the Father as regards hie Godhead, and at the 
same time of one essence with us as regards hie manhood, in 
all respects like us, apart from sin ; as regards his Godhead 
begotten of the Father before the ages, but yet as regards his 
manhood-on account of us and our salvation-begotten in the 
last days of Mary the Virgin, bearer of God ; one and the same 
Christ, Son, Lord, Only-begotten, proclaimed in two natures, 
without confusion, without change, without division, without 
separation; the difference of the natures being in no way 
destroyed on account of the union, but rather the peculiar 
property of each nature being preserved and concurring in one 
person and one hypostasis-not as though parted or divided 
into two persons, but one and the same Son and Only-begotten 
God the Logos, Lord, Jesus Christ, even as the prophets from 
of old and the Lord Jesus Christ taught us concerning him, 
and the Creed of the Fathers has handed down to us." 

In this definition the Church at length pronounced a final 
verdict on both extremes of Christological opinion, clearly 
repudiating Apollinarian, Nestorian, and Eutychian teaching, 
and stating positively in few words the relation between the 
two natures in the one person :-the relation which was more 
fully expressed in the statements of Cyril and Leo, to which, by 
recognition on this occasion, conciliar authority was given. 
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The Letter of Leo to Flavian 

The letter of Leo well supplements the earlier statement of 
Cyril, and a summary of it may elucidate some points in the 
controversy which it helped to close.1 

It is written all through in the tone of calm judicial decision 
and direction, and treats Eutyches as imprudent and lacking in 
sound judgement and understanding of the Scriptures. The very 
Creed itself refutes him: old as he is, he does not comprehend 
what every catechumen in the world confesses. To declare 
belief in" God the Father all-ruling and in Jesus Christ His only 
Son, our Lord, who was born of the Holy Spirit and 2 the Virgin 
Mary " is really to overthrow the devices of almost all heretics. 
These three clauses declare the Son to be God derived from God,8 

co-eternal and co-equal and co-essential with the Father. The 
temporal nativity in no way detracted from the divine and 
eternal nativity, and added nothing to it, but was solely concerned 
with the restoration of man and the need for the assumption of our 
nature by one whom sin could not stain nor death keep in his hold.' 

1 The Letter is often styled the 'Tome' of Leo-the term ,,-1,p.or, meaning a seet:aa 
or a concise statement, being commonly applied to synodical lettel'S-cf. .Athanasina, 
Tomus ad Antiochenos, It is given in Helll'tley de Fuu et Symbolo, and in Hahn• pp. 
321-330 (Translation in Hefele Go1mcils vol. iii p. 225ft'. and Bright St Ldo on tlu In
carnation p. 109 ff.). Dorner (Doct. of Person of Christ Div. ii vol. i p. 85) describes 
Leo as "more skilled in the composition of formulas of a full-toned liturgical char
acter than capable of contributing to the scientific developcment of a doctrine", but 
at all events he was able to give very clear expression to the doctrine which he 
received. 

• The Latin text has et. Hefele suggest.a ~. but the simple eo-ordination of the 
Holy Spirit and the Virgin is no doubt original in the Roman Creed-see the forma 
in Hahn I p. 22 ff. 

1 He uses the Nicene phrase 'de DeoDeus', which Wall not in theConsta.ntinopolitan 
Creed, but was eventually inserted in the West, e.g. at Toledo in 589. 

4 The actual birtli as well as the conception took place without loss of virginity. 
The title cid 1rd.p1J,.os is found as early &8 Clement of Alexandria (Strom. vii 16) 
who reports that some in his day said the fact was known by examination; 
anyhow he deems it true. On the other hand, Tertullian about the same time aays 
she was virgo till the birth, but that the birth me.de her mulkr, and that St Paul 
implied this, "cum non ex virgine sed ex muliere editum filium dei pronuntiavit, 
agnovit adapertae vulvae nuptial em passionem" ; and so he says, "etsi virgo concepit, 
in partu suo nupsit" (de came Christi 23). The doctrine here laid down by Leo 
seems to have been generally held in the Church from early times (Tertullian l.c. 
and Helvidius in the fourth century being exceptions-though doubtless finding 
followel'S), Athanasius uses the title Or. c. Ar. ii 70, 11nd Augustine declares she 
was 'virgo concipiens, virgo pariens, virgo moriens' Cat. rud, 40. The best account 
ol the different theories will be found in J. B. Mayor's edition of the Eputle of St 
Jame,. See also Bright St uo on tke Incarnatian p. 137. 
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If the Creed was not enough he might have turned to the 
pages of Scripture and have learnt that as the Word was 
made flesh, and born from the Virgin's womb, so as to have the 
form of man, so he had also a true body like his mother. " That 
generation peerlessly marvellous and marvellously peerless is 
not to be understood as though through the new mode of the 
creation the peculiar properties of the kind (man, or the 
human race) were done away." It is true that the Holy Spirit 
gave fruitfulness to the Virgin, but it was from her body that 
the Lord's body was produced, animated by a reasonable soul 
(§§ i, ii). "Thus the properties of each nature and essence 
were preserved entire, and went together to form one person ; 
and so humility was taken up by majesty, weakness by strength, 
mortality by eternity; and for the purpose of paying the debt 
which we had incurred, the nature that is inviolable was 
united to the nature that can suffer, in order that the con
ditions of our restoration might be satisfied, and one and the 
same Mediator between God and men, the man Jesus Christ, 
might be able to die in respect of the one and not able to die in 
respect of the other.1 .Accordingly, there was born true God in 
the entire and perfect nature of true man, complete in his own 
properties, complete in ours. By ' ours • we mean those which 
the Creator formed in us at the beginning-and which he took 
upon him to restore. For of those properties which the deceiver 
brought into our nature, and man by the deception allowed to 
enter, there was no trace in the Saviour. .And it must not be 
supposed that by entering into fellowship with human weaknesses 
he became a sharer in our sins. He took upon him the form of 
a servant without the defilement of sin, making the human greater 
and not detracting from the divine; for that 'emptying of him
self ' 2 by which the invisible presented himself as visible, and 
the Creator and Lord of all things willed to be one of the 
mortal, was a condescension of compassion and not a failure 
of power. He who, while continuing in the form (essential 
character) of God, made man, was made man in the form 
of a servant. For each nature keeps its own characteristics 
without diminution, and as the form of God does not annul 
the form of a servant, so the form of a servant does not 
impair the form of God" (§ iii). 

1 See Note 'Communicatio ldiomatum' p. 298. 
1 See Note 'The Kivwcm' p. 294. 
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The Son of God in this way comes down to this lower world 
from his heavenly throne without retiring from his Father's 
glory-born by a new order and form of birth," continuing to be 
eternally while beginning to be in time." But the new order, the 
new nativity, in no way implies a nature unlike ours. He is 
true God, but also true man, with flesh derived from his human 
mother; and "in the unity which results there is no deception, 
while the lowliness of man and the majesty of Deity are alter
nated; 1 for just as the Godhead is not changed by its compassion, 
so the manhood is not swallowed up by its acquired dignity. 
For each of the ' forms' (sc. the form of God and the form of a 
servant) acts in communion with the other its appropriate part 
-the Word effecting what is proper to the Word and the flesh 
carrying out what is proper to the flesh. The one shines out 
brightly in miracles, the other submits to insults.2 Just as the 
Word does not retire from equality in the glory of the Father, 
so the flesh does not desert the nature of our kind (species). 
For one and the same person . . . is truly Son of God and truly 
Son of Man." Leo then goes on to point out how the char
acteristics of the two natures are respectively shewn in the 
different experiences of the one person-which are conditioned 
now by the one nature, now by the other. " It does not", he 
says, "belong to the same nature to say ' I and the Father are 
one', and to say 'the Father is greater than I'. For although 
in the Lord Jesus Christ there is one person of God and man, 
yet there is one source of the contumely which Godhead and 
manhood share, and another source of the glory which they also 
share. From our properties comes to him the manhood inferior 
to the Father; from the Father he has the divinity equal with the 
Father (§ iv).• On account, therefore, of this unity of person, 
which is to be understood to exist in both natures, we read, on 
the one hand, that the Son of Man came down from heaven, since 
the Son of God took upon him flesh from the Virgin from whom 
he was born ; and, on the other hand, the Son of God is said to 
have been crucified aud buried, inasmuch as he suffered thus not 
in the divinity itself (in which the Only-begotten is co-eternal 

1 'Invicem sunt' -this probably means 'are by turns', as explained in the follow
ing attribution of different operations to the different na.tures: now one and now the 
other is active. But a possible meaning would perhaps be "are mutually or recipro• 
cally", which would give the senl!ll "have penetrated each other" (as Hefele tf'.), 

1 See Note 'Communicatio Idiomatum • p. 293. 
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and co-essential with the Father) but in the weakness of human 
nature.'' Passages are cited from the New Testament to shew 
that experiences only possible in virtue of the human nature are 
predicated of the one person, under the title which is his in virtue 
of his deity; and experiences only possible in virtue of the divine 
nature are predicated under the title which belongs to him as 
human.1 And furLheJ' evidence is adduced to prove that the 
distinction of the natures remained in the one person even after 
the resurrection. It was just to prove that the assumption of 
manhood was permanent, and that the divine and the human 
natures still remained in their distinct and individual characters, 
that the Lord delayed his ascension forty days, and conversed 
and ate with his disciples, and shewed the marks of his passion 
saying, " See my hands and my feet, that it is I. Touch and see, 
for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see that I have". And 
so we should be saved from the error of identifying the Word 
and the flesh, and should confess both Word and flesh together 
to be one Son of God. The blessed Apostle John declares : 
"Every spirit which confesses Jesus Christ to have come in 
flesh is of God; and every spirit which parts (divides or unmakes) 
Jesus is not of God, and this is anti-Christ " ; 1 and to ' part • 
Christ is just to separate the human nature from him, and by 

1 The two passages are 1 Cor. 211 "for if they had known they would never have 
crucified the Lord of majesty" -a passage that Augustine had previously cited (de 
Trin. i 28) as shewing that the filius kominis propter formam servi and the Filiu, 
Dei propter Dei f01"Tll,(Vfll are one and the same-and Matt. 161' "who do men say 
that I the Son of Man am J " 

1 1 John 48 'qui solvit Jesum '=& M« Tov 'I11<roOv. No extant Greek MS. has 
this reading, but Socra.tes {H. E. vii 32} says it was so written in the ancient copies, 
which were altered by those who wished to sepa.ra.te the deity from the manhood in 
the Incarnation, and that ancient comment.a.tors noted that the epistle ha.d been 
tampered with to further this design. Of Greek fathers Irenaeus and Origen alone 
attest the reading (in both cases we have only the Latin translation} ; Irena.eus quot
ing the passa.ge against those who imagine a plurality of gods and fathers, and divide 
into many the Son of God; and Origen, while maintaining the characteristics of each 
'substance', disclaiming any partition such as this passage has in view (see Iran. 
adv. Haer. iii 16, 8 and Orig. ad loc.). The reading is also found in Augustine (Hom. 
m 1 John 614, but elsewhere he treats the reading as qui non oonji,tetur or qui nega,t), 
Fulgentius, Lucifer, Tertullian (adv. Marc. v 16 and cf. de Ca,,rm Christi 24, as 
Irena.eus impra), and in the Vulgate. Westcott and Hort and theReviBers ple.ce it in 
the margin. 

The Textus Receptus 3 µ11 /;µoX,ryii (Lat. qui non ronfitdur) besides having the 
support of a.JI Greek MSS. and the versions other than the Vulgate, seems to be 
implied by Polycarp, Cyril, Theodoret, Theophylact, Cyprian, Didymus (lat.j. 
(Unlesa the text is exactly quoted it might be that the writer was only drawin2 the 
negative eonclusion to which the first cla.use points.) 
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shameless fancies to make void the mystery through which alone 
we have been saved. "For the Catholic Church lives and grows 
by this faith-that in Christ Jesus there is neither humanity 
without true divinity, nor divinity without true humanity " 
(§ v). 

In conclusion Leo comments on the impiety and absurdity 
of the saying of Eutyches-" I confess that our Lord was 
of two natures before the union; but after the union I 
confess one nature" ; and insists that it is as wicked and 
shocking to say that the Only-begotten Son of God was of 
two natures before the Incarnation (when of course he was 
God only and not man) as to assert one only nature in him 
after the Word was made flesh (§ vi). 

The Later History o/ Eutychianism-tke Monophysites '1 
Thus was the Creed of the Church defined; and "writing, 

composing, devising, or teaching any other creed" was forbidden 
under penalties-bishops and clergy to be deposed, monks and 
laymen anathematized. The Eutychian conception was, however, 
by no means suppressed. Large bodies of Christians refused to 
accept the doctrine of two natures as proclaimed at Chalcedon, 
though ready to condemn the teaching that the human nature 
was absorbed in the divine. Accordingly, numerous secessions 
from the Church took place, the seceders asserting one nature 
only (though not explaining the manner of the union) and being 
therefore styled Monophysites. In Palestine and in Egypt 
serious rioting and bloodshed followed-large numbers of the 
monks and others endeavouring to drive out the bishops who 
accepted the Council; and when, after many years, some measure 
of peace and unity was restored to the Church, she had lost her 
hold upon wide districts which had been hers before.1 

1 For the details of the history see Hefele Councils vol. iii p. 449 ff. Nearly 
a hundred years after the Council of Chalcedon (in Ml) Monophysitism was 
strenuously revived and organized by a Syrian monk, na.med Jacob Baradai, and 
Monophysite bishops were appointed wherever it was possible. In particular he 
revived the Monophysite patriarchate of Antioch, which is still the centre of all the 
Monophysite churches of Syria and other Eastern provinces. From him the name 
'Jacobite' Christians, adopted by all Monophysites, was derived. Monophysites 
have maintained their position down to the present time-(1) in parts of Syria, 
:Mesopotarui11, Asia },finor, Cyprns, and Palestine-subject to the Patriarch of 
Antioch (who now resioles near Bagrlad); but some of these were united with Rome 
1n 1646 and a patriarchate of 'Catholic' Syrian, (' Uniates ') was established a.t 
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COMMUNICATIO IDIOMATUM ![ 

To three passages in Leo's letter (pp. 289 n. 1, 290 n. 2) objection was 
taken at the Council by the Bishops of Illyricum and Palestine, on the 
ground that they seemed to express a certain separation of the divine and 
the human in Christ. But the objection was dropped when almost iden
tical statements were cited from Cyril's letters, and the papal legates de
clared that they did not admit any such separation, and anathematized all 
who did, and protested their belief in one and the same Lord and Son of 
God. The passages together in their context express what is commonly 
called the communicatio idiornatum (a~r.'.800-,s TWV Ul,wp.cfrwv, or 1"WV ovop.a
rwv}. But this technical term is used in somewhat different senses. The 
teaching of Cyril and Leo (which alone has the authority of a General 
Council, and is in harmony with the teaching of Origen and Athanasius 
referred to in connexion with Cyril's letters p. 269 supra}, is clear. 
There is one person, and there are two natures. These two natures, 
though truly (mysteriously) united in the one person, remain distinct, 
each retaining its own properties. The properties of each nature belong 
to and are rightly predicated of the one person-he exists at the same 
time in the divine nature and in the human nature, he lives always in 
both spheres. The experiences which are strictly divine, and the experi
ences which are strictly human, are alike his experiences; But they are 
his in virtue of the different natures-the one set of experiences because 
he is divine, the other set of experiences because he is human. Further
more, the one person has different appellations, corresponding to the 
different natures. In virtue of the divine nature he is the Son of God; 
in virtue of the human nature he is styled Son of man. It does not 
matter by which name he is called-it is one and the same person only 
to whom reference is made : and therefore the experiences which the 
one person undergoes in virtue of his divine nature may be predicated 
of the Son of Man; and equally the experiences which he undergoes in 
virtue of his human nature may be predicated of the Son of God. This 
is all that Cyril and Leo say ; and if the term communicatio idiornatum 
be applied to their (the Chalcedonian) teaching, it must be only in this 
sense. The one person shares equally in both names and the properties 
and experiences of both natures. 

At a later time, the union of the two natures being thought of as so 

Aleppo ; (2) in Armenia, under the Patri&rchate of Etshmiadsin (in 1439 some of 
these were united with Rome and tl1s.~e Uniates have their p~triarch at Constantin
ople); (3) in Egypt, where out of hatred to the Byzantines they gave up Greek and 
adopted the vernacular (so called Copts or Coptic Christians), and in 640 helped the 
Saracens and were reinstated by them: they number now more than 100,000; (4) in 
Abyssinia, which was under the Patriarchate of Alexa11dria and so was involved in 
the Monophysite heresy. 

lI 
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close, they were held to interpenetrate each other in so intimate a union 
(the fellowship of each with the other to be so complete) that the properties 
of one might be predicared of the other. It is difficult to discriminate 
this conception from the mixture of natures which has been repudiated, 
but in any case it cannot claim support from Cyril, Leo, or Chalcedon. 
Dorner notes that the doctrine of a real communicatio idiomatum, as 
taught by the Lutheran Church, is not in harmony with Leo's letter; 
but the fact is sometimes ignored. 

CHRIST'S HUMAN NATURE IMPERSONAL 

The solution of the Nestorian difficulties, so far as it was a 
solution, was reached, as we have seen, in the teaching that it was 
not the person of a man that was assumed by the Logos, but man; 
i.e. human nature, human characteristics and attributes, which could 
be taken up by the divine Person, the Logos, and entered upon and 
made his own. 

This teaching is fully expressed in the passages quoted supra, 
especially perhaps in Cyril's letter p. 268. Later expressions of it and 
the introduction of more abstract terms have not tended to elucidate 
the doctrine further (e.g. the term d.J1111!"orrraa-la to express this 'imper
sonal existence' of the human nature of Christ, and lVV'71'orrrau{a to 
express its existence in the Person of the God-Word).! 

The centre of personality of Him who was God first and became man 
is necessarily to be found in the Godhead. That must be personal, 
and the manhood must therefore be impersonal (See further Note 
'Communicatio Idiomatum' p. 293.) In no other way apparently could 
the Nestorian theories be excluded, and in no other way, it seemed, 
could the redemptive work of Christ be effective for the whole human 
race. Otherwise it would have been one individual only who was 
redeemed. 

The Person who enters upon the conditions of human life, and 
accepts the limitation of his divine life which is involved by those 
conditions, is divine; but all the human experiences are his, and in that 
sense he is human too. 

The enquiry as to what constituted personality was not pushed. 
The existence of a human will in Christ was recognized, but its recogni
tion was not regarded as incompatible with the doctrine. 

THE K€V(JJ(TLfii !j 

The doctrine of the ,clvwa-,,; can only be touched upon here so far as 
concerns the history of the Christological controversies of the fourth an<l 
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fifth oentmies.1 It was not, apparently, till that time that enquiry was 
much directed to the consideration of the extent and character of the 
limitation of the divine powers which the Incarnation necessitated, and 
even then the enquiry is made in another form. For it is this question 
in effect that lies at the back of the discussion as to the human soul and 
will in Christ and the relation between the two natures.2 

The general idea of a Ktvw(ns no doubt is implied in all the 'orthodox' 
attempts at interpretation of the Person of Christ, all through the period 
which has been reviewed, as it is also in the New Testament. He who 
was God became man. The Infinite condescended to be in some way 
limited, and to enter upon the sphere of human life and experiences, 
and in so doing to forgo in some sense the full exercise of the Godhead 
which was his. This idea underlies the teaching of most of the books 
of the New Testament, though it is to St Paul that the particular 
expression of it is due (see especially Phil. 26•8 is lv p.oprf,ij (hov fnr&.pxwv 
••• lawov iKtvWUOI ••• Kal ••• Ult'11'£l11wuw Ea.VTOV -y1ov6p.wos vmjKoos, and 
2 Cor. 89 Ew-TJxruuw "ll'Aovuws «:'iv-cf. Rom. 89). 

St Paul's expression of the doctrine is merely incidental, and the 
purpose with which he introduces it is to press upon the Philippians the 
ideal of humility and renunciation of selfish aims. lt is to a moral 
rather than a metaphysical motive that the statement is due. 

St Paul declares of Christ Jesus that he was originally and essenti
ally God, living under divine conditions (the p.opcf>v 8Eov) on an equality 
with God; but that he was willing to forgo (oi>x d.p"ll'a-yp.ov VY'IJ<T«To) this 
life on an equality with God. So he 'emptied' himself and took the 
life of service with its conditions (the p.oprf,v .slovAov), and came to exist 
in the likeness of men. That is the first great act of the Klvwuis. It is 
followed, so to speak, by a second stage. Having entered upon the 
external conditions of human life (ux~p.an riipE(hts ws II.v8pw"ll'os), he 
'lowered' himself and became subject even unto death, and that death 
on the cross. 

Whatever the precise meaning of µ,oprf,v may be, there is clearly 
implied here that the µ,oprf,q lhov is for the time renounced, in order 
that the p,opcpq llovAov may be assumed and the life may be lived as 
man. A limitation is voluntarily chosen and accepted. And a further 
lowering or humbling takes place, till the lowest level is reached in a 

1 It may be noted that the chief subject of enquiry is not the particular aspect of 
the matter which has most engaged attention in recent times, namely, the limita• 
tion of our Lord's knowledge aa man. But see Irenaeus adv. Haer. ii 28. 6-8, 
Atha.nasius Or. e . .Ar. iii 42 ff., Basil Ep. 236, Greg. Naz. Or. TMol. iv 15. 

'Arian or Arianizing thinkers he.d seized upon N. T. passages bearing on the 
question as proof that Christ was not really God, without attempting to understand 
them as expressive of the limitation of the Godhead under conditions of human 
existence. 
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death which is shameful in the eyes of men. It is all to be followed, 
as St Paul goes on to say, by a corresponding exaltation. But this only 
serves to mark more plainly the reality of the previous renunciation 
,md emptying and humbling. 

Aa to what was the exact nature and extent of the self-limitation of 
the divine majesty, St Paul says nothing. Only it is clear that the 
,cJvr,xns is regarded by him as a moral act of God and Christ, a free a-et 
of will, a voluntary humiliation and self-surrender culminating in the 
death on the cross. It is to this passage that all later expressions go 
back. 

Only a few can be cited here. 
One of the earliest references to the question is made by Irenaeus 

(adv. Haer. iii 19. 3). "For just as he was man in order that he might 
be tempted, so too he was Logos in order that he might be glorified. 
When he was being tempted and crucified and dying, the Logos 
remained quiescent (v(Tl}x&Cwros Toil .\&yov); when he was overcoming 
and enduring and performing deeds of kindness and rising again and 
being taken up, the Logos aided the human nature (uvyy,vol'-lvov ,,.,., 
d.vf)prfnrl/! ). " 

Here we have a definite expression of the conception that the 
Godhead was in abeyance during the processes and experiences proper 
to the manhood. Free play, so to speak, was allowed the human nature. 
The Logos forbore to exercise his functions. But at the same time he 
was there. In these few words Irenaeus expresses, perhaps, as much of 
explanation of the problem as is attainable.1 Hilary's later and more 
elaborate statement of the theory is on the same lines. 

But another point of view is represented by Origen. 
As Origen describes it (see cantra Celsum iv Hi), though the ,clvwcns 

is conditioned by God's great love for men, its special purpose is to 
render the divine glory comprehensible to men. So far, at all events, 
the Incarnation was a weakening and obscuring of the divine glory 
(cf. C. Bigg C!hriBtian Platonists p. 262). "That which came down to 
men", he writes, "was originally in the form of God (i.e. existed at the 
beginning as God-lv p,optf,v llrnv fnnJpxE); and because of his love 
toward ruen he emptied himself (lavn)v l,clvwuor), in order that he mighi 
be able to be comprehended by men (lva xwp71fJ11vm fnr' &.vllprfl1rwv 8VVl'/6jj); 
.•• and he humbled himself (fotrT6v fra.1r£lvwu£V) • ••• Out of con
descension to such as cannot look upon the dazzling radiance of the 

1 Reference should be made to Tertullian's rt>ply (adv. l,fare. ii 27) to the 
criticisms of Marcion in regard to the 'unworthy' characteristics of the God of 
the O.T. In attributing all these to the Son who represented God to men always, 
Tertul!ian seems to conceive of a 'kenotic' process, a limitation for the purpose of 
revelation, dating from the first example of it in the creation of the universe and 
of man. 
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Godhead, he becomes as it were flesh, being spoken of in corporeal 
fashion, until he that received him in this guise, being lifted up little by 
little by the Word, becomes able to contemplate also what I may call his 
inherent Godhead (n,v 7rparryovµ,w11v µ,optfl~v, referring to lv p.opc(>fj O.:ov 
&niPXE which precedes)." 

In these two sentences the K£V(J)uts is described. :But the chapter in 
which they occur is concerned with the objection of Celsus that the 
Incarnation involved a change in the being of God and exposed him to 
1r&Oas, and in meeting that objection Origen lays stress on the perman
ence of the divine state along with the Ktv(J)uts. When the immortal 
God-Word took upon him a mortal body and a human soul, he did not 
undergo any change or transformation (&..U.,frnu0ai Kat 1u-ra1r>..,frnu6ai), 

or any passage from good to evil, or from blessedness to the reverse ; 
but "remaining essentially (rjj ofJu{y.) the Word, he is not affected by 
any of the things by which the body or the soul are affected". Even a 
physician may come into contact with things dreadful and unpleasant, 
and be unaffected by them; but whereas the physician may fall a 
victim, he, while healing the wounds of our souls, is himself proof 
against all disease. 

The theory of the Klv(J)u,s is thus very little worked out by Origen. 
It is little more than a veiling of the divine majesty which he expresses 
by it, and he goes far towards representing it as something quite 
external, and he describes it elsewhere (ibid. iv 19} as a device which 
would not have been chosen by God of set purpose but was made 
necessary by the circumstances of the case. 

It is a much more reasoned theory that is expressed by Hilary (see 
de Trinitate ix 14, xi 48, 49, xii 6, and Dorner Doctrine of the Person 
of Chriat Eng. tr. div. I ii p. 405 ff.). He definitely considers (de Trin. 
ix 14) the question how it is possible for him who is God to begin with, 
and who does not cease to be God, to take the 'form of a servant', 
through which he was obedient even unto death. He who is 'in the 
form of a servant' is one and the same person as he who is 'in the form 
of God '. Taking the form of a servant and remaining in the form of 
God are different things-the one form is incompatible with the other 
form; and he who remained in the form of God could take the form of 
a servant only by a process of self-renunciation (per evacuationem suam). 
(The form of God excludes obedience unto death, the form of a servant 
excludes the form of God.) 

But it is obvious that it is one and the same Person all through, who 
emptied (exinanivit) himself and who took the form of a servant (fot 
only one who already subsists can take). 

Therefore the renunciation (e1iacuatio) of the form does not involve 
the abolition of the nature, for he who renounces himself does not lose 
his own existence (non caret sese), and he who takes is still there 
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(manet). In renouncing and in taking he is himself. In this there is a 
mystery (saeramentum), but there is nothing to prevent him remaining 
in existence while renouncing, and existing while taking. Accordingly, 
the renunciation of 'the form of God' goes just far enough to make 
'the form of a servant' possible; it does not go so far that Christ, 
who was in the form of God, does not continue to be Christ; for it 
was none other than Christ who took the form of a servant. The 
change of 'fashion' (habitus, i.e. outward visible guise) which the 
body denotes, and the assumption of human nature, did not destroy 
the nature of the divinity which still continued. The renunciation 
of self was such that remaining Spiritus Christus he became ChristU8 
homo. 

By f orma Hilary seems to mean mode of existence ; by natura the 
sum total of attributes. He does not use the word substantia in this 
context; but the thought seems to be that substantially he cannot be 
other than God-such he remains all through, and as such he must 
always have the attributes of God (the divine natura). But God can 
exist in different modes, and he gives up the divine mode of existence so 
far as is necessary in order to enter on the human mode of existence 
(jorma servi). He personally accepts a limitation. The 'emptying' of 
himself (exinanitio) takes place just so far as to make the true assump
tion of the humanity possible; and the renunciation of the use and 
enjoyment of the forma Dei is a continuous process all through his life 
on earth. He 'tempers' himself to the form of human fashion. He is 
always forgoing the forma Dei, while all the time the divine natura, 
which is absolutely his, is-under that limitation-in operation for the 
benefit of mankind. (See ibid. xi 48.) 

It cannot be said that the extent of the limitation is clearly 
defined by Hilary. And when, elsewhere (ibid. x 47, 48), he con
siders in what sense the only.begotten God could undergo the 
sufferings of men, he has been understood to speak of our Lord's 
body as endued with impassibility (indolentia}, and of his soul as 
not obnoxious to human affections of fear, grief, and the like. His 
language is not quite satisfactory ; he seems to denote the suffer
ings as ours rather than his, while the triumph through and over 
them is his. He draws a distinction between suffering and feeling 
pain (pati and dolere), feelinLr pain on behalf of us and feeling pain 
as we feel it (pro nobis dolet, non doloris nostri dolet sensu). But his 
saying quidquid patitur, non sibi patitur gives the clue to his meaning, 
and he would probably have accepted Cyril's explanation of the matter 
(see supra p. 268). 

He is only trying to guard the impassibility of the Godhead in itself, 
while recognizing the sufferings of the Incarnate God in his human 
nature; and he styles it all a sacramentum or a saaamentum dispenaa-
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tionu, 1 and a voluntary act. Hilary's whole presentation of the matter 
recognizes the 'mystery ' or the 'economy ' as ethical, the outcome of 
free volition and self-sacrificing love; 2 the manifestation not of weak
ness but of immeasureable and unfailing strength. 

What further advance was made in the enquiry during the 
Apollinarian controversy may be in some measure gathered from 
the discussion aa to the human soul and will in Christ (see Notes 
BUpra pp. 247, 249). 

The opponents of N estorianism were chiefly concerned to assert the 
single personality, and the Kevwu,s is only touched on from this point of 
view. 

Thus Cyril expresses his conception in the following words (.Ep. iii 
ad N estorium) : "The only-begotten Word of God himself, he that was 
begotten of the very substance of the Father ... , he by means of 
whom all things came into being .•. , for the sake of our salvation 
came down, and lowered himself to a condition of self-renunciation 
(Ka0E2s lavT6v Eis KEVwuiv)." But he goes on at once to add, "and he 
came forth man from woman, not having put away from him (or 'lost') 
what he was (oix 01rEp vv &.1ro/3E/3A.'rjKws), but although he came into 
being sharing flesh and blood, even in that state remaining what he was 
(Kat OVTW P.EJLEV'rjK~S 07rEp vv), namely, God both in nature and in reality 
. . . for he is unchangeable and unalterable, perpetually remaining 
always the same, according to the Scriptures. But while visible, and an 
infant, and in swaddling-clothes, and still in the bosom of the virgin 
who bare him, he was filling all creation, as God, and was seated by the 
side of Him who begat him." (Of. also Cyril's letter to John of Antioch 
-Heurtley p. 202.) 

Nor did the subsequent Eutychian controversy contribute much to 
the elucidation of this particular problem. 

Leo's letter to Flavian does not do more, in this respect, than assert 
concisely the maintenance of the personal identity and of the divine 
power through the process of the Incarnation, while declaring it to be 
an act of condescension. (See the passage BUpra p. 289 Lat. humana 
augens, divina non minuens . . . exinanitio illa • • • inclinatio fuit 
miserationis, non de/ ectio potestatis : • . • qui manens in forrna Dei 
fecit hominem, idem in forrrw, servi fadus est homo : . . . tenet sine de
fectu proprietatem suam utraque natura.) By this act of compassionate 
condescension he made himself visible and voluntarily subjected him
self to the conditions of human life. But Leo does not define the extent 

1 These considerations should correct Harnack's depreciating criticism (DG. 
Eng. tr. vol. iv p. 140) "When dealing with the idea of self-humiliation, Hilary 
always takes back in the second statement what he has asserted in the first, so that 
the unchangeableness of God may not suffer." 

2 Of. John 1018, 
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or character of the limitation which the 'emptying' involves. He is 
content with an edifying statement, and there is no such attempt at 
accurate scholarly discrimination of terms as Hilary made. (Leo 
apparently regards the Janna Dei and the forrna servi as existing 
together side by side, whereas Hilary declared that the two 'forms' 
could not coexist.) 

Hilary's statement remains the one direct attempt which was 
made during this period to understand and explain the nature of the 
' ICfVW<n§. 

(Augustine deals with the matter in part de Trin. v 17 and vii 5. 
See further on the whole subject Ottley Doctrine of the Incarnation 
voL ii p. 285 ff., and Gore Ditisel'iatio11s 'The Consciousness of our 
Lord'.) 



CHAPTER XVII 

PELAGIANISM 

NOWHERE probably in the course of the history of doctrines are 
fundamental antitheses more sharply marked than in the contro
versies of the fifth century, as to the nature of man and sin and 
grace. The different conceptions which then emerged seem to 
be due to different points of view, corresponding to deep
rooted differences of individual constitution and experience. One 
man is inclined to natural explanations, another to supernatural; 
one to lay stress on the human power of good, another on the 
human power of evil and inability to secure the good. The two 
tendencies may be detected in ancient philosophies and religions, 
and they are seen as clearly when men began to face the facts of 
their experience in the light of the Christian revelation. Conscious 
of sin and of the need of a force that was not his own to save him 
from himself, and at the same time conscious of power of his own 
which he must exercise himself; conscious of personal responsibility, 
and, at the same time, of almost irresistible forces marshalled 
against him-how was the Christian to express his experiences 
in terms consistent with the doctrine of God which he had learnt? 

The problem was scarcely faced till the time of Augustine. 
The antithesis which St. Paul had recognized when he urged the 
Philippians, "Work out your own salvation, for it is God that 
worketh in you", was not made the subject of theoretic treatment. 
Free will and guiding grace went side by side in the thought, as 
in the life, of Christian men. Both are apparently recognized 
by the writers of the New Testament: on the one hand, the 
gracious purpose of God, and, on the other, man's power to fulfil 
or to defeat God's purpose. Sometimes Church teachers laid 
more stress on the corruption of man's nature, on the opposition 
between grace and nature, and on the all-essential need of the 
divine grace. Sometimes, against what seemed an extravagantly 
supernatural tendency, tliey gave special prominence to human 

801 
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freedom and power of self-recovery. But the relation between 
free will and grace, and the exact nature and origin of sin in 
individuals, were not reasoned out. The question did not attract 
the attention of the Church as a whole, and did not become 
prominent enough to call for authoritative settlement. But 
various individual opinions were formed and expressed on 
questions which really lie at the root of the whole matter; 
such questions as the origin of the soul and the effects of the 
Fall. A short review of early thought and teaching in the 
Church, in regard to these subjects, will be the best introduction 
to the consideration of the controversy which was roused by the 
teaching of Augustine and Pelagius. 

Origin of the Soul-Different Theories 

Three different theories of the origin of the soul were held 
in the early Church-Pre-existence, Creationism. Tmducianism. 

(a)' Pre-existence' was taught by Origen. All human souls 
were created at the beginning of creation, before the worlds, as 
angelic spirits. They sinned (except the one which remained 
pure and was in Jesus), and in consequence of their apostasy 
were transferred into material bodies. Thie existence is thus 
only a disciplinary process, on the completion of which the soul, 
having passed if necessary through many bodily lives, will be 
restored to its original condition. The bodies of men come 
into being in the ordinary course of physical propagation. 

This theory seems to carry with it the theories of Metem
psychosis (as regards human beings) and Anamnesis (Transmigra
tion of souls and Recollection); but Origen makes little use of 
either. It was no doubt suggested to him by Platonisrn, though 
he defended it on scriptural authority.1 

The theory secures individual responsibility and accounts 
for • original ' sin 11 ; but it makes the soul the real man, and 

1 E.g., pa.rticula.rly, John 92, "M.uter, who did sin, this ma.n or his parents, 
that he was born blind I", and the allegorica.l account in Genesis of the fall of the 
finite pre-existent spirit from the l1igher to the lower sphere, and the hope of 
restoration (Rom. 819) ; a.nd he expla.ined the choice of Jacob in preference to Esau 
as the rostllt of merit acquired in a. preceding stage of existence (cf. Rom. 911 «-). 

1 In his later works, during his life at Caesa.rea, Origen seems to have accepted 
the Church theory of original sin, in consequence, however, of the prevalent 
practice of infant baptism, rather than of his own theory of 'pre-existence'. S.... 

Bigg t.,'kriMian Plator.ists pp. 202, 203. 
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the body merely a temporary prison-no constituent element 
of humanity. Further, it is an extreme form of individualism; 
each soul being a pure unit created by a distinct fiat, and 
having no connexion with other souls, there is no created 
species, no common human nature, no solidarity of mankind.1 

(b) C Creationism. was the prevalent theory among the 
Eastern fathers, and was held by Jerome and Hilary. Each 
individual soul was a new creation by God de nihilo (at the time of 
birth, or whenever individual existence begins) and was joined to 
a body derived by natural process of generation from the parents.51 

Thus the physical part of every man is derived by procrea
tion and propagation from the originally created physical nature 
of the first man-and so the solidarity of the physical nature is 
upheld, going back to the first creative act. But the spiritual 
part is a new divine act and must therefore be pure, and so evil 
must have its seat in the body only, that is, in matter.8 

(c) 'Traducianism' was generally accepted in the West (Leo 
(Ep. 15) asserted that it was part of the Catholic faith), and in 
the East by Gregory of Nyssa, Tertullian, in particular, gave 
forcible expression to the theory. The first man bore within 
him the germ of all mankind ; bis soul was the fountain-head 
of all human souls; all varieties of individual human nature 
were only different modifications of that one original spiritual 
substance. Creation was finally and completely accomplished on 
the sixth day. As the body is derived from the bodies of the 
parents, so the soul is derived from the souls of the parents
body and soul together being formed by natural generation.' 

This theory entirely accounts for the unity of mankind and 
the transmission of sin through the parents (tradit;J; animae 
tradux peccati). All human nature became corrupt in the original 
father of the race and inherits a bias to evil This is the vitium 
fYl'iginis, the blemish or taint in the stock which nacessarily 
affects the offspring, so that all are born with its stain upon 
them. But against this theory objections are urged, that it 

1 This theory was condemned by the Council of Constantinople in 540. 
t So Jerome ad Pammachium "God is daily fashioning souls "-supported by 

John 517, Psalm 3315, Zeeh. 121, and Hilary Tract on Ps. 91 § 3. 
8 And infants before committing any actual offence would be sinless; see Augus• 

tine on the theory, infra p. 30A. 
' The biblical basis of this theory was St Paul's teaching on the connexion of 

the race with Adam and the origin of sin, Rom. 512·Ji; cf. 1 Cor, 1521, Eph. ~, 
Beb, 710, P!I. 51 ', Gen. 51. 
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makes man the product of previous circumstances, allows no 
room for individual free will, and seems to materialize the soul. 

Augustine, who probably contributed most to its currency, 
nowhere definitely teaches it. But the view which he held of 
sin and its origin and transmission seems to imply the tram'!
mission of the soul that sins. He argues (de A.nima bk. i, 
against a work of Vincentius Victor on Creationism) that no texts 
demonstrate Creationism, and insists that anyone holding that 
theory must avoid the four following errors-(i) that souls so 
created are made sinful by an infusion of a sinful disposition, not 
truly their own, at the moment of birth; (ii) that infants are 
destitute of original sin and do not need baptism; (iii) that souls 
sinned previously, and therefore are imprisoned in sinful flesh ; 
(iv) that souls of those who die in infancy are only punishable 
for sins which it is foreknown they would have committed later. 
All passages from the Holy Scriptures prove, he says, that God 
is the creator, giver, framer of the human soul; but How
whether by in-breathing it newly created or by the traduction of 
it from the parent-they nowhere say. 

In the Middle Ages Traducianism fell into disrepute, as con
flicting with the soul's immortality, and materializing it, and not 
being needed by the form of anthropology which then prevailed-a 
form which was more closely allied to Greek than to Latin thought.1 

These different theories would involve different conceptions 
of the atonement. According to the first, evil is a fall from a 
higher to a lower state of being, and the atonement would be 
spiritual but individual--a rescue of individual souls one by 
one from the material bodies in which they were imprisoned. 
According to the second, evil is material, and the atonement 
would concern the physical nature only, unless the soul be 
regarded as becoming tainted by its association with the body. 
According to the third, evil is inherent in body and soul alike, 
and the atonement would be an almost magical ' new creation'. 

Note.-Though it is no part of the purpose of this sketch of the 
history of doctrine to justify or criticize the doctrines which are dealt 
with, it may be pointed out that the Traducian theory is the only one 
which modern biological knowledge supports. Though it is impossible 
to dissect a man in any stage of his existence into body and soul, it is 
impossible to point to any moment when the soul begins to be. From 
the first, in human experience, both are one, and both alike are-as one 

1 See i1,jra l'l'· 307, 325. 
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-derived from the pa.rents. The whole man is derived from the 
parents. But if it be right to speak of body and soul as his constituents, 
it is not right to declare that this process 'materializes' the soul. It is 
at least as probable that it is all through the soul-in its growth-that 
determines the body, as that the body determines the soul. The matter 
cannot be proved either way, and in the present stage of knowledge, 
when such terms as 'spirit' and 'matter' and the relations between 
them are so ambiguous, it is impossible to feel confidence in the current 
criticisms of the Traducian theory. 

Different Crmcepti()'ll,S of the Fall and its Effects 

Similarly, different conceptions of the effects of the Fall were 
current. On the whole, in the early Church, in spite of a keen 
sense of the opposition between the ideal and the real, the more 
hopeful view of human nature and its capacities prevailed. Of 
sin and its origin there was no exact idea (so that the Gnostics 
could refer it either to the Demiurge or to matter).1 The 
accounts in the ' Mosaic ' books were the historical foundation
some (as Tertullian) regarding them as strictly literal, others 
(Origen, lrenaeus, the Gnostics) as allegorical, while Augustine 
held the story of the Fall to be both historical and symbolic. In 
any case the temptation was regarded as a real temptation to sin, 
and the transgression of the command as a fall from a state of 
innocence which was followed by disasters to the human race, 
death and physical evils being the result; 2 though the more 
spiritual view was put forward by such men as Origen, who 
wrote on on!}-0f the key-passages, "The separation of the soul 
from God, which is caused by sin, is called death" 8 

Individual sin, however, was still regarded as the free act of 
man's will: rather a repetition than a necessary consequence of 
the first sin-not simply the result of a hereditary tendency. 
The Fall was not regarded as destroying human freedom of will. 
The power of self-determination, held to be inherent in the 

1 Sin, though in some sense a fact of universal experience, cannot be said to 
have oeen fully realized till it was felt (as by Jews and Christians) as an offence 
against an Eternal Holiness. The true idea of sin was first grasped side by side 
with the idea of redemption. The idea of redemption implies a sense of being 
rescued from !IOme alien power, and, at the same time, a sense of possessing capacity 
for the higher life to which such a rescue leads. It implies, that is, the corruption 
of human nature from a state in which it is capable of reaching holiness, so that 
in its present state it needs some stimulus to its innate capacity, to enable it to 
regain and realize the co1Jdition which it has lost. 

2 Cf. Iren. ad1'. Haer. iii 23; v 15, 17, 23. 1 Origen <m Rom. lib. vi § 6. 
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human soul, was the manifestation of the image of God in man 
To this freedom of man to choose good or evil the early apolo
gists and Fathers, and even Tertullian, unanimously testify. Thus 
Justin says,1 "If it has been fixed by fate that one man shall be 
good and another bad, the one is not acceptable, the other not 
blameable. And, again, if the human race has not power by a 
free moral choice to flee from the evil and to choose the good, it 
is not responsible for any results, whatever they may be". And 
Origen declared that if the voluntary character of virtue were 
destroyed, the very thing itself was destroyed.2 As in sin, so 
too in the work of redemption, man had his part to play-his 
own free will to exercise: "As the physician offers health to 
those that work with him with a view to health, so too God 
offers eternal salvation· to those that work with him with a view 
to knowledge and right conduct." 8 This moral power of choice 
in all men was, for example, strenuously maintained against the 
Gnostic teaching, that capacity for redemption and power of 
moral freedom belonged only to one class of men (the 'ITvw
µ,aT1,col), and that the schism in man was something necessary 
in the evolution of existence.' Tertullian, approaching the 
problem from the Traducian theory, was the first to use the 
expression vitium originis to describe the stain or blemish or 
defect from which man's nature suffered since the Fall ; so that 
while his true nature is good, evil has become a second nature 
to him. But this ' original sin ' he did not regard as involving 
guilt-in urging delay of baptism he asks what need there is 

1 A.pal. i 43; cf. Tatian. Or. 7; .Athenag. Leg. 31 (God did not create us as 
sheep or brute beasts, so it is not natural that we ehould will to do evil (i8oAo· 
iccmw)); Theophilus ad Autol. ii 27. 

1 a. (Jel,. iv 3. 1 Clem . .Al. Strom. vii 7. 
'The Gnostics were the first to frame the dilemna-" If the first man was 

created perfect, how could he sin! If he was created imperfect, God is Himself the 
author of sin.'' It cannot be said that any sufficient answer was given on the side 
of the Church. Clement, indeed, denied that man was created perfect, declaring 
that he was made with the capacity for virtue, but that its cultivation depended 
on himself (8tromateis vi 12). And others drew a distinction between the elxil,11 
(the image, the original capacities which were indestructible), and the oµ.olr..xm raD 
8eoii (the likeness of God, which was to be realized by the right use of these capaci
ties in due developement). The perfection was 'ideal•, and there was also freedom of 
the will ; and it was in the will that the source of sin was found, the actual develop
ment of the innate capacity falling short of the ideal. Most of the fathers also 
held that for the realization of the ideal the1·e was needed a third principle, which 
was supernatural in character, namely, fellowship with God, so that without this 
co-operation man could not attain to his destiny. 
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for 'innocent' children to hurry to the remission of sins.1 And 
~hough laying stress on the moral depravity of man resulting 
from inherited sin, and on the need of the grace of God to 
effect his redemption, he expressly taught the inherent capacity 
of the soul for corumunion with God in virtue of its proper 
nature}1 Origen, by his theory of the origin of human souls, 
according to which they were all stained by sin in a previous 
stage of existence, might seem to favour the idea of original 
sin ; • but his assertion of the freedom of the will is in strong 
contrast with Augustine's teaching, and he maintained that guilt 
arises only when men yield to sinful inclinations.' The moral 
powers might be enfeebled by the Fall, but with one voice, up to 
the time of Augustine, the teachers of the Church declared they 
were not lost. So the Cappadocian fathers taught, and Chry
sostom. G1·egory of Nyssa definitely finds in the freedom of the 
will the explanation of the fact that the grace of faith does not 
come upon all men alike. The call, he declares,i. comes with equal 
meaning to all,and makes no distinction (this was the lesson of the 
gift of tongues), but "He who exercises control over the universe, 
because of His exceeding regard for man, permitted something to 
be under our own control, of which each of us alone is master. 
This is the will (wpoalpeuir;), a ·thing that cannot be enslaved. 
but is of self-determining power, since it is seated in the liberty 
of thought and mind ( i>iavoia) ". If force were used, all merit 
would be gone. " If the will remains without the capacity of 
action, virtue necessarily disappears, since it is shackled by the 
paralysis (J1uvi1ula, lack of initiative) of the will." Whatever 
stress was laid on the need for the introduction into human nature 
of a new principle,6 it was reserved for Augustine to represent 
man as unable to even will what was good and right.7 

1 De baptismo 18. 
1 See e.g. de anima 40, 41, and the treatise on the testi11IQl'lium anima, nat. 

<JJ,,ristianae. 
3 See de Prine. iii 5. 4 ; but see also supra p. 302 n. 2. 
4 See de ~. iii 2. 2, iii 4 ; cf. Basil Hewhatm. II 5, VI 7. 
6 Greg. :Nyss. Or. Cat. xxx, xxxi; cf . .AntirrMt. xxix (Migne xiv p. 1188). 
• As, e.g., by Athanasius. Man had admitted corruption into his nature and being 

and had passeil into a state of moral death-it was therefore necessary that incorrup• 
tion and life should be united with that nature before it could recover. See the de 
I'llWINl,Q,/,ione. 

7 According to Augustine himself, the Church of Christ had always held the 
doctrines he taught, and any sayings of the fathers th&t seemed to favour Pelagian 
conceptions were but obiter dicta, the Pelagian inferencea from which would have 
been repudiated at once (Pelagianis nonduru litigantibus aecuriu.s loquebantur). 
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The Teaching of Augustine 

Augustine was, it is true, the first great teacher who dealt with 
anthropology-the developement of which was peculiarly Western, 
as the result of practical experience and needs. The conception 
of redemption implies at once a sense of moral insufficiency and 
a sense of moral freedom on the part of those who seek redemp
tion-a freedom which recognizes its own guilt and appropriates 
the means of redemption. According as the one or the other 
sense is the more active, Christianity appears either as a new 
creation, a new element in life, changing and ennobling the 
entire nature, or, as a higher power, calling out all that is best 
in human nature aud freeing it from impediments to its due and 
destined developement. Those who experience a sudden crisis, 
or from a turbulent consciousness of guilt, are brought to the 
sense of pardon and peace, naturally tend to the former con
ception, while those who reach the goal by a more quiet and 
gradual process will recognize the latter conception as true to 
the facts they know. 

The two courses and tendencies are represented in Augustine 
and Pelagius respectively. Of Augustine it has been well said, 
that " he could do neither good nor evil by halves. From a 
dissolute youth he recoiled into extreme asceticism, and from 
metaphysical freedom into the most stringent system of authority. 
He was the staunchest champion of orthodoxy ... he did not 
sufficiently respect the claims of conscience. . • . He sacrificed 
the moral element to God's sovereignty, which he maintained 
unflinchingly." 1 He was specially conscious of the difficulty of 
the struggle for holiness, of the opposition between that which 
issued from nature left to itself, estranged from God, and the 
fruits of the new divine principle of life imparted by union 
with Christ. Different stages in the developement of his views 
may be detected, but the final form they assumed is the most 
characteristic, and has been the most influential. Justice can 
hardly be done to the views of so profound a thinker in a 
summary; but the ideas of human nature, of sin, and of grace 
which dominated his thought, may be concisely stated in their 
main aspects. 

1 De Pressense, Art. 'Augustine' D. O.B.-a.n excellent appreciation of Augustine, 
in which full weight is also given to other elements in his nature, especi&lly hi.a 
"love for Christ and for the souls of his brother men". 
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As to human nature, he held the ' fall' of man to have been 
complete, so that the power of spiritual good is entirely lost, and 
ever afterwards he wills nothing but evil and can do nothing 
but evil 1 The fall was not limited to Adam-in him all have 
sinned 2 and all have been condemned. By birth all receive the 
taint of the ancient death which he deserved.8 Adam, as the 
stem of the human family, infected and corrupted his entire 
posterity. The whole race shares his guilt, and cannot by any 
efforts of its own escape the penalty which is due. It shares 
his guilt, because it was already in existence potentially in him, 
so that it really sinned when he sinned. It is only by a very 
resurrection-a second creation in effect-that it can recover 
the divine life which it had in Adam before the Fall. 

As to sin, he held that human nature as originally created, 
was free from sin, designed for communion with God and able to 
realize the end of its being, though having also the capacity for sin. 
Sin was contrary to the law of human nature, but ever since the 
first sin it has been present in every one as a disease eating out 
all true life, and only a radical cure can overcome it. A new 
life must be given to men, planted in them afresh. 

As to grace, he maintained that this power to recover life, 
which is really a new gift of life, is entirely the free gift of God 
drawing men to Christ.' No human power can deliver man from 

1 Action follows the strongeat motive. This is given either by God or by Nature. 
Nature being tainted, the strongest motive must always be evil, prior to God's gift 
of grace. 

2 So he interpreted Rom. 512 'in quo omnes peooa.venmt '-a possible meaning of 
the Latin but not of the Greek iq! ~- See contra du/1,8 epp. Pel. iv c. 4 § 7. But 
the conception of a 'race' life and a 'race' guilt (in which every individual is 
involved) does not depend only on a mistaken interpretation of this passage. 
Augustine conceived of Adam as originally perfect (the 'original righteousness' of 
the race), possessing free will (liberum arbitrium), but capable of using his freedom 
to the injury of his highest interests. He might have persevered had he wished; 
his will was free, so as to be able to wish well or ill (de Oorrept. et Gratia 11); but 
since, through free will, he deserted God, he experienced the just judgement of God
was condemned with his whole stock, which was then contained in him and sinned 
with him (shared in his sin) (ib. 10), and so lost the gift of original righteousness 
which could ouly be restored by a second gift of supernatural grace. 

• Augustine found the support of tradition for the doctrine of original sin in the 
rite of exorcism, which he believed to be of apostolic origin (c. Julian. vi 5 11). 

• At an earlier time Augustine had held that the first step by which man was 
qualified to receive the gift of grace was his own act, tlie act of faith on his own 
part (de Praedest. iii 7). Cf. what he says, when reviewing the history of his thought, 
Retract. n i l "to solve this question we laboured in the r~use of freedom of the 
human will b11t the grace of God won the day", 
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his hereditary depravity. In the process man is completely 
passive-as passive as the infant child in baptism. In a sense 
it is true to say, that the human will pfays no part in it at all; 
it has no power of initiative, and when the new gift is given it 
has no power of resistance. But, on the other hand, it is evident 
that this was not Augustine's real meaning. The grace given is 
a new gift ; and it renews the will in such a way that the will 
is set free to choose the good and to follow it unswervingly. 
And the grace thus given is irresistible, in the sense that the 
will, which has thus had true freedom restored to it, has no 
desire to resist the good. 

Of all Augustine's most characteristic conceptions, none 
perhaps is more significant than this conception of true freedom 
as connoting inability to sin. Man is only really free when 
nothing that could injure him has any power over him. The 
highest virtue is the fixed habit of good, when man feels no 
wish to sin and cannot sin. Then and then only does man 
enjoy true freedom of will. The finest expression to this thought 
is given incidentally, in writing of the eternal felicity and per
petual sabbath of 'the city of God ',1 when evil will have lost 
all power of attraction. " It is not the case that they will not 
have free will, because sins will not have power to delight them. 
Nay, the will will be more truly free, when it is set free from 
the delight of sinning to enjoy the unchangeable delight of not 
sinning. For the first free will which was given to man, when 
he was first created upright, had power not to sin, but had 
power also to sin. This latest free will, however, will be all the 
more powerful because it will not have power to sin-this too 
by the gift of God, not by its own unaided nature. For it is 
one thing to be God, and another thing to partake of God. God 
by his very nature is not able to sin ; but one who partakes of 
God has received from Him the inability to sin. . • • Because 
man's nature sinned when it was able to sin, it is set free by a 

1 De Oivitat,e Dei xxii 30. To some extent it is true that there is here a 
paradox, or a confusion of sense. There is never really freedom of will. Prior to 
grace, man can only do evil ; afier grace given, he cannot do evil. This confusion 
of sense is plainly seen in another p&SS&ge De gratia et libero arbitrio 15. "The 
will (valuntas) in us is always free, but it is not always good. It is either free from 
righteowm01111 (justitia) when ii serves sin, and then it is evil: or it is free from sin 
when it serves righteousneas, and then it is good, But tll6 grace of God is always 
good, and through this it comes about that a man is of good will who before was of 
evil will." 'Free' here simply means unimpeded by any power that thwarts the 
inolliiation. 
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more bounteous gift of grace, to lead it to that liberty in which 
it is not able to sin. Just as the first immortality, which Adam 
lost by sinning, was the ability to escape death, and the latest 
immortality will be the inability to die ; so the first free will 
was the ability to escape sin, the latest the inability to sin. 
The desire for piety and equity will be as incapable of being 
lost as is the desire for happiness. For, assuredly, by sinning we 
retained neither piety nor happiness, and yet even when happi
ness was lost we did not lose the desire for happiness. I 
suppose it will not be said that God Himself has not free will, 
because He cannot sin." 

This conception of freedom, the beata neeessitas non peccandi-
well summed up in the motto of Jansenism, IJei servitus -vera 
libertas, and the familiar phrase of the 'Collect for Peace', whose 
service is perfect freedom,-was supported, or accompanied, by other 
novel teaching: novel at all events in the form it assumed. 
Clearly the question had to be faced, if man has entirely lost 
the power of self-recovery and self-determination, and salvation 
depends absolutely on the free gift of God; what is it that 
determines the disposal of this gift ? To this question Augustine 
could only answer that the difference between men, in their 
reception of the divine grace, depends on the decree of pre
destination which determines the number of the elect who are 
to replace the fallen angels. God's will, God's call, alone decides 
the matter. All men are debtors. He has a right to remit 
some debts and to demand payment of others. We cannot 
know the reason of His choice: why the gift of grace, the new 
principle of life which restores to men their true free will, is 
given to some and withheld from others. By the divine decree, 
without reference to future conduct, some are elected as vasa 
misericordiae to redemption (praedestinatio), and others are left 
as vasa irae to condemnation (reprobatio). The latter are simply 
left.1 The former are kept faithful by the further gift of 
'perseverance ' by which fresh supplies of grace are bestowed
this again being beyond man's comprehension. " Why to one 

1 So Augustine put the matter. In this respect, at all events, he would not go 
beyond the words of St. Paul, who speaks of the '' vessels of mercy " as "afore pre
pared unto glory" by Gad, but of the "vessels of wrath" as "fitted to destruction" 
without attributing the fitness directly to God (Rom. 922 •23). But naturally some 
of hiB followers (notably the monks of Adrumetum in North Africa) applied to the 
vasa ir~ the positive principle, and taught the twofold predestina.tion (praedatin,aJ,it, 
duplu) to sin and evil, as well as to life. 
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of two pious men perseverance to the end is given, and is not 
given to the other, is only known to God's mysterious counsels. 
Yet this much ought to be regarded as certain by believers
the one is of the number of those predestinated (to life), the 
other is not." 1 

The two ideas of predestination and of grace are clearly 
expounded in his letter to Sixtus,2 a priest of the Roman 
Church. He sets forth the conception of a Will absolute, which 
out of a 'mass' of souls, all alike deserving of perdition (massa 
?rditwnu) on account of original sin (apart from sins of their 
own commission), selected a minority to be vessels of divine 
mercy, and abandoned the majority as vessels of wrath, without 
any regard to foreseen moral character.3 The purpose of God 
thus formed cannot be frustrated. The grace which is given is 
irresistible and indefectible. It must achieve its object : it cannot 
fail The souls of those predestinated or elected to salvation it 
so bends to its own pleasure, as literally to make them respond 
and obey.• 

The plain assertion of St Paul that " God wills all men to 
be saved" he interpreted as meaning that he is no respecter of 
persons, and that all classes, ages, and conditions of mankind, are 
to be found among the elect. 

Oppositwn of Pela.gius-hu Antecedents 

' Pelagianism' was really a reaction against Augustine's system 
and the tendency which it represents. The experiences of 
Pelagius, in all the circumstances of his life, had been very 

1 The divine counsels are inscrutable. Again and again Augustine is brought to 
this confession of human ignorance ; but he is very far from admitting anything 
arbitrary or unjust in the methods and acts of God. All are the outcome of justice, 
wisdom, and love, and are governed by an eternal purpose of good. Yet how 
'predestination' is consistent with the love of God, he does not expressly attempt 
to shew. 

2 Written in 417 or 418. Ep. 194. 
1 In earlier years he had regarded the choice as conditional on man's free will 

and faith, foreknown by God-see the reference in de praedest, 7 ; but the doctrine 
of grace, as described above, requires a doctrine of predestination independent of 
man's initiative. 

' The relation between free will and grace is also set forth in the letter to 
Vitalis, Ep. 217 (Migne xxxiii p. 978 ff.\ especially eh. vi, where he insists that 
the doctrine of grace in no way destroys the freedom of the will, inasmuch as it is 
grace only which makes the will free to choose and to do what is good-the con• 
ception which he.s been referred to supra p. 310. 
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different from Augustine's ; and it seemed to him that such 
conceptions as Augustine's were alike unscriptural and immoral. 
It is said that he was greatly shocked when a bishop quoted 
to him from the Confessions of Augustine,1 which had just been 
published, the famous prayer, Da quod fubes et jube q:uod vis 
(give what Thou, biddest and bid what Thou wilt), since it seemed 
to exclude man's part in his own salvation. But hie point of 
view was altogether different. A monk of Britain and a layman, 
he had lived all his life in the peace and solitude of a monastery, 
a regular life under the shelter of the cloister walls. He had 
probably passed through a quiet course of developement, without 
experience of the darker sides of human existence and the depth 
of evil to which human nature can sink. He had not been 
called on to engage in any such struggles as those which 
Augustine went through ; and the character built up by his 
experience was predominantly sober and discreet, well-balanced 
on the whole, although perforce somewhat lacking in sympathy 
with emotions in which he had had no share. Of learning and 
moral earnestness he had full measure. 

The weakness of the monastic ideal has often been pointed 
out. Like all other rules of life, though designed to govern the 
inner man, it is in danger of concentrating attention on the sur
face of life. Individual sins are battled against and conquered, 
and outbreaks of sinful impulses checked by constant watchful
ness. The conquest of sins may be mistaken for the conquest 
of sin. Again, high moral ideals have different effects on 
different temperaments. Some are led by them to deeper self
examination and inner spiritual life, to fuller realization of the 
opposition between the ideal outside and the actual within. 
They are stimulated to seek to remove the opposition, and yet, 
distrusting self, to realize the need of the a.id of a power not 
their own. Others, conscious of victory over the temptations of 
sense, of successes already effected in the struggle, may be led 
to confide in their own moral efforts and to think they have 
produced great results, while really the evil may be in no true 
sense eradicated. 

1 Confess. x 40. Cf. what Augustine says about it de dono p~rsev. 20, 63 
(Migne P.L. xlv p. 1026). He defends the prayer on the ground that God's chief 
command to man is to believe in Him, and that faith in Him is His own gift, and 
that by grace He turns the wills of men, even when actively hostile, to the faitL 
which He requires. 
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The Chief Principles maintained by Pelagius 

If Pelagius rose above the worse consequences of the monastic 
ideals, yet the life he had led no doubt exerted an influence on 
his views. One far-going principle, which resulted from the life 
of obedience to detailed rules, 1 was the distinction he drew 
between what was enjoined (praecepta-obligatory) and what was 
only recommended as an object of higher perfection (consilia
optional). By abs~aining from what was permitted you could 
become entitled to a higher reward, there being different grades 
of merit and of Christian perfection. 

On the study of Scripture Pelagius laid great stress, insisting 
wherever possible on the literal interpretation of its teaching. 
" If you choose to understand precepts as allegories, emptying 
them of all their power, you open the way to sin to all." The 
injunction "Be ye perfect even as your Father which is in 
heaven is perfect", was enough to prove that perfection is possible 
for men. What the Lord said, he meant. The giving of the 
command presupposes the power to obey it. And when the 
apostle declared to the Christians of Colossae that the purpose 
of the reconciliation which God designed was to present them 
" holy and unblameable and unreproveable in his sight" (Col. 1112), 
Pelagius rejects with scorn the notion that he knew he bad 
enjoined on them what was impossible. 

But his principles were really evolved in opposition also to 
the practical evils of the time. Much of the Christianity of 
those days was very worldly. The distinction between the 
spiritual and the secular was employed as an excuse for a lower 
standard of life. The corruption and weakness of human nature 
was used as a plea for indulgence. "We say", Pelagius replies, 
"it is hard, it is difficult; we cannot, we are but men. . . . Oh 
what blind madness! It is God we impeach ! "t And so his 

1 But see infra p. 353, Note 'The Doctrine of Merit'. 
~ In the letter to Demetrias (§§ 7, 8 Migne P.L. xxx p. 22) he insists that the 

Scriptures never excuse those who sin, on the ground that they cannot help them
selves, but put the burden on their lack of will (pecwntes ubique crimine voluntatia 
gravant, non e::&usant neces,,itate naturae): all through they write alike of good and 
of evil as voluntary, And he explains that his anxiety to defend 'the good' of 
nature is due to his desire to repudiate the idea that we are driven to evil through 
the defect of nature, whereas we really do neither good nor evil except by the 
exercise of our own will-we are always free to do one of two things. (This is his 
conception of the freedom of the will-the power of choosing at any moment one 
course or another, good or evil.) He says that the argument involved in the plea 
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first concern was to make men see that they were not in want 
of any of the faculties which are necessary for the fulfilment of 
the divine law. Even among pagans there were great examples 
of virtue which proved how much human nature unaided could 
do. It was not their nature, but their will, that was to blame. 
Men had it in their power to reach perfection, if they would 
use the forces- which they had at hand. The power and freedom 
of choice possessed by men he specially emphasized against the 
doctrine of irresistible grace and predestination. It is the use 
which is made of it which determines the issue, whether a man 
succumbs to or conquers temptations. 

And thus, in the interest of the power of self-determination, 
and against the fatalistic acquiescence in a low morality, he was 
led to deny the 'corruption' of human nature--a doctrine which 
seemed to him to encourage moral indolence. " Neither sin nor 
virtue is inborn, but the one as well as the other developes 
itself in the use of freedom and is to be put to the account 
only of him who exercises this freedom." Each individual is a 
moral personality in himself, apart from others, endowed by the 
Creator with reason and free will ; and the only connexion 
between the sin of Adam and the sin of men is the connexion 
between example and imitation. He could not acknowledge sin 
propagated by generation (peccatum ex traduce), and believed the 
soul to be a new creation from God, contemporaneous with the 
body and therefore untainted and pure (Creationism). God has 
given all the power to reach perfection-they have only to will 
and to work it out. The widespread existence of sin in the 
world is due to education and example. Augustine, on the 
other hand, with a much stronger sense of the solidarity of the 
human race, regarded the sin of Adam as involving so vast a 
change as to affect his whole posterity.1 

that we have no power to fulfil the divine commands (it is ha.rd, it is difficult • 
§ 16) really implies that God orders us what is impoSSiole for us to do, a.nd then 
condemns us for not doing it; as though he sought onr punishment rather than our 
salvation. He is justus and pius-it is impossible that a theory which has such 
consequences can be true. 

1 Pela.gins apparently recognized no criterion of sin but acts which are the 
prodnct.s of the individual's own volition. For these only is he responsible. 
'Hereditary' sin would therefore be impossible. Augustine, on the contra1-y, with 
a strong sense of the solidarity of the race, regarded sin a.s present since the fall, in 
the disposition or nature of man, prior to any individual conscious act. The 
individua.l's volition wa.s exercised once for all by Adam, and every man had 
inherited ever since an evil disposition, the acts of which must necessaril v he evil. 
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These two negations of Pelagius-(1) the denial of the 
necessity of supernatural and directly assistiiig grace for any true 
service of God on the part of man; and (2) the denial of the 
transmission of a fault and corruption of nature, and also of 
physical death, to the descendants of the first man in consequence 
of his transgression-found expression in the commentaries he com
posed on the Epistles of St Paul,1 and attracted attention during a 
visit which he pa.id to Rome in the early years of the fifth century. 

The Pela.gian Oontr01Jersy-Ooelestius 

Pelagius was little inclined for controversy, but while at 
Rome he converted to the monastic life an advocate, Coelestius, 
who eagerly adopted his ideas and wished to defend and propa
gate them against all others. It was Coelestius, rather than 
Pelagius himself, who was the immediate cause of the outbreak 
of the controversy. Three stages in it may be noted.2 

The First Sta.g~ at Oartha.ge.-The scene of the first stage 
was Africa. Pelagius was on his travels to the East, and 
left Rome with Coelestius in the year 409, and after a stay 
in Sicily went to Carthage in the year 411. When he left, 
Coelestius stayed behind and wished for ordination to the 
priesthood there, but rumours of his peculiar views were 
current, and a discussion ensued at a synod held at Carthage 
in 412 (or possibly the previous year). He was charged 
with six heretical propositions,8 the chief and centre of which 
were-(a) that the sin of Adam had injured himself only 
and not the whole human race, and (b) that children come into 

The origin of sin is thus not separated from volition, and though the volition of the 
individual is determined by the sin of the first man, yet he is himself responsible. 
It is from a disposition or nature already sinful that sinful acts proceed. 

1 Migne P.L. pp. xxx 645-902. On tbe curious literary history of this book see 
Art. ' Pelagilll!' D. C.B. 

1 See Art. • Pelagius' D. C.B., a1id Hefele Councils vol. ii pp. 446 ff. See &lso, for 
the whole question, Art. 'Augustine' by Dr. Robertson in the new volume of D.C.B. 

1 These were-1. Adam w&a created mortal, and would h&ve died whether he 
had sinned or not. 2. The sin of Adam injured himself alone, not the human race. 
3. Little children, born into the world, are in the condition in whfoh .A.dam was 
before the Fall. 4. It is not through the death or the fall of Adam that the whole 
race of men dies, nor through.the resurrection of Christ that the whole race of men 
rises again. 5. The law, as well as the gospel, conducts to the kingdom of heaven. 
6. Even before the coming of the Lord there were men who were free from sin. (Jn 
another account, 5 is combined with 6, and in its pl&ce is given-Infants, although 
they be not baptized, have eternal life.) 
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life in the same condition in which Adam was before the Fall. 
Against the accusation, he insisted that the orthodox were not 
agreed upon the manner in which the soul was propagated, and 
whether sin was inherited or not. The issue was merely specula
tive and not a matter of faith. It was an open question in the 
Church. It was enough that be maintained the necessity of 
baptism. For' the bishops, however, this was not enough; and, as 
he refused to condemn the views attributed to him, he was ex
cluded from communion. Against the sentence he appealed to 
the judgmnent of his native Church, and going on to Ephesus 
obtained the ordination which he wished.1 

The Second Stage in Palestine.-The scene of the next stage 
of the controversy was Palestine, whither Pelagius had gone. 
There he found au opponent in Jerome,2 and in a Spanish priest, 
Orosius, sent to Bethlehem by Augustine to stay the progress of 
Pelagian teaching, Accordingly, at a synod at Jerusalem in 415 
under the bishop, John, he was called on to explain. Orosius 
reported what had happened at Carthage, and said that Pelagius 
taught " that man can live without sin, in obedience to the 
divine commands, if he pleases." Pelagius admitted that he 
taught so ; and God's command to Abraham to walk before him and 
be perfect (Gen. 171) was cited by the bishop himself, as pre
supposing the possibility of perfection in a man. But, in reply 
to questions, Pelagius declared that he did not exclude the help 
of God, but held that everyone who strove for it received from 
God the power to be entirely sinless. In the East, at all events 
at this time, men were not accustomed to fine distinctions be
tween grace and free will, and were not anxious to define precisely 
the limits of each agency, and were not prepared to accept with
out discussion the decisions of the synod to which Orosius 
appealed.8 They were satisfied by general statements of belief 

1 Soon after this II book of Pelagius de Natura was given to Augustine, and he 
replied to it in his tract lid Natura et Gratia (which contains all that is extant of the 
work which it answers). He bad previously written the tract de Spiritu et Litera. 

1 Jerome wu in agreement with Augustine, and referred Pelagianism to the 
influence of Origen and Rufinus, and wrote against it. See ad Ctesiplwntem (Ep. 133, 
Migne P.L. xxil p. 1147} and Dialogus contra Pelagianos (Migne P.L. xxiii 495-590). 

1 They resented 118 a rudeness the curt reply Pela.gins made (What have I to do 
with Augustine!}, when asked if he had really propounded the doctrine which 
Augustine opposed; but they were not ready to consider even the support of bis 
great name decisive. The Bishop of Jerusalem bad been 'suspect' for 'Origenistic' 
leanings, and therefore was not likely to be a persona grata to Jerome or Augustine. 
See his defenoe-Hahn 3 p. 294. 
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in the need of divine assistance, and were ready to admit 
Pelagius as orthodox when he assented to the need.1 Orosius, 
however, demanded that, as the question had originated in the 
West,• it should be left to the Latina to determine; and deputies 
and letters were sent to Innocent, Bishop of Rome, requesting 
him to hear and decide the case. 

Nevertheless, a few months later in the same year, Pelagius 
appeared before a second synod in Palestine, at Diospolia or 
Lydda, to answer to a paper of complaints put in against him 
by two Gallican bishops, who had been driven from their sees 
and made their way to Palestine.8 Many of the theses alleged 
against him he was able to explain to the satisfaction of the 
Palestinian bishops ; others he declared he did not teach, although 
Coelestius might maintain them. For these he had not to 
answer; but he was ready to declare that he rejected them, and to 
anathematize all who opposed the doctrines of the holy Catholic 
Church.4 He acknowledged and maintained both grace and free 
will, and professed that his assertion that " man, if he pleases, can 
be perfectly free from sin" was meant to apply to one who was 
converted-such an one being able to live without sin by his own 
efforts and God's grace, although not free from temptation to sin. 
This was enough for the synod. It declared Pelagius worthy of 
communion, and earned from Jerome the epithet 'miserable '.6 

The Third Sta,ge-A.ppeal to Rome.-So far, Pelagius bad 
won the victory ; but his opponents were not to be silenced. 
In North .Africa they would not rest content with these de
cisions of the East. Two synods met in the following year 

1 The difference between Pela.gins and Augustine la tolerably clear. Pelagiu.s 
regarded the grace of God as an essential aid, a reinforcement from without, to 
second the efforts which were put forth by the free will of man. To Augustine 
grace was a new creative principle of life, which generates as an abiding good that 
freedom of the will which is entirely lost in the natural man. What it meant ex
actly to Pelagiu.s is not clear. He does not seem to have conceived it as an inner 
spiritual illumination, but rather as some external stimulus applied to the natural 
faculties-so that Augustine could represent him as recognizing little more than the 
influence of teaching and example in it (' law and doctrine' -de gratia Christi 11). 

1 Orosius could only speak Latin, and the bishop only Greek ; so misunder• 
standings might easily arise. 

1 Heros of Arles and Lazarus of Aix. They were perhaps 'put up' by Jerome. 
4 Hereby he was said to have anathematized himself. His desire was for peace 

and freedom from doctrinal disputes. The practical moral aspect of the question was 
what he really eared for. 

• The treatise of Augustine de ge,tis Pelagii deals with the proceedings at this 
synod. 
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( 416),1 and renewed the previous condemnation of Coelestius, 
11.nd announced their decisions to the Bishop of Rome, Innocent I, 

begging him to help to stay the spread of the Pelagian errors. 
In its third stage, accordingly, the controversy was enacted 

mainly at Rome. The bishop accepted fully the African view, 
praised the sy~ods for their actiou, and confirmed the sentence of 
excommunication pronounced against Pelagius and Coelestius. But 
immediately afterwards Innocent died; and Zosimus, his successor, 
received from Coelestius in person,2 and from Pelagius by letter,• 
confessions of faith, by which he declared that they had completely 
justified themselves ; and he wrote to the African bishops, blaming 
them for their hasty condemnation (Sept. 41 7), and declaring that 
the opponents of Pelagius and Coelestius were wicked slanderers. 

The Fourth Stage-Final Condemnation by Councils in Africa 
and at Rome.-The African bishops assembled in all haste in synod 
(late in 417 or early in 418), and protested that Zosimus had 
been misled, that " he should hold to the sentence pronounced 
by Innocent against Pelagius and Coelestius, until both of them 
distinctly acknowledged that for every single good action we need 
the help of the grace of God through Jesus Christ ; and this not 
only to perceive what is right, but also to practise it, so that 
without it we cannot either possess, think, speak, or do anything 
really good or holy." To this Zosimus replied that he had al
ready fully considered the matter; but he sent the documents 
regarding it to the Africans, that there might be consultation and 

1 One at C&rthage for the provinee of Africa {a local synod-at which, therefore, 
Augustine was not present, his see belonging to the ecclesiastical province of 
Numidia), and one at liileve (Mileum), for the Numidians, at which Augustine was 
present. See the synodal letters in Aug. Epp. 175, 176 (Migne xxxiii pp. 758 ff.). 

9 For fragments of his creed see Hahn 3 p. W2. He argues that "infants ought to 
be baptized unto remission of sins", but repudiates Traducianism as alien from the 
Catholic conception, on the ground that "the sin which is afterwards practised by 
man is not born with him, for it is proved to be a fault, not of nature, but of will". 
And he denies that he claims the authority of a dogma for his inferences from the 
teaching of prophets and apostles. On the contrary, he submits them to the correc
tion of the apostolic see. 

8 See Hahn 8 p. 288. It had been addressed by Pelagius to Innocent, and went 
at length into most articles of the faith, concluding with an appeal to him to amend 
anything in it that might have been less skilfully or somewhat incautiously ex
pressed. On the special questions at issue he wrote as follows: "We confess that 
we have free will, in the sense that we always are in need of the help of God, and 
that they err who say • • • that man cannot avoid sin, no less than they who •.• 
assert that man cannot sin; for both alike destroy the freedom of the will. We, 
however, say that man can sin and can not sin (is able to sin and able not to sin), in 
B11eb wise as always to confess that we possess free will." 
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agrec,ment. A council of two hundred bishops was speedily 
held at Carthage (in April 418), at which nine canons were 
drawn up, with anti-Pelagian definitions of the points in ques
tion.1 What were regarded as Pelagian compromises are 
definitely faced and detailed, and declared anathema. The 
absolute necessity of baptism to effect regeneration, and to counter
balance the corruption of nature and stain of sin that is innate
the powerlessness of the human will unaided, and the vital need 
of grace to enable us to fulfil the commands of God-are insisted 
on. No ingenuity of any adherent of Pelagius or Coelestius 
could evade the significance of this pronouncement. Imperial 
edicts against the Pelagians were also procured from Honorius 
and Theodosius (banishing Pelagius and Coelestius and their 
followers); and the Bishop of Rome was obliged to reopen the 
case. He summoned Pelagius and Coelestius, and, when they 
did not appear, condemned them in their absence and issued a 
circular letter (epistola traetoria) accepting the African view of 
the matter. This he ordered should be subscribed by all bishops 
under his jurisdiction. Eighteen refused, and were deposed and 
banished from their sees, while many probably signed unwillingly. 

The Ultimate Issue of the Controversy. - In this way 
Pelagianism was stifled, by force rather than by argument; and 
at the next General Council of the Church (at Ephesus in 431) 
Pelagius was anathematized in company with Nestorius.11 But 
in modified forms the Pelagian conceptions continued, and have 
always found some place in the Church. 

It must, indeed, be noted that, while the negations of Pelagian
ism were rejected, and Pelagianism was condemned ( i.e. the 
denial of inherited sin and of the need of baptism of children for 
remission of sins), yet the positive side of Pelagian teaching (the 
point of departure of Pelagius himself) found sympathy in deep
rooted Christian sentiment and convictions; and Augustine's anti
Pelagian theories did not win wide acceptance.•, 

1 Rahn I p. 213. 
2 All that is known as to the consideration of Pelagianism at Ephesus is contained 

in the synodal Jetter to Coelestine of Rome, which states that the We8tern Acts on 
the condemnation of Pelagius, Coelestius, and their adherents were read and 
universally approved. Little is known of the history of Pelagius after his condem
nation by Zosimus. He is said to have died in Palestine when seventy years of a.q;e 
(I c. 440). Of Coelestius, too, nothing more is known. 

1 Cf. Loofs Leitjaden p. 260. In the Greek Church Angustinianism never took 
root. Many were ready to sympathize with the eighteen bishops, of whom Julian 
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" Semi-Pelagianism" 1 

The attempt to mediate between the two extremes-to 
express, that is, a theory of human nature and of sin and grace 
which should be more in harmony with the general conceptions 
that had been prevalent among Churchmen in earlier ages--was 
made by Johri Cassian and Faustus of Rhegium, as representa
tives of a considerable number of Gallican churchmen. 

(a) John Oassian 

Like Pelagius, Cassian passed a large part of his life from 
boyhood onwards in a monastery. A friend and admirer of 
Chrysostom, after some years spent at Constantinople he was 
sent about 40 5 on an embassy to Rome, to enlist the support of 
Innocent ; and perhaps he stayed on at Rome and met Pelagius. 
On the invasion of the Gotbs he retired, and ultimately made 
bis home near Massilia (Marseilles), where he founded two monas
telies (for men and for women), and-probably as abbot of 
one of them-devoted himself for many years to study and 
writing. As a framer of monastic rules and ideals his in
fluence on Western monasticism was long-lived; 2 and the Semi-

of Eclanum in Campsnia became the chief mouthpiece-a man of high character 
and generous benevolence and ample learning and ability, who was firmly convinced 
that the cause of the Christian faith and of morruity itself was endangered by the 
Augustinian doctrine. He did not shrink from charging that doctrine with Man
icheiam, considering that its teaching as to the taint which had permeated human 
nature was equivalent to the Manichean theory that its material part was essentially 
evil ; and he wrote at length against Augustine and his conceptions, and tried to 
enlist bishops and the emperor (Theodosius u) on his side-not altogether un
successfully at first. Both Theodore of Mopsuestia (see supra p. 256) and N estorius 
ende1woured to shield him; but in 429 he was driven from Constantinople (which 
had been his refuge for a short time after his deposition hy Zosimus and his banish
ment) by an imperial edict. This was largely through the instrumentality of 
Marius Mercator, who opposed Pelagianism as well as Nestorianism. And later 
on he was again condemned by a Council at Rome under Celestine and by suc
cessive bishops. He died in 454 in Sicily. His writings are known to us ouly 
from Augustino's replies. See especially the four books Contra duas epistulas 
Pelagiancrum (420), and the six books Contra Julianum Pelagianum. [See 
the Art. 'Julianus of Eclanum' D.C.B.] 

Julian was a thoroughgoing supporter of Pelagianism. A more conciliatory 
position was taken by John Cassian. 

1 The familiar term may be retained, but Semi-Augustinianism would be at least 
as &ccnrate a designation, and would b1:g no question. 

i His works on these subjects were "highly prized all through the Middle Ages 
&11 hand books of the cloister-life". 
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Pelagianism 1 which he taught has always numbered many 
adherents. 

Above all else he was inspired by a moral interest and 
a profound sense of the love of God. As, in his counsels 
to his monks, he insisted that no outward obedience to 
rule availed without purity of intention and consecration of 
the inner life ; so he believed that the doctrine of grace was 
to be known and understood only by the experience of a 
pure life. 

He was repelled equally by the assertions of Pelagius (which 
he styled profane and irreligious) as by those of Augustine . 
.Against Pelagius he held the universal corruption of human 
nature as a consequence of the first transgression of the father 
of the race, and so far accepted the Augustine conception of 
grace. On the other hand, he was entirely opposed to the 
denial of free will and of man's power to determine in any way 
the issues of his life. In the renovation of the human will there 
are, he held, two efficient agencies-the will itself and the Holy 
Spirit. The exact relation between the two-free will and grace 
-is not capable of definition; no universally applicable rule 
can be laid down; sometimes the initiative is with man, some
times with God. Nature unaided may take the first step 
towards its recovery :-If it were not so, exhortations and 
censure would be alike idle and unjust. 'Predestination' he 
rejects-it is a shocking ' impiety' to think that God wishes not 
all men universally, but only some, instead of all, to be saved.'1 

1 It must be remembered that Semi-Pelagians (so-called) were in full agreement 
with the Church at large in repudiating the chief Pelagian propositions. It is only 
when Augustine's teaching is taken as normal that the name is valid. 

1 Oollatfrmes xiii 7 : Quomodo sine ingenti sacrilegio puta.ndus est [Deus] non 
universaliter omnes sed quosdam salvos fieri velle pro omnibus f Other significant 
passages on thesubjectare-§ 8 "When He (sc. God) sees in us any beginning of good 
will, straightway He enlightens it and strengthens it and stimulates it to salvation, 
giving inerease to that good will which He planted Himself, or sees has sprung up 
by ,mr own effort"; § 9 "in order, however, to shew more elearly that the first 
beginnings of good desires (good will) are sometimes produced by means of that 
natural goodness (naturae b01.um) which is innate in us by the gift of the Creator, and 
yet that these beginnings cannot end in the attainment of virtuous acts unless they 
a.re directed by the Lord, the Apostle bears witness and says, ' for to will is present 
to me, yet how to accomplish the good I find not' (Rom. 718)"; and § 11 "if, 
however, we say that the first beginnings of good will are always inspired by the 
grace of God, what are we to say of the faith of Zacchaeus and of the piety of 
the crucified thief, who, applying force, as it were, to the kingdom of heaven by 
their own longing desire, anticipated the special monitions of the call." The 
Onl.Luumes (conferences of Egyptian monks on true asceticism) were written about 
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The most that can be rightly said is that God knows beforehand 
who will be saved (praescientia-forelmowledge). He thus really 
departs a long way from the .Augustinian conceptions, connecting 
the idea of grace with a dominant purpose of divine love which 
extends to all men and wills the salvation of all; whereas to 
.Augustine election and rejection alike were divine acts 1 entirely 
unconditioned by anything in the power of the individuals 
elected or rejected. 

(b) Faustus of Rhegium 

Similar teaching to that of Cassian was given also by another 
of the greatest monks and bishops of Southern Gaul-Faustus, 
a member, and from about 433 abbot, of the famous monastery 
of Lerinum (Lerins), and afterwards Bishop of Rhegium (Riez in 
Provenge), most highly honoured for his learning and his ascetic 
and holy life of self-sacrificing labours and active benevolence.1 

.A staunch champion of the Nicene faith against .Arianism-the 
religion of the Visigoths into whose power his diocese passed
and therefore driven from his see, he yet did not escape criticism 
for his anthropological doctrines from some of his contem
poraries, and still more from theologians of the next generation. 
Neither .Augustine nor Pelagius seemed to him to express the 
whole truth. Pelagius indeed he severely condemns as heretical; 
but at the same time he expresses fear of teaching which, in 
denying man's power as a free agent, becomes fatalistic. He 
anathematizes anyone who says that the 'vessel of wrath' can
not ever become a 'vessel of honour', or that Christ did not die 
for all men, or does not will that all should be saved, or says 
that anyone who has perished (being baptized, or being a pagan, 
who might have believed and would not) never had the oppor
tunity of being saved; and he strongly urges the need of human 
endeavour and co-operation with the divine grace. 'He that 

425-428. The third and thirteenth are on Grace and Free Will and were impugned 
by Augnstine, and by Prosper De gratia Dei et libero wrbitrio contra CJollatorem 
(Migne P.L. Ii p. 213). 

1 Cf. his de Praedestinatime Sanctorum and de Dono Perseverantiru. 
2 He wa.s born in Brittany (or perhaps Britain) early in the fifth century, and 

lived nearly to the end of it. His local reputation was so great that the title of 
Saint wa.s given him, and his festival was observed, in spite of the weight of 
Augustine's authority. In more modern times Jansenist historians and editor11 
naturally impugn his right to canonization, while learned Jesuits defend him. 
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hath, to him shall be given '-he has the power and must use it. 
The doctrine of predestination, in particular, called forth his 
energetic protests, and he strongly denied the assumption of any 
such 'special and personal' grace (gratia specialis and personalis) 
as Angustine's theory of predestination involved ; though at the 
same time he speaks of a precedent grace (gratia praecedens) of a 
general character.1 

A presbyter of Gaul named Lucidus had roused uneasiness 
by his advocacy of these and other Augustinian conceptions, 
and Faustus was requested by Leontius, the Archbishop of 
Arles, to write upon the subject ; z and at a Council held at Ades 
in 472 (or 473) his writing was formally approved and signed 
by the bishops present, who also agreed to six anathemas against 
the extremer teaching on either sid1:i. What is commonly known 
as the' Semi-Pelagian' position is set forth in these anathemas.• 
They condemn the Pelagian ideas that man is born withou~ sin 
and can be saved by his own efforts alone without the grace of 
God, and, along with the anti-Pelagian conceptions already noted, 
the view that it is the fault of original sin when a man who has 
been duly baptized in the true faith falls through the attractions 
Df this world. And they further reject the compromise by 
which many were satisfied to speak of God's foreknowledge 
rather than of predestination,-it is not even to be said that the 
foreknowledge of God has any effect on the downward course of 
a man towards death. 

The later History of the Dottrin,1 

Teaching to this effect prevailed in Gaul for some time. But 
synods at Orange (Arausio) 4 and Valence II in 529 decided for the 

1 See the ~tter to Lucidu,s (:Migne P.L. !iii p. 683). It appears that he did not 
mean to express the need for II definite • provenient' grace (as positively requisite 
before any step towards salvation was possible) in the Augustinian sense, as some
thing a.ltogether external to the human will, but rather an a.wakening of the will so 
that it wa.s able to co-operate at once in the work, which, however, could ·never be 
successfully completed but for the divine grace. 

~ He wrote first a letter to Lucidus and afterwards to the same effect a more 
formal treatise entitled De (P'atia Dei a humana.e menti.~ libero arbitrio (:Migne 
P.L. !viii p. 783 ff). 

• Hahn I p. 217. 
• Under the presidency of Caesarius of Aries, sometime abbot of Lerinum. 
• The priority of these Councils is disputed (see Hefele). Arnold C<Uwrius vun 

..I.relate p. 348 n. 1129 puts that of Valence first. 
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Augustinian doctrine, with the limitation that predestination to 
evil was not to be taught (Augustine himself did not really teach 
it in words at least), and accepted canons which had been drawn 
up at Rome in accordance with the teaching of ancient Fathers 
and the holy Scriptures.1 The decisions of this Council were 
confirmed by the Bishop of Rome, Boniface II, in the following 
year. But, on the whole, Semi-Pelagianism prevailed in the 
West-that is to say, the theory of inherited evil and sin, the 
somewhat uncertain acceptance of the necessity of grace as ' pre
venient' to the first motions of goodness in man, and the belief 
in the power of man to aid in the work of divine grace within 
himself (' synergistic' regeneration, man co-operating with God). 

During the Middle Ages individuals-as Gottschalk (with 
strong assertion of twofold predestination), Bede, Anselm, Bernard 
-represented the Augustinian teaching. And it was revived in 
its harshest forms by Calvin-to arouse the opposition of Armin
ians and Socinians. Luther was only to some extent Augustinian 
in this respect. He believed that the fall of man changed his 
original holiness into absolute depravity, exposing the whole 
race to condemnation; but the divine grace, which is indispens
able to conversion, he taught was proffered to all men without 
distinction, but might be rejected by them. Free play was thus 
allowed for human responsibility, and the only predestination 
possible was such as was based on foresight as to the faith and 
obedience of men, on which tbe decrees of God were held to be 
conditional It is certainly not the doctrine of Augustine that 
was stated at the Council of Trent. That man's free will alone 
is insufficient, and that without prevenient grace he cannot be 
justified, and without its inspiration and assistance cannot have 
faith or hope or love or repentance, is asserted in plain terms.1 

But no less clearly it is maintained that man himself has some
thing to contribute to the process of salvation: he can receive 
and he can reject the inspiration and illumination of the Holy 
Spirit, and he does so according to his own proper disposition 
and co-operation.8 The fall of man caused the loss of the gift 
of divine grace originally bestowed upon him, and its consequence 

1 See the eanons of the Council of Orange-Hahn! pp. 220-227, esp. canon 25 
p. 227. They insist with emphasis that human nature is unable to make any kind 
of beginning of faith and goodness, or to invoke tlie divine aid, without the grace of 
God. The giving and reception of grace depends solely on God's initiative. 

1 8e&11. vi cap. 3. 1 Seas. vi ea p. 4, 5, 7. 
i.: 
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was weakness and imperfection. His freedom of will was 
weakened and turned aside, but not lost and extinguished. 
Roman orthodoxy thus recognizes gratia praeveniens, and gratia 
co-operans, and the human power of self-determination. Simil
arly, as opposed to the theory of predestination, the Council of 
Trent declared the universality of grace; and, when the Jansenists 
attempted to revive the doctrines of Augustine, predestination 
was still more decisively rejected. 

A.D. 

.AumrsTINB'B Cemll' ANTI-PELAGIAN WRITINGS (see Robertson 
Art. '.Augustin us' D. C.B. new volume) 

412 De pecc. meritis et remiBB. lib. iii, and De 8JJiritu et litera (to 
Marcellinus ). 

415 De natura et gratia, and De perfectione iustitiae homini8 (agains 
the teaching of Coelestius). 

417 De gestis Pelagii (on the proceedings in Palestine), and Epp. 116, 
177,andSerm.131. 

418 De gratia Chri8ti et de peccato originali lib. ii. 
419 De nuptiis et concupiscentia lib. ii, and De anima eiusque origine 

lib. iv (on the transmission of original sin and on the origin of 
the soul). 

420 Contra duae epp. Pelagianorum lib. iv. (a reply to Julian's attack 
on the treatise De nuptiis). 

4 21 Contra J ulianum lib. vi. 
426-7 De gratia et libero arbitrio and De} 

rmreptione et gratia (against the arguments of 
428-9 De praedest. sanctorum and De dono the Semi-Pelagians). 

peneverantiae 



CHAPTER XVIII 

TIIB DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMKNT 

Introductory 

WHAT we have seen to be true in the case of other doctrines ie 
even more noteworthy in regard to the Atonement. The certainty 
that the life and death of Christ had effected an Atonement be
tween God and man was the very heart and strength of the faith 
of Christians from the earliest days. They did not need to theorize 
about it; they were content to know and feel it. So it was 
long before any doctrine of the Atonement was framed. Various 
points of view, no doubt, are represented in the various books of 
the New Testament; but the allusions are incidental and occa
sional. And it is now from one point of view and now from 
another that we find the mysterious fact of the Atonement 
regarded in such writings of Christians of the first four centuries 
as happen to have been preserved. If more had come down to 
us there might have been more points of view to claim con
sideMtion. But nothing like a definite theory is propounded in 
the earlier ages-nothing that can be said to go beyond the 
expressions of the apostolic writers-except perhaps by Irenaeus 
and Origen. They indeed were conscious of questions which the 
New Testament does not answer; 1 they wanted to define more 
closely the why and the wherefore, and they let the spirit of 
speculation carry them further than others had tried to pene
trate. The solution of some of the unsolved problems which 
they reached satisfied many of the ablest theologians of their 
own and later generations, though in the process of time they 
came to be regarded as erroneous, and have for us now a merely 
historical interest. But apart from theS'0 particular theories, 
which we must notice in their place, we have no attempt at 
formal statement of a doctrine, and can only record incidental 
references and more or less chance phrases which indicate, rather 

1 See supra Chapter II pp. 20, 21. 
327 
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than express, the conceptions of the earlier exponents of Christian 
teaching.1 They are in all cases only personal attempts to set 
forth and illustrate experiences and emotions that were still 
personal, however widely they were shared among those who 
were fellows in faith. How far they were generally received, 
or what-if any-measure of official sanction was given them, 
it is impossible to say. Only, it is clear that every theologian 
was free to give expression of his own to the feelings which 
stirred him at the moment, and it would be a mistake to suppose 
that he emptied his whole thought on the mystery of the Atone
ment into such utterances as have been preserved. Nor must 
it be supposed that any such utterances in any way committed 
more than the writer himself. Later thinkers were still free to 
take them or to leave them ; just as, for example, Athanasius 
is apparently quite untouched by the modes of thought which 
are commonly regarded as characteristic of Irenaeus and Origen, 
and Gregory of Nazianzus expressly rejects the theory which his 
friend Gregory of Nyssa handed down to later ages. 

It is then as individual answers to speculative questions, or 
as personal utterances of faith and hope, suggestive and illustra
tive of larger conceptions than are expressed, that we must take 
such expressions of the doctrine as we find. 

Of the various aspects of the Atonement which are repre
sented in the pages of the New Testament,2 the early Fathers 
chiefly dwell on those of sacrifice (and obedience), reconciliation, 
illumination by knowledge, and ransom. Not till a later time 
was the idea of satisfaction followed up.3 

TM Apostolic Fathers 

Outside the New Testament the earliest references 
doctrine are to be found in the Epistle of Clement. 
are only incidental illustrations in his exposition of 

to the 
They 

'love' 
1 Of books on the history of the doctrine of the Atonement see H. N. Oxen

ham The Cai,holic Doctrine. of the Atonem.ent. For special points of view see also 
R. C. Moberly Atonement and Pers()11,a/ity; R. W. Dale TM Atonement; B F. 
Westcott The Victory of the Cross, and the notes to his edition of the Epistles qf 
St John; M 'Leod Campbell The Nai,ure of tM Atonement, and J. M. Wilson The 
Gospel of tM Atonement. 

• SPe supra Chapter II p. 19. 
'The only 'satisfa<:tion 'which was thought of W&!I the satisfaction which the 

penitent himself makes. There is no suggestion of any satisfaction of the divin11 
justice through the suffel'ings of Christ. 
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(a,ya7r71).1 Through the love which he had towards us, Jesus 
Christ our Lord, in the will of God, gave his blood on behalf of 
us, and his flesh on behalf of our flesh, and his life on behalf 
of our lives. So it· is that we are turned from our wander
ing and directed into the way of truth, and through the 
benevolence of the Word towards men we are become the 
sons of God. His blood, which was shed for the sake of our 
salvation, brought to all the world the offer of the grace of 
repentance. So it is not by works which we have done in 
holiness of heart that we are justified, but only by faith ; though 
he adds at once "let us then work from our whole heart the 
work of righteousness". 

Incidental though the references are, they shew that Clement 
taught that the motive of the whole plan of redemption was the 
love of God and the spontaneous love of Christ fulfilling the 
Father's will, and that by the sacrifice of himself-by his blood 
-is offered both the grace of repentance and the knowledge of 
the truth to all men. 

In the Epistle of Barnabas 2 there are many allusions to the 
passion and sufferings of Christ as effecting our salvation-the 
remission of sins by the sprinkling of his blood. The Son of 
God could not suffer except only on account of us. Incidents 
in the history of Israel and prophecies are cited, which find 
their fulfilment and real meaning in the passion of the Lord. 
For instance, the account of Moses stretching out his hands, 
while the Israelites prevailed against the A.malekites, is a type 
of the Cross, and is designed to teach that unless men put their 
hope and faith in it they will not conquer and cannot be saved. 
But perhaps most prominence is given in the Epistle to the idea 
of a new covenant founded by Christ's life and death, by which 
the way of truth is exhibited for our knowledge; and the special 
need for the coming of the Saviour in the flesh is found in 
human weakness, requiring an unmistakeable revelation visible 
to the naked eye. " For had be not come in flesh, how could 
we men see him and be saved ? " 

In The Shepherd of Hermas 3 there is only one clear reference 
to the doctrine, but it has special interest as connecting the 
value of the work of the Saviour with his obedience to the 
Father's will and laws. The thought is expressed in the form 
of a parable of a vineyard, which represents God's people, in 

1 1 Ep. 49. 1 See esp. cha. 5, 7, 12, 1 Simuit'IUU v 6, 
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which the Son is bidden to work as a servant, and in which he 
labours much and suffers much to do away their sins, and then 
points out to them the way of life by giving them the law which 
he received from his Father. The perfect fulfilment of the 
Father's will, at the cost of toil and suffering, on the one hand, 
and on the other hand, the revelation of that will to men ; that 
is, obedience, active as well as passive, on his own part, and the 
instruction of men that they may render a similar obedience on 
their part, are represented here as being the two main elements 
in the work of Christ. 

In the Eyistles of Ignatius the reality of the sufferings of 
Christ is emphasized again and again against docetic teaching, 
and it is clear that the writer attached unique importance to 
the passion, although it is the reality of the manhood as a whole 
that he is all through concerned to uphold. All in heaven and 
in earth, men and angels, must believe in the blood of Christ 
if they are to escape condemnation.1 But how the redemption 
is effected, and precisely what value is to be attributed to the 
sufferings of the Redeemer, is naturally not expressed. It wae 
no part of the task of Ignatius to expound the doctrine of the 
.Atonement, but only to appeal to the deepest convictions of 
those that he addreesed, based on the teaching they had already 
received. But he insists on the supreme need of faith and 
love toward Christ on the part of men ; and he seems to re
gard the death of Christ as operative in ~ringing the human 
soul into communion with him, as the means of imparting the 
principle of spiritual life, and as a manifestation of love by 
which a corresponding affection is generated in the believer's 
heart. In this way he has in mind perhaps the 'sanotification' 
more than the •justification• of mankind. 1 

Justin 

No systematic treatment of the subject is to be found either 
in J ustin's Apologus or in the IJialogue with Trypho; but enough 
is said to shew that various aspects of the work of Christ were 
clearly present to his thought. The reason why the Logos became 

1 .Ad Smyrn. 6. 
1 The idea of • jastiflcation' is hardly present, though the verb occurs twice 

Pkilad. 8 and Ram. 5 (with reference to 1 Cor. 44). He speaks also of 'peace' 
through the passion (liph. inscr.) and of deliverance from demons through Christ 
(Epk, 19). 
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m!ln, i'ii is declared on the one hand, was that he might share our 
sufferings and effect a cure,1 cleansing by blood those that believe 
in him.2 But on the other hand, Justin emphasizes more than 
other writers of the time the didactic purpose of the Incarnation. 
The Saviour saves by teaching men the truth about God and 
withdrawing them from bondage to false gods. "Having become 
man he taught us . . ." 8 "His mighty Word persuaded many 
to leave demons, to whom they were enslaved, and through him 
to believe on the all-sovereign God." 4 "We beseech God to 
keep us safe, always through Jesus Christ, from the demons 
who are contrary to the true religion of God, whom of old we 
used to worship ; in order that after turning to God through 
him we may be blameless." 6 The intellectual purpose issues 
in the moral reformation, the knowledge of God in the blame
less life. 

Justin also alludes to the conquest of Satan as one of the 
consequences of the Passion, and seems to attribute the ultimate 
responsibility for the sufferings of Christ to the devils who 
prompted the Jews,6 so that his triumph over death was a 
victory over Satan himself. But he does not express the idea 
of any kind of ransom to Satan. 

And though he speaks of ' sacrifice', be does not refer it to 
the idea of justice, and he is far from any theory of satisfaction 
of an alienated God. His thought is shewn in his treatment of 
the passage 'Cursed is everyone that hangeth on a tree' (Gal 313). 

All mankind, he says, is under a curse, and God willed that 
Christ, his own Son, should receive the curses of all. Christ 
also willed this, and all who repent of their sins and believe in 
him will be saved. But the curse which he takes upon him is 
not God's curse.7 "In the law a curse is laid on men who are 
crucified. But God's curse does not therefore lie upon Christ, 
through whom he saves all those who have done things deserving 
a curse." 8 Rather, the words of Scripture indicate God's fore
knowledge of what was destined to be done by the Jews and 
others like them. It was by the Jews, and not by God, that he 

1 ..4pol. ii 13, and esp. (the chief passage) Dial. c. Tryph. 40-43 &nd 96. 
1 ..4pol. i 63. a Ibid. i 23. 
4 Dial. c. Tryph. 83. 1 lbid. 30. 
• See Apol. i 63 "he endured to suffer &11 that the devils disposed the Jews to do 

to him". 
1 Indeed, he styles it only an' apparent' llUl'S8 (Dial. c. Tryph. 90), 
8 Ibid. 94. 
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was accursed. For all who have faith in him there hangs from 
the crucified Christ the hope of ealvation.1 

The Writer to IJiognetus 

Some fine passages in the Epistle to IJiognetus shew the 
writer's conception of the .Atonement as essentially an act of 
compassion which is prompted by the unalterable love of God, 
and insist on the perfect union of will between the Father and 
the Son. "God, the Master and Maker of all things, who 
created all things and set them in order, was not only a 
lover of man but also long-suffering. He indeed was always 
and will be such, gracious and good, and uninfluenced by 
anger and true. He alone is good, and he conceived the 
great inexpressible design which he communicated only to his 
Son." 9 The Son carries out the Father's will, but it is 
his own will too. It is the Father's love that finds expression 
in the self-sacrifice of the Son. "When our unrighteousness 
(iniquity) was fully wrought out, and it was fully ma.do 
manifest that its wages, punishment and death, were to be 
expected, and the time was come which God fore-appointed to 
make manifest His goodness and power-Oh the BlU'passing 
kindness towards men and love of God ! He did not hate us or 
thrust us from Him or rememher our evil deeds against us, but 
He was long-suffering, He was forbearing, and in His mercy He 
took our sins upon Himself. He Himself gave up His own Son 
as a ransom on behalf of us :-the holy on behalf of lawless men, 
him who was without wickedness on behalf of the wicked, the 
righteous on behalf of the unrighteous, the incorruptible on 
behalf of the corruptible, the immortal on behalf of the mortal. 
For what else but his righteousness was able to cover our sins? 
In whom, except only in the Son of God, was it possible for us, 
the lawless and impious, to be declared righteous Gustified) ? " 8 

But it is no external act or transaction that effects the object in 
view. It is a real inner change that is wrought in man. God 
sent His Son with a view to saving, with a view to persuading, 
not with a view to forcing: for force is not the means God 
uses.' 

1 Di,al. c. Tryph. 96, 111. A. similar view of the curse wu held by Tertullian 
(adv. Juda«A 10). 

1 Ch. s. 1 Oh. 9. ' Oh. d. 
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Tertullian 

From Tertullian, if from any one, we should have expected 
a theory of atonement based on legal conceptions and forensic 
metaphors.1 But he has no more definite theory than the 
writers before him. He is the first to use the term 'satisfaction', 
it is true, but he never uses it in the sense of vicarious satis
faction which afterwards attached to it. He means by it the 
amends which those who have sinned make for themselves by 
confession and repentance and good works.2 He does not bring 
the idea into connexion with the work of Christ, but with the 
acts of the penitent.8 

Similarly he insists ' that the curse which was 1mpposed to 
attach to the crucified Christ, in accordance with the application 
of the words of Deuteronomy (21 82)-' Cursed is he that hangeth 
on a tree ', was not the curse of God but the curse of the Jews. 
They denied that the death upon the cross was predicted of the 
Messiah, basing their denial on that passage; but he argues that 
the context shews that only criminals justly condemned were 
meant-the curse is the crime and not the hanging on the 
tree, whereas in Christ no guile was found : he shewed perfect 
justice and humility. It was not on account of his own deserts 
that he was given over to such a death, but in order that the 
things which were foretold by the prophets as destined to come 
on him by the hands of the Jews might be fulfilled. All those 
things which he suffered,6 he suffered not on account of any evil 
deed of his own, but that the Scriptures might be fulfilled which 
were spoken by the mouth of the prophets,6 

Irenaeus 

·when we pass to consider the conceptions of Irenaeus we 
must note at the outset that no one has ever more clearly 

1 So Oxenham points out op. cit. p. 124. 
s See Note on the 'Doctrine of Merit' p. 353. 
• This is evident from the references ill de Poen. 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 ; de Pu.t. 13 ; de 

Pud. 9; de Cult. Fem. i 1; adv. Jud. 10. 
4 See 11,dv. Judrwos 10. 
' That the highest value attached to the sufferings of Christ ill Tertullian's 

judgement is shewn by his argument against docetio teaching (adv. Marc. iii 8}. 
If his death be denied, he says (and a phantasm could not really suffer), the 
whole work of God would be overthrown &nd the whole meaning &ml benefit of 
Christianity rejected. 

• It was only dimly th&t the mystery (sMrti11Untum) of his passion could be 
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grasped the fundamental truth of the ' solidarity ' of humanity. 
No principle is more characteristic of Christian theology than 
this, that the race of men is a corporate whole-all members of 
it being so closely bound together in a union so intimate thafl 
they form together one living organism. To this conception 
Irenaeus gives the clearest expression, and following up the 
meaning of the title' Son of Man' which St Paul had been the 
first to expand,1 he points to Christ as the great representative 
of the race, in whom are summed up all its ripe experiences as 
they were contained in germ in Adam. What Christ achieves 
the whole race achieves. Just as mankind in .Adam lost its 
birthright, so in Christ mankind recovers its original condition. 
The effect of .Adam's acts extended to the whole company of his 
descendants, and the effect of Christ's acts is equally coextensive 
with the race. In each case it is really the whole race that 
acts in its representative. 

It is this that the Incarnation means. " When he was 
incarnate and made man, he summed up (8r recapitulated) in 
himself the long roll of the human race, securing for us all a 

1 
summary salvation. so that WA should regain in Christ Je1µt.11 

' what we had lost fa .Adam, namely, the being in the image anu 
· likeness of God." 2 .And again, " This is why the Lord declares · 
himself to be the Son of Man, summing up into himself the 
original man who was the source of the race which has been 
fashioned 'after woman'; in order that, as through the conquest 
of man our race went down into death, so through the victory 
of man we might mount up to life." 8 And again, "For in the 
first .Adam we stumbled, not doing his command; but in the 
second Adam we were reconciled, shewing ourselves obedient 
unto death."' These passages shew clearly that the writer's 

shadowed forth in the 0. T. (in order that the difficulty of interpretation might lead 
men to seek the grace of God), in types such as Isaac and Joseph, and in figures like 
the bull's horns and the serpent lifted up. See also adv. Marc, v 5. 

1 See such passages as Rom. 512•21 , 1 Cor. 15'10·22 , Eph. 110• 
1 ..J.dv. HaM'. iii 19. 1. The thought expressed by the words recapitulare, recapit

ulatw, applied in this way to Christ, is the chief clue to the full conception of the 
writer, both as to the Incarnation and as to the Atonement. The doctrines are 
one and the same : the Incarnation effects the Atonement. It brings to completion 
the original creation, and is its perfecting as much as its restitution. From this 
point of view the Incarnation is the natural and necessary completion of the self
revelation of God even apart from sin. 

1 ibid. v 21. 1. 
'Ibid. v 16. 2. Compare the striking passage (ibid. ii 83. 2) in which Irenaeu11 
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thought was as distinct as possible. The whole race is solidaire: 
it exists as a whole in each of its great representatives, .Adam 
and Christ. .As a whole it forfeits its true privileges and 
character in .Adam; as a whole it recovers them in Christ. The 
thought is not that Adam loses /or us, and Christ regains for 'US; 
but that we ourselves lose in the one case, and we ourselves 
regain in the other case. 

Whatever else Irenaeus says in regard to details of the work 
of atonement must be interpreted in the light of this principal 
conception, in his treatment of which he has in mind particularly 
such passages as Rom. 519 'As by one man's disobedience the 
many were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall the 
many be made righteous'. It is in connexion with another 
passage (Heb. 214 'destroying him that bath the power over 
death, that is the devil') that he gives expression to the idea 
which was emphasized by later thinkers and became for centuries 
the ' orthodox ' opinion among theologians. Man, in the free 
exercise of his will, had yielded to the inducements set before 
htm by Satan, and had put himself under his dominion ; and 
the justice of God required that this dominion should not be 
violently overthrown, but that Satan himself should be met, as 
it were, on equal terms, and induced to relinquish his possession. 
" The powerful Word and true man ", he writes,1 "by his own' 
blood ransoming (or redeeming) us by a method in conformity 
with reason, gave himself as ransom for those who have been 
led into captivity. .And since the 'apostasy' (i.e. the spirit of 
rebellion, or Satan himself) unjustly held sway over us, and, 
though we were .Almighty God's by nature, estranged us in a 
manner against nature, making us bis own disciples; the Word 
of God which is powerful in all things and not wanting in 
justice of his own, acted justly even in dealing with the 
apostasy itself, ransoming (buying back) from it what is his 
own, not by force in the way in which it gained sway over us 
at the beginning, snatching greedily what was not its own; but 
by a method of persuasion, in the way in which it was fitting 
for God to receive what he wished, by persuasion and not by 
the use of force, so that there might be no infringement of the 
principle of justice, and yet God's ancient creation might be 

describes the passing of Christ through the different stages of human growth &nd 
developement in order tha.t he might redeem and sanctify each age. 

1 Adv, HMr. v 1. 1. 
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· preserved from perishing." To achieve the end in view man 
must render perfect obedience as a first condition, and that 1s 
one chief reason for the Incarnation, in order that the obedience 
may be at once man's and perfect.1 " For if it had not been 
man who conquered the adversary of man, he would not have 
been justly conquered." 2 

He speaks of the obedience as being specialJy shewn in the 
three temptations : 3 "And so by conquering him the third time 
he drove him away for the future as having been legitimately 
conquered; and the violation of the command which had taken 
place in Adam was cancelled (or compensated for) by means of 
the command of the law which the Son of Man observed, not 
transgressing the command of God." 4 

The redemption, however, of man from the devil's dominion 
is finally won by the Redeemer's death. " By his own blood, 
therefore, the Lord redeemed us, and gave his soul on behalf of 
our souls, and his own flesh instead of our flesh; and poured out 
the Spirit of the Father to effect the union and communion of 
God and man, bringing down God to men through the Spirit, and 
at the same time bringing up man to God through his incarna
tion, and in his advent surely and truly giving us incorruption 
through the communion which he has (or we have) with God." 6 

While, therefore, the thought of man's bondage to the devil 
(of Satan's dominion as a real objective power) is thus clearly 
present to the mind of Irenaeus, and the additional thought that 
the 'justice' of God required that man should be 'bought back' 
from the devil by consent, he does not attempt to describe in 

1 .Ad1,. Haer. iii. 19. 6. er. V 1, V rn. 2. 
2 It is to God, of course, that the obedience is due, Cf. ibid. v 16. 2, 17. 1-3. 
1 The temptations of Jesus are the counterpart of the temptation of .Adam, as 

the obedience of the mother of Jesus is the counterpart of Eve's disobedience, and 
the birth from the Virgin Mary the counterpart of Adam's birth from the virgin 
earth. 

' Ibid. v 21. The Latin "soluta est ea quae fuerat in Adam praecepti 
praevaricatio per pmeceptnm legis quod servavit filius hominis" is not quite clear, 
but the translation given above seems to convey the full meaning of the words. 
The technical legal sense of praevaricari (of an advocate who so conducts his case as 
to play into the hands of his opponent) can scarcely be maintained, and certainly 
there is no irlea in soluta est of the payment of & price (cf. parallel expressions 'dis
lll'lvens (or sa.na.ns) .• , hominis inobedientiam' v 16. 2, 'nostram inobedientiam 
per suam obedientiam consolatus' v 17. l).!J 

6 Ibid. v I. 2 (the conclusion of the passage quoted supra), but the idea of the 
blood of Christ as ransom does not seem to occupy a very prominent place ill the 
whole work of atoncmeut and redemption. 
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any detail the nature of the transaction which is implied. These 
are certainly not the aspects of the matter which appeal to him 
most, or which he cares to emphasize. Any unscriptural con
clusions that might be drawn from them were for Irenaeus 
himself, it seems, effectively precluded by the other conceptions 
which he grasped so firmly.1 

Nevertheless difficult questions were bound to be put, coarsely 
and crudely perhaps, but anyhow questions which had to be 
met. In what sense could it be said that the justice of God 
required such a method of working? 2 and how was it that the 
devil came to make so bad a bargain t 

Orig~n 

Origen met the latter question with an answer more frank 
than satisfactory. The devil accepted the death of Christ (or 
his suul) as a ransom, but he could not retain it in his power, 
and so he found himself deceived in the transaction. The 
arrangement was conceived of as -between God on the one side 
and the devil on the other, and so the author of the deception 
was God Himself, who in this way made use of Satan as the 
means of the destruction of his own power. _He thought that 
by compassing the death of Christ he would prevent the spreading 
of his teaching, and by getting possession of his soul as an 
equivalent (avTa'X.'X.a,yµa) would secure his control over men for 
ever. He did not perceive " that the human race was to be 
still more delivered by his death than it had been by his 
teaching and miracles". He did not realize that the sinless soul 
of Christ would cause him such torture that he could not retain 
it near him. So he over-reached himself. The issue was, of 
course, all along known to God ; and Origen does not face the 
question how this deception was consistent with the recognition 
of Satan's rights.3 

1 So Harnack writes: "Ircnaeus is qnite as free from the thought that the devil 
has real rights over man as he is free from the immoral idea that God accomplished 
his work of redemption by an act of deceit" (DG. Eng. tr. vol. ii p. 290}. 

2 The kingdom had been established in the first instance by injustice and 
usurpation,-how could this inveterate wrong become a right 1 

3 This theory is expressed or alluded to in various writings of Origen. E. g. 
Comm. in Joann. tom. ii 21, in Matt. xvi 8, in Rom. ii 13. But the notion of 
intentional deception on the part of God (expressed in Matt. tom. xiii 9) is not 
prominent in Origen. His idea was rather that the devil deceived him.~elf, imagin· 
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However, this particular point is only quite a subordinate 
element in the doctrine which Origen held on the whole matter. 
He dwells at greater length on other more important aspects of 
the Atonement. 

Thus he sees in the Incarnation the beginning of an intimate 
connexion between the divine and the human, which is to be 
developed progressively in men. " Since the time of the Incar- · 
nation the divine and the human nature began to be woven 
together, in order that the human nature might become divine 
through its communion with the more divine not only in Jesus 
but also in all those who along with belief receive life which 
Jesus taught." 1 Redemption is thus effected by joining in one ir 

the divine and the human nature. I 
The death, too, was his own act. St. Paul had written 

(Rom. 832) of the Father that he spared not his own Son, but 
delivered him up for us all; and Origen's comment on the 
passage is this :-" The Son too gave himself unto death on 
behalf of us, so that he was delivered up not only by the Father 
but also by himself." 2 

This death is described as the chastisement which we de
served, the discipline which was to lead to peace. He took our 
sins and was bruised for our iniquities, that we might be in
structed and receive peace.8 So the death is regarded as the 
expression of voluntary penance which cleanses i from sin, and 
in its inmost sense it must be experienced by every Christian. 
" So now if there be any one of us who recalls in himself the 
consciousness of sin, . . . let him fly to penitence, and accept a 
voluntary doing to death of the flesh, that cleansed from sin 

ing that he could retain possession of the Son of God. (Contrllllt with Origen's 
words on the subject, Gregory of Nyssa's cl,r,h'I -r!s i,rr, -rp6,rov -rwii on the part of 
God, that Jesua veiled his divine nature, which the devil would have feared, by 
means of his humanity, so that the devil was outwitted in spite of all his cunning. 

1 c. Oels. iii 28. ' 
2 In Matt. tom. xiii 8. 
'In Joann. tom. xxviii 14 (O_pp. iv p. 892, Migne). Thus he explains bai,1,h's 

prophecy of the discipline of our peace being laid upon Christ as the chastisement 
due to us for our discipline, our peace-producing discipline, not a retributive 
punishment but a remedial chastisement. (This is Origen's conception of all 
i;,unishment of sin, which therefore he could not think of as endless.) 

'Jesus, who alone was able to bear the sins of the whole world, also removed 
judgement from the whole world by his own perfect obedience. In this conception 
may be seen perhaps, in germ, the later Anselmic theory of the need of redemption 
by obedience-paying back a deb\ to God, man having deprived him of honour by 
di.,obedience. For the stress laid on obedience by Irenaeua see supra p. 386, 
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during this present life our spirit may find its way clean and 
pure to Christ." 1 This 'moral interpretation' of the death of 
Christ is very significant. Its purpose, thus understood, was not 
to save us from suffering, but to shew us the true purpose of 
suffering, to lead us to accept it in a spirit of docility-the 
spirit which transforms pain into gain. "For he did not die 

' for us in order that we may not die, but that we may not die 
for ourselves. And he was stricken and spat upon for us, in 
order that we who had really deserved these things may not 
have to suffer them as a return for our sins, but suffering them 
instead for righteousness sake may receive them with gladness 
of heart." 2 

At the same time, the death is described as an atoning 
sacrifice for sin, resembling in kind, though infinitely transcend
ing in degree, the sacrifices of those men who have laid down 
their lives for their fellow-men, and is designed to act as a 
moral lever to elevate the courage of his followers.• It is from 
this point of view a sacrifice to God, and on Rom. 324 he 
comments thus: "God set him forth as a propitiation, in order, 
that is, that by the sacrifice of his body he might make God 
propitious to men." And elsewhere he speaks of Christ as by 
his blood making God propitious to men and reconciling them to 
the Father.4 This conception of a sacrifice to God he does not 
seem to bring into correspondence with the idea of a ransom to 
the devil; and the allusion to a change effected by it in God's 
attitude to men, merely incidental and passing as it is, must be 
interpreted in harmony with his main conception, according to 
which he regularly ascribes the whole work of redemption to the 
love of God for men.5 

From the time of Origen to the end of our period the two 
ideas of a ransom to Satan and a sacrifice to God remain un
reconciled.6 The idea that man needs to be rescued from the 

1 Jn Levit. H<>m. xiv 4. 
2 In Matt. Comment. series 113, vol. iii p. 912 (Moberly op. cit.). Serm. in Matt. 

912. 
3 See fu Nwm. Hom. xxiv 1; cf. tom. in Joa,nn. xxviii 393; c. Oels. i 1, ii 17 

(Socrates). 
'In Lev. Hom. ix 10. 
~ Similar expressions elsewhere (e.g. Iren. adv. Haer. v 17. 1 pr<>pitiam quidem. 

pro nobis Patrem, and .A.th. Or. c. Ar. ii 7) seem to shew that such language was 
not regarded as unnatural; while at the same time it was kept subordinate to the 
idea. of the love of God in sending His Son, and no theory of propitiation was framed 

6 But a second attempt to mediate between the two notions was me.de by Athan-
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power of evil and the penalty of sin is dominant. It is in that 
need that the later Fathers find the reason for Christ's death ae 
the only sufficient ransom that could be paid. And the power 
of evil is no abstract idea, but a personal power-Satan, who is 
regarded as having acquired an actual right over men. This 
conception controlled the thought of the ages till the time of 
Anselm, along with the idea that the devil was deceived, and 
deceived by God,1 as the explanation of the problem, although 
voices were raised against it. 

The conception was expressea more precisely a century after 
Origen by Gregory of Nyssa and Rnfinus, and repudiated at the 
same time by Gregory of Nazianzus.i 

Gregory of Nyssa 

The theory that Gregory of Nyssa framed is in some respects 
so characteristic and won such long acceptance that it must be 
stated at some length.3 He begins by shewing the reasonable
ness of the Incarnation. Man had been created in the image of 
God, because the overflowing love of God desired that the1·a 
should exist a being to share in His perfections. He was bound, 
therefore, to be endowed with the power of self-determination, 
and in virtue of this freedom was able to be misled and to 
choose evil rather than good (or, more accurately, to turn aside 
from good), inasmuch as having come into being, and so passed 
through a change, he was susceptible of further change. Such 
a change or deviation or fall from good took place, and to 
counteract its effects the Giver of life himself became man
the divine nature was united to the human. How, we cannot 

asiWl when he emphasized the necessity of God's fulfilment of the sentence pronounced 
on Adam's sin. (It is deliverance from Death rather than from Satan that Athan• 
a.sins conceives as effected, s,,e infra p. 345 n. 3.) 

1 The first trace of the idea that the Deceiver of man was himself in turn de
ceived by God's plan of Redemption is to be found in the famous pas.sage in the 
Ignatia.n Epistles (Eph. 19) on the three secrets, wrought in the silence of God, which 
were t.o be proclaimed aloud, namely, the virginity of Mary, her child-bearing, and 
the death of the Lord. These, it is said, "deceived the prince of this world". [Some 
would regard the idea as implied in St Paul's allusion to the rulers of this world 
(I Cor. 28) to be interpreted as meaning not earthly rulers but spiritual powers 
(as it was by many ancient commentators), Ignatius has referred to the pa~sage 
just before. (See Lightfoot's note l.c.).] !f 

1 For an excellent criticism of this theory see Oxenham op. cit. p. 150 ff. 
• See the Oratio aauchetica, esp. cha. xxi-xxvi-ed. J. H. Brawley (Eng. tr. ill 

'Gregory of Nyssa' N. OllulP.-N.F.). 
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understand ; but the fact of the union in the person of Jesus is 
shewn by the miracles which he wrought. Human life was 
purged by this union and set free again to follow a course of 
freedom. This divine scheme of redemption must be character
ised by all the attributes of the Deity, and display alike good
ness and wisdom and power and justice. The first three were 
clearly shewn,-it is in regard to the fourth that Gregory's 
exposition is most noticeable. Man was intended always to 
move in the direction of the highest moral beauty. But in the 
exercise of his own free will he had allowed himself to be 
diverted from the true line of developement and to be deceived 
by a false appearance of beauty. He had thus delivered himself 
over to the enemy (the devil) and bartered away his freedom. 
Justice therefore required that the recovery of his freedom 
should be effected by a transaction as voluntary on the side 
of the enemy as the fall had been on the side of man. Such 
a ransom must be paid as the master of the slave would agree 
to accept in exchange for his slave. In the Deity invested with 
flesh he recognized a unique object of desire, the flesh veiling 
the Deity sufficiently to preclude the fear which the devil 
would otherwise have felt. He eagerly accepted the proffered 
exchange, and, like a ravenous fish, having gulped down the bait 
of the flesh, was caught by the hook of the Deity which it 
covered.1 That the wish to recover man proclaims the goodness 
of God, and the method adopted his power and wisdom, Gregory 
regards as obvious; but he notes that some one might think that 
it was by means of a certain amount of deceit that God carried 
out this scheme on our behalf ; and that the veiling of the Deity 
in human nature was 'in some measure a fraud and a surprise'. 
The deception he admits, and justifies. He argues that the 
essential qualities of justice and wisdom are to give to everyone 
his due, and at the same time not to dissociate the benevolent 
aim of the love of mankind from the verdict of justice; and in 
this transaction both requirements were satisfied. The devil 
got his due, and mankind was delivered from his power. "He 
who first deceived man by the bait of sensual pleasure is himself 
deceived by the presentment of the human form." The deceiver 
was in his turn deceived-this was entirely just, and the inven-

1 This strange simile is found again in regard to Death, John Damasc. 1k 
Fid. iii 27. Leo (Semi,, nil 4) expresses himself to much the sa.me effect a,, 

Gregory,!! 
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tion by which it was effected was a manifestation of supreme 
wisdom.1 

Rufinus 

.A. very similar account is given by Rufinus. He expresses 
his conception in his exposition of the Creed,2 on the article 
' He was crucified . • .' He speaks of the Cross as a signal 
trophy, and token of victory over the enemy. By his death he 
brought three kingdoms at once into subjection under his sway 
-' things in heaven, and things on earth, and things under the 
earth'. And the reason why the special form of death-the 
Cross-was chosen was that it might correspond to the mystery: 
in the first place, being lifted up in the air and subduing the 
powers of the air, he made a display of his victory over those 
supernatural and celestial powers; in the second place, 'all the 
day long he stretched out his hands ' to the people on the earth, 
making protestations to unbelievers and inviting believers; and 
finally, by the part of the Cross which is sunk under the earth, 
he signified his bringing into subjection to himself the kingdoms 
of the nether world. Rufinus then touches on what he styles 
some of the more recondite topics, particularly how at the be
ginning, having created the world, God set over it certain powers 
of celestial virtues, to govern and direct the race of mortal men. 
But some of these, particularly he who is called the Prince of 
this world, did not exercise the power committed to them a8 

God intended, but on the contrary, instead of teaching men to 
obey God's commandment, taught them to follow their own 
perverse guidance. Thus we were brought under the bonds of 
sin. Christ triumphing over these powers delivered men from 
them, and brings them (who had wrongfully abused their 
authority) into subjection to men. And thus the Cross teaches 
us to resist sin even unto death, and willingly to die for the 
sake of religion; and sets before us a great example of obedience, 
to be rendered even at the cost of death. 

Having laid down these main principles and lessons, Rufinus 
goes on to the special topic of the snare by which the Prince 

1 The crudity of Gregory's conception is somewhat modified by his comparison of 
God's act of deception with the procedure of the physician who deceives his patient 
for a beneficent purpose. Satan himself shall profit by the deception .nd be healed. 
See Or. Cat. xxvi. 

2 Rufinus Comm. in Symb, .Apost. § 1411. 
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of this world was overcome. " The object," he says, "of that 
mystery of the Incarnation which we expounded just now was 
that the divine virtue of the Son of God, as though it were a 

hook concealed beneath the fashion of human flesh (he being, 
as the Apostle Paul says, found in fashion as a man, Phil. 28), 

might lure on the Prince of this world to a conflict; so that, 
offering his flesh as a bait to him, his divinity underneath might 
catch him and hold him fast with its hook, through the shedding 
of his immaculate blood. For he alone who knows no stain 
of sin bath destroyed the sins of all-of those at least who have 
marked the doorposts of their faith with his blood. As, there
fore, if a fish seizes a baited hook, it not only does not take the 
bait off the hook, but is itself drawn out of the water to be food 
for others; so he who had the power of death seized the body of 
Jesus in death, not being aware of the hook of divinity enclosed 
within it; but, having swallowed it, he was caught forthwith; and 
the bars of hell being burst asunder, he was dfawn forth as it 
were from the abyss to become food for others." And so it was 
not with any loss or injury to the divinity that Christ suffers in 
the flesh; but by means of the flesh the divine nature descends 
to death in order to effect salvation by means of the weakness of 
the flesh-not to be kept by death in its power as mortals are, 
but to rise again through his own power and open the gates of 
death ; just as a king might go to a prison and open the gates, 
and unlock the fetters, and bring out the prisoners and set them 
free, and so he would be said to have been in the prison, but not 
in the sense in which the others were. 

Gregory of Nazianz'/18 

The idea of a ransom paid to Satan was indignantly repudi
ated by Gregory of N azianzus, the intimate friend of Gregory of 
Nyssa. Head and heart alike reject it, though logic seems to 
require it. "We were," he says,1 " under the dominion of the 

1 Orat. xlv 22. For an excellent criticism of the theory see Oxenham op. cit. 
p. 150 ff. It involves great difficulties, intellectual and moral The notion of deception 
cannot be harmonized with the notion of a bargain struck and a price paid to satisfy 
a just claim. If the devil was tricked into forfeiting his just rights by grasping at 
right.a where he had none, how was compensation made to him J And how could the 
blood, or the soul, or the death, of the Redeemer be an equivalent to him at all for the 
empire which he lost, when it gave him no real power over him who only died to rise 
again a.t once from the dead. And again, the theory makes the God of truth choose 
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wicked one, and ransom is always paid to him who is in posses
sion of the thing for which it is due. Was the ransom then paid 
to the evil one ? It is a monstrous thought. If to the evil 
one-what an outrage ! Then the robber receives a ransom, not 
only from God, but one which consists of God Himself, and for 
his usurpation he gets so illustrious a payment-a payment for 
which it would have been right to have left us alone altogether." 
That, at all events, cannot be. Was it then paid to the Father ? 
But we were not in bondage to Him : and again, How could it 
be? Could the Father delight in the blood of His Son? 

Yet though his moral and intellectual insight led him 
surely to reject the notion of a ransom, either to the devil or 
to the Father, Gregory has no certain positive answer to give. 
He can only fall back on the mystery of the 'economy ' of God. 
The Father received the sacrifice "on account of the providential 
plan, and because man had to be sanctified by the Incarnation, 
so that, having subdued the tyrant, be might deliver and recon
cile us to himself by the intercession of his Son ". The death of 
Christ is thus regarded as a sacrifice offered to and accepted by 
the Father; but no theory of satisfaction is put forward, and it 
would seem that the great theologian deprecated any closer 
scrutiny of the divine 'economy '.1 

No solution of these problems, it is true, was found by the 
thinkers of the Church of those days; but it was not to such 
details, however important, that the greatest of them directed 
their deepest thought. 

As representatives of the best of that thought we may 
as his instrument deception, and represents the end aa justifying the means (and a 
parallel is drawn between the deceit which ruined man and that which redeemed 
him). An unjust victory could confer no claims, nor could wrong, because successful, 
become the ground of an immoral right. And further, the theory implies the accept
ance of dualism-two independent powers set over against one another, a kingdom 
of light and a kingdom of darkneils, with jurisdictions naturally limited by conflicting 
claims: instead of treating evil as a temporary interruption of the divine order. 

1 One striking passage, however, as Mr. C. F. Andrews has reminded me, must 
not be overlooked, viz. Or. xxx 5, 6 (The Theological Orations of Gregory ed. A. J. 
Mason p. 114 ff.). Gregory here emphasizes the representative character of the 
human experiences and sufferings of Christ-the 'learning obedience', the 'strong 
crying', and the 'tears•. "A opa,µ,a,rovp-yiira.t Ka.I r'lt.iKera., Oa.vµ.o.trlws /;,rlp 1J/1,WP is the 
remarkable phrase he uses of them. The Saviour endures them as representing 
mankind: he makes what is ours his own, and his is ours-in him. He imperson
ates and plays the part of the human race, entering into a full realization of our 
circumstances. It is our state that is described and represented in his experiences; 
and Gregory implies that, till we have fully made his experiences our own, our 
salvation is not fully accomplished-we are not <r•trwa-µlvo,. 
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fairly take, among Greek Fathers, Athanasius, and among Latin, 
Augustine; and this sketch of the conceptions of Atonement 
which were prevalent among Christians during the first four 
,•.enturies of the life of the Church may be concluded with a 
brief account of the ideas and teaching of Athanasius and 
Augustine. 

.Athanasius 1 

No more fresh and bracing treatment of the doctrine of the 
Atonement is to be found in the literature of the early Church 
than that which Athanasius gives in his writing On the Incarna
tion of the Word. 2 The necessity for the redemption of men he 
finds in the goodness of God, and in this main thought he is 
entirely at one with Augustine. But his conception of 'good
ness' includes the consistency and honour of God, which make it 
requisite that his decrees should be maintained and put in force, 
and thus the principle of justice is recognized under the wider 
concept. He had appointed rational beings, his creatures, to 
share in his life, and he had ordained the sentence of death as 
the penalty of transgressions.3 By transgression man lost the 
life which was ordained by the plan of God to be his, and re
demption became necessary. But no plan of redemption would 
be admissible which did not do away with the transgression and 
also restore the life which had been lost (e.g. repentance would 
do the one, but could not avail to effect the other).' The only 
way in which the corruption, or mortality, of man could be over
come was by the introduction of a new principle of life which 
should overpower and transform the corruption. As, therefore, 

1 See Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. iii p. 290 ff., a.nd Moberly .At~ and 
Persmiality p. 349 ff. (a full and sympathetic and discriminating appreciation of 
the teaching of Athanasius). I cannot think that the tradition which a.scribes 
this work to Athanasius has been in any way shaken by the elaborate arguments of 
Dr. Draseke (Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1893, and Zeuschriftf. wiss. Theol. 18~5). 

2 And in frequent references to the doctrine elsewhere, particularly in the 
Orations against the Arians, esp. ii 67-70. 

8 It is said that a personification of Death takes the place of the devil in the 
thought of A thanasins, and that his conception has thus much kinship with the idea of 
a ransom to the devil: but it will be seen that he has really very little in common with 
such an idea. It is nearer perhaps to the thought of Athanasius to describe the penalty 
as paid to the justice of God in close connexion with the derua.nds of His veracity. 
But it is difficult to grasp exactly what Athanafiius means by Death in this con• 
nexion, if he had an exact idea himself. 

• Atha.n11sius speaks of it as unthinkable (llro,rov 0•) that mere penitence should 
compensate for sin and restore the tainted nature. 
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the Logos had originally made all things out of nothing; so iii 
was fitting and necessary that he should take human nature 
to himself, and recreate it by assuming a human body, and 
once and for all overpowering in it the principle of death and 
corruption. This, therefore, is the first and chief effect of the 
Incarnation: 1 the principle of corruption is annihilated. .And 
it is in virtue of the inherent relation of the Logos to the human 
race that he effects its restoration.l1 He is able to represent the 
whole race and to act on its behalf. 

To secure the purpose in view the death of the humanity 
thus assumed was necessary, to pay the debt that was due from 
all.8 Exactly why, or how, Athanasius does not clearly define or 
discuss. But it is trhe death of all mankind that is owed, and it 
is the death of all mankind that is effected in his death. And, 
in like manner, in his conquest over death and the resurrection 
which ensued, it is the conquest and resurrection of all mankind 
that is achieved. And the death is called a sacrifice. The Logos 
is said to have "offered the sacrifice on behalf of all, giving up to 
death in the stead of all the shrine of himself (i.e. his human 
body or humanity), in order that he might release all from their 
liability and set them free from the old transgression, and shew 
himself stronger even than death, displaying his own body 
incorruptible as the first-fruits of the resurrection of all". 8 So 
he suffers on behalf of all, and can be ambassador to the Father 
concerning all.' Athanasius does not expand the conceptions of 
'debt• and 'sacrifice •. But his whole presentation of the matter 
shews that he regards the incarnate Logos as achieving all his 
work of redemption as the representative, not as the substitute, 
of man.5 The argument is carefully elaborated, with the main 

1 See the famous simile in eh. h. "Just as when a great king has entered 
some great city and takes up his dwelling in the houses in it, such a city is 
certainly deemed worthy of much honour, and no enemy or bandit any more attacks 
it and overpowers it, but it is counted worthy of all respect because of the king who 
has taken up his dwelling in one of it.s houses; so it has happened in the case of the 
King of All. For since he came into our domain and took up his dwelling in a body 
like ours, attacks of enemies upon men have entirely ceased, and the corruption of 
death which of old prevailed against them has vanished away." 

11 See chs. iii and viii. 1 Oh. xx; cf. Or. c. Ar. ii 69. 
' Oh. vii ; cf. eh. ix, 
• Phrases are used which by themselves might suggest substitution, but the 

whole drift of the argument shews that repr~sentation is meant. E.g. eh. ix 
1J ,rpoqrpopa. -rov KaTaXX~l\ov, Ta d<j,e1Mµevo11, dvTl'fvxov-but they are lndp ,rdVTwv. 
The phrase dn-l ,rd,,.,.w,. is, I think, used once only (eh. xxi), and then in the mouth 
of an obje,ctor to the argument, 
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purpose of shewing that no mere external act done by another 
would suffice. And elsewhere, in referring incidentally to the 
manner of redemption, Athanasius emphasizes the thought. 
"If the curse had been removed by a word of power, there 
would have been indeed a manifestation of the power of God'fl 
word; but man would only have been (as Adam was before the 
fall) a recipient from without of grace which had no real place 
within his person ; for this was bow he stood in Paradise. Or 
rather, he would have been worse off than this, inasmuch as he 
had already learned to disobey. If under these conditions he 
had again been persuaded by the serpent, God would have had 
again to undo the curse by a word of command ; and so the need 
would have gone on for ever, and men would never have got 
away one whit from the liability of the service of sin; but for 
ever sinning they would for ever have needed to be pardoned, 
and would never have become really free, being flesh for ever 
themselves, and for ever falling short of the law because of the 
weakness of their flesh." 1 No eternal change, no remission of 
penalty or equivalent compensation, no fiat of God, no change in 
Him, if that were conceivable, would have sufficed: there was 
needed a change in man himself. And again : " That henceforth, 
since through him all died, the word of the sentence on man 
might be fulfilled (for 'in Christ all died'); and yet all might 
through him be made free from sin and the curse upon sin, and 
remain for ever truly alive from the dead and clothed in immor
tality and incorruption." 2 It is not only the penalty for sin, but 
sin itself, from which man must be freed : the condition of dead
ness within him must be quickened into life.3 This double end 
could only be achieved by one who could go through the process of 
dying, by which alone sin could be eliminated, and yet--paradox 
as it sounds-escape annihilation, and overpower death by a 
superior energy of life. So it was that the Logos, being the Son 
of the Father and incapable of death," when He saw that there 
could be no escape for men from destruction without actually 
dying, . . . took to Himself a body which could die; in order 
that this, being the body of the Logos who is over all, might 
satisfy death for all, and yet by virtue of the indwelling Logos 
might remain itself imperishable, and so destruction might be 

1 Or, e . .A.r. ii 68 (Dr. Moberly's transb,tion). 2 Ibid. ii 69. 
1 Of. Gregory of Nyssa's idea that the ailing part must be 'touched' in order to 

be healed-Or, Cat,. nvii. 
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averted from all by the grace of the resurrection. . • • Thus he 
abolished death at a stroke from his fellow-men by the offering of 
that which stood for all. ... For the destruction which belongs 
to death has now no more place against men, because of the 
Logos who through the one body indwells in them." 1 This 
special immanence of the Logos in humanity since the Incarna
tion is known and recognized by the presence of his Spirit in his 
followers. It is we ourselves who receive the grace. "By 
reason of our kinship of nature with his body we ourselves also are 
become a temple of God, and have been made from henceforth sons 
of God ; so that in us too now the Lord is worshipped, and those 
who see us proclaim, as the apostle said, that 'God is in truth 
in them'." 2 "The descent of the Spirit, which came upon him 
in Jordan, came really upon us, because it was our body that he 
bore. . . • When the Lord, as man, was washed in Jordan, it was 
we who were being washed in him and by him. A.nd when he 
received the Spirit, it was we who were being made by him 
capable of receiving it." 8 

Such are the thoughts which specially characterize the teach
ing of A.thanasius and give it its peculiar value. But he does 
not, of course, ignore other aspects of the work of Christ, and he 
lays particular stress on his mission of revelation of God. 
Through the Incarnation of the Logos the true knowledge of God, 
which they had lost, was restored to men. They had not been 
able to recover it from the works of God in creation ; they had 
their eyes cast downwards, fallen low down in the depths as 
they were, and looking for him only in the objects of sense.~ 
'Therefore the compassionate Saviour of all, the Logos of God, 
took to himself a body and lived as a man among men, and 
assumed the experiences which are common to all men, in order 
that they who conceived that God was to be found in the domain 
of the body might perceive the truth from the actions of the 
Lord through the body, and thus by those means might form a 
conception of the Father." 6 So, as A.thanasius holds, in one 
who lived among them under the same conditions as their own, 
one who was at the same time God, it was possible for men to 

1 Ch. ix. That all his experiences are really in a true sense ours, and that his 
immanence in humanity is of widest consequence, is further argued Or. e. Ar. i 41, 
'ii 33, iv 67. 

1 Or. c. Ar. i 43. 1 lbi,d,. i 47; and again ibia. ii 48, 411. 
• Ik Incaffl. eh. xi'I'. 1 Ibid. oh. xv. 
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gain a true knowledge of God, which they could not have gained 
in any other way. The invisible thus became visible, and made 
himself known as he really was. 

So, at the end of his book, .Athanasius sums up his exposition. 
"He became man, in order that we might become divine ; and be 
manifested himself through the body, in order that we might get 
a conception of the unseen Father; and he endured the outrage 
which befell him at the hands of men, in order that we might 

, inherit immortality." 1 

Augustine's Conception 

.Augustine was perhaps the first of the Fathers to definitely 
face the question Our Deus Homo J which was to occupy the 
acutest minds of the Middle .Ages, and to attempt to shew the 
inherent necessity of the particular form of .Atonement which 
was adopted. His discussion of the question is incidental, in 
connexion with his exposition of the doctrine of the Trinity and 
the analogies to illustrate it which are furnished by the pheno
mena of human thought and other experiences.1 

He states the objection which was already urged-Had God 
no other way of freeing men from the misery of this mortality 
than by willing that the only-begotten Son-God co-eternal with 
Himself-should become man and, being made mortal, endure 
death ? In reply, it is not enough, he says, to shew that this 
mode is good and suitable to the dignity of God: we must shew 
that there was not, and need not have been, any other more 
appropriate mode of curing our misery.8 This he aims at shew
ing by pointing to the primary condition of our rescue. The first 
thing to do was to build up our hope and free us from despair. 
The most effective means of doing this was to sbew us at how 
great a price God rated us, and how greatly He loved us ; and in 
no way could this be shewn more clearly than by the Son of God 
entering into fellowship with our nature and bearing our ills. 
Good deserts of our own we have none-they are all His gifts. 
We were sinners and enemies of God. But through the means 

1 De Iooarn. eh. liv. 2 De Trinitate xiii § 13 ff'. 
1 It is in thia sense that the Fathers of this time speak of the mce88ity of the 

particular mode of atonement which was adopted, not e.s absolute hut as conditioned 
by God's purposes, That God might have chosen other methods is recognized by 
all. (See O.umLam op. cit. p. 149.) 
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devised we are saved : we are justified by the blood, and recon
ciled by the death, of the Son of God ; we are saved from wrath 
through him, saved by his life. 

Augustine then faces the difficulty-How are we justified 
in his blood-what power is there in the blood ? and how are 
we reconciled by the death of the Son? It could not be as 
though God the Father was wroth, and was appeased by the 
death of His Son; for on that supposition the Son must have been 
already appeased, and there would be implied a conflict between 
the Father and the Son. And St Paul (Rom. 831, 82) represents 
the Father as delivering up His Son, not sparing him-so shew
ing that the Father was already appeased. And indeed there 
could be no doubt that God had always loved us. And the 
Father and the Son work all things together harmoniously and 
equally (there could be no kind of conflict or difference between 
them). We must look elsewhere for the solution of the problem. 

The fact is, that the human race was delivered over into the 
power of the devil by the justice of God, inasmuch as the sin of 
the first man passed over by nature 1 tnto all who are born by 
natural process from him, and the debt incurred by the first 
parents binds all their posterity. But though the race was de
livered over to the power of the devil, yet it did not pass out 
of God's goodness and power. .And as surely as the commission 
of sins subjected man to the devil, through the just anger of 
God ; so surely the remission of sins rescues man from the devil, 
through the gracious reconciliation of God. 

But further reasons for the Incarnation may be seen. 
Justice (righteousness) is greater than might, and it pleased God 
that the devil should be conquered by justice rather than by 
might, so that men also, imitating Christ, might seek to conquer 
the devil by righteousness rather than by might. And the way 
in which the devil was conquered was this. Though finding in 
Christ nothing worthy of death, be slew him : he shed innocent 
blood, taking that which was not owed him; and so it was mere 
justice that he should be required to surrender and set free those 
who were owed to him-the human race over whom he had 
acquired rights. 

Christ-the Saviour-had to be man in order to die, and he 

1 The word used is uriginaliur. It is explained immediately as meaning 'by 
nature', i.e. as it has been deprs.ved by sin, not as created upright (recta) at the 
beginning, . 
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bad to be God in order to prove that the choice of righteousness 
was spontaneous (i.e. to shew that the Saviour could have chosen 
the way of might rather than the way of justice); and this volun
tary humility made the righteousness the more acceptable. 

Although it was only death for a time that the devil secured, 
the blood of Christ was of such price that release from sins was 
fairly bought by it. The death of the flesh and other ills still 
remain for man, even when sin is forgiven ; but they give oppor
tunity for pious endurance, and set off the blessedness of eternity. 

The manner in which it was all accomplished was also a 
great example of obedience to us: and it was fair that the devil 
should be conquered by one of the same rational race as that 
which he held in his power. 

Augustine's main conceptions of the Atonement are clearly 
revealed in this discussion. The claims of the devil are recog
nized; and the death of Christ has for its final end the release 
of mankind from the devil's power. The satisfaction of justice is 
in view throughout. There is a great principle involved. Might 
could have set aside the claims of justice, but God's action is 
determined by right. Above all else, it is the love of God for 
men that is the motive power that originates and guides the 
whole plan of redemption. Certainly, Augustine had no conoop
tion of an angry God needing to be appeased. It is only on the 
part of man that love is wanting ; and the plan of Atonement was 
chosen just because it was peculiarly fitted to reveal to men the 
depth of the love of God, and so to arouse in them a correspond
ing emotion.1 

From this review of the teaching of the Church it will be 
seen that there is only the most slender support to be found in 

1 Barna.ck (DG. Eng. tr, vol. iii p. 313) describes the propitiation of an angry 
God by a sacrificial death as the characteristic Latin conception of the work of Christ. 
It is clearly not the conception of Augustine. As to the conceptions of Tertullian and 
Cyprian see fflpra p. 333. With the passage cited above may be compared the treat
ment of the. passage John 1721• 29 (Tract. in Joh. ex 6): "Foritwas not from the time 
that we were reconciled unto Him by the blood of His Son that He began to love us: but 
He loved us before the foundation of the world. . • . Let not the fact, then, of our 
having been reconciled to God through the death of His Son be so listened to, or 
understood, &s if the Son reconciled us unto Him in such wise that He now began to 
love those whom He formerly hated, as enemy is reconciled to enemy, so that on 
that account they become friends and mutual love takes the place of mutual hatred ; 
but we were reconciled unto Him who &!ready loved us, but with whom we were at 
enmity because of our sins." 
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the earliest centuries for some of the views that became current 
at a later time. It is at least clear that the sufferings of Christ 
were not regarded as an exchange or substitution of penalty, or 
as punishment inflicted on him by the Father for our sins. 
There is, that is to say, no idea of vicarious satisfaction, either in 
the sense that our sins are imputed to Christ and his obedience 
to us, or in the sense that God was angry with him for our sakes 
and inflicted on him punishment due to us. Wherever language 
that seems to convey such notions is used, it is safeguarded by 
the idea of our union with Christ, so peculiarly close and 
intimate that we are sharers in his obedience and his passion, 
and only so far as we make them our own do we actually 
appropriate the redemption which he won for us. Also, in spite 
of a phrase or two suggesting another conception, it is clear that 
the main thought is that man is reconciled to God by the Atone
ment, not God to man. The change, that is, which it effects 
is a change in man rather than a change in God. It is God's 
unchangeable love for mankind that prompts the Atonement 
itself, is the cause of it, and ultimately determines the method 
by which it is effected. 

Furthermore in the light of the teaching which has been 
reviewed, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the death 
was regarded as in itself of high value and importance-as an 
integral part of the work of Atonement and not only as the 
entrance to a new and greater life. • 

As to the scope of the Atonement, no limit seems to have 
been thought of (except by the Gnoatics) till the theory of pre
destination was worked out. Redemption was effected for all 
men (according to Origen, for all rational orders of being), though 
individuals must come within the range of its influence by an 
act of volition (and Origen and Gregory of Nyssa, at least, be
lieved that ultimately all men would be redeemed). The theory 
of predestination carries with it a limitation of the scope of the 
Redeemer's work, however the limitation may be disguised. 

•HERETICAL' CONCEPTIONS OF THE ATONEMENT 

In the foregoing review of early conceptions of the Atonement no 
notice has been taken of 'heretical' thought upon the subject. It is, 
however, worth noting briefly in what points the doctrine would be affected 
by the different ehristological conceptions of some of the leading heretics. 
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E.g. to Gnostics, who denied the reality of the human nature, the suffer
ings which were only apparent could have no value or effect of any kind: 
redemption was accomplished by teaching, by knowledge. To Ebionites, 
who acknowledged the human nature only, the death of Christ could 
not be regarded as availing for others: the infinite value attributed to 
his acts and sufferings as man, in virtue of the hypostatic union of the 
divine and the human, could not enter into their conception of the 
matter. The Arians conceived of Christ as a supernatural being sent 
to announce redemption, and put the reconciliation in the bare pro
clamation of forgiveness. Apollinarian teaching, as it was understood, 
excluding the human soul from the constituents of the Redeemer's 
person, deprived him of one of the chief qualifications for his 
mediatorial work and made him unable to act as the representative of 
men. The Nestorian conception of the junction of two persons was 
inconsistent with the idea of the true reconciliation of God and man as 
actually effected in the Incarnation, while a similar consequence followed 
from the confusion of the substances involved in the teaching of 
Eutyches (see also supra pp. 247, 274). 

THE DOCTRINE OF MERIT 

Tertullian and Cyprian 

Tertullian's conception of merit is based on the idea that in some 
spheres of life and conduct God imposes no law on men. He 'wills', it 
is true, some things ; but He 'permits' others. Man is therefore free, 
either to avail himself of this permission (indulgentia) and follow his 
own natural inclinations, or to forgo what God permits and follow 
instead the guidance of His will (voluntas). That is to say, he can 
choose between the indulgentia and the voluntas of God. And to forgo 
what He permits, and to follow instead what He wills, is to acquire 
merit. 

It is, of course, self-evident that no one may do what God has 
directly forbidden. Tertullian treats it as equally self-evident that it is 
possible for a man to do meritorious acts, and on the strength of them 
have a claim for reward from God; because to take advantage of God's 
indulgentia (or permissio or licentia) is in no way sin. It may at times 
be even good, relatively to actual sin j though there is a better, i.e. a 
good in the full sense of the word, viz. abstinentia. God gives the 
opportunity both to use and not to use, and our choice not to use earns 
ns merit. 

This earning of merit through renouncing that which is allowed by 
the indulgentia Dei and doing instead the voluntas Dei is, however, 
passive in character. In contrast with it is the active presentation of 
the matter, viz. the doctrine of merit resting on the idea of satisjacti.o. 
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This idea depende on other considerations. God is the lawgiver before 
whose authority man must bow in unconditional obedience. His will 
is set before men in the Old and in the New Testament (both of which 
Tertullian styles lw), and in the order of Nature, as also in the ecclesi
astical discipline and in the tradition. Herein, from these sources of 
knowledge, can be found what is pleasing to God and what is not 
pleasing but forbidden. To 'satisfy' or content God is to do what is 
pleasing to Him, and not to do what is forbidden. Otherwise a sin is 
incurred. No recourse to the indulgence of God is admitted here. But 
men are always falling into sin, and each sin incurs guilt, and God in 
accordance with His righteousness must take vengeance, must exact 
punishment. (Baptism washes away inherited sin and all sins actually 
committed by the individual before baptism, but after baptism a man 
must do God's wilI-must 'satisfy' God-or he ceases to be a Christian.) 
The punishment, the suffering which is due for sin committed, man can 
take voluntarily upon himself. It is accepted by God as equivalent to 
the fulfilment of the law, and in this way man can in effect fulfil the 
law and escape God's punishment. This satisfactio may be accomplished 
in various ways-e.g. by bodily castigation, by fasting, by voluntarily 
stripping oneself of wealth, in order to give alms and endure poverty, 
and especially by death in martyrdom. All such satisfying suffering i8 
a debt due to God, by which the deficit on man's part is balanced (it 
is styled pro Deo, pro Christo). It is an expiatory sacrifice, and the 
amount of the sacrifice required is in exact correspondence with the 
offence. If more than is needed is offered, the surplus is deemed a 
meritorious offering or' good work' (honum opus), and counts as merit. 
These bona opera put God in our debt (habent Deum debitorem). 

The religious motive which prompts us to acquire merit with God is 
furnished by the hope of temporal and eternal reward on the one hand, 
and the fear of temporal and eternal punishment on the other hand; of 
both of which-reward and punishment-there will be various grades, 
proportioned to the merit or guilt acquired here. 

Such, in outline, is the doctrine of merit which is expressed and 
implied in Tertullian's writings; which Cyprian reproduced, and which 
through Cyprian so profoundly affected the ethical system of the Church 
of the West in later times. 

Tertullian was the firsi to 'formulate' the conception, while Cyprian 
was the first to 'naturalize' it fully in the system of church doctrine. 

Two presuppositions of the doctrine must, of course, be borne in 
mind : (1) it is only man regenerate by baptism who is thought of as 
able to do good works (all that Tertullian and Cyprian say on the 
subject has reference only to those who have undergone the supernatural 
change of moral personality which they believed the sacrament of 
baptism effected); (2) there is no suggestion that the baptized Christian 
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who does good works has any claim for reward apart from God's own 
promise. 

An important developement of the conception is to be noted in tha 
teaching of Cyprian, for whom, it will be remembered, the question how 
to deal with Christians under penance, or even excommunicate, to whom 
martyrs or confessors had given Zibelli pacis, was a very pressing practical 
difficulty. It is possible, he held, by special sanctity (or by martyrdom) 
to acquire an accumulation of merit over and above what is needed for 
the highest grade of the heavenly reward. This surplus of merit may 
pass over to the benefit of others, through the intercession of those to 
whose credit it stands; though the benefit can only be obtained by an 
act of God's grace, conditioned by the relative worthiness of those for 
whom intercession is made by the saints. He can grant indulgence and 
He can refuse it: and the bishops and priests of the Catholic Church 
may be used as the means through which He gives it. The efficacy of 
the intercession of the Saints shews itself in two ways : here, on earth, 
in the restoration of the fallen to the privileges of church membership; 
and afterwards, on the Judgement day, when the merits of the martyrs 
and the works of the just may have great weight with the Judge. 

It is evident that all the germs of the mediaeval theory are here. 
Such scriptural basis as they have is to be found in passages in the 
Gospels in which a reward is promised, so that if by the grace of God 
the conditions are fulfilled the reward may be claimed ; in St Paul's 
teaching to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 7), where he draws a distinction 
between the commandment of the Lord (praeceptum) and his own 
judgement or advice (consilium)-all must obey praecepta, but in matters 
with regard to which there were no praecepta special merit might be 
acquired by doing more than was obligatory; and in passages such as 
Rom. 126, 1 Cor. 1226, Col. 1 iu which seem to imply that the faith and 
piety and good works and sufferings, done and borne in Christ, of some 
of the members of his Body-the Church-may in some sense pass over 
to and affect the condition of others, who are united to them in so close 
and intimate a union. 

An admirable collection of the passages in the writings of Tertullian 
,md Cyprian which shew their conceptions will be found in D~r 
• Verdienst '-Begriff by Dr. Wirth {Leipzig 1892 and 1901 ), on whose 
exposition this note is based. For some considerations which would 
modify his presentation of the matter as a whole, see a notice of his 
work contributed to the Church Quarterly Review October 1902 p. 207, 
a considerable part of which is here reproduced. 



CHAPTER XIX 

THE CHURCH 

OF the doctrine of the Church, as of other doctrines which have 
been reviewed, there waa for some time no clear definition 
framed. The limit-line waa not drawn. There was a general 
sentiment about it, in keeping with the conceptions expressed in 
the New Testament, but it waa not easily fixed in worda. 

Till the time of Cyprian no special treatise on the Church 
was written, and the general sentiment about it must be gathered 
from the evidence of incidents and occasional phrases and 
allusions.1 It must also be remembered that whatever im
portance was attributed to the Sacraments attached also to the 
Church, without which the Sacraments could not be had ; 1 

and that, when evidence of definite theories as to the powers 
of the Church ia wanting, practical proof of her authority over 
her members was being given all along in the system of disci
pline and penance which-however great its developements in 
later ages-was in existence from the earliest times.8 

The idea of a new spiritual society which was potentially 
world-wide, united by a common faith and worship and pledged 
to definite moral standards of life, enjoying a real spiritual union 
with Christ himself, permeated and sustained by the Holy 
Spirit and his various gifts of grace, is implied from the first.' 

This new spiritual society was the visible organization to 
which baptism gave admission. The attempt to distinguish 

1 Any attempt at snmmary statement must therefore be received with caution
as e.g. in regard to Clement Al. infra p. 362. 

2 This was clearly seen in the matter of heretical baptism. No Church, there
fore no Sacrament. See infra p. 386. 

s See infra p. 372. 
'See the picture of II Church as it should be in the Epistle (Jj Clemmt 1, 2, 59. 

Cf. Didach.e 9, 10; Barn. Ep. 3, 6. All were brethren 'according to the spirit and 
in God' (Aristides ApQl. 15). Mutual love was, to outsiders, the most striking 
feature of the society. They were II new people, a terlium gerw,8, 

llofl 
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between the two, to recognize an invisible Church within the 
visible, does not belong to the earliest thought. Precise 
definition is indeed wanting, but the Church is regarded 
always as at once a spiritual society and an external organ
isation. Though St Paul addressed the first generation of 
Christians as ' saints • or ' holy', it is clear from his letters 
to them that they were so potentially only, and that he applied 
the term to them as set apart (called out from the rest of men) 
for a holy purpose, rather than possessed of personal holiness.1 

The authority of the Church was guaranteed ultimately by 
its connexion with the Holy Spirit himself; but the continuity of 
this authority was preserved through the bishops, the successors 
of the Apostles, or the living representatives of Christ upon earth. 
It was this unbroken succession that gave the assurance that 
the Church was still the society founded by Cbrist.2 

It was in and through this Society and its ordinances that all 
the benefits of the life and death of Christ were to be obtained.3 

In the Society were vested all the means of grace. 
The four epithets which were at a later time applied to 

the Church-one, holy, catholic, apostolic-truly represent the 
earliest conceptions, although the experience of growth and 
ne .v conditions of life and controversy gave fresh force and 
meaning to some of them as time went on. 

We may, accordingly, simply note a few characteristic ex
pressions of the earlier writers, and consider a little more fully 
the more exact nnd elaborate treatment of the matter by the later 
writers, who set themselves the task of expounding a definite 
theory in view of opinions or actions that threatened disunion 
and disruption. 

Ignatius 

Thus Ignatius insists above all else on the unity of the 
Church, the security for which be finds in the bishop, who is 
the representative of Christ, or God, and the head of the 

1 'Set apart•, 'devoted to sacred purposes' is the primary meaning of lly,or. 
The problem how to reconcile the holiness of the society as a whole with the 
unholiness of its individual mem hers was bound to arise ; but the relation 
between 'the true body' and 'the mixed body' (corpus verum and corpus per
mia:tum) was thoroughly considered for the first time by Augustine in the oon
troversy with the Donatists. See infra p. 369 n. 1. 

2 See irifra and Note on the Bishops as centre of the Church p. 373. ! 
9 Cf. e.g. tlte .African c~eeds, 'remissionem peccatorum ••• et vitam l'Atamam 

per sanctam eccknam ' (Hahn 9 pp. 59 ff.). 
13 
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organization, administration, discipline, and worship of each 
local Church.1 The bishop and, with him, the body of presbyters 
and deacons are essential to the existence of a Church. Apart 
from them the Sacraments cannot be validly performed. The 
bishop is, he argues, the centre of each individual church, as 
Jesus Christ is the centre of the Catholic Church.2 

The people must be united to the bishop as the Church is to 
Jesus Christ, and Jesus Christ to the Father. And as he insists 
thus strongly that the bishop is the head of the local church, 
so he shews, by an incidental allusion, that he is familiar with 
the conception of the relation between Christ and the Church 
as that of the Head to the Body.8 The Body is to be charac
terized by the incorruptibility of the Head; but it is itself 
composed of various members whose union is guaranteed by 

1 It is clear the conception is the same whether the bishop's charge (the 
'Church' of which he is chief) be merely a town and its vicinity, as in the time 
of Ignatius, or a larger area like the diocese of a later age ; and whether the 
presbyters and deacons are expressly included or not. See further Note on the 
Bishops as the Centre of Union of the Church infra p. 373. 

2 Nearly every letter has repeated statements and exhortations to this effect. 
See e.g. Eph. 6, 6 ; 8myrn. 8 ; Trall. 2, 8 ; Magn. 8, 6 ; Philad. 7. Thi!I 
(ad 8myrn. 8) is the first instance of the use of the epithet 'CaJ;holic' (univers&J.; 
applied to the Church. The word was in common use in the sense of 'universal' 
or 'general' aa opposed to partial or particular; and Ignatius follows here the 
current usage. "Wherever Jesus Christ is, there is the universal Church ''-so 
Ignatius writes, and therefore (though he expresses himself in the form of exhor
tation), wherever the bishop is seen, there is the body of Christian people which 
constitutes a particular local church. That is to say, just as the Church universal 
spread throughout the world is to be recognized by the presence of Jesus Christ, 
eo the church particular is to be known by the presence of the bishop (that is, the 
bishop and the congregation that gathers round him is the local church-not 
the congregation without the bishop). This is the primary sense of the words 
'Catholic Church', denoting extension over space. So it is used again iu the 
Letter qf the 8myrnaeans inscr. §§ 8, 19. But in view of heresies, or errors of 
particular bodies of men or churches, it soon acquired a special doctrinal sense. 
The appeal is made to the =sensus fidelium, the Church universal, against the 
opinions of individuals. And so, a little later, this technical sense, denoting 
doctrinal exactitude and fullness of truth, as contrasted with inaccuracy and error 
or partial understanding, is found in the M11,ratorian Fragment of the Oancm, 
which declares of heretical writings that they cannot be received into the 'Catholic' 
Church. Cf. also Clem. Al. Strom. vii 17. The two ideas of local extension and 
comprehensiveness of doctrine ( or 'orthodoxy') remained combined, and later writers 
delighted to draw out still deeper meanings of the word. Cf. Cyril of Jerusalem 
Oai;. xviii 83, cited infra p. 366. 

• Eph. 17, "the Lord received the ointment upon his head, in ord Jr that he 
might breathe the odour of incorruptibility upon his (the) Church." See Von der 
Goltz T~ u. Untera, xii 3, and J. H. Srawley Epistle, qf St Ignatiu, S.P.Q.K. 
ad Zoe. 
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their relation to the Head.1 They must be seen M true branches 
of his Cross, bearing incorruptible fruit. 

Again and again Ignatius insists on the need for visible 
unity. He knows nothing of any distinction between a visible 
and an invisible Church. Just as all through his teaching he 
insists on the Incarnation as the very union of the seen and 
the unseen, of the flesh and the spirit, of man and God; so 
that Jesus Christ is really God existing as man, the spiritual 
revealed in the material, the unseen become seen; so the Church 
is at once both flesh and spirit, and its union is the union of 
both.11 The Church thus clearly represents to Ignatius the very 
principle of which the Incarnation is the great expression, and 
in and through its unity that principle is set forth. The life of 
faith and love to which Christians are pledged is a practical 
evidence of the union of spirit and flesh,8 but it is in the Church 
itself that the union is most manifestly realized. 

The independence of local churches under their bishops, and 
at the same time the intimate interdependence of one Church on 
another, and the closeness of the tie of brotherhood which bound 
them together-the consciousness of essential union in one society 
-is plainly revealed in these letters of Ignatius. The Church 
as a whole is, as it were, focused in each particular Church. 

Irenaeus-the Church as Teacher and Guardian <Jj the Faith 

Another point of view comes before us in the writings of 
Irenaeus. 

The needs of his argument against heresies of various kinds 
led Irenaeus to speak of the Church, particularly in its aspect 
as a teacher, as the home of faith-the treasure-house amply 
filled by the .Apostles, so that every one who will may take from 
it the draught of life. It is the entrance to life: and had there 
been no writings left to future generations by the Apostles the 
traditional teaching preserved in the Church would have sufficed.4 

1 See esp. Trall. 11. 1 Eph. 10, Magn. 13, Smyrn. 12. 
3 Heretics, who fail to realize this, prove themselves thereby opposed to the 

mind or purpose of God-Smym. 6. Cf. Eph. 14. 
• Ad11. Haer. iii 4. 1; cf. iv. 48. 2, where he sees in Lot's wife, become a pillar 

of salt, a type of the Church which is the salt of the earth, and is left behind on 
the confines of the world, enduring all that falls to human lot. And, often e.s 
members are taken from her, she yet remains whole-a pillar of salt, the strength 
of the faith, strengthening and sending on her sons to their Father. 
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This teaching of the faith (always and everywhere constant and 
persistent, always young and strong, endowed with perennial 
youth, and making the vessel in which it is young) is a trust 
committed to the Church by God, to give life to all that share 
it.1 It is only in the Church that communion with Christ, i.e. 
the Holy Spirit, can be obtained-the Holy Spirit which is 
the guarantee of immortality, the security of our faith, and the 
ladder by which we mount to God. Where the Church is, 
there too is the Spirit of God: and where the Spirit of God 
is, there is the Church and every operation of grace ; and the 
Spirit is Truth.2 Those who do not share in that are without 
the vital nourishment of their mother's milk and the pure 
waters that flow from the body of Christ. They are aliens 
from truth, and doomed to wander in all directions. They have 
no rock as their foundation, but only sand and stones. The 
light of God never shines upon them.3 

The true Church is distinguished by its unity. Though 
diffused through the whole inhabited world to the ends of the 
earth, it has one and the same faith everywhere, derived from 
the Apostles.4 

It is endowed with miraculous powers to cleanse from evil 
spirits, to foresee the future, to heal the sick, and even to raise 
the dead: and all these spiritual gifts it ministers freely, as 
freely it received them.f• So it follows that, inasmuch as the 
Church alone has the true faith, it alone can bear witness to 
it ; and so it is only the Church that can furnish examples 
of true martyrdom-for the love it has toward God.6 

Tertullian's Conception of the Church 

Tertullian has much in common with Irenaeus, thougn he 
deals with fresh aspects of the matter. His conceptions under
went a change after his conversion to Montanism. In his 
earlier days, against heretics, he defended the claim of the 
Church to be the sole repository of the truth, the 'witness 
and keeper of holy writ', in such a sense that no one outside 
the Church l1ad any right to attempt to put his own inter-

1 See adv. Haer. i 3, 4; iii 12. 9; v 20. So the magisteriitm and the charisrr., 
!VJruatis, a 'succession ' of truth, belong to the bishops, 

2 Adv. Haer. iii 38. I. 1 Ibid. ill 38. 2. 4 /md. i 2, etc. 
~ Ibid. ii 48. 3, 4; 49. 3. • Ibid.. iv 54, 
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pretation on it. As the Church is made up of many individual 
Churches, the test of truth is ultimately to be found in the 
consent of those which were of apostolic foundation, which 
received, that is, their doctrine from the Apostles, who received 
it from Christ, as Christ received it from God. Yet many 
Churches of much later origin, which can point to no apostolic 
founder but agree in the same faith, deserve the name in 
virtue of this consanguinity of doctrine.1 From this point of 
view the chief function of the Church is the preservation of 
the first tradition, which is derived from God through Christ 
and the Apostles. The Church has thus a divine origin and a 
divine authority. No mention is made of the bishops; but it 
is essentially a visible external Church that Tertullian has in 
view, and its rulers were bishops 

In other connexions he shews, by a merely incidental 
reference, that the conception of the Church as the body of 
Christ was familiar to him. In baptism, he says,2 not only 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are named, but also the Church; 
because wherever there are the three, Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit, there is the Church, which is the Body of the Three. 

And quite in keeping with the general thought that under
lies this saying is another incidental description of the Church 
in connexion with the first clause of the Lord's Prayer. As we 
therein recognize God as our Father in heaven (and in invoking 
Him address at the same time the Son who is one with Him), 
so we have in mind the Church our Mother.8 That is to say, 
Tertullian conceives of the motherhood of the Church as corre
sponding upon earth to the Fatherhood of God in heaven, as 
though without the agency of the Church we could not have 
the Fatherhood of God. It is through her that we become 
his sons. 

Later, when a Montanist,' Tertullian still conceived only of 
an outward visible Church; but, as a spiritual society essentially 
pure and holy and undefiled, it must be composed exclusively 
of spiritual men. The Church, he declares, is in its essential 
nature and fundamentally Spirit :-Spirit in which exists a 
Trinity of one and the same divinity-Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit ... , Accordingly the whole number of those who agree 
together in this faith in the Trinity are counted as the Church 

1 De prae,cr. haeret. 21, 32, 37. 11 De Bapt. 6. • Dt Orat. 2, 
' See especially ,h Pw:lic-itia 21, a.nd the whole argument. 
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by its founder and sanctifier. To this Church belongs the power 
of forgiveness of sins-but it is a Church which is Spirit and 
acts through a spiritual man, not a Church which consists in a 
body of bishops. For the right of decision is the Lord's, and not 
his servant's: it belongs to God Himself, and not to His priest. 

Here, then, we have Tertullian utterly repudiating the 
theory that any but the spiritually minded could ever con
stitute the Church, and insisting that episcopal office in itself 
conferred no authority to absolve from sin. 

It is thus entirely a spiritual and inward criterion that he 
adopts, though it is not obvious how the test would be applied. 
Only, it is clear that he finds no guarantee in the outward 
organization and the continuity of bishops.1 

It was in the West always, rather than in the East, that 
the social conceptions which underlie any idea of the Church 
were felt with most force ; and if we turn from Tertullian in 
Africa to his contemporaries in the East-to Clement, for 
example, at Alexandria, we do not find much help towards a 
clearer definition. 

Clement and Origen 

To Clement2 every person who has been baptized, and has not 
forfeited the privileges which were then obtained by any judicial 
sentence, is a member of the Church on earth-the one, true, 
ancient catholic apostolic Church,3 a 'lovely body and assemblage 
of men governed by the Word ', ' the Company of the Elect', the 
Bride of Christ, the Virgin Mother, stainless as a Virgin, loving 
as a Mother. But that Clement's chief thought of the Church 
was as the mystical Body of Christ 4 is shewn by the distinction 

1 It is noteworthy that in this connexion he insists that the Lord's sayings to 
Peter were to him personally, and that the bishops or Church of Rome (of whom 
he is writing) have no right to take them to themselves. To regard the authority 
and powers entrusted to Peter as extending to others is to change the plain 
intention of the Lord who said, 'On thee I will build my Church' and 'I will 
the keys to thee', not to the Church (de Pudicitia 21). With this interpretation 
cf. the view of Cyprian (infra p. 364) that the commission and the authority was 
given equally and fully to all the .Apostles and their successors the bishops. 
Tertullia.n and Cyprian are at one in rejecting the idea. that any special authority 
or power was inherited by Peter's successors in the Roman see. 

2 See C. Bigg The Ohristian Platrmists of Alexandria p. 100 f. 
•Strom.vii 17 (Migne ix p. 548). Other references given by Biig (p. 99) are 

Strom. vii 26, vii 5, iii 6, 11 ; Paed. i 6. 
• Strom. vii 14 (Migne ix p. 521). 
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which he recognized between the persons, the members, compos
ing it-a distinction corresponding to that between the flesh and 
the spirit. Those who, though members of the Body, still live as 
do the Gentiles are the flesh; those who truly cleave to the Lord 
and become one spirit with Him-the Sons of God, the Gnostics 
-are the Holy Church, the Spirit. This Church, which is thus 
composed of those who are called and saved, is the realized pur
pose of God.1 On the oneness of the Church he naturally lays 
stress in this connexion. The Virgin Mother is one, alone; just 
as the Father is one, and the Word one, and the Holy Spirit one 
and the same everywhere. 

Yet the distinctions he marks almost amount to a division 
of the one Church into two parts. He does not seem to attempt 
any real reconciliation of the antithesis. 

Origen certainly insists that outside the Church no one is 
saved; !I but the terms in which he describes the true Church 
preclude the identification of it with the outward visible Church. 
" Christ is the true light, and it is with his light that the 
Church is lighted up and made the light of the world, lightening 
those who are in darkness. Even so Christ himself testified to 
his disciples when he said, Ye are the light of the world: for 
that saying shews that Christ is the light of the Apostles, and 
that the Apostles are the light of the world. For those who 
have not spot nor wrinkle, nor anything of the kind, are the true 
Church." 3 Some of Origen's other references to the Church 
have been already noticed.' 

Oyprian's Conception of the Church, 

Turning from Egypt towards the West again, we find a further 
developement of the doctrine of the Church worked out by Cyprian. 

The :first treatise which expressly deals with the subject in 
view of practical difficulties which had arisen is Cyprian's On 
the Unity of the Church. 

His conception of the Church is expressed, for the most part, 
in bis attempt to find the true solution of the new problem by 
which his generation was perplexed-the problem of secession 

1 Pa~d. i 4. 6 ; of. Strom. i 18, vii 6. 
'Hom. iii in Jos. 1 Hom. i in G~n. 
'See, e.g., his reference to its authority a.s the vehicle of tradition and so the 

standard of truth mpra eh. iv p. 58. 
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upon questions not originally doctrinal, when "with teaching 
identical, amid undoubted holiness of life, there was seen Altar 
against Altar, Chair against Chair ".1 Where was the seat of 
authority, the guarantee of unity, to be found? This is the 
question which Cyprian deals with in his tract On tlu Unity 
of the Church ; and his answer to it shews clearly, not only 
what he held to be the basis of authority in- the Church and the 
nature and safeguard of its external constitution, but also inci
dentally his conception of the inner character and functions of 
the Church itself. 

On the first point he says the answer is quickly given 
(§ 4). It is found at once in the Lord's commission given in 
the first place to Peter, both before and after the crucifixion and 
resurrection, and in the second place after the resurrection in 
similar terms to all the ApoBtles alike as peers, conferring the 
aa.me power on them all. This commission is conclusive. An 
equal partn'ership in honour and power was bestowed on all 
alike, but without any sacrifice of unity. It was in order to 
shew and to preserve the unity of the Church that a unit (one) 
was made the starting-point. This was the reason for Peter's 
selection and the commission to him individually to begin with)• 
Row then can anyone who does not hold this unity of the 
Church think that he holds the faith ? Bishops, above all others, 
ought to hold fast and assert this unity, to shew that the 
episcopate is one and undivided. For the episcopate is one, and 
each bishop enjoys full tenure of episcopal authority and rights 3 

-that is to say, the authority of each is perfect in itself and 
independent, yet it is in the body of bishops as a whole that 
the unity is found : the existence of many bishops in no way 
impairs the essential oneness of the office and of the Church. 
A number of similes are given to illustrate this unity :-the 
sun and its rays, all one light; the branches of a tree and the 
tree; the fountain and the many streams that flow from it. 
The common source is in each case the safeguard of unity. 

1 Abp. BenRon Oyprian p. 181. See the whole chapter, 
2 On the interpolations here see Abp. Benson op. cit. 
3 Episropatus unus est, cuius a singulis in solidum pan tenttur (' like that of a 

shareholder in some joint property'-Bellilon). This conception of the full and 
independent authority of each bishop, so that no one could force his will upon 
another, while nevertheless isolated action endangered the unity of the body, WI.IS 

the controlling principle of the whole of Cyprian's treatment of tho question. Oil 
the episcopate as constitutmg the unity of the Church see also Ep. 66. 8. 
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Separate any one of the derivatives from its source and it 
perishes; the branch cannot bud, the stream is dried up. So 
the Church spreads her rays throughout the world ; yet the 
light which is shed in all places is one and the same, and the 
unity of the body is not impaired. She stretches forth her 
branches over the whole earth, she broadens out more and more 
widely the flow of her ample streams; yet there is one head and 
one source and one mother, ever prolific as birth follows birth. 
It is of her that we are born, her milk by which we are fed, her 
breath by which we live. She is the bride of Christ, who knows 
but one home, and preserves with chastity and modesty one bed 
inviolate. She it is who keeps us safe for God, and puts upon 
the sons she bore the seal that marks them for the kingdom. 
Whoever separates himself, and leaves the Church, is separated 
from the promises which are hers and will not attain to the 
rewards that Christ bestows. He cannot have God as Father 
who has not the Church as Mother. If anyone outside the ark 
of Noah could escape, then too he who has been outside the 
Church escapes. 

Cyprian unhesitatingly applies to the Church the Lord's 
saying, 'He that is not with me is against me, and he that 
gathereth not with me scattereth abroad', and declares that the 
separatist is scattering the Church of Christ, and that the unity 
of the Church has its analogue in the unity of the three divine 
persons of the Godhead.1 

Further than this it is impossible to go. The doctrine of 
the unity of the Church is raised to the very highest plane of 
thought and existence. It is founded in the very nature and 
being of God. So he who does not keep this unity does not 
keep the law of God, nor the faith in Father and Son, nor life 
and salvation. Scripture is full of symbols and illustrations of 
this unity,2 and apostolic precepts and injunctions insist on it. 

It only remains to note some practical consequences which 
Cyprian deduces. Good men cannot withdraw themselves from 

1 At the end of the treatise (§ 23) he tersely sums up his teaching in the 
words: '' There is one God, and one Christ, and one Church of Christ, and one faith 
and people linked together by the glue of concord so as to be II unity compact and 
corporate." Cf. Ep. 66. 8. 

2 He cites the seamless vest (§ 7}, the one flock (§ 8), the one house of 
Rahab undestroyed, the one house in which the paschal Lamb must be eaten, the 
men of one mind in a house, the Spirit in the form of a dove (shewing the character 
which the Church must have). 

13• 
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the Church. It is the chaff only that is blown away and 
separates from the wheat.1 No support for separation can be 
derived from the Lord's promise to be with two or three who 
were gathered together in his name : the whole point of the 
saying was to teach the power of unanimity and common (not 
separate) action. Such men may be put to death for the name 
of Christ, but they are not martyrs (§ 14); they have violated 
the primary principle of love; and though they give their bodies 
to be burnt, it will not profit them. Only a Churchman can be 
a martyr.2 The separatist is in many ways worse than the 
:i.postate in time of trial The latter has sinned once, and may 
certainly purge his sin by repentance and martyrdom; but the 
separatist sins daily and glories in his sin. 

Co-heirs of Christ must remain in the peace of Christ : sons 
of God must be peacemakers. 

Of old this unanimity and unity was realized. That it was 
so no longer Cyprian avers to be due to loss of faith, and the 
selfishness which results from the weakening of moral force 
that follows loss of faith and of fear. 

The theory of the Church which Cyprian laid down became, 
if it was not already at the time at which he wrote, normal for 
the West; and no Latin writing on the subject calls for notice 
till fresh circumstances called forth a fresh expression of the 
theory from Augustine. 

The kind of teaching which was given in the East may be 
fairly inferred from the Catechetical Lectures of Cyril of 
Jerusalem in the middle of the fourth century.3 

Cyril of Jerusalem 

According to the teaching which Cyril of Jerusalem gave his 
catechumens, the Church into which they were about to be 
admitted was a society and an institution of unrivalled excel
lences and powers. 

The Church is spread throughout the whole of the inhabited 
world, from end to end of the earth ; it teaches, without deficiency 
of any kind, all the doctrines which men ought to know, about 

1 The only p&rt heresies play is the p&rt of testing &nd distinguishing the f&ithful 
from the unfaithful (§ 10). Those who thus withdr&w st&nd, &S it were, self• 
convicted &S a.liens. 

er. Ep. 55. 24. 1 Cyril of J eru&&lem Cat. xviii 23-28, 
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things visible and invisible, celestial and terrestrial. It brings 
the whole of the human race into obedience to godliness (true 
religion), rulers and those they rule, learned and ignorant a.rike. 
It heals and cures every kind of sin of soul and body, anu pos
sesses every description of virtue in word and deed, ana all 
varieties of spiritual gifts.1 

It calls and collects together all,2 that they may hear the 
words of God and learn to fear Him and make confession to Him 
and praise His name. It is, as Paul described it, the Churcn of 
the living God, the pillar and foundation of the truth. 

Other gatherings of men have had the same name Church.3 

The catechumen must remember that this is the Church to wnich 
alone the name ' One Holy Catholic ' belongs. It is to the Catholic 
Church he must always betake himself-the Holy Cnurch, 
Mother of us all ; the bride of our Lord Jesus Christ, corre
sponding to the heavenly Jerusalem; the parent of many children. 
In this Church God has set not only the various mimsliries 
which St Paul described (1 Cor. 1228),4 but also every son of 
virtue of all kinds :-wisdom and understanding, temperance and 
righteousness, compassion and philanthropy, and invincible en
durance in times of persecution. Armed with the weapons of 
righteousness on the right hand and on the left, it bas passed 
through honour and dishonour; in the days of persecution it 
crowned the martyrs with the flowers of patience, and now m the 
season of peace it has won from kings and rulers and all man
kind the honour that is its due, inasmuch as while their authority 
is limited, it alone has power illimitable extending over the whole 
inhabited world. For all who are taught in this Holy Catholic 
Church and lead good lives, there is in store the kingdom of 
heaven and the inheritance of eternal life. 

There is no doubt a touch of rhetoric in this panegyric; but 
Cyril meant it all; and the description which he gives would 
not have seemed artificial to those who heard it. It is an 
eminently spiritual and ethical conception of the Church that 

1 It is for these reasons that it is called 'Catholic' or universal. 
2 Therefore it is aptly named Ecclesia or 'Convocation'. Cyril all through refen 

to the Jewish ecclesia as the first, and the Christian as the second, made necessary 
because the first proved to be an " ecclesia of wicked men ". 

3 Cyril mentions Marcionites and Manich&eans, and calls them 'abominable' 
11SSemblies of wicked men.!I 

• 11; is notable that Cyril does not name bishops or priests, but only apostles, 
prophflte, tea.nhers and the rest, &8 stated by St Paul. 
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is set forth. External 'notes •, such as constitution and ministry, 
are scarcely hinted at; but really it is clear that Cyril identified 
the spiritual society which he describes with the external society 
of which he was a presbyter, and which alone he thought of as 
endowed with such gifts of grace in this world and with the 
promise of life eternal hereafter. 

Augustine 

The most careful and complete coneideration of the whole 
question of the Church was forced upon Augustine by the 
exigencies of the times and by his own experience; but his 
conception of the Church was so many-sided, and affected by 
his peculiar conceptions as to predestination, the kingdom of 
God, and the process of justification,1 that it is difficult to feel 
confidence in the accuracy of any summary statement. Though 
he was " the first Christian writer who made the Church, as such, 
the subject of systematic thought '',2 yet the distinctions which 
he drew were not always clearly defined. 

In the strongest terms he maintained the belief that outside 
of the Church there was no salvation, that love could only be 
obtained in the Church, and could only be preserved in the unity 
of the Church. So, too, it was only in this same unity that any 
of the benefits of the sacraments could be obtained,11 and the 
Holy Spirit possessed. 

In these and similar assertions he has in mind the Catholic 
Church, in contrast with heretical or schismatic societies of 
Christians; and so far it is clear that the Church of which he 
speaks is the outward and visible society, with its ordered system 
and organic life, and its practical endeavour to realize the 
Christian ideal-the society which had made its irresistible 
appeal to him and convinced him of the truth of the Gospel' 

1 Of. Harnack DG. Eng. tr. voL vi p. 133: "Augustine combined the old 
Catholic notion of salvation as the visio et fruitio Dei with the doctrine of pre
destination on the one hand and the doctrine of the regnum Christi and the process 
of justification on the other." 

2 A. Robertson Art, 'Augustinns' D.C.B. 
8 See the interesting distinction he drelV between habere and utiliter hulJere in 

this connexion-Note on" Heretical Baptism'' infra p. 388. 
• "I should not believe the Gospel, did not the authority of the Catholic Church 

induce me" c. ep . .!,fan. v 6, Faith rests, for Augustine, on authority; and 
authority is embodied in the visible Church, with it.s accumula.ted experience ol 
the power of the Go&pel over the lives of men, 
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But, on the other hand, he maintained that no one could 
belong to the unity of the Church who had not love ; and he dis
tinguished between the external society, the visible Church-the 
general body of Christians, good and bad 1-(externa communio), 
and the spiritual society (communio sanctorum), which was com
posed of those who were predestined to salvation, the elect, the 
members of the Church who were worthy of their calling. The 
latter were known to God alone and might not be distinguishable 
from the former, and indeed they might be found outside the 
visible society; but, whether within or without the externa com
munio, they were ' the Church' in the true and real sense.2 

1 Controversy with the Don&tists gave occasion for the expression of Augustine's 
theory of the Catholic Church as including good &nd bad alike, and as alone pos
sessing eflicacions means of grace. 

As regards the unity of the Church, Opt&tus, Bishop of Milevis, in controversy 
with Parmenian, the successor of Dona.tus, had clearly maintained the principle that 
the Church and sacraments and priesthood were independent of individual personal 
worthiness. And Augustine does little more than reiterate what Opta.tus had urged, 
when he himself was called upon to meet the arguments of Petilian the Don&ti.t 
Bishop of Cirta.. The difference between the two conceptions of the Church is seen, 
in the first place, in Augustine's contention, that the validity of the sacraments is 
independent of the personal character of the human agent who administers them 
(the sacrament is God's sacrament, not man's, and the medium through which it is 
conveyed cannot destroy the gift); and, in the second place, in the different inter
pretations of the parables of the field and the draw-net. The Donatists insisted that 
the mixing of good and evil was in the world, and not within the Church; or at e.ll 
events that, if the Church was meant, the reference W&S simply to the mixing of 
secret sinners with the saints (and they only wanted the manifestly vicious to be 
excluded); and they cited St Paul's injunction to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 5"), and 
other passages which refer to a.voiding the company of the wicked, &s meaning that 
those who were known by open sins to be unworthy members were to be cast out 
from the Church and cut off from all external intercourse. So, according to their 
conception, & Church which tolerated unworthy members within its ranks was itself 
polluted and ceased to be & true Christian Church at all. On the other hand, 
Augustine understood the field with its wheat and t&res, and the draw-net with its 
gocd fish and bad fish, of the Church itself. Complete separation w&a not practic
able in this world, and must be deferred till the final ju<lgement. The few individuals 
whose sins and vices were rare and universally known might be excluded; but the 
Church was intended to be a. training school for men, and there W&S greater chance 
of amendment of life for those who fell into sin if their relations with the Church 
were maintained. 

t To Augustine, &a an idealist, it is only the timeless, the immaterial, the good, 
that has reality ; and his meta.physical theory of being must be borne in mind in 
attempting the "very delicate analytical problem of disengaging two really disparate 
strains of thought in Augustine's mind, with a view to assign to them their relative 
predominance" (A. Robertson Regnum Dd p. 196, whose discussion of the whole 
question should be carefully studied). From the point of view of this idealistic 
definition of the Church it is of course & mere truism to say that '' outside the Church 
there is no salvation". 
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Though it is difficult to harmonize this conception of the real 
Church with the stress which is laid by Augustine on the need 
of participation in the daily life and discipline of the visible 
Church, and in the means of grace which it dispenses,1 yet it is 
clear that he really held it as part of his whole thought on the 
subject. It is true that he seems to assume that the elect who 
were outside the Church were destined to come inside before 
their death. But, on the other hand, he did not conceive that 
salvation through Christ was limited to believers in the historical 
Christian religion. It has been made accessible to those who 
were worthy in all ages, though less clearly in the past than in 
the present.1 From this point of view the true Church has 
always existed, though it had no outward and visible form. And 
it is apparently because he more or less unconsciously transfers 
to the visible Catholic Church, with its organization and teaching 
and worship, which all the world could recognize, the high preroga
tives that properly belong only to the ideal spiritual society-the 
communion of saints-that he is able to appreciate it so highly.8 

But Augustine's conception of the Church cannot be separated 
from his conception of the civitas Dei in contrast with the civitas 
terrena.4 To a large extent the civitas Dei is identified with the 
visible Church on earth, while the civitas terrena is the secular 
empire-the civil society. In idea, in principle and aim, the 
two are represented as fundamentally opposed.5 The one is the 
home of all spiritual aspiration and power, the other is the 
embodiment of merely carnal and selfish ideals and physical 
force :-it is the kingdom of the devil. But, on the other hand, 

1 So Loafs op. dt. p. 210 discrimina.tes the two conceptions of the Church as
(1) the common Ca.tholic conception of it as an institution whose object is the 
salvation of men, and which, in accordance with the Lord's sa.ying "compel them 
to come in", ma.y use force to lead stra.ying sheep to sa.Ivation; and (2) an ethical 
religious conception, as not identical with th& visible Church, but the congregation 
of sa.ints conta.ined within the visible Chnrch and not separable from it by men. 
And he notes that the two conceptions are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 

1 Ep. 102; de Civ. Dei xviii 47. 
8 He 111s0 uses the image of the Body-" the members of Christ are linked 

together by means of love that belongs to unity, and by means of it are made one 
with their Head" (de Unit. Eccl. ii 2). 

' The two civitates are trea.ted of in the second ha.If of the work de civitate Dei 
xi-xxii. See esp. Loofs Leiifade:n § 52, a.nd A. Robertson Regnurn Dei and Art. 
'Augustinus' in D. C.B. new volume. 

6 In his own words, arnor sui usqm ad conternptwm Dei constitutes the earthly 
state, amor Dd usque ad contempturn sui the heavenly (ibid. xiv 28); and their 
founders were Cain a.nd Abel respectively. 
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whatever they a.re in idea, in practical experience the two states 
are not so separate, but each depends on the other. For all 
temporal and earthly purposes the civita3 Dei requires the 
support of the civil power; and, without the aid of all the moral 
influences which the civitas Dei alone possesses, the civitas terrena 
could not thrive. And so, in spite of the sharply defined dis
tinction between the two states, the earthly state-so far at least 
as it is subject to the moral influences which it derives from the 
civitas Dei-tends to become merged in the Church, which is the 
only true civitas which exists on earth. And if the earthly state 
be Christian, then it is bound to attempt to give practical effect 
to the ideals of the Church,1 and to support by its own means 
the aims which the Church pursues. 

In this way the Church is invested with high authority, as the 
arbiter and director of the aims and forces of the civil society. 
She is the repository of all goodness and truth of life-for 
practical purposes. Infallible authority, ultimate truth, belongs 
to her only ideally. Neither can be actually realized on earth. 
But such authority (relative authority) as is possible is to be 
found in the Church and nowhere else.I 

Augustine's teaching on the sacraments, which will be con
sidered later, throws some further light on his conception of the 
Church.3 It is in special connexion with the effective ministra
tion of the sacraments that the holiness of the Church is empha
sized by him, but particularly on the ground that it alone 
possesses the Spirit of peace and of love, which alone, as he held, 
makea the sacrament a means of grace.' Against the Donatists 
it was impossible to insist on the unity of the Church, because 
they claimed that note for their own communion; or on the 
episcopate, because their orders were indisputable. Sacraments 
they undoubtedly possessed, but caritas they lacked; and so 
Augustine was led to argue that, by breaking the bond of love, 
they deprived their sacraments of all their virtue. An essential 

1 This is the first expression of the idea which was the centre of the ecclesiastical 
1ystem of the Middle .Ages. 

2 Of this authority, however, no clear definition is to be extracted from Angus. 
tine's works. It rests on agreement, on tradition, on Scripture; but sometimes he 
lays all stress on one, sometimes on another, of these three supports. It is to be 
found in the episcopate, especially when acting together in councils, but smaller 
and earlier councils are liable to correction by more general and later ones. 

1 See infra Note on "Heretical Baptism" p. 388. 
• It is this which seems to differentiate his conception of holiness in this respect 

from that of the Donatists. 
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mark of the Catholic Church, in which alone efficacioue sacra
ments could be ministered, wae love; and it is his insistent 
advocacy of this view that gives to Augustine's conception of the 
Church its special spiritual character. 

So he was able to maintain in its fu]ness the belief he had 
received in the Church as one, holy, catholic, and apostolic. 

THE PENITENTIAL SYSTEM 

The authority of the Church is most readily seen in the system of 
discipline which it exercised. As an organized society, it had from the 
first its outward and visible government, with its recognized rule of life 
for all its members; and as such it had, and exercised, the right to 
suspend, in part or in whole, from the advantages of the society, such 
members as offended against the rule of life. Such a jurisdiction was 
recognized in the earliest days, under the personal authority of our Lord 
(Matt. 818, John 162, Luke 622), and exercised in the earliest churches 
which were established (1 Cor. 53-6, 2 Cor. 1310, I Tim. !2°, Tit. 310), 

and ever afterwards in the Church over all its members of whatever 
class or rank in life. (Such conspicuous instances as the condemnation 
of the governor of Libya by Athanasius, the refusal of communion to 
Theodosius by Ambrose, and the excommunication of Andronicus by 
Synesius of Cyrene,1 were no doubt rare, but they serve to shew the 
principle which was followed.) 

The discipline was essentially moral irad spiritual, intended in all but 
extreme cases to excite a perfect repentance, and to lead the offender 
to the full Christian life. It was graduated according to the character 
and degree of the offence, though the principles which were followed 
varied at different times and in different places. Three forms of censure 
were common at first--(!) the lightest form, exclusion for a period from 
the right of receiving the holy communion, but not from participating 
in the rest of the service; (2) exclusion from all the eucharistic service; 
(3} the heaviest form of censure, exclusion from the Church altogether. 
(See Apost. Const. ii 16, Tert. Apol. 39, de poenit. 9.) During the 
period of exclusion penitential acts were to be performed (such as public 
prostration and other expressions of sorrow, and fasting and abstinence 
from pleasures, and works of service and almsgiving}, and restoration was 
only to be effected when penitence was complete. The period was short 
at first, a few weeks sufficing; but by the middle of the third century 
a sentence could run to one or two years, and after the fourth century 
even to ten or twenty years for grave offences. 

That men would undergo such discipline shews, perhaps more clearly 
than any other evidence that is available, the general feeling as to the 

i See J, C. Nicol SyilUiUB Qf Oyre11.e (Hulsean Essay 1886) pp. 64-69, 
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necessity of membership of the Church and of participation in the aids to 
Christian life which could be had only in communion with the Church. 

On the different stages through which they had to pass (mourners, 
hearers, kneelers, bystanders), and the different dress to be worn, and 
the positions in the Church, see D. C.A . .Art. 'Penitence'. !f 

In the earlier times it was only what were called 'mortal sins' that 
had to be purged by this public penance, that is, all kinds of idolatry, 
murder, and adultery; and the former sin is the one which had to be 
dealt with most commonly (Cyprian's references are almost entirely to 
the lapsi). For lighter sins of daily life, private prayer and repentance, 
and the use of the ordinary means of grace, were held to suffice. The 
three sins named were held to cover all that could be regarded as in the 
same class; and covetousness, robbery with violence, and spoiling of 
graves, are mentioned as included in the list. 

But different estimates of the power of the Church in this respect 
were held, and led to controversy. The infliction of penance implied, 
or was generally understood to imply, that the Church had power to 
grant forgiveness for the sins for which penance was inflicted. But the 
idea that the Church had power to forgive mortal sins was strongly 
opposed by the Montanists and Tertullian, who regarded such an idea 
as destructive of morality, and maintained that for such sins no hope of 
forgiveness in this world should be held out: they should be punished 
by perpetual exclusion from the Church (see e.g. Tert. de Pudicitia 12). 
What the earliest practice was in such matters is uncertain ; but as 
early as 169 Dionysius of Corinth had written to this effect-that no 
sin should involve perpetual excommunication (Euseb. H.E. iv 23). 
Zephyrinus had admitted to communion, after penance, some who had 
been guilty of adultery and unchastity; and against him Tertullian wrote 
his treatise. Callistus apparently went further, and extended the hope 
of readmission to those who were guilty even of idolatry, apostasy, and 
murder, and by so doing roused the indignation of Hippolytus. It was 
the Puritan conception of the Church that really prompted the opposi 
tion of both Tertullian and Hippolytus to what seemed a relaxation of 
discipline. [See also Dr Swete's article J.T.S. vol. iv no. 15.] 

THE BISHOPS .AS THE CENTRE OF UNION OF 
THE CHURCH 

Ignatius was the first to give expression to the theory of the Church, 
which was the basis of Cyprian's conception, namely, that the bishop is the 
centre of unity ; and though Ignatius deals with individual churches and 
their rulers,1 while Cyprian rather thinks of the Church as a whole, and 

l So far as Ignatius recognizes a corporate whole in this connexion, it is probably 
still in regard to the individual church which had its body of presbyters, one of whow 
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bishops as a body, yet his theory is essentially the sail!.e as Cyprian's: 
"Do nothing without the bishop" (ad Trall. 2); "Be subject to the 
bishop" (ad Magn. 13); "Look to the bishop as to the Lord himself" 
(ad Eph. 6)-this is the burden of exhortation after exhortation; though 
he frequeutly joins with the bishop the body of presbyters and the 
deacons too, speaking of the former, in one case at least, as harmoniously 
related to the bishop as the strings are to the lyre (ad Eph. 4). He 
bids all "follow the bishop as Jesus Christ followed his Father" (ad 
Smyrn. 8), but he adds also "and the body of presbyters as the apostles; 
and reverence the deacons as the commandment of God". And else
where he bids them reverence the deacons as Jesus Christ, even as the 
bishop who is a type of the Father, and the presbyters as the council of 
God and the uniting bond of the apostles. Apart from these, he says, 
you cannot speak of a Church (ad Trall. 3). 

It is thus the same conception that is in Cyprian's mind, when he 
declares that Christ's Church is constituted by the people united to the 
bishop and the flock clinging to its shepherd. The bishop is in the 
Church and the Church in the bishop. Any one who is not with the 
bishop is not in the Church. The Church is not rent and divided, but 
bound and linked together by the bishops who form together, one with 
another, a solid body.1 They are a collegium, and on their unity the 
unity of the Church rests. They are the successors of the apostles, and 
according to Cyprian's teaching personal holiness is requisite for the due 
administration of their office (Ep. 65. 4; 66. 1). All true members of the 
Church will obey them-opposition to the bishop is opposition to God. 

In this eonception there is no real identification of the Church 
wjth the organization, the hierarchy. The Church is still regarded as 
tlfe society of the faithful. But it is the society regarded as grouped 
round the bishops, in such a sense that the bishops are essential to its 
existence. 

So, too, the fact that the bishop was always the agent in discipline, 
the judge and arbiter of penance, through whom the restoration of the 
penitent was effected, even though his presbyters were often associated 
with him, must have aided the conception of him as the centre of the 
practical life of the Church. 

Augustine's conception of the bishops as the successors of the 
apostles, and the guarantee, accordingly, that the Church over which 
they preside is the Church of the apostles, is similar to Cyprian's; but 

in particular exercised the 'episcopal' function of oversight. Cf. ad Trall. 2, where 
to "Do nothing without the bishop" he adds, "Be in subjection to the body o! 
presbyters too, as to the representatives (cl.1r6a-T0Xo,) of Christ". 

1 Connexa etcoha.erentium sibi invicem sacerdotum glutino copula.ta, lit. "joined 
and Jinked together by the glue of the bishops who stick together each to Meh '' 
(CYJirian Ep. 66. 8). 
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be lays less stress on the bishops as the centre of unity, in proportion as 
he emphasizes more the thought, that the presence of the Holy Spirit 
and of love are the essential notes of the Church. He seems to be much 
less affected by any hierarchical interest. 

:By the Donatists the bishops were regarded as the safeguards of the 
purity rather than of the unity of the Church; hence the need of their 
personal holiness. 

In like manner Vincent of Lerinum finds little place for the 
episcopate in this connexion. 

The later theory, which would see the centre of unity in the Papacy, 
can claim little general support in the earlier ages with which we have 
to do ; but traces of it are to be found in regard to doctrine as in regard 
to practice, at least from the time of Stephen, though the idea of an 
episcopus episcoporum was then indignantly repudiated. Yet it was as 
successors of Peter that the bishops of Rome asserted their authority, 
and, as such, obtained what was conceded them; and as the chiefs of 
the only apostolic See in the West they naturally acquired their primacy 
over the other bishops of the Western Church. But it was as being in 
this way the embodiment of tradition, representing apostolic teaching, 
that the claim to be the successors of Peter had weight. [The niMl 
innovetur of Stephen, with regard to the question of baptism, truly 
represents the appeal to tradition. So Leo the Great, who wished his 
letter to Flavian to be taken as an authoritative statement of doctrine, 
and to form a test of membership of the Catholic Church, expressly 
referred to the Apostles' Creed as its basis, and only summed up the 
traditional teaching of western theologians.1 And it was as such that it 
was considered and received, on its merits, not on any personal authority 
of its writer-see supra p. 286.] But at Ephesus, in 431, the papal 
legates had asserted this claim, with the more personal touch, "Peter 
always, down to the present time, lives and adjudicates in his successors". 
And Jerome pointed clearly to the Pope as the centre of unity in the 
later sense, when he declared, with reference to the special commission 
to Peter, "one is chosen from among the Twelve, just in order that by 
the appointment of a head there might be left no opportunity of schism" 
(adv. Jovin. i. 26)-a saying in accordance with the claim of Zosimus 
and his successors to receive appeals on the strength of a supposed canon 
of Nicaea. On this see A. Robertson D.C.B. 'Augustinus ', and C. H. 
Turner The Genuineness of the Sardican Canons, J.T.S. vol. iii no. 11. 

1 Mr. Burn suggests that probably the 'Constantinopolitan' Creed was taken up 
so warmly because it had the words rTapKw0frra fr. ,rviuµ,o.ros a'Ylov Kal Map/as rijs 
1rap0lvov which formed a parallel to the natus ut dt, 8piruu sanct.o et Maria Virgine 
of the Old Roman Creed quoted by Leo (see supra p. 288 n. 2) : and he thinks that 
Leo's re(erences to the 'one raith' may imply acceptance of this "Apostles' Creed" 
of Constantinople, parallel as a baptismal creed to his own. 



CHAPTER XX 

BAPTISM 

The General Conception of a Sacrament-The Use of the Term 

AT the outset of any account of the Sacraments of the Church, 
it must be noted that in early times there were no formulated 
doctrines about them. There was neither close definition of the 
term itself nor desire to explain with any precision the exact 
nature of the rites and the manner in which their action was 
effected ; and in the following pages no attempt at systematic 
treatment will be made. 

The practices were there : the facts were realized: but 
controversy had not arisen.1 

From the earliest days Baptism had been conferred and the 
Lord's Supper had been administered, and certain privileges 
and gifts were known to be obtained by baptism and by the 
Eucharist; but the realities, the things themselves, were in use 
long before a special term was needed to describe them. 

At first there were sacraments many: the term was used 
in a wider sense. It represented the Greek word 'mystery' 
(µ,vtrT1Jpiov) as used in the New Testament of a' secret', long
hidden and still hidden from the mass of men, but revealed to 
Christians. Everything which could be called a ' mystery' was 
to Latin Christians a ' sacrament ', while the Latin associations 
of the word •sacrament' gave it a still wider range of meaning, 
so that it covered much to which the Greek term could not 
have been applied.2 

1 Such qualifications of this statement as may suggest themselves, in particular 
with regard to some points connected with.ltaptism, are noted later. 

' Sacramentum meant originally a "pledge or deposit in money" which in certain 
81lits was required by Roman law-in the form of a wager as to the right; then it 
was used of the pledge of military fidelity, voluntary at first but afterwards exacted 
-an oath of allegiance; and so of any solemn oath or obligation taken on oneself. 
The ecclesiastical use was probably determined by its adoption in the Latin Version■ 
as the rendering of µ,vanjp,ov-.g. Eph. 532, 1 Tim. 316, 

376 
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The earliest instance of its use in relation to the Lord's 
Supper is probably to be seen in Pliny's Letter to Trajan in 
which he speaks of the Christians binding themselves by a 
' sacrament•, using no doubt the term which they had used to 
him, though understanding it in the narrower Latin sense. 
Tertullian is the first to use the phrase " the Sacrament of 
baptism and of the Eucharist '',1 and he also uses the word in the 
use of oil and of milk and honey; 2 but he readily employs it 
in a more general sense, in considering passages of Scripture 
where it represents the Greek word ' mystery '.3 With Cyprian 
it has the sense of a sacred bond, or a symbol or its meaning;' 
with Augustine of a sign pertaining to divine things, with or 
without a gift of grace attached; 6 and Leo uses it frequently of 
any sacred act or rite or meaning or observance. It means 
then, always, something to be kept sacred, whether a secret or a 
revelation or a mystery or an act or operation symbolical of a 
spiritual force • 

.At a later time, as is well known, the use of the term was 
narrowed down, and more precise definitions were framed. But 
the subject did not come before Councils of the Church during 
the first few centuries (except in regard to some details of the 
administration of baptism), and it is only the thought of 
individual teachers and thinkers that can be presented here, in 
regard to what were always held to be the chief sacraments
Baptism and the Lord's Supper.6 

1 Tert. a.dv. Marc. iv 34, cf. de Oor. 3. 
1 See the striking passage a.dv. Marc. i 14, in which against Marcion he argues 

that the Lord himself never despised the use of any of the works of God's creation, 
8 E.g. ibid. v. 18. 4 Cyprian de Lapsis 7, de Unitau 1, d4 Orat. 9, 28. 
5 See e.g. Ep. 137, 15, Serm. 272, de Oat. Rud. 26. He uses the term of Jewish 

ordinances, salt given to catechumens, the Lord's Prayer and the Creed, chrism and 
imposition of hands, orders, marriage, baptism, and the Lord's body and blood. He 
gives various partial definitions of the terms, as that "one thing is seen, another 
understood" {aliud videtur, aliwl intelligitur, cf. '' the outward and visible sign of 
an inward and spiritual grace"), "something is signified which must be reverently 
received", "what is seen has a bodily appearance, what is understood has spiritual 
fruit". He lays stress on the part played by the Word, which effects the sacrament 
(acC6dit verbum a.d elementum et fit sacramentum, etiam ip81~m tanquam 'llisibile 
'11'Tbum), and asks "what is a corporeal sacrament but a kind of visible word I" 
The signs of divine things are visible, but the things themselves which are invisible 
are honoured in them. [See also the note on the history of the word in Bright St 
Leo 011, the IncarnaJion p. 136.] 

ti The idea that divine grace is conferred by these sacraments was often so stated 
in early times, that the inference might easily be drawn that it was supposed that 
grace was limited to the sacrament, so that without the sacrament there would b11 
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The 8Mrament of Bapti.Mn 

With regard to baptism scarcely any developernent can be 
seen during the period with which we are concerned. It is the 
doctrine of the New Testament writings that is repeated almost 
verbatim by the earliest fathers to whom we can refer, and by 
the writers of the fourth and fifth centuries. Developement was 
only in the application of principles to new circumstances, and in 
the accompaniments of the rite. The latter do not concern us 
here, except so far as they serve to throw light on the doctrinal 
conceptions which they represent. 

And it must suffice to take only representative examples of 
teaching, and earlier rather than later examples. 

Early (Jonceptions of Baptism 

The real import of baptism in early days is no doubt to be 
seen in the fact that it was the visible mark of acceptance of 
Christ as Saviour,1 and of entrance into the Church which he 
founded to be the guardian of the salvation he gave (Acts 
2'1). But it is very much more than a mere ceremony of 
initiation. It was regarded as in itself conveying the blessings 
and the grace which were bestowed. It was the medium by 
which the power of the life and death of Christ was made 
effective to individual experience. And as the habit of post-

no gift of grace. The inference would be at all events an uncertain one; but that a 
wider conception prevailed in the Church was in large measure due to the dominant 
influence of Augustine's teaching. "Augustine left a permanent, an indelible stamp, 
upon ecclesiastical life and thought. The conception of grace was thenceforth never 
in the West so nearly limited to sacraments as it practically remained in the Greek 
Church. The sacraments were held in a deepened sense, with a context of grace, 
preventing, predisposing, concomitant, which conditioned the grace of the sacrament 
itself" (A. Robertson Regnum Dei p. 193). 

1 So baptism was perhaps originally into the name of Jesus only (Acts 2SI!, s1•, 

1048)-though, in view of the full form given in Matt. 2819, the expressions used in 
Acts may possibly signify Christian baptism without denoting any particular form 
of words (see supra p. 25 n. 1). And in the third or fourth centuries there were still 
some who held the one name by itself to be sufficient (see Cyprian Ep. 73, 4 and 75, 
5, 16-18, Ambrose de 8piritu S. i 3). But the full name of the Trinity is found in 
Justin Martyr's account of the rite (Apol. i 61 l), in Tertullian (de Bapt. 13, adv. 
P,.a:i;. 26), and is insisted upon by Cyprian (loc. cit.) and some other writers on the 
1Ubject (e.g. Augustine de Bapt. vi 25). (The early practice of baptism into the 
name of Jesus only was defended on the ground that the whole Trinity was implied 
in each of the persons-the rep,x,wp'l71ns. See Cyprian Ep. 73, 17, and AmbrOBe 
~ cit.)f 
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poning baptism grew up, and the unbaptized were regarded as 
belonging to the Church, the rite was less and less considered 
as an act of initiation, and its other aspects and effects were 
emphasized. It might even come to seem the completion rather 
than the beginning of the Christian life. 1 

The general sentiment in regard to it is reflected in the 
names by which it was known.2 It was the bath in which all 
the pollution of sin was washed away; the illumination, by 
which all the darkness of ignorance was dispelled and the light 
of the truth shed over the soul; it was the seal, God's mark to 
attest forgiveness and all the benefits which were to follow and 
to prove the recipient his own; it was the new birth or 
regeneration, by which the new life was begun. It conferred 
forgiveness of sins and established actual sinlessness. 

Repentance and faith on the part of the person to be 
baptized must obviously precede the baptism; but it was through 
the rite itself that forgiveness was bestowed. So closely was 
forgiveness of past sins connected with the rite of baptism 
that, as baptism could not be repeated, it was widely deemed 
expedient to delay it as long as possible, lest sins committed 
after baptism should fail to find forgiveness. The opposition to 
infant baptism was based upon this feeling,8 strengthened by the 
conviction that the guilt of sin after baptism was peculiarly great ;4 

1 Cf. Augustine Confess. vi 4. 
t Names commonly found are 'Xo£irpo11, ,PWTUJJJ.6s, utf,patylr, d.,,11:yi11111JUts, descriptive 

of various aspects of the fJMrnuµo.. It was also viewed as tsking the place of cir
cumcision-e.g. Justin Dial. c. T'f1JJJk. 43. (u,ppa:yls, the 'seal', specially applied to 
the chrism or confirmation, is also used of baptism proper.) 

8 The evidence of the New Testament is not decisive as to the custom of the first 
generation, and probably all allusions are to the baptism of adults, though 1 Cor. 
714, and Eph. 61, may imply the baptism of children. (See Mark 101', Matt. 18'· •, 
Acts 288 1048, 1 Cor. 116.) The bapti~m of infants was not universal in the time of 
Tertullian, who opposed it and argued against it (see de Bapt. 18) on the ground 
that delay w&s safer and more expedient ; but Irenaeus adv. Haer. ii 33. 2 seems 
to attest it; Cyprian advised it as soon as possible on account of its beneficial effects 
(Ep. 64, 5); and Origen called it o. tradition from the apostles (C'omm. in Rom. 59). 

That many, however, preferred to postpone it, is shewn by the case of Constantine, 
and still later by Chrysostom's exhortations. Probably the practice of immediately 
baptizing children of Christian parents was generally followed from an early time, 
though postponement in the case of adult converts was oo=on even in the fifth 
century. 

' Such was the interpretation of the severe passages in the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
e.g. Heh. 64·•, and Rom. 217• 21• See, for example, Irenreus iv 42. 4. "We ought 
therefore •.. to be afraid lest haply, if after the recognition of Christ we do aught 
unplee.sing to God, we have no longer forgiveness of our sins but are shut out from 
his kingdom" (but cf. also iv 46. 1). Cf. Tert. de Bapt. 8. 
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so that it tieemed desirable to save the child from the risk of 
incurring such guilt.1 

Justin Martyr on Baplism 

Outside the New Testament the earliest description of the 
meaning of the rite is that which Justin gives.2 "All who are 
convinced and believe that what is taught and said by us is 
true, and promise that they can live accordingly, are taught to 
pray and to ask from God, with fasting, forgiveness of their past 
sins, while we pray and fast with them. Then they are taken 
by us to a place where is water, and are regenerated with the 
kind of regeneration with which we ourselves were regenerated ; 
for the bath, which they then have in the water, they make 
in the name of the Father and Lord God of the Universe, 
and of our Saviour Jesus Christ, and of the Holy Spirit.8 For 
Christ said, 'Unless ye be regenerated, ye shall not enter into 
the kingdom of heaven."' Justin then notes that, while it is 
impossible to be literally born again, the prophet Isaiah had 
pointed to the way of escape from sins by the cleansing of water ; 
and he goes on to contrast the first birth, in regard to which we 
have neither consciousness nor volition, after which we live in 
bad and wicked ways and habits, with the new birth by which 
we cease to be children of compulsion and ignorance, and become 
children of moral purpose or choice and knowledge, and obtain 
remission of sins which we have sinned before :-when over him 
who has chosen to be regenerated, and has repented of the sins 
he has committed, the name of the Father of the universe-the 
Lord God-is called in the water (for this is all that is said by 
him who brings to the bath him who is to be washed). "And 
this bath ", he adds, "is called illumination, inasmuch as those 
who learn these things are being illumined in understanding. 
And he who is illumined is washed in the name of Jesus Christ, 
who was crucified under Pontius Pilate, and in the name of the 
Holy Spirit, who proclaimed beforehand, by means of the 

i It was thus in the interests of the adult that delay was counselled, rather than 
from any notion of the child's incapacity to receive the benefit of the sacrament. 

2 Justin A.pal. i 6lf. There are mere references, however significant, earlier, e.g. 
Did. 7; Barn. 11, 16; Hermas Vis, iii S, Mand. iv 3, Sim. ix 16; Ignatius Eph, 
16, Pol ye. 6. 

8 The amplification of the actual formula is probably intended as an aid ti, 

heathen readers. 
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prophets a.ll things concerning Jesus." From this account it is 
clear that Justin sees in the rite-on the part of the baptized 
-the conscious recognition of a new ideal of life and repentance 
for the past, and-on the part of God-the gift of remission of 
sins and spiritual enlightenment. Re is cautious and guarded in 
his expressions, as writing for other than Christians; but there 
is no concealment of the main conceptions. He goes on further, 
after a short digression, to state that the newly baptized is then 
taken to the assembly of the brethren, who join in prayers for 
him and themselves, and all others, that, having learned the truth, 
they may be found keepers of the commandments and be saved 
with the eternal salvation. Then follows the communion. It 
is probable that these prayers, which seem to be regarded as 
completing the baptism, included the laying on of hands, or 
con fir ma tion. 

Tertullian on Baptism 

Tertullian, whose tract On Baptism is valuable to us for the 
light it throws on details of practice as well as for the exposition 
of doctrine, boldly declares that no one can obtain salvation 
without baptism 1 ; and with eloquent eulogy of the virtues of 
water, while contrasting its simplicity with the great thing it 
effects, he speaks of it as conferring eternal life.1 It is in water 
that we are born, and only by staying in water that we can be 
saved.11 The water itself, hallowed by the Holy Spirit, drinks 
in the power of hallowing.~ It prepares man for the reception 

1 Tertullian de Baptismo 12, 13, with reference to John 31 and the baptismal 
commission Matt. 2819• 'Faith' alone therefore is not enough. So Angnstine, 
Serm. 294, 8, 16, 19, Infants dying unbaptized would be excluded from heaven, 
though they would have the lightest punishment {Ep. 215 § 1, cf. Ep. 166 § 5). 

2 Ibid. 1, 2. 
a He fears that if he describes fully all the beneficial qualities and powers of 

water, he will seem to have detailed the praises of water rather than the principles 
of baptism. 

'§ 4. It is an unsympathetic criticism that styles Tertullian's conception 
magical'. His strong expressions about the water must be taken in close associa

tion with the rite as a whole. This consecration of the water (to which allusions a.re 
frequent afterwards-by invocation of the Spirit or by prayer) is first mentioned 
by Tertnllian. Cyprian goes further (Ep. 70. 1), in saying the water must be 
sanctified by a priest, by one who is himself clean and has the Holy Spirit. Cyril 
of Jerusalem (Cat. iii 3) expresses the same belief in a sacred efficacy attaching to 
the water which has received the invocation of the Holy Spirit a.nd of Christ a.nd of 
the Father, and so has ceased to be mere water, and become able to hallow both body 
a.nd soul. And Cyril of Alexandria carries on the traditiona.l teaching in somewhai 
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of the Holy Spirit and restoration to the image of God w:Hfoh he 
had iost. The anointmg with holy oil and the imposition of 
hands that follow complete the rite and its spiritual benefit.1 

Cyprian on Baptism 

Cyprian s references to baptism shew the same conceptions,1 

particular points being emphasized in connexion with the contro
versy as to heretical baptism, which became so acute in his time.8 

To him baptism was a real illumination, following upon the 
cleansing from sins, and he gives enthusiastic expression to his 
own experience. He had been enslaved to faults and errors, from 
which he could not free himself, and despaired of better things ; 
but baptism gave him freedom and new life and power. "As 
soon as by help of the water of birth the stains of my former 
life were wiped away, and calm pure light from on high was 
shed upon my heart, now cleansed ; as soon as I had drunk in 
the Spirit from heaven, and a second birth had restored me and 
made me a new man: forthwith, in marvellous wise, what had 
been doubtful received assurance, what had been shut from me 
was laid open, what had been dark was illumined; a way was 
opened out for what before seemed difficult, what was thought 
impossible could be done; what had been born of the flesh and 
lived before in bondage to its pleasures confessed that it was 
of the earth, and what the Holy Spirit now quickened in me 
began to be God's own." 4 

more technical terms, when he says "by means of the operation of the Spirit the 
natural water (a,l<TO.,,-rliv i!awp) is transelemented to a quasi-divine and mysterious 
power" (Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. iv p. 284 n.-but the expressions used scarcely 
warrant the statement that a change of the water into a divine "material" is taught). 
Yet, though the description is fuller, the thought is no deeper than that which was 
familiar to Ignatius when he wrote incidentally that Jesus was himself baptized 
"in order to purify water by his passion" (Eph. 18). 

1 See Note on 'Confirmation' infra p. 390. Tertullian is the first to speak of the 
seasons of Easter and Pentecost as specially appropriate for baptism (§ 19), but he is 
careful to add that no time is unsuitable, and that the grace given is the same. 
And elsewhere he alludes to the threefold immersion then customary (de Oorona 
§ 3), and explains the custom as having direct reference to the Trinity (ad'II. 
Prax. § 26). He also marks the parallel (as Justin before him) between baptism and 
the pagan mysteries-see de Bapt. 5 and de Praescr. 40. Other interesting references 
to Baptism occur in de Praescr. 36, d~ Res. Oam. B. 

2 See esp. 1lpp. 70-74. 
•on these points see Note on 'Heretical Baptism' infra p. 387, and on 

'Cm1firmatio11 ' p. 391. 
• ck Grat-us Dei § 4. 
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.And more than once, besides, he declares that the gift of the 
Holy Spirit is not bestowed by measure, but that he is given 
in bis plenitude to all alike in connexion with the rite 
of baptism.1 Baptism is the beginning of all faith, and of the 
saving entrance on the hope of eternal life and of the divine 
condescension to purify and quicken the servants of God.1 

Cyril of Jerusalem on Baptism 

The ideas and the ritual connected with baptism find full 
expression in the Catechetical Lectures (Oat. Myst. i-iii) of Cyril 
of Jerusalem (c. 348 A.D.), though nearly all can be seen in the 
time of Tertullian. 

His exposition deals first with the renunciation of Satan 
and all his works, which the candidate for baptism pronounced 
with stretched out hand, facing the west. The meaning of the 
renunciation is drawn out in some detail and applied to daily 
life. Then, turning to the east, the candidate recited his belief 
in Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and in one baptism of repent
ance ; turning to the east, because it is the place of light. This 
is done in the outer building.8 

Then inside the baptistery the candidate puts off his clothes 
-a symbol of the putting off of the old man with his doings. 
Naked, like Christ upon the cross, leading principalities and 
powers in triumph ; like the first man Adam, in the garden, and 
not ashamed ; he is anointed from head to foot with the 
exorcised oil, which has power, not only to burn and purge 
away the marks of sins, but also to put to flight all the 
invisible powers of the evil spirit. He is then questioned as to 
his faith, and thrice immersed in the water-even as Christ 
was three days in the grave. So he goes down into darkness 
and emerges (as by a resurrection) into the light of day. The 
water is at once both " a grave and a mother". It is only by 

1 E.g. Ep. 69. 14, 64. 3. 1 Ep. 73. 12. 
3 In contrast with the previous reign of the devil and of death, Cyril declares 

that in the holy laver of regeneration God has taken away every tear from every 
face. "For no longer wilt thou mourn, now that thou hast been stripped of the 
old man, but thou wilt keep festival, clad in the vesture of salvation, even Jesus 
Christ." Earlier in his lectures (Oat. iii 3, 4) he has insisted on the sanctifying 
power of the water, and declared that whatever good works a man may do, he will 
not enter into the kingdom of heaven unless he receive the seal which ;,. ~Vllll by 
w11t.er. 
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imitation that he shares in the cross and the grave, but salva
tion is thus really and in very truth bestowed upon him. He 
becomes conformed to the Son of God, a partaker in Christ, 
himself an anointed one (a 'Christ'), having received the mark 
of the Holy Spirit. Everything is done in his case in image, 
because he is an image of Christ. So when he comes from the 
water, just as the Holy Spirit descended upon Christ after his 
baptism, he is anointed with the ointment (the chrism), which 
corresponds to the Spirit wherewith Christ was anointed, the oil 
of gladness. Cyril warns his pupils against supposing that this 
chrism is mere plain oil, and tells them that just as the bread 
of the Eucharist, after the invocation of the Holy Spirit, is not 
simple bread, but is the body of Christ, so this holy ointment 
is no longer anything plain and ordinary, after the invocation 
of the Spirit, but the spiritual gift of Christ and of the Holy 
Spirit, made efficient by his divine presence ; so that when 
the body is anointed with the visible ointment, the soul is 
hallowed with the holy and life-giving Spirit.1 This spiritual 
unction is a reality, and gives its recipients full right to the name 
of Christians.2 The holiness of Christ will pass over to them. 

Real union with Christ would thus seem to be the chief 
effect of the rite of baptism as a whole, according to Cyril'! con
ception.8 

Ambrose on Baptism 

Ambrose, in his treatise on the Mysteries;' contributes little 
fresh that is of doctrinal importance, though he gives some 
interesting interpretations of the ritual, as, for example, that 
the unction which follows baptism (the chrism) is parallel to 
the unction of Aaron, to make a chosen race, priestly and 

1 He is anointed on the forehead, the ears, the nostrils, the breast, in order that 
every power and sense may be consecrated and armed. See, further, Additional Note 
on " Confirmation" infra p. 390. 

2 So Tertullian (de Bapt. 7) had noted that the name of Christ himself waa 
derived from the anoiuting, the chrism. And still earlier (c. 180 A..D.) Theophilus 
(ad Autol. i. 12) wrote "We, therefore, are called Christians on this account, 
because we are anointed with the oil of God". 

8 Cf. Rom. 63•11 and see supra p. 25. This conception of St Paul is the 
starting-point of the teaching of Cyril, as of that of Gregory of Nyssa Or. Cat. 33-36, 
on which see infra p. 411. 

' There seems no sufficient reason to question the genuineness of this treatise, 
though its date is uncertain. The six sermons de Sacra1nentis, on the other hand, 
seem to be a later composition based on the de Mysteriis, but whether by Ambrose 
himself or by wme later writer is unce1·tain. 
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precious ; for we all are anointed with spiritual grace into the 
kingdom of God and the priesthood.1 He also insists that the 
merits of the ministrant are not to be taken into account in the 
sacrament, inasmuch as the Lord Jesus, invoked by the prayers 
of the priest, is present himself. One fresh doctrinal idea in 
his treatise must be noted, though its meaning is obscure. In 
connexion with the text " He who is washed (lotus) has no 
need save to wash his feet (ut pedes lavet), but is wholly clean" 
(Jn 1310), he refers to the practice of washing the feet of the 
newly baptized.1 In regard to Peter he gives the explanation 
that, though Peter was clean, he still had the sin of the first 
man derived by descent, and "the sole of his foot was therefore 
washed, that inherited sins might be done away, for it is our 
own sins that are removed by baptism ". He says no more about 
it, and he certainly speaks elsewhere as though baptism removed 
all trace of sin, yet, so far as this obiter dictum goes, it implies 
the theory that 'original sin' is removed by the subsequent 
washing of the feet. For this theory there is no other evidence.8 

From the end of the fourth century no questions arose in 
regard to baptism except such as have been considered already 
in connexion with the Pelagian controversy, and some points of 
detail which are referred to in the following notes. 

1 He also adds mention of the white garment put on immediately after baptism, 
to symbolize the new pmity of soul; and he gives all through references to 'types' 
of baptism and explanations of the ritual from incidents in the Old and New 
Testaments. " 

2 This ceremony was 11, recognized part of the ritual of baptism in the Gallican 
churches (see Art. 'Baptism' D. C.A. vol. i p. 164b), and was evidently in use at 
Milan (cf. de Sacr. iii eh. i), but there is no evidence for it elsewhere. Ambrose 
speaks of it here as specially designed to teach humility. !I 

a What Ambrose really meant, and what conception of baptism underlies this 
passage, seems very obscure. Peter had not received Christia.n baptism ; yet he was 
lotus a.nd mundus. Perhaps, as Westcott suggests (ad loc.), his baptism had been 
his '' direct intercourse and union with Christ". Ambrose implies that he was free 
froM sin of his own conscious initiative ; but there was still the stain of birth, and 
that was removed by the washing of the feet. (This is a reversal of the interpreta
tion which would distinguish "J\t"J\ouphor and p£y,au0a,, and see in the former the full 
cleansing, and in the latter the partial washing, which removes "the stains con
tracted in the walk of life" (Westcott). The Latin does not discriminate between 
the two verbs.) If Ambrose intended any analogy, he teaches that we, in h'ke 
manner, receive cleansing from our own sins by baptism, but from our original sin 
by the washing of the feet which follows. The editors, however, naturally shrink 
from attributing this theory to him, in view of his other utterances on the subject 
in general, and of the local character of the rite ; but no satisfactory explanation 
of the passage has been given. That he regarded the rite as conferring at least 
some specia.l grace seems clear. !I 
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MARTYRDOM .AS :BAPTISM 

That martyrdom might take the place of baptism was an accepted 
principle, even with those who laid most stress on the necessity of 
baptism for salvation. 

Thus Tertullian, having insisted that faith is not enough without 
baptism, that baptism can be received only in the orthodox Church, 
once for all, and is not to be repeated (contrasting it with the frequent 
'washings' of the Jews), goes on to declare that Christians have, how
ever, a second laver, which is the baptism of blood. He sees a reference 
to it in our Lord's saying, that he had a baptism to be baptized with, 
when he was already baptized (Lk. 1250), and in St. John's description 
of him as having come by water and by blood (1 Jn. 56) ; and he 
declares that from the spear-wound in his side there issued these two 
baptisms. So martyrdom is a baptism which bestows in full the laver, 
if not yet received, and restores it if lost (de Bapt. 15, 16). 

And Cyprian follows him closely (Ep. 73. 22), speaking of martyr
dom as the chief and most glorious baptism, and citing the case of the 
penitent robber as shewing that those who are baptized by their own 
blood, and hallowed by suffering, obtain the promised benefits. 

That martyrdom could be in this way a substitute for baptism was 
acknowledged with equal heartiness by .Augustine, with reference to 
Cyprian's proof; though he is conscious that Cyprian's instance is not 
very apposite, and points out that the robber was crucified, not for 
Christ's sake, but for his own crimes, and that he did not suffer 
because he believed, but believed in the course of suffering. And so 
Augustine is led to say that faith and conversion of heart also (as 
well as martyrdom) may compensate for the want of baptism when 
there has not been opportunity of receiving baptism (de Bapt. c. Don. 
iv 29). 

HERETIC.AL BAPTISM 

Whether baptism be regarded as admission to the Christian society, 
entrance into the Church as an organized body, or as a sacrament, the 
administration of which (and of all the benefits it conveys) was com
mitted by Christ to his apostles, it might naturally be inferred that 
only those who were members of the Christian society or the Church 
could give admission to their body, and only those who fulfilled the 
conditions of a true faith in Christ could receive the benefits of the 
sacrament. 

Accordingly, at an early date it was maintained that heretics could 
not confer valid baptism. Tertullian (de Bapt. 15) argues, on the basis 
of the text "One Lord, one faith, one baptism", that heretics have no 
part in the faith of the Church, as their exclusion from communion 
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shews. Their God is not the God of the Church ; nor have they the 
one Christ; and therefore they have not got the one baptism. 

To the same effect Cyprian (e.g. Ep. 73; cf. Ep. 69, 70, 71) insisted 
that there was nothing in common, as regards baptism, between heretics 
and orthodox; just aa they had not got in common either God the 
Father, or Christ the Son, or the Holy Spirit, or the faith, or the 
Church itself. Those, therefore, who had received baptism from 
heretics had not really been baptized at all; he even says (de Unit. 
Eccles. 11) that such a baptismal birth bears sons, not to God, but to 
the devil, as father; and, when they wished to join the Church, they 
must receive the rite in full. It was not a question of rebaptizing 
them, which, of course, could not be thought of. Anyone who had 
been baptized in the Church and had then fallen into heresy, and 
afterwards desired to return to the truth and his mother Church, 
would be received with imposition of hands alone (see e.g. Ep. 71. 
I, 2). There is no such thing as baptism outside the Church. There 
is one Lord, one faith, one Church, one baptism. The grace depends 
upon the faith (ibid. 73. 4). If there is not the true faith, there cannot 
be obtained the remission of sins and the grace of divine forgiveness. 
The authority to confer it was given primarily to Peter, and afterwards 
to the other apostles, and is only to be found among the ministers of 
the Church. The heretic who has lost the Holy Spirit cannot perform 
spiritual acts or give what he does not himself possess (Ep. 70). 

In this conception Cyprian was supported by all the African bishops 
and by strong feeling in the eastern Church, as well as at Alexandria 
(cf. Firmilian of Caesarea in Cypr. Ep. 75, Clem. Al. Strom. i 19, and 
Dionysius Euseb. H.E. vii 7). Against Cyprian's conception the 
treatise de Rebaptismate (printed among Cypria.n's works) was written 
in favour of the validity of heretical baptism. 

The Roman opposition, headed by Stephen (who claimed the 
anthority of tradition for his view), recognized the security for the 
essence of Church membership in the institution rather than in the 
person, in the opus operatum---the objective form of the sacrament. 
rhe sacrament was God's, and the human organ through which it was 
idministered could not affect it. The Councils of Arles and of Nicaea 
gave sanction to this opinion rather than the other, provided that the 
baptism had been given in the name of the Trinity-a limitation, 
however, which does not seem necessarily to require a true faith on 
the part of the ministrant, even in this important particular. 

This view, which is summed up in Augustine's non esse cogitandum 
quis det sed quid det (de Bapt. iv 10. 16) prevailed in the West, but 
only partially in the East. Thus Cyril of J erusa.lem (Procai. 7) says 
simply II heretics are rebaptized, because their former baptism was not 
baptism"; and Athanasius ( Or. c. Ar. ii 42, 43) insists that it is not 
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enough to say the names only, if they have not the right intention, and 
that baptism by Arians and others who have not the true faith in the 
Father and the Son is vain and unprofitable, so that "he who is 
sprinkled by them is rather defiled in ungodliness than redeemed" . 
.And though distinctions were drawn, the practice of rebaptizing heretics 
seems to have remained in the East, where it is still the custom . 

.Augustine's attitude towards the question seems to shew a strange 
acceptance of the established practice and denial of the principles 
which it implied. He maintained, on the one hand, that heretical or 
schismatical baptism was valid, but, on the other hand, that it did not 
confer remission of sins, or any saving grace, until the heretics so 
baptized abjured their errors and joined the Church.1 Hereby he held 
that he avoided violation of the sacrament of God, while securing the 
right state of mind on the part of the person baptized-" intellec
tum hominis corrigo, non Dei violo sacramentum" (contra Petil. 
de unico baptismo § 3). ,vherever the sacrament was adminis
tered, it was God's sacrament-holy in itself-and it conferred on the 
recipient of it a ' character' or mark which nothing could destroy ; 
but it was only in union with the Catholic Church that he could 
actually enjoy its benefits. (This distinction between habere and 
utiliter or salubriter habere was apparently forged as a weapon against 
the Donatists.) .And, similarly, against the theory that the ministrant 
of the sacrament must be holy, he insisted that the conscience of man 
was often unknown to him, but he was certain of the mercy of Christ 
(c. lift. Petil. i 8), and that the important matter was "not who gives, 
bnt what he gives" (de Bapt. iv 16 "non cogitandum quis det sed quid 
det "). 

BAPTISM BY LA. YMEN 

No role seems to have been laid down as to the qualifications re
quisite in one who was to administer the rite. Neither the twelve nor 
the seventy were commissioned to baptize (Lk. 9 and 10), and only one 
gospel includes baptism in the final commission to the eleven (Mt 28lll). 
It seems probable that the apostles took part in baptizing converts 
(cf. Acts 241 and 1 Cor. 114); but there is no direct evidence that they did 
so in the Acts of the Apostles, and St Paul's incidental allusion to the 
fact that he himself only occasionally baptized a convert proves that 
the practice was not common, and that he regarded himself as sent by 
Christ "not to baptize, but to preach ". The baptism of the eunuch 
by Philip (doubtless the Philip who was one of 'the seven') and of 
St Paul-as it seems-by Ananias (who probably held no 'official' 
position) is enough to shew that there was no mo».opoly of the right to 

1 See de Bapt. c. Don. i 15-18 and iv 23 ff., and elsewhere. 
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eonfer baptism, and probably any believer in Christ was deemed to be 
competent to admit another to the Church and so secure to him 
remission of sins. This right of laymen has never been denied by the 
Church. But the special commission to the apostles (Mt 2819) distinctly 
favours the theory that it is only as the representative of them and 
their successors that a layman acts. The theory is plainly expressed 
by Ignatius {ad Smyrn. 8)-" Without the bishop it is not lawful to 
baptize ". And it must be noted that the chrism and imposition of 
hands (see note following), whereby the rite of baptism was completed, 
could never be given by any other than a bishop; or, at all events, 
even when a presbyter might in this way complete the rite (as in the 
Eastern Church in later times), the chrism which he used had been 
consecrated by a bishop. And Tertullian shews his acceptance of the 
theory when, while vindicating the rights of laymen in emergencies, 
he says (de Bapt. 17): "The chief priest, who is the bishop, has the 
right oI conferring baptism (jua dandi); and next the presbyters and 
deacons-not, however, without the licence (sine auctoritate) of the 
bishop, for the sake of the honour of the Church, which must be safe
guarded as the safeguard of peace. With this limitation, the right 
belongs to the laity too (for what is received by all alike can be given by 
all alike), unless bishops or presbyters or deacons diseentes (1 late Lat.= 
licensed to teach, i.e. deacons with more than the usual ecclesiastical 
powers of deacons-as to which see Cheetham Art. 'Deacon' D.O.A. 
esp. pp. 530, 531) are invited. The word of the Lord ought not to be 
hidden from any one. Likewise baptism, which is equally God's own, 
can be administered by all. But the practice of modesty and modera
tion is all the more incumbent on the laity because it is required of 
their superiors, so that they may not take upon themselves a duty of 
the episcopate assigned to bishops. Ambition is the mother of schisms. 
The most holy apostle said that all things were permitted but not all 
things were expedient. Be satisfied, therefore, to use the right in 
emergencies in any case in which the circumstances of place, or time, 
or person require." (Ci Cyprian Ep. 73. 7, and the de Rebapt. 10.) 
Cyril's evidence (Cat. 17. 35} is to like effect, when he speaks of the 
baptizand coming before the bishops or presbyters or deacons, but 
immediately adds words implying that anyone could confer the gift of 
grace, since it is not derived from men but from God, and is only 
administered through the agency of men. The right of women to 
baptize was, however, strenuously repudiated by Tertullian in his pre
Montantistic days (de Bapt. 17; cf. de Virg. Vel. 9, and de Praescript. 
41), and thill was the accepted view in the Church. 

Bishop, priest, and deacon were all mentioned as present by 
Ambrose (de Myst. ii). Cyprian (Ep. 73. 7) regards the authority to 
declare remission of sins as strictly liniited to the Church, aod 
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apparently to its ordained ministry. Cf. also Jerome adv. Lucij. 9, 
and Augustine contra ep. Parm. ii 29 and de Bapt. c. Don. v 14. 

CONFIRMATION 

Of r Confirmation • as a distinct rite, separated and disconnected 
from baptism, there is no other evidence during the first five centuries 
than that which the New Testament itself supplies (as to which see 
supra p. 24 n. 8). :But in close connexion with baptism, as an essential 
part of the rite, with which the benefits of baptism itself were directly 
associated, there was the chrism and imposition of hands, which at a 
later time (when dissociated from the baptism proper) became the 
separate rite of confirmation. (The name /3e/3a{wrnr; njs lJµ,o>,,oy{ar; is 
applied to the chrism in Const. Apost. iii 17, and the consecration of 
the chrism was always deemed to be an episcopal act.) It is from the 
first with this ceremony of the chrism rather than with the actual 
baptism-i.e. with this particular part of the whole rite of baptism
-teat the reception of the Holy Spirit is associated. :Baptism effected 
the cleansing needed for the moment, giving full remission of sine; but 
the special gift of grace which was required to sustain a man through 
his future life was only to be obtained through the subsequent rite. 

It is not clear whether the rite of chrism was used by the apostles. 
The references in 2 Cor. 121 and 1 Jn. 220 are to the inward unction of 
the Holy Spirit. Whether there was also an outward and visible act 
which symbolized this inward unction or not, cannot be determined. 
The argument that the early use of the rite indicates apostolic origin 
ie weighty, but not decisive. 

Although Tertullian lil the first who clearly states the use of 
unction in baptism in the Church, yet Irenreus mentions it as one of 
the rites of initiation employed by some of the Gnostic schools, who 
used a special kind of unguent immediately after baptism (or unguent 
mixed with water as one rite instead of baptism and unction), and it 
lil most probable that their use was based upon a practice of the Church 
(see adv. Haer. I xxi 3, 4). So elsewhere (ibid. rv Ixii, lxiii) he clearly 
associates the gift of the Spirit with the imposition of hands, and not 
with baptism. And again (ibid. III xviii 1) he seems to consider the 
baptism with water as affecting the body, while it is the gift of the 
Spirit afterwards that renews the soul (so Didymus and Cyril of 
Alexandria afterwards). 

Tertullian is the first to definitely mention the unction (after 
baptism} and the imposition of hands which followed, clearly discri• 
minating the intention and effects of the two parts of the whole rite. 
He says plainly (de Bapt. 6) that we do not obtain the Holy Spirit in the 
water. As J .)hn was the forerunner of the Lord, preparing his ways; 
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so baptism prepares the way for the Holy Spirit, by the washing away 
of sins which faith, sealed in the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, 
secures. Baptism gives remission of sins, but the gift of the Holy 
Spirit comes with the unction and the imposition of hands that 
follow. 

Cyprian insists that this unction is necessary to a valid baptism. 
One reason why heretical baptism was not valid was, that having 
neither church nor altar, they could not consecrate the oil (.Ep. 70. 2). 
And he says that it was by the bishop's prayer and imposition of hands 
that those who were baptized in the Church obtained the Holy Spirit 
and were con3ummated with the seal of the Lord (Ep. 73. 9). Whether 
the bishop's prayer and imposition of hands may be sufficient for this 
purpose without the unction, or not, it seems clear that to Cyprian they 
were parts of one and the same rite, but that the imposition of hands 
was by far the more important part. He mentions it frequently, the 
unction seldom. (Augustine speaks of both as conveying the Holy 
Spirit. They are equivalent rites, used together and for the same 
purpose-the unction more closely connected with the baptism and 
therefore not necessarily repeated in the case of heretics, in which case 
fresh imposition of hands would be enough.) 

Just the same teaching was given by Cyril to his catechumens (see 
the passage quoted supra p. 384 n. I). The exorcised oil before baptism 
has power to purge away the marks of sin, but it is the chrism after• 
wards that is associated with the bestowal of the Holy Spirit. 

And in keeping with this conception was the practice by which 
heretics coming over to the Church, if their baptism was recognized, 
were received by the chrism and imposition of hands (which could be 
respectively prepared and given only by a bishop of the Church)-a 
separate rite being thus in effect instituted, though it was regarded 
merely as the completion of an imperfect sacrament. So Cyprian (.Ep. 
72. I, 2) declared "It is not enough to lay hands on them that they 
may receive the Holy Spirit, unless they receive also the baptism of 
the Church; for only when they are born by each sacrament can they 
become fully sanctified and be sons of God, since it is written, Un
less a man be born again of water and Spirit, he cannot enter into 
the kingdom of God". (The interpretation of the saying is probably 
erroneous-it probably refers to the outward visible sign and the 
inward gift of grace: but Cyprian's conception is clear.) Cf. Sentent. 
Episc. 5. And Cornelius of Rome (Euseb. H.E. vi 43. 15) denied that 
N ovatus could have received the Holy Spirit, because, though baptized 
on his bed in a dangerous illness, he did not afterwards receive the 
other things which were necessary, according to the canon of the Church, 
among which was the being sealed by the bishop (unction and imposi
tion of hands are doubtless meant). 
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(The earliest canons on the subjects are the 38th and the 77th of 
Elvira (306 A.D.). Cf. the 8th of Aries (314). The practice of the 
Church is also shewn by the 7th, 8th, and 48th canons of Laodicea 
(between 333 and 381), and the so-called 7th of Constantinople (381 
A,D.)-aee Hefele Couneils, vol. i pp. 152, 169; vol. ii pp. 302, 368.] 

On the later practice in the time of Augustine, in relation to the 
Donatists, and on Hilary's and Augustine's views see Mason The Rela
tion of Oonfirmation to Baptism, p. 133 ff. 

See also the treatise de Rebaptismate (on the Roman side) in Migne's 
Cyprian and Mason op. cit. p. 122 ff. 

The first unqualified use of the term is found in Faustus, viz. 
'confirmati' (de Sp. S. ii 4) and 'confirmatio' (Homily)-see Mason 
ibid. p. 191. 



CHAPTER XXI 

THE EUCHARIST 

NOTE 

THI!' following account of early teaching on the Eucharist will be better 
understood, and the teaching more readily appreciated in its true pro
portions, if regard is had to the various forms in which the doctrine was 
expressed in later times. The different theories which have been 
widely held may be summed up as follows :-

1. Transubstantiation.-This, though not officially recognized till 
the Council of the Lateran in 1215, was no doubt the doctrine most 
widely current for some time before and after in the Church. It was 
the doctrine enforced in England by Henry vm and Mary. The term 
itself was in use at the b~ginning of the twelfth century, occurring in a 
sermon of Hildebert of Tours, no. 93, Migne clxxi p. 176. 

The statement of the Council of the Lateran was as follows : "There 
is moreover one universal Church of the faithful, outside which no one 
at all is saved, in which Jesus Christ is himself at once the priest and the 
sacrifice, whose body and blood are truly contained in the sacrament of 
the altar, under the forms of bread and of wine (sub speciebus panis et 
vini), the bread being transubstantiated into the body and the wine into 
the blood, by divine power, so that for the accomplishment of the 
mystery of unity we ourselves receive from his what he himself received 
from ours." 

And the decree of the Council of Trent ran in equivalent terms, 
declaring that the God-man is present truly, really, and substantially 
in this sacrament, under the form of things sensible (vere, realiter, et 
substantialiter sub specie rerum sensibilium). "By the consecration of 
bread and wine a conversion takes place of the entire substance of th" 
bread into the substance of the body of Christ our Lord, and of the 
entire substance of the wine into the substance of his blood. And this 
conversion is fittingly and appropriately styled by the Holy Catholic 
Church transubstantiation." At the same time, the significance of this 
definition was fortified by an anathema on any one who believes that 
the substance of the elements remains after the consecration. The 
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supernatural presence is thus regarded as annihilating its natural vehicle, 
except in appearance to the senses. 

This definition, at least in the mouth of expert theologians, depends 
upon a particular philosophical theory of existence, according to which 
everything consists of two parts-(1) substance, which is invisible and 
imperceptible, and constitutes the essential reality of the thing; and 
(2) accidents, which are visible and tangible, and give the thing its 
outward form, shape, taste. (To take a rough illustration. In the case 
of a man, the real man would not be the outward flesh and blood and 
bones and body-these would be the 'accidents': he himself would be 
really the invisible something behind them all.) So, in regard to the 
Eucharist, the theory was that the substance of the bread and wine (the 
invisible) became by consecration the actual substance of the Body and 
Blood of Jesus Christ, while the accidents (the visible) remained 
unaltered, what they were. (The substance of the bread and wine thus 
wholly ceased to be, and a new substance took their place. The 
accidents, however, continue to exist without their substance. And it 
was the metaphysical difficulty involved in this conception of accidentia 
per ae (sine subjecto) subsistentia, more than anything else, that roused 
opposition to the doctrine. This was the point to which both Wyclif and 
Luther took exception, as did Berengar before them.) The doctrine of 
transubstantiation, accordingly, as the official doctrine of the mediooval 
Church, is only to be understood by experts in philosophical terms, in 
connection with a highly technical theory of existence. It was prob
ably never understood by the masses of the people. At all events, in 
the sixteenth century, it seems certain that 'substance' did not convey 
to any but experts any special metaphysical sense, and was generally 
regarded as equivalent to the ' substance' and the 'accidents' together, 
so that the theory of transubstantiation seemed to destroy the reality of 
the outward and visible sign (cf. Article xxviii 'overthroweth the nature 
of a sacrament '-directed probably against the popular conception of the 
doctrine, though it may be questioned whether, even according to the 
technical definition, the reality of the outward and visible sign was 
preserved when the substance disappeared and only th1.1 accidents 
remained). 

2. Consubstantiation.-Luther, as Wyclif before him and others 
who rejected the theo.ry of aeddentia sine subjecto, held that, in the 
Eucharist, while the natural substance of the bread and wine remain, 
there is present also at the same time the Body and Blood of Christ. 
In and under the consecrated elements Christ is therefore actually 
present, his very body and blood: and every one who receives the 
elements receives Christ, to his benefit or to his hurt. "Though it be a 
rogue who takes or gives the sacrament, it is the right sacrament, 
that is Christ's body and blood" (Luther-" The Greater Catechism"). 
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Luther was chiefly concerned to maintain that there is a real presence 
in the sacrament, while denying that the theory of transubstantiation 
was necessarily the true explanation of ·that presence. He argues 
(Babylonish Captivity of the Church} that it is not necessary to compre
hend altogether the manner of the divine working; that the laity could 
not understand the philosophical distinction between substance and 
accidents; and that Christ is able to include his body within the 
substance of bread as well as within the accidents. Luther seems to 
have avoided speaking of the 'substance' of the body and blood, though 
bis argument implies it; but in the Formula Conc.ordiae, drawn up in 
1577, it is declared that in the holy supper two different substances, the 
natural bread and the true natural body of Christ, are present (just as 
in Christ two distinct natures are inseparably united, unchanged)
and the word consubstantiation was coined, on the analogy of tran
substantiation, to denote this coexistence of the two substances 
together. (The word has, of course, no relation to the Latin repre
sentative of Ap.oovui~.) 

3. The Sae:ramentarian theory, on the contrary, denies any actual 
presence of the body of Christ, and regards the Eucharist as, above all 
else, a commemoration of the passion-a pledge (sacramentum, in the 
early Latin sense}, a seal of grace, but not the means by which it is 
received. The words "This is my body" were merely symbolic a.nd 
metaphorical (' is ' means 'signifies') j by "eating his flesh and blood" 
Christ meant simply "trusting in him". There was thus no mystery 
about the rite; the bread and wine were in no way changed by consecra
tion, though becoming ' holy ' by association with the rite. The 
presence of Christ was only granted to faith and contemplation; it was 
not connected with the elements; and communion was an act of 
obedience to the Lord's ordinance, rather than the means of union with 
him. These views were expressed by Zwingli, and held by the early 
Swiss and Dutch reformers, spreading to England from Holland in the 
time of Henry vm. They were the opinions for which Frith, Lambert, 
Anne Askew, and others were put to death. 

4. The Receptionist theory, to which Calvin gave currency, is 
closely allied to the 'Sacramentarian' in that it holds to a merely 
figurative sense of the words of institution, and recognizes no effect 
produced on the bread and wine by consecration, and no objective 
presence of Christ in the sacrament. But Calvin believed the 
Eucharist to be more than a commemorative rite, and taught that special 
grace was imparted in it to the soul of the communicant who receives 
faithfully and worthily. Such a communicant enjoys spiritual partici
pation in Christ, receiving in his soul a subjective presence which 
depends on his fitness when he takes into his mouth the bread and 
wine. By this theory the presence of Christ, though subjective and 
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individual and conditional, an<I not in any sense contained in the bread 
and wine, is associated with reception of the elements ; but the rite is 
regarded in the main as a pious exercise of personal devotion. Its 
efficacy, though ultimately due to Christ's promise, depends as much on 
the recipient as on Christ or God. This theory was maintained by 
Peter Martyr, Martin Bucer, and Ridley, and through their influence 
was accepted by Cranmer. The exiles returning from Geneva in the 
time of Elizabeth commonly held the same opinion. Hooker plainly 
asserts it 1-" The real presence of Christ's most blessed body and blood 
is not to be sought for in the sacrament, but in the worthy receiver of 
the sacrament" and "by the sacrament Christ doth really and truly in us 
perform his promise"; and it became widely current in England both 
in the Church and among Protestant Nonconformists; though Andrewes, 
and others like-minded with him, did their best to maintain the doctrine 
of the real presence in the sacrament. !I 

6. The formularies of the Church of England must therefore be 
held to be patient of the 'Receptionist' interpretation, in its positive 
aspect at least, though no expressions are used which suggest the 
inference that the presence is separate from the consecrated elements 
and only existent in mu. On the contrary, all the expressions used are 
compatible with the doctrine that the presence is to be found actually in 
the sacrament. The Catechism clearly asserts that the bread and the 
wine are the vehicles of the grace that is given, the means whereby the 
body and blood of Christ are verily and indeed taken and received 
(the thing signified is not conceived of as separate from the outward 
part or sign). And elsewhere, alike in the devotional language of 
the Communion Service and in the more formal descriptions of the 
Articles, the consecrated bread and wine are consistently described as 
the body and blood of Christ which every communicant receives, though 
he can only by faith become really a partaker of Christ. The presence 
of Christ is declared to be a spiritual and not a material presence; but 
the teaching that there is an objective presence of Christ in the 
elements themselves, which becomes, in the case of every worthy 
recipient, a subjective presence in the soul, is certainly a legitimate 
inference from the plain and simple sense of the terms that are used. 
In any case it is clear that the popular materialistic conceptions of the 
doctrine of transubstantiation are expressly repudiated, and technical 
definitions and scholastic terminology are carefully eschewed; but the 
doctrine that in the Eucharist Christ is verily present is firmly upheld, 
without attempt to define precisely the mode in which he is present, or 
to explain how that which still remains bread and wine can at the same 
time be the body and blood of Christ. (Cf. Bishop Ken's Exposition of 
the Ohurch Catechism.) 

I E"'-rles. Pol. V b:vil I\. 
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The Agape!l 

The Eucharist 1 in the apostolic age was part of the common 
@upper of the brotherhood-the love-feast (agape) which they 
held in imitation of the last supper of the Lord with his 
disciples. The supper apparently came first, and then the 
special acts and rites which made the celebration of the 
Eucharist.• The same practice is implied in the Didache,1 and 
was still followed when Ignatius wrote his letters urging the 
need for the presence of the bishop if there was to be a valid 
Eucharist.' 

In the following sketch of early conceptions of the Eucharist 
no attempt is made to label the teaching of different fathers and 
writers' symbolic', 'spiritual', 'materialistic', and the like; nor 
to give a complete catena of extracts from their writings on the 
subject; Ii nor yet, as a rule, to trace developement of teaching 
from one to another. There is simply stated, as much as possible 
in their own words and as briefly as possible, what seems to be 
characteristic or noteworthy.6 

Early Conceptions of the Effect of Consecration
Ignatius, Justin, Irenaeus 

The effect which consecration of the bread and the wine
the giving of thanks-was believed to have upon them is con
ceived in the prayer in the IJidache as making them spiritual 
food and drink, which gives eternal life.7 

Pliny's informants only spoke to him of the bread and wine 

1 The names fa.milia.r to the first Christia.ns were clearly rather '' the breaking of 
the bre!Ul." (Luke 2436, Acts 242 " 207) and "the Lord's Supper" (1 Cor. 117) ; and 
St Paul calls it "the cup of blessing" rather than '' of thanksgiving" ; but the term 
"Eucharist'' is used Didaehe 9; Igna.tius Philad. 4, Smyrn. 6, 8, Eph. 13; and by 
Justin's time bad become usual (Apol. i. 66). 

1 See 1 Cor. 1117 ff. and Acts 207, and Lightfoot note infra. • See eh. x. 
• E.g. Smyrn. 8: "It is not lawful without the bishop either to baptize or to hold 

11 love-feast "-where the two great sacraments of the Church seem to be intended, 
although the Eucharist has been specia.lly mentioned in the preceding context. 
See Lightfoot's note, ApOJltolic Fathers part II vol. ii p. 313. (The interpolator 
afterwards, wl1en the Agape a.nd the Eucharist had been long separated, added "or 
to make oblations or to present the sacrifice",) 

~ For this see e.g. Pusey The Doctrine of the Real PreseMe, 
~ The chapter is therefore little more than a series of notes. I do not think 

that fuller or more connected treatment of the subject can be attempted with 
r.dvantage here. 

1 DidacJ,,e 10 ([ assume this is the post-communion prayer, but possibly it ii 

14* 
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as ordinary simple food.1 To Ignatius the Eucharist is the one 
great bond of union of Christians with one another,2 but only so 
because it brings them into closest relation to the Lord. To 
partake of his one flesh and of the one cup of his blood is to 
live one life.3 It is this participation which really makes the 
whole Church one body. It is breaking one bread which is a 
medicine of immortality, a cure against death giving life in 
Jesus Christ for ever.' So with the food of corruption and the 
pleasures of this life are contrasted the bread of God, which is 
the flesh of Christ, and his blood, which is love incorruptible.5 

With less direct reference to the Eucharist, faith is said to be 
the flesh of the Lord, and love the blood of Jesus Christ.8 To 
be without participation in the true and valid Eucharist is to be 
outside the body of Christ. 

From Justin, although his account was meant for pagan 
ears, we get the first plain statement that a mysterious change 
was effected by the words of consecration.1 After saying that 
the food of which he has spoken is called among Christians 
'Eucharist', and that none are permitted to partake of it but 
believers who have been baptized, and who live as Christ pre
scribed, he gives the reason. "For we do not receive these 
as common (ordinary) bread and common drink. But, just as 
Jesus Christ our Saviour, when made flesh by the Word of God, 
had both flesh and blood on behalf of our salvation, so too we 
were taught that the food which has been made a Eucharist 8 

only the grace after the Agape, if the words "If any be holy let him come", indicate 
that communion follows-as Swete Services amd Ser-t!i,a Books be/on the Reforma
tion p. 78). It is diffi.mtlt to deeide the question whether the directions of the 
DidacJu refer to the Eucharist proper, or to the social meal from which the Eucharist 
is not yet separated. 

1 Pliny to Trajan Ep. 96 (ed. E. G. Hardy). They probably told Pliny that 
they believed it to be the body and blood of the Lord, bat the practical Roman was 
content to know that only ordinary articles of food were used ; their belief about 
the bread and wine was merely part of their "degraded and extravagant super
stition", which was the only thing in them he could find blameworthy. (But the 
reference may be to the Agape.) 

2 See Eph. 18, lf<J{fn. 4, Philad. 4, Smyrn. 6, 8. 
• See esp. Philail. 4, cf. Smyrn. 6 . 
• Eph. 20 tf,d,pµa,KOII 6.l/a11atruu, 6.vrlooTOf TOU µ-1, 6.1rol/a11eu, 6.Hl r,i11 ,,, 'I~trou 

~•trTi oul. 1ra11T6t. No distinction is made by Ignatius between tl , body and the 
spirit. It is the whole self that receives the gift of immortality. 

1 Rom. 7. 
• Trall. 8. So a certain mystical tendency mast be recognizell m lgnatins. 
'Justin M. Apot. i 66. 
• eux.o.p1<TT71ile'i,rav "over which the.aka have been given", 
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by prayer of the Word which comes from him (from which our 
blood and flesh are fed by a process of change) is both the flesh 
and blood of that Jesus who was made flesh." The prayers 
said over the elements of bread and wine, perhaps with invoca
tion of the Spirit,1 change then from ordinary bread and wine 
into the flesh and blood of the incarnate Jesus. They are still 
capable of nourishing the human body, but they are much more 
besides.• 

There can be no doubt that Ignatius conceives of the gift 
which is received in the Eucharist as being the gift of Jesus 
Christ himself-his very life and spirit. .And this conception 
underlies and prompts the language of nearly all ecclesiastical 
writers after him. Only here and there an individual may be 
found who tends to refine away the full meaning of the flesh 
and blood, and to limit the scope of the sacrament either to the 
spirits (e.g. Origen) or to the bodies (e.g. more or less precisely, 
Irenaeus, Tertullian, Cyril of Jerusalem, and Gregory of Nyssa) 
of those who partake in it, or else to distinguish the Eucharistic 
body and blood of Christ as ' spiritual • from his real self (e.g. 
Clement of Alexandria, Jerome). But these are different indivi
dualistic tendencies, in regard to particular· points, which do not 
influence the main stream of thought in the Church as to the 
doctrine as a whole.8 

The conceptions of Irenaeus ' are revealed most plainly-all 
the more so perhaps because each mention of the Eucharist is 
incidental He does not write to explain the nature of the 
eacrament. He is concerned to refute two grievous errors of 
Gnostic speculation-one, the Marcionite conception of matter, 

1 It is the Holy Spirit who makes the elements the body and blood of Christ, 
and thus it is that the prayers for his descent, rather than the recital of the words 
of institution, are regularly regarded in early times as the essential part of the rite 
of consecration. This seems to me the natural meaning of the words a,' •uxiis >.6-you 
ToG Ta.p' a.i!-roO evxa.p,trr1J!Jiirra., i.e. by invocation of the Logos which comes from 
him (n&lllely, the Holy Spirit), for Justin-as others-does not clearly disc1·iminate the 
title Logos. See Apol. i 33 .,.~ r,efJµ.a. o~• Kttl .,.~,, Mva.µ.,11 "'" ra.pa, Tofi lleov ovol• 
!>.>.o •oiitr~• IUµ.,s ~ TOIi M-yoP. So in Sarapion's Sacramentary it is the Logos whose 
descent upon the elements i8 prayed for, and probably the same use is implied in the 
account which Irenaeus gives, see infra p. 401 n. For other interpret.ations of the 
words of Justin see Gore T~ Body of CJhri&t pp. 6, 289, 11nd Swete 'Eucharistic 
Belief in the Seoond s.nd Third Centuries' Jou,rn,al of 'l'h,eotogical Stv.tliu vol. iii 
no. 10 pp. 170, 171. '!1 

• C f. also the passages cited infra p. 405 in regard to the sacrificial conception. 
8 See Gore The Body of Christ pp. 59 and If. 
• See in re.rtioular the Introd11,d:w11 to Harvey's edition. vol. i p. clxxiii. 
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denying that the creation, and the good gifts of God stored up 
in it, are the work of the supreme Deity or of the divine Word ; 
the other, the Valentinian belief that the created universe was 
the product of ignorance and a mere abortion. It is merely in 
illustration of the general course of his argument that he refers 
to the well-known teaching of the Church in this particular. 
But the incidental appeal depends for all its force on the fact 
that the Church believed that the body and blood of Christ are 
verily and indeed taken and received in the Lord's Supper; the 
bread and the wine are the very body and the very blood of 
the incarnate Word of God. When Christ himself consecrated 
bread as his body, and blessed the cup as bis blood, how can it 
be maintained that bread and wine are creatures not of the 
Word, not of God the Father, but of some subordinate Demiurge, 
half malignant and wholly ignorant 1 Then were the body 
and blood of Christ the products of the workmanship of the 
Demiurge. 

And again, against the teaching that the Saviour's body was 
phantasmal (docetic), the reasoning runs: We know that our 
own bodies are real flesh and blood, and that the bread and 
wine which we receive in the Eucharist do nourish and strengthen 
and increase our own real bodies. Therefore the bread and 
wine are real. But further we know (such is the teaching of 
the Church derived from the words in which Christ instituted 
the sacrament) that by consecration they become the very body 
and blood of Christ. Therefore Christ was no incorporeal 
appearance, but had real body and blood. 

In each allusion, without reference to the process and the 
manner of the change, it is assumed that consecration makes 
what was bread and wine into the very body and blood of 
Christ, which, just because of its reality, is able to nourish our 
body and blood, while at the same time, because it is the Lord's 
body, it imparts to our bodies the gift of eternal life.1 

1 The actual words of Irenaeus are as follows : "How can they say that the 
flesh, which is nourished from the body of the Lord and his blood, passes into 
com1ption and does not partake of life t Either let them change their opinion, or 
let them refuse to offer up [the body and the blood]. But our opinion is in harmony 
with the Eucharist, and the Eucharist confirms onr opinion. We offer up to him 
that wliich is his own, concordantly proclaiming communion and union of flesh and 
spirit. For just as bread which comes from the earth, when it has received the 
invocation of God upon it, is no longer common bread, bnt a Eucharist, composed of 
two factors, an earthly and a heavenly; so too our bodies, when they participate in 
the Eucharist, &re no longer perishable, since they possess the hope of the e ernal 
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At other times, in a different vein, Irenaeus could write of 
the spiritual character of the sacrifice offered in the Eucharist, 
which replaced for Christians the ancient offerings of the 
sanctuary. There is apparently in view the objection that it 
was itself a' J udaistio' rite. "These offerings", he says, 1 "are not 
after the law (its bond the Lord blotted out and took away), but 
after the Spirit, for in spirit and in truth we must worship God. 
And for this reason the offering of the Eucharist is not fleshly 
but spiritual, and therein pure. For we offer to God the bread 
and the cup of blessing, giving thanks to him,11 for that he bade 

rE'.surrection (cf. ad1J. Haer. iv 31, 4). And again (ibid. iv 61. 1) he declares that tl10 
Lord could not have taken bread and professed that it was his body, and declared the 
wine and water mixed in the cup to be hi8 blood, unless he had a human body like ours. 

Again, he meet.s the argument for a merely spiritual salvation and resurrection 
by a reductio ad absurdum, thus: "If, however, this flesh is not to be saved; then 
the Lord did not redeem us by his blood, and the cup of the Eucharist is not th!' 
communication of his blood, and the bread which we break is not the communic&
tion of his body. For blood can only come from veins and flesh and all the rest of 
that which makes man what he is, of which the Word of God who redeemed us by 
his blood was truly made •••• Since we are his members, we are nourished by 
m9ansof his creation (creatures). He bestows upon us his creatures-causing his sun 
to rise, and raining as he wills : the cup which was derived from his creatures he 
declared to be his own blood, from which he bedews our blood ; and the bread 
derived from his creatures he affirmed to be his own body, from which he gives 
i11~rease to onr bodies. Whenever, then, the mixed cup and the bread which bas 
been made receive the Word of God [T~v X{ryov Tov OeoO, where hO'}'OP is probably 
personal, though it may mean only the word, in the sense of the whole prayer of 
consecration], and the Eucharist becomes the body of Christ, and out of those our 
flesh maketh increase and is compacted :-how can they say that the flesh is 
incapable of receiving the gift of God, which is eternal life, when it is nourished 
(fed) by the body and blood of the Lord, and is a member of him 7 Even as the 
blessed Paul says, in his epistle to the Ephesians, 'We are members of the body, of 
his flesh and of his bones' (Eph. 53); not saying this of a spiritual and invisible 
man-' for spirit hath neither boues nor flesh' (Luke 2439), but of the dispensation 
which follows the law of very man, which consists of flesh and nerves and bones; 
which also is nourished from the cup-which is bis blood, and is increased from the 
bread which is his body" (ibid. vii 2). 

The tendency, which has been referred to above p. 399, to regard the effect of 
the sacrament as primarily exercised on onr bodies, bestowing immortality, the 
hope of eternal resurrection, is obvious in these passages. The effect is represented 
as direct, rather than mediate, through the influence of the sacrament on the 
spirit primarily, and then through the spirit on the body. But it must be borne in 
mind that Irenaeus is not writing a treatise on the Eucharist; he is only drawing 
from it an argument against Gnostic idea.8. And so he may well emphasize one 
aspect 1>f the matter-enough for his immediate purpose. 

1 Fragment xxxvi (Harvey vol. ii pp. 500-506). This, however, is the second 
of the Pfaflian fragments, which Harnack believes to be forgeries by Pfaff, in the 
interests of the Lutheran doctrine (Texte u. linte1·s. N.F. v 3 p. 56 fl'.) • 

.I etJxapLtrTOVVTES a.Ur~. 
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the earth bring forth these fruits for our food. And then, when 
we have finished the offering (oblation), we invoke the Holy 
Spirit to proclaim this sacrifice, and the bread the body of Christ, 
and the cup the blood of Christ, in order that by partaking of 
these symbols we may obtain forgiveness of sins and eternal 
life. So then they who take part in these offerings in remem
brance (or in the memorial) of the Lord do not follow after the 
ordinances of the Jews, but worshipping in spiritual fashion they 
shall be called sons of wisdom.'' 

Tiu Oonception of the Elements as Symbols 

It will be noted that Irenaeus here uses a word 1 which is 
rendered 'symbols'. Yet how the bread and wine could be the 
body and blood of Christ does not seem to have been regarded 
as a problem calling for solution. There is no trace of any wide
spread conception of the elements as symbols. In some way, un
defined if not undefinable, they were what they represented.1 

There might perhaps, for the sake of argument, be some 
distinction drawn, as when Tertullian, arguing against the 
docetic conception of Christ's person, says: 8 "He made the bread, 
he took and distributed to his disciples his body, saying ' This is 
my body', that is a figure (figura) of my body. It would not, 
however, have been a. figure, unless the body were a. real body 
(i.e. no phantom body could have a. fa.Jura of itself)." And 
again, when he interprets the passage of Jeremiah " Come, let us 
cast wood at his bread " ' of the crucifixion, explaining that this 
'bread' means 'his body', and that the Lord so interpreted the 

1 The word used is 4rr£rv,rov, an answering pattern, which is found in two senses; 
either (1) where the rinros is the archetype (the reality) of which the fi•rfrv,ro, is 
the copy or symbol (as in Heb. 924); or (2) where the rinros is the symbol pointing 
forward to the o.>rlnnrov which is the reality (as in 1 Pet. 321). 

1 So HarnaekDG. ip. 360; Eng. tr. vol. iip.144: "The symbol ia the mystery, 
and the my1tery was not conceivable without a symbol. What we nowadays under
stand by 'symbol' is a thing which is not that which it represents ; at that time 
'symbol' denoted a thing which in some kind of way really is what it signifies." 
Really, except perhaps in Tertullian (who, however, Harnack says, is erroneously 
credited with a 'symbolical' doctrine), there is no suggestion of symbol in &ny way, 
I believe. The consecrated elements are (not 'are a symbol of') the flesh and l.lood 
of Christ. So, as Harnack concludes bis statement, ' the distinction of a symbolio 
from a realistic conception of the Supper is altogether to be rejected'. 

1 Tert. adv. Marc. iv 40. 
'Jerem. 1111 LXX: '1eiire ir11! iµ{M,Xwµe11 frl>..o,, els Ta,, 8.pro11 .. ii-roO-Tert. tulv. 

Marc. iii 19: Yenite, mittamus lignum in panem eitlB, 
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saying when he called bread his body, bread being a •figure' of 
his body. Or again, when shewing how for the-very sacraments 
it was necessary to make use of the works of creation which 
Gnostics despised, he says that the Lord "exhibits (repraesentat) 
his very own body" by bread.1 There is no idea, in any of these 
passages, of making the bread a mere material symbol of the 
spiritual force of Christ conveyed by it. 

So it is that, in expounding the intimate relation between 
the soul and the flesh in men, Tertullian argues that it is in 
and through the flesh that the soul is reached. " The flesh is 
washed, that the soul may be cleansed from stain ; the flesh is 
anointed, that the soul may be hallowed; the flesh is signed 
with the cross, that the soul too may be guarded ; the flesh is 
overshadowed by the imposition of the hands, that the soul too 
may be enlightened by the Spirit; the flesh feeds on the body 
and blood of Christ, that the soul too may be made full of God 
They are joined together in action, they cannot therefore be 
separated in reward." s Here the idea is plain-it is really the 
body and blood of Christ that nourish the flesh, and so at the 
same time feed the soul. And, in like manner, in placing a 
spiritual interpretation on the clause of the Lord's prayer "Give 
us this day our daily bread ", he says " Christ is our bread, for 
Christ is life and bread is life. He says ' I am the bread of 
life'; and just before 'The bread is the Word of the living God, 
he who cometh down from heaven'. And, besides, to shew that 
his body is regarded as bread, there is the saying ' This is my 
body'. So, in making petition for daily bread, we are asking for 
continuance in Christ and inseparability from his body." 1 

Olearly the conception is here, also, that participation in the 
consecrated bread is union with the body of Christ. The two 
are not distinguished except in thought. 

1 Tert. adv. Marc. i 14. The verb repra.esentare does not suggest any ima.ginary 
or illusive portraiture or any kind of unreality (e.g. it is" to pay down in cash" and 
"to win back" completely something lost) ; see the Lexicon.s. See, however, also 
Swete l.c. p. 173 n. 6.!j 

1 Tert. de Res. Carn,, 8. Yet, with reference to the saying that they must eat his 
flesh, he insists on other sayings, which contrast the flesh as profiting nothing with 
the life-giving Spirit, and protests that it was really the Word which was meant, 
and that the Lord only called it his flesh because the Word was made flesh (de Ra. 
Carn. 37, though the argument is not obvious). [On the patristic interpretation of 
Jn. 688 see Gore Dis11ertatiana p. SOS ff'.] 

1 Tert. de Orat. 6. quod et corpus eius in pane censetur ('is spoken of 01 

reckoned in the class or category of bread '). 
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Tke Ooncepti.on of the Eucharist as a Sacrifiu, 
Clement, Ignatius, Justin, Cyprian 

That the Eucharist was from an early date regarded as a 
sacrifice is certain-as the ' pure offering' which the prophet of 
old had declared should be offered to the name of the Lord in 
every place.1 ! 

Clement of Rome presupposes this idea, and describes the 
offering of the gifts as the chief function of the Christian 
ministers.1 ' Sacrifice ' is the term used in the IJidache of the 
breaking of bread and giving of thanke,8 and special reference is 
made to the prophecy of Malachi as " spoken by the Lord "about 
it. Ignatius does not actually apply the word itself to the 
celebration of the Eucharist, but the terms which he uses in 
connexion with it shew conclusively that his whole conception 
of the rite was coloured by this idea. "Take heed that ye 
keep one Eucharist only ", he says, "for there is one flesh of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, and one cup of his blood to make all one: 
one place of sacrifice, as there is one bishop." 4 '' Unless a man be 
within the place of sacrifice he is deprived of the bread of God." 1 

With Justin, in the chief account of the service which he 
gives,6 the idea of sacrifice is latent rather than expressed. He 
represents the rite more particularly as one of grateful recognition 
of the saving work of Jesus and a memorial of his life, and the 

1 Ma.I. 111• Barna.ck, DG. Eng. tr. vol. i p. 269 notes various facts which would 
naturally lead to this view. The fulfilment of prophecy demanded a solemn Christian 
sacrifice. All prayers were regarded as sacrifice. The words of institution TOVTO 

1f'O«<Te would naturally be understood by Gentile Christians in the sacrificial sense 
(11'o<E••= Ove,11), and anyhow denoted a definite religious act which must be a sacrifice. 
The offerings of bread and wine could only be regarded as 11'po<Tq,opal for the purpose 
of a sacrifice. [For the term 'sacrifice' of praise and self-consecration see E.om. 121, 
Phil. 217, Heh. 1316, 1 Pet. 2°.) 

2 Clem. Rom. Ep. 44, in connexion with the parallel he draws between them 
and the priests and Levites of old. 

3 Didache H. The Eucharistic prayers in the Didache (9, 10) are probably the 
earliest extant. 

'lv Ov<T<a<Tr/iptoP, ws ers brl<TK01f'OS (sc. to offer the sacrifice) Philad. 4. 
• Eph. 5, cf. TTall. 7, Ma1J11,. 7 (cf. Rom. 2, of tlie place of martyrdom). Light

foot ad. loc. says, it would be an anachronism to suppose that Ignatius by the 
'altar' means 'the Lord's table', and that the term is always metaphorical with 
him. Bnt he shews that it means 'the place of sacrifice'; and it is cer~iuly used 
by Ignatius in such peculiarly close association with the Eucharist as to prove that 
he deemed the Eucharist in some true se»se .a ~rjlic.e, lf he Jjd not, why chw.se 
auch a word &t all 1 

6 _J ustiu Apol. i 66. 
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means by which the power of that life is still communicated to 
hie followers. As on behalf of our salvation he wae incarnate, 
and took flesh and blood, eo the Eucharistic food, his flesh and 
blood, still nourishes us.1 But elsewhere 2 in incidental allusions, 
he speaks of the "sacrifices which Jesus Christ appointed to be 
made through his name, namely, in the Eucharist of the bread 
and cup", and insists that it was to the Christian sacrifices that 
Malachi referred,3 and not, as the Jews maintained, to the 
sacrifice of prayer offered by their brethren of the ' Dispersion 
throughout the world'; though he admits that prayers and 
thanksgivings made by those who are worthy are the only 
perfect sacrifices acceptable to God. 

The allusions of Irenaeus to the sacrament reveal the same 
point of view. The Eucharist was certainly a sacrifice.~ 

The sacrificial aspect of the Eucharist is prominent also in 
Cyprian's conception of the rite. It is as a sacrifice and an 
offering, fulfilling types and prophecies of old, that he refers to 
it all through the letter he wrote to protest against the practice 
of using only water in the cup.5 The mixture of water with the 
wine is right and significant; it ought not to be omitted.6 But 
if the wine be omitted, there ceases to be the blood of Christ. 
Several arguments are adduced ; but the really conclusive proof 

1 Cf. Dial. c. Tryph. 70. 1 Ibid. Dial. c. Tryph. ll7. 
1 Dial. c. Tryph. 41. "He foretells concerning the sacrifices which a1·e offered to 

him in every place by the Gentiles, that is, the bread of the Encharist and likewise 
the cup of the Eucharist." So this section opens with the saying that the offering of 
the meal, after cure from leprosy, was a figure of the bread of the Eucharist which 
our Lord commanded us to offer &Sa. memorial of his pa.ssion ••• (rv:rror rov dpou 
r71s ,vxa,picrrlas, ~" • • • 1ro1<1v. Ilo,E,11 seems to be used here in the sa.crificial sense, 
but possibly the stress is on the •~a,picrrla. and tlie a.et as a whole.) 

'See the passages cited supra p. 401, and adv. Haer. iv 29. 5. 
• Ep. 63. 
• The cup which the Lord offered, he says, was a mixed cup, and it was wine 

tha.t he said was his blood. Therefore it is clear that the blood of Christ is not 
offered, if wine be absent from the cup (unde apparet aanguinem Christi non ojferri, 
si desit vinum calid). There is, of course, no doubt that-in accordance with custom 
at the time-the cup which was blessed by the Lord was wine diluted with water ; 
and it is not likely that water was ever omitted till much later times. See, 
particularly, the account cf the service given by Justin, Apol. i 65; and the argu
ment of Cyprian, Ep. 63. 13, here cited, in which he insists that both water and 
wine are needed to make the" cup of the Lord" (the water he says represents the 
Church or people, and the blood Christ, and the mixture of wa.ter a.nd wiue the 
union of his people with Christ). Harnack Texte u. Unters. vii 2, p. 117 ff. has 
endeavoured to shew tha.t the use of water alone without wine was common in the 
second century ; but the Ulle seems to have been exceptional and limited t,, 

• beretfoal ' circles. 
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is derived from the conception of the sacrifice. The sacrament 
is the sacrifice of Christ--the sacrament of the passion of the 
Lord and our redemption, and therefore it must be offered as he 
himself offered it. Human tradition must not infringe, or 
change into something else, a divine institution. "For if Jesus 
Christ our Lord and God is himself the High Priest of God the 
Father, and first offered himself as a sacrifice to the Father, and 
commanded that this should be done in commemoration of 
himself, it is clear that the priest who truly plays the part of 
Christ is he who imitates what Christ did, and that only then 
does he offer in the Church a true and full sacrifice to God the 
Father when he begins the offering as he sees that Christ himself 
made it." 1 

The idea of sacrifice, which was thus present from the first, 
may be traced through all subsequent ages. 

Tke Nature of the Sacriji,ce 

The nature of the sacrifice is regularly described as •spiritual• 
or • bloodless', in contrast with the material fleshly sacrifices of 
J ewa and Gentiles alike, and as • pure ' and • rational ' service. 
It is a sacrifice of prayers and thanksgivings. 

But none the less it is the body of Christ that is offered 
and inasmuch as the Church is also in a true sense his body, it 
is an oblation of herself too that is made by the Church in the 
sacrament-by the Church, through her representative the 
celebrating priest, the Church identifying herself in this way with 
the sacrifice of Christ who is her Head.2 

Olement of .Alexandria 

In the time of Clement the Eucharist was not, it seems, 
at Alexandria formally separated from the primitive Supper of 
the Lord-the Agape or Love-Feast-though formal separation 
had been made at an earlier date elsewhere. · It was still held 
in the evening, whether publicly in church or privately in 

1 Cyprian Ep. 63. 14. The sacrifice offered is thus the passion of the Lord 
(ibid. 17). The phrase quod Ghristm fecit imitatur is noteworthy. There is no 
idea of a repetition of the act of Christ. 

1 See further, in regard to the nature of the sacrifice, Gore The Body of Ghrist 
esp. chap. iii Though the actual expression 'offering the passion of the Lord' first 
appears in Cyprian, the conception seems to be earlier, if not originaL 
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houses. The former was the public feast (811µro&,~ la.,.fatr,r;),1 
probably already tending towards the form of the ' charity• 
supper, which was also held by invitation and alone survived 
in the later charitable doles and meats. The Agape in private 
houses was the ordinary family supper, hallowed by its connexion 
with the reading of Scripture, and intercession, and psalms and 
hymns-the family prayers-which made it a Eucharist/ii At 
the former, no doubt, there would be present always the priest 
and the deacons; the latter, if it was as universal as it seems, 
can seldom have been attended by others than the members of 
the particular household.8 In both cases alike the bread and 
the wine were hallowed by blessing and thanksgiving before the 
Supper which followed. In the case of the public Agape, the 
consecrated bread and wine were first distributed by the deacons, 
and in like manner the supper also afterwards.• The supper 
itself is a Eucharist. " He that eateth eateth unto the Lord 
and keepeth Eucharist with God . . . so that the food which 
is piously taken ( 'f'~v St1'alav rpocp~v) is a Eucharist." 6 

But the terms in which this conception is expressed show 
clearly that Clement did distinguish between the Eucharist 
proper and the supper-the family or social meal-which to the 
Christian should assume the character of the higher rite. He is 
comparing the less with the greater. It is from God that all 
gifts come ; the recognition by the Christian of the source from 
which they come makes the enjoyment of all alike-the less and 
the greater-a religious act. He uses, however, expressions 
which are clearly applicable only to the Eucharist in the higher 
sense. 

The elements of bread and wine are • hallowed food ', the flesh 
and the blood of Christ; and he who eats receives into himself 
Christ's perfect self, and thereby incorruption and immortality. 
In a sense the elements are an allegory, and Clement's teaching 
has been supposed to be almost Zwinglian.0 But anxious as he 

1 See Clement P<Ud. II i 12 (Dindorf's edition). 1 JM,,J,. n 110 (ib.). 
1 Similarly, in Cyprian Ep. 63. 16, the ordinary evening me&l, which can !Mi 

made a Eucharist (like the last supper), is contrasted with the morning Euche.rist 
proper (at which the resurrection of the Lord is celebrated) ; and Cyprian expressly 
notes that the whole brotherhood could not be present at it. For the Agape see 
especially P<Ud. u i 10, 12 (ib.), and Bigg Chriltian Platmists. 

• Pa~d. II i 11. ~ Ibid. II i 10. 
1 s~ Bigg (op. cit. pp. 106, 107), who lays special stress on passages in which 

Clement speaks of the Gnosis as our reasonable food, and the eating and drinking of 
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always was to draw out the inner significance of all rites and 
ceremonies, and to emphasize the antithesis of the flesh (the 
letter) to the spirit, the phrases cited do not justify the 
Zwinglian interpretation. The consecrated elements are to 
Clement much more than the symbols-he clearly states that 
the bread, when" hallowed by the potency of the name", is not 
the same as it was, but " has been changed by potency into a 
spiritual potency ",1 

Origen 

Origen speaks of the Eucharist in terms that are only 
compatible with the highest conceptions of it. The bread be
comes " by reason of the prayer a kind of holy body and one 
that hallows those that with sound purpose use it"; 2 it is "the 
body of the Lord" and not a particle of it must be dropped.8 

But, on the other hand, he puts a purely spiritual interpreta
tion on the words ' body ' and ' blood ', dealing with the bread 
and the wine as allegories or symbols of the spiritual illumina
tion and knowledge which Christ confers on those who enter on 
the higher life.4 

the divine Logos. The tendency m Clement "to distinguish the eneharistic body 
and blood of Christ from that in which He was born and suffered and died, as being 
'spiritual' and not ' natural ' or ' real', and thus a different body" (Gore The 
Body of Ohrist p. 61), must be taken into account here too. Later writers, who 
used similar expressions, intended by them only to mark the spiritual or heavenly 
manner in which the body and blood of Christ are bestowed upon us-the body 
which Christ now has (i.e. the risen and ascended body) being the same as that 
which suffered and died, b,i,t glorified, and this glorified body being that which is 
given in the Eucharist. It is the same body, the same manhood, but the manner of 
its existence and of its bestowal is heavenly and spiritual. The flesh and blood are 
the flesh and blood of the one living person who died and rose again. 

1 E=rpta 82, and see Paed. II ii 19, 20. 
1 O<mtra Oels. viii 33. 3 In Exorlum Hom. xiii 3. 
' See in Matt. OQ'm. Series, 85, quoted by Bigg op. cit. p. 221. So it has been 

said that "whenever he speaks of the Supper, or indeed in a more general sense 
of the eating of the flesh or of the drinking of the blood of Christ, he does 
this without any reference to the body which he had as m&n, or to the blood 
which flowed in the veins of this body", In Origen's view 'the eucharistic body' 
was not really the Word himself, but a substitute for his appearance in the flesh ; 
&nd the bread was a symbol of this encharistic body, rather than of his body 
offered up on the Cross. As under the old covenant the shewbread was placed 
before the eyes of God as a propitiatory memorial object, so the Church pnts before 
God a bread which has a great propitiatory power-the commemoration of the 
passion and death of Christ.-Steitz, quoted by Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. iv 
p. 290. 

Dr. Gore (The Body of Christ p. 60) points out that Origen witnesses a~ainst 
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Yet the body and the blood are none the less real on this 
account. If the interpretation be mystical or spiritual, yet the 
reality of the presence of Christ and of his gifts of spirit and life 
and immortality in the Eucharist is none the less certain. He 
gives himself to be eaten, and the eating is actual 

Cyril of Jerusalem 

After the time of Origen the first important writing dealing 
with the Eucharist that calls for study 1 is the work of Cyril of 
Jerusalem. His catechetical lectures form indeed the first 

himself the.t his specie.l conception we.s not the common fe.ith of the Church (" Let 
the bree.d and the cup be conceived by the simple according to the commoner 
accept&tion of the Eucharist ; but to those who have lee.rned to hee.r with a deeper 
ear, according to the divine promise, even that of the nourishing word of the 
truth .•• "), and that his depreciation of the 'flesh' is part of his allegorism and 
general depreciation of the merely historice.l sense of Scripture. 

1 He.mack notes that with Eusebillil (Demonstr. ev. i 10 and iu eedes, theologia 
iii 12} the offering of the memorial of the body passes over into the offering of the 
body; the consecrated elements possess the va,lue of symbols of the e.ctue.l body 
which was once offered up. A$ to Athanasius, he says it is impossible to extract a 
doctrine from his confused statements, but that he probably comes nea.r to Origen 
in his conceptions. (The references in Athans.sins to the sacrament a.re few.) See 
Ep. ad &rap. iv 19 (written some years after Cyril's lectures) with rega.rd to the 
sa.ying 'It is the spirit that maketh alive, the flesh profiteth nothing; the words 
which I have spoken to you are spirit and life'. "He used both expressions, flesh 
and spirit, of himself, and he distinguished the spirit from the flesh, in order that 
believing not only that which is visible of him, but also that which is invisible, 
they might learn that what he said is not fleshly but spiritual. Why, for how many 
men would his body have sufficed for meat, that it might become food for the whole 
world 1 It wa.s just on this account that he spoke of the ascending up into heaven 
of the Son of Man, to draw them away from the corporeal conception, so that they 
might learn that the flesh of which he spoke wa.s heavenly meat from above, and 
spiritual food given by him. For, Wha.t I have spoken to you, he says, is spirit and life. 
And this is eqnivalent to saying: What is exhibited and given on behalf of the 
salvation of the world is the flesh which I bear,: but this and its bloo,l shall be 
given you spiritually by me as food, so that spiritually this shall be distributed in 
each of you and become for all a. safeguard for the resurrection to life eternal.'' 
This passage might seem to imply tha.t the body and blood of Christ were not really, 
but only spiritually, received in the Eucharist. But according to the interpretation 
which Atlianasins follows in the immediate context, the flesh represents the outwa.rd 
a.nd visible {the body-the bread), and tl1e spirit the inner invisible (the divinity
the divine person or 11atnre); so that a truer inference would be that the body of 
Ch1ist with the divinity was present in the Eucha.rist, and that the invisible part 
was no less to be believed than the visiUe which was apparent. {So B. de Mont
faucon ed. Philo.} 

Besides tl1is passage there is only II phra.se or two, shewing the rea.lity of the 
rite, but not further elucidating the conception of the relation betwP.en the outward 
and the inward. 
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deliberate attempt with which we are acquainted to provide a 
formal exposition of the teaching of the Church for catechumens 
on this and other fundamental doctrines, though doubtless every 
catechist was accustomed to give similar instruction to his pupils 
in his measure. 

Cyril teaches that those who are permitted to share in the 
mysteries of the Eucharist become of one body and one blood 
with Cbrist.1 In accordance with his own words, the bread and 
wine must be held to be his body and blood. As he changed 
the water into wine at Cana, so he changes the wine into blood. 
In the figure (Tv7To'i') of bread is given the body, and in the 
figure of wine is given the blood. So we become Christ-bearers, 
when his body and his blood are distributed into our members,1 

and partakers of the divine nature. The heavenly bread and 
the cup of salvation hallow soul and body. To sense and taste, 
no doubt, the bread and the wine remain what they were ; but 
faith in the declaration of the Lord assures us that we have 
bestowed upon us his very body and blood. It was to this table, 
this cup, this bread that prophets and psalmists of old looked 
forward-here is found the mystic or spiritual meaning of their 
sayings. That which appears to be bread is not bread (even 
though it is so to the sense of taste), but the body of Christ; 
and that which appears to be wine is not wine (even though the 
taste will have it that it is), but the blood of Christ. 

The time of communion is said to be an hour most awe
inspiring.1 

The :imrocation of the Holy Spirit and his descent upon the 
elements set out upon the altar hallows them, and changes them 
into the body and blood of Christ.' 

Then the rite is completed. It is a spiritual sacrifice, a 
bloodless service,5 a propitiatory sacrifice, offered by way of 
intercession for all who are in need of help. It is a holy and 
most awful sacrifice that is set forth-it is nothing less than 
Christ slain on behalf of our sins that is offered. 1 

1 <T6u-<T"1/J,Ol Kai av11a.1µ.o, Toi1 Xf"<TTOu Oat. Jlyst. iv 1. 
2 Or v.l. "having received of his body •.• into onr members". See Gifford 

' Cyril of Jerusalem' Nicene and Post-Nicene Fa.thws, ad loc. 
• Oat. Myst. v 4. Cyril's addresses throughout, it must be remembered, have a 

devotional character. His object is as much edification as scientific exposition. 
'Ibid. 7 (µ,ETa.{Jd:l,l\eiv is the verb used, as above). 
1 Il,id. 8. 1r11~11p.a.T<K1/ tlv<Tui, ,ba.lµ,a.KTOS l\arpela., tlwla. O.a,o-µoO. 
1 Ibid. 10. 
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So when bidden to "taste and see that the L-Ord is ~ood ", the 
testing must be entrusted to undoubting faith; for that which is 
to be tasted is the sacrament of the body and blood of Christ,1 
to be received as a king in the hands prepared as a throne, more 
precious than gold and precious stones. 

In this exposition the conception of a real offering of the 
body and blood of Christ himself as slain for sins is clear. The 
elements have been changed and have become what they were 
not before, though to the senses still the same. That is to say, 
the outward and visible sign is still there-to the senses which 
deal with the outward and visible only; but he who receives the 
outward and visible sign really receives the very body and blood 
of Christ. How, Cyril does not attempt to say. 

The new points in this teaching, or rather the develop
ments of the expression and interpretation of the tradi
tional - not always articulate - belief of the Church, are 
obvious. 

By Gregory of Nyssa, a little later, the ideas of Cyril are 
carried on, and fresh lines of interpretation are opened out. 

Gregory of Nyssa 

The exposition of the sacraments which Gregory of Nyssa 
gives in his apologetic statement of the faith,11 written about 385, 
is intended to commend the teaching of the Church by analogies 
from ordinary human experience. Through the sacraments man 
is brought into special relation to God, as he is in other respects 
through other means. Baptism unites the soul to God; the 
Eucharist unites the body to God. That it is necessary for 
mankind to partake in both he does not certainly say, but he 
declares that those who have no part in the cleansing from sin 
which the' mystic water' gives must be cleansed hereafter by 
fire ( eh. xxxv). 

In the first generation of a man it is from moisture that God 
gives life and produces man (eh. xxxiii), without prayer or in
vocation of his aid on the part of the parents, from a very small 
beginning. Similarly in Baptism, by a higher generation, effected 
through water with prayer to God and invocation of heavenly 

l cirrlnnror, trwp.a:ro, K .... x. (the si(l'I' ••• ). 
1 Orotia CateclutiM eh. xxxiii-xxxvii (Eng. tr. 'Gregory of Nyssa' N. and 

P-N,F,), See the edition with notes by J. H. Srawley, 
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grace 1 and faith, new life is given and a transformation into a 
spiritual state effected. "The presence of a divine influence 
refashions what is born with a corruptible nature into a state 
of incorruption." The whole process of Baptism represents the 
process through which the Author of our life and Captain of 
our salvation himself passed ; the trine immersion corresponding 
to the death, the burial, the resurrection (eh. xxxv). In this 
way the soul of man is fused into him, and the act of union with 
the life implies a fellowship with the life.1 Similarly, in another 
way, through the Eucharist (eh. xxxvi), the body comes into 
fellowship with him. We have received poison into our bodies,3 

and we need some antidote to undo the mischief introduced into 
the body by the poison. This antidote can only be the very 
Body which has been shewn to be superior to death, which
when it is in ours-changes and translates the whole into itself 
(1T'p6r; eavT6 µe-ra7roteZ "al µeTaT,0'1Jinv), The antidote can only 
be appropriated by being eaten. So that one body is always 
being distributed to the faithful throughout the world ; though 
given in portions it enters whole into each individual, and it 
still remains whole in itself. How this is done it is not easy 

1 Gregory contrasts the work of God in the birth oC a man, when his aid is not 
invoked, with his work in Baptism, when he is specially invoked, He might be 
understood to say (iu eh. xxxiv) that the grace of Baptism is independent of the 
prayers offered. But the general argument must determine the meaning of 
incidental phrases, and his argument is that God (through Christ) promised his 
presence in Baptism when invoked-that is, when he ordered his disciples to baptize 
into the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The use of the name of the 
Trinity is an invocation, and in effect a prayer for the promised presence ; and it 
was ordered as an essential part of the rite. Those, therefore, who argue that, 
because God is universally present, it is not necessary to invoke his presence in 
Baptism, or that there is no special guarantee of his presence when invoked, are 
mistaken,1 

1 The proof that the Holy Spirit is really given in baptism he finds in the 
easential truthfulness of God, who in the person of Christ (whose miracles prove that 
he was God come in the flesh) promised that if called in a. particular way (as he is in 
baptism) ha would come {eh. xxxiv). The resurrection to the new life, therefore, 
undoubtedly takes place in baptism, but human nature is so weak that it can only 
realize its full effect gradually and by strenuous moral effort. 

1 The poison of sin and corruption which entered when the apple was eaten, 
cf. the phrase of Ignatius a.VT!aoTo$ Tau µ,'I, d:rroOa,iiv. Only with Gregory the 
whole force of the sa.crarnent seems to be regarded as directed to the bodies of men. 
Baptism secures the communication of the divine life to the soul, but the corruption 
of the body is only to be counteracted by the gift of the Eucharist-the communica
tion, that is, to the bodies of men of the body which has overcome death. The 
tendency to regard this as the special virtue of the Eucharist, which we have seen 
in lrenaeus and Cyril, finds its strongest expression in this teaching of Gregory, 
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to unilerstand, but an analogy may help. The human body 
remains in existence simply through a force called nourishment, 
that is introduced into it, which is changed into the ' nature ' 
( m ' form ') of the body. This nourishment (bread and wine) 
may therefore be said to be the body. Now the body of the 
incarnate Christ was nourished and sustained by bread and wine, 
and, by the indwelling of God the Word, was transmuted to 
the dignity of the Godhead. In the same way the bread which 
is consecrated by the Word of God is changed into the body of 
God the Word - not by the process of eating, but at once.1 

The bread and wine together form his flesh (the bread becomes 
body, and the wine becomes blood), and by means of it he 
implants himself in every believer. He gives these gifts by virtue 
of the benediction through which he ' transelements ' the natural 
quality of these visible things to that immortal thing.2 That 
is to say, the consecrated bread and wine are the flesh of ChriRt, 

1 rpar Ta uwµ,a JJ,fTa.ro1ovµ,,11os. JJ,fTa'R'o,,i11 • transmake' is nsed by Gregory (see 
Pusey The Doctrine of the Real PrelJe'T!Ce as wnlained in the Father• p. 162 ff.) of 
various kinds of change :-of our own bodies, which while yet mortal and cor
ruptible, receive the principle of immortality, by union with our Lord's body; of 
our Lord's own human body to a divine dignity by the indwelling of the Word; of 
tho food eaten by our Lord being assimilated to his human body ; of the saocamental 
change of the elements ; of the change effected through regeneration in Baptism. 
It therefore clearly does not in any special way denote any materi&l change. 
(µ,fTanlUva, and µ,,O,rrdva, are used &s practically synonyms.) 

t JJ,fTatTTo,xmfJua.s riJv ,p6uu,. The word µ,erruno1xewfiv (see Pusey <rp. cit. p. 
180 ff.) is used of the Eucharist by Gregory only, in this one passage ; though it is 
frequently used in other connexions by him and by others, always of changes of 
condition (moral or spiritual), not of substance or of matter. Thus Gregory uses it 
of the change of condition of our Lord's human nature after the resurrection, of the 
religious change of nature in us, of the change of the body to incorrnption, of the 
regeneration in Baptism: and similar usages are found in Cyril Al. and other 
writers of the fourth and fifth centuries, as also of tl1e word avauro,x«ouv. In 
neither word, Pusey maintains, is there any reference to the 'elements• of which & 

thing is composed: neither, by the mere force of the word, has reference to any 
physical change. Pusey's argument is conclusive as regards the terms, but Mr, 
Brawley thinks he hardly does justice to Grcgory's treatment as a whole : the 
crucial point in which is the statement that bread and wine become actually and 
immediately the Body and Blood of the Lord, in contrast with the process of 
digestion by which when eaten they become human body, the elements (o-ro,xe<a) 
being rearranged under a new form (eloos). The idea seems to be not the sub
stitution of one element for another, but the rearrangement of the same elements 
and the imposition upon them of a new 'form', due to the new relation into which 
the elements of bread and wine have been brought, resulting in their possession 
of new qualities or propertiea. (This is practically the cha.nge of condition of which 
Pusey speaks.) 

The ura,x••a are of course the constituents of the bread and of the wine, not the 
•elements' in the modern sense in connexion with the Eucharist. 
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and through that flesh he blends himself with the bodies of 
believers, who thus by union with the immortal (i.e. the body 
of Christ) become sharers in incorruption. 

This is in effect the teaching of Cyril of Jerusalem, that by 
partaking of the body and blood of Christ a believer becomes 
UV<TUfJJfJ,Oi /Ctil uvvatµ.o<; aVTOV (0. M. iv 3) and XPt<TTa<f,opa<;; but 
he developes the view of the change in the elements in a way 
that has seemed to some to be identical in idea, though not in 
word, with the mediaeval doctrine of transubstantiation. As, 
however, the expression of that doctrine depends entirely on a 
particular metaphysical terminology, and Gregory speaks of a 
change of form only, and not of a change of substance as well, 
the term ' transformation ' expresses his teaching with less risk 
of misunderstanding. 

But perhaps the most characteristic feature in the teaching 
of Gregory is the more exact expression which he gives to the 
conception of the Eucharist as the means by which the special 
purpose of the Incarnation is still being worked out in the 
world. This thought, no doubt, underlies the earlier teaching 
which has been reviewed, but with Gregory of Nyssa it becomes 
explicit. The Eucharist is in a special sense the extension of 
the Incarnation. As the Church is the body of Christ, and , 
through the Church he still works, as of old he worked through · 
his visible body on earth, carrying on through it the process 
which he then began, so in a special sense in the Sacraments 
is the process of the Incarnation continued. Gregory does 
not speak of the Church in this connexion, but he marks the 
conception clearly both in regard to Baptism (eh. xxxv) and in 
regard to the Eucharist (eh. xxxvii)-the sacraments which are 

· enjoyed only by the ministry of the Church,-in both of which 
alike, though in different ways, we become partakers of Christ. 
The special purpose of the Incarnation is the redemption ot 
man, which Gregory conceives as the 'deification' of human 
nature (chs. xxxii-xxxv), through the union of Christ with 
humanity. That union was effected in the Incarnation, and is 
still being effected through Baptism and the Eucharist, in which 
accordingly the work of redemption is still being carried on.1 

The body which the Lord bore, so Gregory argues, was 
sustained as all other human bodies are sustained, that is, by 
bread. The bread enters the body, and becomes part of it, so 

1 The same conception i.tl expressed by Hilary of Poitiers, see Note p. 4211. 
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that it may indeed be truly said that the body is what its 
chief constituent is. The body of the Lord was therefore 
bread, and the body was transformed to a divine dignity by the 
dwelling in it of the word of God. So in the Eucharist the 
bread, by God's word and command, is hallowed and sanctified 
and transformed into the body of the Lord. It is true the 
analogy is not quite exact. The bread which sustained, and 
thus made, the body which the Lord bore upon earth required 
to be eaten ; only through the process of eating could it 
become his body. But in the Eucharist the change is im
mediate without any process of eating.1 

(JJ,,rysostom 

StiU stronger expressions are used by Chrysostom. The 
bread and wine become the very body and blood of Christ, ' the 
body pierced with nails '. We bury our teeth in his flesh; by 
his most awful blood our tongue is reddened.2 Chrysostom would 
have the sacrifice and feast approached with awe and devotion, 
and he lets his emotions and warm imagination have free ex
pression in language calculated to arouse the proper feelings 
and make the worshipper vividly conscious of the sacrifice and 
presence of Christ. Of the consecration he says, "Christ is 
present, and he who arranged that first table, even he arranges 
this present one. For it is not man who makes the things 
which are set before us become the body and blood of Christ; 
but it is Christ himself, who was crucified for us. The priest 
stands fulfilling his part by uttering the appointed words, but 
the power and the grace are of God. • This is my body • he 
says. This expression changes 8 the elements; and as that 
sentence 'increase and multiply', once spoken, extends through 
all time and gives to our nature the power to reproduce itself; 
even so that saying ' this is my body', once uttered, does at every 

1 This is not said with reference to the recipient of the consecrated elements 
in communion, but only to mark the instantaneous character of the change effected, 
in contrast with the natural process by which the bread became the body of the 
Lord on earth. (It is, however, obvious that Gregory held that the elements became 
the body of the Lord prior to and independently of any reception by communicants. 
The presence was objective 1"!7 8vv&.1-m T,jr etiAo-yicu and unconditioned.) 

1 See passages cited by Harnack DG. Eng. tr. vol. iv p. 297. The licence of the 
rhetorical 'popular' preacher must be borne in mind in considering Chrysostom'ij 
language. 

• p.na.ppu8µ.£te, ,.e. re-orders : elsewhere µETa.a-nw.te, i.e. re-fashions. 
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table in the Churches from that time to the present day, and even 
till Christ's coming, make the sacrifice complete." 1 Of the sacri
fice too he speaks in no uncertain tone. It is a real sacrifice that 
is offered daily; 2 but it is not one victim to-day and another 
to-morrow, but always the same; and therefore the sacrifice is one. 
" There is one Christ everywhere, complete both in this world 
and in the other; one body. .As then, though offered in many 
places, he is but one body, so there is but one sacrifice .••• 
We offer that now which was offered then; which is indeed 
inconsumable. • . . We do not then offer a different sacrifice as 
the high priest formerly did, but always the same; or, rather, 
we celebrate a memorial of a Sacrifice." Thus, in the same 
breath, while insisting that it is a sacrifice that is offered daily 
in the Eucharist, he also calls it, rather, a memorial of a sacrifice. 
And while styling it a sacrifice, he lays no less stress on it as a 
holy feast, which feeds and hallows those who partake of it. 

Ambrose and Augustine 

No further developement of the doctrine took place till later 
times. Ambrose and Augustine do not really make any fresh 
contribution to the subject, though Ambrose 3 ransacks the Old 

1 De Prod. Jud. vol. ii, Hom. i c. 6-Stephen's Life of St Chrysostom p. 413. 
2 In Ep. ad Hebr. Hom. xvii c. 3 {ibid.), See note on 'Daily Celebration' infm 

p. 419. 
1 The teaching of Amorose is given in his treatise De My,qleriia o. viii tf. 

(§ 43). Lest any one should in any way disparage the gift of the sacrament, 
judging by what he sees (since the invisible things of it cannot be perceived by 
human eyes), and remembering the gift of manna to the Jews of old; he first essays 
to prove that the sacraments of the Church are older and more imposing than 
those of the synagogue. He fin<ls the origin of the Eucharist in the bread and 
wine which was given to Abraham by Melchisedek, who W&B Christ himself (sine 
matre secundnm divinitatem • • • sine patre secnndnm incarnationem} ; and, in 
contrasting the bread of the Eucharist with the manna, he describes it as giving 
eternal life and incorruptibility. The manna and the water from the rock were 
wonderful enough, but they were only the shadow and figure of the ligl1t and the 
reality which were to come, The Jews had figures (I types, symbols) of the body 
and blood of Christ, bnt Christians have the realities themselves. 

In the search for parallels which follows, he asks whether the word of Christ, by 
which the sacrament is effected, is not able to change the species of the elements, to 
change things into something different from what they were, when it W&B able to 
make all things out of nothing. (By 'elements' he means the 'constituents• of the 
bread and of the wine-the tTro,xiio. of Gregory of Nyssa, and by 'species' the 
distinctive natures or 'kinds'.) It is not of course the natural order of experience 
that is seen in the sacrament which gives us the body of Christ, but how could 
that be expected when the birth itself w&B outside the natural order of experience 1 
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Testament to find figures of the Sacrament, and Augustine 1 gives 
graphic expression to ideas which earlier writers and teachers 
bad made familiar, and accident has connected with his name in 
particular. In doing this he shews the ambiguities and uncertain
ties which are characteristic of early exposition of the sacraments, 
perhaps because he gives more definite expression than some of 
the earlier writers to the various aspects in which the sacraments 
can be regarded; and therefore the authority of his name is claimed 
for every theory of the Eucharist which has been suggested. 
But the flesh of Christ was re:i.l flesh, and the B!lcrament is really the sacrament of 
his flesh. The body which we make (in the Eucharist) is the body born of the 
Virgin. (The principle of the Incarnation is carried on in the Sacrament.) "The 
Lord Jesus himself exclaims 'This is my body'. One species is named before the 
benediction of the heavenly words ; after the consecration it is signified as the body. 
He himself says his blood. Before consecration one thing is said, after consecration 
it is called blood ..•. With these sacraments Christ feeds his Church, and by 
them the soul is strengthened." Christ is in the Sacrament because it is the body 
of Christ, and therefore it is spiritual food, not material (corporalis); for the body 
of God is a spiritual body, and the body of Christ is the body of the divine spirit, 
because Christ is Spirit. There is nothing here of the natural order, it is all the 
excellency of grace. 

From this exposition it is clear that Ambrose believed, as all at the time believed, 
that Christ was really present in the sacrament ; that the bread and wine were 
•changed' by consecration, becoming what they were not before ; that the whole 
experience was outside the order of nature and belonged to the spiritual sphere. 

The instances taken from the 0. T. are the rod of Moses becoming a serpent, 
the rivers of Egypt changed into blood, the passage of the Jordan, the water from 
the rock, the bitter water made sweet, the iron axe-head made to swim, The two 
last cases are brought by Ambrose into the closest relation with his argument. The 
natwre of the water, the specfrs of the iron, are changed ; but the water and the iron 
are still the same (i.e. they have only acquirell a new character). The inference 
wouM be that the bread and wine are still bread and wine, though they have 
become the body and blood of Christ as our spiritual food. This is probably all 
that he meant by the phrase " hoe quod conficimus corpus " (§ 53) ; at least, it is 
not sufficient evidence that Ambrose taught that Christ's body was really offered 
&new by the priest. 

1 Some of Augustine's definitions and phrases that apply to sacraments in general 
have been already cited, 

Many of the expressions he used justify the description of his conception of 
the Eucharist as decidedly 'symbolical' (Loafs Leiifaden3 p. 22-1). 

He cites the words of institution as an example of figurative speech ("the Lord 
did not shrink from saying 'This is my body' when he was giving the sigu of his 
body"). He finds the significance of the Lord's Supper in the discourse iu John 6-
"to have faith in him, that is to eat living bread"• The 'Communion of the body 
of Christ' is the association of love which is found in the Church, which is the body 
of Christ; and in like manner the sacrifice of the body of Christ, which is represented 
in the Encharist, is the self-sacrifice of the Church (in Joh,. xxvi 1). 

That is to say, he speaks as though eating the flesh of Ghrist and having a 
living faith were one and the same thing (cf. 'believe, and thou hast eaten', in 
Joh. xxv 12); and he declares that he who does not abide in Christ, and in 
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INFANT COMMUNION 

The practice probably goes back as far as the universal acceptance of 
infant baptism ; but the first mention of it is by Cyprian in his account 
of an infant girl taken by its nurse to taste the heathen sacrifices in time 
of persecution and afterwards by its mother, in ignorance of what had 
happened, to the Christian Eucharist (de Lapsis 25). The child by 
divine instinct, though unconscious of the en01mity and unable to 
speak, refused to open her mouth. The deacon insisted, and poured in 
some drops of wine : but the Eucharist refused to remain in the polluted 
body and mouth of the child. Infant communion was clearly then the 
recognized practice of the Church of Africa. To eat the flesh of the 
Son of Man and to drink hia blood was necessary in order to have life 
(cf. Testim. iii. 25). 

So too in the order of the service prescribed in the Apostoliwl 
Constitutions (viii 12), directions are given to the mothers to take to 

whom Chriat does not a.bide, certa.inly neither ea.ts his llesh nor drinks his blood, 
though he does eat and drink the sa.cra.ment (ibid. xxvii 18). He insists that 
'what is visibly oelebra.ted must be invisibly understood' (in P8. 989). So it if 
fairly sa.id that suppo1t for the 'receptionist' theory ca.n be obt&ined from him, 
while be resists the rea.listic interpret&tion. 

Yet elsewhere, with reference to St Paul's words to the Corinthi&ns (1 Cor. 91111), 

he says tha.t to all alike it is the body of the Lord a.nd the blood of the Lord 
(de B~. c. Don. v 9) ; and in other p&SSages he seems to identify the sa.cra.mente.l 
body of the Lord with the rea.l body. (Harnack thinks no passages clearly support 
this view, though they ca.n be at a first glance, and soon were, understood in 
this way.) 

Appa.rently the dominant conception of the effects of this Sacrament in Angus· 
tine's mind was that it effected incorporation into Christ's body, tha.t is, into the 
Church. The full significance of this conception can only be rea.lizod when it is 
remembered that at the same time he held firmly the belief that outside the Church 
there was no salvation ; tha.t no one could belong to the unity of the Church who 
had not love ; and that love could only be obte.ined in the Church, and could only 
be preserved in the unity of the Church. It is the union of these conceptions with 
the unhesite.ting a.ssertion of the objective validity of the B&Crament in itself, in
dependently of the personal chara.cter of the ministra.nt (see note on Heretical 
Baptism 11'11,pra p. 388), that specially characterizes the teaching of Augustine. (So 
Loofs up. cit, p. 207 says he must be regarded as the founder of the Western doctrine 
of the Sa.cra.ments, though he scarcely altered at a.II the old conception of what a 
Sacrament was.) 

[Gore Di8urtations p. 233 summa.rizes Augustine's doctrine of the Eucharist 
under three heads as follows :-{l) the consecrated elements are signs of the body 
and blood, and not in themselves the things they signify; (2) the spidtua.l gift of 
the Eucharist is really the llesh and blood of Christ; the same flesh a.nd blood in 
which he lived on earth, but raised to a new spiritual power, become ' spirit &nd 
life' ; (3) this gift he sometimes spea.ks of as given to all, good and bad, a.like ; 
but at other times he explicitly identifies 'ea.ting the flesh of Christ' with • abiding 
in Christ' a.nd with a living faith.] 

... 
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them their children (when all non-communicants are bidden to with• 
draw); a clause on behalf of 'the infants of thy people' is included 
among the petitions to God for the congregation then present; and a 
special place is assigned for the communion of the children (after the 
various 'orders' and before the general body of the people). It was 
thus the custom of the Churches of the East also, probably as early as 
Cyprian's time. 

The evidence available comes from the East and from Africa, but 
there is no reason to suppose that these Churches were peculiar in 
their use. {There was no movement within the Church against the 
practice till the ninth century-see Art. 'Children' D.C . .A. It is 
still retained in the Greek Church.) 

DEATH-BED COMMUNION 

The conception of the Eucharist as a means of spiritual food and 
strengthening, the channel of eternal life (cf. Ignatius 4>cf.pµ.a.Kov 
d0avau{as), as well as of the closest union with the Lord, led naturally 
to the desire for it when death was imminent. 

The Council of Nicaea (Canon 13) declared the custom to be the 
ancient and canonical law of the Church, and ordered that no one at 
the point of death should be deprived of this last and most necessary 
tJiaticum (i-oil TEAt:walov ital dvayKat0rcf.TOv l4>0Slov JLV d1rourt:pt:w0ar.). 

DAILY CELEBRATION OF THE EUCHARIST 

The passage from one of Chrysostom's homilies cited in the text (p. 416) 
shews incidentally the practice. There are frequent references to it in 
his sermons, particularly in connexion with the neglect of the people to 
take advantage of their opportunities. The customs of different Churchea 
varied. From the earliest times the faithful received once a week, on 
the Lord's day, and probably on other days as well, by no fixed rule. 
The anniversary festivals of martyrs were probably always kept in this 
way. Certainly they were in Tertullian's time, and the stationary days 
-Wednesday end Friday-in every week M well (cf. Tert. d6 Orat. 14), 
and every day from Easter to Pentecost. In other Churches Saturday 
too was observed, at least in the fourth century (see Basil Ep. 219 
and Ep. 93 infra p. 421). From the time of Cyprian the great.er 
Churches, at all events in .Africa, had daily celebrations (see Cypr. 
de Orat. Dom. 18), as they had in Augustine's time {Aug. Ep. 118, 
in Joan. Trad. xxvi 15), and, by the testimony of Jerome, at Rome 
and in Spain (Epp. 50, 28). For other references see Bingham 
.Antiquitie, bk. xv eh. ix (e.g. Eusebius and Ambrose shew the same 
custom). 
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RESERVATION OF THE SACRAMENT 

That reservation of the consecrated elements wa.s freely practised i11 
clearly shewn by the comments of the earliest writers to which we can 
appeal. 

Justin Martyr, in the passage already quoted (p. 398), says,1 "Those 
who are called deacons among us give to every one who is present some 
of the eucharistic bread and wine and water to partake of, and to those 
who are not present they take it away". The words are clear and 
simple, but the course of procedure actually followed cannot be regarded 
a8 certainly ascertained. We naturally infer that those who were 
present at once consumed what was given them, and it is possible that 
the deacons bore the elements at once to those who were not present and 
that they received them from their hands and at once consumed them 
in like manner.2 But it is equally consistent with the words which are 
used if the worshippers present reserved for later use all or part of 
that which they received, and if those who were absent in like manner 
reserved for a convenient opportunity (their time of private prayers) 
the consecrated elements which were brought to them. (There is no 
reason to suppose that it was only to the sick that the deacons went; 
in those days at least there might be many good reasons for absence.) 
And it is a practice of this kind that we meet with in the next reference 
to customs connected with the Eucharist which bas to be considered. 

Tertullian in his tract on Prayer 9 refers to the objection which some 
felt to taking part in the sacrificial prayers (the service of the Eucharist) 
on vigil-days, 4 thinking that the vigil would be broken by reception of 
the Body of the Lord. In reply to this objection Tertullian asks whether 
the Eucharist destroys the allegiance vowed to God, or rather binds it 
closer to Him. "Will not", he says, "your vigil-day be all the better 
kept if you have also stood at the altar of God 1 By receiving the 
Body of the Lord and reserving it you will secure both ends-par
ticipation in the sacrifice and performance of your obligation. If 

1 Justin Apol. i 65. 
1 Thus Bishop Westcott could write 'It is clear to me Justin Martyr describes 

coincident and not subsequent administration to the absent' (Life and LeUers vol. ii 
p. 274). 

8 Tert. de Orat. 14 (19). 
' The days to which the term sta.tio (stationes) was applied. The name is nn• 

doubtedly connected with the military use of the word for 'encampment' or 'post', 
set for watch or guard. So Christians adopted the practice of setting apart special 
days (Wednesday and Friday in each week, it seems) on which by prayer and 
fasting they kept their watch. That fasting wa.s rart of the observance seems to 
be shewn by other references in Tertullian (de Jefur,,. 10, 13, 14); but as the 
statiUM11 of Wednesday and Friday seem to be in some way distinguished from the 
jejunia of Saturday, it is better to render 'vigil day' than 'fast-day'• In this 
passage Tertullian plays on the derivation of ,ta.tio from 81MB 'to st<.nd '. 
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'vigil' gets its name from a practice of soldiers (and surely we are the 
soldiers of God), it is certain that no rejoicing and no sorrow which a 
camp experiences interferes with the soldiers' vigil (watch). The only 
difference is that the practice is observed more willingly in time of 
rejoicing, more anxiously in time of sorrow/' That is to say, Tertullian 
argues that it is better to attend the celebration of the Eucharist-to 
participate in the sacrifice, and to receive the consecrated elements, yet 
not to consume them on the spot, for that would be to break the' vigil' 
-but to take them home (and, doubtless when the vigil was over, to 
partake of them at the time of private prayers). Their vigil need not be 
sorrowful and anxious; the rejoicing which may be theirs, by sharing 
in the early morning Eucharist, will carry them more willingly and 
gladly through the hours of the vigil-day. 

The only question which is left undetermined by the evidence of 
these two passages is, when and how the elements so reserved were 
used. From another passage in Tertullian's writings it would appear 
that some were accustomed to take a morsel of the bread before each 
meal, or before any other food in the morning.1 

A little later Cyprian bears witness to the practice of reservation by 
an incidental illustration of the thesis that the vengeance of God falls 
on sinners who elude the notice of their fellow-men. He tells the tale 2 

of !\ woman who tried to open with unworthy hands the casket in 
which she had 'the holy of the Lord' (Sanctum Domini), but a flame of 
fire shot out from it and frightened her from daring to touch it,-a 
reference which clearly shews a practice so established that a special 
vessel for the purpose was in use. 

That this custom of reservation by private persons in their own 
houses for their own use continued without check or hindrance from 
ecclesiastical authority is shewn remarkably by a letter of Basil 8 late 
in the fourth century (372 A.D.). 

"It is good and beneficial", writes Basil, 11 to communicate every day, 
and to partake of the holy body and blood of Christ. For he distinctly 
says ' He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood bath eternal 
life'. And who doubts that to share frequently in life is the same 
thing as to have manifold life W I indeed communicate four times a 
week: on the Lord's day, pn Wednesday, on Friday, and on the Sabbath, 
and on the other days if there is a commemoration of any saint. It is 
needless to point out that for any one in times of persecution to be com
pelled to take the communion in his own hand without the presence of 

1 Tart. ad Uxunm ii 5 (the case of a Christian wife and a heathen husband) 
"Will not your husband know what it is you take a morsel of secretly before all 
other food (a-nu omnem cibu1n) 1-a.nd if he knows it is bread, he will not believe it 
is the bread you sa.y it is." 

1 Cyprian ck Lapm 26 (21), 1 Ep, 98 

IS 
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a priest or minister is not a serious offence, as long custom sanctiom 
this practice from the facts themselves. All the solitaries in the desert, 
where there is no priest, take the communion themselves, keeping 
communion at home. And at Alexandria and in Egypt each one of 
the laity, for the most part, keeps the communion at his own house, and 
participates in it when he likes. For when once the priest has corn• 
pleted the offering and given it, the recipient participating in it each time 
entire is bound to believe that he properly takes and receives it from the 
giver. And even in the Church, when the priest gives the portion, the 
recipient takes it with complete power over it, and so lifts it to his lips 
with his own hand. It has the same validity whether one portion or 
several portions are received from the priest at the same time" {Trans. 
N. and P.-N.F.). 

The recipient of thia letter had evidently no scruple on the subject 
of reservation of the Sacrament in general; hia only doubt was whether 
it was right to partake without the presence of a priest who would 
administer as in the Church. 

But the clll!tom, it is obvious, might easily be abused, and it was 
prohibited by the Council of Saragossa in 380, the third canon of 
which declares anathema "whoever does not consume the holy Eucharist 
given him in church ", though it is not certain whether the Council 
intended to forbid the practice as a whole or only some particular mode 
of il 1 By degrees the custom dropped into desuetud~ far as 
regards reservation by lay people.1 

Reservation even by priests, for the purpose of communicating the 
laity, is said to have been prohibited by an Armenian canon of the 
fourth century; 8 but the practice of reserving, by the clergy, at least 
for the sick and for sudden emergencies, if not for their own use,4. 
appears to have been universai. There is no trace of reservation for 
the purpose of adoration.~ 

OBLATIONS FOR THE DEAD 

The conception of the Eucharist as the sacrifice of the Cross (.passio 
est enim Domini sacrificium quad ojfe:rimw, Cyprian Ep. 63. 17), and 
the propitiatory value which was believed to belong to the Eucharistic 
commemoration of the death of Christ, are illustrated by the practice of 
associating the faithful departed with the living in the Eucharistic 

1 See Hafele CJO'Uncih vol. ii p. 293 (Eng. tr.). 
t It was still norms.I in the time of Jerome (see Ep. 48 ad Pammach. § 15). 
1 See W. E. Seuda.moNl A.rt. ' Reserva.tion ' D. CJ. A. Exception wa.s ma.de ir 

oase of sickness. 
' Bishops, priests, a.nd monks are known to ha.ve ca.rried the reserved elemeuta 

with them on journeys. See further the Art. in D.a . .4.. 
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prayers. How far back the practice goes cannot be determined. Its 
origin is perhaps to be found in the solemn commemoration of martyrs 
which was held at their tombs on the days of their death (their' birth
days'}, in which thanksgiving for their examples and the constancy of 
their faith came to be combined with prayer for their present welfare. 
(See e.g. The Martyrdom of Polycarp 18.) From the time of Tertullian, 
in the Church of Africa, at all events, the Eucharist was expressly 
offered for the departed and was believed to be of special benefit to 
them. Tertullian several times refers to the custom, evidently as 
nothing new, but as the established practice of the Church. 'We 
make oblations annually' he says 'for the departed, for their birthdays' 
(de Oor. 3). A husband who has lost his wife prays for her spirit and 
offers annual oblations for her (de exlwrt. cast. 11, where the practice is 
referred to as an impediment to second marriages). So too a woman 
prays for the soul of her husband, and implores for him a time of 
refreshment (refrigerium interim adpostulat ei) and a share in the first 
resurrection, and makes an oblation each year on the day of his decease 
(de Mon-0gam. 10). And Cyprian, in like manner, speaks of oblations 
and sacrifices being offered, with annual commemoration, for martyrs 
and other deceased members of the Church (Epp. 12. 2, 39. 3, 1. 2). 
So normal was the practice that a man might be punished for violating 
an ecclesiastical law (e.g. by appointing a priest as his executor), by 
being deprived of the oblation for the repose of his soul (ibid. Ep. 1. 2), 
just as exclusion from participation in the Eucharist was the severest 
penalty that could be inflicted on him in his lifetime. And Augustine 1 

at a later time could claini the universal custom of the Church and the 
tradition of the fathers in support of the practice of offering the sacrifice 
for those who had died in the communion of Christ's body and blood, 
declaring that there was no doubt that the dead were thereby helped so 
that the Lord would deal with them more mercifully than their sins 
deserved (Senno 172. 2). So he records the earnest entreaty of bis 
mother, Monica, to be remembered when the solemn rites at the altar 
were performed; and other references in his writings shew his belief in 
the expiatory power of the sacrifices of the altar offered by the living 
for the dead (cf. Enchiridion llO, Oonfess. ix 27, 32, 35, de Cura pro 
Mortuia 3). 

It is in the sense of this explicit teaching that the expressions used 
in all the ancient liturgies, and the references to the departed which 
they contain, must be interpreted. The faithful departed are always 
mentioned, as well as the living,2 and so they were brought within the 

1 See W. Cunningham S. Austin p. 187 note. 
1 The names of the dead and of the living for whom intercession was to be made 

were written in books for the purpose (the diptychs of the living and of the dead). 
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range of the same intercession and the benefit of the sacrifice passed 
over to them.1 

See further Apost. Const. viii 12, 41; Epiphanius adv. Haer. lxxv 7; 
Chrysostom Hom. xxi in Act., Hom. xii in 1 Cor., Hom. iii in Phil; 
and Bingham Antiquities of the Christian Church bk. xv eh. iii § 15, 
bk. xxiii eh. iii §§ 12, 13. 

THE ANCIENT :MYSTERIES,![ 

That the doctrine of the Eucharist was influenced to any important 
extent by the ideas connected with the ancient mysteries has not 
been proved and seems to be improbable. In a sense, of course, 
the whole Christian dispensation was a 'mystery'; that is, a 'secret', 
revealed to those that had ears to hear and eyes to see, but still 
hidden from all others. A process of initiation was required before 
the secret could be understood. This is the sense in which the 
word µ.v<TTT/p,ov is used in the New Testament, and it seems probable 
that it was fI~m this usage that Christians adopted the word in 
connexion with the Eucharist, in which the secret may be said to 
culminate. The Church and the Mysteries had further a common 
object in view-1!.J far as both aimed at the purification of life under 
the influence of religious sanctions ; and the terminology of the 
Mysteries found its way to some extent into the language used of the 
Christian Sacraments. But of the influence of the Mysteries on the 
doctrine of the Sacraments there is no certain trace during the period 
with which we are concerned. 

See Cheetham Mysteries Pagan and (Jhristian and references to the 
subject in Loofs Leitjaden §§ 25, 26 and Harnack DG. Eng. tr. (see 
Index ' Mysteries'). 

1 In the course of time a distinction was made between saints and martyrs, who 
were regarded as not being in need of such assista.nce, and the ordinary faithful 
departed. Thus Cyril of Jerusalem (Oat. Myst. v 8), though he instructs his pupils 
that the sacrifice is offered in memory of all those that are fallen asleep, distinguishes 
two classes-first, patriarchs, prophets, apostles, and martyrs; and secondly, holy 
fathers and bishops and others. In regard to the latter be declares the belief that 
it will be of greatest advantage to their souls that supplication be offered for them 
while the holy and awful .sacrifice is set forth; but the former class are mentioned 
that the living themselves may be aided by them (' in order that by their prayers 
and intercessions God may receive our supplication'), 

Augustine's teaching is to the same effect (Enchirid. 110, Tract. in Joann. 84). 
By a natural extension of this distinction, some who bad originally been included 

in the second class might come to be regarded as belonging to the first. Thus, in 
the Roman liturgy the form of one of the prayers was originally "Grant, 0 Lord, 
that this oblation ma.y be of adva.ntage to the soul of Thy servant Leo" ; but at a 
later time the form was altered to " Grant, 0 Lord, we beseech Thee, that thill 
oblation may be of advantage to us by the intercession of St Leo". 
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THE SACRAMENTS AS THE EXTENSION 
OF THE INCARNATION 

Hilary of Poitier, 
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This conception to which Gregory of Nyssa gave expression in the 
East (see irupra p. 414) is also explicitly stated by Hilary of Poitiers, in 
the West, in his treatise On the Trinity, in the course of his exposition 
of the nature of the unity which exists between the Father and the 
Son. He discusses the meaning of the passage John 1720-2s ( de Trinitate 
viii 5-19), and argues against Arian or other heretical interpretations of 
the unity as merely moral or volitional And the chief evidence in 
support of his contention, that the unity between the Father and the 
Son is a unity of nature, he finds in the character of the unity which 
believers have with the Son (and through him with the Father), as 
exhibited in the Incarnation and the Sacrament of his flesh and blood. 
The heretics argued that our unity with Christ was not 'natural', but 
one of allegiance and of will, and that the union of Christ with God the 
Father was of the same character as ours with him. Hilary accepts 
the latter premiss, but insists that believers are united with Christ in 
the Eucharist naturaliter, carnaliter, and corporaliter (ibid. 13-17); so 
that on the heretics' own shewing the unity between the Father and the 
Son is one of nature, not merely one of will, And all through his argu
ment he treats the union of believers with Christ in the Eucharist as a 
continuation or extension of the union which was first effected in the 
Incarnation. The Word was truly made flesh, and we truly take the 
Word incarnate (verb-um carnem) in the Lord's Supper. We must 
therefore hold that it is naturaliter that he abides in us, since he was 
born as man and took upon him the 'nature' of our flesh to be his 
inseparably thereafter, and blended the 'nature' of his flesh (i.e. our 
flesh thus assumed) with the 'nature' of eternity in the sacrament by 
which he communicates his flesh to us (sub sacramento nobis com
municandae c(l.rnis). We are thus all one, because the Father is in 
Christ, and Christ is in us. Any one who would deny that the Father 
is 'naturally' in Christ must first deny that he himself is 'naturally ' 
in Christ or Christ in him. 

And again he emphasizes the relation of the Sacrament to the 
Incarnation in the words : "If therefore Christ truly assumed flesh of 
our body, and the man who was born of Mary is truly Christ, and we 
truly in a sacred rite (sub mysterio) receive flesh of his body (and by 
this means we shall be one, because the Father is in him and he in us): 
how can it be maintained that the unity is a unity of will, when the 
appropriation of nature effected through the sacrament is the sacrament 
of a complete unity i" And to the same effect are other expressions 
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which follow in the course of the discussion. " He therefore himself 
is in us through his flesh, and we are in him ; while, along with 
him, that which we are is in God." " Since he is in the Father 
in virtue of his divine nature, we must be believed to be in him 
in virtue of his bodily nativity (per corporalem eius nativitatem), 
and he again in us in virtue of the sacred rite of the Sacraments 
(per sacramentorum mysterium) ••• and so we attain to unity with 
the Father, since we are 'naturally' in him who in respect of his 
nativity is naturally in the Father-since he him.self abides naturally 
in us." Through the Eucharist, in which he gives us his flesh to 
eat, the natural and corporal union of Christ and mankind, which 
was effected when he was born of the Virgin Mary, is continued and 
perpetuated. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE EUCHARIST IN LITURGIES 

In the ritual and prayers of the Communion Service the sentiment 
of Christians in regard to the Eucharist found free expression. But 
the unrestrained language of worship-the outcome of the spirit of 
devotion rather than of exact definition-detracts to some extent from 
the value of Liturgies as evidence of doctrine. Moreover, of the 
Liturgies which have been most widely used in later times no manu
scripts of the period before the Council of Chalcedon are extant, and 
the form of liturgy which was in use in the earlier centuries cannot be 
certainly inferred from them. The tradition which associates some of 
them with the names of .Apostles witnesses to little more than the 
belief that the .Apostles initiated the liturgical forms of the several 
churches. 

There is, however, definite evidence as to the Liturgies in use in 
several churches in the fourth century. The Liturgy of Palestine in 
the middle of the fourth century is described in all it.a main features 
and parts by Cyril of Jerusalem in his Oatechetical Lecturea. Evidence 
as to the Liturgy in use in Egypt about the same time is furnished 
by Bishop Sarapion'a Prayer-Book (ed. Bp. Wordsworth "Christian 
Classics" S.P.C.K.). From the writings of Chrysostom the Liturgy of 
.Antioch at the end of the fourth century, and the Liturgy of Con
stantinople in the early part of the fifth century, can be largely re
constructed. The so-called 'Clementine Liturgy', contained in the 
Apostolic Oonstitutiona bk. viii, probably represents the form of Liturgy 
which was in use in the Syrian Church in the fourth century, 
though the compiler at the end of that century has worked over 
and expanded the whole and filled it out with prayers of his own 
composition. 

These Liturgies, so far as their evidence goes, all agree in support 
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of the main conceptions of the Eucharist which have been described 
in the foregoing account as to the nature of the Sacrament as a whole 
and the benefits to be obtained by it,1 and it is probable that they 
represent in these respects the general, if not universal, use of much 
earlier times. 

See further Brightman Eastern Liturgies, Hammond Liturgies 
Eastern and Western (for the Western forms), or for an English trans
lation of some, Warren Liturgy of the Ante-Nicene Church. 

1 See Note preceding on 'Oblationa for the Dead •• 



APPENDIX 
ADDITION AL NOTES 

P. 2 fi n. 1 There is no reason to doubt that Baptism wa& 
originally 'in the name of Jesus' or 'Jesus Christ' or 'Christ', 
and evidence is lacking to show when the 'Trinitarian formula' 
first came into use (see infra p. 378 n. 1). Its presence in the 
text of Matt. 2819 may very well be due to an early inter
polation, though little weight can be attached to citations of the 
passage without it by Eusebius in the fourth century. The 
' institution ' of Baptism, like the 'institution ' of the Eucharist, 
belongs to the period subsequent to the Crucifixion. The idea. 
that the 'Trinitarian formula• was part of this 'institution' is 
not supported by the evidence as to the practice of Baptism that 
the New Testament furnishes (see the references in Acts), and 
St Paul's rationale of the practice is based entirely on the 
personal relation to Christ that is associated with it. 

P. 28 n. 6. There is no 'institution' of the Eucharist in 
the genuine text of the Gospels. An 'institution' is narrated 
first by St Paul, and textual evidence suggests the probability 
that the institution contained in Lk. 2219120 is an interpolation 
from 1 Cor. xi 23-25. The Last Supper was at once a farewell 
meal between our Lord and His disciples and a covenant binding 
them personally in allegiance to Him, with no suggestion that it 
was ever to be repeated till the Kingdom was established. Of 
the period between that moment and the time of St Paul's 
Epistle to the Corinthians we have no certain knowledge. But 
the evidence shews that the 'Appearances,' which are the 
historical foundation of the belief in the Resurrection, took 
place when the disciples were gathered at their evening meal. 
This is, no doubt, the true historical memory that underlies St 
Luke's statements that our Lord 'ate and drank' with His 
disciples after His resurrection. For my own part I have no 
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doubt that it is to these experiences in 'the upper room• that 
we must trace the actual origin of the • Lord's Supper' as a 
Christian institution. The ' breaking of the bread ' became the 
peculiar rite of the new religious society. St Paul gave it 
some fresh direction and a new impetus, and round it there 
gathered rapidly ideaa familiar to Hellenistic Religion which 
determined its later developements. See further .Additional 
Notes to P. 399 n. 1 and P. 424. 

P. 55. The place of Tradition. With the account given in 
this section of the original idea of 'apostolical succession' as 
found in and guaranteed by churches rather than bishops 
(collective rather than individual, the succession of faith and life 
represented by the unbroken continuity of churches rather than 
by any transmission of special personal charismata through 
individual bishops) cf. C. H. Turner '.Apostolic Succession' in 
Essays on the, early history of the Church and the, Minutry ed. 
H. B. Swete (1918), and review by V. Bartlet in Journal of 
Theological Studus vol. xx pp. 3 5 7 ff. .As to the place of bishops 
in the Church see further infra pp. 3 5 7 ff., especially as regards 
the ideas of Ignatius, the earliest representative of the aristo
cratic theory which, without the qualifications he implies, 
prevailed at a later time. !I 

Pp. 76 ff. Gnosticism. So far as the history of Christian 
Doctrine is concerned the chief facts are sufficiently given, I 
think, in this chapter. Since it was written however, the 
researches of a number of scholars have shewn more clearly that 
the 'Christian' Gnostic schools were only particular varieties of 
a type of religious thought that was pre-Christian and widely 
diffused in the ancient world. Our Lord's teaching was based 
on the belief that He knew God as no one before had known 
Him, and the ' Gnosis' which He claimed and St. Paul and the 
J ohannine school expounded was at once in competition with 
religious schools with which it had little but the word in 
common. The chief stimulus to a fresh consideration of the 
subject was given by R. Reitzenstein's Zwei religionsgesckichtlicke 
Frage (1901) and Poimandres, Studien zur griechisck-agyptischen 
undfriikchristlichen Literatur (1904), on which see E. Krebs Der 
Logos als Reiland im ersten Jakrhundert (1910), with its full biblio
graphy to date, and J.M. Creed• The Hermetic Writings' Journal 
of Theowgical Studies (1914) vol xv pp. 513-5 3 8. Of. also 
W. Bousset Hauptproblem£ Wl"' Gnosis (1907) E. de Faye 
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Gnostiques et Gnosticisme (1913), for critical discrimination of the 
sources of information; and E. Norden Agnostos Thoos (1913) so 
far as concerns the idea of "fVWUt<; 0eou (see J.T.S. xv 455). 

These recent researches are of value as shewing the environ
ment in which early Christian Doctrine grew up, rather than as 
establishing direct influences on the course of its developement. 

Besides the Gnostic Schools mentioned in the text special 
interest attaches to the Marcosians described by Irenaeus, bk. I 

ohs. vii ff., on whom see T. Barns Journal of Theological Studies 
vol. vi pp. 399 ff. In general see F. C. Burkitt Church and Gnosis. 

P. 97 n. 3. On the other hand, it is important to note how 
stubborn a fight was maintained for an interpretation which its 
champions believed had the genuine historical tradition of the 
Church behind it. Driven underground as it was, it is essential1y 
the conception of the ' dynamic ' Monarchian School that 
emerges again in the eighth century in the teaching of Elipandus 
of Toledo and Felix of U rgel, its last representatives till modern 
times. It appears that the tradition had never entirely died out. 

P. 9 8. It seems to be clear that the school to which 
Epiphanius gave the name '.Alogi' represent the common tra
dition anterior to the -vogue of the Logos theology, when the 
'Wisdom' or the ' Spirit' of God was conceived as being 
' with • or ' in ' the man Jesus, and Christian thought had not 
yet proceeded to the stage of identification. Some interesting 
suggestions as to this school a:re made by J. Chapman Revue 
Benedictine .April 1913, p. 2 3 6. 

P. 100. In a valuable essay (La Christologie de Paul de 
Samosate in the 'Bibliotheque de l'ecole des hautes etudes' vol. 
viii, Paris, 18 9 6 ), M. .A. Reville wrote ' L'unitarisme moderne 
salue en Paul de Samosate un de ces lointains precurseurs.' 
Students of Christian Doctrine will regard him rather as repre
senting in the third century beliefs of the earliest Christians 
which have not had sufficient recognition in the fully developed 
doctrine of the Person of Christ. For a full collection of the 
extant fragments of his writings and a statement of his teaching see 
H.J. Lawlor 'The Sayings of Paul of Samosata' Journal of Theo
logical Studies vol. xix pp. 20-45, 115-120. See also infra p. 444. 

P. 102 n. 3. Hippolytus (Ref. Haer. ix 7, x 27} names 
Noetus, Epigonus, and Cleomenes. It is possible that 'Praxeas' is 
a mere nickname ( = der Macher, lefaiseur, busy-body). There are 
strong coincidences, personal and doctrinal, between the portrait 
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of Callistus drawn by Hippolytus and the portrait of Praxeas by 
Tertullian, and it is not unlikely that Pmxeas stands for Callistus 
(cf. P. de Labriolle Bulletin d'anc. lit. et d'archeol. ckret. vol i p. 
228). 

P. 111. Further reasons for regarding the Second Creed 
of the Council of Antioch (341), the' Creed of the Dedication,' 
as essentially Lucianic are given in Journal of Tkeologwal Studies 
vol. vi pp. 519, 5 2 1. 

lb. On the use of the term oµoovuw,;; by Paul of Samosata 
see further H. J. Lawlor Journal of Theological Studies vol xix 
pp. 30-34. 

P. 113 n. 1. See The Letters and other remains of IJionysius 
of Alexandria ed. C. L. Feltoe, Cambridge, 1904. 

P. 12 7. Tatian. It ought to be added that Tatian's ethical 
interest in the doctrine of the Logos is as abundantly apparent 
as J ustin's. He at once proceeds to connect the generation of 
the Logos J11 apxfi, and his subsequent corresponding generation 
of the universe and us, with the Christian conception of re
generation and resurrection. We were not of old, and we knew 
nothing; then we were born and lived. We pass through death, 
and again are not. But ' though fire make away with my 
fleshly part, the universe has room for the material that has been 
reduced to vapour,' ... and whatever process of dissolution the 
body undergoes Taµ,elot<, e11aw61mµ,at 7rXovtTlov OetT7T6TOv. The 
Logos made us for immortality, possessed as we are of freedom 
of will, and also warned us of the consequences of our use of that 
freedom, giving us commands. So we shall be justly punished 
or praised in accordance with the use we make of our freedom. 

P. 140 n. 1. The phrase Tplmo<, 1hrap~eru<;, though found 
in Basil and Gregory of Nyssa, seems to appear for the first time 
as a special Trinitarian term in Amphilochius--see K. Holl 
Ampkilockius von. Ikonium in seinem Verluiltniss zu den grossen 
Kappodoziern, 19 04. 

P. 144 n. 1. See also adv . .Marcionem ii 27 for the distinction 
between God the Father, as impassible, and the Son, as passible. 

P. 145 n. 3. Similarly Athanasius de Deer. 27 & µE11 ,yap 
c:,, l;7J'TWV Ka£ ,yvµ,val;rov erypa,Jre, TaVTa µi] W', auTOV qipo110VIITO'> 
Bexlu0ro n<,. 

P. 146. At the root of Origen's thought was the idea of 
an eternal ideal world (immaterial, spiritual) of which the world 
of sense is the consequence or expression. His conception of 
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the eternal begetting of the Logos was a particular case of his 
whole conception of the eternal causation or creation of all 
immaterial spirits (the latter coming into existence through the 
Logos). As the idea of the eternal world was not generally 
accepted in the doctrine of the Church, the idea of the eternal 
generation of the Son remains somewhat isolated, and out of 
relation to the scheme of doctrine as a whole. 

P. 160 n. 2. See also supra p. 111. It was probably from 
Lucian that the idea came to Arius. The incarnate Logos was 
thus capable of suffering, and therefore of inferior deity com
pared with the Father who was impassible. 

P. 190. For the extant fragments of the writings of Mar
cellus see C. H. G. Rettberg Marcelliana (Gottingen, 1794).!J 

P. 216 n. For Theodoret's argument see Reprehens. 
Anathemat. Migne P.G. lxxvi 391 ff. 

lb. The Council of Toledo. Some MSS of the acts of the 
Council do not contain the additional words in the Creed, and 
it must be regarded as doubtful whether the Creed was actually 
quoted at the Council with the addition. But the Council 
anathematized ' whoever does not believe . . . that the Holy 
Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son, and bas not said 
that He is coeternal and consubstantial with the Father and 
the Son'. The words may, accordingly, have been interpolated 
afterwards in the Creed. See A. E. Burn Journal of Theological 
Studies vol. ix pp. 301 ff. 

P. 240. Apollinarianism. The teaching of Apollinarius 
can now be studied in H. Lietzmann's edition of his genuine 
writings, so far as they are extant (Apollinaris von Laodicea und 
seine Schule, Tiibingen, 1904). Cf. also G. Voisin L'Apollinarisme, 
Louvain, 1901. It appears to be questionable whether .Apolli
narius really conceived of the Logos as the archetype of all 
human souls-see my review of H. Lietzmann op. cit. Journal 
of Theological Studies vol. vi p. 619. He spoke of the manhood 
as merely an npyavav of the Divine energy. 

P. 252. The Human Nature of Christ. See also J. H. 
Srawley 'St. Gregory of Nysea on the sinlessness of Christ', 
Jou'1"11,al of Theological Studies vol. vii pp. 434-441. 

P. 2 5 3. The Athanasian Creed. The original reauing appears 
to have been 'non conversione divinitatis in carne, sed assump
tione humanitatis in Deo ', the ablatives in carne and in IJeo 
being altered later into accusatives because Eutychian concep-
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tions were not sufficiently excluded by the ablativea. So too 
the phrase 'assumptio humanitatis in Deo' might be reconciled 
with ' N estorian ' conceptions and it is avoided by Vincent in 
his statement of the true faith in opposition to 'Nestorians '. 

Pp. 2 5 5 ff. Nestorianism. Much fresh light has been thrown on 
the history of this controversy by the discovery of a Syriac transla
tion of the .Apologia of Nestorius (written late in his life, the con
cluding chapter after the Council of Chalcedon), which the kindness 
of a friend who translated it for me enabled me to make generally 
known for the first time (Nestorius and his Teaching, Cambridge 
University Press, 1908). A French translation of the whole 
treatise was afterwards published (F. Nau Le Livre d'Heraelide 
de Damas, Paris, 1910); and Dr. F. Loofs, from whose collection 
of the fragments of the other writings of Nestorius (Nestoriana, 
Halle, 19 0 5) I first learnt of the existence of the .Apology, 
reviewed the whole subject in a course of lectures published as 
Nestorim and his place in the history of Christian Doctrine 
(Cambridge University Press, 1914). These four books, with 
an article by Mr. L. Hodgson on' the metaphysic of Nestorius' 
(Journal of Theological Studies voL xix pp. 46 ff. Oct. 1917), 
supply students with all the materials required for forming a 
true judgement as to what Nestorius meant and taught. [See 
further L. Fendt Die Ohristologu des Nestorius, Kempten und 
Mi.inchen, 1910; R. H. Connolly J.T.S. xii 486; A. J. Mason 
J.T.S. xv 88; H. M. Relton Oh. Qu. Rev. Jan, 1912; .A. C. 
Headlam ib. July 1915 ; and M. J ugie Nest. et la controverss 
nestorunne 1912 - the three latter writers supporting the 
traditional estimate of the facts; and also a very va.luable 
sketch of the history, in which fresh sources of information 
are utilized by M. F. Nau-Nestorius d'apres les sources oruntales, 
Paris, Blond et Cie, 1911.] !j 

The fresh evidence shewed beyond question that Nestorius had 
been much misrepresented and maligned, and that he himself re
garded the decisions of the Council of Chalcedon as the triumph of 
the principles for which he had fought. In my book NestoriU$ 
and hu; Teaching I argued that according to the Chalcedonian 
standard he was not ' unorthodox'. I think that verdict holds 
the field. The Chalcedonian definition was certainly not what 
Cyril, left to himself, would have said. But neither Nestorius nor 
Cyril, nor the Chalcedonian definition, can supply us with a 
statement of the doctrine of the Person of Christ that is his-
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torically or philosophically tolerable to-day. Such a statement 
must be founded on historical data and philosophical conceptions 
different from theirs. In shewing the strength of the position 
of Nestorius in relation to Cyril's and the Ohalcedonian, I con
ceived that I was shewing the failure of Orthodoxy to arrive at 
a solution of the problem before it. 

P. 292. Tke Monophysites. I have referred, in the Note 
prefixed to this reprint, to J. Tixeront Histoire des Dogmes vol. 
m. On p. 118 of that volume a list of works bearing on the 
history of Monophysitism is given. See especially J. Lebon Le 
Monophysisme severien (Louvain, 1909) and an article on 
Timothy Ailuros in Rev. d'hist. eccles. ix pp. 6 77 ff. (19C 8). 
M. Lebon argues that the Severian doctrine is the doctrine of 
Cyril, with the same terms and the same sense. I think he is 
entirely right. M. Tixeront does not dispute this verdict, but 
adds that the same doctrine was properly condemned in the 
Severians after the Church had fixed the sense to be attached to 
the particular terms. This is the correct ecclesiastical attitude. 
Similarly, when the Donatists supported their practice of re
baptism by the authority of Cyprian, Vincent of Lerins denounced 
them (Oornmon. 18): 'Who is so mad as to doubt that Cyprian 
will reign for ever with Christ, or on the other hand so impious 
"8 to deny that the Donatists will burn for ever with the devil ? ' 

P. 293. Oommunicatio idiomatum. For the Greek form of this 
phrase (a11'Tl3ocn~ TWV lotroµ,&m,,v) see Leontius of Byzantium c. 
Nest. et Eutych. i (Migne P.G. lxxxvi 1289 c). 

P. 294. Christ's Human Nature impersonal. In His life-time 
no one doubted that Jesus was a man, but Christian experience 
from an early date, without denying that He was a man, was not 
satisfied by theories that made Him less than God ; though a 
certain kind of subordination was generally admitted as regards 
His manhood. The philosophical theologians worked with the 
current conceptions of 'substance' and 'nature', two substances 
and two natures (Godhead and Manhood) being supposed to be 
brought together into union in Him. ' Substance ' was the 
dominant category. ' Centre of personality', like 'personality' 
itself, is a modern phrase that does not correspond with the old 
categories, though it expresses to modern ears the drift of the 
old orthodox teaching. It was the Eternal Logos, or Son, who 
became man and the subject of human experience in the person 
of Jesus. 'He', the Logos or the Son, existed and continued to 
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exist. There was no change of subject, though He entered on 
new conditions of life and experience. The human 'substance ' 
and ' nature ' which He made His own by birth was from His 
very conception as man individualized (to-day we might say, 
' personalized ') in Him. The only 'personality' it ever had was 
His ' personality'. This is the theory of the lvv7rocnacrla to 
which formal expression was given by Leontius of Byzantium 
c. 485-543 (Migne P.G. lxxxvi esp. c. Nest. et Eutych,. 1277, 1300: 
cf. J. P. Junglas Leontius von Byzanz, Paderborn, 1908, pp. 
148 ff.). It remains the' orthodox' doctrine. But the categories 
employed in its formal statement are out of relation to modern 
conceptions of being and personality, and if the religious values 
of the old doctrine are to be retained it must be restated. The 
fact that Jesus was a man, with a human personality and a 
genuinely human experience, must be the basis of the new 
formulation, as it was of the earliest. For a sketch of the lines 
on which such a restatement may proceed see The .Faith of the 
Apostle's Greed (Macmillan & Co., 1918) pp. 79 ff. 

lb. The ,dvro<n<;. The question of our Lord's consciousness, 
what He thought about Himself, was not clearly before the 
writers of the New Testament. They had not consciously 
effected a synthesis of the later stage of belief about Him and 
their own memory, or the tradition which reached them, as to the 
actual facts of His earthly life. The Gospels accordingly retain 
evidence of statements by Him as to His own ignorance about 
various matters, and as to His relation to God the Father, which 
later ecclesiastical piety could not tolerate and Christian 
philosophers and theologians were chiefly concerned to explain 
away. 

To the passages with regard to the limitations of our Lord's 
knowledge referred to in note 1, may be added Basil adv. Eunom. 
iv 3, Amphilochius on Mk. xiii 32 (Migne P.G. xxxix 104 A), 
Cyril Al. on Mt. xxiv 36 (Migne P.G. lxxii 441, 444) and 
Thesaurus xxii (P.G. lxxv 368). The chief passages are collected 
in Diekamp Doctrina Patrum de Incarn. Verbi pp. 104 ff. The 
view that our Lord shared our ignorance of certain things was 
condemned as heresy in the sixth century (Agnoetai) and again 
in the Adoptionists of the eighth century (Felix of Urgel). The 
theory that prevailed was expressed by Eulogius, orthodox 
patriarch of Alexandria 580-607 (Migne P.G. ciii 1080-1084), 
to the effect that the Scriptural texts in question ought to be 
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understood of an ignorance that was only •economic' or official 
and anaphorical ; i.e., that Jesus was speaking not on his owe 
account personally, but only as representative of men, indeed as 
the representative man : and he argued that the Fathers who 
seem to admit ignorance in Jesus ought to be understood in 
this sense. 

On the question of our Lord's susceptibility to human affec
tions, emotions, suffering, in view of the generally accepted theory 
of the impassibility and unchangeableness of Godhead, besides 
the passages referred to in the text, see Ath. or. c . .Ar. iii 51-57, 
Hilary de Trin. x 23-44, Apollinarius Jragm. ap. Theodoret 
Emn. i, ii, iii (Migne P.G. lxxxiii 104, 105, 213-220, 309-
312), Greg. Nyss. antirrh. a<lv. Apoll. 38-41 (Migne P.G. xlv 
1209-1220), Theod. Mops. fragm. de ine. et c . .Apoll. (Migne P.G. 
!xvi 969-1002), Theodoret de inc. Dom. xv-xvii (Migne P.G. 
lxxv 1441-1448), Cyril Epp. 45, 46 (Migne P.G. lxxvii 228-
245); and, as against the Julianists and the Gaianists-the 
aphthartodocetae of the later period-who held that our Lord's 
body was incorruptible from the moment of its creation, so that 
His sufferings were only when He willed, whereas ours are of 
natural necessity, see the instructive arguments of Leontius de 
sectis x 1, 2 (Migne P.G. lxxxvi 1. 1260 f.) and c. Nest. et 
Eutyck. i (ih. 1273-1316). 

On the whole subject see also A. B. Bruce The Humiliation of 
Christ, H. R. Mackintosh The Person of Jesus Christ, H. 
Schumacher Die Selbstofferibarung Jesu bei Mat 11, £7 (Luc 10, ££) 
and Christus in seiner Praexistenz und Kenose nack Phil B, 5-8, 
with my reviews of the last three books in Journal of Theological, 
Studies voL xv pp. 110, 112 and vol xvi p. 109. 

P. 320. It should be added that almost certainly Vincent 
in his Commonitorium bas Augustinianism in view as one of the 
novelties against which his canon is directed. 

P. 336 n. 4. In ecclesiastical Latin praevaricatio is I trans
gression', 'deviation from duty', Of. Rom. iv 15 Vulg. ubi 
enim non est lex, nee praevaricatio ; Heb. ix 15 in redemptionem 
earum praevaricationum. So praevari.cator is ' sinner' or 
apostate'. 

P. 340 n. 1. The idea probably goes back to the legend that 
the earth would conceal the new-born Messiah from the dragon 
that was lying in wait for him (.Apoc. xii, ...4.sc. Is. vii 9, Protev. 
JM. 22), from which 'ilource also probably comes the tradition 
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that Christ was born in a cave (Justin Dial. c. Trypk. 78, Protev. 
Jae. 18, Orig. c. Cels. i 51 etc.). Ignatius seems to have con
nected the concealment with the manhood (ci ad Smgrn. 4), for 
which J er. xvii 9 'he is a man : who shall know him 1 • is cited by 
[renaeus IV xxxiii 11 : cf. .Asc. Is. xi 1 7 (he is suckled, so as not 
to be recognized), and ib. x 29, 30, xi 16 (' escaped all the princes 
of this world '). 

A parallel is found in Marcion's idea that the death of Jesus 
was a price paid to the God of the Law by the God of grace in 
order to secure the redemption of sinners. 

P. 341 n. 1. So also Amphilochius (K, Holl op, cit. p. 98) 
and Macarius Magnes .Ap. iii 9 (ed. Blondel p. 72), who describes 
the Lord as like a clever fisherman landing a big fish and 
drawing the monster out of the sea of life, thus revealing the 
meaning of the Psalmist's words, 'I am a worm and no man' (a 
passage in which Origen, Jerome, and Augustine found a prophecy 
of the birth of Christ from a Virgin ' quia vermis de carne sine 
concubitu nascitur' Aug. Ep. 140). Peter Lombard on the other 
hand (Liber Se'llientiarum iii Dist. xix 1 ), describes the Cross a& 

a mouse-trap baited by the Lord's blood. 
P. 352. The summary statement of thought given on this 

page is, I am clear, substantially right. Of. M. Tixeront's 
summary Histoire des Dogmes, vol iii pp. 353 ff. The' physical' 
or ' realistic' conception of Athanasius and other Greek Fathers 
seems to have been for the most part neglected by Latin writers 
of this period, but Leo's views approximate to it and Gregory the 
Great gave it authority in the West for the medireval period. 
So there came to prevail in the Church of the West the idea of 
punishment of sin inflicted on Christ as representative of the race 
and therefore as substitute for mankind, individually and as a 
whole. 

P. 357 n. 2. See also supra pp. 55 ff. on the idea of tb1> 
unbroken succession of Ckurches as the fundamental guarantee, 
and ' Additional Note' on p. 5 5. 

P. 367 n. 3. Celsus is cited by Harnack as the first to use 
the phrase ;, 1-wy&x,,, etcK"A.'1/ul,a, 'the Great Church ', to distinguish 
the Church from its counterfeit imitations. 

P. 373. Only three classes of penitents seem to have 
been genera.Hy recognized, viz. oi atcpowµ,€vo, audientes within 
the vestibule, ol "f<JVV tc"A.tvou-r€r; or o, u7J"o1rl'TM'ovre,;; substrati 
in the nave till the .Anaphora began, and ol avv,uraµ.evo, 
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co'll,sistentes remaining through the Liturgy as others but not 
receiving. 

P. 3 7 8 n. 1. See also 'Additional Note' to p. 2 5 n. 1. 
Didache § vii gives the threefold Name but also § ix ek /1,voµ,a 
JCvplov (the arguments for a late date of the IJidache are not 
convincing, and this may be the earliest instance of the Trini
tarian 'formula'). The idea that the whole Trinity is implied 
in the naming of Christ is found, though not in connexion with 
Baptism, in Irenaeu& III 10, 18: 'In the name of Christ is 
understood He who did anoint, and He who was anointed, and 

, the unction itself wherewith He was anointed . . ." -a passage 
which Basil de Spiritu S. 12, 28, adopts as his own. It is found 
also at the end of the ninth century in the treatise of Moses bar 
Kepha ' on baptism': ' Sign thy Messiah, 0 Trinity, on those 
who are about to be regenerated' (E:cpositor Oct. 1911). Of. 
also Apostolic Canons can. 5 0. 

P. 385 n. 2. The custom was usual at a later time in the 
Gallican rite and it is also in the Stowe missal (see F. E. 
Warren Lit. and rit. of the Celtic Church p. 217). In Spain it 
seems to have been practised but was prohibited by the Council 
of Elvira 305 (see Hefele Hi,st. Councils E. tr. i p. 158). 

lb. n. 3. Pohle-Preuss The Sacraments i p. 55 cites Amb. 
in Ps. 48 [49] v 5 (Migne P.L. xiv 1159) 'lavemus et pedes 
ut calcanei lubricum possimus auferre quo fida statio possit ease 
virtutum ' as shewing that the hereditaria peccata of the passage 
de myst. vi 32 (the 'iniquity of my heels' of the Psalm) was 
merely concupiscence (but ?). 

P. 396. The position of Andrewes is summed up in a 
sentence in his Rtsponsio ad Bellarm. § 11 (p. 13 ed. Anglo-Oath. 
Libr.): 'praesentiam credimus non minus quam vos veram; de modo 
praesentiae nihil tamen definimus, addo, nee anxie inquirimus.' 

P. 3 9 7. The existence of the Agape was contested by 
P. Batiffol Etudes d'hutoire et de tkeologie positive, 1902. Against 
him Funk Revue d'hi,stoire ecclesiastique iv pp. 5-23 maintained the 
traditional view and pointed to Tertullian Apol. 3 9 as an indis
putable witness to the custom. The discussion which ensued is 
summed up by Funk ib. vii pp. 5-15 (Jan. 1906), whose inter
pretation of Tart . .A pol. 3 9 is, I think, certainly right. For the 
subject in general (though in some details the article needs 
correction) see A. J. Maclean 'Agape' Hastings' Encycl. Rel. and 
Ethics. 
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P. 399 n. 1. I am satisfied that the translation of Justin'e 
words given in my text is right, but the note needs some 
correction. In particular there is no doubt that o Xd70~ o Trap' 
avrov is always in Justin the Logos who comes from God, the 
' second ' not the ' third ' person of the later doctrine of the 
Godhead. The evidence points clearly to the conclusion that 
the earliest conception was that the Logos (Christ Himself) must 
come and make the bread and wine His body and blood. It 
was only at a later time, when a clearer differentiation of the 
divine functions had been made and much was attributed to 
the Holy Spirit that had been regarded as the function of the 
Logos, that any invocation of the Spirit in connexion with the 
Eucharist is found (first in Cyril of Jerusalem-see p. 410). 
So for 'Spirit ' or 'Holy Spirit' on this page, ' Logos' should be 
substituted, or ' Word,' as in the translation. It is the comment 
on the translation that needs correction on this particular point. 
According to Justin there is a complete equivalence between the 
action of the Logos in the Incarnation and in the Eucharist. It 
is the same conception that is expressed by Irenaeus (see p. 
401 note ad. med.) and Gregory of Nyssa (see p. 413). I 
must withdraw the partial concession I made to the prevailing 
opinion that the Xo70~ might refer to the recital of the ' words of 
institution ' or some kind of spoken prayer. To interpret the 
early evidence in that sense is to read back into it a conception 
of later times. The idea that the consecration is effected by the 
reoital of the words of institution is not in accordance with early 
thought and practice. It can only be justified on the theory 
that the officiating priest actually represents Christ and has 
power to act for Him and do effectually (not only in figure) 
what He did and would do. This theory of priesthood (already 
present in idea at least in Cyprian) is necessary to the vindication 
of the practice of the Western Church that has in its liturgy no 
allusion to the need of the coming of the Logos or the Spirit. 
The Eastern Church on the other hand, in making the invoca
tion of the Holy Spirit the 'moment ' of consecration, the central 
point in the rite, is faithful to the earliest rationale of the 
Sacrament, in that it requires a definite act of Divine ' descent' 
upon the elements. It is a mere detail of the Trinitarian 
evolution of the doctrine of God, without any special significance 
as regards the doctrine of the Sacrament, that the invocation 
should be of the Holy Spirit rather than of the Logos ; though 
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the effect of the change of terminology has been to obscure the 
early history and doctrine of the rite. 

If, as I suppose, the actual origin of the Eucharist is to be 
traced to the fact that it was when the disciples were gathered 
together at their evening meal that they first became conscious 
of the presence of the 'risen' Jesus with them, it was by coming 
to them that He made their supper ' the Lord's Supper.' And 
so, when the Supper became an ecclesiastical institution, some 
'intention' equivalent to and probably expressed in prayer for 
His coming or His Spirit's coming (whether under the name of 
the Logos or of the Holy Ghost) would be an essential part of 
the rite till historical memory or tradition faded and the theology 
of the study took its place. The early Marana tha, ' Come, 
our Lord' (1 Cor. xvi 22), lpxov, Kvpie 'I71uov (Apoc. xxii 20) 
must, I conceive, have been the 'intention ' of every primitive 
Lord's Supper, and the prayer itself in all probability was what 
actually constituted the meal a 'Eucharist.' Where no such 
prayer is retained, formal continuity with the first days has 
been lost. 

On the question of prayer for the Logos, rather than the 
Holy Spirit, and kindred questions, see the valuable collection and 
discussion of the evidence by Mr. Edmund Bishop • The Moment 
of Consecration' in R. H. Connolly The Luurgical, Homilies oj 
Narsai (' Texts and Studies' vol. viii, No. 1) pp. 126-163.! 

P. 403 n. 1. The point is: Tertullian means it really is 
His body, just as, when he argues that the soul must have a 
body at the Resurrection, he says ' ideoque repraesentabuntur et 
corpora '-the bodies too v,ill be really there again (A.pol. 48). 

P. 404. 'That the Eucharist was from the very first regarded 
as a sacrifice' is a less guarded statement than can be justified. It 
is not true of ' the breaking of the bread' and the celebration of 
the Lord's Supper of Acts and 1 Cor., as practised, that is, in the 
primitive Church. But, as the evidence quoted shews, some idea 
of sacrifice seems to have been attached to the developed rite to 
which the term 'Eucharist' is properly applied. 

P. 422. Reservation. A translation of these Armenian 
canons by F. C. Conybeare was published in The American Journal 
of Theology October, 1898. The one referred to is as follows: 
' Outside the church priests shall not dare to carry the sacraments 
into the houses of cultivators and there impart the holiness, 
except only in cases of sickness.'![ 
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P. 424. Tke Ancient Mysteries. In recent years the 
attention of students has been turned much more closely to the 
connexion between the Mystery Religions and the early develope
ment of Christian Doctrine and cult, and the opinion expressed 
in this Note no longer holds the field. [G. A.nrich's IJas antike 
Mysterienwesen in sei~m Einfluss auf d,as Ohristentum, Gottingen, 
1894, in which substantially the same conclusion is reached, is 
however still the best introduction to the whole subject.] The 
chief permanent result of recent studies has been to establish 
a sounder historical perspective than was possible before and to 
demonstrate how intimately the new Religion was connected, in 
its origins and its progress, with all the other religious 
movements of the age. 

In regard to the sacramental institutions of the Church, 
while it is true that direct connexions (or bo1Towings) are not 
easy to demonstrate, it is no less true that there is no evidence 
of a doctrine of the Eucharist that was entirely independent of 
conceptions which were already current in some of the Mystery 
Religions. Delicate questions of interaction and priority may 
elude decision here and there, but the main question is settled 
for us by Justin's ingenuous argument that the demons (the gods 
of the old religions and the authors of their rites), by their malign 
foreknowledge to some extent anticipated the Christian rites that 
were to be, and clumsily parodied them in their own. The 
resemblances were clear, and the pagan rites were first in the 
field. It was in an environment of Hellenistic religiosity that 
the Christian doctrine of the Eucharist was fashioned. We know 
nothing of any such doctrine on pn,.ely Jewish ground. We 
cannot read it back into the primitive rite of the breaking of the 
bread in connexion with a meal, even if accompanied by the 
words ' This is my body '. When we get the beginnings of a 
doctrine in 1 Cor. x, xi it is already in dependence on ideaE 
familiar to his Hellenistic converts at Corinth that St Paul 
expresses it. It is again a thoroughly Hellenistic atmosphere 
and background of thought that is reflected in the exposition 
of doctrine in John vi, with 'flesh' instead of 'body', and 
its incompatibility with Jewish modes of thought is explicitly 
recognized. Its home was not Palestine, but Ephesus. The 
lines were thus firmly laid down and Hellenistic piety and wide
spread religious instincts were satisfied by the developement of 
sacramental teaching and ritual that proceeded along these lines. 
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Whatever spiritualizing of old religious ideas was effected, it is 
true that Christianity won its way in the wide world by becoming 
a superior Mystery Religion (see K. Lake The Earlier Epistles oj 
St Paul, 1911, p. 45), and the terminology of the Mysteries 
was applied to the Eucharist because the ideas of the Mysteries 
were already associated with the Christian rite. The same con
siderations hold good with regard to Baptism. 

With the book of G. Aurich cited above should be read 
G. W obbermin Beligwnsgesckwktliche Studien (Berlin, 18 9 6 ), in 
which the more modern point of view is expressed. Of the 
great number of more recent books relating to the subject the 
outstanding ones are F. Cumont's Les Religions orientales dans le 
Pagan-isme romain ( 19 0 6) 1, R. Reitzenstein's IJie hellenistiscken 
Mysterienreligionen (1910), and .A. Schweitzer's Gesckwhte der 
Pauliniscken Forschung (1911)9. Useful surveys of the present 
state of opinion are furnished by C. Clemen's IJer Einfluss der 
Mysterienreligwnen au/ das alteste Okristentum (1913) and E. 
Krebs's IJas religionsgesckicktlwhe Problem des Urckristentums 
(1913). Both these books sbew the uncertainty in which the 
subject is still shrc.uded. 

To the above books must now be added 3 A. Loisy Les Mysteres 
paiens et le mystere chret,ien (Paris, 1919), in which is given a survey 
of all the Mystery Religions and a care£ul appreciation of the 
relation to them of the developing Christian Religion. The general 
conclusions which M. Loisy arrives at are almost identical with 
those which I have indicated in the above note written before 
his book reached me. On some features of his conception of the 
developement of ' the Christian mystery ' see a review of his book 
in Journal of Theowgical Studies vol. xxi p. 183. 

1933 
P. 55. On the general question see J. Tixeront L'Ordre et les 

ordinations. 
P. 81. A. von Harnack Marcion is a brilliant and penetrating 

study of the man and his thought and all the questions connected 
with the subject. On Marcion and Bardesanes see also W. Mitchell 
Refutations vol. ii. 

P. 95. Recent discoveries of original Manichaean documents in 
1 Eng. Tr. The oriental religions in Roman Paganism, London, 1912. 
1 Eng. Tr. Paul and his interpreters, Chicago, 1911. 
8 And now S. Angus The Mylftery-Religious and Christianity (1925) for what is 

commonly regarded a.s a. sound and judicious trea.tment of the question. 
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Chinese Turkestan (especially at Turfan) have added largely to our 
knowledge and shewn that the distinction drawn in my Note between 
Eastern and Western Manicheism is mistaken. The ' Jesus, who 
appeared in Judaea,' that is, not the Jesus of the Catholic Church 
with flesh and blood, but the discarnate Jesus of Bardesanes 
(Bardaisan) and Marcion, is central in Mani's religion. The Arab 
historians knew so little of Christian principles that they belittled 
their influence in Manicheism. It now appears that Christian 
influence, in the form given to Christianity by Bardesanes and 
Marcion, was as strong in all Manicheism as it is in the form that 
Augustine knew, and so that he represents it more truly than 
has been supposed. 'Jesus' and Mani are invoked, other prophets 
are not invoked. See E. Chavannes and P. Pelliot Un Traite 
ManicMan retroui,e en Chine 1912, P. Alfaric Les Ecritures 
manicheennes 1918, 1919, F. C. Burkitt The Religion of the 
Manichees 1925, H. H. Schaeder Urform und 1:'ortbildung des 
Manichiiischen Systems 1927. More recently still Manichaean 
documents, translated from Greek into Coptic, have been dis
covered in Egypt, specimens of which have been published 
by Carl Schmidt (Sitzungsberichten of the Prussian Academy, 
1933). See J.T.S. xxxi 266. 

P. 100. For special studies of Paul of Samosata in the light of 
all the evidence now available see F. Loofs Paulus van Samosata 
and G. Bardy Paul de Samosate (cf. W. Telfer J.T.S. xxvi 187). 

P. 119. As I have stated in the preface, I am not primarily 
concerned with origins, but the Logos doctrine, after long eclipse, 
is coming to its own again and must, in my judgement, occupy a 
central position in any reconstruction of Christian Doctrine on 
evolutionist lines. There is an old controversy as to whether the 
idea was derived from the Old Testament, especially the ' Wisdom ' 
books, with some looking-back to the Memra (the Word of revelation) 
and Genesis i, or from Alexandrine philosophy, especially Philo's, 
incorporating some Stoic conceptions. In either case there would 
be in it a large infusion of the Hellenistic spirit. It would not be 
rigidly Judaic. No one, I think, is entitled to an opinion on the 
subject who has not weighed scrupulously the evidence collected 
by J. Grill Die Entstehung des vierten Evangeliums (1902) 
and G. F. Moore J ntermediaries in Jewish Theology reprinted 
from Harvard Theological Review Jan. 1922 (cf. F. C. Burkitt, 
J.T.S. xxiv 158). From the traditional point of view the 
question is dealt with in J. Lebreton Les Origines du dogme de 
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la Trinite-cf. also Lagrange ' Le Logos d'Heraclite ' in Revue 
Biblique xxxii 96 ff. 

It is certain that there was a wide-spread religious philosophy 
that centred in the idea of a Logos of God as the medium of his 
dealings with the world. It is probable that the author of the 
Fourth Gospel was familiar with this religious philosophy. Certainly 
he uses some of its ideas and terms to interpret the meaning of the 
Christian Revelation and to express the significance of the Person 
of Jesus and the whole experience connected with him :-even iJ 
the Johannine view has its own characteristic differentiae. 

All Jews were familiar with the idea of the coming of the 
Messiah; the new thing for them was the belief that Jesus was the 
Messiah. The circle of Christians from which the Fourth Gospel 
came knew about the Logos ; the new thing for them was the idea 
that Jesus was the Logos incarnate. In either case the highest 
categories of Jewish or Hellenistic religious thought that were 
current coin were used and the ideas connected with them applied 
to Jesus. The place of origin of the Fourth Gospel may have 
been Alexandria. 

P. 156. The fruits of fresh investigations which affect the date 
and the circumstances of the outbreak of Arianism, originated by 
E. Schwartz (Proceedings of the Gottingen Academy), are gathered 
in G. Bardy S. Athanase and the article ' S. Athanase ' in Diet. 
Hist. et Geog. Ecclesiastique. 

A good survey of the later period is given in E. Weigl Christologie 
vom Tode des Athanasius bis zum Ausbruch des Nestorianischen 
Streites (373-429). 

P. 166. For Eustathius see a good study by R. V. Sellers 
(Eustathius) and S. Eustathii ... homilia Christologica by F. 
Cavallera. 

P. 185. See F. Cavallera Schisme d' Antioch and C. B. Armstrong 
' The Synod of Alexandria and the Schism at Antioch in 362 
J.T.S. xxii 206. 

P. 190. See also F. Loofs Trinitiitslehre Marcells von Ancyra. 
P. 225. The recent centenary (1931) called forth many books 

in which the fruits of much working over again of the ground 
were shewn. The most important of them for students is perhaps 
E. Gilson's Introduction a l'etude de saint Augustin. 

P. 257 n. 3. New texts of works of Theodore are now being 
published by A. Mingana in W oodbrooke Studws. So far in vola 
v and vi the dogmatic yield is not important. 
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As a background to Antiochene thought reference may be made 
to E. Orth N emesios von Emesa. 

P. 262. For some other aspects of Cyril's teaching see E. Weigl 
Die H eilsl.ekre des kl. Oyrill von Alexandrien. 

P. 422. The story told by Dionysius of Alexandria of the aged 
Sarapion (Eusebius H.E. vi 44) may imply reservation for the 
purpose of viaticum. 

On the general question see the highly informative article 
'The Early Cultus of the Reserved Eucharist' (H. Thurston) in 
J.T.S. xi 275. 

P. 434. The Apo"logia of Nestorius is now accessible in an 
English translation (The Bazaar of He:racleides, by G. R. Driver 
and L. Hodgson, Oxford, 1925), though where it differs from 
Dom Connolly's translation in Nestorius and his Teaching, as it does 
in some passages, Dom Connolly's translation is to be preferred. 

P. 441 (Note to P. 399 n. 1). The text of what is now generally 
believed to be the eucharistic prayer (consecration prayer) of 
Hippolytus is given in the volume of Texts and Studies here cited 
(vol. viri 4 p. 176). On early ideas associated with J,,,.trcXrJutc; see 
the valuable paper in The Journal of Theological Studies xxv 337, 
in which Dom Connolly shews how closely the noun and the verb 
were associated with names {in baptism, exorcism, charms, etc.). 
For what can be said on the subject of an original Epicl,esis in the 
Roman Canon see W. H. Frere The Primitive Consecration PrayeT 
(' Alcuin Club Prayer Book Revision Pamphlets ' viii 1922) ; 
but see also a review of this book in J.T.S. xxiv 457, in which 
Dom Connolly cites the evidence of the De Sacramentis (a sort of 
' half-brother ' to the Roman Canon) which has no epiclesis, but 
ascribes consecration to the words of institution { as does the De 
Mysteriis of Ambrose-English translation of both these tracts by 
T. Thompson and J. H. Brawley, S.P.C.K., 1919). The De Sacra
mentis is of the fifth century, older than any MS we have of the 
Roman Canon, and so may have been nearer to the Canon of that 
time than the one that is now in use. 
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FoR the following supplementary Notes and references to recent 
studies of the subject I am indebted to the Rev. W. Telfer, D.D., 
Master of Selwyn College, and sometime Ely Profeaaor of Divinity, 
Cambridge. 

J. F. B-B. Jan. 1948. 

CHAPTER VI 

Dr. R. P. Casey in "The Study of Gnosticism", J.T.S. xxxvi, 
45--60 (1935), examines the nature of the systems subsumed under the 
term ' Gnosticism '. His edition of the Excerpta ex Theodoto of Clement 
of Alexandria is Vol. I (1934) of Stt14ies and Documents (Philadelphia}. 

Documents for a study of Gnosticism are assembled by W. Volker 
in Quellen zur Geschichte der christlichen Gnosf,s (Tu.bingen, 1932). 
English translations of a selection of fragments throwing light on 
second-century Gnosticism are available in R. M. Grant, S~ 
Christianity (S.P.C.K., 1946). 

The later developement ofMarcionism, with Matter as third principle, 
is testified by the fifth-century Armenian Eznik of Kolb. See an 
article, with an English translation, by C. B. C. Williams, in J.T.S. 
xiv, 66-73 (1944). 

CHAPTER XI 

A translation of De Principiis is G. W. Butterworth's Origen on 
First Principl,es (S.P.C.K., 1936). The following works &BBist a more 
detailed study of the teaching of Origen : 

Rene Cadiou. Introduction au Systeme d'Origene (Paris, 1932). 
Hal Koch. "Pronoia und Paideusis ", Studien uber Origenes 

(Leipzic, 1932). 
Rene Cadiou. La Jeunesse d'Origene (Paris, 1936). 
A. Lieske. Die Theologie des Logos-mystik bes Origenes (Mwrich. 

1938). 
447 
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CHAPTER XII 

Thll fragments of Asterius are collected and the doctrine of the 
Thalia of Arius is examined by G. Bardy, Recherches sur Saint Lucien 
d'Antioche et son Ecole (Paris, 1936). 

The letters of Athanasius to Serapion, translated into French, with 
introduction and notes, by J. Lebon, are in Athanase d'Alexandrie, 
Lettres a Serapion sur la divinite du Saint-esprit (Paris, 194 7). 

An independent English translation, introduction and notes by 
C. R. B. Shapland, is awaited. The extent to which the East Syrian 
church taught a doctrine irreconcileable with Arianism is illustrated by 
the teaching of the "Persian Sage "Aphraates. See I. Ortiz de Urbina, 
Die Gouheit Christi bei Afrahat {Rome, 1933). 

CHAPTER XVIII 

Dr. W. K. Lowther Clarke in The First Epistle of Clement to the 
Corinthians (S.P.C.K., 1937, p. 27), points out that Clement of Rome 
thinks of salvation by faith as in operation from the' beginning, and 
only universalized by the death of Christ. Hermas, the writer to 
Diognetus, the author of the so-called ' Second Epistle of Clement ', 
and Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. iv 37, I) all have, as the background of their 
doctrine of atonement by the death of Christ, the assumption that 
the world was brought into existence for the sake of the elect. See a 
note in E. H. Blakeney, The Epistle to Diognetus (S.P.C.K., 1943, 
pp. 7 4--77). 

CHAPTER XIX 

V. Morel in Revue d'Histoire Ecclesiastique, t. xxxv (1939), pp. 
243-265, calls attention to Tertullian's use of disciplina for the pro
gressive knowledge imparted to the Church by the Spirit, which he 
distinguishes from foles, " the faith once delivered to the saints ". 
Nothing, Tertullian held, might be included in the Rule of Faith which 
belonged to disciplina, such as the Church itself or remission of sins. 
So, in Tertullian's Rule of Faith, the resurrection of the flesh is con
nected wit,h Christ's return to judgement, whereas in the baptismal 
confession in Hippolytus (The Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus, 
G. Dix, S.P.C.K., 1937, pp. 36-37) it follows belief in the Holy Spirit, 
thus opening the way to an amplification of the third section of the 
Creed by the addition of articles on matters of disci"plina, which 
Tertullian, as Montanist, hotly opposed. He expected a ministry of 
prophets to displace the hierarchy. 
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THE PENITENTIAL SYSTEM 

It will be noted that, in the liturgy of the Apostolic Tradition, 
Hippolytus has no reference to dismissal of penitents. 

BISHOPS AS THE CENTRE OJ!' UNITY 

The claim that uni~'ersal primacy on the part of the Roman bishop 
was acknowledged by Irenaeus and Cyprian is controversial. It is 
supported with moderation by P. Batiffol, l'Eglise Naissante (Paris, 
1927, pp. 249-252); qualified by Hugo Koch, Cathedra Petri (Giessen, 
1930), and reasserted by M. Bevenot, St. Cyprian's de Unitate (Chap. 4) 
in the light of the manuscripts (London, 1938). 

CHAPTER XIV 

Recent studies have dwelt upon the fact that Apollinarius, almost 
to the end of his life, stood within the orthodox Alexandrine tradition, 
of which he was the most brilliant exponent. See G. L. Prestige, 
Fathers and Heretics (Oxford, 1940, pp. 195-246). A review and 
comparison of the Christologies of Alexandria and Antioch with 
extensive documentation is given by R. V. Sellers in his Two Ancient 
Ohristologies (S.P.C.K., 1940). 

CHAPTER XV 

The exegesis of the school of Antioch was based on the literal sense, 
yet sought moral and spiritual edification no less than that of the 
Alexandrines. This has been brought out by A. Vaccari " La @o,pla 
nella scuola esegetica di Antiochia" in Biblica, t. i. (Rome, 1920), pp. 
3----36, L. Maries, Etudes Preliminaires a l'Edition de Diodore de Tarse 
sur les Psaumes (Paris, 1933) and R. Devreesse, Le Commentaire de 
Theodore de Mopsueste sur ks Psaumes (i-lxxx) (Rome, 1939). The 
emphasis of the Antiochenes on the Manhood of Christ is largely 
explained by the very ' modern ' scientific anthropology in fashion in 
Syria, of which N emesius of Emesa, 'lf"EP' cf,ucnw<; ,h8ptil1rov, is the 
outstanding witness. See the edition of C. F. Matthaeus, Halle, 1802. 

The treatise of Theodore of Mopsuestia, "On the Nicene creed", 
preserved in Syriac, was published with an English version by 
A. Mingana as " W oodbrooke Studies, Vol. V " (Cambridge, 1932). In 
it, Theodore, driven by the soteriological argument, requires Christ, in 
his Manhood, to be subject to the temptation to pride. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

Dr. F. Buri, Clemens Alexandrinus und der Pauliniscke Freiheitsbe
griff (Zurich, 1939) thinks that Clement played an important part in 
modifying the Paulin.ism of Catholic orthodoxy, while attempting to 
defeat heretical Gnosia, substituting synergism for the Pauline doctrine 
of grace. 

The way was considerably prepared for Augustine by the converted 
Neoplatonist, Marius Victorinus Afer, in the later fourth century. 
See E. Ben.z, Marius Victorinus und die Entwicklung der abend/,andische 
W1'.llemmetaphysik (Stuttgart, 1932). Several workB, variously attributed, 
have been vindicated for Pelagius by G. de Plinval, Pelage, ses Ecrits, 
aa Vie et sa Reforme (Lausanne, 1943), but seem to demand no revision 
of our estimate of Pelagianism. For a careful examination of the final 
doctrine of Prosper of Aquitaine, see L. Pelland, S. Prosperi Aquitan, 
Doctrina (Montreal, 1936). 
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Apollinarianism, 240--247. 
A.pollina.rius, 283, 240 n. 
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Apostasy, 885. 
Aquileia, Creed of, 108 n. 2. 
Arausio, 324. 
Archaisms in doctrine, 3. 
Arianism, its origin, 155-157; chief 

principles, 158 ft~ ; writings for a.nd 
against, 157 n. 2 ; exegesis of Scrip
ture, 161 f. ; among the Goths, 189 
n. 1 ; causes of its success and its 
fa.ilure, 189 n. I ; on the Holy Spirit, 
206. 

Ariminum, council of, 179 n. 1, 183. 
Arius, 156 ff., 163. 
Arles, councils of, 178, 324, 387, 892. 
Armenian Creed, 245 n. 1. 
Artemon, 99 f. 
Asterius, 157 n. 2, 159 n. 3, 190. 
Atha.nasian Creed, 252 ff. 
Athanasius, against Arianism, 158 n, 

a.nd ff. ; on the Spirit, 209 ff. ; on the 
Atonement, 345 ff. ; on the Eucharist 
409 n. I, 

Athenagoras, doctrine of the Logos, 
128. 

Atonement, doctrine of, in N.T. (meta.
phors), 19-21 ; histor, of the doctrine, 
327-352; 'heretical conceptions of, 
352. 

Augustine, on the Trinity, 225 ff. ; on 
the origin of the soul, 304 ; on human 
nature, sin, a.ud grace, 808 ff. ; on 
freedom of will, 810 ; a.gainst Pelagia.n
ism, 319 ff. ; on the Atonement and 
the need of the Incarnation, 849 ff. ; 
on the bishops, 374; use of word 
sa,cra,mentum, 377 n. 5; on ba.ptism, 
887, 388; on the Eucharist, 417 n. 1, 
423. 

Authority, of Scripture and of the 
Church, 41-61 ; cf. also 359 ff., 368 
n. 4, 371. See also 'Penitential 
System', 372 f. 

Auxentius, 180 n. 

Baptism, doctrine of, in N.T., 23-27; 
into Jesus, 25 n. 1, 378 n. I ; of in
fants, 379 n. 3, 381 n. I ; delay of, 
306 ; repetition of, 24 n. 3, 387 ; by 
heretics, 386 ff. 
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Bardesanes, 81 n, 3, 84 n. 6. 
Barnabas, Epistle of, doctrine of atone-

ment, 329. 
Barsumu, 283. 
Basil of Ancyra, 182, 188 n. 2. 
Basil of Caesarea, his olK011oµ!a, 40, 214 

n. 1; on the Holy Spirit, 217 ff. ; on 
the terms o~,r!a and lrr6ura,ru, 23 7 ; 
on the Eucharist, 421. 

Basilidea, 86 ff. 
Begotten, 121, 122 n. r, 161. 
Begotten, by the will of. See 'Will', 
Beryllus, 109 f. 
Bishops, authority, 857 ff., 364 ; as 

centre of Church, 373 ff. ; &8 ministers 
of Baptism, Chrism, and imposition 
of hands, 389, 391 ; in regard to the 
Eucharist, 397 n. 4. 

Blood, use of word in Bible, 19 n. I ; 
the blood of Christ, 350. See also 
'Eucharist'. 

Body of Christ, 414 : see also ' Flosl1 ' ; 
the Church, 23, 357 n. 1, 358, 365, 
370 n. 3; in the Eucharist, 407 n. 6, 
408 n. 41 409 n. 1, 417 n., 418 n. 

Caesarius, 324 n. 4-
Cainites, 85. 
Callistus, 103 n. 31 106, 378. 
Canon, of faith and of Scripture, 42. 
Cappadocian Creed, 245 n. I. 
Cappadocian Fathers, 187 n. I, 217 ff., 

237. 
Carpccrates, 84 ff. 
Carthage, councils of, 316, 319, 320. 
Casaian, John, 321 f. 
Catholic, use of the word, 358 n. 2 1 367 

D. I. 
Causation, applied to the Trinity, 221 f. 
Cardo, 81. 
Cerinthus, 65. 
Chalcedon, council of, 285 It 
'Children of wrath', 18 n. 3. 
Chiliasm, 68-71. 
xwpls aµaprlar, 250 ff., 287. 
Chrism, 207 n. 31 379 n. 2, 882, 384, 

389, 890 ff. 
Christ, the Christian revelation, 1 ; 

union with, in Baptism, 25 ; in the 
Eucharist, 28. See also 'God', 
'Logos', 'Human Soul', 'Human 
Will', 'Body'. 

Christian, meaning of the name, 384 
n. 2. 

XP<<TTOT~Kos, 261 n. 6, 263 n. r. 
Chrysostom, 415 f. 
Church, doctrine of, in N. T., 22, 23 ; 

its authority, 55-59; conceptions of, 
356-372; Donatist theory, 369 n. I. 

C'ircumincesaw, circuminses.,io, 226 n. 2. 
C'i'IJita.a Dei, civitas terrena, 370 f. 
Clement of .Alexandria, doctrine of the 

Logos, 133 f.; of the H olv Spirit. 201 : 

of the Church, 362 ; on the Eucharist, 
407. 

Clement of Rome, doctrine of Atonement, 
829 ; on the Eucharist, 404. 

Clementines, the, 66. 
Cleomencs, 104. 
Coelestiua, 316 ff. 
Communicatio idiomatum, Tertullian, 

144 n. 1, 246 n. 2; Athanasius, 270; 
Cyril Al. 268 ; Leo, 289, 290 ; mean. 
ing of the term, 298f. 

C'ommunio, externa, sanctorum, 369. 
Communion. See ' Eucharist.' 
CQ1llpal:itur, 103 n. 31 104 n. 11 181 n. 
C'onoornatio, 88 n. 2. 
C'ondicio, 139. 
C'onfirmati, conjirmatio, 392. 
Conlirmation, 24, 379 n. 2, 381, 382, 

390ff. 
Conjunction of natures, 259. 
Consciousness of our Lord. See KlvwrTu. 
Consecration, effects of, on elements, 

397 ff., 417 n.; action of Holy Spirit, 
399 n. 1. 

C'onsilia, 355. 
Constantinople, councils of, 154, 184, 

187, 224, 281, 285, 303. 
Coustantinopolit.an Creed, 188 n. 11 286, 

875 n. I. 
Constautins, support of .Arianism, 178 ff. 
Consubstantiality of the Son, 144 n. 3-

See also oµ.006.-,0,. 
Consubstantiation, 8~4 f. 
Controversy, its value, 2, 15. 
C'on'Viaceratio, 83 n. 2. 

Corpus oodeste, of Christ, 246 n. 1, of. 
90 n. 2. 

Creation. See 'Demiurge', 'Gnosticism'. 
Creationism, 808, 304, 315. 
Creature, used of the Son. See KTl<Tµq.. 
Creed, not published, 35 n. 1. 
Curse, of God, 331, 333, 347. 
Cyprian, doctrine of Merit, 354 f. ; on 

the Church and the bishnps, 363 ff., 
874; on baptism, 382, 386, 387, of 
infants, 379 n. 3 ; on unction, 391 ; 
on the Eucharist, 405 f., 418, 421, 
428. 

Cyril of .Alexandria, 255, 262 ff. ; on the 
Holy Spirit, 215 n. I; against Nes• 
torianism, 263 ff. ; on the KlvwrT<r, 
299. 

Cyril of Jerusalem, on scriptural terms, 
192, re 'Constantinopolitan' Creed, 
188 n. r ; on the Holy Spirit, 207 ff. ; 
on the Church, 866 ff. ; on Baptism, 
383 f., hy laymen, 389; on Unction, 
891 ; on the Eucharist, 409 ff. 

Damasns, the 'tome' of, 214 n. 3. 
Dated Creed, the, 182 n. I, 183 n. 1. 
Death-bed communion, 4111. 
Decad, 89 n. 2. 
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Deception of the Devil, 337 ff., 348 n. I. 
Dedication, Creed of the, 172-175. 
Demiurge, 75, 90. 
Descent iuto Hades, 183 n. 1, 253. 
Deus de Deo, 288 n. 3. 
Developement, of doctrine, 33-39 ; of 

revelation, 201 n. 4, 223 ; of char
acter in Christ, 101, 241, 249, 260; of 
the doctrine of the Person of Christ to 
the time of Arius, 157 n. I. 

Didaehe, on the Eucharist, 397 n. 7, 404. 
Diodorus, 256. 
Diognetus, the letter to, doctrine of the 

Logos, 123 ; of the Atonement, 332. 
Dionysins of Rome, 114 ff. 
Dionysius of Alexandria, 113 ff. ; on the 

Trinity, 205. 
Dioscorns, 281. 
Disciplina Arcani, 84, 35. 
Discipline, 356. 
Docetism, 75 ; in N. T., 79 ; Ignatius, 

80. 
Doctrines, attempts at interpretation of 

facts of experience, l : W estcott's 
definition, 3 ; earliest interpretations 
in N. T., 9, 10; developement, 37. 

Dodecad, 89 n. 2, 
Dogma, meaning and use of word, 5. 
Donatists, on the Church and the sacra-

ments, 369 n. 1, 371 ; on the bishops, 
375. 

Double personality in Christ, 242, 249, 
250. 

Bvvaµ.u, Bwd.µ.«, 126. 
Dynamic llionarchianism, 98 ff. 

Ebionism, origin and characteristics, 
63 ff. 

Edessa, school of, 276, 
etaor, 413 n. 2. 
elKwP, 173 n. 4, 306 n. 4, 
lie ri)r oua-las Toil ,raTpbs, 142 (ex sub

stantia dei), 159, 168 un. 1, 5 ; 
objections to the phrase, 171 n. 1 ; 
Constantinopolitan Creed, 188 n. 1. 

Elements. See OTa<xe,a. 
Elvira, council of, 392, 
iµ.,f,,Xox,wpe'iv, 226 n. 2. 
ivavOp<,nrl,aana, 169 n. S, 
ivB,d.Ouos, 127 n. 4. 
ivB,a.1TB.o-Oa.1, 226 n, 2, 
iv<p-ye'4, 126. 
bwo-,s, 259. 
lvvorOO"Tao-Ea, 294. 
Ephesus, councils of, 271, 283, 320 n. 2, 

375. 
Epigonus, 104. 
Epiphancs, 85. 
Epiphanian Creed, 188 n. I, 214 ff. 
Epiphanius, on Ebionism, 64 ; on the 

Holy Spirit, 216 n. 1. 
Episcopate, Cyprian'a conception, 364. 

See 11lso • Bisliops '. 

Epucopus tpu~opllrUm, 375. 
EliStntia, 11 7, 236. 
Eternal Generation of the Son. See 

' Generation.' 
Eucl1arist, the term, 397 n. 1; in N.T. 

27-32; a commemoration, 28 n. 6, 
409 n. I, 416; spiritual food, 29; a 
sacrifice, 31 ; extension of the Incarna
tion, 414, 420; various conceptions 
of, 393 ff. ; of infants, 418; of the 
dying, 419 ; daily celebration, 419; 
reservation, 420 ; for the dead, 422 ff, 

euBoKl,;t, 258. 
Eudoxius, 178, 182, 185. 
Eunomius, 178. 
Eusebius of Caesarea, on Ebionism, 64 ; 

his general position and teaching, 165 
n. 2; his creed, 167 n. 2 ; on the 
Holy Spirit, 205 ; on the Euche.rist, 
409 n. I, 

Eusebius of Dorylaeum, 281. 
Eusebins of Nicomedia, 157 n. 2, 164. 
Eustathius, 166, 186. 
Eutyches, 272 n. 1, 281 ff. 
EvMUatio, 297. 
Evil, the problem of, 73, 
Exinanitio, 297, 299, 
lf OUK 6vTwv, 158 n., 159. 
Extension of the Incarnation, 23, 414, 

425. 

• Fall' or man, 305 ff. 
Fathers, the, as witnesses to the faith, 

68, 282. 
Faustus of Rhegium, 323 C. 
Feet, washing the, 386. 
Ji'igura, 402, 416 n. 3. 
Filioque, 216 n. 
Filius Dei, filius hominis, 107, 233. 
Flavian, 281 ff. ; his creed, 283. 
Flesh, use of word in N.T., 16, 17 n. 1, 

19 n.; 'the flesh of Christ', 31 n. 1, 

143 n. 2, 243 n. 4, 248, 407-409, 
'pre-existent', 245. 

Florinus, letter to, 96. 
Foreknowledge. See Praeacientia. 
Forgiveness of sins, in N.T., 21, 24, 25 

n. 2 ; in Baptism, 379 ff. ; in the 
flhurch, 372, 373. 

Forma, 140 n. 1, 298. 
Forma Dei, forma urvi, 225, 233, 289, 

298. 
Free Will, in Christ, 249, .:!50 If., 258 n. 

2. See also Tp<-rrTOTf/S, 'Sinlessness ', 
' Developemen t of Character'. 

Free Will, in wan, 301 ft:, 306 ff., 314 !., 
325. 

Generation of the Son, continuous, 128 
n. 1 ; twofold, 130, 268 n. 3 ; eternal, 
147, cf. 170 n. 1, and 190; objections 
to conception of, 159, 180 n. I ; an 
act or 1>rocess of the divine nature, 195. 
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;-ev7JT6', "fevV7JT6r, 122 n. 1, 124 n. 3, 
201 n. 5. 

Germinius, 179. 
"fPWp/qµ.a,ra, 222 n. 1. 
Gnosticism, 76-92. 
GoD, doctrine of, in N. T. (Father, Spirit, 

Love), 11-15; significance of the term, 
220 ; in his ow/4 unknowable, 222 
n. r. 

God-Man, 150. 
Good Works, 854. 
Grace, 801 ff. ; .Augustine's conception, 

809, 818 n. I ; Faustus, 824 ; in the 
sacraments, 877 n. 6. 

Gradus, 140 n. 1. 
Gratia-pwsonalia, praecedens, praeveni

~ns, CO·OJlff'(mB, apecialia, 824, 825, 
826. 

Gratian, 187. 
Gregory of N azianzus, against .Arianism, 

158 n. ; at Constantinople, 187 n. I ; 
on the Holy Spirit, 222 ff. ; on the 
human will in Christ, 249 ; ou the 
.Atonement and idea of ransom to the 
Devil, 848 f. 

Gregory of Nyssa, against Arianism, 
158 n. ; on the Trinity, 220 If. ; on 
the term inr6na.,m, 220 ; on the 
haman will and nature of Christ, 249, 
251, 252 ; on the .Atonement and ran
som to the Devil, 340 ff. ; on Baptism 
and the Eucharist, 411 O'. 

Gregor,: Thaumaturgus, 40 ; on the 
Trimty, 204. 

Hades, descent into, 183 n. 1, 258, 
Harnack, conception of developement of 

doctrine, 33 n. I. 
Helxai, Helxaites, 67, 
Heracleon, 88 n. 3. 
Hereditary sin, 315 n. r. See • Original 

Sin'. 
Heresies, their origin, 3, 4 ; influence on 

developement of doctrine, 2 n. z, of. 
247; patristic teaching about, 2 n. I, 
See also ' Heretical Baptism '. 

Heretical Baptism, 386 If. 
Hermas, doctrine of Atonement, 329. 
Hilary of Poictiers, 158 n. ; against 

Arianism, 179 n. 4; on the Spirit, 
212 ; use of terms forma Dei and 
fvrma servi, 233 ; on the Ktvw1m, 297 ; 
on the Eucharist, 425. 

Hirn.loo theory of existence, 7 4. 
Hippolytus, on Noetus, 102 n. 3; his 

theology, 108 ; on forgiveness of sins, 
373. 

Holy Spirit, doctrine in Bible, 14, 15, 
198 ; Tertullian, 140, 142; Origen, 
148, 202; Arian conceptions, 185 n. 
3, 206; developement of Joctrine, 197-
281 ; not clearly distinguished from 
the Logos, 199; rel&tion to the Son, 

199, 20211'., 205, 211, 280 ; Cyril ot 
Jerusalem 207 If.; .Atbanasius, 209 If.; 
Hilary, 212; Macedonius, 212 f.; 
.Augustine, 230; Theodore, 216 n., 
266 ; given in baptism and the chrism, 
207 n. 3; procession (see the word) ; 
Epiphanian Creed, 214 If.; in con
secration of the elements, 399 n, 1. 

Holy Spirit, gift of the, 24 n. 8. 
Homoeans, 179 n, 1, 182 ff., 192. Set' 

also 8µ.010s, 
Homoiousios. See t.µo,os, oµ.o,06<r101. 
Homoousios. See oµ.006,,.,0,. 
Hrnnus, 164, 166 n. 1, 181 n. 1. 
Human sonl, in Christ, 125 n. 4; Origen, 

150; .Arian conception, 160 n. 2, 185 
n. 4 ; ~pollinarian theory, 242, 244 
n, 3 ; HI!~, 246 n. I ; 247-249. 

Human will, m Christ, 243, 249 f., 252, 
294. 

1
l8,wµara, 222 n. I. 

1 Ignatius, on Judaizing Christians, 68 
· n. 6, 80 n. 2 ; doctrine of the Logos, 

121 ; doctrine of Atonement, 330 ; on 
the Church, 357 f.; on the bishops, 373 
n. I, 374, 389; on the Euchadst, 398, 
404; 'ignorance' of Christ, 295 n, I, 

l}"i,,.Keq8a,, IX=µ6s, in N. T., 21 n. 2. 
lmaginarii Ohristiani, 89 n. 3. 
Immanent, of the Logos, 127, 128. 
lmpaslribilis, 103 n. 2. 
Impassibility of Godhead. See 'Suffer, 

ing'. 
Im personality of human nature in Christ, 

248 n. 2, 294. 
Imposition of hands. See 'Confirmation', 
Incarnation, fitness of, 160 ; necessity 

of, 349 f. 
lndolentia, 298. 
lndulgentia, 353, 
Indwelling of God, 258, 261, 
Infant baptism. See 'Baptism'• 
Infant communion, 418 f. 
In quo omnes peccaverunt, 309 n, 2. 
Inspiration, earliest conception of Chris-

tian, 41 ; Jewish conception, 43 ; 
ethnic conceptions, 44; the early 
Fathers, 43-49, 

Intention, 388. 
Interpenetration, of the Persons of the 

Godhead, 226 ; of the natures in 
Christ, 293, 

Invisible Church. See 'Visible Church', 
Invocation, of the Spirit, 881 n. 4, 399 

n. I, 412 n. I, 440: of saints, 424 n. I. 
Irenaens, on tradition as criterion of 

truth, 56 ; on Ebionaeans, 64 : see 
'Gnosticism' ; doctrine of the Logos, 
129 ff.; the Incarnation as the con
summation of Revelation, 131 t:; doc• 
trine of the Holy Spirit, 200 ; on the 
,ci,,wqis, 296 ; on the Atonement. 
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334 ff. ; on the Church, 359 f. ; on 
Baptism and Unction, 390; on the 
Eucharist, 399 ff. 

lsidorus, 88 n. 1. 

Jaldabaoth, 90. 
Jerome, on Ebionites, 64; on Homoeans, 

184; on Pelagianism, 317 n. 2; on 
the bishop of Rome, 375. 

Jerusalem, Creed of, 188 n. I, 
Jerusalem, council of, 317. 
John of Antioch, 271, 272 f. 
Jovian {emperor), 186 n. I ; letter to, 

214. 
Julian (emperor), 186. 
Julian of Eclanum, 320 n. 1, 
Julius, 172. 
J nstice of God, 335 ff., 350. 
Justin Martyr, on Judav.ing Christians, 

63 ; doctrine of the Logos, 124 ; doc
trine of Atonement, 331 ; on baptism, 
380 ; on the Eucharist, 398, 404, 
420. 

KillWfJ,O,, 90, 
1civw,ns, 289 n. 2, 294-800. 
'Kingdom of God', 22 n. 3. 
Knowledge of God, limits to, 222 n. I, 
Ko,vw,ia., 28. See also 'Union', 'Com-

munion•. 
ltTUTfJ,O,, used of the Son by Origen, 148 

n. 2; Arian idea, 159, 161; of the 
Holy Spirit, 185, 206. 

Lampsacus, oonncil of, 187, 
Laodicea, council of, 392. 
Lateran, council of the, 393, 
Latrocinium, 284 n. I, 
Laymen, right to baptize, 388 ft'. 
Leo, 283 ff.; letter to Flavian, 283, 

288 ff.; on the Klvwu,s, 299, 
Lignwm, 402 n. 4-
, Like the Father', 177, 183. See also 

IJ,arMOS, 
Limitation. See ,cbwu", •Knowledge'. 
Little Labyrinth, 100. 
Liturgies, doctrine of Eucharist, 426. 
Logos, 92 n. 4 ; the Logos Doctrine, 

119-137 ; theory of Marcellus, 190; 
relation of the term to Holy Spirit, 
199 n. 3, 399 n. I. 

Lord's Supper. See 'Eucharist•. 
Love, the essence of the Godhe&d, 18 

n. 6 ; Origen on, 146 n. I ; Augustine, 
227 ; the solution of all difficulties, 
231 ; only in the Church, 368 f., 371. 

Lucian, 101, 110, 163n. 2; his supposed 
Creed, 17 4 n. S• 

Lucifer, 185 n. 2. 

Macedonins, 186 n. I, 212 ff. 
M&erostich, 176. 
Ma.Kpounxos tK/fom, 176 n. 4, 226 n. :z. 

Mau, doctrine of, in N.T., 16-18. See 
also 'Pelagianism ', 

Manhood of the Lord, Gnostic con• 
ceptions, 75, 81. See 'Human Soul' 
'Human Will', 'Flesh', 'Body', 

M11nicheism, Manes, 93 ff. 
Marathonins, Marathonians, 213 n. 2. 
Marcellus, 105 n. 1, 166, 171 f., 190 ff. 
Marciau, 284. 
Marcion, M11roionism, 81 ft'. 
Marius Mercator, 261 n. 4, 321 n. 
Mark, bishop of Arethusa, 182 n, I, 
Martyrdom, a substitute for Baptism, 

386. 
Martyrs, only in the Church, 366, 
Meletius, 185 n. 2, 187 n. 1. 
Memnon of Ephesus, 271. 
Memorial, the Eucharist, 28 n. 6. 416. 
Menander, 79. 
Merit, doctrine of, 353 ft'. 
.a<-ra,fJ&J,;lle,11, 410 n. + 
Metaphor, in N. T., 20, 21; limits to 

nsa of, 160 n. 3. 
,aeraro,e,11, 412, 413 n. I, 
,aerappv0µl5et11, 415 n. 3. 
,aera.<TK<vo.5«11, 415 n. 3. 
µ.-r,un-o,xe1ou11, 413 n. 2, 
Methodius, attack on Origen, 152, 
,ala ,Putrtf -roG /Jcoo >.6,yov trf<TO.pKw,aln1, 

ueua.pKw,a/vov, 241 n., 243 n. 2. 
Milan, councils of, 178, 179 n. 1, 

179 n, + 
Mileve, council at, 319 n. 1. 
Millennium, Millennialism, 68-71, 
Mixed cup, 405 n. 6. 
µif,s, 243 n. 3, 247. 
Mixture of Natures, 243 24n. 3, 7, 259. 
Monarchianism, 96-107, exegesis of 

Scripture, 110; on the Holy Spirit, 
200. 

,ao•o-y••l)t, meaning and use of the term, 
195f. 

,aovo-yel'fi 0c6v, 168 n. 4, 172, 173 nn. I, 3, 
µo•o• iK µovov, 173 n. 3. 
Monophysites, 292 n. 1. 
Monothelites, 251. 
Mont&nism, doctrine of the Spirit, 200 ; 

on forgiveness of sins, 373. 
,aop,P1/ 0eofi, ,aop,P1/ <lov>.ov, 295. See also 

forma Dei. 
'Mother of God', 261 n. 2, 262. 
µvtrr-ijp,011, mysteri11,m, 376 n. 2, 424, 

425£ 
Mysteries, the ancient, 424. 

Natura, 139, 232 f., 298, 417 n., 425. 
Natural Theology, 120. 
Nature of Christ, human. See 'Human 

Soul', 'Human Will', 'Flesh', 'Body', 
'Personality', 'Impersonality', KEVW<Ttr. 

Natures, the two. See Nestoria.nism, 
Eutychianism. 

N azaraea.ns, 64. 
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Nectarius, 187 n. 1, 188 n. 1. 
Nestorianism, 256, 257 n. I, 260 ff. 
N estorianiam, its strength and its weak, 

ness, 274f. 
N estorians, later history, and Archbishop 

of Canterbury's Mission, 279 f. 
Nestorius, 247, 255, 260 ff. 
Newman, theory of developement of 

doctrine, 86. 
Nicaea, council and Creed of, 165 ff., 

168 f., 286, 387, 419. 
Nice, council of, 179 n, I, 184. 
Niceta, 231 Note. 
Nicolaitans, 79. 
Noetus, 102, 104, 
Novatian, 107, 191, 

Obedience of Christ, 830, 336, 338 n, 4-
0blations for the Dead, 422 ff. 
Ogdoad, 89 n. 2. 
olicovoµ.[a., in expression of doctrine, 39 f. ; 

use of word, 97 ; 126, 344. 
8'.o,. i! 8'.ou, 173 n. 2. 

/Jp.o,os, 177 n, 1, 182, 188 n. 2, 192. 
op.o,o6<riof, 179 n. 3, 180 n. I, 192. 
op.olw,m TOV 8,ov, 306 n. 4. 
op.006,nor, Clement Al., 183 n. 2; Origen, 

147 n. 4; in Nicene Creed. 167, 169 
n. 4; objections to the term, 171 n. 1, 
180 n. I ; explanation, 186; supposed 
change in meaning, 193. 

oµoov,nor iJp.w, 282, 287, cf. 83 n. 2. 
Only-begotten. See p.ovo-y,vfi,, µovo-yEPfi 

8,lw. 
Ophites, 85 f. 
Optatus, 369 n. I, 
Orange, council at, 324-. 
Oriental thoug-ht, c-haracteristics of, 72 ; 

influence on Gnostic theories, i5 f. 
Origen, the nse of heresies, 2 n. I ; 

method of exegesis of Scripture, 53, 
146; on Ebionaeans, 63 n. 2, 64 ; his 
characteristics, 145 f. ; doctrine of the 
Logos and the Sonship, 147 If. ; the 
human soul of Christ, 150 ; 'nnortlw
dox' points in his teaching, 152 f. ; 
doctrine of the Holy Spirit, 201 ff. ; 
on the icivwrru 296; on the Atonement, 
337 ff. ; on the Church, 363. 

Origenistic controversies, 152 ff. 
Origenists, 151, 152. 
Original Righteousness, 309, 
Original Sin. See Vitium origini3 and 

• Pelagianism ', 
Orosius, 317. 
Ourrla, Melito's use, 189 n. I ; Origen, 

149; Nicene Creed, 170 n. 2, 171 n. I; 
proscribed, 179; Basil of Ancyra on, 
183 n. 2 ; history of the term, 235-
238 ; N estorius, 264. 

ra.l'TOKpO.Twp, 168 n. 3· 
Parmenian, 369 n, 1. 

Patripassians, 97, 103 o. 2, 105. 
Paul of Samosata, 100 ff. ; use of term 

cip.006<r1os, 111. 
Paulinus, 185 n. 2. 
Peccatum ~ tradua, 315. 
Pelagianism, connexion with Nestorian

ism, 259 n. 1 ; origin, 301 ff. ; princi
ples, 314 if.; the controversy, 316-320. 

Pelagius, 312 ff. 
Penance, the Penitential System, 356, 

372f. 
1up,-ypa.r/Yf,, 99, 110 n. I. 
1up,xwp'l)au, 129 n, 2, 221, 226 n. 2, 
Perseverance, 31 I. 
Perstma, Sa.Lellian use, 105; Tertullian, 

138 ff. ; Angnstine, 227 ; history of 
the term, 233 f. 

Personality of the Godhead, 226 n, 2 1 

227, 238, 240. 
Personality of Christ, 260, 294 (see also 

'Human Will in Christ'). 
Peter, our Lord's sayings to, 362 n, 1, 

364, 375. 
Petilian, 369 n, 1. 
Philippopolis, council of, 176. 
Philo, idea of inspiration, 44 ; of inter, 

pretation of 0. T., 51, 
Philostorgins, 157 n. 2. 
Photinus, 177, 192. 
tf,w.-ltew, tf,wnrrµo,, 379 n. 2 and 4, 
q,6rrir, 235. See also 'Eutychianism 

282 ff'. 
Pierius, 117. 
Pistis Sopkia, 86 n. 1. 
7r")..fipwµ.a., in N.T., 79 n. S; Gnostic use, 

90. 
Pneumatomachi, 213 n. 2, 
roi,,.,, .-oiiro ro«,re, 32 n. 1, 404 n. 1, 

405 n. 3. 
roMrelJ(fo.µ,,vo", in Creeds, 167 n. 2, 168 

n. I, 
Polycarp, relations with Marcion, 83. 
Prauepta, 355. 
Praedestina.tio, Predestination, 311, 322, 
PraesciMltia, 323. 
Praevaricatio, 336 n. 4-
Praxeas, 102 f. 
Pre-existence of soul, 302. 
Procession, of the Spirit, 204, 205, 206, 

208, 212, 215 n, I, 230. 
Progr6SS in doctrine, 36, 59 (Vincent}. 
7rpoicrnrq, 101 n. 3. 
Propitiation in N.T., 21 n. 2. 
PropruttuJ, 139, 140 n. 3. 
7rp00-W'1T01', 105, 234, 
7rpocpop<Kos, 127 n, 4, 134 n. 4. 
1rpwrOTOKOf, J 62, 190, 
1rf>WTOTOKOS raCT'l)f KTl<TEwr, meaning in 

Cul. 115, 162; use in creeds, 167 n. 2, 

173 n. 5. 
'fVX7J, Xo;,1ic6s, cD.o-yos, 248, 249. See 

also' Human Soul',• Human Will', 
Ptolemaeus, 88 n. 3. 
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Pulcheria, 284, 
Punishment, remedial, 152, 338 n. 3. 

Ra.nsom, in N.T., 20 n. 2; to the Devil, 
336 ff., 339, 341. 

~pitWU,N, re.capitulatio, 334 n. 2. 
Receptionist, 395. 
Regeneration, in N. T., 24, 25 n. 2, 26 ; 

in ba.ptism, 380, 383 n. 3. 
Remission of sins, N. T., 21, 24. 
&pr/U#ntare, 403 n. I. 
Representative idea. of Atonement, esp. 

20 n. 2, 334 f., 346, 352. 
ReprobaUo, 311. 
Reservation of the Sacrament, 420-422. 
Reserve in expression of doctrine, 39 f., 

214 n. I, 223. 
Robber Synod, 284. 
Roman Creed, 288, 
Rome, the Church of, influence, 56. 

., councils at, 114, 319, 320. 
,, cla.ims of bishops of, 375. 

Rufinus on the Atonement and ransom 
to Satan, 342 f. 

Sabellius, Sabellianism, 104 ff. ; fear of, 
in the Ea.st, 167 n. 2, 175, 177; cf. 
Marcellus, 190. 

Sacramentarian, 395. 
Sacraments, Sacramf!IUum, 376, 377; 

benefit of, only in the Church, 368 n. 3, 
888 · the extension of the Incarnation, 
414, 425. 

Sacrifice, of Christ, N. T., 21; the 
Eucharist, 27 n. 2, 31, 404 tf., 406, 
410, 417 n. 1; in the Atonement, 339. 

Saints, 357 n. 1, 424 n. I. 
Salvation only in the Church, 865, 368. 
Saravion, 209, 399, 426. 
Sard1ca, councils of, 176, 181 n., 191. 
<Ta.pKO<f,opos, (Jebs, 244 n. 2. 
,ra.pKwfJina., in Creeds, 167 n. 2, 169 n. S, 
,rdp~. See' Flesh', 
Sl\t&n, rights onr man, 335 ff., 350. 

See also 'Ransom'. 
Satisfaction, in N. T., 21; 328 n. 3; 

Tertullian, 333, 353 f. 
Saturninus (Gnostic), 81. 
Satuminus (Ariirn), 179 n. 4. 
Schism, the sin of, 365 f., 367 n. 3. 
Scripture, inspiration of, 43-49 ; method 

of exegesis of, 49-55 ; va.lue of the 
ecclesiastical tradition, 55-61 ; Arian 
interpretation of, 161 f. ; stress laid on, 
by Arians, 171 n. I, cf. 159 n. 2, and 
Arianizing creedR, 172 n. 2, 175, 177, 
179, cf. 192; Cyril of Jerusalem, 207 ; 
Pelagius, 314; limitations of te&ching 
of, 201 n. 4. 

l:i'clleuceia, council of, 178 n. 3, 184. 
Semi-Arians, 183. See 'llomoeans '. 
Semi-Augnstinianism, 321 n. 1. 
Semi-Pelagianism, 321 ff., 324, 

Simon Magus, 79. 
Sin, doctrine of, in N.T., 17, 18; not ol 

the essence of human nature, 250 ff. ; 
Theodore's conceptio11, 259 n. I ; its 
origin and nature, 305 ff. 

Sin, post-baptismal, 25 n. 2, 379 nn. 3, 4. 
Sinlessness of Christ, 160, 241, 244 n. 4, 

250-252. 
Sirrnium, councils of, 177,179,182,209. 
Sirmium, 'the blasphemy of', 180 n, 1. 
Solidarity of mankind, 334. See also 

' Representative '. 
Solvit, qui solvit Jesum, 291 n. 2, 
Son, Sonship, see esp. chh. x, xi, xii, 

and theory of Marcellus, 190. 
Soul of Christ. See ' Human Soul', 
Soul of man, origin of, 302 ff. 
Species, 140 n. I, 4.16 n. 3. 
tT1rEpµ.o.nds, of the Logos, 125, 
,rq,pa."'(£s, 379 n. 2, 883 n. 3. 
Spirit. See 'Holy Spirit', 
Statio, 420 n. 4-
Stat,™, 139, 140. 
Stephen, on baptism, 387, 
,r,-o,xe,a., 413 n. 2, 416 n. 3. 
Subjection of the Son, 190 f. 
Subnumeration, 219 n. 
Subordinationism, 148 n. 2, 149 n. 4, 

151, 161, 168, 177, 180 D. I. 
Substance, substantiU,, Tertullian's use, 

138 f. ; the two substances in Christ, 
144; meaning and history of the term 
231 Jf. 

Substitution, 346 n. 5, 352. 
Suffering, sufferings of Christ, 102 ff. ; 

the divine nature incapable of, 181 n., 
246 n. 2, 298. See also 'Communi
oatio idiomatum ', and 'Atonement' 
( eh. xviii). 

<Tvµf3ef311KOTa., 235. 
Sun, images to illustrate doctrine, 142, 

143, 169 n. I, 252. 
i;{,110.,µ.o,, ,ru,r1,wµ.o,, 410 n. I, 
(Tl}Va.<f,e1a, 259. 
,ruftl"fos, 89 n. 2. 
Symbol, 402 ff, 

Tatian, 81 n. 3 ; doctrine of the Logos, 
126. 

Temptation, of Christ as man, 251. 
Tertullian, his characteristics and in

fl ueuce, 138 ; on tradition as criterion 
of truth, 57; de prtUscr. kaeret., 57 n.3, 
61; use of terms BUbstantiU,and persona, 
138 f. ; doctrine of Atonement, 333; 
idea of merit and Htisfa.ction, 333, 
353 f. ; on the Church, 360 f. ; on for
giveness of sins, 373 ; on baptism, 381, 
386, of infants, 879 n. 31 by laymen, 
389 ; on unction, 390 ; on the Euohar• 
ist, 402 f., 420, 423. 

Thalia, 157 n. 2, 206. 
9,6.v8pw1ros, 150. 
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e,006:xor, 261 n. 6, 263 n. 1. 
Theodore of Mopsuestia, on the Spirit, 

216 n, ; his life and teaehing, 256 ; 
on t1u Inct1h"llaiion, 257 Jf. ; connexion 
with Pelagianism, 259 n. I, 321 n. 

Theodoret, on the Holy Spirit, 216 n., 
271, 285. 

Theodosius, 187. 
Theodosius II, 283, 284. 
Theodotus (Gnostic), 91 n. 2. 
Theodotus (Mon&rchian), 98 f. 
e,o"J\rryla, e,o"llrryiw, meaning and use of 

the words, 7. 
Theophilus, doctrine of the Logos, 127 ; 

the term Triad, 200. 
8,o~opos, 4,8pwros, 244 n. 2, 265 n. 2, 

276-279. 
8,os vlwvbs, 213. 
Theotokos, 8<0T6Kos, 261, ~62, 269. 
/Jv,rla,. Sea 'Sacrifice'. 
/Jw,a,nfip,ov, 404 n. 5. 
Toledo, council of, 216 n., 288 n, 3. 
Tome of Leo, 288 n. I. 
Tradition, earliest sense of the word, 41 ; 

oral and written, 42 ; place of, in inter
pretation of Scripture, 55 ff., Irenaeus, 
56, Tertnllh.n, 57, Vincent ofLerinum, 
59 ; general regard for, 875, 

Traducianism, 808-305. 
Trad'll4J ptccati, 308. 
Transelement, 382 n. Sea also µera• 

fl'TO&X,,<OUP. 

Transformation, 414. 
Transubstantiation, 393 f., 414, 
rf)E1r'l'Wf/S, -ro -rpnr-r6v, of the incarnate 

Son, 160, 170 n. 3, 241, 250 ff, 
Trent, council of, 34, 325, 393. 
Triad, 127, 200. 
Trinitas, 142 n. 1. 
Trinity, implied in 'God is love', 13 n. 

6; N.T., 11-15; developement of 
doctrine, 197-231 ; Tertullian, 142; 
Origen, 149; Gregory Nyss., 221 ; 
council of Constantinople, 224; Augus
tine, 225 ff. ; reflected in man's con
stitution, 228; terms to express it, 
237, 238, 239. 

Tropici, 209 n. 3. 
rpbros inrcf.pi•ws, 140 n. I, 
1'Y'l"OS, 405 n, 3, 410. 
Tyconius on the interpretation of Scrip

ture, 55, 

vl01rcf.-rwp, 105 n. 3. 
Unbegotten, 121, 122 n., 158 n. 
Ullction. See 'Chrism'. 
Unicus, 195. 
Un1;9'enitus,195. See slso'Only,begotten', 
Umon of the Natures, 258, 259, 262 ff. 
Union with Christ, 25 ff. (see also 

' Baptism', ' Eucharist'), 425 f. 
Unity, of the Godhesd, 142 n, 2; moral, 

17 4 n, 3 ; generic, 193 ; of nature, 
425. See also ' Trinity', 'God' 
'Logos'. 

Unity, of the Church, 359, 364f., 369 n. 1, 
Unlike. See d,,,6µ0,011. 
~r•poxfi, 149. 
,i,ro,na,r,s, 114 ff., 126 n. 5, 170 n. 2, 

186, 220 ; history of the term, 235-
238 : N estorius and Cyril, 264. 

Ursacius, 179, 183. 

Valence, 324. 
Valens, Bishop, 179, 183. 
Valens, Emperor, support of Arians, 

178 n. 3, 186, 187. 
Valen tin us, 88 ff. 
Vessels of mercy, vessels of wrath, 311 

n. r. 
Viaticum, 419. 
Vicarious satisfaction, 352. See also 

'Satisfaction•. 
Vigil, 420 n. 4. 
Vincent of Lerinum, on tradition anu 

the criterion of truth, 59; use of 
phrase duae substantuu of Christ, 233. 

Virginity of the Mother of the Lord, 
perpetual, 288 n. 4. 

Visible Church, 23, 357, 369, 370 n. 1, 
Viti-um uriginis, 303, 306. 

Water in baptism, 381 nn. 3, 4, 
Water mixed with wine, 405 n. 6. 
Will, 'by the will of the Father', early 

use of the phrase, 107, 136, 148, 159 
n. 2; Arian use, 159, cf. 173 n. 6; 
significance of the phrase, 194. See 
also 'Free Will'. 

Will of God, Augustine's conception, 812. 

Zephyrinus, 97, 103 n. 2, 873. 
Zoroastrian theory of existence, 74.. 
Zosimt1s, on Pelagianism, 319 f. ; on 

appellate jurisdiction, 375, 
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